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CONTROLLERS 
An interview with Carla (Mad 

Dog) and Spike of the Controllers. 
Sting Ray was in Michigan and 
couldn't come. Carla plays mad 
drums and Spike plays lead-Sting 
Ray obviously plays bass. 

No Maybe this' ll be a really rot
ten fucked up Interview. 
Spika I'm real hung over. 
No What do you want to say? 
Spike FU.CK. 
Carta We're giving up punk rock. 
We're gonna go work In factories. 
Spike We're gonna play spunk 
music now. 
No How do you feel? 
Spike SICK! 
Carla I feel like taking a shit. 
No We think you're real aggres
sive when you play. 
Spike We're usually speeding. 
Carla I always get mad, I always 
get mad. 
Spike If we're angry we play 
better. 
No You seem a lot better now with 
three people onstage. 
Carla I hate 50 people on stage. 
Spika It 's more direct. 
Carla That's 'cause I have the per
sonality. (Carla is fairly new) 
Spike She's the best thing that 's 
happened to us musicaliy, because 
none of us are very. good musi
cians, but she's a real good drum
mer, she's got that natural rhythm, 
but as a three piece we're a lot 
tighter. 
No Natural (rhythm)????? 
Carla Do we have· to get into this? 
I'm a negrooo. 
Spike NEGRO NEGRO! , 
Carla That's a different race you 
know, it's a different planet. (No 
goes to the head and Spike starts 
to interview Carla) 
Spike Mad Dog, tell me about your 
greatest desires and your fan
tasi.es. 

Carla I'd like to be fucked in the 
open like a dog while millions of 
people watch. 
Spike Is it true that you'd like to be 
fucked doggie style by ldi Amin? 
Carla Who told you that? 
Spike Black Randy. 
Carla Ohhh. 
Spike He's just a nigger anyways. 
Carta Yeah, he's just one of those 
white niggers. (Now Spike talks for 
himself.) 
Spike 0.K. Kid Spike? ·Yes, what 
can I do for you? Tell us about your 
greatest fantasies. Well, my main 
fantasy Is I'd like to fuck Anita Bry
ant In the asshole. 
No Is that a homosexual act? 
Spike No, not with Anita Bryant. I 
just wanna fuck her in the ass. I 
just wanna humiliate her. 
Carla So ·she'll know how homos 
feel ... and if she enjoyed it maybe 
she'd change her mind. 
Spike Oh she'd love it! 
No Would you do it with KY jellly 
or would you do it dry? 

Spike I'd do It brutally ... I'd want 
to hurt her, humiliate her. 
Carla Dry, dry! , 

~~~~~a~ . dry hump c1_9wn Hershey 

No (to Carla) Tell us about your 
sex life. 
Carla Who, me? I don't have a sex 
life. Mad Dogs don't have sex, 
we're superior. 
Spike My girl friend beats up old 
men for a living ... she works in a· 
dominance bar ... It 's real neat, 
we hang out down there, it's one of 
our main hangouts. 
Carla (mimicking an old man) 
BEAT ME! BEAT ME! 
No Do they come when they get 
beat up? 
Spike Yeah ... she like beats 
them up and like ties them up and 
stuff and then afterwards they jack 
off. 

No Is that legal? 
Carla Yeah, it's a business, man. 
Spike There's places like that .all 
over Hollywood. It's weird, it's like 
a lot of bankers and stuff. You 
know, these big buslnessmen who 
have all this authority and they'll 
like boss people around all day and 
then after work they want to get 
humiliated and get bossed around 
themselves. So they go in there 
and crawl around on their 
knees ... "Oh mistress, 
mistress!" 
Carla It has to be with some real 
beautiful chick. 
Spike OK, next question: What's 
our sex life? 
Carla Let's talk about my s~x life. 
No OK, talk about your sex life. -
Carla I don't have one. I don't fuck 
anybody ... nobody wants to fuck 
me because I'm black, 
No How do you ... how do you, 
uh. • 
Carla How do I get off? That's why 
I use those real big bathroom 
sticks. They just fit perfectly be
cause I've got a real tight one. I sit 
there and read Slash and go like 
this . .. I read about the Avengers 
and I go UHHHHHHHH! 
No Maybe No Magazine can get 
you laid, you know? We'll print that 
and you'll get a lot of offers. 
Carla You know some weirdos will 
come showing up at my 
house . .. ooh ooh ooh. 
Spike They' ll be showing 
your house with big 
ons ... big bulges in 
pants . . 

up at 
hard
their 

Carla No thanks ... junior 
dykes ... that's what I am. Have 
you ever heard of junior dykes? 
There 's two levels of dykes. 
There's junior dykes and senior 
dykes. Junior dykes act like bays 
and senior dykes act like 
men ... you ever notice that? 
That's what Mickey is. She's a 
junior dyke. I'm a junior dyke. You 
can print this and then people will 
go"GAWD." 
Spike Mad Dyke. 
No What about adolescent dykes? 
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Carla No, it's junior dykes. Cause 
boys '""you know, the11 men. That's 
something I made up. When I'm 
fucked up I always make up all this 
stuff like Mad Dog: Mad Dog 
Philosophy. You have to do some
thing' really destructive and violent 
to yourself in order to be a Mad 
Dog, like break a bone or some
thing. He's a Mad Dog, he broke his 
arm. 
No What'd you break? 
Carla My head. But then I've . al
ways bee·n a Mad Dog, I've always 
destroyed things and broke thi ngs. 
Spike We've been trying to figure 
out a way to outrage the American 
public but we can't come up with 
one. 

·Carla Something like the Sex Pis· 
tols did to England. 
Spike There's no way to outrage 
the American public. You can't at
tack the government because the 
president's just a big joke, you 
know, since Nixon and all that. No
body cares about " I hate the Presi
dent" and everbody hates him any
way. You can't attack the church 
because everybody's got a differ· 
ent religion. 
No Do you know how you do 
it ... the only way is to be yourself 
and to be real honest about it . 
Spike But we need something 
like. 
Carla Something instant like "Gcd 
Save The Queen." Yoi.J know what 1 
should do? I know ... I've got 
it ... since people still hate Nazis, 
I could like wear Nazi uniforms. 
Spike That only offends Jews; 
everybody else just ignores it. Our 

.old bass player went to the Holly· 
wood Palladium, you remember, 
the Palladium thing, the punk 
fashion show? He spray-painted a 
swastika on his bare chest and on 
his back and at ttl_e time he was do
ing messenger services for a Jew
ish psychiatrist in Beverly Hills . 
Carla Oh god . 
Spike ... and he went to the Pal
ladium with a big swastika in black 
spray-paint all across here and all 
across his back and he was just 
running around and he started talk
ing to this Jewish girl and it turned 
out she knew the psychiatrist that 
he was working for and the next 
Monday he went to work and he 
was fired. As a matter of fact, he 
didn't even go to work. He called 
them up and they said, 'Don't come 
in, we'll mail you the check; don't 
bother coming near here.' 
No My chiropractor is a Nazi; she 
wants to bomb cities . 
Carla I can imagine. 

No She was born in Nazi Germany 
in 1943 as she says in the Nazi aris
tocracy and they tattooed her body 
with scars to prove that she was 
like one of them you know . .. and 
she's really into it and I'm .like hal f 
Jewish. 
Carla I'm Jewish. 

play and the way Hltle~ 
worked ... It's like an audience 
similarity. 
Spike It's hard to get that reaction 
though. Not all rock bands can do 
it ... but on a good night that's 
what it's like, you know, like Grand 
Funk back in Grand Funk days 
when they would play places that 
would seat ten thousand? You 
know I was never a big Grand Funk 
fan, but I wish I'd seen them live, 
cause man they fucking tore some 
places up. 
No They were good. They played 
out in the mid-west ... they played 
li ke all the shit places in America. 
Spike You know that was like 
straight power rock ... They made 
shitty records but every one of 
them's gold practically. 
No You never heard thefm in San 
Francisco . .. that real elitist rock 
scene they had there with Bill Gra
ham ... you heard Grand Funk in 
Seattle and the mid-west and stuff. 
Spike Uh huh . . . that's the kind of 
audience that the punk music's got 
to get to is a hard rock aud
ience . .. ~ecause that's essential
ly what it is and that's why I'm into 
it because it's like hard rock. I like 
mean music; that's why I don't like 
this New Wave Pop Shit because 
it's like it has its place but . 
Carla Not in our lives. 
Spike In order to make the thing 
go over big in America you've got 
to hit the people that are listening 
to Aerosmith and shit like that 
now .. . not necessarily by sound
ing like them but. 
Carla Aggression. 
Spike Yeah, it's like that 's what it 
is, it's like power . .. it 's a strong 
thing and that's the kind of music 
we're trying to play. · 
No What do you think it can do? I 
mean, you want to make people 
mad and offend them and shit .. 
Spike I just want to make them go 
crazy ... we need like .a wild 
generation again. 

No And we talked about it and Carla Complacency must be des-
she's really into the violence of it; troyed. . 
she wants to blow the shit out of Spike There's nothing to drive 
people. American youth crazy anymore. 
Carla I've always liked Nazi stuff Carla Yea, cause everyone's so 
because it's so military, and the complacent . .. they've got a job, 
way they brainwash -the people. . they work from nine to five , they're 
and all the WWII stuff ... ever like (unintelligible) ... 
since I was a kid I've always dug Spike I go home to where I live m 
that WWII stuff ... and I wanted M1ch1gan and all my friends there 
the Nazis to win. have like . .. I expect them to be 
No You know, there's like a sim· hanging out like I do you know, 

still living at home but like some of 
them are still living at home but 
they're all wollk.ing in factories and 
making six or seven bucks an hour 
and like they hate it. That's all they 
d6 is talk about hating it and at the 
same time they have all this spend-
ing cash and they're all out shoot· 
ing pool and gambling and stuff, 
but it's like what we need is a war, 
you know, like the Vietnam war to 

· like drive the youth crazy. 
Carla This Generation's on 
Vacation. 
Spike That's a good title for a song 
because it's real true, even though 
I hate Shock, I hate Shock . 
Carla That 's one band you can say 
you hate because everybody hates 
them. But they like us. That's 
what's so weird. 
Spike Who cares. · 
No This is a real weird time in 
America you know. 
Carla Apathy and complacency. 
Spike The fifties came along and 
teenagers suddehly became teen
~gers you know, and it became a 
thing like James Dean and all 
that ... like teenagers are wild and 
rock came in you know like fifties 
rock, rhythm and blues and stuff 
and the sixties came along and 
there was the war and it drove 
people crazy and everybody grew 
their hair and stuff and there was 
acid rock and shit like that and now 
all of a sudden the 70's have come 
along and it's like. 
Carla Nothing./Splke Sleepy time. 
No The teenagers seem real 
cowardly man. 
Spike Your normal teenager, like 
your normal Culver City teenager, 
two guys wouldn't sit as close as 
Mad Dog and I are because they're 
afraid that people would think 
they 're faggots or something. 
They're self-t:onScious, they'r.e 
really self-conscious, Everybody 
thinks they're hippie; they're all 
smoking dope and shit but like ten 
years ago when the hippies were 
like wearing beads and shit and 
hair down to here they were just as 
outrageous and weird looking as 
we look now walking down the 
street with safety pins and spike 
hair, you know, but all the kids now 
think that they're hippies but 
they're like wearing Millers Out· 
post and shit 

·Carla l was hoping there would be 
a revolution. I used to think God, it 
would be great you know if they 
could take over the country and 
things would be all good .. . like 
hippies were like sort of commun
ists. They were saying like 

. yeah ... everybody lives together 
and shares everything and I 
thought yeah, that would be great. I 
was twelve years old thinking that 
wou ld be cool, you know? "'l"------,,--
Splke Yeah ... I remember my ·. 
sister saying to me once that it's 
inevitable that there's going to be a 
revolution. 
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N01 Do people treat you as a novelty, as an"all girl band" rather than as a 

band that might play well? GOG01 Yeah, like (anonymous person) said when he 

went to book us at (anonymous club) the club owner got a boner when he heard 

we were an all girl band, N01 Goal of the band? GOG01 To develope a commercial .· 

sound while still be~ng able to express what we're talking about, NO: You'd 

want your songs on A,M, radio? GOG01 ·Definitely, But that's a pretty high 

goal, ANOTHER G9G01 I thou~ht the goal of the band was to learn to play our 

instruments, GOG01 We'd like to be an inspiration to other girls to get their 

own bands together, GOGOS1 Our famous quote is" Our brains surpass four abil

ities,• N01 How do you feel about the difference between what you do for a 

living during the day and what you do when you get on stage? GOG01 Well, one 

day I was listening to the MUZAK at work and I knew I was on vacation because I 

thoug ht I 

,.._. 

, 



GINA PANE is a French perfonnance 
artist. In America for t he 1st t· 
she perfonned at LAICA t his septe~~=r 
She doesn•t speak Erw:lish. Her ner- • 
formance consisted of physical ac-
tions, video and slides. Pressing her G'. 
body against a wall; jumping through ; 
a_ sheet of gl ass and crushing t he bits · 
with her feet; posing , mime and taking • . 
a long slice from her back with a 
razor blade. · 

N0-I want to know what you t hink hap-
pens when you perfonn for peonle from 
a di fferent culture, how do you feel 
the va rious audiences and all that ? I 
tr-First I must say this is -t he fir~t 
time I've_ come to America, so it•s a 
very i mportant experience f or me . 
For a_ long time I've had a certain W9'f 
of thinking of what America mi ght be · 
like , I came full of opinions based on 
what I had heard and I found that I 
had mainly b een fed stereotypes and 
not the reality I found here. I must N 
frankly say this is t he first time I 
am in a country where I find my iden-
tity in THINGS more easily , either on 
the level of ' "Space•, or on the level 
of t he quality of life between people. 
It seems very important to me, t here 
is a i:ery direct t ype of rapport. It 
is quite different from Europe . 
NO- Does t his mean that this new •real-A 
ity you s eem to have di s covered will 
ch?J1.ge your future perf onnances? 
G-I think so. Ever y time I live t hru 
one t here is, along wi t h the perfor
mance itself, a very strong expe;r;i.ence 
before t he -perfo.nnal'\ce_; _the building 
up to it, and I now want to create in 
Europe a performance in relationship 
to everything I have lived here on a 

daily level. Onc.e back there it will PANE all' decant itself, and with tha t per-
formance I might be able to really · 
answer your question. 
NO-Do you know your public? Do you 
know what really happens in people ... . .. _ 
when you perform? 
G-No, I c<n never really know that. Let's say that in the very brief but veey intense period I 
do the performance there is an exchange which t akes place that requires a terrific amount of 
energy, but once it is going, it's not a euclidean geometry, it's something more telepathic, 
like waves that come back to me, and at t hat time a certain contact with the public does exist. 
NO-And :i:s tha t partial contact that takes place different here from what it is i n Europe? 
tr-The approach of the two audiences might be significantly different on a social leveli but on 
the level of the perfonnance itself it's pretty much the same. The perfonnance goes beyond t he 
particular cultures, it deals with man, his body, and I receive the same feedback. 
!10-\'/here do _you see yourself ih modern society? Some v;ant to destroy , others want to improve 
things, others want to watch, other s want . to pl av.. , 
G-I am experimenting for myself, I have no intention to change t hings or others, I only want to 
live that exchange of information that can taKe place. I ·don't have a bigger role tha n the 
public. We all are very sensitive, like seismographs, and the true reality , tke reality from 
below is whP.t interests me most, I am a very subterranean type, I see there are roots, things 
that grow below, even if t he media ignore them, even if people don•t -talk about it, all that 
does exist, and all that is what I feel. 
NO-Coming back to the prosaic surface, can you live off your art? 
G-No, I can•t, but it allows me to go on, since the performance itself is paid, and so are the 
plane tickets, It's the same in Ameiicaas it is inEurope, it•s even the same on a financial 
level. The difference is in the people 0-ou spend your stay with, and what they have added to it·. 
That's what's fantastic. · 
NO-Do you ever feel you do too much compa red to what you get back? 
G-No, I never think of that. It ie a choice I have made and after t hat t he problem does not 
exist. And on t he side I am teaching twice a week i"n a Fine Arts school. 
NC-Was there any opposition or reaction from offici al educational circles to your art and your 
teaching position? 
G-Actually we did have a hard ti r.: e in t he Fine Arts schools fo r s while, but t he same time,. 
some. reforms were made by people like us who by sheer authority secured teaching j obs for me 
and others in all the provincial s.chools. So now we are all out t here, while the Fine Arts 
schools in Parj.s are- still ancient and P.cademic,. . . . 
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X interview at Exene 
and John Doe's house 
Billy loom's there too 
-Don Bonebreak absent, 

We did about ten minutes of in-
. terview and then realized the mike 
had been unplugged, . 
First question was something 
about what they thought about 
their audience .. 
John I was saying that I really like 
it when people just sort of stand 
there and watch at first, and then 
get more ' and more involved, be
cause I like to think that we're, 1 
y'know, energetic in the begjnning 
but then it grows. 
Billy I like it when they throw 20 

. dollar bills at the performers. 
John Get out of here . 
Exene (Speaking of our mike fuck
up) Too bad; I like what we said be· 
fore. 
No What do you feel about large 
crowds-do you think you could 
ever play at a really big place? 
Billy I think the Santa Monica 
Civic would be great. 
Exene 500 people would be 
good ... 
No When would you cut it off, 
when would you say its too big? 
Billy About 3000, I think that's big 
enough. Any bigger than that 
would be too. 
Exene People that want to play to 
bigger and bigger crowds, that 
want to play the biggest place on 
earth, they just got a problem as far 
as I'm concerned. 
John I was thinking about Bruce 
Springsteen, when he made his 
"revival.'' 
No He's fucked up. 

, 

• 
' 
' 
' 

John The first time he played in 
LA he played . (interruption) 
wait, we'll take Television. First 
time they played they played at the 
Whiskey. Second time they played 
at the Roxy. Next time they play 
they'll play at the Santa Monica 
Civic, and then they'll want to play 
at the Forum. It's like they gauge 
their, it's like they're more credible 
the bigger places they play. They 
don't want to repeat the same 
thing . 
No It's like when you're a "suc
cess' you start playing at serious 
places ... 
John Right ... but the point that 
they miss is that if something's 
good once, then it' ll be a totally dif· 
ferent situation the next time. But . 
they feel like they've got to outdo 
themselves each time. 
No Do you like playing to a local 
crowd more than in a place where 
people don't know you that much? 
Exene No : . . I don't ... I like it a 
lot when there's people I know but 
I wouldn't want to be confined to 
that. . 
John I like playing out of town but 
every time we do people don't 
understand us as much, so it's not 
as rewarzing. . 
No I got a picture of Chuck Berry 
here (shows it around). How do you 
feel that your situation, your crowd 
reaction is different than what he 
did? Are you looking for something 
else? Not that you would want to 
repeat what he did but .. 
John I'd love to be in the same 
position that Chuck Berry and Ed· 
dy Cochran and Jerry Lee Lewis 
were in. 
Billy Crowd-wise I think it's pretty 
similar. 

, 
' ,, 
' 
' , 

No I don't think they ever played 
any super(big) gigs ... 
Exene Chuck Berry played Madi· 
son Square Garden but not until 
1974 . 
John I think that what is eventual· 
ly going to have to happen, is that 
bands like us are going to have to 
tour a lot, play a lot of small places 
and become a sort of grass roots 
campaign because obviously the 
big multi-media thing didn't work, 
because they fucked it up so 
much. When you got close enough 
to the performers you could see 
that they were actually not that 
weird, or scary or stupid or . .. 
No Would you ever do an album or 
record for a big company? 
Billy Of course! Of course! Why 
would I mind? 
John I would mind if I wasn't in 
control of the situation. · u we 
signed with a record company and 
they had promised us some kind of 
control and then they brought in 
Richard Perry to do our produc
ing. 
Billy It doesn 't matter who's the 
producer as long as it sounds the 
way we want it . 
John Right. 
Billy You don't have to be in con· 
trol as long as the guy that 's in 
control knows what you want. 
No Don't you think those com
panies are ultimately manipula
tive ... like Elektra or A&M, like 
they try to grind you; takes a few 
years and you get like a lot of 
bucks up front, and some time you 
turn around and find that you're 
what you hated in the end. 
Exene I think people that get in 
that situation were like, not aware 
of it, and didn't know what they 
wanted anyway, because if that 
started happening to me I would 
know it, and I'd probably try to not 
go on with it. 
John Ideally I'd like to stay on Dan· 
gerhouse and have the kind of dis· 
tribution and stuff that a real 
recOrd company has. 
Exene Somebody was telling me 
last night to watch Dangerhouse 
because they lie to the bands 
about how many records they're 
actually selling because ... say 
one record store says they only got 
five copies of your record, but ac
tually they got 15 or 20 .... Right 
away from the beginning it just is 
all human nature, trusting, then not 
trusting someone else all the time. 
You know, everyone's afraid 
they're going to get stuck. 
John I think it was Randy that was 
telling me that big record com· 
panies, being real greedy, they try 
to stimulate those feelings in you, 
by being around them and stuff, 
and I think that's pretty valid that 
you see all these people that are 
making it and they're greedy and 
awful. Like there was thi s book
Venus in Furs-by this guy that 
sort of invented sado-masochism. 
No Sader-Masoch or something? 
John Yeah. Anyway the whole idea 
of the book was that this guy, he 
stimulated these sado-masochis
tic feelings in this woman, be
cause he wanted it so bad, but she 
didn't want it so much. But even
tually these feelings were awak
ened in her . .. anyway I think it's 
the same thing in record com
panies. 
PAG E 12 cont, hext oage 



I 
No Tell us what you did before you 
were in the band. Were you In 
school or something? 
john I was in school for a while, 
and then. 
Billy I was doing,graduate work at 
Harvard. (laughter) 
John Billy was doing graduate 
work with little Gene Vincent. 
John I was in school and then I 
dropped out, and then I went back 
to school because there was this 
easy writing program I could get in 
to. 
Billy (in moronic voice) EASSY 
RIDER! 
No Where'd you go to school? 
John In Baltimore, at this branch 
of Antioch College. It was sort of 
like an out-branch. 
Billy The Easy Rider program? . 
John No, it wasn't the Easy Riding 
program (laughs). Quit it! All I had 
to do was write stuff and take it to 
this person who'd bullshitted their 
way Into getting credentials and 
she said "Oh, this is good" or 
"That's bad." 
No Did you ever go to the Blue 
Sette Club? ToH~, 5>i'li yea n 
No Did you?! I used to play in a 
band there in the, uh, sixties. 
General murmur Farrr-out mannn! 
John The Blue Club was .just a, 
ummm, combi nation between Bill 
Graham and Charlie Manson. 
(laughter) 

John Seriously, there was this guy 
there whose name was Art , and he 
had all these little girls, ail these 
people around him, and he'd spout 
out all this hodgepodge of eastern 
philosophy and shit. 
No His wife was a Playboy bunny. 
John Right! Her name was Sharon 
Tate or something. 
No (to Exene) So you used to write 
too, huh? 
Exene Oh yeah, I've always writ· 
ten, for about eight or nine years. 
John Before I did the band I was 
just hanging around. Living at the 
beach. I lived right near the Santa 
Monica pier . .. it was this apart
ment building and it wa~ getting 
renovated and it had all the win· 
dews torn out, and then I lived in 
Venice for a while. The weirdest 
thing is that I met Billy through ·the 
Recycler. 
No You ~ut an ad in the Recycler 
for the band? 
John No, Bi i iy had some ad that I 
can't remember. I wish that I had a 
copy of that ... but it 's the only 
thing that I've ever seen the Re
cycler do ... we must have gone 
through 23 drummers through the 
Recycler and they were all terrible. 
Billy That 's the only decent thing 
that ever happened to the band. 
Anybody want ·to know what I did 
before the band? Weil, I was a rock 
and rel I star. 

No Who were you? 
Billy I was Billy Zoom. They used 
to have my records up at Tower. 
John Before Billy played in X he 
was the Eddy Cochran of the 70s. 
No What would oe the ideal perfor· 
mance situation? 
Exene Weil, the night we did the 
thing for the Masque was real 
good · ... we used all our own equip
ment and Billy did the sound . 
Billy What kind of stupid ques
tions are these?! 
No I'm no professional. 
John I don't think they're stupid. 
Exene He's CRABBY! He's an old 
crab! He doesn't get any sleep. 
Billy I'm not crabby you bitch! 
John Apart from all the physical 
things like the place and the sound 
and all that, it would be like some 
kind of special event. 
Exene Yeah, John's into special 
events. A street dance might be 
nice, or something like that . : . 
No What kind of special event . 
Exene A coal miners benetft. 
John Shuuut up . 
Billy Mirror boxing or something. 
No Artists cutting off their dicks. 
(laughter) 
Exene No art benefits! 
John Do something worthwhile. 
like make a song about some boxer 
who got the shaft. (laughter, 
grimace) 

John I don't know ... something 
... like for .a community would be 
neat. I'm at least political enough 
to do that. Like if a community was 
going to get bulldozed or some· 
thing and they needed money, I 
think that would be real 
good .. . something that didn't 
have anything to do with a cl ub, 
with like Mabuhay Gardens or the 
Whiskey. 
Exene A teen center! A hos
pital ... (mumble) I'd like to play at 
my little sister's high school. 
No Did you ever play at high 
schools? 

- Billy I don't think they'd book us. 
Exene Billy said he's tried and it's 
pretty hard. 
John If you go in and ask for 
money ... 
Billy If you go in and ask for 
money they say the budget's not 
big enough. If you ask for a very 

...small amount of money-say there 
are 60 bands on the list ahead of 
you-and if you want to play for 
free they think you're perverts and 
want to molest girls in the head; 
they ask for references and where 
did you play-they get real suspi· 
cious. 
No Wouldn't it be great to play a 
senior prom or a formal? 
Exene Yeah! I've never been to a 
senior prom. I think that would be 
wonderful. I want to be senior prom 

queen. If I was to be senior prom 
queen America would be so 
changed (laughter) ... it would be 
a wonderful place. 
Billy I' ll talk to your principal. 
John I also wouldn't mind doing a 
festival thing with bands similar to 
ours. 
Exene Marching bands? 
John Shuut uuup .. , you know if 
they rented out the Elks Hall for ... 
not the Elks Hall .. 
Exene Someplace we haven't dis
covered. 
Billy I want to play on the Jerry 

• Lewis Muscular Distrophy Tele· 
then . 
John Sandwiched In between 
Jerry Vale and uh ... 
Exene Totty Fields. 
John No. Who's that other guy? 
Marty Alleri. (laughter) One time we 
played a gig in western Maryland, it 
was over Labor Day and we came 
back to this hotel room and we 
turned the T. V. on and ... there was 
the Jerry Lewis Telethon, and 
Marty Allen was dancing-there 
was this big fat ugly thing dancing. 
Billy Did you see the one where 
Kenny Rankin was singing, and 
who's the one who plays Coium· 
bo? 
No Peter Falk. 

John He just walked out in the mid· 
· die of the song and he said, "I hope 

you're all having a good time, and 
we've just set a record" and he was 
just being a real asshole. The guy's 
just going on with the song, and 
he's being a real asshole talking 
while "the guy's playing and 
singing. The guys just went on 
with their number behind him and 
he's babbling like an assho.le. 
Biliy I'm answering all of Don 's 
questions in his absence. Is there 
anything you want to ask him? 
John Don is 22 ... tie's been play
ing drums for about .. 
Exene Ten years. 
John" He played with Spencer 
Davis, he auditioned for Captain 
Beefheart's band, but they'd 
already decided on a drummer 
before he auditioned. 
Exene He probably would have got 
it I'll bet ... I'm glad he didn't. 
John His first record, was as part 
of this Nam Yo Ho Renge Kye. He 
was part of their orchestra. They 
would do songs like, umm (hums a 
tune) ... they would do real patri
otic songs (hums again) ... and 
they would put in these real Nam 
Yo Ho words. 
Exene Don played snare drum. 
John He played snare drum and 
base drum. 
Exene He was only.ten, I think. 
No Will you keep .the band going 
for a long time? · 
Billy Yes ... but not till we're as 
old as Mick Jagger. 
No What do you think of the 
Stones? 
Billy I haven't thought of the 
Stones in 15 years. 
John I saw Charlie Watts the other 
day and he looked like he just got 
out of Dachau; he's real-old, but 
stylish nonetheless. 

· Billy I have~'t .really been into 
them since they started writing 
their own songs . .. it 's true. 
No Satisfaction? 
Billy They sto~e that. 





Billy ... the thing with the 
· Stones is they're foreigners and 

foreigners can't play rock and roll. 
John We're starting a real nation
alistic .... 
Exene Not nationalistic, because 
that's just what politicians use to 
make people think that every
thing's going well. 
Billy REALISTIC-a realistic ap
proach to rock and roll, because 
foreigners can't play rock and 

. roll ... they never could. (laughter) 
John Except the French of 
course ... the Swiss, they have 
some real hot rock up there in the 
Alps. A real interesting phenom
enon though is that the life style 
that exists here breeds this kind of 
music that relates to a lot of 
people, and that people in Europe, 
their whole life style is so much 
different, they just never have the 
same feelings, the same frustra-
tions. . . · 
No They have a whole culture be
hind them. 
John Right, that they sort of fit 
into. 
Billy You tellin ' me we ain't got no 
culture? ' 
Exene Disposable culture kind of 
thing. 
Billy What do you mean, no his
tory? What about the sixties? 
Exene What happened here in the 
fifties is better than what hap
pened in Europe during all their ... 
the thing that makes me mad about 
the kids here is they're Imitating 
the English ... and they (the 
English) think that they're more 
noble than we are because they're 
more political . .. 
No I llke their accents. 
Exene Well , no, It's just that 
(someone Interrupts) FUCK OFF! 
!!'s i~s.l that what's going on over 
there has nothing to do with nere 
and I think the kids that think they 
can sing like the Sex Pistols and 
should play like the Sex Pistols are 
fools, because there's no reason to 

- · even do that. They should not even 
care about that, I mean care about 
it enough to Imitate it. 

No Do you like reggae? 

,._ 1 

Exene I like it a lot ... but I don't 
like it more than rock and roll. 
John The only time- I don't like reg
gae is when it feels real-slow. 
Sometimes I like that, but a lot of 
times it's just . . . best thing about 
reggae i~ Bob Marley's voice. 
Exene Sometimes that reggae 
music reminds me of . . . I know a 
lot of people like it but . . . it does 
seem like, you know, almost 
patronizing ... It 's like "Oh good! 
There's a good black thing we can 
listen to." I get the feeling a lot of 
people like it because it gives them 
the feeling of being brothers with 
these black people from Jamaica. 
No If you walk around the streets 
in Britain you hear it. Like every 
five houses it 's coming out the 
window. 

, Exene Sure, that 's just the ·way 
they do it, like the Clash. They were 
political and they played reggae 
music, then they got non-political 
and they started playing rockabilly 
music. 
Billy Their cars all leak oil. 
Exene I mean what is that it 's 
like ... ' 
No Reggae is political because it 
has to be. I mean that's just the 
situation they're in. .. -

Exene Hey, what do you guys 
think about Patty Smith? 
No I hate her ... she just spits out 
words ~nd expects it to mean 
something. What do you think 
about her? 
Exene This person that John and I 
knew when we were in Venice 
named Barry, I guess he's about 
40, and he's been a poet a long 
time, and all he ever does is go to 
these poetry readings. He never 
had, like, aspirations of being this 
big STAR, and he plays blues· gui
tar but not very well and stuff, and 
he used to do these impromptu 
readings, and he would stand 
there, he's real big and fat, and 
he'd wiggle his hands and stuff, 
and just stare at you and-go, "So, I 
got in the car and MABLE." He'd 
just go on like that and he'd start 
doing these fantastic things and 
he'd just go on like that, and usual
ly he'd go on like past where he 
should have ended. And everything 
I've heard him do is.like far-super
ior to Patty Smith, so, if he can do 
it I'm sure there's a lot of 
like . . . others .. . I used to like her 
when she first started . . . 
No Did you see her on Tom Sny
der? · 
Exene No, I didn't see that. 
No It was real bad. I mean she was 
so infatuated with the media, she 
was so impressed with NBC. 
John I think Tom Snyder is 
a ... (unintelligible) I think it's 
really kind of unfortunate . ... Patty 
Smith has just done too many 
drugs .. . 
Billy Her band's a bunch of wimps. 

·John ... has just done too many 
drugs and is too .. . out in the 
ozone to really take a good look at 
herself. I think it's kind of a shame 
becaue there:s soffieUiiiiQ Iii t~16i.ti, 
she's just too drugged. out and 
she's this cosmic sponge now, she 
just grabs from every angle. Like 
thew.hole book "Babble" is so pre
tentious, she thi nks she's the 
embodiment of all these women or 
something, and it's like HOW BOR
ING, just be a fucking person ... 

Exene (We'd asked her about 
LYdia Lunch) Lydia Lunch is kind of 
the same thing. I mean she hates 
Patty Smith, but she's kind of the 
same thing. She thinks she's like 
Numero Uno, a big star, because 
she can play slide guitar and she's 
only 18, but I happen to know 
someone that could play slide gui-

. tar better than her ... when he was 
about eight probably ... and she 
doesn't want them to take pictures 
of anyone in her band except her. 
She's just everything that the new 
music is against ... She's a big 
STAR, she thinks, like, she's really 
IMPORTANT. 

PAG.E 15 John I don't know if she thinks 
she's a big star, but she's awfully 
like . .. megalomaniac. 
No I noticed there's a real good 
thing with you, that you don't get 
into that star thing at all ... 
Billy Whatd 'ya mean?!! 
No Oh, you're not stars. 
Billy Fuck you! Fuck off! 
No People come to see X, they 
dOn't come to croon over long hair 
and long flowing gowns and mys
tic lights. 
Billy Yeah, you just watch me next 
time I play man, I'm gonna have a 
full-length evening gown 
. . . (laughter) 
Exene Full-length evening gown? 
John Direct from King Solomon's 
Mine. 
Exene I think we do the same 
thing the Dils do in a way, except 
we don't have to say what our 
politics are and why, all we have to 
say is we're not big stars and we'(e 
not pretending to be but 
let 's . .. you know, have some 
fun. 
Billy We don't play as many en
cores. 
Exene ·Right. 
John Another thing is that people 
have asked · us about becoming 
successful and stuff, because 
tl)at's a.possibility .. . 
Exene "How many cars will you 
buy," and . . . 
John Once you've existed on a 
certain level .. . 
Exene Poverty. 
John ... Like I've lived the same 
life style for about eight years or 
more and ... . why would you 
change, getting a lot of money and 
throwing away this furniture and 
stuff and buying a lot of new stuff 
that I probably would hate . . . 
Billy I could never leave all this. 
John I !•ally don't get it, · i reaiiy
don't get it why people do that . .. 
Exene Because tHeY're brain
washed by the media and every
thing, to be like super con
sumers . .. and even if they won't 
ad.mil it there's probably a couple 
of bands that we've played with, 
right here in LA, that given the op
port u n I ty would go that 
route . . . I'm sure a lot of people 
are like that. . .. 
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LIN DA Modern • • 

Sept. 28th-8 a.m.-"I inserted a piece 
of raw beef liver up my anus, about t lb. 
I think ••• 

" •• at 8:30 as I drove to work it felt 
just like a turd, 

"When I returned home at 6 o'clock I 
removed it, then I cooked an instant 
dinner (Salisbury Steak) ••• 

"It was a little cold at first. After 
that I go t dressed •••• 

" •• it was no big deal really and no
one could tell it was up there. 

"I tuned in Connie Chung while I ate. 
Tomorrow I wouldn't repeat the same 
thing, . would anyone at the office notice 
the change?" 



SUZANNE'S ·PRIVAl'E NOTE-S 
She ' s been· walki'!".!g '!)et1nd rr..e , followll'l.g me for a!l 11our, so I duck e:-.l~d a cornP.:r. 

I ' m waiting for her when she passes me . I get her from bei:ilnd , my r~zor s1 l ·ies 

j owrr the cerJte~ of her back, r1npln~ ner shirt open as i t goes- th e blood fall s 

in· line w1 th the rip. I t::n :face, C.ow~t on the p.3.vement , drinking up t.he b)ood before 

her body eve!1 falls . When th does it just sort of collapses arom1d my !'lei=id • .: ' m 

so weak by tt;is ;:iolnt that I can ' t tr.ro>1 her bod:i off me . find my~el f eat.1!11! 

what ! -think is ... her storr.ach , I have to eat cy way free of tier 'body . :'he fles h ls 

f1llin'g me up, i t ' s like eating rt:bber- it just slts ln my 1ns l des . ; ma nage to 

stand up, · but 1t • s hard because my head ls sticking through !"".er stoitAC!'"., ;!\?"l.d h P1· 

bod;' ls ha'!':.g1ng on both !!IY shoulders . I start walkln3- s ome o. e, :r;.1y~ ... ~ -;. rC'1 l~ .&~~l·: 

\~P ";~e stai1"'s . l 4·m i.'Y~oc'Y.:~ng agalr~st the w;il1s us ·I go 1J;1. lc:H· t~u· r.~1~e :-; rr: .. ~1.,. rs c f 

blood. and a whttish oos':.e . r havP. co hot·: m:J h'l!".!-is out.: t;.Q ~ .:ii ~ ;y ff>YS '·'q· ... ~·-.~~·: 

pur;hect .tr!to . ~.er nb"!omen· snll i t •·s dark ~or a few seconds unt11 J t:b ~1 ;~t ?ny f.P.P-..d 

tn pop ou t a.gain . F1r.al1;i.· r get t o the door of my apart.ment o 1 open 1 t and s-o~t 

of fall 1n·sid·e. I get ;;o a chair and s it d own. '!'he ·r.v.•s still on from the morn

ing . T always watch 1 t as soon as I wake up . Now there • s some late n i P;ht talk

show on. A very beaut1full woman ls being intervle1<ed ;;,~ooksr.e's -wri 'tte!:. 

My vibrator is on the tabl e next to where I'm sttttng •. I pi c k It up and try to 

turn it on- but the battery's dead so I j ust slide i t in and out of myself ma!:

ually. r•·m a bl t dry so I reach up a round · my neck and take some of the guts \n my 

hand- I push them into my va'.:ina for lubrica-t lor., As I sit watching the tele

vision· I keep masturbating and chewfng on t he sides of the woi:a,., • s storr.ach unt il 

I come. When that's fini shed concentrate most'ly on tr.e talk show , then a late 

movie, until I fall asleep. 

When I wake up the · next morning I throw the woman ' s body off o f me . Overnight it 

had gotten· stiff so when it landed on the f.loar it made a ~t:arp sound instead of 

a thud, I let it lie there and went in to take a ~hower . ijhen wns c lean I 

brushed my teeth. Some of her !neat WRS stuck up ln between my teeth , UJ: agn 1 !'!S c 

my ooums, so the brus.ht no; too){ a l ong t i me . Next I look a t my oe,.1.:t l full boc y 1n 

the mi rror. I ~ave a full lenR:'th ffi1rror so I ' m a~le to take it all in . I rub ~y 

handE .:ilonR:' my sl.des - my bo-iY fee ls very clea!l , 



s.p.ns . cont. 
. . . . . . 

I V1alk into the room. lfiy lover is standing there with his hands over his face. He knows that 
I like his sores, and he's embarrass ed because I make them into a source. of pleasure for him • 
. He suff ers under the illusion that because I once rubbed my cunt over his face his sores 
b'egan. to grow l a r ger, redder, almo s t more cheerful!. They swell with that white juice that 
comes from under hi s skin, where it used to hide. Now, it announces its elf blatantly. )'/hen 
we walk on· the s treet together he imagines that people have an immediate knowledge of his 
sicknes s, and tha t my cunt wa s the bait tha t drew it to the surface. That's a lie, one of 
many. He's full of them,. but I like his cock •. All he can talk .about is death., but his cock 
betrays him ••• you should see it swell. He does look very dead in the f ace of course, with his 
blisters and white skin, in fact his entire body is covered with those :tkill~sx seeping things. 
But his groin festers on its own volition. It's a hotbed of swollen veins- probably his veins 
run with come instead of blood. Maybe that's why I equate the puss that runs from his sores 
with come. Because I see him as being made of that milk, no brain~ any cavities such as the· · 

skull would be filled with partially solidified come·. , " My sweet come machine " as I call 
him. I n any case he can be l y ing on the bed lookin quite the corpse, but his dick will be 

sticking straight up into the air ••• a wretched little dictator begging me to suck him off •.. 
But as I said he is standing there with his hands over his face. I am supposed to pry them 
loose, He's probably been waiting up all night for me. His knees are shaking, just a little, 
b.elow the crown,. little flaps of skin wobbling absurdly, This angers me •. He's a coward, He 
doesn't have the nerve to a sk me to kill him, So instead he stands there with his stupid 
hard on, his butt ( I kno w this for sure ) sloshy between the cheeks with his nervous sweat. 

I kneel down a t his feet. " Hello mister, " I say. " Hi queen,". I hear this as I'm licking 
hi s f eet about a minute l a ter. That•s all we say for a while. The only sound is my tongue 
dragging saliva along his toes. He hasn't even bothered to remove his hands from over his 
eyes, so it's my guess he ha sn't seen me at ali since I've entered his apartment. 
Maybe he' s been s tanding there for hours. In any case~my- t9ngue _is _cQ._nc_!>ntrating _on_a_ µa~tic
ularily liquid sore. I realize that I was correct in a ssuming he'd been standing there for 
some time, because much of the liquid ha s drained off the toe onto the carpet and has begun_ 
to cake up there. 

lily lover's name i s Pe t er. Peter i s 10•ing on the couch looking up at the television,. which is 

su spen ded with wire f r om t he c eiling, the screen directly in front of his face. His face 
seems t o hav e fallen into i::txsBJll1'wiud the screen somewh a t •.•• I •m sucking him off. As in all 
act s of t hi s n ature one lo ses con t ac• with any of their s enses not presently being employed 
directly . So I can •t see , or more pr eci sel y , I only s ee a blurr in my lover's direction ••• 
sort of a pulsat ing blue light with a hunk of r ed in the middle ( that must be hi s head ) ••• 

i t l ooks like a s l ab of beef s t eak flo ating in some ga seous come. His other h ead is in mJ' 
mouth . I like i t fine this way. The onl y thi ne: I 'm i nt er est ed in i s wh en he comes , b ecause 
then I 1 11 _have him wher e I want h i m, or I 111 have whe.t I want from him · sliding· down my 
throat. Then x it 'settles in my stomach and begins to germi nat e . I could go on. But right now 
I am too invli>l ved i n the actua.l suck, and t he fac t that I c an •t hear or s ee. So all I hav e is 
taste and touch ~.nd a vague sense of a third per son in the r oom with us. Th e third per son 
could be the nersonna of my lover's dick or the televi s i on could be a i r ing a sp ecific per s on
ality (drenching my Peter's ~ace) or it could be a thi rd human in the r oom. I can •t decide. 
I suck some more. It seems to me that h i s dick i s nee.r er dead than taking on a per s onality of 
its own • •• just then h e comes in my mout h. I swallow it , gag, sp~t it up, vomit. He rubs t he 
vomit a r ound and ove r his cock , comes again, licking the screen of t h e tel evision. 

--suzanne 
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PLUGZ rehearsal/The Masque/ 
containing excerpts from a number 
of conversations before during after 
rehearsal between No Mag and 
Charlie, Barry, Tito- · 

Tito Me and Charlie are from 
there, me and Charlie are from El 
Paso. I'm actually .from across the 
border but I lived in El Paso and he 
used to live like a block from my 
house, you know .~ .. he was the 
best friend of my little brother, 
that's how he got involved you 
know. 

Austin was great, Austin was 
great, It was like the scene was 
here a year ago, just beginning 
with a lot of enthusiasm. 
Barry Two years ago. 
Tito Two years ago? Yeah. maybe 
two years ago. Well I wasn't in the 
scene two years ago so I don't 
know, a year ago I was . .. and th~n 
uh ... Dallas sucked .. . I don't 
think It had anything to do with the 
people, it just had to do with the 
day we played and it was a roller 
rink and there was no booze and it 
was on a Monday you Rnow and the 
Kinks and somebody else had just 
played before, . Blondie or 
somebody like that, so you know 
everybody was burned out from 
that shit. 
No Did a lot of people show up 
anyway? 
Tito Uh yeah. Raouls was sold 

Esthers Pool was sold out. 

. - t'~-~~ 

.. 

Esthers Pool is this Saturday Nite 
Live place you know and then one 
of the chicks is in the new wave so 
she saw us at Raouls and the 
Skunks which is a new wave band 
from Austin ... they set up a gig 
you know so we could play the day 
we left, Sunday, so we played at 
Raou\s Friday and the gig at 
Esthers Pool was unexoected you 
know they just kind of set it up .. : ~ 
they did a kind of Saturday Nite'.' 
Live thing, it was a comedy thing 
and it had a little round stage, we 
had to put Charlie on the side you 
know instead of in. the middle 
because he didn't fit . . but it was 
great and we have a live rape of · 
that some guy has sent us and you 
guys can have. 
No Great! 
Tito It was really ... 
No Yeah, I'd love to hear that. 
Tito I hope you get to hear the 
tape. · 
No Texas sounds real working 
class . 
Tito Yeah, it was like the people 
were . .. they loved to drink .. 
Austin was great, that's all I can 
say, the people were great ... I had 

... the best time there, it's like ... 
piling beer bottles on the tables 
and rowdy mother fuckers. · 

No Did they pogo? 
Tito The first set they didn't 
'cause we got up and uh I started 
cussing at them or calling them 
hippies 'cause they were kind of 
giving us a hard time ... not really 
they were just calling us like . . 



Barry Well, the Scene there was 
• like it's so young everybody's not 

sure. They weren't sure about us 
you know? l's like everybody was 
asking us, you know, are you going 
to be hardcore or not. They wanted 
to be sure that we were like 
authentic according to their par
ticular tastes before they really got 
into us so that everybody was 
really reserved at first ... 

(tuning muddle charlies giving 
directions, blank out in tape also a 
lot of laughter yell!Jlg noise 
unintelligible sounds: the band 
working on a song called 
'Adolescente' scrapped the riffs 

-after two hours practice, the G to A 
changes sound too much like a 
bloody 'Birds' song. I never noticed 
it ... the PLUGZ were hot ... I 
never heard the Birds iust the 
PLUGZ and they were great) 

MORE INTERVIEW 

Charlle 1, knew Tito for ... yeah 
we grew up' together and then he 
left . 
Tito We didn't grow up together 

Charlie He lived two, three 
blocks ... and then Tito moved to 
Me.xico and California and so forth 
because I was too young and my 
parents wouldn't let me go. 
No How much younger are you 
thah Tito? · 
Charlie Well , he's twenty-four 
and I'm sixteen. 
No How old are'you Barry? 
Barry My real age? 30. 
No I don't care man. 
Barry I'm 27 really. 
Sometimes I'm 23. 
Charlie He's 27. And me and Tito 
are spies. 
Tito We're Spanish. 
Charlie OK, me and Tito were 
from El Paso and Barry was 
brought up in Dallas ... 
Tito Dallas! 
Barry Dallas! 
Charlie That's were ·we bombed 
by the way. 

••••••• 
Barry We used to play in coyfee 
houses every once in a while and 
Tito would do mime and shit. 
Tito We did mime at some black 
place. 
Charlie Yeah, all of us are mimes 
... Gdo Tito . .. Tito· was the only 
one who went to El Paso. He used 
to go to El Paso and he'd teach me 
some mime and he'd leave again 

. you know ... he'd go and visit 
his family. And I'd talk t: oim for a 
couple of times. And I've been 
down here before and Tito 's been 
down in El . Paso and we've tried 
like to work on some shit together 
but ah .. 
Tito It never worked. (laugh) 
Charlie Nothing ever seemed 
worthwhile. 
No What's Texas have to do with 
what you do in L.A.? 
Charlle A lot. A lot .. . because 
we can sit here and ah ... we're 
Texans ... 
~arry You know . . . Texans 
playing punk? 
Charlie Say for example, I don't 
know how Bxrry grew up but me 
and Tito grew up in like. 
Tito Cholos ... niggers. 
Charlle Yeah, cholos and I 
mean that over there it's different 
from over h0re it's a lot dif
ferent from over here . 
Barry Not a a oole lot . 
Tito The Mexicans are. 
No Different tf'tan in California? 
PLUGZ Yeah sure they are. 
Tito I do want to talk about the 
tour. 
No Yes, let's talk about hat. 
Barry Let's talk about Austin 
because that's like the best place. 
Tito Yeah, Austin 's a great place 
to be. 
Charlie Yeah, it's good you know 
why? 
Tito I think all the bands should 
go there. 
No Also the Next, Richie Valens, 
and La Bamba. 
Tito Yeah, poor Richie Valens 
died with Buddy Holly. 
No Yeah, he croaked and so did 
Buddy but you play La Bamba still 
and it sounds really good. 
Tito Yeah, bringing back the 
dead . .. make him turn in his grave 
. .. ahhhh. 

Charlie In Austin the bar we 
played at was called Raouls and 
most of the pet pie that worked 
there were Mexican ... 
Tito Big sombreros. 
Charlie When they heard La 
Bamba they wvnt crazy. 
Tito When we did it the first 
night, .the second set at ·Raouls it 
was like madness everybody 

the floor was already full of 
people dancing and then when we 
started playing La Bamba it just 
seemed like everybody got up to 
dance ... therv were people falling 
down . 

Charli6 Their version of pogo was 
like what you would hear in Austin 
exactly. 
Barry They didn't know how to 
pogo. . 
Charlie They'd go up and down 
and they'd hold their necks .. 
No Like their dicks? 
Charlie Yeah the way they did it 
three years ago you know. You 
think LA is behind and it is. 
No Who? 
Charlle El Lay ... la? ... la? Los 
Angeles. 
No Oh, Los Angeles. 
Barry No, no, no, there Is some 
people that pogo there ... there's 
punks there. And there's a lot of 
peoPle in bands that come out . 
Nobody would come up to the 
band. 
Charlie When we came out Tito 
went up on the stage by himself 
and me and Barry were down on 
the side and Ti ~o started saying a 
bunch of shit to these uh ... you 
know . fucking rednecks ... I 
know how the rednecks are and 
they're like rowdy, they're real 
rowdy. Yeah, there was a lot of 
hippies there. 
Tito When I got up on the stage 
and I said I'd like to thank the NEXT 
for playing for us and then they 
started yelling something like 'hey 
faggot, get out of there' and I said 
'Fuck you, you honky fucking 
faggot hippie.' 
Charlie And we thought they 
were going to fucking kill us man. 
Me and Barry really got mad at Tito. 
Tito Yeah, they were going 
'What are you doing? They're going 

.... to kill us!' 
No Tell us about the NEXT 
because you were talking about 
them. 
Charlie They're good but . 
Tito Their songs are too long. 
Charlie Their songs are too long 
and they need a new drummer. 
No Are they coming to LA.? 
Charlie Yeah, they ar'Rcoming. 
Barry They've got a Mexican 
singer from San Antonio. He's 
really good. 
Charlie Ty's Mexican man, that's 
bitchin', that's as tough as you can 

¥~~ That's almost as tough ris a 
Tijuana Mexican. . 
'NO Have you guys been to San 
Francisco? 
Barry No. 
Tito I heard about San Francisco. 
We've 11ever been there. But I heard 
it's worse. It's Hippieville. (CONT) 
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Charlie Fuck San Francisco you 
know ... that's why we don't, you 
know .. . we haven't been hanging 
around or anything since we came 
back from Texas, because most of 
these people are so full of shit in 
LA. 
Barry Raoul' s is a perfect 
example of a club, a club in fucking 
Austin Texas that's only been open 
like six months but they started 
booking kind of new wave bands 
·' · . Elvis Costello. dropped in there 
when. he went down there. So did 
Patty Sm-1h. 
Tito They just went in and started 
to play. 
Charlie And there was this group, 
the VIOLATORS, a group from 
Austin and all those people went 
up there ... look at this nigger. 
Tito (lxugh) 
Charlie ... and when al I those 
peoplv went to Austin, the only 
people they had to meet was them, 
the VIOLATORS, you know 
because they was like. 
Barry Wei I, a lot of old rock 'n roll 
fans have taken good advantage of 
Aaouls because its gotten a name 
as being a cmb as introduci11g new 
sounds, just like the Masque, 
except you khow that the cops are 
more mellow down there, and 
they're not totally fucking freaked 
out When we played in Dallas it 
was like Gestapo or something . 
the gig could have been good. 
Charlie Yeah. 
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Barry They wouldn-'t let you in 
and out of your fucking cars ... the 
people that promoted put it on the 
wrong night and uh .. . they had a 
fucked up P.A. and then they hired 
police officers from the Dallas 
Police Department and they were 
all just like the cops ... 
Charlie The police officers were 
looking at me because they told 
Barry and Tito or somebody, 
somebody heard that they thought 
that I was acting strange, but I was 
straight man. 
Tito Oh you weren't straight man, 
you were falling on your fucking 
ass man. 
Charlie OK fuck, fuck ... wait a 
minute ... wait a minute ... fuck 
. .. fuck . . 
Tito You drank a gallon of 

~~~~;;~e ·N~ ... 'Wait a minute. 
Barry They noticed that Charlie 
was a little bit loaded . · .. and 
immediat~ly . .. 
Tito When the saliva drools came 
out of his mouth the cops said, 
'Are you all right?' 
No (laugh) 
Tito And then Charlie kept 
bumping into rollerskaters. There 
was this chick roller skating, she 
was con ing around and she ran 
right into the P.A. and the column 
goes (noise) . 
Charlie She didn't fall off her 
skates. 

Tito And we played the backyard 
at my father's house. 
Charlie Oh, yeah. We played 
Tito 's backyard in El Paso. 
Barry Charlie was on acid at the 
time. 
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Tito When we played my 
backyard there was maybe like 40 
people at the most and when we 
were playing they didn't know 
whether to appla•d or what ... You 
know what my father said after the 
gig? I said what did you think dad? 
and he goes, uh . .. 'Well, it's like 
bullfighting .... The first time you 
ever go to a bullfight you don't 
understand it because it's so 
gross,' he says, 'the blood and 
everything it's really gross but you 
don't like it because you don't 
j nderstand it, but It's really an art.' 
In other words punk rock Is like 
bullfighting and it is, I think so, I 
think it 's the same. Rock 'n roll is 
like bullfighting I think ... the 
Charlie Sure, the more bull you 
have, the better off you are. 
Tito The better the bull . .. You 
really do kill yourself on stage for 
your fucking audience, you destroy 
yourself, you don't give a shit if you 
get a hernia and you've got a 35 lb. 
guitar and you're jumping around 
like a (unintelligible) and your belly 
button's bursting out . . . You 
know, you don't give a shit, you're 
just, you know, a ham for the 
audience. 
Charlie The way the whole thing 
started here ... 
Tito I found a wallet with sixty 
dollars In it. 
Charlie Without no money or 
nothing we just rammed our way 
out there. 
Tito It was raining. 
Charlie The way the whole thing 
started here was I had to go back to 
Texas, I had to go back to Houston 
real bad on a certain date I had to 
be there. We were talking about 
going to Texas anyway. 
Tito On our way to Austin 
everybody was praying because of 
the hurricane, you know where it 
flooded and we had the drum on 
the top of the truck ... 
Charlie Yeah, all my stuff ... not 
just the drums, just all Charlie's 
stuff on the top and everything 
else real safe and fucking sound, 
all Inside the fucking what
doyoucallit, the fucking Toyota, 
Datsun, Courier . .. 
Tito And then Charlie wanted to 
stop every five miles to pee, you 
know ... 
Charlie I peed out the window 
once, but it ended up all over my 
hands. A 
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NO recorded an interview vdth the 
FLYBOYS after a practice session at a 
studio on western Ave., Wednesday, 
9/6/78-These are excerpts. The band 
members are John Boy on guitar, Scott 
Towels on bass guitar, David Vlay on 
keyboards, Dennis Rackett on drums. 

ST-David j ust switched to keyboards a 
month ago. .I j ust joined the band a 

month ago. I used to have big jam sessions all the time in m;y bedroom by myself and a!·ter 
it got old I •• 
John-Actually Scott wa s in a band called t h e students •• now t h ey are a one man band called 
the students •• they didn •t eo anywhere but .it was a g ood n ame you know. 
NO-Ever play a round outside of school? 
ST-1/e used to write a song abon t detention which is what we usually ended up at. 
NO-Do you l:iil<e San Francisco? 
John: Yeah. I don't knoVI if I liked t h e scene or anything like that but I think V1hat we're 
talking about i ·s •• 
De1mis-The !~obuhe.y . 
John-The l>lobuhay V1as a good club because nobody •• you don't even see bouncers there •• the boun
cers are handine y ou beers and pot and what ever as you v1alk in .. 
Dennis-and t a lcing what mone:,• they can at the door.. · 
ST-And then coming back to LA and just getting hassled immensely. 
Dennis-God y ou walk into t h e Rock C.orp. you know •• 
ST-At t h e Rock Corp. the bouncer is g etting mellow now •• 
•Tohn-Hippie Howard. 
ST-Hippie Howe.rd is gettine; i n to t h e punk scene •• 
John-At the Mobuhay s it seemed to me t ha t t h e1·e was alot of umm Ramones damage •• you know, 
bla ck le a ther j a ckets and c hains forever •• 
David-We're kind of into colors. 
Dennis,ST-dayg low •• dayglow •• (DenniB) yeah we like bri ght colors. 
NO-Do you like plastic? 
J ohn-I do in s h oe c and coats and stuff. 
David-Do we lik e plastic or do we look plastic? 
liO-Like. In clothes. 
ST-Anything a s long a s its bright you know. I •ve got · a cold e.nd I •ve got to wear something 
tlliclc over •• 

John- ·,ve were t h inking of s witching the na11e of the band to the Crayons. 
NO-I like tha t. 
ST-~paz started a band called t h e Crayolas. 
David-That's kind of wierd •• we saw Spa z at the Whiskey mid we thought he'd be a great singer 
for the Crayons •• but we didn't !mow him or if he'd play with us or anything •• so we just 
thought t hat h e looked hot because he wore lots of colors •• so when we heard he was doing this 
it kind of freaked us out. 
NO-So he' s coming ou t vd t h a neVI ba.-id? 
FLYBOYS-Yeah called the Crayola s. 
John-It's just wicrd b ecause we t houe;h t of t h e Crayons ~.nd we also thought of Spaz as the 
sing er for us at one time ••• we ·used to h e.ve .a lea d sing er but we all d'eCided to sing our 
own song s so whoever•s singing wrote the. t song ••• it•s pretty easy to te.11. 

(~;,•th~· .A;t~~a ballroom s how) NO-So did you gtiys begin by sponso;ing tha t in. the beginning? 
John-"'lhat happ ened was we rented the hall and we got the bands to do it and we did some 
advertising y ou know just xerox crap and it was not that big of a deal because it would only 
hold 300 people and t his . g uy called us u~because we didn't have certain permits •• the gig 
didn't g o on and Brendan, I gues s knowing t h e Dils were coming down anyway set up, hastily 
I might a dd, t hat •• (the Flyboy s didn't perform at t h e Azteca show-Ed.) 
NO-That• s a real good idea I think for bands to put on gigs. · 
ST-Y/e•re going to do it again once we get ready after this gig (Rock Corp.-Ed. ). We're 
going to set up another one. 



How long h~.ve you 
had your cough? 
P-Oh about three 
days. It•s ions, 
ions in the- atmos
phere, 
NO-,/hat kind of 
ions? 
P-Uh imbe.lanced, 
negative ions, 
There was a hur
ricane recently 
and there was a large accurnula t~on of clouds e.nd e.n imbalance atmospherically all along the 
coast and this has come all t h e way out to California and it• s affecting me physica:j.ly as 
well as psychologically because I •m obviousl;-; sick at t ll e moment. 
NO-I didn't feel very well l ast night. 
P-I felt sick y esterday , 
NO- .Vas that ions for :ne too? 
P-Surel Ions for everybody. Ions for alll Ions are usl 
NO-How lone: have you had your dog? 
P-Oh since 1969. 
NO-How old were you when yo'~ got her? Him? It? 
P-It•s a female so 1 don't do t hos e kind of t Hings, 
NO--i/hat kind of things? 
P-You !mow those doegy date thines. 
i;G- ';/ho ever implied t hat you .did doffg;.e date t;1ings" 
P-You did, you showed me that canine gi rl book, that dirty book. We •re totally on an 
asexual basis. I really love my 'dor,, of course; I •ve had her such a long time but ••• 
she's been spayed any,·iay yoµ know. In tha t book there •s just these dogs with like bi g 
dicks that fuck these girls and t iw.t doesn't relate to me in an y war b ecause my dog 's 
a girl, she doesn't have a bir; dick, s he doesn't fuck people. \"le're just buddies you 
know. I feed her and she likes me and I pick her fleas and !'room her and she g rooms me 
and we g o for walks. She'll lick me 2.nd enas h like m,• head as i f I had fleas,. 
i<O-Like GA-nash? 
P-Yea, .(',a-nash •• yea s h e'll enasi1 my fleas and stuff and I don't even have fl eas •• s he likes 
to do th<lt just b ecause ,·;ilether it's relevant or not there is t nat exchange of .. I don • t 
kitow it's something t hat people do., 0·ou •ve braided peonl e 's hair and combed people's 
hair •• have you ever dressed 'iOtn eone? It •s j;us t an exchanfe of something t hat gives t !1is 
feeline t hat s hows esteem and you've P"roomed so[:ieone . It ·f i ves esteem and they •ve l ike 
groomed you too. ·:1ell with a do['. they •re really i nt o that •• to g rooming- and life and flea 
care •• so they £nash hair •. 
NO-Do you t hink t hat tlrnt' s because they can •t plcJ' · vui tars and re <0.d books? 
P-i·(.aybe. llia;ybe it is. It's a .sociolofoi cal exc>,ange ti1F t they he.ve. 
Nv-Do you t;1ink your do[' thinks you're a dog? 
P-No but I think she t;iinks she's •• 
i~·o- .. a person .. 
P-No.iio. But like I'm her person .. even more to her ;you know tha t she's my dog , I'm 
her person and she like takes car·e of 01e and stuff' just •'- S much as I take care of her. 
I'm her person .. she has chosen :oe to be her per·son. 
NO-i./here did you p;et the clothes you v1ore? 
P-I g ot those in Pismo Reach fo; · a dime, 
i;·O-For a diine? 
P-Yea •• I e.:ot the.t dress for a dime. The clothes vary .. I meen .. my stockings were five 
dolla rs, . my c arter was a Gift c.nd 'DY je.cket the.t I wore :Eter v1as abot:.t a dime too. 
All in all my clothes are realls chee.p. I can •t <.fford expensive clothes so 1 alwa0•s go 
to junk shops. They.'re less expensive n:n d it's alot r110re.fun because you get more 
obscure i terns. '.fhey •re more original becc~use the:;· 're non-existent and obsolete now. 
i\0-,/iiat 1 S thLt thing t:1c. t JOU put 0'1 o' OUr Shoe? 
P-That 1 s from the 30 's ancl it's costume j ewelr~· from the 30' s. It r1as a scarf clip. 
I use it on my boot as a decoration. The~. used to make shoe clips too. There were 
rhinestone decorations for ~i 1oes., for . black p~.tent ler-ther s hoes,- I even had a pair 
of shoes v1llen I was al.lout ten thct had this little lip in them tnc.t )Jou could put 
different color pl>cstic sheet t h ±ne-s tha1; would me.tch ~octr dif1·erc::t outfits. Th<::Y 
came v.i th like twelve colors c.nd you could put blue in or or•u1ee in 0r g reen in •• 
v,rhatever you were v:ea.rinr. · 
NO-If you could wear anythinv you v1anted whe. t would yov wear? 
P-frnd rubber boots and ••• blr, ck pPnts •• blnck t;.g-ht l ef{'ed nants and a turtle neck sweater 
and a pony tail •• 
No- ·;.'hat kind of clothes do o' ou hat e? 
P-Oh I hate polyester leisure suits they cau se c2.ncer in r~.ts. 
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INTERVIEW WITH DARBY CRASH 

NO-How do you feel about inter:. 
views? 
Darby-Next quest ion. 
NO- Do you like any that you've 
done? 
D-Nope. They never print them. 
NO-They don't? What do they do 
0-Search & Destroy collects 
thern. Did you know that Nicole 
Nicole-Yeah. Four of them. 
D-No. It' s only two I think. 
I'm going to write the next 
one mvself. 
N-Cali Vale a nd tell him to 
print them. 
D-He won't because of what I 
said. · 

· NO-I overheard something out
side Mobuhay' s; he said h-:
wou ldn' t print something that 
you said. 
D- Yea. Yea. Assholes. 
NO-What did you say that's so 
terrible? 
D- 1 said. that we were Fascists. 
And so they said that they 
couldn't print it because .. Why? 
N-They would offend a large 
part of their readers. 
D-He said he was afraid to print 
it because ot something like 

that, anyhow, the Di iS can say 
thPy're Communists but I can't 
say 1 'm a· Fascist. 
NO-Are you a Fascist? 
D-Yea. 
N-Who: s your leader? 
D-Mysel f. 
NO-What's thP. thing on your arm 
band mean ? 
D-Not.hing. 
Nicole-He's -been waiting for 
someone to ask him that. 
NO-Da. DA. 
Darby-NicP colors though huh? 
NO- Vea. (pause) Everybody I talk 
to 1 i kes t .he GLR~it~ and they wart: 
to go an<:! see them whE>n they 
play and alot of pPople have the 
record and stuff. 
D- Yea. We got screwed on that 
though. 

NO-How did you get scrP.~ed on 
that? 
D-We-11 first of all Wf> didn · t 
sign contracts .. so that was no 
big thing. Until we found out 

. that all they did . . you trnow 
they were supp0sed to g~t them 
distributed and stuff .. ~ll 
they did was to press thP 1st 
thousand .. then .. when peop I e 

OFCERMS 
ordPred through th~ mai 1 that 
was if .. they didn't distribute 
them at all. They got orders 

. from record stores for them & 
thev didn't send thPm out.The 
fi rSt two issues after they 
did, they put ads in it for 
likP uh .. one? . 
Lorna-There was only one ad. · 
D-OK. One ad like they were 
supposed to and theY never pJ.t 
them again. 
L-And we ended up selling ttem 
ourselves. 
D-And now Slash doesn't even 
wri t.P. about us. LikP. in thP. 
last issue, ·they wrote ll ke 
one review,which is like wha t, 
the first thing that they've 
written in the last 3 or 4 
issues, and all it says is 
that we were indescribable. 
NO-Do you think that you're 
differP.nt than alot of otl11?r 
bands in LA? 

· D- Yea. Completely. 
NO-How? 
D-Wel l 1 don't have a MercetJPs 

. I don't work at Fiorucci 's, 
I 'm not 30 yPars old and . I 
can't fa ke an E~gli~h tlccent. 

0 



No·-Who does that? · 
0-1 don't want .to mention any 
names. 
NO-How do you feel when you 
p 1 ay. Are you a dj fferent per- · 
son. 
0-YP.a. I'm drunk. (laugh) 

. NO-Do you ever hurt yourself? 
Darhy-I try not to. I used to 
a lot. 
NO-On· purpose? 
o-Yea. Pretty much. 
NO-What did you do? 
D-Ju~t played with glass. 
NO-How come you stopped ? 
D-Because I can't pay "my hos
pital b i ll s an d they ' re call
ing me up all the tjme asking 
for money. 
NO-Really? 
D-1 can 1 t pay my phone bills. 
(Lorna laughs-). 
NO-It's not for lack of money 
huh? 
D-Yeah. (laugh) No, and plus 
it doesn't have any s hock val
UP. anymore, nobody cares .. peo
ple are .. Debbie Dub keeps 
accusing me of using break
away glasses .. she said it was
n't real . . and I cover the 
stage with blood and stuff & 
it wasn't real. 
Nicole-And then you showed her 
the scars on your chest. 
NO-Do you still want to s hock 
peop le? 
D-No. I mean I never really 
dj d but you hav e to do some
thing when there 's all these 
bands. You see wh.en we first 
start e d we couJdn't1 really 
play & neither could anybody 
else and so you have to do 
somethi ng to draw more atten
tion to your band .. so that \Ills 
a n easy way. But when people 
said 'Ah .. l et ts go see the 
GERMS, they' 11 probably bleed 
a little this time' we stopped 
doi ng that. Th en we started to 
1Parn to play better .. instead 
o'f doing what most of the 
other bands did and try and 
gP t more commercial .. s low' em 
down and put drum solos and 
um .. I do n' t want to mention 
anv names (laugh) but after 
my' next bePr I probably will. 
NO-So whit do you want to do 
ultimatP.Jy I mean? 
D-Take over t he world. 
NO-How? 
D-How. 
~0-I mean what do you want to 
take over? 
Darby-Lorn.a-Everything. 

NO-In what wav? 
Darby-I ·want f.o havP c.omplP.te 
r.ont~ol ovPr evprythi ng. 
NO-You yourself. Or .. 
D-Yeah. 
NO-Will you have a ny friends? 
D-~ure. Exactly the kind I 
want. 
NO-You won't run for office? 
0-No. We're not goi ng to do it 
like that ... What you do is get 
uh .. (some laughs loudly) 
NO-Who's reading Nietzsche 
he re? (The place-mark was 3/L 
of the way to th e end of the 
book. ED.) 
D-I am. (To Nicole) Thank you 
for bringing me my book. I'm 
also reading Machiavel 1 i, which 
shP got me for my birthday. 
NO-The Pri ne e ? 
D-YPS. What .. is that the 
cliche one ? 
Nicol.e-That's the good or..e. 
That's- the one that will teach 
you what you want tc kno·v. 
Darby-Goby,wjll you get 'Tie the 
other beer out of the refrig
e rator? 
NO-Do you want an army? 
(laughter) 

NO-Is there a pdint where you 
think your band will be too 
1 imi ted? I mean will you do 
somethi ng else? 
Q.;..Yea. Probably. - But i t won't 
be like the band will break up
or anything .. it'll just sort 
of happe n .. but then there will 
be lots of us. 
NO-So what do you want it to 
be 1 i ke? Would you like to 
ki 11 ·a few people & get rid of 
them? 
O-juSt the tall ones. No. 
hat e just big. There's some 
people .. I don't like big peo
ple. 
NO-You mean like big galoots? 
D-I don't like big people. 
NO-Would you want to do. any
thing with TV? · 

'. D-I like telf!:visi?n. 

NO-I mea..n like to use it. 
D-Yf!S. We want to use every
rhing. Everyone.everything. 
What, Oh God ! Some other peo
ple havf! said that haven't 

~g=~~w do you .want to use them 
n. We' re going to make the Jews 
::-i to wallets. (laughter) No we 
"':i n' t have anything against 
.1E--·.,,.s. 
Lo-rna-They' re.· some of our best 
r ~ ::.e nds. 

1 .... 'e ' re doing a song about 
t:~ em too, it ' s called 'J\'lters 
n e 1 Ovens' . Do you notice, I 
J~Pow alot of Jewish pe.6ple. 
"

1·: 1.t' s because they have. money 
•• 

1\' hoops ! . . They' re not my 
FriPnds anymore . 
·i- r:ome on . Ask a question! 
' 10 -Tel l me more about what you 
..... "l. :i t to do. . 
: -Well, what I want to do is 
(laugh) (to Lorna) I.?o you know 
t 'lis story? You tell this 
~~ ~ry . . 
r ,.1•~na,Nicole-You tell 1t. 
:-J.~rtow do ;c start? Well basic-
:, l ly I'm bored with al~ these 
"'Goule, so in order to make 
thP"l"I how I want them . . Right? 
Looi{, when you have people for 
fril"!nds and they' re not the 
kind of people you want, what 
do you do? You make some bet 
ter ones. ~so I'm going to take 
all these idiots out here and 
(laugh) make them into better 
ones. 
NO·- How? 
D-r:ow. Circles. Do you know 
about circles. Are you into 
circles? 
NO-What about them? 
D-Everything works on cirl.. ... CS- · 

You know like when you um . . · 
J i ·ke somet hing you' .ve done may 

· be 8 years ago but a~ 1 of a 
sudd en jt feels li~e - ~ou're 
a1: that P.xact same P,,1.ace do,ing 
the same thing. You inay not te 
doing the same thiqg but you 
know it's just that feeling. 
Well that's circles.So Every
thi ng .works on circles. How 

did I get. on that subject 
from that? Alan Watts did it . 
Have:" you heard those speeches 
... so um that's why we have 
r. ircles on our armbands any
ways. Wbat' s the question? 
NO-How do you want to do it, 
what you w8.nt to dcS with them 
. . how, why? You were telling 
me a story you know? 
Nicole-You' re making better 

· assholes out of the old ones. 
NO-You've got to have an idea 
about what you want to do you 
know. 
D-J do. But if people know 
what. to expect . . that makes it 
a 1itt1 e harder . 
NO-Well our magazine· s not 

- -
very popular so ... 
D-That's all right. We're not 
very popular . What we're goi
ng to do is get lots of .. what 
do you call them .. allies .. in 
key positions and um .. . if you 
get somebody that works for 
-the post office . . I mean some
body that!s just even a mail 
clerk, you can really sc:few 
the post office up bad .. or 
the newspapers, if you go to 
the newspapers . and they have 
those big machines you know 
that print them .. and you shoot 
a rubber band into it .. it ripF 
the paper, it rui ns the whole 
days P.dition. So it is if you 
get enough people to do that 
and one day you can go to the 
government and say 'Look how 
much control I have & look how 
much you have and you .. well 
you've got the armies, but we 
can just stop this country 
from wo1·king'. 
NO-Would you do that? 
D-Yes. Certainly, I plan to. 
But I · mean I don't know which 
country we'll start with. It's 
just as easy when You go to 
Japan and they can't understa
nd what you ' re saying .. .J mean 
it makes it. alot easier.· ·You 

·b~ing them i~ ' ime & 
teach them EngJ . mow. 
( l auih) We're t1 get 
Reverend Moon to !1 : .< ., s to go 
ov.er t here. 
NO-Really? 
D-Not to go to Japan, to go to 
China. 
NO-Oh to finance you . · 
D-Yea. Because we wanL to play 
on the Great Wall and you have 

· to have special permits and 
stuff to even go up the re, un
less you ' re a tourist, but to 
do anything like that. 
NO- Why would he back you? 
D-Why? Because he's a clearing 
house for money for the Com
munists. 
NO-Is he really? 
D-Yea. Wel 1 as fa r as I know, 
as far as the government's 
co ncerned and as far as Moon
ies are and whatever .. so he' 11 \ 
just say, "I' 11 show them h.ow 
decadent Amer·ica is, we' 11 put 
these people up here to play 
on this wall and they 1 ll make 
fools of. themselves" .. And 
after t hat we' re goi ng· to 

· play by the Berlin Wall, right? 
Is that the next one? Anymore 
walls we Can play at? Marianas 
Trench? We used to go in ·the r e 
in high school. 
NO.:.Play at Auschwitz. 
D-N.o, ashes get in mYway. 
NiCole- Smoke gets in you r eyes 
(laugh). 
D-~he. guy on the bus was p l ay
ing" ' My Country 'Tis of· Thee' 
on harmonica a nd a Neil Young 
song and a l l these old people 
on the bus were tur nin g ar-

. oun d and smiling at him be
cause he was playing 'My 
Country 'Tis of Thee' . 

~~~~skeep watching that TV. 
So what kind of Fascism do 
you want to do? 
D- What kind of Fascism? 
NO-Yea . There's different 

kinds . 
D-ArP. there? Not according to 
Search·& Destroy. They didn' "'; 
even ask me who · r wanted to 
head it up. 
NO-There's a rampant Fascism 
in America that like. 

; D-Fashion .. we're not into fas 
hion . . we're into martyrism, 
right? Everybody should be a 
martyr for so~~ .... «ii~~~'G· .. v . ... 1, ..... 
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N6:..oo you eve r want to die ? 
D-Do you ·mean do I ever want 
to ... like in the future ? 
NO-Anytime. 
D-Yea. I want to die whe n I 'm 
done. 
NO-How do you feel about mon
ey? How do you want to use it 
.. what do you want to do with 
it? 
D-Go to Fio rucci' s .. buy alcoh
ol. 
NO-That' s all? 
D-Sure. I mean w'e use money 
for what ever. We' r e not into 
saving it. Wh e n I get that 
desperate I can always say. 
well I ca.n ki l l myself.And so 
if we run out of money so wh8.t 

. NO-W hat about lots of money? 
D- Lots of mo ney .. wel 1 if I 
get l o ts of money .. r e member. 
(to Lorna) we were talking a
bo ut thi s the other day?. 
I f J. ge t like billio ns then 
I'm going to go to all these 
countries . & hav e statues built 
of myself and that way 300 yrs 
from now they' l 1 say 'God that 
must have bee n a great person 
for them to make s tatues and 
they won't know how ridiclllous 
it i s . 
NO-That's all you'd do? 
D- Sure I mean money, it's not 
t hat good .. I heard o n t h e nevs 
t hat we ' re h avi.ng a d€pression, 
next year . · · 
NO- I t hi nk money's real impor
tant. I f you had a lot of money 

the n. 
D- But I wouldn' t have alot · . As 
soon as I get my hands on it, 
it would be spent. I mean I'm 
no t go ing to save up for my 
old age because I'm not go ing 
to h ave a n old age. 
NO-No I mean just to do things 
that you wa nt to do. 
D-Eve r yt hing that I want to do 
you don't r eall y need money 
for. 
NO-You do t o ma ke records. It 's 
just a way to manipulate peo-

b~~;ffi not in to maki ng records. 
NO-You're no t? 
D-Not really. Only as a me diurri 
to ge t somet hing else done. 
NO-Well t hat's what I mean. 
Money is a medium too. 
Nicole-If somebody e l se put 
some mo ney up for t he band. 
D-Right. I t's not o ur money. 
NO-Well that's the same. It 
doesn't matter who spends it, 
it just matters how you get it 
and how · you u se it. What would 
you do if you had the c hance 
to completely contro l a number 
of peoples lives ? 
D-1 do. I do comp l e t ely control 
a number of people's lives . 
NO-Whose lives? Say anonomous 
p eop l e ? 
0-We ll look . around for the lit 
tle g irl s weari ng the Crash- -
Tras h T- s hirt s a nd people like 
that. 
N-The mo t hers of tomorrow. 
D-Wf!ll see .. I'm just waiting. 
Mos t of the people I'm in con·· 
trol of right now are in 
school, like Penelope is go
ing t o b e a n artist and 9ther 
thi ngs like that .. so when Pen
elope is a famous pa:'inter or 
something, we'll have her 
paint these r ea lly ni.ce black 
background paintings with 
blue circles. So we' r e going 
to have everybody d<;>ing it. 

We' 11 have stamps like that . 
I t h 1n-k we should make a new 
s hapP for flags. round flags. 
NO-Woul d you want to violently 
con tro l peop le?? 

9-0h no .. we would never dream 
of that (laugh) .. we'd like to 
con tro l v i olent people though. 
' !0-TV controls pP.ople. It 
riumhs t h Pm out. 
·J-No we' re not into numbing 
anybody o u t .. everybody has 
like . . you know it's like your 
circle, you can do what you 
want with it .. I f you do n 't 
play it mY way eat shit and 
die. (laugh). But I inean bas
ically it's just a big game 
and so ei ther you get to play 
my game o r you get to plky 
their game, and if you play 
their game .. their game ' s go
i ng out. 

(pause) 

Darby-We ' ve been ki cked out of 
eve.ry coffee shop within what 
10 miles .. 20 miles. 
Nicole-Ever yo ne that's open 
after 12 o'c l ock. 
D-For our armbands. 
N- For ha vi ng fun. 
D-It' s just t hat people get 
bothered by racial s lur s and 
stuff .. More than any country 
t h at is .. don't we make more 
fun .. And I happen to know l ot=> 
of t'hem 
NO-Racial slurs? ls that wh y 
you say them to bother peopl e 
D-No. I say t hem becau se 
t h ey' re funny. I guess it's 
fu n ny because ihey bother 
people . 
NO- So how seriou sly do you 
take the statement that you' re· 
a Fascist? I mean do you say 
that to alot of people? 
D-No. That was the closest 
.t e rm I could come up with 
t hen. 
·m- But you don't identify 
·.v.i th National Socialism t.hen ... 
Nazis, ~r likP any r~all y ~an-
ipulative .. · · • 
Darby-Sure, I ca n identif y 
with HitlPr. 
NO-You can. How? 
D-It.' s a nice design he had 
there. 
NO-Yeah. Do you know about 
Albert Speers? 
D-No. 
NO-Al b e rt Speers was hi s ar
chitect. He did all those in
credibl e squar e buildings with 
th e flags, that were made to 
hold huge crowds of people. 
0-But I t hink the Nazi's ·..1.·ere 
s i ck anyway . 
NO-W hy ? 
D-No r eason to kill all t hose 
pPople. ~ 
NO- What cou ld they have done 
besides kill them? 

'D- Ge't them to move back to 
Israel. That's what they want-

. Pd anyway . They wanted to go 
they , just shoul d have let t hem 
go . LJ mean Hitl e r made a cou
ple of mistakes .. he'd stil l b e 
around today if he hadn' t made 
them. Maybe not . But he would 
have been around alot longer . 
I inean jus t tactical mi s t a kes . 
NO-Like the thing with the 
Jews? 
D-No, like invading Austria 
whe n he did. If hP had like 
waited until he had like all 
the reports and stuff in, he 
wo uld have made it. But people 
associate us with that.Peopl e 
in t.hP United Stat.es, if they 
hear the word Fascist, they 
run. That's what Search and 
Destroy did, that's what the 
Di ls did, they said they .:.. 
wouldn't play .on the same 
stage with us because I had 
sa i d that: .. and I mPan it's 
.i ust t hei r r Pa l OP.gat i ve_con-

~ot3.tio n s of the word. 
NO-Actually it's funny, it's 
ironic t h at it's: put over on 
television as: a nPgativP thing 
and then tP.levision is fascist 

D-Fascist is totally extreme 
right. WP.' re not exf:reme 
rlght. But I 'm still going to 
have complete c::introl. May b e 
the re's a better word for it 
rhat I h aven't fou nd yet. 
NO- It 's got a s hock quality 
to i t. I don' t know if you' r e 
that co ncer nP. d. 
D-We never wPnt out .. if peop
l e asked us we sai d it .. that 
was about it .. a nd (to Lor na) 
you say it don't you? It' s • 
only mP a nd Lorna who say it 
not thP. other peop l e in the 
band. 
NO-So it's like it bu t it 
is:n't lik e it. I mea n it's 
close but it's not close. 
mean the whole word is invol
ved with ideas about the 
state a nd how it should be 
formed a nd how like the peo
ple should be subservient & 
like uni ties of industrial & 
military and all that. 
D-We' re not in to mi litary, 
we' re not ·into industrialism 
.. we' re not into anything 
except for me .. and I speak 
for me . 
NO- What about Lorna? 
Lorna-I do it for what I want 
Nicole- And the ma nager does 
it for what she wa nts. 
All Three-And we' 11 a ll get 
what we want J 
D-People do that to words and 
t hey don't even kn·ow what 
thPv mean. I mean Communism 
supPosedly sti 11 has a big 
shock va lue over here. I mem 
t he Dils thought so a nd John
ny Carson thought so last 
night. He was making Commie 
jokes .. 
NO-Le t me ask yo u o ne more 
question, then we' 11 finish . 
About Fascism, you know , t he r e 
is a whole hi stor y behind 
ho w that came about through 
philosophy. 

0-I don't give a s hit about 
history . 
NO-Weli it's not hi s t ory, it' 's 
p hilosop hy. 
0-You said it was history. 
NO-The history of philosophy. 
D-1 do n't g ive a !'l h it about 

_PU1L Q5of'HY· 
Nb- Well -Fascism is a p h iloso
phy. 
D- No it's not .. it's a way of 
li fe (laugh). · 
NO-That's true t no . 
D-Don' t vou understanc11Everv
O/llii .SAIO n we11,wHJ\T" A RE yov 
G<uys ?" S.o THlii F •R.ST T itiNC:r 

th::::': po;:"1ec .i.ntO my head 
0

was 
Fasct3ri .. and that was as 

· close as we could come . If 
somebody gives us a better 
one that WE;! can describe wh at 
we are with, we' ll u se it. 
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Vigurt 8. Fe11111lt lurmap!iroditts. The !1J•J1ertro/1hied ditoris rtstmblu a hy/lfupodi' penis. 
The 11-;·ear-old (left) hasfum/ f(lbioscrotolfollh with the urethral orifict f(}{;a/td al the bast 
of/ht phallus. Tht W:i·tar-old (midi/ft) has /iartia1f.)'fu.std lnbioJtrtJta/ emj11e11ces wit/1 the 
111cthrn o!Jtni111: into the urogmital sulcus. Tl1t 7-;·ear-old (right ) preu11/s com/1letely bifid 

labioscrolal.f!!!_~s u-:ith the 1·~1:int!!_ 011{iu in 1:im•. Thr llftlhra o/wt1J i11to the rngiita 

Fi1:ure If). Female humoJ!llfodites. Alf thru /l(l/itnls 11Nr~fe111i11~ed ~~removing /ht phallic 
muuufl)/urt n11d cons/rucling caginal and Uttlhral ori{ietJ u.ilh /ht inltgumtnlal hood 

.. ll : 

(~) (b) • 
Fi'g11rt J3 .. ~ !alt /1u111aphrodi1e. (a) Tht t.\'/t111al gomids art ratlitr 11 /1Uuli11g configuration 
whtn }l~J/ Vlt11Jtd. Tht phallus is 11try short 1111d tht glmu txlrtmtly smoU prest11ting a 
.l:J'tlatto1d opptaro11ct. Tl1t mgiltal vault is paralltltd with empty labioscrotal eminences a11d 
houses the urt~hrnl orifice. Some of l.htst vaginal oJNnings "rt large enough to permit coitus. 
(b). The t&topic llstes were surgically dtsttndtd info the sc olum (110/t scars on I.highs ). Tht 
vogmal mucoJa was uud lo co11Sfru&I a urtlhra to /ht corona but not through tht undtTsiu 

la111. Hormorial trenlmt11/was111iliz.ed 

Figurt 3. True hem1aphroJite. The abdomen is opened and /ht pdt•ic J/11K/1.ms ort identified. 
Babtock Jorups grasp !ht ulttiiit f1111dus and /ht arrowJ poinl lo /ht gonadJ (both art 

O/'O/ts/tS) 

}Fig11rt 4. Tnu. hmnaphrodilt. !ht "'.'f>ora &Ol'tmOJ~ ~J lht android phalfu.s katot .bun 
excised and the 1r1/rg11mtntal cmttTrng Jpl1t lo act as the lmrngfor the construcUd vagmal tau// 

' oJ well as mimic /he labia 

SEX SYNDROMES 
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FiguTt 6. Female hermaphrodites. ,Tl1t5( lhrtt sistus art 14, JO am/ 7 )'t~r.s 
of age, all t.\hibiring android bod_1• '011tours such as broad shoulders. mauulmt 

rht:Jt and strong musculalurr 

Fi.,11rt 7. Ft11u1/r herma/,/mulitrs. 11.1 in Fix11re 6. Tht ,;,,,,, · nlmml .~t11ilalia nliibit 
" m11fr-likt h11il' dislribu1io11 n11d plwllic ilr1ic/11rt• l111tgnlodito1·i, ) · 

Fii: 42.-A. bei:innini: rt!Seetion 
of plaque. B. plr1t1uecxci!led. 

~x~~~i:i: ~·:;~~::~.: · ~:~c in l-Orf10ra. 

reron11tructiona11pcarsontowclto 
left ofpcnis.J;'. dcrmul g ruft of 

~~~:i~~:~,~ o~~~·;1~tl~·~~g~~ ·i·nn~~~K~-. 
Oe\•inc. <..:../. •• Jr.: PhL~t H~-onstr. 
Surg. 52:503-510. Nnvcmhcr. 
1!173.• 
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-WE 9FFER SEV.ERAL FANT~v~!~o~-f::har:o~ 
l•nterv1ew but lately just creeps. her •• I had a guy •• I"ll tell 

NO-What are creeps? you about some of my weird 
- R-Perverts.We'Te. t h e only ones or something.I h11d a 
;NO-So it's PAC? place in town where if a gcy •• this is real strange 
' Vanilla-PAS. . - guy comes in for sex,he's •• he was a lesbian OK?He 
NO- Which stands for passive sick.He's a pervert.If he was a guy who wanted to be 

' arts services •• can I put tha t wants normal intercourse~ a girl but he wanted to be 
' On the tape? . t he'~ sick.If he comes in ior -with girls •• so he was a 
V-Sure •• a free advertisemen to be beat or humiliated or lesbian •• you know what I 
you know.Come in all you de- something,then he's co~l. mean?And I felt so SOI"rJ' 
generates off t)le street But if he wants something for him because like he 
come in,: · work there normal then he's wacko, you even went through the pro-
110-How many women - know. cess of raising some money 
•• it's just women who do it V-Yea. That •s ' what we call so that he could g et an 
right? perverts you know.That's _ operation & he went to 
V-Yea. Let me see. How many 9 funny too. If a guy comes in Jlome cheesy !l-octor and they 
girls do we have now.,six: & all he wants to do is eet didn"t even do it •• you have 
Raven-1,2,.3,4,5,6 and Pat_ica. laid •• th,en we get mad at to go through step by step. 
Vanilla-And Patica!There''S him and.. It takes a long time and 
one girl there that's really R-Yea.What a pervert!'You•re they did the 1st step and 
weird that we d,on •·t really sick!'Get out of here!' it didn •'t even work & he 
count as a person But she · V-But if ,he comes in. & he wasted like about $3500 and 

~g~~:1ih!!e;bout the kind of ~~~~n~~~; i~~: ~on~~~~e~e- ~~b~~sh!i~:m:1~n~~e~ ~~~ 
people that you get •• the up and have us like humilia- make-up on him and put a 
clientele. te him and put little funny wig on . him and a bra with 
V-Well in the whole time I 'Ire faces on him and dresses •• ~- pads & little bikini under 
been there I've had people •• then he's a pretty nor- wear with garters and_ny-
from the age 19 to the age · h h 1 & 1 ttle 
like 7.0 •• but the most common mal guy. Not really but in lons, hig , ee s a i . 

t 1 · k · n a way. It.••s really weird~ dress. 
age is like be ween.• i e i There "s this one guy t hat NO-What was the first step 
the 40's & 50's,like real ·- that they did? 
businessman age.And they're V-They cut his stomach or 
all pretty much like higher something.It was really 
up •• kind cif like bankers & weird.I thought they would 
alot of insurance men & I've just like shove t hings in 
had oceanographers · and a and pull things out o~ _ 
scientist. something but they cu~his 
NO-Do they come in on any stomach. & took tucks in it 
pretense? or •• I don•'t .know what they 
V-Like what? did •• it was something rea-
Raven-To be dominated, most lly stupid that didn •t make 
of them. · sense to me but I felt real 
NO-What do they say? I kriow you•ve had too but bad •• he was real sad. 
V-We have like a little rap I know he used to come_ in NO-What was it supposed to 
that we g ive them.They come and he had like a special do? 
in and we ask them have they deal because he''d been com , Raven-Get $3500.That•s what 
been, there before?Do they ing ther.e for like 4 years it was supposed to do. 
want to be dominated?And and you'd take him in the V-Yes.He really got ripped 
then we say that we ht>.ve room and all you'd do is off but I felt sorry for 
like bondage, dominance, dis- tie him up on. his stomach him. That was really weird 
cipline,.humilintion , trans- and whip the. holy shit out for a guy to be a lesbian. 
vestism,foot fetishes and of him for like a ha'lf an You know most people,if you 
other fantasies.P.nd then hour. want to be another sex,it's 
they ,say well you know.•• rm-What did he do for a because you like the same 
NO-What •·s foot fetishes? living? sex that you are. You want 
V-That•s guys who come in & V-I don•t, know.I used to to be changed to a woman 
have foot fetishes.You take hate to have h im tpough because you like guys.You 
them in the room & you bea:ause I mean you really know you feel real feminine 
tease them & tell them that had to work hard in the inside;but he wanted to be 
your feet stink & wouldn't session; and you didn' 'tget with girls~And he used to 
they love .to smell them that much money from it get dressed up in drag & 
(laugh) & then, you let them be.gause he had a special try to pick up on girls & 
if they 

1
're good boys.• they deal with the boss. they ••d get upset because he 

can. take yoµr shoes off and R-(X),? You could whip the didn''t have the right thin• 
kiss your feet and massage hell out o~ him and he gs you know.He was real 
them.'.apd they t1sually lie wouldn't make a sound. nice.I taught. him how to 
on the floor and you stick NO-Did he cum when you walk and how to sit~We'd 
your feet. in their face and whinped him or something?? walk around.He'd follow !IE. 

you tell them that they can NO-No because he 'd be tied And I'd shake my ass & I'd 
jack off.It's really d~s- up & he'd usually •• but show him how to get the 
gusting but it•s nice if like I mean you had to right movements going you 
you've been working all day really work •• I me'an his know.I felt sorry for him. 
because then you get your ass would be so black •• I I had one guy that,he was 
feet massaged you know. It's had him and I ••d only been weird because he .came in & 
n ice if you 've been in high working there like two took'an hour session and I 
heels all day or something weeks & I broke a cat-o- tied him up and I took a 
you know.But it's real nine tails on. him & I brush with hard bristles •• 
weird.You •ve had alot of broke a wood paddle over right •• can I say these 
like... , his butt. I thought uhhhhlJ I nasty words on the thing? R-Mostly businesE\llli0n.like •• 



NO-Yeah.You can say anything 
that you want, 
Vanilla-OK.And all I did 
was hit 1lim with t he brush 
on his cock like real ha rd 
and I took like sewing need
les and stuck him with them 
•• like I had two in> my hand 
and stuck him all over the 
area of his genitals. 
NO-Did he ask you to do 
t hat? 
V-Yea.That•s wlia.u he wanted 
to do.And like they usually 
say stuff like •·oh mistress 
CathY you''re so mean• •• my 
name at PAS is mistress 
CathY •• and t hey do stuff 
like that •• they tell you to 
stop but they really want 
you to do ·more,.so you•ve 
got to kind of like know 
what. you•·re doing.You•ve 
got to know if the guy real
ly wants you to stop or if 
he's just saying that be
cause he wants you to be 
meaner • • • but this guy after 
I did the whole number on. 
him,he came back a half an 
hour later & took another 
session .. 
NO-Really?And you stuck 
more needles in his cock? 
V-Uh huh.And he bl ed and 
everything. 
NO- How did you feel doing 
t l')at? 
V-Well luckily he was blind 
folde d so that I didn't 
really watch , I j ust kind of 
stuck. at random you know. 
But the worst part was he ,, 
l ike whell' he jacked off he 
said that he woul d eat,,, 
Oh I can•t say this stuff 
on tape recorder. 
NO- Yea. You have to· say it, 
V-OK. He sai d that he would 
eat his cum you know (ha ) 
E>.nd so after he had j·acked 
off he started like work
ing hi s hand· anu like wip
ing it all over his face. 
That was the only time I 
t hought tha t I . was going to 
like.,I s tarted like ·gag
ging you know because it 
just like, •.• the whole t hing 
wa s just blood and cum,, •. 
just like uggg •• it turned 
my stomach. 
Raven- Well the weirdest one 
I •ve ever known. is uh •• are 
yo~ ready for this one? 
(laughter). Is your magazine 
printing good?This guy came 
in·, and he was a pretty pro
minent businessman too,,he 
made alot of bread,.he drove 
a mercedes and stuff,,and I 
didn't. have this session, 
another girl had it but she 
called me i ru because she 
didn't. believe it •• she 
thought it would gross me 
out,,and this guy. what he 
wanted to do was have a Rom
an Shower,.which -is having 
the Mistress shit and the11; 
having him. eat her shit ••• 
but she wouldn,"t do it so 
he. shit himself and (1.augh) 

hi s shit was really soft 
like diarrhea,,they got a 
pap er and then. he had the 
l:Iistress pee in· a glass and 
uh,,, 
Vanill a - He had a nice lunch. 
Raven~Yeah , and he had the 
glass there with the shit on 
the paper towel and he ate/
And s he coul dn ''t b elieve it 
and so she calls me in and 
,-1ants me to watch this and 
he •s there all excited t hink 
ing I'm going to barf or 
something and I just stood 
t here with my hand on my hip 
looking non:chal antly y·ou 
know, and he starts eating 
t hat shit, •. he took a drink 
of the piss you know and he 
looked a t me like ... well I"m 
going. 'Is that good?• and he 
goes "Yea.• and I go •good• 
you know and I go ''I ''IJl not 
.going to stay any more if I 
can "t have a tip''. So I just 
went out you know .and uh ••• 
and s he caine out again. and 
sai d t hat he wanted her to 
vomit in t.he .. gl !iSS &· that (le 

woUld drink that too •. That 
is against t he l aw •. It ••s not 
allowed to be done but no~ 
body knew abo ut it at the 
time •• so he had done it •• 
b11t never · again: because it •·s 
against. the law and nobo dy 
likes to go to jail so.But 
to me that "s the grosses t 
one I "Ve ever heard of •. 
V- But the t hing that ' 's weird 
•• can y ou i magine these peo
pl e comi ng in. there i'Jl.d do
ing these t hings and like 
pict1'l!I'e this, •• Let "s say 
t his judge comes in & he'~ 
getting beat up & I''m put
ting dresses on. him and 
little wigs & he ••s carrying 
around a b.aby bottle,Right? 
Meanwhile I •m sp!!,Ilking him 
on. t he ass while he crawls 
around and uh •• tries to 
kiss my butt, right? And 
then you'r e going to court 
because you•ve got like 
traffic warrants & . there he· 
is sit.ting there and he "s 
telling you the laws of the 
land & telling ~.'OU. how t .o 

be arL upright . straight Cit
izen . & just before at his 
lunch hour he was doing 
these things.You know what 
I mean!? That •·s how I- pi c
t ure it. These people are 
people that a re running our 
world you know; the lawyers 
t he oceanogr aphers that are 
cleaning up Long B.each with 
all the ·Oil,. and they "re 
coming in there and they'Te 
licking my boots &· like f oT
lowing m.e a roun·d and like,. 
l''m tying them up & stuff & 
these are people tha t are · 
running our world. 
Raven-There's another side 
to it t~c:_~~-· .. ~I-~.e- had 
sessions with people a nd they 
told me that a l l day long t hat 
the ~irid of job that they do, 

· that th8y all day long, they ~ 

are telling people what to do 
a nd they fire peop l ·e and they 
have so much re!?po nsibili ty, 
they have to hurt alot of 
people's feeli ngs, they have 
to domi nate everybod y around 
them and they get so sick a P 

this that they · come i~ there 
a nd they just totally let 
themselves fall apart and they 
let you kick them and spit on 
them and humiliate them and 
just dominate t hem totally. 
They don't have any respon
sibU · y. They're nothing . 
They' re just a piece of s hit. 
They don' t have to care atiou t 
anything . And then the next 
day they du it all over again 
.. They dominate their employ 
ees lower than them and a ll 
that you know. 
V-Yea.That's true. So that's 
why we like j_oke about it. 
that's funny .. that's gross .. 
and that's great story tell
ing and it' s really sickening 
and we can make fun of a 11 ' 
the like older generation and 
all that .. but like she's 
right because there is .alot 
of psychological aspects t o 
·it .. you know li ke she said 
it's l ike the male .. th e soc
~ety that our parents grew up 
in the male is always domin
ant and they g rew up saying 
that you can't play with · 
dolls, and you can't cry, and 
you can't feel becau'se that's 
a sissy and o nly women can -do 
this. So women grow up and if 
somet hing hurt s them & if 

· somet hing happens, they can 
cry, they can l augh, they· can 
feel any way they want and 
·1 t' s cool. But a guy in that 
g:e neration always had to keep 
his cool and he never .. he hac:! 
to be always stro ng and al
ways domineering and he could 
never like feel anything and 
c r y .. so as he grew up al 1 
these pressures build up a nd 
build up, a nd he's dominating 
people at work, he dominates 

his wife, he dominates hi s 
kids and so he comes to us and 
the n t he role is total l y re
versed and then he gets dom
in ated and the n he gets told 
to do like she sa id so, t hat 
he doesn't have to be r espo n
sibl e .. and he fee l s guilty for 
humiliating all these people .. ' 
like you know how humiliating 
it is when you' re working fo r 
somebody and they' re telling 
you that you' re stupid , you 
didn't do t~is ·right , ypu know 



you didn't fold th is paper 
correctly .. 
NO-Do the y ever t e ll the ir 
famili e s? or eve r come in in 
pairs? 
V-No I've never had like . 
well'.. I've never had any cou
ples come in the r e bu t I've 
had like guys tha t have like 
wives o r girlfrie nds tha t .. 
that the ir girlfrie nds are n ' t 
dominant , like are t he ir mis
t resses , and th~y sent th e m 
over t o b e domina n t b e c a u se 
th e y need to be tra in e d o r 
s omething . 
R-Alot of times th e y' r e ··jus t 
fanta s i e s . thoug h. I had a 
c u s tome r who u sed to come in 
o nce in a whil e and he' d a l 
ways bring a di ffe r e nt no t e 
wi th him , and he' d say tha t I 
have be en sent he r e by , my 
name i s mistres s X o r what -

. e ver and I've b een sent he r e 
1 t o be whipped or t o b e beaten 

b e cause I was bad o r s omething 
1 and I want him to be puni s hed 

.. a nd most of the time it' s 
, his fa ntasy, he writ es it him

se l f bec ause he s having the 
who l e fa ntas y . 
V-Tha t ' s true too . 
R-Did I e ver t e 11 yo u a bo ut 

· the s ess ion I ha d , t hi s g uy 
. c ame in Wi. th s traight-p i n s 

all through hi s c hf!S t f r om hi s 
neck, ti is n e.ckbmi e ri ~h t hf>rf' 

yoU ·kndw, ai 1 o ver hi s who le 
c hes t a nd down hi s stomach , 
the whol e thing was f ill e d 
wi th s tra ight- p in s a nd he harl. 
me whip h i m f o r ha l f a n hour 
s tra i g ht with a cat-o -n i ne 
t ails wi t h tho se p in s in his 
c hest .. . just no t a lkin g , no 
humi liating, not hi ··. ;:; , jus t 
quiet , jus t that alone . And 
afte r it ' s a l l ove r .. he got 
off a nd eve r y thin g too .. an d 
t hat was a ll . . and he gof>s 
I got to tell you these pins 
are kiJ li n g me .. 3n d he was 
real cool afte r t h at .. . you 
k now I can 't unde r stand what 
woul d pro·vo ke a person i nto 
somethi ng like th at . 
Van illa-That' s y.· h a t' s wei r d . 
That's somet hing I always do 
too .. is li ke atter I have a 
sess i o n , a nd it 's all ove ~ & 
t hey've do ne a l l t hese we i rd 
t h i n gs a nd the n I say so li ke 
wha t do you do fo r a l i v ing ! 

·We s it down, and he ' s like 
put t ing on hi s soc ks and hi s 

g la~·~·~ s· · ~nd··· his .$i-o0 · w;t c h oT 
what e ver and he' s saying .. ··oh 
you knqw , I do this .. ' 
Raven-I'm a stoc kbroke r .. I'm 
a doc t o r. 
Vanilla- Yea. Yea. They hav e 
these like really prominent 
pos itions that are like c asual 
:ind they've got to b e ' like ~11 
tog ether and it' s really weird 
. , like they get back into their· 
thing a nd I start talking to 
them and they say like, you 

' know, E=MC2 and the y s tart tel · 
•7 1 ing you this whole rap. 

R-Ye a . What she' s say ing .. a lo t 
o f guys , as soon a s they cum , 
as s oon as they get off, they 
tre at you like s hit.They'll 

· kiss yoUr feet, th e y'll "lick 
· the bottom of your shoe s,you 
· can spit on the dirty floo~ & 

they' 11 E'!at it up and they 11 

just do anything you te•ll 
them, they' re so submi#ssive arrl 
as soon, the second ·that they 
get off,if they l e ft a little 
bit of wet on your s hoe from 
their tongue or some thing and 
you tell them 'her~ •. wipe my 

·shoe -; the y'll t e 11 you , f u c k 
you bitc h, yo u know . , 
V-It' s over no w. I' ve had them 
do tha t t oo . 
R-Mos t of the t ime the who l e 
fantasy i s whe n the y ' r e ,turn e:!. 
o n. As s oon as t hey get of f 
the who l e t hing c hanges . They 
don' t eve n ca r e a n y mo r e. You 
kno w, yo u're not hing to t hem . 
NO-Di d you ever get in a ny 
scar y scenes t he r e ! Ar e you 
r e al ly in co n t r ol a l 1 the 
time ! 
R-J. ne ve r have. We ll maybe one 
time, some gu y s lappe d me i n 
the l eg but I think it was b e 
cause he want e d me t o hit him 
harde r .. you kno w and I d i dn 't 
parti c lll a r ly ca r e fo r hi m a ny 
wa y . So I never ha d a session 
with h

0

im after that because 
he was a r eal j e rk. 
V-I've o nl y had like a couple 
th a t we r e .. bu t no thin g like 
really we ird. you kn o w. 
R-We had a g irl f ri e nd t hat 
us e d t o wo rk the r e and uh. 
in a way it' s scary bu t i t' .s 
al so kind o f f unn y . S he took 
a s ubmiss i ve sess ion. We do 
t hat o nce in a whi le . We have 
s ubmiss i ve sess i o n s whe r e a 
gu y comes in who ' s domin a nt, 
who wa nts t o spank a g ir l . . &. 
uh .. most ly we do domin a nce 
there but o nce in a whil e we 
do s ubm iss ives .. and t hi s guy 
came in. he gagg e d he r , he 
blindfo lde d he r, he ti e d he r 
up and he put he r up o n :t h is 
ho i s t a nd l eft he r ha ng ing in 
t he air . 
NO-You h ave a ho i st t he r e ? 

R-Yea . And he tied he r up a nd 
left he r ha ng ing there and he 
says 'go od-bye ' and he wa~ ked 
out and the session was like r 
a hal f ~n ho ur- l o ng and he 'd 
o n l y b ee n i n t .he re 10 mi nutes ,. 
and I t hink the ot he r girl haci 
like taken a session or some
t h i ng but s he wasn't around 
at the mome nt and I thi nk she 
was in there about 20 mi nutes, 
hanging there. And s he c ouldnt 
yel 1 because she was gagg ed & 
blindfo l ded. F i nally they cane 
in a nd she was ha ngi ng there , 
'u h uh u h ' a nd she was pissed 
off' be~au se nobody came i n to 
chec k on her .. a nd t he guy just 
sai d goOd-bye a nd split. I 
t ho ug h t t hat was st il l p r et t y ' 
f un ny . 
NO-Wha t' s a ll t he stuff yo u 
:' a ve in the r e . I didn' t r ea l
i ze you have a hoist Tha t' s 
pre tty incre dible. 
R- It's not a very good one. 
V-We used to have a l o t bett e r 
stuff but we had a burgulary 
Someone broke - in and like t oci< 
all the s tuff. 
R-(laug h)All t hey took was 
leathe r whips , the dildo, a 
jar 9f v ase line and pape r 
towel s . . 
V-( laugh )Tha t' s ' what the y t ook 
But we did have like good 
.whips.We had like I mean the y 
were good stuff . 
NO-Do the y leave welt s on 
{J R O ll l 1"''9 • 

~ Rav~n-Oh d e fininely . 
· Vanil .la-You know some guy s 

c ome in and they don't care 
you kno w. They don't 1 i v e with 
anybody .So they don't ' care if · 
you mar,k:1 So.me guys have wives 
So t:hey .ff.~Y 'Wel 1 only hit me 
on my bu,t<t because s he won't 
see it th.ere' . I had one guy, . 
thi s i s a young guy too. he 
was about 23, and he s aid 

. that whPn he wa s growing up 

he would a lwa ys see those mov 
i es whe r e you kno w like the 
l{U YS we r e like macho a nd the 
he ro , a nd the y'd go and ge t 
c apture d a nd s trung up a nd ge t 
whippe d, but they could t a ke 
i t .. a nd in the e nd they 'd ge t 
t he beau tiful girl . And he 
kep t t hinking about th is, that 
t h is mus t b e a tru e man if he 
could geJ; wti i. Poe d a nd tak e i t. 

R_:I'vp go t t,n tf. 11 yo u th is . 
OnP. ni g ht , I t h i nk i t was (A ) 
a nd 1 ·. WP wP r e w0 rk i ng a nd a 
kno c k at th e doo r . . and the r e 
was t h is g u y s t.andin g 0 ut 
t hPrP. in a pa jr of bl ue si lKy 
p antif>s & ga rt e r helt & nylors 
:ind no s h i rt o n . 
V-~L.! t of the door~ 

R-~' "' was $ta nd in g ou t t.h f> r e & 
thp r u was cop s dri vi ng by a nd 
f>vf>r ~ 'th i ng a nd hP ca mp in a nd 
he' i=: go ing ' Oh pl f-laSP domin
atf> . •1e ' a nd ( A) was !si c kin g 
him ~ n t h f.: r e ar e nd and I' m 
go i , . ; 'Do n '-r t o u c h h i m, he has 
n 't. cwf> n pai d h is i=:ession yet' 
. . I •1as u psP.t bpr.ausP yn u knc:w 
WP do n ' t 1 ike t o do a nyt h i ng 
to the ~uvs unl ess t hey take 
a 5>PSS i "1 n . So alot of guys 
wiP. come i n th P r P. & a ll they 
hav P to do i s sta nd the r e & 
th -:- Mi stress wi 11 sa y ge t o ut 
vo~ i C' r P.Pp. a nd he ' l l gE"t o f f 
o n j t . Tha t 's t hP ir whole f an
ta s:,.· , is bei ng t hrown out of 
t hP mi s t.rPsses de n you kno w. 
Th a t ' s as f ar as it goPs. So 
wp ~ lways t r y to be straight 
u n til t hey get i n t he r e. And 
we t :"'rf!w h jm o u t (l a ug h ) we 
pu shP J hi m o ut t.h f> door a nd 
hP W" ~ s till b a ng ing o n the 
doo r n :1d he got n n h is kn ees 
a nd · i:v~ sc r atc h i ng at th e 
do{l r and t)hf> r e wPrP. ca r s going 
by & \' "" Wf> r f> f lipping out & 
wP cou l dn't gPt rid o f him 
fo r nn "" hing and hP was go ing 
'PLEM": . PLEASE ' . He · i=: c ras h
in~ on th P door and we ' r e 
;oi ng 'Get out of here , g e t 

out of hf>rP' you know. Cops 
arf> d r iving by really slow 
looking o n , a nd that's a drag, 
it rPally is and (A) is out 
thPrf> i n her u nde rwear look ing, 
out at. him. s wearing at h im .& 
stuff. But you k now it was 
fu nn y. r eal l y f u nn y . 
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;;. 
Since the head and legs were 
so badly injured Barry was 
able to cut off a large piece 
of the flesh, It wouldn't be 
noticed. 

The next evening our friends 
arrived at 8:30. 

We had a charming supper anQ. our 
guests seemed to enjoy themsll.ves. 
We even took snapshots. · 

My boyfriend Barry i"s an intern 
at a hosPi tal in an emergency 
ward. 

ti 

' He brought . the flesh home and we 
. de'Cided to have a small dirmer 

party for our close friendS the 
next night, not revealing where 
the meat came from. 

I had diced and prepared the 
meat. It was a Stroganoff. 

\ 
About 11:30 everyone left, We 
washed the dishes and then 
went to bed, 

Recently he received the victim 
of a violent accident. 

I telephoned Kathy and M1 tch, 
Debbie and Steve, and some 
others. 

It lOoked lovely. 
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The Bags are Craig, Alice, 'T'er· · 
ry, Rob and Patricia. ®l'll:~ Cra
ig, Al ice and Terry showed up 
for the interview. 

Craig: It seemed a mu~h more 
active scene when we were :first 
involved. I've seen it grow sm
aller and dissipate ... totall y. 
NO: Yeah .. what do you think's 
happeniilg now? I was looking 
through an LA Times today and 
there's absolutely no mention 
of anything. 
C: Well that's a very well pl
anned out campaign. The club 
owners don ' t want it. '!'he rec
ord compahies don't want it . :Sn 
they've just very carefully go
tten rid of it. It's been very 
convenient for them. I think 
o ne of the problems was that no 
one wanted to pay to get in to 
a punk concert so t here wa.s no 
financial validity to it. That 
is one of the problems. And al·· 
so, every time we play, ther' s 
always some damage to the hall 
and that means one more place 
we can't play. So it's just na
rrowing down to nothing. 
NO: Do you think you're one of 
the main groups. 
C: Yeah, definitely. 
NO: I mean one of the groups ti" · 
at wont be abl~e to play in pla
ces like that, probabl;; one of 
the best groups actually . 
C: Well already, last time we 
played at ~ladame Wongs ... we ca;-
n' t play there any more . It' s 
very funny. ~tadame 111ong ... the 
AlJ.ey Cats played there and 50-

mebody broke the glass on the 
cigarette m_achine and you kn°'" 
when we played there all the 
tables and glasses were shmash
ed, the typical thing. And now 

Madame lVong just decided that 
since our group and tbe Alley 
Cats have girls in them-; she 
doesn't want groups with. g.irls 
in them playing at her club be
cause I guess the feminine as·p
ect of rock and roll is too mu
ch for an audience to handle. 
NO: Is she an actual person! 
C: Yes she is. 'T'here is an act
ual Hadame Wong. She's a drag
on lady. You have to be tough 
to be a club owner in ChinatO\"n 
since it's all controlled by 
the Chinese Mafia. 
N0: There's a cockroach. 
C: Yeah ... this place is a cock
roach 11<>.ven. 
NO: The more r hear the Rags 
play, the morP. di!;':tinct your 
sound is V,f"tting. 
C: When WP. first started out it 
wa~ just 1 i ke "()h boy ... here we 
go" ynu know, lets play a lot of 
fast songs and it was.. mostly 
just a backdrop for Alice to 
perform her frenzies in front 
of ... but more and more we' re 
getting into very different ki
nds of $Ongs, different tempos. 
different arrangement ideas. 
all that stuff. We're becoming 
more of a musical group now. 
Not just a very fast crazy Pogo 
group. SLASH always used to th
ink we were the absurdist ppunlr 
group. 

NO: Are you writing all the st
uff? 
C: Um .. mostly. lfostly I write 
the music. Most·ly I write all 
the songs. Um ... more and more 
Alice and Terry are startini?; to 
write the lyrics. The best $On,.,. 
Patricia wrote. 
NO: Do you think . there's any 
hope of ever getting alot of 
people to hear you or ever ge
tting consistently ... able to 
play? 
C: I don't know about LA. '1aybe 
San Francisco. ~1avbe if we went 
to New York. The Only way is if 
the Whiskey and the Rtarwood de 
cided we could play there. I 
don't see that happening in the 
near future. 
NO: The way they arrange the 
gigs is fucked anyway. Two sho · 
ws and you' re kicked out each 
time and six bucks to get in. 
Is :it hard to get out of Los 
Angeles? 
C: (laughs) It's impossihle. It 
is impossible. 11/e were supp..osecl 
to gci to Texas and I don't thi-

. nk we' re going to be able to flO 
there because we' re the poor
est group in town. flan Francis
co is usu a 11 y OK. . we can't get 
up there ... usually we have to 
horrow pquipment when we p;o up 
there. 
NO: Tell us about your single. 
Is it recorded? 
C: Oh yeah .. it's , recorded. 1 t' .c:: 
ready. I t'll be out any day no\'' 

·we did it with r.eza.And I don' 
know. if it's really our sound. 
It 's very produced . I kind of 
wanted that myself hut some of 
;y:):i' the members aren't so happy 
with it 

I like it, I like the way it s 
duns. I like workin~ in thes 
studio. A long time ago I used 
to have access to a studio at 
Cal Arts and I used to go in th 
ere and make alot of tapes by 
myself. You can do a lot of di ff 
erent things in the studio that 
you can't do live. 
1-1(): Did you go to school there? 
c': Yeah, I went to Cal Atts. 
NO: For how long! 
C: Of f and on for about 5 years 
r.m: Did you get a degree? 
C: No, because I kept on switch
ing my major ... what I wanted to 
do was ... like one week I'd be 
in the design department and th 
next week I'd be in the music 
department and then ... when I 
first started I wanted to do co 
nceptual theater. Allen Kaprow 
was there and I wanted to do 
Happenings. I didn't like his 
methods very much so I worked 
with this other guy named Dick 
Higgins, he's the editor of a 
small New York avante-garde 
press- they put out Allen 'Caprow 
books and concrete poetry books 
and there's this whole New York 
artists circle there. I worked 
with him. We used to do a lot o'f 
stuff. 
NO: So you stopped thinking abo 
ut art when you left there! 
C: Well I just got disenchanted 
with it. I got ~ into music 111sx 
ffiO!e· 

B A 

NO: Do you like any art at all 
now? nid you go to that Hermann 
R'its&K Ni tsch t h l ng when he was 
here! 
C; No I missed t hat. You see I 
r,ot so turned off to the word 
art that I just wouldn't go to 
anything. But now I'm ready t"O 
do it agai n. Also wi:th punks 
there's all this talk about "art 
damage~ and everybody's trying 
to be so aloof, but they're the 
most .damaged themselves you know 
.Punk damage · is horrifying.(laugh 
(Pause) 'J'WO ~10RF, RAfi8 -ALICF. 
AND TRRP.Y ARqrvF -

Craig conti nues- I like the orig 
inal way things were. I like the 

,aggression, the energy in it . . I 
think that's becoming a little 

diluted now. But it's inevitable 
in a way ... because when you do t 
that, you can't play any plac€'. 
can't mak e any money ... it ju~t 
becomes inevitable that it would 
tone down. 
NO: So what would you like to do 
to the audience when you play to 
them and also what kind of poait 
ion would you like to represent! 
If someone who doesn't know much 
about it came across your music 
what would you like the m to think? 
C:Umm ... when we started it was 
mostly to create riots.And we 9 
didthat. We did that at the Trouh
ador.But now the problem with that 
is you can only do it so many tim 
es,then you've done it.Now I'd 
like to see us just create certain 
moods and feelings in the audience 

that go beyond .just violence,just 
aggression ... that go everi deeper 
... to distu rb someone but mxke 
go even deeper than just making 
t hem hit their nei ghbour or some
thing. I like to co n fuse people 
because you know when you confuse 
someone you make them think about 
what they' re doin~ and come up 
with different ways of ctoing thin 
gs, that are more interesting. So 
now we' re trying to be more per so 
nal, just have more depth. As for a 
stand we take .. :we've never been 
a very .contrived hand ... these were 
the songs tliat sounded good to us 
,that we liked to do. I don't like 
doing anything that sounds famili 
ar so I keep trying to figure out 
new ways of doing things. 
NO:Would you like.._ it to represent 
something other than ,just the mu
sic though,a kind of attitude? 
C:Like a lifestyle'? 
NO:Like an attitude about living 
or an attitud"e about the way thin 
gs are right now. 
C·:You see alot of our s ongs are i 
like .. there's alot of subliminal 
S&M in our songs ... but it's just 
like ... there' e one lin e ahout cut 
tin~ through a constricting wall 
of skin ... it's like what Genet 
said: "To escape horror 'vou should 
bury yourself in it" Twisting- ;itN• 
Xxeyour perspectives i·egularily. 
Stability is real}.y horrihle. It's, 
so safe. That's One thing we don' 
t want to be is a safe band. We Re 
never want to be predictable. 



ALICE SITR DOWN WITP US. 
Alice: (rolling up her sleeve)Look 
, Ive been drawing flew maps. 
C:No, you didn't, letme see. 
A:Just a little one though,a litt 
le map. 
N'O:How'd you do it?l'lith a pin'?' 
A:With a glass. 
NO: When? 
A:Last night. 
C:Any particular reason'?' 

A :Yeah, I was pretending I was 1?. 
years old. 
C: I once told her about a friend 
of mine who felt that his skin wx 
was completely whole and that the 
re was no way for him to get out 
of it and he started cutting hims 
elf so he could get out of his s
kin , so that his skin wouldn't be 
one whole unit that covered his 
entire body.He wanted to hreak it 
up. So ever since then she's been 
drawing: road maps on her arms. 
NO: I have that pin you did it wit 
h at Club Rl3. 
C:Gold plate it. 

~<); \v~. ~~~~.just' talkin~ and I sai 
d what kind of attituCe would you 
like to convey to people-how would 

you like them to feel '?' 
A: I want them to jQst be .. . wha te 
ver they feel, as lo ng as they feel 
it strongly.That's all I care abou 
t .Ro that we do affect tliem . That 
we have conv.eyed some ki nd of e ner 
gy,negative or positive. 
Terry: They've seen god . 
C:They've witnessed godhead in its 
purest form. 
NO:(to Alice)Are you happy? . 
Al ice: Sometimes. 
N'o: I mean in general you know. 
T: She's doing her best. 
C: She's slapphappy. 
A: (laugh )As long as I can draw my 
maps I'm happy. I'm always happy so 
long as I can indulge in my auto
sado-masochism. 
NO:Tell us about that. 
A: 1Vhat caTi I say about that7 
NO:What's it do for you? 
A:It's like masturbation.It's 
great.Youshould try it some time. 
Sit around and draw maus on your 
arms. 
C:Yeah,you can only whack your 
meat for so long until it becomes 
predictable. New avenues of sens
ation. 
NO: no you have any favorite countr 1 

y or coastline you like to carve 
in your arm'?' 
ft:I like the LA freeways. 
NO:On Stage do you just react and 
start moving or do you have a cer
tain plan of attack? 
A:No .. it depends on the audience. 
I get really nervous when I'm up 
there and there's an audience that 
totally drains me.and if i can't 
do anything, if I don't get any re
action from them then I .just get 
real mad and draw maps on my arms 
and stuff like that. But if the aud 
ience gives it back then I can 
work with them. Otherwise it's . 
hopeless. 

T:It's important Alice that we 
reach the point where it doesn't 
matter what t he audience does . That 
we still do the show that we think 
is best no matter what they do. 
Then just leave it at that. 
A :Yeah, but what I mean is that I 

"° dor't react if they don't react.I 
try and get really involved with 
the audience . It's got to wprk both 
ways. 
T : It's not pre-planned. 
NO:Actually people who do that are 
real commercial. They carry ou t 
little dance riffs. 
A:Yeah. Ive seen alot of performers 
who'll just go up the.re ... t~ey'll 

do.excuse me, their little sjJaz
attacks and not really have anythi 
ng to do with the audience except 
to say look at me, here i am. Rut 
that's not tl;le way it is with me. 
I'm really trying to project and 
get something out of them. 
NO:How do you feel about little 
black gloved monkeys grabbing st 
your skirt while y_ou' re up there'?' 
A:Well , as long as they ' re content 
with grabbing at my skirt.As ·long 
as they don't tear it or hurt me s 

or t~uch me anywhere I don't want 
to be touc hed, I don ' t care. But if 
they get too friendly I' 11 just ki 
kick t hem in the fac i! . 
T:She ' s not a valium go- go girl 
like Blondie. 
A:I'm a tough guy.Besides that t h~ 
re's usually plen ty of people in t: 
the audience who are more than 
willing to stop someone frol"'l bo
thering me. 
NO: I saw you in a good fight. It 
was at that halloween party. 
A:Which fight '?' ! got in 2 fights. 
NO:You were fig'1ting some gu y in 
t he hall. Every ·time all these peo-. 
ple would pull you apart ·and you'd 
go back up to him and say"c'mon, 
sucker!" 

NO:Tell us about g-rowi ng up i n 
East LA. 
A: 'T'ha t 's boring . 
NO:Fuck you then . 
C:She already t.a l ked about it in 
Seal-ch and Destroy . 
NO: How embarrass i ng, we> neVer get t: 
the scoop. 

· No:What do you guys t h ink of the 
political stance of the Dils a nd 
that whole pretens i on in qp and 
the way Search 3.nd Destroy us~s 

.what's that political column? 
C:Politics of Anarchy ? 
NO: I 'd 1 i ke you to say something 
about politics. 
T:The problem is that rock and roll 
and politics don't mix because 
you reach a point where you have 
to give uo one for the other. I 
just think they' re all going to 
reach that pint and it' 11 be int 
ersting to see which side they Pt 
go for; especially the TJils, becau 
se they real l y do believe in that 
bullshit . . . it may be bullshit but 
they rea l ly do believe i n it . 
NO : What do you think t hey would 
do if they started making alot s 
of money, if they started gettin.~ 
rea l ly famous ? 
ri:':Well,that's what I mean . Their 
Pol i tics become hearsay.· .. it 
doesn ' t mean anything after a wh 
ile.They 're rock a nd rol l .It's 
entertai nme nt. · 
C: The point was made clear to me. 
when I went to see the Dils at 
Base's hal l and there were post 
ers on the wall saying"Welcome to 
the wo r kers par adise" and it cost 
4$ to get in. 
T: I think t he wat bands like the 
Dils and other bands that are left 
wing poli t ica l ly is that it may 
look l ike they' r e co ntrad icting 
t hemsel ves but i n fact they see 
it as usi ng t he system . .. I mean 
t hey' r e i n a capi t al i st s'tate, 
t here ',e not h i ng t hey can do about 
it, then they' re go i n to ,1>,Urn 
around what they gai n anq_ uE?e it 
aga i nst the state. 
A:That's bullshit. 
T:How political is standi ng on 

. stage playing an electric guitar ? 
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·work . And then I· h·ad to raise 
a l ot ~f money on the outside. 
And I 'did that in no special I 
way. I would just try different 
avenu~s & I'd hit.you know. 
Mostly tberewere people that I 
knew indirectly .. someone I 
knew would turn me on to some
body that had the money & we 
raised enough to finish the 
film.But it was stop and go 
once the AFI money ran out. 
And that was real rou gh.It was 
real rough going. I shot the 
Wall Str~et Journal every 
night, at 11 o'clock . We were 

m m $16,000or more, for films.And snooting at night, and some 
ni David Lynch-Well I can't tell so they started the $10,000 time hetweeen 11 & 5 in the 

you how mu ch it cost. But I policy about the 3rd year, I morning I 'd have ·to l eave the 
m got when I went to AFI,there thi nk. And I was there tbe 2nd set and go shoot the Wall St. 
m wasn't a standard $10 , 000 you year. So they helped me an aw- . Journal. 
D know. People were get.ting more ful lot. And they continued to Gary-I don't know anything a-
li or less. They got .what they help me even after I ran out bout that f ilm. 
JI .needed really. In f ·act the 1st of . money,they helped me with DL-What fil'I'! No I h_ad a pap-
II year people werp getting U.P to the equipment and a space __ t_o _______ e_r __ r_o_u_t_e_. ____________________ __ 
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G-Oh OK. I thought maybe you' d · 
made a film call ed 'The Wall . 
Street Journal'. 
DL-No I had a paper rout e. 
G-OK. On your bicycle right? 
DL-No.I bad a car.But i got 
the route, it was probably 
about a 6 hour route,but I got 
it honed down to about an hour 
. . you know you toss papers out 
the window. And it was a great 
great thing really. 
G-The physical set at the AFI 
that you were using for Hen
ry 1 s apartment .. was it diff
icult to use tha t set for as 
long as . you needed it? . 
DL-Well yea . I built the set 
with my brother in 1972 and 
we had, you know Howard Smith 
right?He used some of my flats 
and stuff for his film, right 
before I worked, so he had the 
same room for a while. Then I 
sort of comandeered the stab
l Ps area.down there.And I bad 
. . we had a big room for HenrjS 
set which was pretty mu.ch a 
permanent set.Then we had a 
food room , an editing room , 
a camera room and a bathroom, 
& then we had a huge attic. 
And most of the other sets 
were built in that attic.Well 
not all of them . . some were 
l.ocations. 
G-Yea.That's a question that 
I have in here later on . . 
WhPre did you do the outside? 
DL-That was al! done downtown 
Los Angeles. 
G-Youre kidding. 
DL-No.Downtown LA is a real 
ne at place. There's alot of 
nPat . . there 's , I really found 
out alot about LA because ... 
let's see. Philadelphia is 
where I lived before I came 
to Los AngP.les. I went to art 
school there.And Philadelphia 
is a city . . have You ever been 
to Philadelphia? 

· G-Yea. 
DL-It' s a city filled with 
fear . 
G-Right 
DL-It's decaying and the city 
is in alot of trouble . And 
that inspired really an aw
ful lot of ERASERHEAD. You 
know,my living there . And not 
that I got ideas from any 
specifics there .. but all . 
these things it brought out. 

· Philadelphia is a big inspir
ation for the film & what I 
really would like to have 
done i s gone . back there and 
shot some things in Philad
e lphia, But LA . . Old LA, bas 
got a really neat atmosphere 

to it, and I r eally kind of,r 
really like it alot. 

. G-y~a. Downtown. One day when 
I was down there I found this 
.knife shop,they had all these 
old straight-razors .. and 
switch-blades and swords and 
everything and that's all 

. they do,tbey're really into 
it. You don't see that in West · 
wood: 

uL-yea t hat's right. LA's OK · 
down tbP.re. It's a strange 
place.And there's alot of 
characters and stuff that,you 
know 1 you would find in Phila
delphia,but still,the atmos
phere is different,and we had 
to be real .. we couldn't do any 
real . wide shots really and we 
bad to pick and choose.for 
sure. But every on.ce and a 
while you'd run 'across a build
ing that was just .. just had a 
real nice feel to it,and we 
used them. But all the t-ime in 
the back of my mind was Phila
delphia , trying to find ' some
thing that had that feeling . . 
it neve r really is ,in ~he fi lm 
Philadelphia,but it got in a 
real ERASERHEAD mood ,and ERAS
ERHEAD country, thing . . 
G-Oh definitely .. When Bill sa~ 
'I saw this place go from 
countryside to the hellhole it 
is todai . . ' and it really is .. 
uh . . do you want to talk about 
the baby? 
DL-I don't. 
G-I didn't somehow think you 
would. 
DL-See,this guy,you know , 
everybody asks "about it.And I 
just.I just don ' t want to talk 
about it. 
G-OK.Fine.Can you talk at all 
about shooting the scenes ~ith 
the baby? Did you shoot.say, 
frame by frame? 
DL-No we rehearsed the baby ex
actly like we rehearsed any 
other actor . (laughter) · 
G-Uh huh .. ok . . Let's see . . 
lighting .. it was really beauti-' 
ful. 
DL-Yea, the lighting took a 
tremendqus amount of time. It 
might be interesting for you 
to know, Herb Cardwell started 
s hooti ng the picture. And bef
ore we ever started shooting .. 
the reason that I wanted Herb , 
was beca se Herb had done only 
fndustrial films before. And 
he's a perfectionist and a real 
stickler for details, and one 
thing , he .. dolly moves.He has a 
technique for making them sup-_ 
er smooth,just like glass.Just 
like you were rolling on glass 

. · . but we were rolling on old 
boards, so they took forever & 
a day to shim up and work 
thicgs out so they would be 
really really really fluid, & 
a nd really really beautiful. 
Plus we were using a real ly · 
"bad color tran dollywhich bad 
a, the pole had some slack. 
G-Wobble. 
Dl-Yea.Tbere's some slack in it 
. . y'ou know it's not particular
ly tight.Do, say like you were 
way over this way, you might 
move the camera this way, there 
would be some play in it, it 
would knock,you know he could 
make that thing look like the 
best dolly in the world. And 
we worked and worked and worked 
at getting things smootb,get
ting things really beautiful. 
And talk .rnood,we were always 
talking mood,and the lighting 

sets the mood. And also the set 
.. But the set could look a mil
lion different ways. And it was 
incredible,sometimes we'd be in 
the room and it would be 
daytime, and it would have a 
certain feeling to it. And then 
we'd shoot that way for a while 

. then we'd you know,relight 
stuff,and it was a completely 
different world.We'd be working 
in that,we'd think back and 
r emember these . other .. the room 
just_ changed incredibly.And it 
got to be we only worked at 
night, and · always,with this 
.li-ght f n.g, it was: .we went of.f 
into anot her world.we really 
did.And it was really great. 

-It was really g r eat.It exists 
you know? And it was really 
fun . We really lived in that 
other world. And there it was 
. . it was . . Herb started out set-

" ting the lighting and shot for 
9 months.And then he ha d to 
leave. And Fred Elms co n tinued 
but he shot for 2! years, but 
that was t he off and on period. 
But then Fred had a problem .. 
he had a problem of continuing 
in the same you know feeling 
and he just went right into it. 
And they're both really the 
same types of temperament real
ly . And they took an awful lot 
of time but we got what we 
wanted. And alot of times we 
had to shoot things over again 
not for strange reasons.We had 
alot of lab troubl~.But the 
lighting took an awful lot of 
time .A lot of nights we'd only 
get one shot.Where we were 
working,you know, bringing ever
ything up for ·just one shot. 
G-The shots in this film have 
this beautiful composition and 
they have images that are in
tensely grotesque .. was this in
tention really important to 
your conception of this film. 
What was your original concep
tion of the film?Where did it 
originate,besides Philadelphia? 
DL-Well I don't know.I got 
these ideas and I saw these 
things in my mind's eye,right ? 
And my whole job was to get it 
on a film.And so that was the 
whole problem. And that's what 
we set out to do.And so it was
n't .. there wasn't any kind of 
philosophy you know.so much as 
this is what came to me and 
this is what I tried to get on 

.the film .. 
G-You had the images in your 
mind rather than the story,or 
both or ... 
Dt~we·u · th·e_ film is, I guess .-.! 
.wasn '.t a very literary person 
. . I would ge·t feelings and 
images and sounds and things 
iike that.and I also got a 
sort of set of codes.of rules 
you know along with all these 
things that I sort of knew in
tuitively, so that if we were 
shooting for instance and 
something wasn't fitting in, 
it would become very apparent,_ 
and that would be dropped 
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right . away.And then if some
thing felt right it wa~ very 
apparent you know and I knew 
on more an intui~ive level 
what it was that I was after. 
But I neve r really tried to 
express it so much in words. 
I wasn't forced to do that, 
you know with the script,and 
no one really pressed me to do 
that.So it wasn't until really 
later that I began discovering 
what this thing meant to me, 
I sort of kn ew, , but articulat
ing it,at l east to some people 
.. but what it means tom~ is 
sort of immateria l, because 
it's not a real literary type 
of film,obviously,and it com
es through to people,depend
ind on where they're at,and it 
hit s them a certain way.And 
it's not like an abstract film 
that's just,you know,out there 
.. I don't know, it's just ... 
I think people feel that it's 
obeying these rules and that 
it's a film that's a discip
lined film. 
G-The impression that I always 
get from. the film is that 
there's not anything excessive 
in it.It's not a camp film, · 
it's not overloaded with ever~ 
ything you've thought of. 
DL-Exactly. · 
G-It has this beautiful cont
rol, and for that very reason 
it seems. not literary,but al
most classical ... 
DL-Exactly. That's beautifu·1. 
That's really good.There's a 
kind of a polished and honed .. 
and every aspect brought up to 
a certain vibration that I 
wanted to get.Ever ything I 
wanted to get as perfect as 
could in this world.in that 
w.orld, you know, That's ERASER
HEAD. And that's what we tried 
to do.But I don't want to say 
that it doesn't have a thing 
for me,I wasn't trying for 
something.But I don't really ' 
want to say what that is be
cause it's not the same for 
everybody.And like it should
n't be because it's not like 
that kind of film where every
body walks away with tbe same 
feeling, afterwards in some 
films .. That's good too,but 
this bas got an open feeling 
to it.I said this before at 
o ne time,but I love these 
mysteries before they come to 
the end where they're all 
sewn up,because your mind can 
go off to infinity . . trying to 
form conclusionS.And in Eras
erbead I wanted to let. that 
'kind of openness come about, . 

. and"then these images come in 
this openness a,n-0 it's,it's 
a i:'ysterious sa>irt of bombard
ing of stra.nge _' things. I, it 
aB.ows you to C:.o illtG your~ 
self.maybe and.< 

Final Excerpt: 
DL-I think that there are ab~:: 
surd things happening in the 
realit y part of <it,as well as 

the fantasy part ... 
GI-This is what people find 
dificult to assimilate, I th
ink. 

DL-I know, I know. I sort of 
see tQ.at happening though in 
my life,like when I'm awake 
you know, I see things happen
ing in a certain way and they 
are not a whole lot different 
than what I'm dreaming,you 
know what I mean? I mean there 
is a continuity to waking,you 
wake up in the same place you 
went to sleep,usually you 
know . 

DL-Well like Jack Nance said, 
'They'll be running for the 
exits' . . he had all these phra
ses like "There ought to be a 
law against what this is go
ing to do to them" He had a lot 
of .. he was really great.But it 
doesn't, that's true . Someone 
else has said that too, it, 
sornething's always. about to 
happen but it never happens. 
But it does and it doesn't.It 
is what you think is about to. 
happen,that's your own mind 
working away. 
G-Right,you manufacture the 
plot of the film before you 
know wh~t it really is . 
DL-Exactly.And I think that's 
part of this openness that 
I was saying,pretty soon it's 
your own ~ears corning real 
out front,and you're in the 
drivers seat.in a ~ay!You 

don't have that much control 
over what is going to happen 
. . you're worrying that the 
worst · is going to happen but 
that's in your own head .. 
G-Well so much of the things 
that appear . . some of the 
things that appear on the 
screen have the kind of prim
a l quality, like those tubular 
things that might ·be umbilic
al cords or worms or whatever 
or fetuses . . The' just sort of 

float across the screen or 
·sometimes they become really 
tangible,when he's throwing 
them against the wall and dig
ging them out from under the 
sheets .. those things I'm sure, 
tbey are just the things that 
they are right? I mean you 
don't have a nam e for t hem .. 
DL- I have a name for them . You 
said it just a while ago , but 
I won't tell you what. 
G-Those things_ connect very 
powerfully with things that 
are in everybod_y' s mind. · 
nL-Tbat's right.There's some
thing I think that goes down, 
things pyramid down to a point.· 
And like maybe this doesn't go 
down t.o the point, but it comes 
down in where it's in reach of 
a .. it's s 0rt of down into a 
common a·enominator .of like 
little archetypal things that 
we al l have down there. 



LINDA Modern •. 

Lately I haven't felt weii at all. 
It's not that I'm sick or ill 
with a disease. 

That 's it ••• 
It feels like my throat· is trying 
to turn itself inside out on its 
own. Spontaneously J 

I have this general feeling of 
fear,like something horrible is 
going t.o happen •. Not just to me 
but to everyone •• and keep on 
happening •• 

-

I'll just be walking along some
where, anywhere really, and I ''11 
wretch • . My throat constricts •.•• 

This has happene d in public a few 
times . And sometimes around 
friends. I doh •t know if they 
notice. Usually I turn away ••• 
Try to look composed • 

• • •. over and over ... like the world 
is some poisoned whirling ball of 
mucous,spit and blood,spinning 
before our ey es,putting us in 
some kind of empty trance •••. 
It won•t stop. 
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We'd asked them to tell us some lyrics-

Ml'.::: We on l y have lyrics to about half our songs. We just have ideas about the rest. Jeff 

makes them up as he goes along on stage. We churn out alot of songs, but lyric~ are alot 

harder. We like to think about it far a long time and get it really well done . J ddon't 
know why-nobody can understand the words anyway . 

Somebody said Angola Fell yesterday 
Belfast went t he same way 

Nations die an.ct you remain 

The old diseases stay the same 
Put you back into line 

Put you back in that factory 

Put you back into line 

Give you back your security 

It' s the same old line 

Just different hands 

Control is the commodity 

Survival is all you wanna be 

You can't demand what you don't understand 
(C.t>Ni.) 
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m class 
NO: Do you have any particular reason for playing so fast! 

MC: It just happen~d like that really. We'd been practicing, we oracticed in our ware

house for 7 months before we ever played anywhere. We used to p~ay .at Rex nistols speed 

when we first started. We just starte~ noticing it would happep. We'd do a set and it 

would be 25 minutes. A month later we'd do the same set after having added 3 more songs 

and it would be 20 minutes. 

MC: Also when we started out we tried to take just what we liked about the bands and not 

do what we didn't like . .. and so we always wanted to _play fast- just as we got better · we 

were able to play faster. Originally the Sex Pistols soeed wa_s real fast ... 

NO: Now it seems real slow ... 
MC: It is real slow. Next month we'll be faster than this. We want to put as much energy ' 

into it as we can. 

NO: How did you come up with your name! 

MC: We 'd been through alot of different names . One night. som~one just suggested it and :w 

JNe all latched on.to it. It was perfect. It described us perfectly ... who we are a nd where 

we come from. 

NO : You come from the714 area. ' 

MC: We com~ ·from a suburb ... we come from Orange county. And we all live with our parent9 

-we 're all middle class. 

NO: So were you happy .kids? 

MC: I was happy until I was i n the band .. 

No: Your music seems an~ry. 

MC : Yeah, we are kind of angry, y'know frustrated, playing up in LA is our only outlet, 

the only time we're actually accepted by a nybody, becau se back in Orange county we're 

hated as usual . Nobody's heard about the band there . 

NO : Do you want to stay ·in the s uburbs! 

MC: It' s OK. It kind of helps you hate . . . (interuption) 

NO: How do you feel on stage? 

MC: r. don't know about anybody else but when I'm on st~ge I immediately hate the audience. 

NO: What about your eveyday life as compared to that? 

MC: Me and Jeff work at 711. We're the only ones that work. 

NO: a.nd then you get up on stage ... 

MC: Yeah it's fun to get up on stage. You finally are able to do something you want to do. 
I 

MC: There's a sense of power in it to ... 

MC: I feel then I'm at least an equal to everybody . Usually, I could go a~ay and die and no

one would care . But when I'm up on stage then people actual;L aknowledge my existence. 

MC : I had the middle class ideals of going to college 1 work, have a carrer, get married and 

divorced and all that. I had the middle cl-ass ideals until I went to college . . . then I really 

questioned what the fuck 

I c~n delude· myself. 

was. doing and realized wasn't ·doing anything with· my life. ""low 

MC :. Working at a.!711 we never ha.ve anyone come up to HS us and ask us for an interview .. 

MC:In a band you can delude yourself into thinking you're doing something but probably in 5 

years the band will be EXi broken up and you'll be back in a 711 store . 



QOA int~rviewed .in san francisco 
I saw D0A two nig)'lts consecutive 
at_~lo~u hay's about a mont h ago. 
This is what I'd been waiting for 
I'd never .,earp of them. Who o f us 
ever pays at tention to Va ncouver '? 
The second night of t hei r g ig I 
go t a copy of their si ngle and a 
few pieces of in terview from Joe 
Shi thead, The in ter view wasn't e n
ough . It was -short,alot of people 
drtink,yalking at the ton of their 
vo i ces . I t wasn't e noug h. for a ban 
d that good ;rnd no o ne in LA I 
knew had ever heard of them. 
D0A isn't progressive "~ew Wave" 
DOA is tough,scruffy loud punk. 
The best . During thei r sets everv
o ne- v.'ent crazy-flying- across the 
a t .;.;..~i nto the back wall . .. the 
band was all over the place . .. 
Joe shithead(vocals)was spit t i ng . 
on the crowd gone mad and swall
owing the microphone. 
Sal l y 1futant also present at inte 
rview d runk o n gin and tonic . 

Ra: l :,1 :W hat do yot.: thi n k abou t th
i ngs in gen era l? 
Joe : I'd like to talk to you about 
me n tal health and also I'd like :t 
to sing you a little song . 
Chuc k :What's the first question ? 
~ally: Did you ever see, any whale 
mov i es, jaws or otherwise? 
N'O:Wha t' s goi ng l1n i nVa nrouver ? 
.Toe : l'T'ow is it ever jncrf»lihl.e 11 0 
there. 

NO:How did you guys play in Van
cou ver a nrl play l i ke t hat ? 
Joe: That ' s a wei r d attitud e . 
"l'O:It' s not a we ird att i t ude at 
all. 
Joe : Rve r ybody i n America thi n ks 
canuks are stup i d and can't do 
a n yth i ng . Al l fuc k i ng Americans 
t hink canu c k s a r e id iots . 

Chuc:lri: Maybe ·they' r e right. • 
Joe:That's something we've been up 
against in getting gigs places we
ve never been before, that have ne
ver seen us play. It• s that America 
n superiority comp l ex . Ther's this 
guy in Port l and, he phones up th ts 
guy in seattl e a nd says"Oh don't 
h ire t he fucking band s from AC 
because they're shitty a nd they 
drive away the audiences"but its 
really because the bands up there 
are alot ' better t han the ones t here . 
NO:You guys would blow away Los A 
Angeles. You go to LA and there's 
all this funky-but-chic crap . 
Chu c k, Joe: HAHAHA ! 
Bally:You guys a e e r eal goed . 
Joe: Ro are you. 
Sally: ~o, you guys put u s to s hame 
last nigh t . You guys at least moved 
the fuckers . You tired them out. 
Joe: You guys mov ed. I've never seen 
a band with 3 lead sini;ers b e for e . 
Sally: Well uh lack of talent you 
know. 
f>lO:How did you get started? 
Sa~l.y: That's the .. stupidist qu est io 
n i.' ve ever heard in my lif e .1Vhere 
did you all meet ? Who wants to know 
t hat ? " Uh we were all working in a 
sandwich shop with foot long sand
wiches you know? 
Joe:Well .actually we all work in t 
the same lumber mi l l.That's all we 

dQ up there . We c ho'p wood.ti/ell 
the truth of the matt e r i s I'm an 
escapee from a di sco band.He's 
from an insane asylum .. he' S from 
an orphanage . 
~;~ ~::An d y_ou never met b efore to n 

NO: We know fhe ster eotypes we a:n_ 
er1cans have of Can adians but wh- · 
at do :U1canadians think of us ? 
Joe: Oh we' re totally open minded 
p eople . 

Sally:theY. hate - eac h other. 
Joe: Americans are so fucking pat
riotic it's incredible. You see so
metimes when we have ame r ican bands 
com~ u p to Canada a nd you say som 
eth1 ng agai nst t he states they n:ia 
ma~ not say anyt h i ng but deep dow 
n ... grrrr you know . F.ven the punks 

~~~~~~~i~~~ Jiurnt into them this 

~O:What kind of bands do they hav 
in Vancouver? 
J oe :There's us a nd there's us.'1J'1at 
kin~ etf· band!=! ... there's onlv 2 » 
place~: Vancouver and 'T'oronto, w'1ere 
anyt hing happens . 
Sa l ly: Vancouver is where al 1 the 
faggots ha ng arou nd .. 1dutxeweari n 
all the rabbit ski n s and uh(unin 
telligable) 
Chuck:Give the Fiubhumans some pr 
ess. 
Sally: The SUAHU~tANS l' 
Chuck:Yeah,they're the best band 
in BC. 
"JO:'J'ell u s a bout Ca nada.You have 
not said anything about it . 
Joe:Wel.l ,t here'f' u s ually alot of 
s now andigloos and Eskimos and % 
Indians and lumber mills and hea 
vers. 
Chuck: Yeah a lot of beavers . 'T'hey 
~~~f~~~~nd the streets tyin~ up 

Sally: I saw Moby nick, Captain 
Courag.eous,and Whit e Sun which is 
about F.skimos. 
~huck: It' s all the same but peon] "' 
.Ju~t don:t thi£!k it is. ri:'hey .just 
think we re fucking 1500 miles 
away and it's totally different 
but it's the same fuckiflg thi ng 
It's t he same scene . ~an Fran- · 
cisco' s just got a bit more. I t's 
been worked ir. here: 
"!O: How mar p€.ople <lo you get ? 
Joe: Last i me we pal yec' t he r was 



400 thtl'e. · we·played at a uni v
sity a nd I jus t got · wind today 
th~t ·t hey" r e going to have a n a nt i ·
puck rally. 
Sal l / : They hate fucking Canad
ia_· s in •iaine. 
J oe: in What? 
Sal l y: In '-taine. 
NO" Do they ser ve warm b eer up 
there? 
Joe; The liquor laws up there are 
r eally archaic. In quebec they' re 
good , they k,no w how to drink there. 
They have fucking bee r that' s 120.. 
t he r e . · 
Sa lly;· And escargo i s iike po pcorn. 
J oe: Hu h? 
NO: Are yo u happy· up there? I s 
it a good scene· there? 
J oe: Well it's not big enough you 
know, so that' s why we come down 
here, because it"s rreally boring 
playing the same city all the 
time. It' s not the same people 
yo u get d ifferent people all the 
time, but you 've got a cor e of 
people. 
NO: Are t here a ny mags comi ng 
o ut, a ny fanzi nes ? 
Joe: Yea ... there is. Tht:: re' s one 
call ed SNOTRAG that's pretty good. 
I s hall send yo u a copy . It comes 
out every 2 weeks. 
t:lO: Rave you had any California 
band s up there? 
J oe: We 've harl Negative Tre nd, 
the Av e ngers, the Readymi:l.des . 
Sa lly: The i:teadyma ndes tell me they 
were god there. 

·¢ ·huck : They s uck. People hate ttierri. 
: ' Vancouver l.ates you Readymades . 

NA~ I 'rRAINING CA~P 

You' re at the cattle trough 
elect r ic prod up you r ass 
but you seem to e njoy it 
swa-stikas are in your brain 

don' t you see it 
THIS · IS A NA?:! TRAINING CAHP 

I' m talki ng about 'the nif ty pr ick s 
I' m talking about the greedy sluts 
I ' m yelli ng about you r world 
swastikas are in your bra in 

don't you see it 
'T'HIS IS A NAZ I 'T'RAPHNG CA•1P 

I'm telli ng- you· 
TH I S IS A NAZI T'lAPH~ CAAfP 

ROYAL POLICE 

Royal Po 1 ice 
they' re bloody fools 
Ro,Yal Pol ice 
with t heir stupid rules 
Rpya l Police 
kick' em out 
Royal Police 
b ea t 'em about 

PIGS 

Royal Police 
they' re di sgusting 
Royal Pol ice 
but t hey' re only pawn s 
Roya l, Police 
trained to keep 
Royal Pol ice 
t he publi c in l.ine 

PIGS 

Royal Police 
new sto rmtroopers 
Royal Police 
so shut your mouth 
Royal Police 
cause the moneY behind them 
Royal Police 
don't want a riot 

rive cut s , "Rich Ritc h" , Let's 
Fuck", " Want Some Bo ndage" , 
"Smash Da States", and "Waiti nit 
to Drink Your Wretched Blbod." 
Ken Friedman, the San Fra nci$eo 
promoter, is in the process of 
setti ng up a West Coast tour 
wh.ibh would bring noA to Los l\n
geles some time in early 1979, 
also inc luding ot he r West Coast 
dates . 

Final Notes on P• ' ~,: The members 
of the band: Jowy 8 h i thead, gui
tar and lead vocals ; Randy ~am
page , bass and vocals; Chuck Ris

.c~its, dru~s and veals. The ly-
ri cs we printed are from a sin- . L 
gle o n Sudden Death . Records. It 
is as yet unavailahle in LA as 
fa r as we know. Plus they h~ve 
3 more records in the making. 
An a lbum containing selection s by 
all the punk bands in Vancourver · 
a studio s ingle , 2 cuts ent itled ' 
"The Prisoner" and "Thirtee n"· 
a nd a live 7' ' single , iY'tA Los~s 
!~e Rattle of the Rands , with 
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LIVING LrKE A SlilT ON THE HIM OF THE TOILET BOWL- Part one 

Some days refuse to end in a d:ecent socially acceptable manner a nd instead find you 

driving down· factory streets ·at 4· A.M. with hardly no brakes, the steering on it's 

way, a head full of pills and the Saints or the Misfits or the Germs on your bargain 

cassette player. Under such cond~tions, with the dividing line do ing multiplications 

e.nd the glare of other nocturnal comets on wheels snapping chains of blood vessels l 

in your eyeballs you will either end up dead, mangled, arrested or a t home, Either 

way, you've lost. You were meant . to f fnd another type of ending, but in the morning 

yow will not remember that you were meant to do anything spec i a l ( something in you 

does but you never listen, sensibly so ) and will briefly wonder what drove you as 

you were rlr i ving. You· will not wonder very long becausl' you are used to questions 

that have given- up on- answers and, supposing you ended up at home, you will proceed 

to classify the next eighteen• hours into several categories that never change I · the 

vaguely pleasant under general conditions hours ( fart, wash teeth, burn toast, look 

outs ide the w~ndow, play a record }, the dark glooming hate generating hours ( work 

with morons, pay· bills, reel.eve . threa tenl.ng letters,· dodge the landlord, go to court) 

, the fi ller hours (<l,J'ive, watc h television-, have boring telephone conversations, 

write letters to the f~mily) and the pregnant-with-expect-ancy-and -pro~i ses . hours 

( read books ~o to p~rties olarr a tr i p get drunk get stoned get l aid get invited), 

Most of the time the balance of the various categories will not be pleasing, but you 

will not wonder why. If it is because of you, yourself, the hopeless case, then you 

should be perfectly· satisfied with the lousy lot that suits you best, If it is m:tlil1:11 

others, you· should have cut all ,ties or threaten wit.h a knife. If it ia IT, the cos

mic bu•lly· that is everywhere, you· should have committed suicide. Having done none of 

that·, you will shrug and face it like a man. ·BUT YOU ARI! A WORM. 

NEXT MONTH- The mid-morning questions with no answers. 
KICK 



I•·m standing in, the cent er of my room. The TV's turned down low enough so that. ·if I strain. 
1 

I cam hear it. The TV g ive s the light 1·or my room. I'm looking very quietly 1·or .something 
to take my interest. Maybe a small hug I can. stare at. Sometliin:g miniscule,ridiculous. I•ve 
often. noticed that staring at something half animate I gain insight into my possibilities •• 
'i:aU:xa:f. I liaven,•'t taken my socks off in. two weeks. The last thing I ate was a hard b.oiled 
egg. s ·ee what happens when one is meticulousl All this is just to keep my face from breaking 
out irua rash.To preserve my familiarity and composure. A little grease forms around the 
outsides of my nostrils.It's the same as ·v1hen I sleep,. except then I'm not conscious of it. 
What exactly I'm conscius of at that point I can•t say,.because I don't remember my dreams. 
I have a fe eling I'm s imilar to a small insect; .that•s the state I'm in as I wake upith·e first 
thing I see is the s treet below. My bed is level, wi th the windovi. So people could possibly 
look a t me as I s l eep. If I hold my hands a · few inches in front of my face it's hard to dis
tinguisli the people from ·my fingers.Or anv1ay they both fail s:t; looking like themselves. 
That •·s rid:iLcuJ.ous,but it •s as _far as I can get with it. 
I think I might pass for being ugl y , the way I look, I mean·. It• s s omething I definitely try 
and cultivate an awareness of,what it••s limits are. My appearance doesn't bother me. r•ve 
gr adually noticed that it affords me a few pri veledg es I •·d have no access to V'ere it other
wis e . I can count on the fact t hat when I g et on the bus for instance my peramiters ~ill 
spread to the limits of a s eatrpurely on e. physical level. I •·m not naking jokes about eny 
psy chologi ca l "aura " which might accompany my pers on,. it's more the fact that I'm fat, which 
is furmy enough in its elf. My belly and arms shake when I p reath e. I find that amusing. I . 
occupy a goo d dea l of my time breathing and observing t he accompanying vibrations of my flesh 
,so a s you cam i magine I •m very infatuated with llQ<xllh the process. My infatuation with my
self define s exactly the way I •m seen• by anyone,. at random, say as I •m walking down. the 
street11. I •m immediately knov.n~ for exactl y what I am. There •s no need to inquire further 
into the nature of my presence, which' is fine as I •·ve already memorized its nuances (if any) 
quite well myself .So there •·s nothing to be known.-. I •m a g iven fact. 
I'm grilling a fat p:i:&Rxaf~ piece of meat.I'm torturing it. I can see that it was on-0e 
am animal, if that's possible.It could easily be a hunk of my flesh;from my si de. I wouldn•t ~ 
mi s s it-.Adding to my bulk,I could just, as easily eat myself. I'·v e got pl.enty to spare. I 
could n ever successfully chew the entire mass of my body .It would be fine if I could ·eat 
myself into a disappearance-as in the cartoons. But the reality of the llllKSIDlSituation. is as 
grisly a s the lumps on my knees, which I admit a re well honed. My one slender asset. Con
sequentl y I never look at them.I consider them a flaw. Everyone has their flaws-those with 
th.e least amo11D-t are the most. disgusting.In my caserunder normal. circumstances,.I •m a com
plete flaw.Exc.ept. for my knees, which might be considered a source of attractmon.ffut they 
are in> actuality out of place. · 
I'm sitting very still.As I often do this it's nothing special. The usual dread of my weight 
wli!ich• at. ·these moments tugs at my organs. 
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turn 
YOUR BACK ON 

.. "' . • · 

AMERICA 



A Report on 
. . 

DHUGS· 1. HOPE 

HOPE, THE MAINSTAY OF THE FOOLS GAl\IE MOST PEOPLE CALL THEIR 
LIFE, PERVADES MOST EVERY SHADE OF THOUGHT AND ACTION. RANGING 

. FROM COMMUNISM AND LEFT WING MYTHOLOGY TO MIDDLE CLASS ASPIRATIONS 
TO THE MOST CYNICAL G.ET-IT-WHILE-YOU- CAN BUSINESS SENSE. HOPE
FULNESS ENCOURAGES US TO SACRIFICE LIVING NOW IN FAVOR OF SOME 
MYTHICAL 'FUTURE' OR SO CALLED 'TOMORROW' 
THE DEALERS WHO LIVE BY 'PUSHING' HOPE, POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS 
LEADERS, ENTERTAINERS ETC., KEEP MILLIONS OF ADDICTS LEADING A 
STRUNG-OUT EXISTENCE OF ILLUSION AND HIDDEN DESPAIR. 

· BRINGING THIS DESPAIR OUT INTO THE OPEN IS THE ONLY WAY TO COM
BAT THESE VICIOUS HOPE DEALERS. _ _....~ - . .-..u.a 

·Wil 
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SUICIDE~ 
ALAN SUICIDE---interviewed by EDIT DE AK.~~~~-

SUICI DE has two members. Martin Rev plays keyboards, 
synt hesizer & drum machine; Al an Suicide , vocals . 
SUICIDE pr oduced an albwn in 1977 on Red Star Rec
or ds which is still avai l able in LA if you loo!< fo r 
it, The address of Red Star given on t he a l bwn j ac
ket i s : 200 West 57th St,, NYC 10019 . 

This i s a verbatim transcript of a continuous seg
ment extrac ted f rom a ninety minut e tap e , recorded 
in March 1979 i n NYC . 

Edit- They vter en ' .t selling beer i n 
c ans because of the gunrds?Some
body told me who went the r e . Paper 
cups . 
AJ.an- i'lhich a r en ' t reall y paper 
cups , they 'Te plastic cups. 
E-So they c an still cut . 
A- Yea they do cut a l i ttl e bit . 
They hurt. They hurt. The bo t t oms 
of them a r e r eally like sol id you 
knoT1.A.nd when t hey t hrow' em at 
yo u they r eall y hurt . They ' re no t 
like l ittl e paper cups . wr ong . They 
are big and they ree.lly hurt.They 
are big pl asti c cups.I've got t en 
cut with e couple of them you 
know,not heavy cuts,they 1 re mo r e 
like bruise- cuts. But they hurt . 
They throw tons of them ,! mean i t 
was just • • 
E-Like the Gong Show remembe r • • in 
the middl e of the Gong Show t hat 
guy , that fat black guy comes on & 
they throw garbage at him •• • 
A- Yea that •e exactly what we get, 
sure . 
E-So the Costello CDncert at the 
gig v:as intellectual middle c lass? 
Whereas in England they v.·ould be 
proletariat at English gigs? 
A-Ho it wasn't intellectual middle 
class •• no , no we got the proletar
iat Belgium kids , Swiss k ids , Fr ench 
kids,r mean you know somebody 
threw a bot t le at me from the bal
cony a t the Olympia , rnissing by a 
bout thi s much • •• an inch ••• plus 
other things . •• In Brussels the r e 
was a tear-gas riot man , ! mean the 
kids got so banana ' d out man • • I 
mean they star ted pulling chunks 
of the wall out or the place and 
throwing them , they destro:yed the 
equipment , Elvis ' equipment,our e
qu1pme:1t • • they were jumping on the 
stage pulling shit off the ~~age, 
until the c ops finally came in & 
started toseine tear-eas all over 
the place & we had to run out of 
ther e you know. There was a littl e 
trouble in Svti tze r land. There vies 
trouble in the Hagu~ . They destr oy
ed the place in tne Hague. They 
ripped up the uh •• the Hague wa s 
t his beautif ul modern , like built
a-y ear- ago symphony hall type 
t hin g man. There wee a whol e com
plex of mo d ern buildings & l eath
e r s eat s •• and the ki ds pulle d out 
lati v es & d estr oyed the leather 
seat s & destroyed the pl ace . There 
was somet hing li ke $18 , ooo. oo 
.,,or t h of dame.ge. They choked at t he 
fac t t h ere was an a rti cl e in t he 
paper s aying 'This concert c ost 
mor e money , mor e destruc tion t han 
when the Stones played t her e ••• ' 
in the Hague , not a t the same place 
b ut a t another plac e way bac k in 
t he 1 60 1 s somewhere you know. So 
t here was t r oubles. Especially when 
the gigs start hitting Friday and 
Saturday nights •• especially Friday 
nights • • Friday nights are always 
the bad nights for gigging any
where in the v1orld.~erybody 1 s let 
loose on.. Friday night.The kids ere 

out of s c hool ,01,1.t of jobs,wha:tever. 
Saturday night cools a l ittle be
cause they got their dates. 
Edit- But Friday night t hey still 
have this exhaustion from a whol e 
day of work . 
Alan- They •re insane . They 're. insane 
f r om a whole weeks wor k , yea. Sure . 
Yea, they 1 re mad •• and t hey l e t 
loose on Friday •• plus i t' s singl es 
n ight moreso t han t he Sat urday 
n i ght whi ch i s mor e like dat e
n i ght. You know, date night t hey 
bring thei r dates , they 're a little 
cool er, making a goo d impr es si on . 
Friday night it ' s all hell l e t 
loose. It •s funny man bec ause four 
out of five o:f those rio t s wer e on 
Friday nights. We h~d a ri ot in Metz 
Pr anc e . We pl ayed a sol o thing ther e 
man • • • our 1 st gig into Ru.rop e.In
sane.They threw chairs,tabl es , boote 
• • i t was just W1 r eal.Kids jumping 
on 1?tage trying to beat the shit ·· 
out of me. ALL THAT MAN, ALL THAT 
WAS MILD CO!<iPARED TO ENGLAND. Eng
land was insanity man . It was just 
•• they tried to pull you in •• into 
the audience a c ouple of times . It 
was l i ke standing i n f r ont of a 
pool o:f Piranah & if you go in man 
you 're dead. You know you' r e just 
dead. There '11 be not hing l ef t but 
bones i n 3 seconds you know •. ! t e l l 
you i t was the one & onl l' time I 
was ever r eally SCP.red in my entire 
l i fe I think man.So Scared.There 
wer e a couple of ot her tii:ics •• but 
this one ... the kids had me man.The 
floor was so slippery from all the 
gob man, ell the spit • • it was just 
l i ke they get totalled in spit and 
the floor is totalled,e.nd you're 

·Sli pping on the stuff •• you know 
it's really alimy,slippery stuff. 
One kid. got me by t he cuff of my 
pants man . .. he r eached over you 
know and I really felt myself go
ing •• end it was l ike 'Oh shit man , 
this i s it ~an , hail Lie.r y , eve11•thing 
•.• goodbye world man" 
Edi t-Whe.t does Rev do? Just stands 
the r e? And fakes it.He doesn •t get 
the junk. (laugh) 
Al.en-Ee doesn ' t really get all of 
it.He gets some residue i;ie.n.Re gets 
an occasional t hing t hro\•m at h i m 
but i t ' s mo r e l ike i t' s throv.n a t 
me but it just goes by me & it hi t s 
h i m. But very little man. I cean I 
got , you kno w, my nos e br oken .A bunch 
o.f skinheads jumped me in Cr awley 

·men &. b eat the shi t out of me & • • • 
they left him alone you know.It.' s 
f~· , we plal·ed in Toronto once 
though & in Toront o we. did this 
gig . They were thr owing all kinds 
of stuff at us man •• then .,..e got Qff 
& then the orr;an Y.1?.S still on .• I 
mean the sound was still on & the 
audience was standing t here throw
ing things at the organ for 10 
mi nutes man •. They were just throw
ing thines at the organ & nobody 
was on stage. They just ke;>t t hrow
ing thing s at the organ •. beer bot
tles,ever;y thing ••• 

E-That ' s one for the Canadians 
(laugh). 
A- So man it ''6 pretty heavy & t hen 
beck home • •• NEW YORK IS COOL, NEW 
YORK IS TOO COOL. 
E-No but peopl e are watching you 
differ ently . 
A-No r eally you should go to Phil
adelphia.Go to Boston man. In Bost
on we played wi th the Cars:so what 
do you have?We have a Top Por ty 
audience •• • 50~ of the place was 
totally hating us man & really 
~etting us lmow it • • bottles flying 
in every conceivable direction in 
t he world •• if they didn •t have the 
chai r s & tables nai l ed down they 
vrould have go:tten those.50_% of the 
place is loving us as v:ell man • • so 
what l'du got was an intense,intense 
reaction. 
Edit- A perfect mixture . 
Alan-A perfect mixture . It was vocal 
• • it was so loud man.We played six 
sets up there,3 sets,2 sets a night 
•• the Cars are standing there lov
ing it man , just came out to see 
every set , everyone of the Cers,the 
5 of them man a Philadelphia • •. the 
lst time we play ed Philadelphia 
was kind of a polite show,ndw you 
go t o Ph ile.delphie. & it ' s unreal. . 
it 1 a like an English trip •• crazy •• 
Prisco too men ••• Fr isco is really 
intense •• that 1 s it e.s far as those 
3 cities •• LA is laid back •• Iiew 
York is laid back • •• 
3-But you see in NY when ;you came 
be.ck from England & you did t h e gig 
here • • · l· ou get your crowd & t h ey 're 
really watching every s i nele move 
and how you change your gestures & 
how you chang e your structured 
music,which you don 1 t cet when you 
have one nii:;ht stands in out of 
town c i ties . 
A-Yea,but it's always . been that way 
in HY. ?he.t 's how they react in NY . 
Edit-Yea, but doesn 11: that feel dif
ferent? 
Alan-Yea,it feels different, IT"S 
BORING.It 1 s boring in a sense man. 
Look man , it•s difficult for us to 
play in NY •• • SUICIDE shouldn ' t heve 
to do more then one or 2 eigs in NY 
Bn)'way • • we •ve been playing here fo r 
like 7 or 8 years already in NY es
sentially •• it• s like enough 1 s en-
0\1€h already •• I mean like I woul drtt' 
come out to see us any mor e • • I mean 
you lmow I would , !would maybe ev ery 
6 months t o see i f anything ' s chang
ed. 'ilell for a starter people who 
are follov:ing us a r e fo l lowing us 
to every gig you know • • 
Edit - Yea but every gig you have t o 
beat your br ains in •• • 
A- Yea . Every gig you have to get 
better and different ••• you just 
can ' t eet that r.mch better orthat 
much different .,,i th each subseq
uent gig • •• if you look at us say 
compared to now from 3 y ears ago 
or five years ago man,you can see 
the chang e ,you know •• 
E-Yea but in those days each gig 



was at some hole in the v:all right? 
I mean to eo to like 23rd St to 
some basement that's just flooded 
in the weirdest lighting & some 
Jesus freak was like . • 
A-Yea each gie was so totally dif
ferent too,you nove r kne'l"1 Y1hat was 
going to happen .we didn't knoy1 what 
YIBS going to happen . i"o'e didn •t even 
know what the music Y1as. I mean we 
didn •t even have any sones. 
E-No you didn •·t . 
A- ':le just went out there & what 
ever happened men you IO"low it just 
all happened.Now everythinf is 
sort of planned you kno,.1. 
Edit-Tell me the very lst t il!le when 
you wanted to play music. 
.&le.n- The very 1st time I wanted to 
play music. I don ' t know. Why? 
E-Iggy? 
A-Well I • d been playing before man . 
I ' d been playinc before Iggy you 
lmovt . J • ve been playine essentially 
all ncy life end uh • • • 
Edit-I didn't know that. 
Alan- Yea well not playing . Well let 
I spent alot of years li stening to 
all kinds of things . I was listening 
from the day I was born •• you know I 
was into :nusic heavy. 
E-Tell me the difference betvieen 
things. 
A-1 would pick up thines here and 
there in rr:y life , you know gui te.r 
here, a sax there , a tru.ilpet here . I 
never really wanted t6 learn music 
because I ••• with me the bie thine:s 
in my life have been art & musi c & 
science you know ,and -,nth art and 
science I c.ctually y1ent and got 
schooled in it man •• I went through 
school with it and I cot Decr ees · 
in it ••• the whole trip .• and the 
more l le11rned , rca.lly lee.med about 
ee.ch thine •• you knoY1 , had tee c hers, 
studied i t , you knoVl I just got l ost 
Edit-All over the country I ·r un in
to these people who tell me •. ' Oh 
yea , I r emcmber , his early y1ork was 
beautiful drawings &: what •a he do
ine now?I mean that euy c ould real
~· draw. "They •re cry1ne for your 
drawinee. 
A-Yea I kno.,, ,I know. There 's a deal
er down in i'ic.ahington who's elY:ays 
cryine for them man .I mean he's like 
pickine them up & he '11 probably 
neve r sell them end if he sold ev
ery one of them, they 're in the 
fuc kinc museur.:c e.round. 
&-OK.Like in '71 right? ••• 
A-Well I'd been foolinc c.:. round y ou 
JO'low , with music & thi s & t hat &: at 
the se.me time I 1 d been cioing all 
uzy art & t hen •• 1 sort of was in
vol vcd .,d th these l icht t hincs ••• 
yrhich I saV1 as energy tlungs man •• 
and tht:n l started fooling around 
with sound and I se.w mys elf es • •• 
STUPID f[AN ,I rc&.M I~' S ALL BULL
SHIT Al'f'J.WAY hiAH •.•. I can tell you I 
saw myself es a s cu.lpture •• you know 
my body,me , o.s t he Ultimate end ••• 
but like I say I alwe.ys really dug 
music,had been d.Oing music already, 
luld been listening to tons of it, 
never r eally wanted to lehrn be
cause every time I really learned 
something man it became like a n·eu
r otic obsetision • •• you eot t o hate 
it you know •• and all you had to do 
was spenci core time PO:RtiETT!NG a
bOU"t; Y1hat you fuckinc knew •• so I 
never reaJ.l;; y,•anted to leo.rn,never 
r eaJ.ly wanted to get into anything, 
but J guess it just heppened man, 
I started playing around a few 
bands,notnine se r ious or anything ... 
Edit-Who was around in those days? 
Alan-Who was around?llobody man. 
There was death in musi c man. It 
was over man. I mean the only thing 
in the world was Iggy Pop man as 
far as I "'as concerned ••• he not 
only took rock a.nd roll to the 
.place i t shouJ.d hc.ve gone but he 
took John Coltrane & Albert Ayler 
to the place & h e took Jazr. where 
it nad to go too can •• I ggy •• ' 'Fun. 
House' is to me "t;he apex can.rt•s 
a masterpiece man,it is one of the 
most important pi ee es of music in 
the last fuckine hundred years ••• 
since li ke Beethoven or something 
l i k e that as 1e.r as I 1 1n c oncerned . 
Ana the;r fuckinc; i;otally shafted 
him.He should have been,l me0!1 not 
only es a muoicic.n men •.• I itean you 

.a.tcf woda »n.tdn.r;ta..tb '('I9V 
• '(Ltoaxs ,ald worla 3ftld'W.:tal<I-n.sLA 

can "talk about this guy as a cusi c
ien •• beine this g reat cor.iposer,you 
knov:, J•m gonna use tne v1o rd fo1 
Jc;e;:-,' man • • but l mce.n he was this 
great performer , I me&n ne v;e.s "the 
onl:,· thini; since Elvis • •• l ook can, 
fuck i "t; man :Y ou know the kind of 
energy ,"tht: kino of body mo:'.,em~nts, 
the kinci of geometr}' that ::.J.vis 
-,18.s all ebout , and "the kinti of feel
ing the.t he was all about.The re was 
nobody else like him.And le;g:,•. was 
the next thing to come alo:lf in the 
line •• AND '.tliEY PUCKED HJ.Li . They fuck
ed him.They lucked him man . It was 
the whole Nixon numb er. They JUS 't 
fucked himo lgi;,y haa everything go-
1ng 1or him man..Brains,body ,looks. 
Eai t-He was JUSt as much o'f a sex 
obJ ect. 
Alan-He was Just as mucn of a sex 
objcc't as he was a Beethoven man. 
He was a .John Co.urane men . The guy 
h.Bd everything going for him. 
Edit-But :C:lvis alw2ys crawl ed back 
& said , ' Apple Pie And The Aroericen 
Plag''. 
Alan-Well no .• not really •• not real
ly man . He was able to come au~ ••• 
.,,.ell 1st it v:as a southern trip. 
He had country & western in him· & 
also the political climate at the 
time : •• I mean t here was just no th
ine coming out.There v;as just Eis
enhower . There was all that bull
shi t. And he took the v.·orld by sur
prise. WHEN IGGY CAIJ:E ALONG THEY' 
COULD ONLY BE LAYING IN WAIT FOR 
HIM because they already had Elvis~ 
The lst :punk to get through wi:-s 
Elvis . He got throueh because· it was 
a total su:rprise,plus it w<.s the 
Southern trip. . 
E-And he believed that he v:e.s rJ ght 
A- 1 t was also the kind of looks 
that he h'ad • •• that could be BOUGHT 
u.p by America rnan. I egy . They w~re 
le.yinr; in wait.legs y;as Det r oit.He 
"''as north. He was industrial.He was 
more black t han black in a sense 
man.His nusic was ten years ahead 
of its time.HE \'/~S SO SEXUAL KE 
was more sexual t han EJ.vis,he was 
more REAL t ha"l f ucking Elvis; ••• 
Elvis,as sexual. as he ?ras,THERE 
WAS ALWAYS TH~ HI DDEN THING SOitIE
WH:ERE man,you know,the fantasy 
thing ebout :Sl v is.TH=.:RE WAS NOFAN
TASY ABOUT IGGY L:AN . Iggy came out 
man: 
Edit-Iggy was so real that he came 
out unreal. 
Alen-Yee.,exactly ••• Not unreal.He 
"''as so real. He came out with no 
shirt on. Jeane cut up to here. 
Bcnutiful fucking body men ••• his 
look,hi s 1ook man,i t was also the 
bi-sexuality · of the thing too ••• 
Edi t-i'i'hich v:as also ten years •• 
Alan-Iegy •s still 30 years ahead 
where the.t goes man. The 1 s t time I 
sew Ir;gy ,.;~s unfucking real mc.n, I 
thous:ht he was a chic k , because he 
was ste.ndins behind (I didn 1 t know 
anything about the Stooges at the 
t ime) •• I went out to the Sheet Met
al ,Old l'lorl d 's Fair site,.in 169 ••• 
I heard a ' cut one n i ght on the r ad
io, two days before his concert you 
know,the Stooges •• I.never heard of 
it but I dug it n::an. I didn •·t know 
~-thing about Jggy"man .I was r eal
ly ir:pressed by the guitar. It we.a 
new,something really new man . So one 
night I sa .. · an ad. they were playing 
••• I didn •t lmow anything about Ig-
gy man. • •• The band comes out 
fooling around with the equi :pment, 
trying to tune up, looking raunchy 
as shit •• bleck leather man ••• I 
mean 3 gu~·s man ,the toughest ••• 
I meen what is that And then be
hind the acp ••• I meii.n it was hard 
to see.It was in the distance.It 
was this big place.I saw what I 
thought was a chi ck. You could see 
only from about the' chest up,a lit
tle bit above the chest,almost neer 
the neck up ,and some sort of like 
light blond,like light b r oy,n , blond
ish hair man,I mean the first look 
I thought i t was this chi ck stand
ine; behind the amp ,and I said 
'WHAT •·s THIS CHICK STANDING WITH 
NOTHING Oil B:.::HIND AN A!aF? '• ••• All 
of a sudden this chi ck started to 
walk out from behind the amp with 
this incredible look on. His-Her 
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f a ce •• & suddenly I reali z ed it was 
e. cuy ••• but you know , in b<:tweerre.s 
he was walking out e.nd lookine so 
insane •• looking so insane •• and the 
kind of thing ••• what he we.sn•t 
wearing almost,wi th those r i dic
ulous loafers , his cut off jee.ns up 
to the thighs,and nothing on top. 
And the look of him man end t he · 
.,,.hole se:xu2li t;y thing •••• and my 
head began to •• ' What ' s that man, 
woman , What? ' And then t he look ••• 
his e~·cs his eyes. And then they 
launch into this musi c & Icgy is 

· just all over t he place ••• in~o the 
audience,cut,fucked up , punching 
out . The band is breaking equipment 
••• it's like 20 minutes of 1 \'lha t•s 
this?? 1 And then some nut in the 
sound thing after Iggy walks off 
to this electronic feedbc.ck & they 
f inall y shut it down after just 
leaving it g o for 5 minutc:s , turns. 
on .t1ach •s Br andenbur a Concertos 
you know •• when it 's time for the 
l.'.C5 to come on. The next day I 
brought a friend of mine down who 
had pneumonia. He we.s l~·j.ng in bed 
with pneu'llonia. He was like a heavy 
theater-group man . • •• I mean like 
I was blown away. Icy life had c:ta."lg
ed a t this point. I mean like eve~ 
thing I ' ·d been into, •• my art ,my 
music,Il'.y everything me.n , my SELF, l 
VJas a new person •• I mean I walked 
out of :there & I said 'Look,l •m go
ing to be honest 'fii th mysel f man, 
I •ve got to follow t his t hing wher
ever it goes because I c.oulctn't be 
true to myself if I stayed with 
what I v:as in or it I stayed the 
person I was." 
Edit-Was that when you realized 
that it wasn 1 t only music bu t it 
"'as also performance & theater? 
Alan-No. I• d been do ing things with 
l ike ••• I• d been doing t hings a s a 
singer. I was blowing ' some instru
ments,you know 'lfhere I was doing 
some pretty crazy t hings as a per
former, but neve r really knowing 
exactly what I v;as doing •• and fee l
ing very insecure about it. But it 
was like I ggy man . I 1 d b..een doing 
things all my life . Cutting myself 
up wJ1en 1 was a kid,si 'tt ing home 
just cutting myself wi 'th a knife. 
FUIU1¥ things,you kJ:1ow oth~r ~hinge 
man,other weird t h i ngs ,thinking 
things ·t hat no other kid wouJ.d ever 
t hink. I t nought I was t he only per
son in! the world man .I sai d "OK,l'm 
nuts.' you knov1 ••• OK,that•s that' 
you .know. whatever. Then. seeing Iggy 
man , I realized ma."l,I knew exactly 
what he was into.I IaAN IGGY WAS ME 
l•iAN •• OR I WAS IGGY ,QR lGGY WAS ME. 
And you know what I mean. There was 
another person. in .1tne world who I 
saw into the same t h ing I was into, 
& I knew it.And that,n.~DIATELY I 
KNE'i/ I WASN "T I NSANE ANYll!ORE man, I 
was perr ectly sane • •• Bec ause there 
"'as ano'ther one, and if there was 
another one there was another one & 
t nere was another one & there was 
a"lother one •• and i't was more t he.ni 
I could ever ime.gine you knov: .And 
'that was immediately,it was liKe 
•Oh v:ow I •m sane man, 'there• s anoth
er nut like me in 'this v:orld' ••• 
and so we don 1't know ee.ch other, 
he 1s coci.ing from Detroit l 'm com
ing from Ne\"." York •• I neve r spoke 
to t he guy or anything and bey 
th~re •·s a.Tlother one v:ho developed 
Just 1ike me you know ,'l'1ho came up 
feeling 'the same v1ay es ce, feeling 
the same pain as me ,th i nking the 
same "t;hing I •m "t;binking ••• Tb.at r·s 
whAA,J , i I\#fJ';tl;fufJ'<.f'jlllbf'W>.IP"i1••au 
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Edit-He al.so has the same gi vi.ng to 
the other ones, the .o'\her ones. 
Al.an-lea,exactly.It"s i.he giving. 
Tnere ''.~ no wore. for it marr,, 
Etii t-ll.ecause lots of people jump ·.a: 
cut themsel.Yes & get beaten·~ but 
they don'"t give.They don't have the 
same sense of it behind them as you 
do.Jamee of the Contortions do it 
for totally different •• ~ 
Alan-Ree.sons •• • yea ••• Totally diff
erent. Totally gi vetl!t Iggy "e totally 
give~exactly .That's what it "as,& 
it was the blues thing too & the 
blues singer comes out & just cries 
on stage,.and that 1 s whe.t Iggy was 
doing with his singing,hie body, 
everything,IT WAS TOTAL,! MEAN HE 
WAS JUST TRANSFORMED, he was in a
nother time zone,i t was another 
space 11 one,I mean I don't know what 
it was ••• I mean I walked out of 
there ••• I was completel y ••• I mean 
ary life was changed man.YOU WALK 
INTO A GIG AS SO-AHD-SO,you know 
what you know about yourself,& WALK 
OUT TOTALLY A BIG QUESTION MARK 
••• What• s my name • • Who am I'?'?Where 
'am I? The next night ,like I aay,I 
brought back t his t heate r dude 
friend of mine T:ho v:as so totally 
cynical about,you know, he was so 
heavy in his own Vtork thet ••• he was 
so truthful e.bout theater men that 
there was nobody in the world be 
would say "It's e r ee.t 1 ••• I s aid ' lilan 
you •ve got to come put.You've got to 
come out of your sickbed. You have 
:Pnewnonia,.J don 't give a shit.IT•·s 
B!:TTER YOU DIE COKIHG OUT· TO SEE 
THIS GUY' .And he didn 't believe in 
anything. He was so totally cynical 
about there being an:ybody worth any 
kind of thing.But I so:neho\·1 managed 
to get him out of the bed.He came 
to the gig with me the next night, 
you know, they were playing the next 
nigllt.And ~-ou know,he saw Iggy walk
out • • • and he just walked out, e...'ld he 
just walked out approachi~ the cike 
stand ••• before he even began,2rld his 
mouth dropped,e.nd he couldn't bel
ieve it man,you know just that alone 
before Iggy even did anything, just 
the way Iggy walked out, the way he 
looked, just the look in his eye ••• 
this dude who I knew for 10 years, 
this theater dude,who 1\·as like in 
some heavy BroadVIBY. things,he did 
slot of co:r..."Cercial things,he did 
slot of W1derground things,a real 

·heavy dude-His mouth dropped-
! watched, I watched him as he TIRS 

i~~hi~~_!!~~~~u~~ ;u:~s ... :~ice~.~~ 
-He couldn't believe it,and this 
was just walking out, IGGY WASN'T 
EVEN DOING AI1YTHIHG YET & THAT "S 
HOW INTENSE THAT \'/AS, and t hat 's how 
Iggy was giving off man.Iggy was 
giving out. There are no words that 
I could say or any kind of thing I . 
could express to you in words •••• 
or you know even if I took a film of 
it ••• It was a total environmental 
thing too man. I mean you know artists 
at that time were talking about en
vironmental artworks,and you know 
this whole formalist thing & envir
onment ••• IT VIAS BULLSHIT rw •. fuck
ing Iggy men: ••• HOVI. WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO WALK OUT ON STAGE & JUST BY 
STANDING TE:SRS TRA:{SFORM AN EN
VIRONI.:ENT ••• THE WAY IT WOULD TAKE 
3000 ARTISTS DOING ALL KINDS OF 
INSAl:E BULLSHIT & IT WOULD STILL 
NEVE.R COME OFF YOU KNO'H ••• I mean 
Iggy VJas getting r.iessages from out
er space or something I "m sure. He 
wes a vehicle,a vehicle for some
thing else r.ie.n. It 1 s t he only way I 
could reed it you know.And he wen t 
on,! sav1 h i m do other gigs too ••• 
I follo\·1ed him whenever he came to 
NY t!an,& it Ties never the Sheet Me
tal again., there "ere other kinds of 
magic.Never t~at first night,espec
ially that first,man. 
Edit-I only saw him in person a co
uple of years ago & that was ••• 
Al.an-No, it's already •• it 1 s already •• 
Edit-Now I renembcr 1\'hen I first 
sew you and it was identification to 
a certain extent. · 
Al.an-Yea,it wes identificatipn but 
it was a different trip. 
Edit-Very much so •• but Iggy by the 
time I saw him, I didn •t feel that. 
1 thought he was a sophisticated & 

total.ly epecia1 operetta member (??
the tape was W'l.clear & she has a 
foreign accent-Ed.) you klmw, but 
that •=s like sometning elee ... 
A1an-No.No. 
Edit-OK, I mean be goes out there a: 
he takes over but ~ used to kind 
of wiggle out there and just bl.ow 
everybo~ down to the gutter & kind 
of we.sh them in this gutter ••• 
Alan-It was different. It was dif'
feren..t. 
Edit-•••• and make them feel in a 
tainted way,real good.~ou r eal_ly . 
served out t his iilct'edibl.e; kind of . 
warm liquid gutter. I "11 never for
get it. 

~~:i~a;,.asn •>t like going out there 
in space,it was like internal.. 
Alen-Yea. (pause) • ••• They fuck it 
all over man ••• l might get back to 

. 1 t again ••• I ''Ve been ... I ''Ve b een 
getting ••• it's like you know •• it's 
like SUICIDE is progressed to where 
it"s ••• well r eaction is still so in
tense wherever we play•• I mean· it.' B 
like we ''Ve cooled out so fucking 
much,compared to what we were,and I 
think the reactions are as intense,. 
more intense a s "e leave NY. It ''S 
like when.ever we go out of town 
it''S like more intense,as intense 
as our early gigs you know, 7 or 8 
years aeo man,I mean it•s unreal 
you know. But we '"Te so mello\"1ed out 
by co::iparison,I couldn''t i magine 
if we v•ent out today the way we ··· 
were then man.I mean we'd eet kil
led i m."".ilediatel y I'm sure.But I 
don•'t know,yOu know it•s'like I'm 
getting pissed ac;e.in •. I mean I went 
through a cooling out period too.I 
started feeling like,you know,! ~' 
have been aware of where it •·s all 
going, I haven •-t been sitting on the 
side •• ·• I •ve been sitting on the 
side seeing it all ha:Ppen,but al
lowing it to happen , but now I don 't 
know man ••• I 1 hl G.=:TT!Ii"G KIND OF 
FUCKIHG CRAZY AGAIN" MAN .. I DON 1 T 
KNOW MAN •. 
Edit-You see,! remember about four 
years ago you began to tell me a:.. 
bout all these 17 year 'olds you 
were playing tojand then it was the 
same titile you began to make soJ18s; 
it was just like getting out there 
& viciously scree!!ling ''I love you" 
totaJ.ly chaotically for like a half 
an hour (laugh) all over,W'l.der the 
tables and o.ver people ''a necks like 
a fucking vampire,.& t hey actually 
•• I mean I saw peo:Ple like jumping 
under you when. you would fall oif 
the stage to get a little love 
while you were screaming at them •• 
and now it •s like uh .... I'm not sure 
if the teenagers need .songs you 
know.The companies need songs •. 
Alan.;.I know man. It "s like a decis
ion we made years ago.It''s likeyou 
can: only do so much giggi~g anyway, 
you know,you can only reach so many 
people by gigging ••• you can •t reach 
all the millions or whatever in the 
world,and I always believed •• you 
know SUICIDE to me was great man,& 
.I just want other people to hear it, 
I want. to bring to the world what 
Iggy brought to me man. If there are 
other little kids in the world who 
are walking around the way I was 
walk.in& around,not knowing about 
th ems elves, thinking 'that they 'Te 
the on1y one in the world, like they 
are,you know,a totally alone trip,. 
wondering ab.out themselves,think
ing they "re totally off the wall 
because none of their friends are 
feeling what they ''re feeling, none 
of their friends are dc:.ing what 
"they're doing ••• ! want to go out 
there &: ho:Pe this kid comes to one 
of my gigs,you know,4: says 'Ho~ 
shit another one just like me'' & 
feel b etter about himself. The only 
way you reach that many man. is 
through. records •• so in. dealing with 
that you have to go •• you know t he 
record corr.panics are just not going 
to touch you. They 'Te hardly i;ouch
ing us now. I •m e.:na zed 'that we ''re 
gett.ing what we ''re even getting now 
man.So you''Ve gotta 11ke Cotilpromise 
• • I guess it "s the only word you 
can. use.You know,we broU&ht in a 
rhythm machine because no one could 
understand what Lte.rtin "8.& doing on 

the organ.He wB;s laying' down the 
r hythm section on one hand & play
ing the melodic section on the o
ther hand, but people , unless they 
hear a drwn , they can •1; understand 
the beat, they 'Te taught to listen. 
to the beat through the drummer or 
throUBh the bass or something , so we 
compromised by getting a drum ma
chine,laying down a rhythm thing,& 
then lliarty played melodically on 
t he organ,so we go t as close as 
those.But people woul.d say ,Ah Ha, 
OK, there ''S still no drummer but we 
can hear a drum machine that 1's lay
ing dolfn •• ch. ch chcb chch •• you know 
whatever; so we can follow that and 
dance to it & boogie to i t • .And then 
OK it makes more sense you know •.. 
It •·s still not enough. It 1'8 still a 
2-man group with a rhythm machine. 
What is this insanity?The kids don't 
need anything but the craziest, 
i nsanest,raunchiest shit in the 
world. '?hey ''11 love 1 t man.But what 
record company is gonna put out a 
r ecord of it?And what radio is go
ing to play i t?THEY ' RE NOT PLAYING 
SUICIDE NOW MAN YOU KNOW .... I mean 
in Europe they 'Te playing it, but in 
America they ''re not playing it on 
the radio •• man it's not gettingout 
to anybody .we still. have to r each 
the people we have to reach through 
gigs & it's just no""t enough. There 1 s 
not enough gigs for us lat of all, 
and there ••e not enough people that 
you can reach by pl aying. You can 
play in front of 2000-)000 people. 
What is that man?You •re lucky if 
you r each one pcrson,you •re luck;yif 
you c hange one life t hat way . I was 
lucky with Iggy man. I just ha:Ppen
ed to be li s tening- to WNEW at that 
time l ate at night ,like 4 in the 
morning,& happened to hear one 
Stooi;es cut v1hich they played maybe 
) or 4 times , and I neve r would have 
heard 1 t & I never would have gone 
to see him because I didn't know 
anything at all about the Stooges •. 
I •·d never heard of them. I chanced 
to luckil y hee.r one shot on the rad
io there men & I could say,. Holy 
Shit t hat's great t hat's different 
man ,v.·hat is that'?! gotta check this 
out •••• When I saw Iggy I realized, 
fuck the gui tar,fuck everything man, 
there was .nothing. 
·Edit-So, T1hat did you think when you 
first saw the Ramones? 
Alan-I thought they were funny. I 
thought they were new & different & 
funny. Nothing extraordinari l y pro
found by any means . They 're the Beach 
Boys of the •80 1 s the way I see 
them.They're great.It's g r eat upmu
sic. The 1st few gigs I saw• em they 
were hilarious man • •• Joey with the 
mike ••• five minutes into their set 
the str ings would break, they'd al·l 
v..alk off & do 5 minute sets,it was 
great,they were really CBGB''S.I saw 
probably their let gig ever in some 
loft, and their 2nd & )rd gigs ever, 
& t heir 4th gigs ever at ·c:n•s ..... I 
t hought t hey T1ere great ,I still 
think they•·re great but they're 
great in another way •• not great to 
me in the way Iggy is great or was 
great. The Dolls were great in ano3-
her way too man. They fucked the 
Dolls over too man. 
Edit-Yea but the Dolls were never 
like ••• They were around at the same 
time 7ou were around and I liked you 
both and they were not like uh ••• 
Alan-No it was different worlds of 
course.But iil. their own way at the 
time, the Dolle were very •• 
Edit-They were show bis. They were 
very di eturbing show bia. 
A.lan-Disturbinc show b1a,euot17. 



Still disturbing man .Th ey disturbed 
you. They made people crazy man •• 'lhey 
made the industry crazy because pe
ople vrnre r en.lly dieeing them man. 
Edit-Boy ""ere they bad & noisy. 
Al.an-Yea well great . 
Edit-And t hey had a few punch lines 
like early Riche.rd Hell & he'd do 
punch lines. 
Alan-But they l't'Ould have been the 
gr eatest in the world right now if 
they'd stayed together. So D;i.vid 111 
make it,De.vid is cool.Johnny,they •re 
already becinning to put him in the 
ranks of a Chuck Berry or something 
l ike that ••• but Johnny '11 just nod 
out completely or he 111 just get 
hi s shit t oBether finally . 

alize it yo'u know. 
Edit - Bowie just has the nerve . 
Al~n-Bov:ie just wan t s to kill every
thu1g men .He's afraid of competition 
•• And Bov;ie ' s big dream in life was 
a1T1ays to be Iggy man . 
Edi t-1 know. 
Alan- He can neve r be Iggy. He 1 s just 
tried to cop him man . Ruined I egy . 
Well t hey ruined him raan •• he ' s still 
grea~ man. I se.w him over in England. 
But J.t don ''t matte r •• these times 
are BO fucked up •• well good : Let 
them get mor e fucked up , it• s the 
onl.y thing 1 c an say man. It ' 'S the 
only thing I c an say because as soon 
a s it gets BO bad we 1!1.l get some 
r ock and roll again. man . We ' '11 ge t 
that '50 • s all over a gain in the 

IN A WAY .Let's see aome black r oots 
instead of this disco shit come out 
•• and just fucking kick some fuck
i ng ass •••• ah •••• 1·•ve met kids in 
England •• ah,what wonderful fucking 
beautiful kids in England man ••• 

Edi t-Da.vid Bowie is going to go and 
pick him up on Sunse t Strip. (laugh) 
Alan-No no no . Johnny is still a 
little too heavy fo r Iavid. 
Edit-Iggy Y1asn•1: y ou knoT1 . 
Al~-Well he was but he . didn ''t re-

new wave man ,in a much heavie r way 

our dressing r oom was a mob,mostl y 
all guys • •• mobbed ••• I mean mobbed 
to the point where they would have 
you in corners & there would b e no 
room to ir.ove,of t!icse young intense 
kids i nto cusi c,like 16 or 17 you 
knovo , ciying to pla~:' v;ith me • •• 'Let•s 
get a ba...~d,cone back ,lct •s get a 
band' •• • }"OU know ell over the place 
cia"l. They v:ere so fuckinc intense 
t he.t it ciidn 1-t rr:ette r v;hether t hey 
played or didn't play.I mean v:hat 
would coce out on whatever they 
played v:ould be so g r ee.t ,so intense , 
so intense.It doesn' t r eally exist 
in .t.,:::i.erica you lmow •• • that intensi t y 
• .But it mieht,like I was saying if 
things get so bad man. 

l/ 

.... 
0 

J.y ~ 

" ms. average 

THE WAY THINGS ARE. GOING 

BUT WHATEVER I DO .IT DOESN • T REALLY . 
SEEM TO MAKE MUCH DIFFERENCE IN 
THE SCHEME OF THINGS/ 

•• IT '·S TIME WE STARTED SEEI NG SOME 
MORE GANGS OUT THERE ON STAGE ANY~ 
WAY rYOU KJlOW.G ANG WARS RIGHT UP ON 
STAGE. KIND OP LIKE THE PISTOLS WERE 

I Edit-Well England had 1 t v ery bad. 
Ale.n-i'{ell .America 1·s getting t hat 
way you lmow. 
Edit-Also Eurooe bas a Y1onderful 
thing and F;i:.gl8.nd has it indus trial 
ized genuinely as a cha.resmatic 
style,and that's the proletariat 
which is non-existent here. 

The TV-' Do you w-ci.nt five htmdred 
bucks? 1 

Alan-I went five hundred bucks: 
A &. E-(They listen for a minute to 
a game show} 
Alan-Eventue.lly l 'm going to have 
to start to break off on my own you 
know. I've got to make s ome things 
happen you lmow man ••• I just got 
this flash. This is r ecorded right? ·'If# · (ii!s. average SUICIDE END .. . \,--.;.. . .....-----

I' M NOT SURE HOW LONG I CAN 
GO ON.THERE'S SO MUCH TO TRY AND 
KEEP UP WITH 

'\~t y. 
I ms average 

MAYBE I SHOULD GET A NOOSE 

HALF-JAPANESE--Mail Inter
view-Uniontown,Maryland, 
1979-Mostly old p eoplelive 
here.It's real little.We 
live with our parents.I live 
'i n the back of the house.Peo
ple send us tapes. If we lived 
in a city it would be too easy 
to get sidetracked. Here I 
work all the time, because 
what else am I going to do? 
We play exactly what we want. 



" Between the nge of seven and eight years the girl is hnnded over to the matron 

163 .- Jnfibulation. Third stage. The operation is finished. Cdmpare the appearance of the 
normal vulva (le(t). Danakil. (Mus. f. VOlkerk., Dreecl.en.) 
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whose office it is to perform the operation. Some days beforehand the mother of 
the family invites all her female relations and acquaintances to assemble in her -lnfibulation. Second 11tflgn. Tho \•uh•fl hllB t'.10800 with tho t>x<.eption of an opening nt the 
abode, and the ceremony is preceded with food and merriment. urinary mca1111:1. Dano.kit. (MliM. f. VO!kerk., Dresden.) 

"When tho hour comes, the child is laid on a bed and held down and in position by the 
assembled women, while the matron, kneeling between the patient's thighs, begins by slicing off 
the tip of the clitoris and the edges of the i1mer lips. Then the razor shears alo11g the rilllB of the 
outer lips, removing a ribbon of flesh about 2 cm. wide. It lasts between four and five minutes. 
In order to drown tho shrieks of the girl, the assembled guests and kin raise the loudest and 
shrillest din conceivable until the process is over. Then, when the flowing blood has been 
staunched, the girl is laid flat on her back, her legs extended and tied firmly together so that she 
cannot walk, otherwise the desired effeet would not be produced. 'Before leaving the girl to 
the healing process of nature, the matro11 introduces a hollow cylinde1· of wood , about as thick 
as a gooso's feather, into the lower portion of the vagina, between the bleeding edges of tl1e 
wound, and this is kept in place until the scar is completely formed, fol' purposes of micturition 
and menstruation. This tiny orifice is all that remains of the vaginal outlet." 

Lanzi wrote that the Da.nakil girls hS.ve to lie still with tightly bound legs 
until the wounded region is fully cicatrised {Figs. 161 to 163 ). [Jousseaume, in 

4
' \Vhen the Nubian maiden marries, she hes recourse to the wise woman, in order to have 

her vulva. prepared end enlarged, for the infibulated aperture is far too small and too inelastic
because of the scars of connective tissue which surrotmd it on every side--to admit even the 
roughest and mOilt merciless husband. So the expert matron intervenes and" makes a longi· 
tµdinal slash, and intercou~e takes place; but first the matron introduces a fresh tube or 
cylinder of wood or vegetable fibre and far bulkier than the first, into the: vagina, to the distance 
of 3 or 4 inc-hes. This remains in silu for a fortnight until the new wound has healed and scarred 
when ih presence becomes unnece~sary. 

"Nor is this all. If the woman conceives-and ehe generally does so--she is again put 
through the ordeal of the knife; for the same rigid circlet of scars that locked the vulva against 
copnlation from the outside is equally a barrier against the dilation of that part t.hrough which 
the baby emerges. So w'hat wilt not stretch must be s laehed open with wide and deep strokes. 
Often the chikl at the moment of passing the genital cleft is grievously.injured. I have myself 
seen cniros of mortal wounds inflicted on infants 88 they entcl'c<l the world, by careless or clumsy 
ope.rat.ors ... . " "Dul," he adds, "t,he young girls seem more attaclfed to it than their 
husband!:!, for tl}ey say thot thost'< who have not been infibulated would not find a husboncl." 

MORPHINE (HEROIN) 

Although the true incidence of deaths from intravenous narcotism can
not be determined, there is little doubt that in recent years it has increased 
throughout the world, especially in urban areas. Jn New York City alone 
there were 2500 deaths in a 15-ycar period between 1950 and 1964.:.!2 

Most deaths from intravenous nareotism are sudden, unexpected fatali
ties in young persons with little or no medical history. While in some 
instances the explanation of the cause and manner of death is obvious, in 
others a careful detailed investigation may be necessary to establish these 
facts. A brief procedural review of the various aspects of deaths from 
intravenous narcotism is presented here. 

Scene investigation. At the scene of death, some features are character
istic and can help the pathologist draw conclusions from the preliminary 
examination of the scene and the body. Some of the commonly observed 
,characteristics arc: 

I. Decedent. Usually a young adult (most often less than 30 years 
of age), male (more often a Negro male in the United States), 
laborer or unskilled worker. 

2. Sile of death. Usually a concealed spot with maximum privacy, a 
clo:-.C<l room, lavatory or bathroom, hallway ; the decedent is usually 
on a bed, floor, sofa or chair. 

3. Ac/diet's paraphemalia. Commonly found at the scene of deal~ ~re 
disposable plastic syringe previously used and disposed of, medicine 
dropper with tip fitted to hypodcn:nic needle, tourniquet, matches, 
spoon, bottle c;.ip, cottorl, water. (Addicts put the powdered drug 
in a spoon with water, warm it by lighting the match and suck the 
drug into the syringe through cottoQ which serves as a filter.) . 

4. Drug. The powdered drug is frequently mixed with lactose, manmtol 
or quinine bcf.orc use . 

• ,.. _, _.,, <;.1 -- ---d 
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HOLLY & THE ITALIANS have moved from LA to London leaving one 
band member behind. Stev~, the drumm~r, has gone on to Lon
don with Holly. 

NO-Just say what _you•re going to do. 
Holly-This guy that manages Dire Straights, his name is Ed 
Bicknell, he's going to come here next week and bring me back 
with him to England to try and get .us a record deal. I'm go
ing to go there and find a place for us to live and then 
Steve's going to come there. That's basically it. 
NO-How did you meet him? 
Holl~-I met him through a friend of mine that plays in Dire 
Straights. We were talking •• he offered to give us some ad
vice because I told him about what was going on with John · 
Hewlett· from the Dickies, you know, the Dickies manager, he'd 
offered to bring us over to England on tour with them •• and I 
was telling him about it and he was just talking to me .• and 
then this friend of mine heard the tape and really liked it 
alot and just called him up and said that they should just 
bring us over t here themselves, that we could get a deal. I 
like the guy alot, this Ed guy •• he was . real honest and on the 
l evel. And also we don•t have to fork out any money to do it 
which is what John.Hewlett wanted us to do. Well he was wil
ling to pay but we would have to pay him back. 
NO-Are you going to stay a 3-piece? 
Holly-I'd like to, yea. It's compact, easy to do. And we'll 
be working with better equi_pment, better PA's •• so it'll sound 
even better. 
NO-Are they going to give you equipment? 
Holly-Yea,yea. They •re going to kind of loan us what·ever they 
can you know. Sort of help us out. I just have to bring my 
guitar. 
NO-What happened with Bruce? 
Holly-I didn't want to bring him because I want a bass player 
who can sing real well and h~ can•t. 
NO-Was he upset? 
Holly-Uh ••• a little bit. He took it all right. He took it 
real well. 

NO-How do you feel about the mass media with regard to your 
image? You•re open to alot of manipulation. 
Holly-Yea, I am. I'm not really open to being manipulated ••• 
I'd like to reach alot of people, I'd like for us to be areal
ly massive band, I think we could because we seem to have a 
real diverse kind of audience. I'm surprised at the differ
ent people I thought would have hated it, seem to like it. 
NO-If you got signed to a major record comE._any and big deals 
started to happen, how would you compare wliat you want to do 
compared to say what Blondie has done? 
Holly-Oh no, I would never end up playing disco •• mainly be

.cause I'm a writer, she doesn't really write so much. People 
give them songs. 
NO-It's just that I think that women are more open to sexual 
manipulation by .the industry, it's almost unavoidable. 
Holly-Oh for sure. I don•t mind being, you know •• I know peo
ple are going to look at me in that way. 
Steve-Blondie goes with it. 
Holly-It's fine. 
Steve-She doesn't try to fight it. 
Holly-I wouldn't either. I think it's all right you know. I 
don•t care. I really don't. It's flattering, yea . That•s 
fine with me, I've got no hang~ups about being a sex symbol. 
Steve-People are going to notice because Holly is a gi rl and 
some people still can't believe that a girl can do that. 
Holly-That•s the thing that kind of hangs me up when we play 
gigs, when we're playing and I look out in the audience and 
everybody's like looking a little bit amazed. I think they 
don't like it. 
NO-Can we get some lyrics to your songs? 
Holly-'It•s Only Me' is a good one. It's the first one on the 
tape. It goes ••• 'Sitting in my little room, someone screams, 
another dreams of making good on the outside, but will we ever 
make it outside •• Lining up for medication, you get Thorazine 
I get nothing, in a minute you'll be stupid and they'll have 
control of your mind, & they'll have control of your mind, but 
in the long run what good could that do, I better be good or 
they'll hit me with a needle or tie me to my bed, I better be 
good and do just like they say, don•t let•em know what's in 
your head, it 1 s only me, it•s only me, it's only me ... 
NO-Did that happen to you? 
Holly-Yea, I was in a mental institution for a week. 
NO-How come? 
Holly-Boys. page 13 <. 
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THERE WAS A SPECIFIC 
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the engine 
started & 
the turds 
started 
rolling 
out 
of the ass, 
d,own the 
boardwalk 
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what do you think ab~ut the 
er· •.•• the er ••.• ;-..e:nyway ••• 
I've got a good min~to 
sack the ass out of you, 
beat the ,shit out of you 
talk the spurm out of you 
suck the sap out of you. 
squeeze your blackheads 

you jerks·, you idiots,what the hell do you think this is •• a new kind of 
joke or something? this is for the poetry of it all.the thought of being let off 
the hook to get away with it 

I tried to fool•em but v1ho knows fo r sure if we'll get away with it.if we'll 
get away with it.being clear to understand.grasp the situation.dole it out for 
God.to give him a helping hand handl e it.to clear his conscience.I have thought 
of it to be free f rom it.but and it is ordained as rain hits the face.as wind 
leaves the bowels, the bowels. the bo~el s, 







---~-

NO-Tell me about UXA now. 

Dede-Right now we need a good manager,somebody with wit who can take care 
of business for us,somebody who has ideas and can work with us,not just a 
businessman,somebody who wants to swindle,who wants to break more avenues 
in the music industry because it•s still god-awful,There•s still so much 
bullshit ••• I mean new wave •• pseudo and chic •• there•s still alot of that in 
punk ••• not that punk should be ugly,there•s no such thing you know •• 
NO-So what are you trying to do? 

Dede-I want to get the American thing out.I want to exploit that factor,UXA, 
the way Europeans think about Americans;they think they•re belligerent and 
obnoxious and everything,but I think that•s the whole humor of it,of Ameri~ 
cans,that they.'ve got that kind of wit.To me that•s wit,the humor of it. 
Their obnoxious behaviour,no_ manners you know, they don •t have that etiquette 
and all that background like in Europe.Also I like the idea of the American 
gangster thing .•• but the little organized Crime things also •.• The reason that 
I think stealing is the right thing to do in the right situation is because 
all those people,the people who have alot of money spend it on things they 
don•t need.Why shouldn•t it be taken away from them? People who steal i"rom people who are on their level are stupid, 
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L.A. Jan. 1979 
City of Gl ass 

Freeways flow passengers 
like arteries flow blood 
~e~~~ating heartbeat to a city's 

Modern Glass buildings reflect this 
afternoon's blue sky; chrome 

yellow sun rays 
and silvery gray clouds 

contrasting majestic Victorian churches 
elaborately laced and mysterious. 
breathing the coal air. 
there is a haunting mist 
below the shaded pewter clouds 
that detain a stonn impatiently 
like fierce preying animals. 
We arrive at Jeff-Grand Medical 
Detox to snuff a death wish~ 
a brief waiting~nerves of 
shattered glass before t ·reatment. 
We drove out of downtown 
passing sailing palms over 
neon signs and ads marked 
human needs and services. 
Andre's Used Cars look rusted 

· below the bright colored 
metallic banners flapping in the 
breeze. 

Why do rats live in Palm 
trees? How do they 
climb up them? · 

I can't forget those waking 
seconds of cold engrained 
stares from blood I shed.What 
year is it? Die to be 
more alive, Die to be alive 
more vividly. The magic 
lies in the center, iron 
wrought, twisting guts 
with no outlet except 
thru the center. It hurts 
to be so sharpened by 
the rocks beneath my feet 
I remember Easter It 
must really be this day 
sun. June 25, 1978 

Oct. 29, 1977 
it•s near spirit night 
the wannth of dim light,lavender, 
lulls me with uncertainties 
Sometimes I'm not sure what day it is 
but its near spirit night 
before we die again together. 
& smell haunting souls 
reminds me of concentration camps 
sick nightmare feelings of an 
abrasive love 
weakened by threats 
No turning back 

a girl who's soon to break her 
soft and cushioned shell walks 
the street in a perpetual 

Unaware of her blinding spell 
a villain's hands could suffocate 
this soul and mash her lifeless 
body into a thicket by the road. 
how the air would mill around 
her mangl.ed vulnerable torso. 
the night in endless terror 
a defiant killer 
I hope tis not the future 
my friend. 

July 15, 1978 1861 Laguna SF 
Soon I'll be leaving the 
24 hr hot spot which this 
house became after Michael K's 
departure. Life has become 
more visual. I feel every 
thought & dream is more 
extremely real than reality 
itself. S.F. hasn•t 
changed. All the cool 
trendies seem to be 
over-saturating like 
an oil spill & the local 
scene paper is the 
kiss of death. My next 
excursion is a return home 
to Det. New York maybe 
for a weekend then its back 
to Los Angeles (Lost Angels), 
the modern Babylon. 

& No giving in 
Just pushing on Dede Semrau/U.X.A. page 21 
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ne"" World 
THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

•we' 

Go Home and stare at whatever amount of 
darkness you can discern from the glimmerings 

inside your Head. 
Unprepared for the burning darkness listening to 

the lack of noise passing by unseen, 
Close your eyes, headaches of sapphire knobs 

twisting in your head. 
You know I •m getting the strangest fee~.ing I •11 scream 

louder with my teeth broken off at the gums 
tonight ~bout the DC-7. 

Little green fields, burning what more can I say, 
closing my eyes • 

. The only radio I hear will remain implanted part of my cranium. 
Very similar Blue Technicians patrol the expansive solid plane, 

transmitting live back where there isn't any Brain. 

•Doctors wake him again for some more treatment• 
Lay the one lit cigarette on that white object, . 

slender collarbone, personal property. · 
Shakespeare and danger are playfully pardoned. 

A momentary Ruse to be severe and rend Far flung young ghosts. 
would he, could He, young so young 

they float skirting otherwise repellent properties 
Repeat your folding arm and try to fisualize a small glade/ 

so Recently visited by the steady snows of Hollywood. 
Conquest is practice, The Price is Right, we Have ways of 

making you sneeze. 

It was at this time that the high priests and their war-lords 
sent forth the ZOMBIE among the people to spread terror 
throughout · the multitude. 

Santa Cruz. 
Short holes exhale the perfect ray ~ living hisses of spray paint 

poisoned silver, emptying the now Ancient Air Away~~
vacant oxygen fills one more apartment/slowed skull~~-
Thi s little mask fastened to a wing of stairs solid 

in decay 
Primed for another game of deep danger and play ~~
Robot Pumpkin ~ Robot Pumpkin ~ can you come out and 

play today 
I'm a lampshade made of skin and human skull 
I even shit blond 

Fangs attempt to speak ~~ 
Blanched sparks slow to permanent delay ~~ 
It fitfully sleeps ~ then burns away your 
story as it occurs ~~-
An object Remembers little ~~-
Eicciting Aluminum siding wrapped round your hair 
And a nice new Black uniform to wear ~
Chrome-plated innocent bystanders beware ~~~ 

~. 

order 
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beautiful 
light 

Desolate, Reluctant as <my landscape 
So unlikely and swerving away so easily 
And the window, uniform, ·sliver of window 
On which the effort of this condition Reads, 

The most beautiful Flags and targets all lodged 
And indexed/one is struck by that extraordinary 

envelope of dense light ~~ Flashlights, coathangers 
and a machine of Ferocious splendour ~~~ 

invaded by such familiar lightbulbs 

All that shivers is not gold 
All the quivers ~~- unannounced tingles ~ 
Repeating, rushing jets, beat, burst acute delay 
' Mingling jets and statuettes• 
All that•s designed 
Frozen motionless in my eye 
I run Raining crus ts 
Conversations that cave in 
Slight thoughts resigned severely decoyed ~~- · 
Frost bitten bites Shiver/chattering this telegraphic 

emblem 
My face is spiked with Red heels ~ Rimhaloed 
Ghastly pink eyebrows ~~~- Bright breathing ·-·~~~ 



That .other drug store is better you can skim the magazines 
as you wait for your prescription. 

You'll die laughing as spots turn to sand 
Apparently you are seeing it all thru 
your very own pair of 2 eyes/ 

As Cerebral Fungi Procured the •Fox-Fire• effect. 

In turn you are the Child/ Soon everyone was Rushing off for 
their Hourly injections. ' 

The National Fixture Radiated Rumour and dominated 
a million Nights of Radio 

A murder and a meal. For the price of a movie. 
at first this seemed to be the primary side-effect 

Telegraphic emblems abound, Clairvoyance upon clairvoyance. 
Who knows the names of our Famous visitors and 
invisible celebritys. 

The mirror of all angels left out beside the Lake spurting 
Hot Blood under the lights, just to pass the time away. 

Close my ey es, my head aches of tiny sapphire knobs/ 
constant adjustment twisting that old _limegreen blanket 
twisted thru-out my head. 

I was tired after driving around all 
afternoon looking for a ground floor anartment right 
on a certain corner I could not remember which 
just which way it faced.Danny took Charlene and I 
there to get off one night lt weeks ago. Until then 
I didn't know where to cop in the city i n fact 
three days previous I hadn't even been i n the city 
for about 2 months.I didn't leave again for 
that long.I went right to sleep.There was 
3/4th a spoon in a long Chinese lacquer box,one 
of 30 or so,li ttle Chinese boxes of varying size 
and length all in shelves above a small brigh~ 
shiny black Buddhist alter and small bell. 
Some Hot Demon Dogs from Tucson.I was asleep 
with the TV on wh en 2 of the police walked in. 
Alice said 'Wrichael you better wake up,they•ve 
got Arthur'~.A little Band E in the afternoon. 
We had answer many questions as they 
poked around, they used our phon.e to run 
warrant checks on us.It seems A~ had had 
Alice rent the car under her name and l eaving 
this place as her address.They called in the 
serial numbers ·off my color TV,the stereo 
receiver, 4-track tape deck,Peavy P.A. & amp, 
a few Nikkons, Poloroid SX-70,they, didn't find a 
hot miniature cassette recorder,the 17 rolled up 
Oriental rugs under the bed from around the 
corner with a few ri'fles rolled up in them. 
They did not open the box with my 3/4 spoon of RAW. 
Nor the one containing my doctor's toys.the 100 
Nebutol,100 Qualudes,60 Tuenol stolen from 
doctors in Arizona. It was amazing then they left 
If came to worse there was a suitcase full of liquor 
and several bottles of 200 dollar wine.all 
Hot.the place was 24,000 square feet mostly 
empty and full of different lights.It was torn 
down.I lived there up until the last moment 
I had the entire upstairs 5 rooms in a very old 
house in Palo Al to. It is being torn down at 
the end of June.I cleaned up after I was in 
the Stanford hospital again last weekend.The police 
came yesterday about a week late.Everything 
was stashed in my bloodstream. 



TWISTING AND TRYING to move like t hat cutest 
little spastic boy--Flashbulbs again and again 
outside the pictµr e frame , many fans adoring unseen
black and white inside-the onl y colors are occasionall y 
a few bulbs of cheery red get ting wet-the dance 
has the acousti cs of concrete flat parking lots
Dropping metal objects and breaking gl ass 
Metal rods and aluminum stix on jail bars 
Popping paper bags with no echo. Sliding lunch boxes and 
smashing thermos 
Flat steel sticks that slap in rhy thm all 
They were all dancing between supermarket shelves 
I wasn't there but I watched it all from the upstairs 
office on the crime-gard on 12 screens. 
Low scanlines in black and white 
So glaring it's murking on the floor
twisting peach cans hit flatt en out on 
contact 
It's a P.loor-Pak 

With or without her sunglasses, preened, mugged 
Clutched her hands to her . chin, hair array OK 
throat--
The mirror above all is our teacher 
What it advertises. A few leade d panes , old beams. Fur. 
The portrait-the passersby take on the mannikins 
business and new look. The North The New Iconography
liked to tie his victims to th e bed and toy with 
th em/ 
The city falling with its beautiful subrubs. 
The whodunit pattern imposes, disturbed, stood 
in a c.loset, baffled, rolled in the debris . 
I don •t know why 

Deadlock in the snow. 
The exact time you got up
The exact address at the time 

light-
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garreTT 

•the cross between punk & fo rmality ••. 

85 90 melrose 
w . . hollywood 
659 · 9797 

.. 
:-: .. . . 

.. . .. 

ALL WOMEN'S HEAL TH CARE 
7060 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD 

SUITE 245 • 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90028 

(213) 467-7958 

SPECIALIZI NG IN OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

• SERVICES I NCLUDE: 

... 
" .·· .. ·: .. · " 

* Family planning "" " . ............... 
* Cancer scre ening 

* Treatment of venereal dis.eases 

* Termination of unwanted pregnancy 

• • • •• 

* Free pregnancy testing 

* Voluntary sterilization 

* ·pre- natal care 

* Co$plete counseling • 
• • • hours 9 :00 · a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

monday 

.. .-.:·:.:::--> . ·... . . . . . · ... 

thur'sday friday 

• • • 
• • 

• • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • 

• • • • • 

• • • • • • • 
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BlACK 
1111 RAG 

S2~cpoidlrom ~STRecOtd1POl'.lo>c1 ~Colo! 90200. lobookOlockfloqtoU 
(21J)J70·'6&1 

!iiE!iiiiiilllr llHOllDI--
~ .PO BOX 1 LAWNDALE, CALIF' 
~ 90260·12131 376-5S97 

Coming in July 

oo Test Tube Records 

"EXTREMES" 

Maxi-Single 

·Available at your 
nearest record dealer 

DISMISS THE 705 WITl-:I 
''EXTREMES' 0,..,. ••• 

'THE GENETICALLY PERFECT LABEC. 

11838 kiowa ave. I.a. 90049 
. ... •.• .............. . ........ , ••••••••••••••••••••• : : : ................. . 
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Linda modern • 

•• the orb of my eye floats 
in an undefined black space •• 

••• even objects I know 
are close at hand remain 
covered in blackness •• 

.•• no revelations .• not 
even a movement of air 
to feel. .• 

•• a white hand reaches out 
against the blackness ... 

•• my body lies in its own 
stench. In this lack of light 
and movement my pulse drums 
out more nausea .•• 

••• I may have cut myself 
tonight •• but I am still 
alive •. I feel too weak 
to move •••• 

•• my eye closes but there 
is nothing to see, inside 
my mind or out .•• 

..my head revolves in a 
pool of vomit of my own 
making •• here is my life's 
creation ••• 

••• no more light ••• 
I wan~ only blackness 
•• and sleep.; •• 











BLACK FLAG members ,model their latest evening wear berore 
the window showcase at Fredericks or Hollywood with JILL 
or CASTRATION SQUAD notoriety and TRUDIE, ramous personality 
and photography's object d 1 art, 







Chris desjardins Head-cannibal of t.he FLESHEATERS shown posing in his shoddy kitchen, 
after his TOOTH AND NAIL supper, is looking for blood. The recipe is 
available in local record stores. If he doesn't like your band you 
may read about it in SLASH., if you•re rotten enough you may only end 
up a Hoffy-dog in the Pat Boone Hall of Fame ••• I guess we mean eat 
shit if you don't pick up UPSETTER RECORDS. 
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NO MAGAZINE INTERVIEWED PAUL MORRISSEY 
RECENTLY AT HIS APARTMENT IN HOLLYWOOD 

NO-When I was in London the British 
Film Board of Censors had taken out 
some part of TRASH ••• they took out 
the bottle scene. · 
PM-That's right I think they did when 
it opened.The worst cut was inFrance, 
I think they took 20 minutes out •. my 
god! I never saw that version, it must 
have been awful.But the worst I've 
ever seen is a film I made about 
Frankenstein which they show in a 
cut version ••• if it's in 3-D it's 
not cut for ·some reason.The one that's 
not in 3-D is so cut they must have 
taken 15 minutes out or more.It's 
j.ust butchered!Nobody should ever go 
to see it if it's not in 3-D because 
of that horrible condition of the 
print. 
NO-Did you shoot HEAT at the Tropi
cana? 
PM-Oh yes.Tropicana.It must have been 
about 1971 or so.I wanted to call 
the movie 'Tropicana• but the hotel 
said we couldn't do it or something. 
There were too many owners and they 
didn't want to let it be used. 
NO-People in your films act but they 
seem like they're satirizing being 
acting and at the same time they 
seem more real because of that. 
.PM-Yes I think that's somewhat true. 
I don•t understand it either,! just 
know that it's something that I per
haps seek ·or like.But it•s true what 
you say. The thing I get alot is., 
people say, 'Did you hide the c.amera 
in certain scenes where they seem so 
realistic? •• But it•s quite the oppo
site •• usually the actors are holding 
the microphone.You know they're pret
ty conscious of it being acting. 
NO-I always see a kind of dichotomy 
between it being real phony,almost 
making fun of making a film, and 
being really real like they're not 
acting.There's always an artificial 
quality to an actor,like Clark Gable. 
It• s overdone. • 
PM-Well I myself hate to see acting 
as acting.When you see acting as act
ing,! think it's the worst thing you 
can do in a movie ••• is to have an 
actor appear to be acting.I think 
the trend in the last few years has 
been to applaud all the worst actors 
whose acting is so obvious •• that it•s 
so easy to see.And the worse they are 
sometimes the more success they have 
had.Alot of really really bad actors 
have had enormous success in the 

paul morrissey 

last 5 or 6 years.And their actingis 
just so bad and obvious and overdone. 
NO-How did Dallesandro come up? How 
did he get in the films over & over? 
PM-Oh •• he was in 2 or 3 little films 
••• smaller parts and I made a film 
called FLESH which was a big success 
& played for a year in New York & 
made a big success in Europe, esp
ecially in Germany and he -became like 
a star out of that film. 
NO-Where di·d he come from? 
PM-From Long Island. 
NO-Maybe the thing that•s so inter
esting about him is that he seems 
unlikely to be centered on the 
screen for hour after hour,film 
after film. 
PM-I think he had a nervousness that 
made other people nervous or some
thing. I don't know what.He had a 
tension which I think was really good. 
I made alot of films without himlike 
WOMEN IN REVOLT, and L'AMOUR which 
he wasn•t in & I think they're equal
ly as good as films,but they had no 
success.The films with him had alot 
of success •• ! think because people 
liked looking at him and he was in
teresting to look at and he was a 
good actor.Besides being a good act
or I think he had a slightly menacing 
quality or something unusual you 
couldn't lay a finger on.I think the 

t 
· problem is when you can lay your 

finger on things, it's not interest-.· 7'c?.f ,. ~d •lo< of wondorlfil 

things that were good especially for 
the kind of films I was making where 
he was a very much opposite t ype to 
mostly everybody else who was in the 
film. 
NO-In FLESH you have a cutting tech
nique that•s like a white flash,and 
a quick 'slice of film or a longerone 
•• but it's always like a segment,it 
could be 30 seconds or it could be 5 
seconds.It's hard to tell how long 
when you're watching it actually. 
PM-It was a technique tha~ had come 
up in earlier films actually.FLESH 
was the first really successful com
mercial film. 
NO-It was in LONESOME COWBOYS. 

women 1n revolt 
PM-But FLESH came out a year before 
LONESOME COWBOYS although LONESOME 
COWBOYS was made a year before it, 
oddly enough.LONESOME COWBOYS weheld 
up for a long time before we released 
it. 



paul morrissey cont d 
NO-Now they seem real stylized to me 
whereas several years ago they seemed 
more like a hard reality.And you 
would see those films in porn theaters 
•• Nobody knew where to place them. 
I wondered if you had ever thought of 
your placement as a consideration. 
PM-Well I always thought of them as 
entertaining and therefore very styl
ized ••• but they were always read as 
hard realism or sociology or something 
••• but I think the stylization of 
them is really apparent.I'm glad to 
notice somebody finally noti cing that 
they're all very stylized. 
NO-And also the way you move in & out 
with the camera,move in real close, & 
it has so much power that way. 
PM-Well that was a technique which I 
think was very justified given every
thing about the movie, but it came 
out of the mechanics of the particular 
lens.When you're using a zoom lens all 

. the time,you can only focus it by go- · 
ing all the way in.And then you go all 
the way in,you focus it,& then you 
just sort of leave the image therefor 
a while before you change it again. 
You never could get a good focus if 
the lens wasn't zoomed all the way in. 

NO-What about budgeting?There•s a 
whole quality about them,that it 
looks low budget almost as though it 
could have been calculated •. uh,like 
you could have got more money and 
made it real slick. 
PM-Well I think it was obvious that it 
looked low budget and I think that it 
was obvious to me when~ made it that 
it was better that it look low budget 
•• I mean it's true that I could have 
gotten more money & asked for more 
money & somehow made it look more el
aborate,but I think it would have 
lost something.You see,that•s what I 
really meant by the stylization of it 
•• all this deliberateness about it •• 
and things from one movie repeated in 
another movie deliberately.And all · 
that deliberate stuff is what constit
utes its style really.The movies bas
ically •• you said where I put them •• 
I never really put them in any posi
tion except I always knew that they 
were different because of all the 
things they didn't do.They weren't 
this & they weren't that and they 
weren't that & they weren't that & 
they weren't this.But don't ask me to. 
say where they are or what they are, •• 
But I know what they're not.And tney 
are very deliberately so much what a 

. they weren't. Al though they were w;;i.17' 
thought to be sort of meaningful ............. 
movies at the time •• they might or ~ 
might not be, but there was never any 
attempt to be meaningful or ever take 
positions, or come. out and make any 
statement in any way shape or form 
that anybody could read as a state-
ment. 
NO-But they did in a way. 
PM-Perhaps they did by not doing it. 
But you couldn't put your finger on 
any scene or moment where such a thing 
ever happened. 

,, 

NO-'Well as a character Dallesandro is a 
guy who would sexually do almost any
thing that he fell into.In all the films 
anybody could suck his dick.How do you 
relate to the American public as re
lating to those values?Obviously you 
create a kind of scism or 'a dialectic 
opposite to what people are used to 
seeing or what they get for entertain
ment, you know. 

PM-Well . it's a question of doing the 
opposite of what was being done in 
every other movie & is still being 
done in almost all movies now.You al
ways ge t your strict definition of a 
character.He'll do this but not that. 
He's a good person,you know,because 
he's nice to minorities.You get all 
these classic routines for defining 
characters in movies and stories still 
••• &maybe the biggest thing in the 
movies that I made was the idea that 
people are very various & complicated 
& capable of many ' things that are 
never accounted for within the course 
of the story.And why you do a thing is 
very arbitrary.Yet within a movie they · 
want everything tidy.And you want to 
know,is this person basically a good 
person or basically a bad person.And 
there are certain things you can do in 
a movie that make you a bad person and 
certain things in a movie make you a 
good person.And to me I thought this 
was very childish and limited and I 
think a person is good or bad or in
teresting or uninteresting because of 
many many things •• and when you start 
defining them and saying 'he'll do 
this, but not this• I think you are 
making the films very unlifelike.I'm 
just trying to present complicated 
people.And I think they're more mod
ern. 
NO-How do they relate to say porno
graphy. Maybe someone who would review 
entertainment in like a newspaper in 
the mid-west would see it as being 
pornography ••• but it•s not.How do you 

. clarify that to yours·elf with your 
intentions toward just the middlenorm 
of this country? 
PM-I don•t understand the question. 
NO-I mean they could be interpreted as 
being pornography. But they're not,at 
least I see a whole different kind of 
intent to them.And I wondered what 
your intention was as to other people"s 
interpretation.I mean they set up a 
sort of counter-feeling toward Ameri
can morals and all those cliches. 
PM-Probably the only thing I can think 
of is that they were basically a kind 
of challenge to people to deal with 
characters in a film that do things 
that you might find them doing in real 
life and not in another movie, I al
ways remember an anecdote that always 
seemed to me the gulf between what 
America puts into its films and the 
reality of the life that America's 
leading.I think this wasn't true in 
the 30's or 40 1 s but I · think in the 
60•s & 70's and certainly now,there•s 
no real connection between life lived 
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in the United States and what•s in 
films.You see things in ·films like 
ROCKY ••• 'You can do it if you think 
you can• & it doesn•t have anything to 
do with the way kids live in America 
or people or our live~,it•s just sort 
of fantasy stuff •• which is OK,I like 
fantasy & entertainment but it seems 
nobody puts real life into films. 
There was a friend of mine who was 
sort of a manager at a porno theater 
in New York & they were just showing 
porno.It was the first early full 
porno "they were having in Manhatten 
& he was the manager & he had some 
friend of his who was sort of a poet 
or something,who was the ticket-taker. 
Somehow this guy who had no business 
running a porno theater got the job, 
and he needed a job.,So he was the 
manager,and his friend the poet didn't 
come in one day to sell the tickets & 
he said 'Where'd you go yesterday,you 
didn't come in• & he said,'Oh,I had 
to go to that new_ film that just open
ed EASY RIDER' ••• And I was there and I 
said · 'You went to see what?Why ' did you 
go to see that?' ••• I mean to take off 
to go see that film,I thought it was 
tunny.He said 'Oh,I wanted to see my 
generation on screen" ••• and I thought 
that was preposterous,because that 
film really had nothing to do with 
even the ten year period within it was 
~ade •• maybe 10 or 15 years earlier .•• 
the beatniks or something.But it just 
dawned on me •. I said 'If you want to 
see your generation on screen,go in
side the theater,in ,that porno up 
there •. that•s your generation.• And 
it - dawned on me what a difference 
there was between what they were put
ting on films and what was happening. 
NO-On all those films they always said 
produced by Andy Warhol,directed by 
Paul Morrissey.What•s your relationship 
to him?How did that work?Did you work 
on the early stuff? , · 
PM-Just what it says.Andy financed them. 
I previously worked with Andy making 
alot of films that he wanted to make. 
And then he had done them and uh ••• it 
was a kind of fi·lm that had a kind of 
uh •• it was a very strict formula kind 
of film,a film that had no interference 
from the director,didn•t have a story, 
sometimes didn't have a cut,you jcnow . 
they were kind of undirected movies. 
NO-His films? 
PM-Yea.And even to make ·an undirected 
movie you need alot of help,let me tell 
you.And I helped him to make alot of 
his movies and some of them actually 
finally worked out like CHELSEA GIRLS. 
And we did a 24 hour movie after that 
for another year or so & a couple of 
others. 
NO-What was that· called? 
PM-It had a kind of non-title.I guess 
a sort of abstract title·. It• s called 
FOUR STARS but it just was identified 
by sort of four stars,I suppose.But 

. Andy,to make people know that it didn't 
have a literary intention,he didn't 
want it to have a literary word in the 
title,so he has these four stars sort 

as the title.But it had no story & 
it was kind of aimless and it was quite 
interesting,sort of like a phantasma
goria or something.Anyway,you can make 
so many of these movies and then_you•ve 
done them.You just can't keep doing 
them.And after that Andy just withdrew 
from making fiims.And having aone what 
he wanted to do,he just decided to 
finance the films I was making because 
they started to make some money,that•s 
all.They were made with the same equip
ment and all that. 
NO-I think that the general cliche that 
the public has is that no one knows 
where he really withdrew & you took over. 
PM-Well the films always said, photo
graphed & directed by me,I wouldn't 
think the people would think that I 
wouldn't have done the films & when it 
says produced it means that somebody 
put up the money.But people want to be
lieve that when somebody is famous and 
their name is in the paper all the time 
that they have some overall influence 
or power,! don't know what.But it's 
just that you have to know Andy to know 
the way he sort of operates.He doesn't 
ever kind of um •• intrude on things. 
NO-Why. are you in Los Angeles and not 
in New York? 
PM-Oh I don't know.I think I made a 
mistake in coming here.I" started writ
ing screenplays for producers.They said 
•we•re going to make it into films• and 
so many 'have gotten so far and never 
gotten into films,so it was sort of a 
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Billy thing.BecauBe I think people tend 
to really be inBecure when. they deal 
with people •• people they think are in
dependent •• & I think I have thiB rep
utation of being independent & I think 
that'B one of the really big thingB 
they don•t want in Hollywood.They want 
people who anBwer to thiB one & anBwer 
to that one.And I've never made a big 
thing about my independence,I'm BO co
operative, but people juBt thi~k I'm 
cooling it or something .•• I don •t know 
what.But I've alwayB believed in all 
the Hollywood formula filmB.You know 
they all can be done well.They've been 
done well in.the paBt,it can be done 
well again.I don•t believe there'B any 
one kind of film you make. 
NO-What'B a filmmaker like Kenneth Anger 
to you?How do you relate to them? 
PM-I call them artBy-craftey.I never en
joyed them. 
NO-Like SCORPIO RISING. 
PM-That was alot of footage with alot 
of pop recordB played for every second. 
You know,the top ten or the top twenty 
of the late '50•e played straight from 
beginning to end.So I don•t think you 
can really figure out whether you're 
liking a movie or a record or a Bound
track. To me that Btuff never intereBted 
me. 
NO-What about youth cult Btuff?Your 
filmB seemed to fit into Bome kind of 
youth cult identity. 
PM-I think becauBe they were reflecting 
modern youth much better than other 
filmB.I don't think that that'B unusu~l. 
NO-I mean SCORPIO RISING did that too. 
I mean juBt for once seeing studB on a 
leather jacket you know •• 
PM-They did that in Hollywood long be
fore that,for a long time.I d·on•t know. 
That film to me waBn't a film becauBe 
nobody spoke to one another •. It waB juBt 
sort of footage and records·. It's like 
you had poloroidB and your record play
er waB going.Maybe it's a great film, 
I don•t know.I like a film wherepeople 
Bay 'Hello• •• •How are you• •• •'Where are 
you going• ••• 
NO-The only thing that to me makes it 
worthwhile is that it•s somewhat un
forgettable.It stayB in your mind over 
a period . of time. 
PM-That's good.Well the images were 
good then. 
NO-I think that you don•t have to ·make 
judgements about things so much,but 
that the images,if you hoid 'them and 
carry them and do something with them 
that you don't expect,then they are 
worthwhile. 
PM-Well then it works as a film I gueBs. 
But I mean the other youth cult films •.• 
wha~ are they?They are eo few. 
NO-I don•t know. That•e why I'm asking 
you. 
PM-I thought GREASE was good •• but that 
was like youth aged 6 to 11.But it was 
cute.I mean you could enjoy it even 
though you weren•t . 11,you know. 
NO-FLESH has a · real closed New York 
type spac e & HEAT has an openness to 
it and it feels LA ••• but still there's 

an age·' group of the ·population that is 
probably going to relate to them more 
than another age group.Are you going 
to keep doing stuff like that? 
PM-I think I am inevitably ••• probably 
if I do some more things it will have 
more of that in it.But it always seems 
to me that it•s still a great vacuum 
that nobody else seems to want to step 
into.But ·uh ••• HEAT was about people in 
heat who were in Hollywood,out in Cal
ifornia •• and it was sort of about mas
turbation,about people who sit next to 
their swimming pool and jerk ·off. 
NO-There are alot of parties at the 
Tropicana •••. I notice you have a GERMS 
album here •• Lorna looks great •• 
PM-Yea,that•e a good picture.What about 
the Tropicana? 
NO-There's a kind of youth cult context 
to your films,that gives them a credi
bility,that says something abQut that 
kind of unformed psyche,and that exists 
in those films.JuBt .like Marlon .Brando 
in the WILD ONES I guess. 
PM-I think that I was trying to do some
thing like that probably. 
NO-They ldok a bit more underground but 
they're calculated to look like that I 
think. 
PM-They're calculated to avoid looking 
like other things.I don•t think you 
have to go after that. kind of marke.t. 
I just think you try .to do something as 
well as you can & as realistic and as 
truthful as you can up to a point. 
I think total truthfulnesB or realiBm 
is boring.It's all stylized.In all 
these episodes people are always con
fronting each other,or walking in a 
door just at that time •• you know ••• 
ancient theatrical contrivances,and 
people don•t notice these contrivances 
because the conduct & the behaviour & 

· the realism of the situations inherently 
distracts from the theatric.al part of 
them.But I think basically you have to 
·combine both things. I · ~hink it 's very 
offenBive when .they hire all theBe aw
ful ugly people to be i~ · movies and 
they go around moping & groping for 
dialogue &· impro.vising & repeating 
lines over and over again ••• and the 
implication is that , they•re doing some
thing abBolutely real,that'B why they 
didn't use a regular Hollywood style 
actor & regular dialogue.You know they 
have suoh a preBumption connecteg to 
so many movies that attempt to be very 
real & you wind up with seeing nothing 
but this sort of actorB exercise tow
ards being real.You know it's like an 
actors studio,an acting class improv
ised sc.ene,and there have been alot of 
movies,! don•t think th'ey•re making 
them now, but in the past ·few years 
there have been,where people tried to . 
make films look really real,and you're 
left with the most boring garbage. 
NO-Are your people themselves? 
PM-I would never say they are themselves 
because almost everything they're told 
to play has been told ••• 
NO-What it seems like is that they are 
their own personalities with a fairly 
shoddy dialogue that allows them to 
express or show who they are,which is 
what makes them interesting. 
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PM-Well I think they show alot who they 
are , by what they do, but what ever they 
do they are told to do.And that•s given 
to them as a story.But the aura of 
realism I think comes from a kind of 
low pressure way of working. 
NO-So how reXaxed are they? 
PM-I don•t know if- they're that relaxe~ 
I think mostly everybody is nervous in 
front of a camera.Especially the camera 
I use.It was very noisy.It was a kind 
of ordinary camera & as soon as you 
switched it on you heard r-r-r-r-r-r, 
If you listened you could hear it in 
th.e films.You don•t hear it so much 
when you look at it in a theater,you 
don't pay attention to it ••• in Holly
wood they wouldn't allow a camera like 
that ••• but even in Hollywood the 
camera makes a little noise.And people 
become very keyed up & high when the 
camera starts to run.And another old 
Cliche I always used to get was •Gee 
are your people all high on drugs?' 
Well anybody who took any kind of 
drug would never be good in front of 
a camera.This I learned from years 
of working with Andy •• you know he did 
so many films,24 hour films & 8 hour 
films & 2 nour films ••• when a person 
had drugs in them they were never 
very interesting.In fact they lost 
that nervousness,either became too 
nervous or unnervous or something. 
It's simply what acting is,you know 
it's a kind of acting under pressure, 
or it's a reacting or whatever, but 
there's lalways a pressure & a drug 
wilL turn that balance. off,of theway 
a person acts in front of a camera: 
so if a person came and they were in 
a scene and they were on drugs,if you 
did happen to do the scene,you•d wind 
up not being able to use it because 
it would be dull, 
NO-What <about when Joe shot up was he 
really shooting up? 
PM-No not at ail.He was shooting.up 
this water or something.It certainly 
wasn't drugs . But you know people al
ways say if you look,but nobody.can. 
look at a needle,but he's shooting in 
his arm and his arm doesn't have a 
single mark on it,so he just did it:. 
he had probably taken an injection in 
his youth,who knows,or maybe Just a 
blood test,but he knew what to do i;nd 
and he did it,and it was very realist
ic.But at the time he was ultra-real
istic because he was acting.You know 
if you have a horse and it's throwing 
you up in the air and you're scared 
to death of it, you're going to act 
very realistically,like you were be
ing thrown by a horse.So if you act
ually go &. break your vein with a 
needle,you can act that probably alot 
better.But as a general rule 1t•s no~ 
uh •• the best thing to do.But in that 
situation it could be called for. 
NO-Did you see the PUNK ROCK MOVIE? 
PM-No. 
NO-There was a scene in there, and 
there were alot of cliches,people 
cutting themselves across their chest 
and •• 

PM-Were they really doing it? 
NO-Yea .• it was super-8 expanded to 16. 
And there was one scene in the bath
room where there was these 2 guys put
ting white powder into little fits & 
shaking it up & then shooting up ••• 
But you still get the same sense when 
Joe does it.It feels quite the same. 
PM-He was a good actor.He liked acting, 
he was a ham.He acted much more inter
esting in front of a camera than he 
did in real life.In real life he was 
very sort of uninteresting.But when 
the camera was turned on he put on 
alot of postures and everything.But 
not so much that it looked like bad . 
acting or anything like acting,but 
just enough I think.Presumably that's 
what actors do.They put on just enough 
airs or posturing to make it look real 
or make it look acc eptable anyway.You 
know I haven't made any films within a 
while & I still think that nobody has. 
ever done anything like them.Nobody 
has come in and made since a more real
istic kind of film. 
NO-There hasn't been anything like them 
that I've seen. 
PM-No nothing.They were so one of a 
kind.They didn't influence anybody 
because nobody understood what they 
were or how they were done or anything. 
Although I think they influenced alot 
of bad Hollywood films,or scenes from 
Hollywood films anyway,which I found 
really... . 
NO-I have a feeling that they'll carry 

· a really .long time •• like people will 
look at them in 30 years ••• 
PM-To know what that period was like •• 
I think so •• 
NO-Just to pull something genuine out 
of a really jaded medium, 
PM-But you know,! think you want to 
stylize yourself as many ways as you 
can,if you consciously think you are 
doing something other than what other 
people are doing.So there actually is 
a kind of law of common sense involved 
in alot of it.But I have the misfor
tune,if it•s such,that I like all ~he 
films I made.I think they're all kind 
of fun and I enjoy seeing them again 
and I laugh where they're funny because 
they seem to have a life of their own. 
I think alot of that ·comes from the 
fact that the performers have so much . 
life in them •• like TRASH .•• the char
acter of Holly Woodlawn is such an 
incredible character.Well all the 
characters in TRASH are funny.The 
funny girl with . the hair pulled back •• 
she's so unusual·. 
NO-Where'd you find them? 
PM-Oh they were just around ·New York. 
You meet them in the course of a day. 
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And you say 'Gee that's an interest
ing person• ••• There•s so many inter
esting people in the world.One of the 
best people in TRASH ••• I always 
thought the best performance in the 
movie was the little boy who comes 
l ooking for drugs & he pretends to be 
so innocent.And Holly says 'Oh I'll 
get you drugs 1 •• Well he was so real. 
That• s usually where people say 'Did 
that boy know there was a crunera there?' 
And he was just a kid who crune to 
where we were filming once or twice 
before, because he was a friend of 
somebody , a friend of a ~riend.And _he 

was just standing a round and I wanted 
somebody looking young and I had a 
hunch he'd be goo d •• it•s always hunches 
•• I know with me it's always hunches ••• 
NO-You can always throw it away if it 
doesn't work. 
PM-Yea that 's true.But that's really a 
grey thing that comes from this tech
nique of working with Andy,where you 
can make a 24 hour f ilm,nobody will 
see it you know y ou can always throw 
it away •• (laughJ •• you know you went 
always on your hunch but you 'did make 
a decision •• you said •yes' to this on~ 
and •no' to that one.Or you said •yes• 
to that kid where there would be a 
hundred kids you didn't want to take. 
So there is always a very conscious 
decision.But I must say with all the 
hunches I think so many of them worked 
out. 
NO-So you're really doing something 
much diff·erent ••• whereas here we have 
this ultra-success syndrome,one climbs 
the ladder,gets in major films,acts 
well or not well. •. I don 't know what 
they do because I don't .know them ••• 
but you are just finding people that 
are interesting and putting them in! 
PM-Well I think they are interesting 
but they also can act.I think alot of 
people can act but they just don't 
have the desire to go to agents and go 
to jobs ••• Anyway I just say that there 
are times when a very realistic look
ing person is great but on a whole I 
have a tendency to look for people who 
look like they belong in movies,which 
is not realistic,it•s theatrical, and 
I prefer that. 
NO-I've found that with models.There 
are so many of them like that.So many 
of them have been primed since they 
were 14 to become models and they just 
don't have it.No matter what you've 
done to them they're not going to have 
it.And then there's a girl walkiµg 
down the st:r:eet who you get in · front . 
of a crunera and is wonderful but they'll 
never pursue their career because they 
just don't feei they have it . or it's 
not right. 
PM-That's very true with models & I've 
always thought it's a great mistake 
not to use more people who are models 
in· films because there are some people 
who are incredibly great looking for 
cruneras and everything who don't have 
the runbition to be a model.There are 
alot of medels who would make the best 

performers and they don't have the 
ambition to be a performer.Because 1st 
of all they have to give up the big 
money they earn as a model while they 
have to go for .years scrounging around 
& it's only the big successful models 
with a ton of money,and they've done 
it for 10 years & they're over the 
hill as far as looks go,who then de
cide they want to go into movies.It.•s 
a big loss but the basic tendency to 
the last 20 years in films ,,but ;naybe 
a little less than that,but certainly 
at least 1.5 years,has been to go for 
ordinary sort of street looking,man 
in the street lowest common denomin
ator looks,as opposed to go od looks. 
The only good looking people in films 
today are people that go from the 50 1 s. 
Burt Reynolds, Clint Eastwo.od and Paul 
Newman,all the people .who have an ap
pearance are people who started in 
the 50's when you had to look like 
Marlon Brando or James Dean.You had to 
be great looking.But really,after the 
50's,the people that started in the 
6o•s really look like the grocery 
clerk ••• and the basic premise behind 
these sort of ordinary looks was that 
they're more real & that the movies 
they therefore appear in .look more 
real.And I think that's one big lie. 
NO-Maybe that•s a way of copying you 
but softening it. 
PM-Well they do it in a bad way.While 
I myself,if you talk about it,I love 
realism,& I think my films are very 
realistic & that's what people a;Lways 
say.They say 'Your films are realistic.' 
•• and I say 'Yes they are realistic 
but have you ever noticed the people? 
I always select people for their ap
pearance too.'I mean the people in my 
movies are much better looking than 
the .peopl~ you see in real movies. 
The _girl in TRASH,the girl with the 
hair pulled back is a beautiful' girl. 
NO-But they're not beauti~ul •• stereo

·typical.. 
PM-No they're not stereotypes. But 
there's a girl at the end of FLESH 
who comes in •• all the little girls 
are so beautiful in that •• but there's 
a girl nruned Patti Darbinville who 
was only like 15,& she was on~ of the 
most beautiful girls in the world.She's 
been in the movies for a~out 10 years 
ever since .then, she's about 26 or 
something,and she was in the Barbara 
Streisand film MAIN EVENT.She made 
alot of films in France that she 
starred in.She starred in something 
called BILLITIS (the word is apparent
ly a mythical symbol of lesbianism-Ed.)· 
But she was always very beautiful.And 
I think her looks kept her from ever 
getting much work in American films. 
NO-Which one was she? 
PM~In FLESH she was the girl who comes 
in at the end who is supposed to want 
the abortion and she says 'All right 
I don't really need the abortion after 
all' and he goes out all day trying to 
get the money for her.And she says 
'Oh well'.And I thought that was a 
very good way of kind of doing that •• 
but she was a girl of exquisit~ beauty. 
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And I must say I wanted her in the 
film because of her good looks,but . I 
did know she had a great personality. 
I think she could still become a big 
star because uh •• Anyway there are 
times when a very realistic looking 
person is great but on a whole I have 
a tendency to look for people who 
look like they belong in movies,which 
is not realistic,it's theatrical.And 
I prefer that.I much prefer a movie 
~ith Clint Eastwood,because you know 
it•s only a.movie,and this year he's 
in this movie & next year he's going 
to be in another movie and the next 
year he's going to be in another mo
vie & 'the next year he' ~ going to be 
in 3 movies •• and the idea that his 
realistic looks add something is alot 
of bullshit because he's an actor, 
he's a movie star,and you expect cer
tain things in a movie star. 
NO-I think that your work could be 
looked at by radicals as being almost 
left-wing & then in a sense it's 
totally irresponsible. 
PM-Well I think you're right.I think 
they can be looked at as both things. 
But again I think it comes back to 
what I said before •• I didn't want it 
to be one thing or the other.I didn't 
want it to be really radical but I 
didn't want it not to be radical. I 
didn't want it to be conservative but 
in a sense it is.You put alot of 
things in & you let the audience then 
make its own mind up.You don't give 
them everything. 
NO-I think that in terms of film they 
are radical.In a sense they are un
forgettable,even when they are boring 
they are unforgettable.Even the boring 
scenes just stretch the right length 
or something. 
PM-Yes,I think that•s because they 
have a life of their own.And it's 
almost as if you're talking to some
body & you like them,so you talk to 
them,& their really boring now,but 
later on they'll be interesting,you 
sort of give them a certain leeway. 
And you get more trapped by them in 
that sense ••• while a film that's giv-

· ing you something every minute,action 
action action,like I just saw APOCA
LYPSE NOW, I mean the action is re- · 
markable,for 2 solid hours you feel 
like you've been thrown around a 
battlefield. 
NO-Well he's got to be famous and he's 
got to hold his reputation. 
PM-Yea but you don•t care about any
body in the film.I mean the technique 
and the direction and the production 
is interesting but by the last half 
hour you forget why you went through 
this trip and who cares about anybody 
in the film.There 's nobody you like. 
And it's funny, it was so much tech
nical expertise and so little feeling 
of why you bother to care.While this 
little film with Dudley Moore,TEN,you 
really care about th~ngs.But you have 
a much bigger involvement.And it's 
harder to do the personal involvement 
than it is to do the action.But if you 

can get 50 million dollars you can do 
alot of action.~ou just have alot of 
money to db alot of production vio-
lence. · 
NO-One thing I see in your films is 
that it's very sensitive in terms that 
every image is very precious,lik& 
small things are thought out well as 
opposed to sensational.In FLESH there 
was this scene where Joe Dallesandro 
was getting a blow-job.The way you 
framed his face •• ·• 
PM-Oh yea. 
NO-You were focusing on his face.There 
was a blank white space & then a black 
space & it was working on the tension 
and all that was . going on •• and the 
orgasm was when it worked into the 
black space.And I didn't know whether 
you did that intentionally or not • . 
PM-It's hard to say in retrospect be
cause always in photography,you know 
it•s true with still photography too, 
it's absolutely momentary instinctual 
things you do.You know you don't think 
it out the night before and come in 
at that moment and say I'll do this. 
So it's mostly intuitive,spur of the 
moment t ype stuff. And sometimes wh.en 

. you do it you just know it doesn•t 
look right.And you say no no it doesn't 
look right,we•ve just got to do it a 
different way.But very often you just 
sort of feel that it•s right. 
NO-I ~ess the thing I'm saying is 
that it•s good film,it•s real sensi
tive,it•s really carefully thought 
out •• it•s got a kind of tat,it•s try
ing to look shoddy,it•s a ·stylization 
•• it also appeals to people who have 
pretensions to being radicals •• so · I 
think the subject matter has alot to 
do with the way you film it too ••• 
PM-Well I touched upon subject matter 
that nobody else touched upon & that 
radicals connect to perhaps.I don't 
know. 
NO-How do you relate to them? 
PM-No I don.rt think •• I think •• ! think 
I have an advantage in that when you 
make a movie it•s bad to take polit
ical sides just for the benefit of 
the ,movie. So it 's easy to go in and 
deal with when you aren't visiting a 
place & not having to declare some
thing or other.In other words I don•t 
thi~k I have positions towards people, 
radicals. or non-radicals.I think .that 
they are to be utilized when you make 
a film in a story sense.You know 
they're there to be utilized.I think 
whenever,if a position crept into the 
film in some way I would cut it out, 
either in the filming or in the edit
ing. 
NO-But there is a position. 
PM-Well I think the position is more 
towards humanity or whatever you call 
it,good characters,& if you can get 
away with presenting good characters, 
somebody else can take the position. 
NO-Have you seen those South American 
anti-USA political films?There was one 
called,! think,BLOOD OF THE CONDOR. 
You probably can't see them in America. 
They don't show them here, You don ., t 
realise. until you leav·e this country 
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that there is a kind of censorship 
iron curtain in the media here.We 
think we see everything but we don't 
see what the rest of the world thinks. 
Just as a simple ex!"lllple,they call 
Castro in the London Times,Dr. Castro 
which gives a whole population a way 
to think about him. 
PM-An importance to him. 
NO-Here he's 'Castro• you know.They 
show · him bouncing a basketball or 
something.But over there he's an in
tellectual who is someone to be reck
oned with.And they show films by 
South Americana that are overtly poli
tical. They are statements about U.S. 
abuse in South America.But one thing 
that•e real1y amazing about them is 
that they are really sensitive,well 
made films; 
PM-Where did you see them? 
NO-London.But I don't think that in. 
America one could do a film that was 
overtly directed to a p·oli ti cal in
tent. (Cinda Firestone's film on the 
Attica riot contradicts this-Ed.) 
PM-Well I don•t think that people 
would sit for it,see.I don't think you 
should address .important issues in 
movies.Let's say take positions that 
are very complicated & political 1arenas 
and do it in a movie,. A movie gets best 
as an hour and a half & it has to be 
filled up with so much 'He!lo' 'How 
are you?' 'This is my house •• ' where 
you can't deal with real issues.The 
problem with politics,any big meanings 
in movies is.,,look,I just happen to 
love all movies & old movies are always 
better than new movies,but you know in 
old movies,they took positions in mov
ies in the lO•a,the 2o•s,the 3o•s and 
the 40's,,,and if you see a movie made 
in the 3o•s,let 1 s say,which was the 
best period in the world for making 
movies,where they took a poeition,it 
looks ludicrous now.Positions taken in 
films don.•t stand up,no matter how 
good or bad or worthwhile they are, 
and basically all the positions they 
took in the 30's were very well mean
ing,sentimental,decent positions against 
Hitler or against Faecists, •• you know 
all the obvious things.They just look 
silly because the world is just too 
complic~ted,especially the political 
part of it,to deal with it.I mean if 
you really want to deal with it you 
wri~e a book or a long piece in a 
newspaper.People feel that you can•t 
really get a full set of positions 
presented in a movie.It's n.ot right 
to use movies,which are an entertain
ment thing,for something very meaning
ful. 
NO-But y~~ do have a poeition.Umm •• 
even thO\igh you don•t go off and.say 
it's this and take it off in a liter
ary eense ••• but just by the nature of 
the characters and the dialogue,& one 
knows there is someone behind the 
camera always when you see your fil_ms. 
PM-But you see what I was saying ••• 
Y.ou •re seeing an inclination. towards 
positions,but you're not seeing a full 
rat~onal reason why positions ar~ taken. 

PERSONAL LIVE-IN SLAVE WANTED! Time to 
be adjusted, Only requirement, must 
have own car .and gas, Domestic chores, 
daily beatings, and live-in slave 
accommodations. Must be man over 40 
years old, 

MISTRESS ANNA 
6871 Franklin Ave. 
Apt. 305 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

PHONE: (213)_851-0515 
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• ·no magazine 
presents: 

fashions 
of the . 

' 
a special preview 
of the new _,look' ••• 
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• warning: 
Contents under pressure. May cause skin irritation. 
Avoid prolonged or repeated skin contact • 
Wash affected areas with soap and water. 
If irritation or bleeding persists or increases, 
discontinue use. Do not take internally. 
~lay be harmful if swallowed. If ingested, induce 
vomiting. Call a physician at once. , 
KEEP OUT OF' THE REACH OF CHILDREN ! 
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From NERVOUS GENDER Michael & 
Giraldo model suit of nails, 
bubble plastics, studs etc. 
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EXOTIC "GLAMAZON" BARBARA LE MAY, FEMALE IMPERSONATOR AND SHOWGIRL, HOLLYWOOD'S 
6 FEET OF TNT, -MODELS FOR NO MAGAZINE IN HER HOME ••• "I KNOW THEY'LL LOVE THIS 
DRESS" LAUGHS BARBARA ••• 











LISA LUSK, ALISON, KIM & LOUISE model clothing by the LA River, 5 a.m. 





'give ·us your mo'ney 
we'l I shit on Y.our 

subscribe or you get it in the mouth! 

or· 
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$10 gets 10 issues/ 
send to:PO Box 57041 
Los Angel~B CA 90057 



KIM JONES models his own designs of casual evening · 
wear with cottage cheese, sticks, boots etc ......... . 
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"I'm a mean hateful bitch!" Mistress Anna tells us, wearing her dominance 
attire. "I don't let no man touch me. I beat•em or I shit on 'em. They 
know if they touch me I'll kill'em ••• I'll break their bones. Which whip 
do you like for the photos?" 
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SKULL _DESIGNS 

DECALS, CLITORAL STUDS & 

EARRINGS 





va I ley of death • • • by KIM JONES 

i 'm a lone in the santa monica mountains . it' s the month of may. i 
doo't belong here. i prepare myse l f for the j ourney back to the city 
of los angel es . i need to I ive w,ith rats . · i take a bottle of rat shit 
and blood out of my bag. this is a gift from another time . the shit 
and b lood are mi xed wi-f:h mud and r ubbed .all over my body. 

i 'm walking. it takes me 12 houI's· to reach 
maccarther park. i sit there and rest in 
the shade of a palm tree. war kidnapping 
and cannibalism this is what i think about 
as i look out across the lake. behind me a 
large group of rats are feeding. rats 
usually eat at night but this tribe likes 
to copy the habits of men. it is very 
peaceful. 

i live with these rats. i watch them give b irth grow to maturity and die. 
mar~ and her_ son moses are enjoying their midday meal. ma~ine is s itting 
beside me. 1 knew her as a child rat now she is the mother of many sons . 
her oldest son mooney is playing tag with his friend mike an ado lescent l ike 
himself. they race· around a park bench taking playful nips at an old woman ' s 
legs . the old woman sq~eals with joy. 

mary has moved to the edge of a large mound 
of trash. she is nibbling on a rotten 
mango. three adult male rats are moving 
slowly around the trash pile sniffing. 
mickey the top ranking male rat is sitting 
on top of the pile munching on an old mounds 
candy bar. i feel clos e to these rats. 
this must be where i belong. 

~ c 8$ 

sudden I y a strong ma I e scent surrounds me. i turn a r ound I ook i ng f or the 
source of this oder. two black eyes g la r e at me from a sma l I bush nearby. 
wham. wi t h a sudden lunge he slams against my back and charges off . this 
is moses marys son . he is at the brink of soc ial maturity. it i s typ'ical 
adu lt male rat style to bu ll y anything that looks female. because of my 
lo ng hair he must th ink i'm a female. poor moses appears to be nervous. 
he is sniff ing the d i rt and wa.lking in circ l es. i beg)n peeing as i walk 
slow ly toward him. the I i ttle rat stops pacing and watches me . i cont inue 
peeing and get down on my hands and knees . i'm crawling toward him. i 
ho ld back a sma l I amount of pee and let it go when i ' m beside h im. he sn iffs 
it. we become close friends. 



valley of death cont'd 

some of the social gestures i've noticed in this rat society are sniff ing 
,chewing and danc ing. threatening gestures and ca l Is are also used by my 
rat friends but on l y to let off steam. they are not mean. it just gets 
so hot and smoggy in the I. a. basin that the rats get moody. sometimes 
actual fights even break out . i believe these are cau5ed by insecure and 
irresponsible members of spcfety. i exp lain this to them over and over 
again. they always chew this idea over i n their heads sniff a litt le 
and dance around my boots. i th in k they understand so~eth i ng. 

late ly i 1ve discovered that fights between different rat communit ies are 
often character i zed by extreme bruta l ity and even 'Cleath. the home range 

of the community i walk with is the city of I .a. the boundaries are 
regularly patrol led by adult male rats usually in groups of thre.e . 
Ha rat patrol meets up with a group fromanother community both sides 
after exchanging threats are I ikely to withdraw discreetly back into 
home ground. but if a sing le individual is encountered or a mother and 
child the patrol I ing ~ats wil I usually chase and if they can attack the 
stranger: this rat race must have great hometown pride. i ask them 
why. they on ly smi le and look up at me with their many smal I black eyes. 
i think to myself there are more ways than i know to chew sniff and dance 
in this large wo rl d of ours . ' 

im walking a l one nea r third and main 1in downtown I. a. i see. a smal I 
black form lying in the gutter. it's moses my I ittle rat friend. he 
has been bad ly beaten and chewed up. this is obv ious ly the work of an 
invading valley rat group. he is st i I I alive. deep red marks are 
etc hed into hi s b I ack fur. i sit on the curb and watch moses Ii ck his 
wounds . mary and several other females come by and sniff him. the females 
are danc ing back anq forth on the s idewalk near us. i go into a maCdonalds 
res taura nt and buy a coke and donut to go . my friend in the gutter munches 
on the donut wh i I e i sip t .he coke. moses i whisper where is the I aw1. we 
must have r evenge. i wil I help.you moses . we are the law. my little rat 
fri end ti ps ove r the coke and begins chewing the ice cubes. 

it i s da r k outs ide now . ma r y leads us to an al I ni ght movie theate r. i 
pay for three adults . we s it in the back row. it is wa rm inside . fal I 
a s l eep . in the roorning when i wake up mary i s gone. moses has chewed 
a la rge ho le in hi s seat and i s s leeping in it. leave him there and go 
outs ide 

i walk west on wilshire boulevard for a few hours alone. when i reach , 
vermont avenue there is a rat patrol marchi ng south. maybe this is the 
law and order group. i fol l ow them. they look familiar. it•s mike and 
mooney. how fast these rats grow . mickey is the l eader . we finally 
reach the freeway heading west and march up the ramp. cars are slowing 
down to observe us as we walk along the freeway shou1der. we move slowly 
past a massive traffic jam on our left side. i barely manage to keep up 
with my little friends. at last we reach the san diego freeway and head 
toward t he valley. my muscles . are aching . i •m carrying the structure 
on my back. ~his slows me down. t hey seem to understand and stop for 
a few minutes. mick'ey walks up _ and sniffs my boots. mike and mooney sit 
and watcn t he cars zoom by. we are marching again. after a few hours the 
valley is in sight. we get off at t he first valley exit. 

The I . a. rat potro I immedi a t e I y s pot s a sma I I brown fema 1.e rat s itting on 
t op of a parked ford musta ng. they attack her. poor val ley rat doesn 't 
have a c hance . s he just sits there and shits on herse If. in a second 
mickey ha s he r by the throat. mike and mooney each grab .a leg. they a l I 
tumble off the car into the dirt. brown fur shit and blood are flying 
everywhere. after a few minutes the val fey rat is· dead. mickey bites 
off her tail and brings it to me. i r each down and pick it up. b lack I .a. 

rat eyes are watching me. seems like they want me to eat it. i open my mouth 
and swallow. it wiggles down my throat . i can feel it in my stoinack lik~ it's 
sti 11 a l.i ve. the rat patrol gets back on the freeway and heads home. 

i 1m sitting on the curb looking at the mangled body of the brown rat. i gather 
up the blood shit and fur scattered around her body. this i s mixed with dirt 
and rubbed over my tired musc les. i begin walking through the val ley. i wil I 
meet the val ley rats. i want to know them. 



what is my r old. what is m. 
y role? I am father says I b 
~tter get a joti won't supoort a 
slob. ye r all g up so start working w 
orking, yer all g uo so start working 
working. I don't w work at Burger Kin 
·gs, I don't need the , , . f that money t-rin· 
gs. I don't wanna sta ' working working I 
will not spend my life · l· ing working. wh 
at is my role? I am not ' what is my 
role? I am not old Mom w let me go o 
.ut at night. she say~ for y girls it 

. just don't look right. Yer t 
°jl::etter stay home stay home. Ye., o yo un g 
. you better stay home stay home. don·t 

I ever ge t to have no fun? why m .I alw 
ays be the only one? it's not fair ~ak 
e me stay home stay home • . if there ' a 

I won't stay home stay horn& what 
,,? I am not old. what is -my rol 

_ ~~ . som~times I 1 m scared to be. 
with my 'fr1:· ome times I' m not ya kno 

· w it just depen uble dare ya chic 
.. ken chicken ·;,,~ chicken chi 
: cken eat yer dinner and gro" ·" tall 

s.ometimes I wonder if I' 11 grow u 
.. I krio,.. that I am not a chicken chicken. 
hope that I won't be a chicken chicken. w 
hat: jf;:: mv rl"'llo? T· ttm nnt- nlrl Mh!:llt- ic mu · 
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OUR SMILE? 



SUBSCRIBERS SOAPBOX 
Recently the NO Magazine staff sought out randomly a number of our paid subscribers in their homes. Basically we 
were curious to see what our typical reader looked like and.then to follow up by obtaining a short statement of their 
opinion of the publication . The following comments are unexpurgated and spontaneous testimonials. 

MARC REISS "Sportswear Salesman" 
What do I think ol NO Magaz(ne? Somebody gave me a subscription 
for C/lristITm 2 years 900. ti was a bad joke. I believe in God, . 
seriously. Man's SOUi cen be saved. This is pure Sickness . . we 
whites 1H better than this. r throw it away as soon as I get It. I !ell you 
we can't wallow In filth like the rest of the wor1d .... it is our duty to 
leaclltl 

DAVID HOLLANDER "Professional Unknown" 
Echl Get the picture? I should call the cops but they're no good 
eitherl Ech! Gel the heft out of here right now! Get out! 

MARGARET PIPKIN "Film Extra" 
Ahhhhhhhhhl Barf..! love ii. l studied joomalism in college and we 
could never dO anything this outrageous. Are you guys punk 
rockers? Give me a break! Give me a break! If this is the new revolu· 
tion of the nexl generation I dOo'I understand it. How revoltiog .. Hal 

HECTOR GONZALES "Tour Guide" 
I bet you guys think you're pretty weird. Punk rock isn't so far out. 
Here look! I bet you can't do this. Now tllars weird. You've got 
nothing on me. In tact, I can make your lot look ~ke beginners. Now 
watch this. This Is a hard act to follow. Hey! Watch me clo this •. come 
baokl 

TONY VANCE "Student" 
Why ate you asking me this? l don't have too many friends. School's 
fucked1 So I go lo record stores and to hear bands. I Dke NO 
Magazine, r t>ought it In a recotd store. Do you guys know any bands 
that need e bass guitarist? I hate cops .. they beat me up once tor 
nothing .. 

VAZKEN KALAYDJIAN "Unemployed" 
l haven't read for some time. I have to stay Indoor& and real. Look at 
all the medication they give me. I have some kind ol infection which 
affects the mucous membranes around my eyes. See? So I can't 
read now. This Is a second r8te art magazine .. why don't you people 
do something else that communicates better? What audience are 
you trying to reach? You have to think about what people want to 
see. You mustn't alienate your readers. No one wil advertise In a 
publication people can't stand to look et. ~ 

' 

FRANK REVIES "Surf Punk" 
Here take a P'c;ture of my fat fip. Hurry up! I'm gonna give you guys a 
worse one ff you don't get the fuck out ol here right now. While 
you're at it cancel my subscription 'cause JI I ever find another copy 
or that craii In the mail I'm Ooino to come to Hollywood just to kick 
your asses. I'll make you eat every copy you had the stupidity to 
print. Get the drift? 

BIRDIE LOVEDAHL "Secretary" 
1 have to sneak it into the office so that I can read it during my kmch 
hour. The people I work with are very straight-laced. Me? I Just pul 
on a good facade. They would Pfobabty obfecl to me reading H even 
during my lunch hour . you know, on my own time. Whars really 
luony Is that they think rm a housewile. After working here for 6 
months they still haven't discovered that I'm of the other gender. I'm 
really a maiyou know. Ahh! Ha Ha Ha A bird In the hand rs worth 
two in the bush. ehhh? 

ELLA JONES "Housewife" 
You have the wrong person. VOi.fi have to talk to my daughter, Ub
by. She COiiects an those rock magazines. Some of those guys in 
those bands kxMo: IJ(elty weird. I've neVtlf asked her to atop reading 
them, Just don't let her bring one ol those aeepsln my house. I don't 
want to see them in here! 

GERALD OLNEY "Cab Driver" 
It doesn't kxMo: half bad If I keep one eye Closed. Hahl And It looks 
twice as good If both my eyes are closed. C&n'I you guys ti*e-a 
Jok•? 

BERTRAM FISCHBACH "Mortician" 
In my spare time I'm an avid coAeclOf ol r81'e and ollbeat pubHca
tions. Yours Is one I first picked up at a newsstand ln Holywood a 
lew years ago. I'm not a Ian of rock music but I !Ind your Imagery very 
Intriguing. Would you bke to come into the back and see my collec
tlons of periodicals. I just live out back, I !ind II saves Ume and money 
ln oommutiog ... end sometimes I like to work at night. You're not 
afraid are you? 

SYLVIA DOMBROSKI "Zombie" 
Echhhhhh! Aahheeeooi! OOOOhh .. Gm .. aaaeah, echl Drool .... ! 



JULES BATES 



<CRTR0UBLE 





I always wanted to be 1n a band from the first year of 
adolescence or whatever you call 1t, and 1t was fun 
and there was JUSt some personal problems r don t 
feel like I could have handled any longer so I said 
'Ad1os 

When I was 8 years old I remember the first time 
being on stage and performing like acrobatics and I 
was the top man of the pyramids and I was a little guy 
and I was athletic you know. 

I'm trying to look really optimistic about an attempt 
to further a career. And what interests me is trying to 
go on using myself m a suspenseful horror type of 
way I m happy about 1t I en1oyed doing the CRAMPS 
but my personal interests were iust alot different from 
the rest of the band and I wanted to study more occult 
than they wanted me to so to speak 

A coven 1s 1n my private line of holiday weekends or 
something l still like music but yet even then 11 

seemed like there wasn 't enough. 

I haven't gone out since I left the band . I haven't 
gone to a club to watch a band yet at all . I don't feel 







!NFOR TION 
EXCHANGE I S THEE ONL.Y WA 

TO EVER GET REA CHANGE, YOU CA 
NOT FORCE PEOPLE T LEARN OR THINK, 

UT YOU CAN MAKE . INFO MATION AVAILABLE SO 
THEY CANNOT PLEAD I GNO ANCE OR THAT IT WAS I 

CCESSJBLE TO THEM .... PO !TICS IS A FACADE TO MA 
E EVEN A REVOLUTIONARY D VERT HIS ENERGY INTO A Bl. 

ND ALLEY ... IT'S GONE BEYO D CLIQUES & FACTIONS OR I 
!VlOUALS, WE ARE NOW SIMPL CONTROLLED BY A PROCESS.A 

PROCESS WHICH WE'VE SET UP Y INSTINCT COUPLED WltH DE
SIGN & IT RUNS ITSELF , BREE S ITS OWN Mlfl'ATIONS, IT TRU 
Y IS A VIRUS INFECTING US A .L, ANO WE CAN ONLY SHORTCIR 

CUIT IT BY LABORJOUS COLLATI N OF I NFORMATION & FREE ACC 
ESS TOAt.-C' Mfi)iA - PROCE-SSES A D TECHNOLOGY OF. STORAGE. ACC 

LERAT!ON IS SO FAST NOW THA NO ONE PERSON HAS ANY COUM 
PREHENSION OF WHAT IS HAPPE I NG . •. . REAL TOTAL WAR HAS B 
ECOUM INFORMATION WAR, IT If BEING FOUGHT NOW ... IF WE 

HAVE ANY ENEMY AT ALL THENt THEE "CONTROL PROCESS" IS 
THAT ENEMY . • . THEE ONLY REh \vAY THIS CONTROL PROCE 

S CAN BE BROKEN IS SIMPLt THROUGH PEOPLE BEG
INNING TO MATURE .. TO TH NK FOR THEMSELV 

ES, TO ACCEPT RESPONSI ILITIES, TO 
MAKE DECISIONS .. ANAL\'SE STRUCT 

G
RES, PLAY GAMES WkTH THAT 

NOWLEDGE & MANIFULATE IT 
THROW IT BAC~ - -Thro 

• ' bbing eris tie 

CHALLEi· E. Quotes 
from ' rife ' who 

was in Mexican 
jail for .4 Years ... 

JAi L--THAT'!S YOUR LUCK 

tt 
tt t 
tttt 
tttt. 
ttt 
ttt 
ttt 
ttt 
ttt 
tttt 
tttt 

IF YOU'RE THBRE, WHETHER YOU DESER 
~ TO BE THERE, .OR WHETHER YOU'RE A CRIMINAL OR 

OT--THAT SAYJ~G. IF YOU CAN ' T ;DO THE TIME DON'T DO THE CRIME 
--BUT THEN, WHO'S A CR IMI NAL?- -EJCONOMIC LAlvS ARE THE ROOT OF IT 
ALL. ***LEARN HUMAN ANATOMY: VITAL ORGANS/PARTS/FUNCTIONS, FOR 

HATE OR HEAL--YOUR ELBOW HINGES NE WAY, YOU HIT THE OTHER WAY!*** 
*LEARN THE ANATO~!Y .OF DOG TO DEFE D AGA I NST ONE- -SOME DOGS ARE CRAZ 
Y LIKE CRAZY PEOPLE*** TAKE RESPON BILITY FOR YOUR ACTIONS***IT'S I 
PORTANT TO KEEP YOUR WORD--NOT TO PROMISE SOMdHING THAT ONE IS NOT 
URE OF DOING, WHETHER A THREAT OR A PROMISE OF AID***NOBODY DIES THE 
'4-l' £ARLIER"**EYE CONTACT fOR £VAS- OF-) fS·-A-·PIHMAR¥--PIJOlr,- -A5-WEhlr 
AS HOW YOU CARRY YOURSELF***IVHEN ACED WITH AGGRESSION ONE MUST SEEK 
A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT THAT GOES I ACCORDANCE WITH RIGHTEOUSNESS; HO 
WEVER IF ONE'MUST STRIKE I T SHOUL BE AS HARD AS POSSIBLE. ONLY ONCE 

HOULD BE NECESSARY . ***AGAINST A OB, NOBODY JS TOO TOUGH.***SLEEP 
FACE UP (ON BACK)***MAINTAIN PHY !CAL FITNESS/BE CAREFUL WITH WOR 

S***ALWAYS HAVE AT LEAST 2 SETS iOF LEGAL ID 'S***MAKE YOUR HOUSE/ 
CAR AS SEC URE AS POSSIBLE***FuiILIARIZE YOURSELF WIT,H AIRPORTS 

SURVE ILLANCE SYSTEMS & ROUTES ITHRU YOUR CITY***STUDY SURVIVA 
SYSTEMS*** HAVE GOOD SHOES/BEl/.T/SWISS ARMY KNIFE/LIGHTER/DA 

RK (NO GLARE) GLASSES/SOAP RAZOR/PEN PAPER ENVELOPES/ 
CONCENTRATED FOODS/NUTS/D PLICATE KEYS/ALTERNATE DIS 

GUISE CLOTHING/IN A LIG T BAG READY TO GO!***AL
WAYS HAVE AT LEAST $2 0 HIDDEN ON YOUR BODY* 

t ASIC STAR KNO WLEDGE IS OK/MAKE L 
TS/DON'T REVEAL WEAKNES 

t t t t S-C ORRECT T 

Search I Destroy Productions: V•le/AndrH 



•••••••• ••••••• 1) INFORMATION: Sug 
• • • • • • IBLE/SURVIVAL GUNS by 

, 
HANDGUN TESTS #1 & 2 ($~ 

L, Ventura CA 93002). They are rightwing racist but 

•

' now somethi ng ... PALADIN PRESS LOOMPANICS/DESERT PUBLICATION 
catalogs offer interesting/oft n useless information/books----

'

••••'"dl see their ads in SOLDIER OF FORTU E (which has declined mucho ) .... , 
2) RECONNAISSANCE: Visit All loca guns tores so you . can handle diff-

1. erent types of firea rms . Demand ex lanations. (Incidentally COMBAT HAN 
GUNS had a one-stop coupon by which ou may receive many gun catalogs w/ 

inimum effort. ) Guns have severe l y d clined in quality, & i~ you get perso 
Z. you may locate ci used classic for m·nimal $$$ . However, it's best to buy 

only from a reputable dealer, since gun aren ' t made like t hey used to be .... . 
(in other words· you s hould have a year's free guarantee on parts & labor or .... ) 
3) PURCHASE OF FETlSll/TOOL: " Survivali ts" see»1 to agree on recommending: Co lt 
.45 Automatics/Remington #870 12-gauge s otguns/Ruger Mini-14 . 223 Carbines/Ruger 
0/22 Rifles ($95)/Snipi ng Rif l e Set- Ups (like MIA w/Match Barrel & 3-9x ranging 

scope) I 1000' s of rounds of Ammo etc etc - total , an easy ten grand. But what goo 
'----i"l...,~r gmr ·you<: an· ·rreve-r- -.-ffurct--ro--stroot-· &-- et · ro---knonr.'--Dtt-tt-e~ -C""t---2-5 · 

&. very few will huy & Us e re loading CJ, too l s . So, a Sterling .22LR ( ~ $120) is 
ecommended only because you can ac uf ual ly afford to practice a lot with it 
(plus, it ' s ea s ier to concea l) . You can get . 22 shotshell (for "rats"), .22 bb
caps (much quieter) & if you 're caught "th one it's a l i tt l e more All-American 

than say a . 380 ll&K4 (also hi ghl y reco end ed if you can afford $350). But --.
BEST NOT TO CARRY A GUN NOW -- but nex year? Remember,in the " Great Depressi 
on" Baby Browning . 25 Auto' s were car · ed by gentlemen & l adies ali ke by the 
millions! Right now TEAR GAS & Comb Alertness (1st c hoi ce : Run Lik e He ll 
will deter mo st potential street ha l es. Try not to l et anyone get with 

in 20 feet of you, especially at n ht. I mean cross the street, walk 
in the middle of the street, look ehind you constantly, avoid door-
~ays, avoid dark bus stops & sit the Front of the bus, etc. etc. 

Preparation Not Paranoia! 
4) TACTICAL TRAINING: Gun R ges/GU.JJ Clubs. Spotting Scope 

Recommended so you can con.ciously aorreat after each 
shot. (At Chabot Range, akland (for example) you 

can rent them for 50¢). Again, .22 ca liber ~-••::: :::.::·::;::::· ·;::::.: 1a1 .... ~/ ......... ~ .. :::~_:_:-:,,, 
<fQ Match Accu,.cv 

····~ '~.~·:: .((~aij1: 
""'- .. \~ ~) 

~ ~-// 
""' ' ......_ -!.-__....../ """"'"""' ' '-...... '-.... _, _ _...--

-....~ ' ::::-....._ -·,~ ~~ . .........._ Field Accur•cv 
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DAY ONE A N EW DIET FOR YOUR NEW LIFE 

Dinner 

B 

FURTHER 

Ground beef 
Hard roll 
Special margar ine 
Carrots 
Broccoli 
Potaco 
Skim rnilk 
Peach 

Sugar 

Soda crackers 
Honey 
Special margarine 
Pear 

Snack 

• 
• 
• • 
• 

• 

• 
• 

IFEARI~ 
THE WISH TO DESTROY OURSElVES

HOW TO DETECT AND AVOID IT 

THE FffiST STEP-STANDING CORRECTLY 

UP TO FORTY VIGOROUS YEARS TO YOUR Llfll DAY FIVE Breakfast 

TO BE 100 

8 
Sandwich of: 

Chicken 
Bread 
Special mayonnaise 

Salad of: 
Lettuce hean s 
Salad dressing 

Scn1wberr ies 
Coffee or tea 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR MENTAL OUTLOOK 

Grapefruit 
Cereal 

Sk.immilk 
Bread (toast) 
Special margarine 

.= 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • 

• 

• • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 





Gaza X was born in a quansit hut in Warsaw, Peru, 
in 1909. Memories of famine, early morning m1-
granes and petticoats that his parent had soiled 
unfold in the manic recollections of his first days 
on earth. Prompted by electronic gadgetry as an 
infant, the result of tele-communications with an 
off-balance washing machine left by G.1.'s during 
the Inda-Crustacean War, he learned to differen' 
tiate between the ancient music of 'the spheres' 
and the music of worn nylon bearings expressing 
their (albeit mechano-dysfunctional) tormented 
polyrhythms, graced by their groanings of 
mechanical tragedy. The next step was chaos! 

The son of a Polish 'Queen ' who ran a bondage 
parlour using medical instruments as a means of 
torture to American soldiers, Geza glimpsed his 
own destiny as one far from any socially sanc
tioned profession. Experimenting on his own with 
father's medical instruments, Geza enacted a 
post-WWI I scene of frenzied self-experiment 
creating a self-defined womb-laboratory that nur
tured the infant creative genius. Personal investi
gation led him to believe th'at something odd was 
going on in life-he began to suspect that his 
father had impregnated himself by the use of his 
own surgical contrivances. Geza who had been 
prodding and poking at his own body, being one 
of the first precursors of the post-war fad in body 
art, soon realized that his self-mutilation was a 
dead end. Perplexed, he unhesitatingly quizzed 
his cheerful father whom he affectionately called 
'mommy-man' about what might be the nature of 
his future, since he apparently wasn 't cut out to 
scale the heights of medical science. His 
'mommy' also played the ukulele to hula tunes. 
This could be his first musical influence albeit 
confused by the over-abundance of medical toys 
with wtiich he and 'mommy' wrangled . 

Geza X remembered the abundant storehouse of 
musi-medical information he had absorbed l.n 
the womb when his obsessive-compulsive 
'mommy-man' had placed a 'music-box' to his-her 
Inflated womb and played Xavier Cugat's 'Music 
From Death Space' In his pre-natal state. These 
proved to be the seeds of his almost Freudian 
preoccupations with music as analogy to mastur
bation _and self-lnlllctad scar-tatoos. His needs 
for social annihilation met, he began his quest 

li°~ma~~hrgi~~/~~i~~ v~~~-c~~ec~a1° t!,h~u~!i~b8og! 
which influence negative behaviour in 7/10 of in
dividuals without their consent, and learned to 
falsify information magnificently much to his 
credit (this may be the only explanation for his 
otherwise questionable survival in an era of 
witch-brackets and feed-hand-tampons generated 
by shame greed motivation). Even as an adult he 
tests his penis theories by placing a nylon stock
ing around his turgid! member and experimenting 
with blood pressure deprivation scenarios; hop
ing to devise a no-contest thinktank solution to 
the Injustices that he feels all civilization suffers 
from. "These are no idle whims" says Geza ... 

. 
. ' 



Geza X was born In a quansit hut in Warsaw, Peru) 
in 1909. Memories of famine, early morning m1-
granes and petticoats that his parent had soiled 
unfold in the manic recollections of his first days 
on earth. Prompted by electronic gadgetry as an 
infant, the result of tale-communications with an 
off-balance washing machine left by G.l. 's during 
the Inda-Crustacean War, he learned to differen' 
tlate between the ancient music of 'the spheres' 
and the music of worn nylon bearings expressing 
their (albeit mechano-dystunctional) tormented 
polyrhythms, graced by their groanings of 
mechanical tragedy. The next step was chaos! 

The son of a Polish 'Queen ' who ran a bondage 
parlour using medical instruments as a means of 
torture to American soldiers, Geza glimpsed his 
own destiny as one far from any socially sanc
tioned profession. Experimenting on his own with 
father's medical instruments, Geza enacted a 
post-WWII scene of frenzied self-experiment 
creating a self-defined womb-laboratory that nur
tured the infant creative genius. Personal investi
gation led him to believe ttiat something odd was 
going on In Ille-he began to suspect that his 
father had Impregnated himself by the use of his 
own surgical contrivances. Gaza who had been 
prodding and poking at his own body, being one 
of the first precursors of the post-war fad in body 
art, soon realized that his self-mutilation was a 
dead end. Perplexed, he unhesitatingly quizzed 
his cheerful father whom he affectionately called 
'mommy-man' about what might be the nature of 
his future, since he apparently wasn't cut out to 
scale the heights of medical science. His 
'mommy' also played the ukulele to hula tunes. 
Th is could be his first musical influence albeit 
confused by the over-abundance of medical toys 
with wlilch he and 'mommy' wrangled. 

Gaza X remembered the abundant storehouse of 
musl-medical information he had absorbed In 
the womb when his obsessive-compulsive 
'mommy-man' had placed a 'music-box' to his-her 
Inflated womb and played Xavier Cugat's 'Music 
From Death Space' In his rre-natal state. These 
proved to be the seeds o his almost Freudian 
preoccupat!ons with music ea analogy to meatur• 
batlon and self-lnfllctad acar-tatooa. His needs 
for social annlhllatlon met, he began his quest 

l;°~ma~~hrgie~/~f~i~~ v~~~-c~"o~~a1° t~~u~!t~b°og! 
which Influence negative behaviour In 7110 of in· 
dlvlduals without their consent, and learned to 
falsify information magnificently much to his 
credit (this may be the only explanation tor his 
otherwise questionable survival in an era of 
witch-brackets and teed-hand-tampons generated 
by shame greed motivation). Even as an adult he 
tests his penis theories by placing a nylon stock
ing around his turgid! member and experimenting 
with blood pressure deprivation scenarios; hop· 
ing to devise a no-contest thinktank solution to 
the injustices that he feels all civilization suffers 
from. "These are no idle whims" says Geza ... 





INSIDE GEZA 
" .. systems analysis proves that clvillzatlon Is a 
foreign entity, Introduced Into our society by false 
ad·campalgns and over.suggestions of warmth 
and safety In an otherwise disconsolate society. 
Bad breath, vaginal odor, and underarm reek are 
all reflections on a reflective mania or-reflexive 
mania generated by our mentors: 'The Doom · 
Crystals' In their natural state. Some dispute the 
existence of these highly trained logic puzzles, 
but the evidence Is overwhelmingly in their favour 
-men masturbate for much the same reason as 
they bleed: defiance of all natural laws while 
manifesting them nevertheless. Human con
sciousness Is stuck In a malarial rut." 

.. . Secret negotiations were underway 
between the White House and the 

recording industry ... and the justice
crazed Geza X swore revenge . .. 

These feverish preoccupations became convul· 
slve obsessions driving the precocious young 
rebel Geza X as his pulse throbbed to delirious 
tribal nightmares drifting frantic on the airwaves 
Into Poland from the American black ghettos via 
the sole all night rock station In Warsaw, WPOL 
radio. Playing negro blues as a transient musician 
Geza X soon found himself on a passenger ship 
to New York, entertaining nightly to the formally 
dressed passengers around the swimming pool 
on the great luxury liner. A new era of social 
unrest at hand, Geza X penetrated our shores in 
what was at that time a one-man crusade, cross· 
Ing and recrossing our proud land, singing songs 
of protest and social awareness, social Injustice 
and utopia, aesthetic awareness and religious 
revelation to a confused public, In a style that 
was soon to catch on with the more avant-garde 
musicians of the ~cade, Influencing them In 
their formative stages during the late 50's and 
early 60's. The broadness of Geza X's viewpoint, 
a consequence of his experiences In post·war 
Europe, was Immediately appreciated and soon 
to be further emulated. A freak meeting with a 
young Jewish homosexual In. a gay bar In Des 
Moines proved fruitful to the music of the 60's, 
although not to the unselfish and rabid genius 
Geza ("I was really quite bored with all that liberal 
mush" says Geza, " It was just a childish phase 
of the general populace but never something that 
I entertained with any seriousness"). After long 
hours of Intellectual discourse, smoking reefers 
and 'acting' generally hip, Geza persuaded this 
transient musician, a traveller similar to himself 
only In lightness of his gear, to broaden the scope 
of his songs. 'One song In particular remains 
conspicuous In my mind' asserts Geza, 'I con· 
vi need him to broaden the thematic scope of this 
song ... Blow In' In The Wind ... from one of gay 
liberation to something of broader social Import, 
one which-would Involve the greater conscious· 
ness of the whole populace." 

Although such 'freak' encounters were rare, young 
Geza X felt .that his electro-mechanical yearnings 
would be surfeit if he did not unify his difficult 
and oftentimes disturbing anthro-dynamic con· 
cept Into one bold'tableau-a tapestry of social 
physics so fully defiant yet so self-defined that it 
could become the overriding and far reaching 
principle of an era, much as a sperm subtly influ
ences the ell mate within the womb to cancerously 
replicate Its own genetic structure endlessly un· 
Ill a new form is established. This was the begin· 
ning of 'social seeding' as we know it. Locked in 

·the hold of a cargo carrier, G.eza was struggling 
to redefine reality. It V!."S on one of these nause· 
ating seafaring voyages that his legendary en· 
counter with the aborigines began (many spec· 
ulate that this 9 year period provided the ground
work for Geza's unique viewpoint on civlllzatlon). 

Iceland has few deserts, but, such as they are, 
they are impenetrable. When the Icelandic gypsy 
aborigines attempted to steal the cargo of dog
skins that the 'Minolta Traveller' had been carry· 
ing, naturally they were speared on sight, but, 
trade routes being what they are, when the dog· 
skins reached the market, they landed in the 
hands of aborigine prince 'Chee·Whlp' along 
with their unexpected stowaway passenger Geza 
X. 'Chee·Whip' proved to be Geza's mentor, train· 
ing him in Icelandic masterbation rituals until he 
felt bold enough to invoke the 'G/ue·Eyed God' 
himself, and, with 'Chee's' blessing Geza X 
began his study of electronics and science, hop· 
Ing to unite the ancient frenzy of ritual exposure 
with modern technology. The electro-musical 
counterpoint to primitive emotion was being 
established, alo.ng with hints of a new telepathy: 
not simple mind-reading, but an entire •emotion 
sensing apparatus' ground from the wheels of 
apathy and misfortune by a dedicated and gulli
ble pack of followers known to the public as 
'Geza 's Few'. As Geza once put it, back in those 
early days-'Some people don 't know shit from 
shoeshine'. It was then .. in the early 1970's that 
the great negro purges began. Geza, fearless and 
unshakeable, elected to single·handedly preserve 
the memory of negro music. along with his new 
found dream of white urban voodoo, through 
these troubled times, .. it wasn't easy. A squad of 
Superpollcemen known as the 'Logic Squad' was 
attempting to wipe every trace of negro music, 
pseudo·sclence, koo·koo pop, masturbation, and 
telepathy from public memory-and thus from 
the entire planet. 
This bleak period in history was further com· 
pounded by the suppression of the electro· 
acoustic phenomen commonly termed 'dancing'. 
According to Dr. X, 'This involves a subtle inter· 
p'lay of neural impulses and theta brainwave pat· 
terns which create muscular disruptions in the 
large majority of participants . .' Geza vowed to 
document the history of dancing through this 
dark age. He sat for unto.Id hours in his canvas 
hut by the Persian Sea, translating musical docu· 
ments from the original negro dialects and in· 
eluding his observations on schizophrenia and 
masturbation. This huge body of literature stands 
alone in history as the definitive commentary on 
racial memory, group ritual, and the leanings of 
the fissures of doom. However these violent 
paroxysms of thought did not go unnoticed for 
long by the 'Logic Squad'. They soon made it 
their sacred duty to persecute 'Gaza's Few', and 
to permanently abolish this last trace of negro 
rhythm. 'Gaza's Few' were relentlessly tortured 
but, Idiot savants that they were, these followers 
of the faith offered no apology, and no clue to 
their master's whereabouts. · 



The Nobel Prize for Peace within his reach, Geza 
X beat a path for Hollywood in 1977. It began as a 
bleak year, riddled with cheap cons, backyard 
politics, and illegal tax dodges. Secret negotia· 
lions were underway between' the White House 
and the recording industry. Master tapes were 
being blessed at a satanist temple in Beverly 
Hills, pressed in plastic explosive and sent by 
the billions to Communist bloc countries around 
the world; hypnotizing the Communists with their 
insipid mutation of mariachi known to the world 
as 'disco'. As one overexcited record executive 
put it, 'Gold? Platinum? Hell!! We're shipping 
plutonium! They'll never send these records 
back! ' Stomach wrenched in two with disgust, 
the ever-zealous and justice-crazed Geza X swore 
revenge for the political faux-pas that had cost 
him his nose ( .. a little known secret that Geza X 
had his nose shot off in a firearms 'accident' in 
Dallas Texas, Nov. 22, .1963, and now maintains a 
well con·cealed plastic substitute due to the 
miracle of cosmetic surgery .. ). Thus he began his 
descent Into the bowels of the recording industry, 
armed only with Sucrets lozenges and truth. His 
3 year, one man campaign of terrorism is so often 
roundly retold generation after generation that 
there is no further need to elaborate on it here, 
save to mention that the closing years of the 
decade were marked by open civil war on the 
streets of Hollywood,. with Geza X leading the 
triumphant 'R.P.M.' (Revolutionary Protest Move· 
ment) to bloody victory-singlehandedly crush· 
Ing the cigar-belching cancerous fatcats spines. 

GezaX 

The suffering·artlsts-of·lhe·fourth·world·post· 
negro·musicaf·mllltia waited patiently In the 
wings, knowing that their time had come. And 
what became of these murderous phonograph 
records? Every freedom-loving man, woman and 
child has put to work pressing counter-anti· 
record-records. These were subsequently broad· 
cast on every radio station in the world not con· 
trolled by the Arab petroleum cartels, warning 
the public of the dangers the ultra-low computer. 
generated frequencies present on the bogus 
'disco' records. "These demon frequencies" 
began Geza in his famous impassioned plea of 
1980, "would be certain to create incurable brain· 
wave disruptions, and the friction of the needle 
would create enough heat to set off the plastic 
explosive, instantly killing your loved ones! I beg 
you!" he concluded, "Don't let . this hellish 
mockery of negro music bum your booty! " The 
epic drama and unbearable ·emotion of that mo· 
men! caused Geza to become prematurely in· 
sane, and he was hospitalized a broken man; and 
he spoke only In broken pidgin En9lish (an ad· 
l}lixture of porpoise mating 'chirps and Oxford 
accents) from that day on. 
Unfortunately there were only four radio stations 
not owned by Arabs (they had a vested interest In 
vinyl, a petroleum derivative) so the 'disco boom' 
con continued. 
Geza laughed himself into a coma the next year 
when he discovered he couldn 't understand 
himself talk. His pidgin dialect-accent had grown 
so thick you could have cut it with a 'helicopter 
eggbeater'. 
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Gary Lliiyd and Jerry Dreva at Artworks in Venice 
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PARENTS REVOLT! 
YHI P•,.,,te tod8y .,.going cruyl Over the past several months we have recelve<fa number of saucy letters from Irate parents 
who seemed quite frankl'y "ready to kl/I!" We at NOMAG advise you to approach them with extreme caution. Our:..atafl selected at 
random only a small numb8r of these letters with return addresses. From there vie proceeded to their Individual residences and 
attempted to obtain a summary statement and a snapshot from each Individual. From all Indications that we have complied, 

· parents of today's youth are "violent," "psychopathic" and "sexually paMKSe." Parents seem to have rejected vie security of 
the family unit, opting for total war on their children. The sample group contacted by NOMAG responded as !olk>ws: 

Mont• levlt1ky, plumber. "Where Is the bastard? He took a 
hundred dollars out of my wallet and I haven't seen him since. 
14 goddam years old andz/p/ .· . . 2 weeks .. • d()es he want to 
come home now? .He'll work his ass off to pay me bac~ I 
caught him pulUng his little weenie and reading cheap por
nography magazines. Yeah, masturbating. I kicked him hard -. 
on the tall-bone, He's flunking out of school. Everybody's 
looklng for him. And he changed-his name •. . he doesn't llke 
Duncan ... that' it what I heard .. . what's wrong with 
Duncan?" 

Maurtce eon.. MrtomobU• NIHnW&: "Ohl I'm so Qlad that 
you have d«:lded to come by • .• you received my Invitation? 
Yea, I head up a nelghbofhood services group In my chur
ch .•. yes, the one you saw up the street! Yes, some of the 
members of my group were upset by this teenage musician 
whO showed his shaved penis to the camera In your 
magazine. Yes, we should llke to Increase his laHh In 
God ... through only the Bl~e and low. Could I have his 
telephone number please? And the other boy who shOwed his 
penis? We only want to talk to t~. Whe19 ~ they /Ne?" 

Drew lngalla. gynecologl•t .. ·I know mart~! arts. The police 
are Investigating me for child abuse rtght now. My teenager, 
Brenda, was hospltallzed ... I was more dangerous than I 
thought. We learned In Kung Fu c lass that any Item can be u• 
ed aa a weapon If properly handled. So I clubbed Brenda on the 
head with our toy poodle named Tish. I grabbed Tlsh by Its 
hind legs and swung the dog so their heads collided. Tish was 
killed and Brenda received a concussion. I hope the damn 
SPCA doesn't get atter me too. Tish was my wife's dog, but 
she left me. She took ewrythlng but the dog. Brenda was Just 
vlslllng." 

Curtis Sc:hnel, fire protection equipment N'9anwn:: "Let me 
get my oun! You just wait there. No, come on In h~/'81 I 
believe In free speech. But l'Ve got a right to blow your head 

' off If you're Intruding in my house. I took a shOt at Janet tool 
No daughter of mine can wear pink hair. Understand? I've got 
a right to see that my daughter doesn't I<><* llke she stepped 
off a UFO, don't I? Scared the hell out of her. She won't come 
back looklng like she's In the Twilight Zone. I'll show you 
some free expression Uke I showed her. You just wait here a 
minute." 

/ 

Marion Kenetpp, housewife: "You read my letter. I'm looking 
tor a young man who likes a lady who gets a ffttle rough. 
Yeah, you can print this, Donald Is too dumb to read a stop 
sign! I keep anoth.er apartment near the beach. This young 
man could llve there full time It he wanted and I would stop In 
2 or 3 times a week and uh ..• take my frustrations out. Huh? 
I'm 42 years old. I would pay alt the bills. Yeah. Kids really bug 
me. I hate the way they behave ... those rock clubs. I tourld 
your magazine in my son Roger's bedroom • •• c'mon I've got 
no e.rcusea. Hal" 

Marc Kline, chiropractor. "Yes, gay people have chlldrenl 
Shut up, you bastards! You didn't say anything? You were 
thlntitlng something! Shut up, you creeps! You listen to me 
good right now. I want to kllf you. I want tokl/f that kid! I want 
to kllf l.anyl I want to k/11 Ronald Reagan! I'd like to stick a 
100 m•ton rocket up ewrybody's ass and blow them oft my 
planet •.. so don't fuck with me.-You're with tha.t magazine? 
What a piece of shit Get out of here . . . I've got a classy 
~~.~le. And stay away froin my daughter or I'll call the 

Mindy B. Frantz, unemploY9(1: "I used to hang around the old 
punk rock spots Jn Hollywood. I had a baby by a lovely punk 
boy, but he ran away when he found out I was pregnant. I 
can't tell his name. I didn't want an abortion. Now I don't want 
Adam to meet mlxesf up kids Ilka him When he grows up. I've 
saved .up enough money to take Adam and myself to Col
orado. I really don't want him to meet weird people like In LA. 

,,,.. Yes, I'm from Colorado. I just came to LA to have fun. I hit· 
ohhlked. Now I'm ready to go back. I hate your magazine. 
Adam w~ll grow up tall away from these perverts." 

lntn Platt, Cl'9dft MrYice employer. "I wrote your magazine 
the next day after I ran over Cynthia's boyfriend Tom. I can't 
figure these kids out. I thought your magazine could help me. 
Well, Tom promised not _to prosecute me If I would allow 
them to live together and not bother them. On purpou? 
Yeah/ I aimed the hood ornament right at his nuts fast Satur· 
day altemoonl I was going at least 40 mph. Yeah, I got him 
but not where I wanted. He moved pretty goddam faatl 
What's wrong with these kids nowadays? They look so awful! 
1,a Cynthia on drugs? You don't know her? . • • but she 
said .. . " 

Yvonne Rainey, housewl,.: " It's a good thing my husband 
Isn't here. Yes, I'll talk Into the tape recorder and I'll tell It just 
what I did If you promise to print It. OK. I took a_shlt and a piss 
right on that naked man In your tast Issue, right on his crummy 
recont and centerfold. I wrapped It In plastic, tied it, put It In an 
envelope and sent It back to you In the mall, because 1 could 
glwl a shit and piss about the trash that comes from today'• 
young p«Jple. They haw no hope no IOY& for humanity like 
us ••• " 
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"The definitive L.A. compilation", 
says Flipside Magazine. White 
pi.inks run amok in suburban 

s treets in search of sex and thrills. 
Includes "Bloodstains" by Agent 
Orange, " Amoeba" The Adoles· 

cents. "Wild In The Streets" Circle 
Jerks, "No Values" Black Flag 

and I 0 other great California hits 
a s chosen by KROQ DJ Rodney 
Bingenheimer. PBS 106/ PBC 106 

U.X.A. 
Strictly for the kinky, the brute 

force of a Weatherman attack at 
night on the Pentagon. 12 steel· 

fisted cuts. Illusions of Grandeur 
by the legendary U.X.A. 

PBS 104/ PBC 104 

THE CROWD 
These beach guys drive the girls 

crazy. Now the heroes of Beach 
Blvd. take the Huntinqton Beach 
sound to the rest of the country. 

Girls beware: walking in the sand 
with this lot can he hazardous to 

your health. A World Apart by 
The Crowd. PBS 108/ PBC 108 

BEACH BLVD. 
for some nostalgic necking. Let 
Simpletones, Rik L Kik and The 
Crowd take you for a ride in the 
rumble seat. 15 original surf-punk 
anthems. 
PBS 102/ PBC I 02 contains 6 bonus 
Red Cross songs. 

BABY BUDDHA 
Mysterious San Francisco 
musicians program their synthe· 
sizers to plaY your perfect love 
calls 'Stand By Your Man' and 
'Your Cheatin' Heart'. Music For 
Teenage Sex by Baby Buddha. 
PBS 114/ PBC 114 

NUNS 
See The Nuns without their 
"habits". These strange-looking 
novices venture into the real world 
with "Savage", " Wild", "Suicide 
Child", "Child Molester" and other 
aptly titled hits. The Nuns Bomp 
BLP 4010/ PBC I 05 

SCHMIDLIN: 
I don't really care to work with 99% of the bands 
around today. Lighting director of X, the CRAMPS, 
DEAD KENNEDYS (when in LA), the BLASTERS, and 
the JAMES HARMAN BAND. If you think that you 
have the type of quality band that I want to work with, 
call : (213) 392-9134. If not, don't call. 

PLUS! ... 
POSH SERIES 12" 45's 

PBS 1007 DAVID MICROWAVE Forlovers who desire a hot 
climate. 5 syn-pop classics. Features Robert Williams 
(Drums) · 

PBS 1009 STEPMOTHERS Whips and chains go well with their 
hit "Out For Blood" 

PBS 1010 RED CROSS The teenage experts escort you into the 
nether world of Hermosa Beach punk chic. 

(Available also on PBC 102 Beach Blvd. cassette) 
PBS 1011 SOCIAL DISTORTION Not to be confused with the 

dreaded Social Disease, but music just as catching. 
Features ''Playpen". 

PBS 1012 CHINA WHITE The perfect antidote for your sexual 
needs. "Danger Zone" says it all. 

PBS 1013 T.5.0.L. Just what can those letters stand for? Free 
virgin white singles for correct answers, and black 
ones for incorrect answers , .. honest! 

All Posh Boy records and tapes 
a vailable from BOMP Mail Order. 

P.O. Box 7112. Dept. C. Burbank. Ca. 
91510. L.P.'s and cassettes are S?.98. 

E.P.'s (on record only) are S4.98. These 
prices include postage and packing. 

THANKS FOR THE BENEFIT SHOW. 

THANKS FEAR 
THANKS PHRANC 

THANKS WILD KINGDOM 
THANKS MAD SOCIETY 

THANKS WHISKEY A GO GO 
THANKS MICHON 

THANKS SCHMIDLIN 
THANKS AUDIENCE 

-NOMAG 



SEND FOR FREE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE FOR A COMPLETE SELECTION OF TH( 
LATEST DOMESTIC AND FDRIEGN LP'S, EP'S,45'S, TAPES, MAGAZINES, ETC ... 

WAX TRAX RECORDS 2449 N. LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, IL. 69614 





L.A. 's Jewish Lesbian Folksinger 

PHRANC TALK 
lnterview-d 

PHRANC-Last night I was over at a friend's house.and I 
had a Circle Jerks button on and these women from 
Miss Alice Stone Ladies Society Orchestra, they're like a 
lesbian feminist blues band, I used to know them a long 
time ago when I was a real radical separatist ... and 2 of 
them just kind of cruised in and said "Oh yeah, I met you 
a long time ago didn't I?" They knew fucking damn well 
who I was, right. And I was sitting there with my Circle 
Jerks button on, and I thought. .. god; P.I., you know! 
It's like the one fucking time I run into them I'm wearing 
exactly what they think I would be wearing. It really got 
me. It was weird. They didn't say anything to me, I didn't 
say anything to them ... every once in a while just one 
word ... and I was sitting with a man . . .really tense! 
NOMAG-Who do you like to listen to? 
PHRANC-1 like to listen to Alix Dobkin, Bob Dylan, 
Janis Ian, Alan Sherman. I was just listening to an Alix 
Dobkin record before you came. She's a Jewish Lesbian 
Folksinger. She does women only performances. 
NOMAG-ls she your generation or previous? 
PHRANC'-She's just turned 40. She's very influential as 
to how I became Phranc. That's Alix, A·L+X. You fellas 
probably shouldn't put her in the magazine. She'll prob
ably open-it up and see someone's penis and then· in the 
next page there'll be her name. 
NOMAG-No penises! This will be a clean' issue. 
PHRANC-lt's not all women's porn? 
NOMAG-There's no porn. 
PHRANC-She's a folksinger. She used to be a folk
singer in the '60s; she played the circuit in the village 
and she kn·ew Bob Dylan and she was once married to 
the guy who owns the Gaslight in New York. So -I didn't 
know any of this when I first met her, l·just found .this out 
recently because I've been digging into '60s folk history 
and reading lots of books and reading the story of Pliil 
Ochs and I've seen names which match up and it's real 
weird how they connect up with my world. 
NOMAG-Does she make records? 
PHRANC-Yes, she does, but ihey're for women to 
listen to only. She's real strict about that. She performs 
for women only.) respect her politics alot. When I first 
met her my name was still -Susie and my hair was still 
down to here. And I went on this mostly history explora
tion, it was called a 3-day retreat I think, but she per
formed up there ... and I'd never heard of her before. 
NOMAG-To where? 
PHRANC-1 think 'it was to JCA or someJhing, it was up 
in the mountains ... and it was just like a hundred or so 
lesbians up in nature and all kinds of workshops . . . it 
was a Jewish camp you know, with cabins and · 
shit. .. you could rent it out. She played out in an open 
field and they had workshops and stuff like that ... Liza 
Cowan had showed a slide show of what the well
dressed dyke would wear and they had this magazine at 
the lime called 'Dyke Magazine' which I thought was real 
cool. This is all like heavy separatist stuff. They raised 
alot of controversy in the general lesbian pommunity 
because they were very separatist. It was different than 
lesbian- feminists that had friends who were men and 
that had friends who were straight women because 
women separatist politics don't allow you to give your 
energy to straight women because straight women give 
their energy to men. At least that was my first concept of 
what separatism was. And I was right in there you know! 
·she is an excellent performer, an amazing folk
singer ... studies alot of Balkan vocal techniques. Her 
stuff is just real great. It's just her songs, the guitar, and 
It's just !!.bout my favorite show to see In the world when 
she comes to town, which is like once every 2 years you 
know. I would just like die to see her. It's all 
women ... so at one point she asks like straight women 
to leave. She said, "Now this song is 'for lesbians only, 
so I want all the straight women, if you're out there in the 
audience, to leave please." UPROAR! An uproar, right? 
An uproar In the feminist community, right! There are all 
kinds of different things like that ... like they write an ad 
for 'Dyke Magazine' . .. it had 2 pictures of 2 different 
shoes. In one there was a combat' boot (Phranc points to 

her own boot-) just like that and in the other there was 
this open-toed sandal and it said that if you were a real 
dyke, .you wore the combat boot. And then obviously 
feminists got real mad and said, " I happen to wearopen
toed sandals and I'm just as much of a lesbian as you 
are!" She creates alot of controversy. She's a real sharp 
lady. She's got alot of integrity. She's incredible on 
stage ... the last time I saw her it was 2 hours solo with a 
guitar. It· reminded me alqt of when I'd first come out as 
a lesbian .. . it made me real sentimental. She's very 
powerful. 
NOMAG-So she's a major inspiration. -
PHRANC-A major inspiration as far as performing for 
women, and that's where I was at that time when I was 
just starting to perform again. 
NOMAG-Does she still just perform for women? 
PHRANC-Yes. 

NOMAG-What would she think of what you're doing? 
Would she approve? 
PHRANC-1 don't know. Yeah, I think she would. I don't 
know. I think she'd like it. I'm nervous you know. I've told 
her I would send her tapes and I've always chickened 
out. Her opinion would mean alot to me ... more than 
just about anybody because I respect her politically. 
People ask me who influences me and then I talk about 
her, and then I think, well fuck, maybe this would really 
piss her off that I'm talking to men and I'm talking to 
other people and I'm talking about her. I don't know 
whether she just doesn't want other people to know of 
her at all. All I know is that she performs for women only, 
and I always say that when I talk about her, and I always 
preface it with that; and I don't play the records if men 
are doing it. That's the way she wants it, I respect that. 
There is a certain thing that happens when you do an all 
women show. It's very different energy. It 's really neat 
and I'd like to do that again but I'm so mad at most of the 
women (laugh) ... they don 't come to the shows 
now . .. I don't know what they do. 
NOMAG-Are you mad on a personal level? 
PHRANC-On every ... on a political level ... I feel like 
they put down what I do. Nobody has walked up to me 

- and said "All right you!" 
NOMAG-Are they separatists? 
PHRANC-No they aren't separatists. There are very 
few separatists in the world. An at one point in time, this 
is when I was like 17, there were a hell of alot more 
separatists. I feel like alot of people aren't now. I'm not 
now. And when I was a separatist I thought, when you're 
a separatist you're a separatist for your whole life, you 
don't change! 
NOMAG-Separatists don't talk to men unless it's 
business or .. . 
PHRANC-Yea~ They prefer women and create the 
kind of space so that they live with women. They 
separate, that's what they are. It depends on the person 
you know. Allx used to be alot tougher. I used to be alot 
tougher. I wouldn't talk to a man on the street. I went for 



3 years with almost not talklng to any men. And if I did ii 
was very cut and dry and very intermittent. I didn't have 
any male friends at the time. 
NOMAG-Do alot of women know who she is? 
PHRANC-A/ot of lesbians know who she is. Alot of 
w<;>men don't know who she is ... and practically no men 
krlow who she is. 
NOMAG-Do her records sell in major record outlets? 
PHRANC-No. Never. Her records would never be on 
sale in a place that men would be in . . . or that men 
would really frequent .. . now Sisterhood Bookstore, 
men can go in there, but they can't buy the record. The 
record is for women only. They w.on't sell it to a man. I 
remember when the last album 'Living With Lesbians' 
had first come out, it said " This is for lesbians only." It 
was a sticker that was put on the record and it freaked 
one of the women partners out. One was a lesbian and 
one was straight and it freaked her out. And so she rip· 
ped the stickers off and Alix said-you can't do that! 
And so she says, "Well you can't have it in here any 
more. " It was another little controversy. It's amazing to 
me that when she played this. auditorium up on 8th 
Street last time she played here, there weren't 200 peo
ple. It amazed me! How could people let this opportunity 
go by? How could those dykes let her come and not be 
there? It was just totally pathetic. I don't know what they 
do. I feel like they don't support me, but they supported 
me for a long time so I can't really say-Fuck Them! 
... because they were right there for me. 

NOMAG-Why don't they support you ... because 
you're out of their context? 
PHRANC-Yeah. We're In 2 different worlds now. I still 
trot in between. I really didn't have a bunch of friends 
because I hadn't made a transition from one world to 
another. I was still real absorbed in both. I was in Ner· 
vous Gender right. . . so I'd be·with Nervous Gender and 
I'd go and I'd pracilce and then maybe a half an hour 
from that I'd be at an all lesbian dinner In a restaurant 
and they'd be talking about politics, and I .mean, I 
couldn't talk about Nervous Gender. And it was stifling 
because I couldn't talk about one to the other. I was just 
here or here and I really felt like I wasn't supposed to be 
there. Some people are still there doing II. Aloi of people 
are burned out, alot of people are doing different things 
now. Aloi of people have left and alot of people are just 
doing their thing in the regular world. Aloi of people 
went straight. That's like the worst! That's like the worst 
thing that you can do! . .. is to be straight! You know, to 
be a lesbian for years and the·n to go straight. It 's very 
unpopular and it's very taboo. It's just not cool. I mean 
it's just ~ke . .. " Did you hear? So and so is seeing 
men! " It's so politically incorrect. It really rouses the 
dykes. But it 's really interesting. I play with Top Jimmy 
now and I talk to the Mentors and Fear and . . . god my 
life just has charrged so much. Even people that are 
totally on the opposite extreme of what I fucking 
believe, their politics, I still talk to them. I feel like I talk 
to everybody now. 

I 

NOMAG-There's a certain kind of cynicism going on 
now that I think more and mor.e people are part of .. . 
everybody's still dead serious but. .. 
PHRANC-Well I think you have to be funny./ think you 
have to have a sense of humor right now. Fear fucking 
trashes everything just apout that I am! They hit all my 
points. Right. .. but when I sit down and I'm talking to 
Lee I don't think about that. Maybe I should. I know what 
they.say. There's no point in asking wheth~r they take it · 
seriously or not, the thing is that they do it from a stage 
and they do it to a mass audience of people and they do 
play for young kids and it does influence them probatily 
in like an incredibly sexist way. If you want my political 
analysis, that's what it is. But I still talk to Lee. I used to 
only play for women and now I don't really pick the 
bands that I play with. It's much more exciting for me to 
play with a band that's really diverse and totally on the 
other side because I feel like reaching the people .. . 
that's part of the reason I do what I do for a general au
dience instead of an all women audience because I feel 
that those women, ! know. Those women have a con· 

. sciousness already. Now I'm reaching a greater amount 
of women . .. I am performing for women .. . I'm perform
ing for women that probably wouldn't be exposed to 
anything like this If I wasn't doing it there, in a straight 
place. If I only reach one person it's worth it to me. I feel 
I'm political on stage. I fee l _that even though I'm playing 
to a totally general audience with all sorts of people 
there ... I say° that I'm a lesbian. If I was a lesbian and in 
the audience and hadn't been in the lesbian community 
or anything ... well it's something. , 
NOMAG -So you're appealing to a more massive au· 
dience. Are alot more people coming out o(that locked 
up community into the general community? 
PHRANC-Some of them are! Aloi of them aren't. .. 
·a.101 of them aren't you know. I guess maybe it's less 
than more. It's real funny to run into people now from 
then ... you've only seen them in one context and there 
they are in the world you know . .. just like everybody 
else running around ... it's real different. So I don't 
know. Al times I feel guilty. At times I feel like I'm a 
traitor. And then I say ... what the fuck, I'm doing more 
than they're doing. 
NOMAG-There's a certain kind of energy and excite· 
ment that's out there where there's more friction .. . 
maybe they're kind of like the artworld where it seems · 
there are too many people patting each other on. the 
back. That gets boring. 
PHRANC-Well the thing about doing visual work and 
doing performing· . .. I didn't draw for a real long time 
and~ drew for a real long time before that. Then I stop
ped. So when I was involved in the Woman's Building 
and places like that, when I performed for women, they 
only knew me as a guitar player, as a performer but not -
that I could draw or anything like that. And then I started 
doing drawing a year after that or so and I had a show at 
the Woman's Building. I had really started drawing en 
masse. I worked in a factory and I would come home and 
c rank out drawings every night. There was this huge 
stack of stuff. But the thing about having an art show 
and performing on stage is that you just don't get the 
feedback like that. You don't know. You put your stuff on 
a wall and you're lucky if people come up to you and talk 
to•you and say I liked it or I didn't like it. You're lucky if 
someone comes up to you and just like relates to you: 
Whereas on stage It's just like do or die. You know -in 
one second whether they hate ii or they like it. . . and 
there's no way you can squirm out of it because it's just 
you up there. I like that! · 
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THINK ABOUT IT, AMERICANS. • 

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS DEAL! 

You're intelligent! Turn it over ·in 
your minds. 

Nothing is left to chance. Look for 
every risk. 

Reasonable men and women will 
find gratification. 

THINK 
"Without dangerous drugs, without exercise, without 
unpleasant tasting medicines you can enjoy a new, ex· 
citing world of sexual experience. WE GUARANTEE AN 
ORGASM WITHIN 24 HOURS OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 
JUST LIKE PURE SEX ... YOU'RE GONNA CUM! 
OOOHHH. AAAHHH! BABY LIKE THAT . . . YE~l, 
YESSS .. . YOU'RE ALMOST THERE! WE'VE GOT 
~OMETHING FOR YOU ... 

ABOUT IT, 
Think about the satisfar;;tion you may have been miss· 
ing. See for yourself with our NO-Risk SEX·CRIPTION. 
Anybody can do it. Just send $6 to: NO Magazine, P.O. 
Box 57041, Los Angeles, CA 90057 and you will receive 
that next two issues of NOMAG in the mail. That's just 
$2 more than the coyer price to handle postage. Then 
you're gonna say "Oh I'm so hot!" You can't beat that. 
Think about it. 
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In the shadow of Mt. Baldy, 45 minutes from Hollywood down 
the San Bemardlno Fwy thera lives WILD KINGDOM. Why do 
they live down thera? We never asked them. This Isn't rock 
criticism so we aran't saying too much. Thera's plenty of 
critics (how about you?). Hera's a lull page photograph, a 
record, and an Illustration of a minor lraeway death. We 
thought recording WILD KINGDOM was worth the brain 
tumors, punk rock rejection and hemorrhoids we acquired In 
trying to put together a good llexl·dlsc with a small budget. 
(You want blg·tlme?) Man we aura got the jump on Stiff, EMI, 
Virgin, MCA, and A&M (IRS) ... Watch out Posh Boyl Well 
maybe Johanna Went will pull at your tender hearts . . . shels 
just a few pages ahead. After all, we've always led our readers 
all the tender, flattering cllches they love. Ara you on the way 
up? We'ra Pepper's Too! It's certainly beneath NO MAG to 
market rabelllon. Whera does that put WILD KINGDOM? Or 
You? You llgura that out, critic. 

WILD KINGDOM: 

Larry Pancake, age 24, singer 
Tom Carr, age 24, electronics 
Frank Ohleaveus, age 25, bass 
Michael Angel, age 25, drums, percussion 
Reuben Ortega, age 24, gultarista, stringed Instruments 

This record was produced by Gary Hlrstlus. 
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In the shadow of Mt. Baldy, 45 minutes from Hollywood down 
the San Bemardl,no Fwy there llves WILD KINGDOM. Why do 
they five down there? We never asked them. This Isn't rock 
criticism so we aren't saying too much. There's plenty of 
critics (how about you?). Here's a full page photograph, a 
record, and an lllustratlon of a minor freeway death. We 
thought recording WILD KINGDOM was worth the brain 
tumors, punk rock rejection and hemorrhoids we acquired In 
trying to put together a good f.lexl·dlsc with a small budget. 
(You want big-time?) Man we sure got the jump on Stiff, EMt, 
Virgin, MCA, and A&M (IRS). .. Watch out Posh Boyl Well 
maybe Johanna Went will pull at your tender hearts . . . she!s 
just a few pages ahead. After all, we've always fed our readers 
all the tender, flattering cllches they love. Are you on the way 
up? We're Pepper's Too! It's certainly beneath NO MAG to 
market rebelllon. Where does that put WILD KINGDOM? Or 
You? You figure that out, critic ... 

WILD KINGDOM: 

Larry Pancake, age 24, singer 
Tom Carr, age 24, eleclronlcs 
Frank Ohleaveus, age 25, bass 
Mlchael Angel, age 25, drums, percussion 
Reuben Ortega, age 24, gultarlsta, stringed Instruments 

Tllls record, was produced by Gary Hlrstlus. 
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Near-infrared Landsat bands can 
penetrate atmospheric haze to 
emphasize vegetation, bound
aries between land and water. 
Landsat multi-spectral scanners 
clrcle the earth 14 times a day col
lecting data Fu11 color and Infra
red prints ol major metropol itan 
areas are available from the U.S. 
Government (EROS Data Centerl. 
Adjacent B & W image, San Fran
cisco from an orbital altitude of 
570 miles. 

1,000 years ago communication- between dis
tant people's was limited to the amount of time it 
took to carry the paper from one place to ar)other 
on horseback or by carrier pidgeon. 100 years ago 
communication between dis.tant peoples was 

• limited to the time it took to reduce the morse 
code to language. Now the only baIT'ier between 
distant peoples is physical. All other information 
can be transmitted in real time over fiberoptic 
phone lines. Simultaneous existence Is virtually 
within reach of upper middle Income groups. By 
1984 you can be big brother. ' 

This Is the cige of the microelectronic comp,uter 
processors. Microprocessors have changed the • 
nature and effectiveness of guerrilla warfare. The 
Ayatollah ordered 6 double trailer semi's, 1,000 
Panasonic cassette players and 40,000 cassettes 
and distributed them through his spiritual net
Work for a net profit of three billion American 
dollars via the eventual hostage situation. NATO 
says it cost $465,000. Certainly a kind of short-

. sighted opportunism, but it does surpass the 
OPEC price increases considerably doesn't it? 

?Poland I El Salvador? · 

?Died in office I Reagan? 

?Limited Nuclear Theater I The Neutron Bomb? 

Space/time orientation and personal access to 
existing Information structures in . the ~ext 20 
years can free or enslave the human species. Sur
vival means understanding how to consistently 
obtain basic needs in the context of 
cultural/biological change. Energy, food, housing 
and memory are inseparable. 

ON MEMORY-I remember living in Manhat-
. tan on the Hudson River at Greenwich and Moore 

Street, a coffee and cheese warehousing district 
In Trl-Beca. Living in Manhattan is like living in a 
brain, rising up between the. Hvdson and East 
Rivers. A bristling volumetric map emanating 
100 000 times more radiowave, microwave, x-ray, 
ga~ffla ray, thermal and sound radiation than It 
did 50 years ago. Apollo ff astronauts could not 
believe how vast the distortion levels were In 
radio transmissions alone when orbiting that sec· 
tor of the planet. Only 3 objects or growths could 
be seen with t~e naked eye from 22,500 miles. out 
.. . Los Angeles, the Great Wall of China, and 
Manhattan. I remember seein~the Landsat im· ~ 
ages and comparing them with copies of photos 
from space. The computer enhanced Landsat lm

Jages were better, muc~ better, than the 
photographs because they were more than just a 
reflection of reality. Instead they embody all that 
Is known combined with what can be seen . . . 
now Atari , the pong people, are bringing the same 
technology to bear at your 7111 Game Center ... 
Apple Computers sell 3-D rotational display pro
grams of Manhattan, L.A., or any other place, pro
cess, object or space-you fill in what you nee~. 

I remember the ·entire Southern California 
Freeway System. it took about 11 years to really 
know It. Maps helped me orient to it but I had to 
directly experience It to know it. 

CBS, ITT, The Washington Post and Pravda all 
dispense their version of reality. We all have a dlf· 
ferent version. The ruling class prints documents 
which corrupt the reality of the masses. A broad 
sector of the world population Is still not par
ticularly aware of this Implicit subliminal brain
washing. 

Last year a friend of mine returned from Tibet. 
His studies In logic, E.S.P., art history and ad
vanced music had taken him there and he pur
sued an old quest while studying ancient percus
sion Instruments designed to be played In the · 
acoustical architecture common to Himalayan 
monasteries. His quest was to talk with an an
cient splrltual leader he had read about since 
childhood. This 97 year old sage could still sing 
and play many musical Instruments. He lives at 

_an altitude of 7, 607 feet In a special elliptical 
room carved from basalt in a sheer 600 foot cliff 
of stone which faces an opposing wall across the 
valley. Sounds emanating from his resonant 
chamber echo and reverberate between the two 
stone surfaces. The valley below Is filled with 
sounds each morning and evening for two hours . 

. Many priests, farmers and travelers gather to 
listen. 

My friend had gained permission for an au
dience after 3 years of communication with the 
main temple and the local governments. He was 
led to the cliff room and spent an hour with the 
man. What amazed my friend was that this sage 
was wearing jeans and a T-·shirt bearing an image 
of a surfer bursting out from a banzi pipellne 
wave. The sage Immediately recognized his con
fusion and dismay and burst Into laughter, then 
said, "Old you expect a gauze-covered saint hah! 
t saw Jack !luby do .it live, saw the men walk on 
the moon llve. I watch TV." Later that day he 
learned that the sage had attended the London 
School of Economics and had worked with 
Gregory Bateson during the 50's in a cybernetic 
study for the US government and was presently 
collaborating with younger priests who had ar
chived their ancient library to a floppy disc 
memory storage system . 

Telecommunications Is changing the nature of 
perception and offers a viable distribution alter
native to Individuals or groups. 
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On the third planet from the sun they were 

shortsightedly bootstrapping towards oblivion 

burning their capital heating the biosphere 

destroying destructuring a small universe 

travois on the freeways eating the bones 

of their ancestors foullng the oceans corporate 

megaglants belching polyester poverty smelling 

of joy gloating_ over mercury laden prawns 

mastercharglng natures reserves our electro-

magnetic cup runneth all over remaking a 

universe with mao and farrah media clone 

automa hey ma! You want an atomi~ digital 

watch one that tells you when It's day or night? 

An acrylic tromp l'oeil mercedes to match the 

knoll chaise lounge a new magus mirroring yet 

another syntactic structure hindus say now is 

the age of kall chaos. 

"Chaos is a time of great opportunity" Chinese 
fortune cookie (orig ln!'llY from I Ching). 

The preceding lnformatloo makes it clear that 
anyone or group with $100,000 can take a chance 
and build a send/receive earth station capable of 
generating and receiving radio, TV, facsimile im
ages, sloscan, phototypesettin·g frame by frame 
memory storage, Image replay and a miniature ar
chive by 1984 or 85. 

The only way to regain the ground lost by the 
political, ticonomlc and aesthetic left of the late 
40's and 60's Is to gain the means of reproduction 
and distribution of mass media locally before the 
Klan or New Nazi party finds an accommodating 
Joe McCarthy wearing some emperors new 
clothes playing a stratocaster and looking 
halfway between the Raygunner and Iggy Pop. 

I suggest the qverthrow of broadcast television 
tor starters. The 20 year timetable I sugge~t may 
seem long, but Sputnik happened 24 years ago. 
Buddy Holly too! Not a long time at all really. 

Consider the microelectronic revolution. 
During the past five years microelectronic 

technology has increased the number of com
ponents that can be put on a chip by a factor of 
100, and thts rate of progress is likely to continue 
for at least another 10 years, resulting In a 10,000 
fold increase In performance for the same cost. 
At-this rate, by 1985 one will be able to purchase 
for less than $200 a pocket-sized personal com
puter that is faster and has more memory than 
the most powerful computer in the world today. 

During the next few years, this microelectronic 
intelligence Is likely to be incorporated into 
almost every product large enough to contain it, 
including many that use only a tiny fraction of 
their enormous capabilities. Many of these pro
ducts will become linked together by a worldwide 
communications system like the telephone into a 
vast network that will dominate our lives and fun· 
damentally change the world in which we Jive. 

Technologlcal progress results from realizing 
limited opportunities offered by natural prin· 
ciples or by the situation. For example, the In· 
dustrlal Revolution resulted from improvements 
in the efficleney of conversion of energy from one 
form to another. . 

Over a century, there was about a hundredfold 
improvement In efficiency-from less than 1 % to 
more than 50%. We are now nearing the 
tt}eoretical limits on efficiency, so little improve
ment In thls direction is possible. · 

There are three directions in which progress re· 
mains to be made in microelectronics 
technology: (1) gate density, or the number of 
switching el~ments that can be packMinto a 
given volume of space; (2) switching speed, or the 
number of times a switching operation can oc
cur in a given period of time; and (3) transmission 
speed, or the. speed at which signals can travel 
over the lines between-switching elements. The 
combination of these factors is called 
throughput density. 

·ourlng,...the pas't 20 years, gate density has in
creased by four orders of magnitude, a factor of 
10,000. A change oftwo orders of magnitude, an 
increase by a factor of 100 occurred within the 
last five years, and two more can be expected dur
ing the next five years. After t_hat, progress may 
slow somewhat. 

Three more orders of magnitude will bring us 
to the gate density of the human>;rfrain. Four more 
orders of magnitude will then remain before the 
theoretical limits of quantum electrodynamics 
are reached. About one more order of magnitude 
remains for switching speed and another for 
transmission speed, which Is limited by the 
speed of light. _ 

By 1985, today's microprocessor will be suc· 
ceeded by the nanoprocessor, with a throughput 
density 1,000 times as great. The pico processor1 
with a throughput density one million times as 
great, will involve circuits o.n the molecular level 
and will probably have to be grown rather than 
construct8d under external control . 

If a plcoprocessor could be combined with 
memory of comparable speed and-compactness, 
and the resulting picocomputer implanted in a 
person's skull and interfaced with the brain, that 
person could have more Computer power than &x· 
ists In the world today and all the stored 
knowledge of humanity as accessible as any 
brain cell. Such a thing could fundamentally 
change human nature, and is closer to realization 
than bionic limbs, Organs or senses. 

Think ~bout it! 
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DARBY-He said he was afraid to print it 
because of something like that. . . Anyhow, the 
Dils can say they 're Communists, but I can't say 
I 'm a Fascist. 
NOMAG-Are you a Fascist? 
DARBY-Yeah. 
NICOLE-Who's your leader? 
DARBY-Myself. 
NOMAG-What does the thing on your armband 
mean? 
DARBY-Nothing. 
NICOLE-He's been waiting for someone to ask 
him that. 
NOMAG-La .. Da .. 
DARBY-Nice colors though, huh? 
NOMAG-Yeah. (pause) Everybody I talk to likes 
the GERMS and they want to go and see them 
when they play and alot of people have the 
record .. . 
DARBY-Yeah. We got screwed on that though. 
NOMAG-How so? 
DARBY-Well first of all, we didn't sign con
tracts . . . so that was no big thing until we found 
out that all they did ... you know, they were sup
posed to get them distributed and stuff. .. all 
they did was to press the first 1000, then when 
people ordered through the mall that Was It. 
They didn'.! distribute them at all. They got 
orders from record stores for them and they 
didn't send them out. The first two issues after 
they did . . . they put ads In it for like uh .. . one? 
LORNA-There was only one ad. 
DARBY-OK. One ad like they were supposed to 
and they never put them again. 
LORNA-And we ended UI' selling them 
ourselves. 
DARBY-And now Slash doesn't even write 
about us. Like In the last Issue, they wrote like 
one review, which Is like what . .. the first thing 
that they've written In the last 3 or 4 issues, and 
all It says Is that we were indescribable. 
NOMAG-Do you think that you're different 

Wh ctoes that? . ny names. 
NOMAG\ d ~· t want to mention "you play? Are 
DARBY- How do you feel wnen 
NOMAG- o ? 

ou a different p~rs~~~nl<. (laugh) ? 

~ARBY-Yeah. I mever hurt yourself. 
NOMAG-DO you I I used to alot. 
DARBY-I I<'/ no~ ~~e. 
NOMAG-On iu P pretty much. 
DARBY- Yea ... id you do? 
NOMAG-Whal d d with glass. 
DARBY-J~~:~i~e you stoppedhospltal bills 
NO::.;-Because I can 't P1~~;.'~ime asl<ing tor 
~~d thefre calling me up a 

~~i:la-Real~y? my phone bl/ls .. . (Lorna 
DARBY-I can t pay h? 
laughs) It's not for lac\< of money, hu . 
NOMAG-

DARBY-Yeah .. (laugh) ... No. And plus it 
doesn't have any shock value any more, nobody 
cares. . people are. Debbie Dub keeps ac
cusing me of using break·away glasses. She 
said it wasn't real ... And I cover the stage with 
blood and stuff and it wasn't real. 
NICOLE-And then you showed her the scars 
on your chest. 
NOMAG-Do you still want to shock people? 
DARBY-No. I mean I never really did, but you 
have to do something when there's all these 
bands. You see when we first started we 
couldn't really play and neither could anybody 
else and so you have to do something to draw 
more attention to your band. . so that was an 
easy way. But when people said. "A h ... let 's 
go see the GERMS, they'll probably bleed a little 
this time " . we stopped doing that. Then we 
started to learn to play better, instead of doing 
what most of the other bands did and try and get 
more commercial ... slow 'em down and put 
drum solos and um . I don't want to mention 
any names (laugh) but after my next heer I prob· 
ably will 

NOMAG-So what do you want to do ultimately? 
DARBY-Take over the world. 
NOMAG-How? What do you want to take over? 
DARBY-LORNA-Everything! 
NOMAG-ln what way? 
DARBY-/ want to have complete control over 
everything. 
NOMAG-You yourself or . .. 
DARBY-Yeah. 
NOMAG-Wlll you have any friends? 
!>ARBY-Sure, exactly the kind I want. 

NOMAG-You won't run for office? 
DARBY-We're not going to do it like that. 
what you do is get uh . . . (laughs) 
NOMAG-Who's reading Nietzsche here? (The 
place-mark was Jf.s of the way to the end of the 
book-Ed.) 
DARBY-I am. (To Nicole) Thank you for bring
ing me my book. I'm also reading Machiavelll, 
which she got me for my birthday. 
NOMAG-The Prince? 
DARBY-Yes. What. .. Is that the cliche one? 
NICOLE-That's the good one. That's the one 
that will teach you what you want to k"now. 
DARBY-Goby, will you get me the other beer 
out of the refrigerator? 

NOMAG-Do you want an army? 
(laughter) 
NOMAG-\s there a point where you think your 
band will be too limited? Will you do something 
else? 
DARBY-Yeah. Probably. But it won't be llkethe 
band will break up or an¥thlng ... it'll just sort of 
happen . .. but then there will be lots of us. 
NOMAG-So what do you want It to be like? 
Would you like to kill a few people and get rid of 
them? 
DARBY-Just the tall ones. No. I hate 
just ... big. There's some people. I don't /Ike big 
people. 
NOMAG-You mean like the big galoots? 
DARBY-I don't like big people. 
NOMAG-Would you want to do anything with 
TV? 
DARBY-I like television. 
NOMAG-1 mean like to use it. 
DARBY-Yes. We want to use everything. 
Everyone! Everything! What, Oh God! Some 
other people have said that, haven 't they? 
NOMAG-How do you want to use them? 
DARBY-We're going to make the Jews Into 
wallets. (laughter) No, we don't have anything 
against the Jews. 
LORNA-They' re some of our best friends. 
DARBY-We're doing a song about them too. 
It 's called 'Afters and Ovens.' Do you notice I 
know alot of Jewish people? That's because 
they have money. Whoops! . . . They're not my 
friends anymore. C'mon, at>k a question. 
NOMAG-Tell me more about what you want to 
do. 
DARBY-Well, wttat I want to do Is (laugh) (to 
Lorna) Do you know this story? You tell this 
story. 
LORNA-NICOLE-You tell It. 
DARBY-How do I start? Well, basically I'm 
bored with all these people, so In order to make 
them how I want them . .. Right? Look. When 
you have people for friends and they're not the 
kind of people you want, what do you do? You 
make some better ones. So I'm going to take all 
these Idiots out here and (laugh} make them Into 
better ones. 
NOMAG-How? 
DARBY-Circles. Do you know about circles? 
Are you into circles? 
NOMAG-What about them? 



DARBY-That's all right. We're not very popular. 
What we're going to do is get lots of ... what do 
you ca ll them ... allles ... in key positions and 
um ... If you get somebody that works for the 
post office ... I-mean somebody that's just even 
a mall c lerk, you can really screw the post office 
up bad ... or the newspapers. If you go to the 
newspapers and they have those big machines 
you know that print them and you shoot a rubber 
band Into It ... it rips the paper; it ruins the 
whole days edition. So it is if you get enough 
people to do that and one day you can go to the 
government and say 'Look how much control I 
have and look how much you have and you. 
well, you've got the armies, but we can just stop 
this country from working.' 
NOMAG-Would you do that? 
DARBY- Yes. Certainly. I plan to. But I mean I 
don't know which country we'll start with. It's 
just as easy when you go to Japan and they can't 
understand what you're saying. I mean it makes 
it alot easier. You bring them Jn ten at a time ~nd 
teach them English you know . .. (laugh). 
We're trying to get Reverend Moon to back us to 
go over there. 
NOMAG-Reall ? 

-~ DARBY-Not to go to Japan, to go to China. 
NOMAG-Oh .. . to finance you. 
DARBY-Yeah. Because we want to play on the 
Great Wall and you have to have special permits 
and stuff to even go up there, unless you're a 
tourist, but to do anything like that. 
NOMAG-Why would he back you? 
DARBY-Why? Because he's a clearing house 
for money for the Communists. 
NOMAG-ls he really. 
DARBY-Yeah. Well as far as I know, as far as 
the government's concerned and as far as 
moonles are and whatever . . . so he'll just say, 
'I'll show them how decadent America Is, we'll 
put these people up here to play on this wall and 
they'll make fools of thems~IYesl' A~d after that 
we're going to play the Berlin Wall nght? Is that 
'the next one? Anymore walls we can play at? 
Marianas Trench? We used to go In there In high 
school. 
NOMAG-Play at Auschwitz. 
DARBY-No. Ashes get in my way. 
NICOLE-Smoke gets in your eyes (laugh). 
DARBY-The guy on the bus was playing 'My 
country 'Tis of Thee' on harmonica and a Nell 
Young song and all these ol~. people. on the bus 
were turning around and smiling at him because 
he was playing 'My Country 'Tis of Thee.' Gro~s! 
NOMAG-1 keep watching that TV. So what kind 
of Fascism do you want to do? 
DARBY-What kind of Fascism? 
NOMAG-Yeah. There's different kinds. 
DARBY-Are there? Not according to Search & 
Destroy. They didn't even ask me who I wanted 
to head it up. 
NOMAG-There's a rampant Fascism in 
America that like . 

DARBY-Fashion ! We're not into fashion. 
We' re into martyrism, right? Everybody should 
be a martyr for some cause! 
NOMAG-Oo you ever wan t to die? 
DARBY-Do you mean do I ever want to !Ike 
in the future? 

NOMAG-How do you feel about money? How 
do you want to use it ... what do you want to do 
with it? 
DARBY-Go to Fiorucci's. Buy alcohol. 
NOMAG-That's all? 

NOMAG-You're not? 
DARBY-Not really. Only as a medium to get 
something else done. 

b 



·-~ NOMAG-Well that's what I mean. Money is a 
medium too. 
NICOLE-If somebody else put some money up 
for the band . . . · 

1DARBY-Rig°ht. It's not our money. 
NOMAG-Well .it 's the same. It doesn't matter 
who spends it, it just matters how you get it and 
how you use it. What would you do if you had the 
chance to completely control a number of peo· 
pie's lives? 
DARBY-I do. I do completely control a number 
of people's lives. 
NOMAG-Whose lives? Say anonymous pea· 
pie? 
DARBY-Well look around for the little girls 
wearing Crash· Trash f·shirts and people like 
that. 
NICOLE-The mothers of tomorrow. 

DARBY-Well see . .. I'm just waiting. Most of 
the people I'm in control of right now are in 
school , like Penelope is going to be an artist and 
other things like that. .. so when Penelope is a 
famous painter or something, we'll have her 
paint these really nice black background paint
ings with blue circles. So we 're going to tiave 
everybody doing it. We' ll have stamps like that. I 
think we sould make a new shape for flags. -
Round flags. 

'""~;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~-~~~-~~~-I· what the Dils did. They said they wouldn't play 
DARBY-We've been kicked out of every coffee 
shop withih what. . . 10 miles .. . 20 miles .. . 
NICOLE-Everyone that's open after 12 o'clock.· 
DARBY-For our armbands. 
NICOLE-For having fun. 
DARBY-It 's ;ust that pepple get bothered by 
racial slurs and stuff. More than any country that 
is . . . don't we make more fun? ... and I happen 
to know lots of them. 
NOMAG-Racial slurs? Is that why you say 
them, to b0ther people? 
DARBY-No I say them because they're funny. I 
guess it's funny because they bother people. 
NOMAG-So how seilously do you take the 
statement that you're a Fascist? I mean do you 
say that to alot of people? 
DARBY-No. That was the closest term I could 
come up with then. 
NOMAG-But you don't identify with National 
Socialism then .. . Nazi's, or like any really 
manipulative· ... 
DARBY-Sure. I can identify with Hitler. 
NOMAG-You can? How? 
DARBY-It's a nice design he had there. 
NOMAG-Yeah. Do you know about Albert 
Speers? 
DARBY-No.' 

- NOMAG-Albert Speers was his architect. He 
.did all those incredible square buildings with 
the flags that were made to hold huge crowds of 

b~~~"v-sut I tniO"k the Nazi's were sick 
anyway. , 
NOMAG-Why? 
DARBY-No reason to ki ll all those people. 
NOMAG-What could they have done besides 
kill them? • 
DARBY-Get them to move back to Israel. 
That's what they wanted anyway. They wanted 
to go, they just should have let them g.o. I "!lean 
Hitler made a couple of mistakes. He d still be 
around today if he hadn't made them. Maybe 
not. But he would have been around alot longer. I 
mean 1ust tactical mistakes 
NOMAG-L1ke the thing With the Jews? 
DARBY-No, like invading Austria when he did. 
If he had like waited until he had like all the 
reports and stuff in, he would have made it. But 
people associate us with that. People in the 
United States, if they hear the word Fascist, they 

That's what Search & Destroy did, that's 

on the same stage with us because I had said 
that. . . and I mean it's just their real negative 
connotations of the word. 
NOMAG-Actually it's funny· ... it's ironic that 
It 's put o.ver on television as a negative thing and 
then television is fascist. 
DARBY-Fascist is totally extreme right. We're 
not extreme right. But I'm still going to have 
complete control. Maybe there's a better word 
for It that I haven't found yet. 
NOMAG-lt's got a shock quality to It. I don't 
know if you're that concerned. -
DARBY-We never went out .. . If people asked 
us we said it . . . that was about It .. . and (to Lor· 
na) you say it don't you? It's only me and Lorna 
who say it, not the other people In the band. 
NOMAG-So It's like It but·it Isn't like It. I mean 
it's close but it's not close. I mean the whole 
word is Involved with ideas about the state and 
how it should be formed and how like the people 
should be subservient and like unities of In· 
dustrial and military and all that!!! 
DARBY-We're not Into military. We're not Into 
Industrialism. We're not Into anything except for 
me and I speak for me. 
NOMAG-What about Lorna? 
LORNA-I do It for what I want. . 
NICOLE-And the manger does It for what she 
Wants. 
NICOLE·DARBY·LORNA (all together)-And 
we'll all get what we want! 
DARBY-People do that to words and they don't 
even know what they mean. I mean Communism 
supposedly still has a big shock value over here. 

. I mean the Oils thought so and Johnny Carson 
thought so last night. He was making Commie 
jokes. 
NOMAG-Let me ask yOu one more question 
then we' ll finish. You know about Fascism, 
there is a whole history behind how that came 
about through philosophy . 
DARBY-/ don 't give a shit about history! 
NOMAG-Well it 's not history, it's philosophy. 
DARBY-You said it was history. 
NOMAG-The history.of philosophy. 
DARBY-/ don '/ give a shit about philosophy! 
NOMAG-Well Fascism is a philosophy. 
DARBY-No It's not It's a way of life (laugh). 
NOMAG-That's true too. 
DARBY-Don't you understand? Everyone said 
'We// what are you guys?' So the first thing that 
popped into my head was Fascism . . . and that 
was as close as we could come. If somebody 
gives us a better one that we can describe what 
we are with, we'll use it! 
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What's behind the TV news? NOMAG takes you ·in· 
side your TV set to show you what makes It work! 



MORE GERMS 
THE GERMS (G.I.) LP ON SLASH RECORDS IS 
STILL AVAILABLE. TENTATIVELY SLATED FOR A 
JUNE RELEASE ON SLASH IS A COMPILATION 
LP OF UNRELEASED GERMS TRACKS ENTITLED 
''WHAT WE DO IS SECRET." THIS WILL INCLUDE 
"CAUGHT IN MY EYE" PRODUCED BY JOAN 
JETT, "CIRCLE ONE" AND "NO GOD" PRODUCED 
BY GEZA X (FROM THE FIRST OUT-OF-PRINT 
SLASH EP). TWO SONGS WITH X'S DON 
BONEBRAKE ON DRUMS (CHUCK BERRY'S 
"AROUND AND AROUND" AND AN ALTER
NATIVE VERSION OF "FORMING'} SOME LIVE 
STUFF (INCLUDING THE VERY LAST SHOW AT 
THE STARWOOD) AND HOPEFULLY, IF THE 
MOUNTAINS OF RED TAPE CAN BE SCALED, 
THE SONGS RECORDED BY JACK NllZCHE FOR 
LORIMAR'S "CRUISING" (6 SONGS) 

• -CHRIS DESJARDINS 
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IN AN EXCLUSIVE LETTER TO NOMAO, TEEN 

ACCIDENTVICTIMREVEALS: ''I DID IT ON A DARE!'' 

DEAR NOMAG: "My name is Bobby. When I was6 ft. 7 inches and 171 had few 
things on my mind, mostly just rock 'n roll and hanging out with the gang. To
day, 2 years after my accident I'm a little shorter than most people yet I shud· 
der to think that I might have achieved nothing had 1 not lost my legs. I am the 
first person to cross the USA by wheelchair and now I hope to set this up as an 
annual event Inviting all injury victims to achieve greatness. . imagine a 
marathon of 500· 600 wheelchair victims racing from L.A. to New York. This is· 
my dream!" 

"As you can imagine, my friends and the rescue team were shocked to see 
my injury. It wasn't their faull I did It on a dare. I was a big knothepd. At first I 
was very bitter, frustrated and angry that I didn't have my legs anymore. But 
looklng back now, I feel different. Although my dreams of becoming a great 
rock star or an athlete were dashed I realize now that I have a very spec/al life to 
llve. I know now that my life can be a truly great success story. The Lord was 
watching out for me and has prov'ided a great deal of joy since that time." 

" One day some grade school kids came to our campus and they really 
helped me overcome my shyness. I used to keep a blanket covering the lower 
hall of the wheelchair so nobody could tell that I didn't have any legs. This day 
a curious lltt1e boy lifted the blanket and said 'Hey you don't have any legs:
Where are your legs?' I said, 'If you press on my belly button they come out 
from Inside me! ' Although I was greatly embarrassed this had a big impact on 
me. I learned to accept that I didn't have any legs and that I was going to have 
to take my life In a different direction." 

" One day I decided to c l imb a power pole on a dare from some friends. There 
I was 25 feet up, thinking I was so great, staying away from the wires, but I real· 
ly wasn't so bright. Electricity is a lot l ike people are, it takes the path of least 
resistance. Jt Jumped, hitting my knees about a foot fr6m the wire .. . blowing 
my legs apart! I fell to the ground landing on my chest ... when I looked up I 
could see one of my legs on the ground in front of me. The blow to my chest 
must have started my stunned heart beating again. I was technically dead as I 
flew through the ai r since the shock had stopped my heart." 

" At first, returning to schoo l was ex tremely difficu lt . My friends wou ld push 
my wheelchair across the schoolyard to the cafeteria and help me up the 
steps. My basketball coach told me that there were all different sorts of charIJ
pions and that when people have accepted themselves, by emphasizing their 
strengths they can achieve things they never dreamed possible. My coach told 
me not just to settle for being a spectator but to set goals for myself and then 
make th ings happen." 

" I know that I can never be another Mario Andretti by riding my wheelchalr in 
long distance marathons but I certainly hope that I can set a shining example 
for others. I have had some dreams, I have set some goals and I have been able 
to accomplish things not done by anyone before. Crossing the USA fn my 
wheelchair Is my great athletic achievement, has Mario Andretti or Magic 
Johnson done that? May God bless you and your readers."-BOBBY M. 
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PENELOPE 
SPHEERIS 
Anti-Guerrilla Operations 

This story is true. but I wish it wasn't. 
I have a small. second-story office on Santa Monica 

Blvd. where I work alone for the most part. It's right in the 
heart of boys town. so I never gave much thought to be· 
ing "hassled" around here. 

However, one day last month I was walking down the 
stairs and I noticed a tall, black man hanging out in the 
stairwell. Also. there was a faint smell of angel dust in 
the air. 

As I passed by him he said, " Hey, baby, I need some 
pussy." 

In my typical off-handed manner I rep lied, " Well , I wish 
you a lot of luck." 

Then he pointed up the stairs. "Is there any pussy up 
there? I need some and I need it fast!" 

I just kept walking and went to my car. 
I didn't think much of it until about a week later when I 

discovered my office door had been pasted over with 
many small flyers. The flyers were from a movie I recently 
made about punk rock. Written on them in very weird, 
scratchy handwri ti ng was one phrase over and over 
again: " You are one stupid cunt! " 

At first I thought it was some punk's way of saying 
" Hello" ... but then I realized it had to be that black guy 
because I could smell the angel dust again. What did this 
guy have against me, and how did he know I made that 
movie? Most of all where did he get the flyers? 

Across the hall there is a tailor, a small, Latin, gay guy. 
I went over and asked him if he saw wh0 pasted up the 
flyers. 

"Yeah, some guy who said he was a friend of you rs. He 
said you asked him to put them up. He was a black guy. 
tall and about thirty-ish." 

I explained that I didn't know him and that I thought 
something strange was going on. Then I asked 1f he had 
said anything else. 

" Just that he wanted to borrow my sci ssors" . he 
held up the biggest pair of scissors I've ever seen "but 
I wouldn't let him. He could go kill somebody'" 

As the days passed I thought about it a lot. Nothing 
else happened for a while. 

Then one Monday morning I walked into the bathroom 
down the hall and got a big surprise. The walls were 
covered with flyers and they had big cocks drawn on 
them and graffiti that said: " Suck a big one before you 
die." 

The mirror had been broken and the roll of toilet paper 
had been stabbed several times so that when you rolled 
it off it was in all these crazy shreds. I was beginning to 
get really scared. 

I called the police and they sent over a couple of guys 
to talk to me. I told them about the other incidents and 
showed them the bathroom. I could tell they felt sorry for 
me but I understood when they said there wasn't much 
they could do. When they left, the tailor came over and 
suggested I get a gun to protect myself. 

Not being much of a marksman, I decided I wo~ld just 
change the locks on my door a11,d get one of those fish-
eye viewers that let you see who's knocking. I also decid-
ed to reduce the number of times I went in and out of the 
building. 

Then one day last week I was typi ng and I heard a 
knock on the door. When I went to look through the little 
viewer I cou ldn 't see anyone, so I thought I must have 
imag ined it. I went back to typing, but the phone rang. 

" Hello." No one answered. I said hello again. No 
answer. Then I heard the faint sound of breathing. I knew 
someone was there. I spoke in a harsher tone: "Who is 
this?!" 
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stopped I watched to see if he got off. It wasn't until we 
were all the way down on Pico and Vermont that he hop
ped off. 

1 stayed far behind him as-he walked through an area of 
old, dilapidated poor peoples' houses. I saw him wave to 
an elderly couple sitting on a porch and thought he must 
live in the area . • • - • -• • • -• - -- • • • • • -• • 
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Finally, he arrived home. I\ was an old wooden frame 
place with flaking paint The big black woman who was 
watering the yard gave him a dirty look as he went inside. 

It was at that point that I knew what I had to do. 
I HAD TO TELL HIS MOTHER. 
1 told her everything. I even told her that he smoked 

angel dust She listened quietly as her son sat on the sag
ging sofa with his head'hung in sham.e. It all sounded so 
crazy I was just praying she believed me. Then I 
remembered dropping my keys . 

"And he's probably even got my keys in his pocket" I 
whined as I concluded the report . 

His mother was one of those big, black mamas with a 
temper like the Incredible Hulk. She walked over to him 
and without a word, put her hand out. He gave her f!lY 
keys. She tossed them to me and then she belted him 
across the head. . 

On the wall was a big leather strap. She took it dow.n 
and beat him with it. I could see blood seep through his 
shirt. I watched for a while, but then I thought I should 
leave. As I drove off I heard him screaming, "No, " 
mama ... stop, please!" There's no telling how long she ~ 
beat him. · "~ '\. 

I could see why he hated women so much. ~ ~ '9 
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ADVERTISING: 
If you 're intelligent enough to read NOMAG, think 
how many other illiterate morons like yourself must 
be reading this. Our advertising rates are available 
upon request. Call us at (213) 463-9796 or write NO 
Magazine, P.O. Box 57041 , _Los Angeles , CA 90057. 
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(above) RHYTHM PlqS ON TH.E MOVE: (pictured left to right}: 
Dig The Pig; Gene Taylor; Top Jimmy; Steve (The Beak) Berlin; 
Top Joey; Gil "T"; Carlos Guitarlos 

(on the left) NADINE, HIGH PRIESTESS OF THE RHYTHM PIGS, 
SHARES HER BEER WITH TOP JIMMY 
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FEAR 
FUDGE-PACKING 
IN GARAGELAND 
SCENE: FEAR Headquarters, a storage facility in an in
dustrial neighborhood in the San Fernando Valley, one of 
a hundred or so garages in long rows. 

Reconnaissance: A specially trained NOMAG in
vestigative task force arrives during a practice session. 
They were ready for us. We wanted to find out . .. Is 
FEAR really the revolting, repulsive, ·repellent, 
disgusting punk group that some people claim or are 
they ironing their day-glo polka-dots and slicking up their 
pompadours in secret, diluting their beat and packaging 
their meat for that New Wave record contract, a PEOPLE 
magazine cover, a possible Sci-Fi movie deal or a TV 
variety seties with humorous(?) sexy_(?) skits? 

Members: Philo Cramer, guitar, Derf Scratch, bass guitar; 
Spit Stix, drums; Lee Ving, vocals. 

Action At Objective: INTERVIEW and PHOTOGRAPH. 

LEE-Aerobic dance now! And watch for the second in 
the epic saga of the Big Joe movies ... Big Joe Meets 
Organface. 
SPIT-And sucks his boils. 
LEE-ls it true that NO MAG is produced in the basement 
of the Jaguar, a known gay club on Santa Monica Blvd.? 
NOMAG-Yes. 
LEE-All right say the magic word and win $500. Here we 
are Mr. & Mrs. Berserko from (Bia bla) Illinois. Ding. Say 
what does hubby do? Roxanne! Roxanne bring in the 
magic word. Gayness. Gayness! This is your life. Good 
evening ladies and gentlemen welcome to the Chad, 
Brad, Rip, Flip and Chip Hour. 
NOMAG-Are you guys mad at the world? Are you 
angry? You have a scary name. 
LEE-Fear is hate, hate is love, love is fear, fear is love. 
NOMAG-Spit, are you angry? -
SPIT -Yeah all the time. 
NOMAG-Why do you have a name like 'spit'. . . isn't 
that kind of dirty? 
SPIT-No, it's how you look at it, it's all your point of 
reference. It 's just a word. 
DEAF-If you're a fly it's food. 
NOMAG-lf you're an amoeba it's an ocean. 
LEE-That's not a fair question ... "Are you mad at the 
world?" How could you lucking live in this world and ask 
that question? Who's not mad at the world? Who sur
vives a year without having some reason to be not in tune 
with what's going on around them. 
DEAF-I think it's also kind of fun to be mad at the world. 
That's the most fun I ever have is being mad at the world 

_ or being mad. 
NOMAG-But don't you think it's mad people who cause 
wars? Do you guys think you're helping the situation? 
DEAF-We're like lemmings man. . 
NOMAG-Do you think you're helping the situation put
ting all this anger into the world? 
SPIT-We want everyone to kill themselves. 
LEE-Sure. Because if people sit there and they be 
asleep while the politicians who they voted in construct 
the war for them then it all happens without their 
knowledge whatsoever. If we wake them up. 
DEAF-Apathy is the worst. 
LEE-That's right, apathy is the enemy. 
PHILO- ... and homosexuality . 
LEE- ... and homosexuality ... but if you wake them 
up and they are cognizant of the fact that there might be a 
war about to happen because someone is saying let's 
have a war .. . then at least they'll be standing there wat
ching when the bomb goes off . _ . rather than sleep 
through it. · 
NOMAG-So you wake them up with violence? 

' LEE-Through what violence? We don't do any violence. 
SPIT-It's one way to eliminate humans. Get them off 
the face of the earth. 
LEE-That's right. We have an over-population pro
blem. The answer is obvious. War. And Darby Crash 
havi11g been such a close friend we just have to think 

--

-
-

that war is one of the answers. Everyone makes a lot of 
money, you clear off the space and there's more air to 
breathe for.everyone. 
NOMAG-lf you 're against over-population why are 
you against homosexuals? 
SPIT-We're all for sex and war. 
LEE-We're not against over-population and it doesn't 
seem to make any difference what position we take on 
anything like homosexuals. 
PHILO-We don't see any problem with sex if you put 
the word homo in front of it. 
LEE-We like to bring out the fact that they exist 
because let's say if someone is interviewing us who 
happens to be gay, then we can rank on gays all night 
and it gives them the hives (laugh). 
PHILO-Gay interviewers have a real insight on the 
homosexual outlook on things. 
LEE-They' re coming from the other side of the 
microphone. 
NOMAG-Sometimes I wonder if you're pulling our 
leg. 
FEAR-(a// together) NO! 
NOMAG-Who are your influences? 
LEE-Elmo Smith, Leo Gorcey, Sonny .Barger and 
Angelo Buono & Kenneth Bianci. 
NOMAG-Who's Elmo Smith? 
PHILO-Somebody famous, it don't matter nobody 
gives a fuck anyway. 

· DEAF-Ah just some lame-a (burp). My influences are 
Disneyland, freeways, liquor stores. 
LEE-He's being honest now! 
NOMAG-Why don 't you pick on .other special Interest 
groups? 
DEAF-You think we pick on just queers? 
LEE-We pick on the queers because there Is a broad 
cross-section of queers who won't admit that they are 
queers ... and not only is there a broad bunch of 
queers but there is this whole other bunch of queers 
that we can pick on and make nervous who might not 
even know that that's what's going on. 
DEAF-It also pisses off all the heterosexuals. 
LEE-And it pisses off all the heterosexuals and It 
pisses off all the girls who want to come down and be 
groupies and pick up on the guys in the group and be in 
the dressing room. So if they think that our statement 
is that pussy smells like catfood tunalish then they're 
going to be put off just a tad unless they're smart 
enough to get the joke and then they'll wind up back in 
the dressing room and they'll get the length of pole just 
like they deserve. 
SPIT-We're just trying to make them feel at home. 
PHILO-It 's important to realize that we would say alot 
of other things if it wasn't for the fact that we get laid 
all the time. 1 
LEE-We all got calluses on the old crank, you know 
what I mean? We could squeeze a few more in though. 
DEAF-Of course there was some boys from New Mex
ico that we did some fudge-packing with! 
LEE-Mike Modern from Tempe, Arizona . .. and we 
are here now just to tell him the same thing that we told 
him a year ago, that FEAR only packs fudge with boys 
that are true blue. Them big of' cheeks! I'll tell 
you! ... For a bunch of shit-packers who just ate a 
bunch of beanie weenies you couldn't tell which end It 
was coming out laster. It was like a double-barrel 
shotgun with an insane trigger, I'll tell you 
something ... yessirree bobaloo. Where were we? Ask 
us a question. 
NOM~G-Why are you angry? What are you pissed off 
about? Are you mad? 
SPIT-We just want to make sure everyone feels a 
warm relationship with us. 
DEAF-We don't give a fuck about anybody, we just 
want to be rich. 
LEE-That's a bogus question. The answer to It ls that 
ii we piss people off we're sure that they've noticed 
that we've been there. If we don't then they just might 
as well have gone to see the Doobie Brothers because 
they' ll never remember that. 
SPIT-And we hate them. 
DEAF-The whole premise of our band when we 
started was to get people to hate us. 
LEE- ... And subliminally like it at the same time, 
hopefully. And it seemed to work out that way. We 
played at the Starwood with this group galled HELL 



from Oregon. They had smokepots, platform heels with 
glitter everywhere, they had all long bleached blond 
hair and they were in the dressing room combing their 
hair and checking out their makeup. 
PHILO-Big ol' red lipstick right on their mouths like 
they were going to suck somebody's big ol' pud! 
LEE-That's right ... and I looked into the dressing 
room and I said "Good luck fellas" . . . and it seemed 
somehow facetious because this looked like it was 
anything but fellas . . . and they was out there doing 
that thing about KISS and that number with the 
smokepots and It was real dumb and we played alter 
'them and It was completely out of context. We played 
for a hippie audience, all long hairs. 
SPIT-There were Tal!'pax with shit on them on the 
stage afterwards. 
LEE-This was almost 3 years ago and they were 
throwing beer bottles at us ... they were all looking 
left and right shaking their heads saying that they 
didn't like It, but they were all tapping their foot at the 
same time, and none of those motherfuckers left. They 
all stayed and they all bought a mess of beer and they 
all got drunk and the place was packed and they all 
lucking stayed until late at night. But David Knight who 
had asked me earlier in the evening ... he said, 
"What's the meaning of punk?" ... and I said "To 
destroy the middle class!" and he said " But I'm the 
middle class!" And I shrugged my shoulders like so 
what/ . .. And that was our last voyage to the Starwood 
until they changed hands. 
LEE_(recltlng graffiti scribbled on their garage wall)-Big 
Joe was a big man and for sex he needs big pussy. Big 
Pussy was the main ingredient for Big Joe's Big Dick 
Poultice. 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was 
the biggest of cocks, It was the smallest of cocks, it was 
the tightest of cunts, it was the loosest.of cunts . 

.. . It was the horniest oltimes ... it was the dick-driest 
of times ... 

Big Joe walked the streets where he met a nice guy and 
girl .. . he walked down the New York streets, he said 
" Hey Baby! Do you want to see a piece of meat for eating 
but not for biting off??" 

" Yeah! Yeah! It's a big hunk!" she told him .. . "but that 
knot in your pants really· makes me want to drink a big 
pussy down your lace you big nose Jew-boy!" Joe knew 
she only wanted his big weenie sticking out at her big 
pull mouth. "Gimme that big1:ock" she demanded, "and 
don't delay!" "Okay baby" said Joe, "spread 'em big you 
ol ' dung heap!" 

Joe's big cock ran tightly against the blonde chick's tight 
pussy. "Hey cunt" screamed Joe " ... WhY ain't you all 
wet and lubricated?" "Aww gee" she said . . . the blond, 
"just give me time." 

u1 ain't got cuntface . .. uh, I ain't got time cuntface!" 
said Joe angrily. "I'll get you lubricated!" ... Joe stabb
ed Blondie with his big Bowie knife ... "Ohhhhh!" she 
said. The blood gushed like pussy fluid from which Joe 
took comfort and his pecker grew hard. STAB he went 
STAB STAB! Joe's mouth found comfort again as it 
drooled over sweet Blondie's wounds and sucked her 
vagina-like red sputum .. 
NOMAG-Do you make fun of lesbians? Are you afraid 
of them? 
LEE-No we really like lesbians. We hereby go on record 
with your paper as saying that ii we have neglected them 
in any way we promise to in the future include them more 
regularly because we think that they are a deserving au· 
dience and I myself would like to have about six to travel 
with me at all times. 
NOMAG-You may slug a guy if he got on stage but 
would you slug a girl? 
DERF-Did you see the DECLINE OF WESTERN 
CIVILIZATION? End of subject. 
LEE-Of course everyone should slug girls, it 's the 
Equal Rights Amendment. Why should you confine your 
bodily contact to men? Do you know what I mean? 
PHILO-Why did you bring up the subject of homosex
ual girls? 
NOMAG-1 think that you're insulting them. 
LEE-I hope so. Either that or they!re deal. 
DERF-\Ale have alot of crowd that is gay and love us and 

we have alot of crowd that is gay and hates us but we 
don't have any gay crowd that ignores us. 
PHILO-Wait, wait I have just been reproached! Let me 
back down by saying "Gee, I'm sorry. I am sorry." 
NOMAG-Derf, how do you get along with the gay crowd 
that loves you? 
DERF-Oh they walk by a.nd say "We've heard alot of 
that homo talk how about some homo action?" and then I 

- just say "Eat shit and bark at the moon" and W'!lk away. 
There's a little sado-masochism going on there .. . on 
their part. 
LEE-As soon as he says that they run into the girls 
room and crank their pud through.the Kotex machine one 
time and everythlng's cool. So the next girl who comes in 
she pulls down the rag and finds this big ol' gob stuck to 
it running down onto the floor. Let's get another one of 
them beers. 
NOMAG-ls there anything that you really want to say? 
PHILO-Yes! I am gay! . .. Well my tendencies. I've got 
a real straight job see ... I've got these tendencies. I'd 
like to tell them to the world but I've got this real straight 
job. 
LEE-He wants to call himself Ginger . .. he· really 
wants to call himself Ginger. Ginger finally gets courage 
and leaves Frisco and moves to L.A. and gets an 
engineering job with a modern power systems company 
in Sylmar making electro-luminescent film bonded from 
silicon up the fucking ruby. 
DERF-1 want to know how long this 3-way love triangle 
has been going on between you three! · 
LEE-/ don't know what you're talking about! 
PHILO-When are FEAR Lee Ving style jeans going to be 
on the market? · 
LEE-Well Murjani's been calling me daily but I keep teil
ing them that I'm in the bathroom. The reason that we 
haven't gone for it yet is because I want to design the 
front of the pants to have worms, many worms sticking 
out from the front ... and that it doesn't interface with 
BLONDIE'S Amos, P-mos, and D·mos. · 
DERF-What kind of drugs have you taken? 
LEE-I can't be dishonest in the atmosphere of someone 
who has been confessed so wholeheartedly and I must 
tell the world that as far as the drugs I have taken ... I 
am taken the drugs of angel-dust 
(chorus) yes brother 

and I have taken the drugs of acid. I have taken them 
almost every day and it has been a bad thing for me to the 
world 

(chorus) Lord have mercy. Hallelujah! 

I have a thing that we will sing here, number 17, "Praise 
to Jesus Because He Was a Homosexual" . .. have mercy 

(chorus) Lord have mercy 

I have sang praise to Jesus! 

(chorus) Praise the Lord 

And God have been my soul of fire .. 

(chorus) In Jesus Christ's name yeah 

· He was a homosexual! 

(chorus) Praise the Lord 

He reached down In front and found a smelly vagina! 

(chorus) Big gay boy Jesus Christ 

... and he was up stuck to the cross .. 

(chorus) Hallelujah 

... He g"ot butt-fucked by the Boss! 

(chorus) Colitis tool 

He got them bloody 'cause he shot red shots onto the 
sheets brother! 

(chorus) Lord have mercy 

He ~ent home he cried he cried he cried (indistinguishable) 
(chorus) In Jesus Christ's name. 

... because because because Jesus Christ say send 10 
dollars to brother Ving and he will recommend your 
salvation personally to the Lord . 

(chorus) Praise the Lord. Hallelujah! 

And so ladies and gentleman we are concluded with the 
interview . .. and we will recommend your salvatioo per
sonally to the Lord. Thus sayeth the words of the Lord. 
That's perfect. Done! 
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54 Year Old Feminist Rachel Rosenthal Says: 

"LEE, THA-T'S JUST 
NOT COOL!" 

Would NO Magazine knowingly stir up trouble? Have we 
done so in the past? Uhhh ... Yeah, sure we 
would ... why suffer, ennui, boredom anyway? What did 
we do? We showed the FEAR interview to feminist Rachel 
Rosenthal, pictured here .. . she got upset (we had an
ticipated that) and penned the following reaction: 

by Rachel Rosenthal 
It's Sunday and the apartment has been under siege for a week. It's an 

ant invasion. Poor bastards. They're hungry, and thirsty. I tried to reason 
with them for days, killing a few at a time, hoping they'd understand. But 
no: More came, coming for more. So I got pissed and bought those round 
poison traps and placed them around, out of reach of Tatti Wattles, my 
rat. 

Today the ants are swarming. They're lapping up the poison. But their 
formations have become sloppy. They're moving frantically about. I 
understand that they go back to the nest and poi.son everyone there. I 
feel guilty. I hate to do this. I find this method particularly insidious and 
dirty. I won 't do it again: seducing, attracting with good smells and pro
mises, and then zap, the hideous death. 

We never actual ly see what happens, or hear their anguish. A whole 
nest! Every ant a ce ll in the body politic. All murdered. It's a crime against 
nature. No. I won't do it again, no matter how noxious the invasion. 

But in the meantime, it set me thinking and wondering about Punk 
Rock. · 

I'm thinking of the kids who go to concerts as the ants, seduced by the 
beat, the poetry, the healthy social anger and all, and then betrayed by 
the optional postures, the pseudo-nihilism and viru lent baiting. What! 
Are there no women, gays, Jews, among the ants, and what about up 
there, on the stage? Are there no women up there? No gays? Are there 
really no Punk Jews? · ' 

Don 't tell me it's scapegoating. True scapegoating went out with 
super-archaic and tiny communities where xenophobia was possible 
because strangers could be identified. No. Nowadays the goats are in 
our midst The goats are us. Sorry about the mixed metaphor. Back to the 
ants. 

The ants go to the concerts to see the musicians immolate 
themselves and to be immolated too. Lemming ants? 

OK. Come on, now. We know you're kidding. You must be ... BLACK 
FLAG (a._nt killers), FEAR and the rest, you're smart. Very smart. With your 
silly tough clothes (I know what that's about!), yo,ur cute' sense of 
humor ... you want us to quake and laugh at the same time. Shakin·g 
like jello to the beat, to the meanness, to the insults. We women better 
not be uptight. Let's laugh at the cunt jokes and the violence. And the 
" homos" ~etter laugh too. And the Jews. We're such good sports. You 
know that! (Interesting targets, those, considering that what would be 
considered orthodox ones-the social and polltlcal villains we all know 
and love to hate-are much more seldom attacked. Would that not sell 
records?) You tell us you want us to hate you while sending out 
subliminal messages of love-needs ... So we shake in synch with the 
music, enraptured, and only experience the full impact of the poison 
when we get home. 

But there's a dichotomy there. Your songs say different things than 
you d_o in ad libs to the au.dlence. Hmmm. In your songs, you know, you 
are sensitive. Poets. You are angry and urihappy. We can identify for we 
all watch time run o.ut, life erode, and we end up howling like so many in
effectual Antigones over the rotting and dismembered corpse, picked a:t 
by vultures. We howl, each of us in our own language, a Babel of tongues, 
but with the same harmonics. You, FEAR, say Fuck You with the band's 
driving sound and puke out images of horror and hopelessness. We can 
relate to that. Ever hear of history? That kind of thing has a long tradition 
going way back to the protest and apocalyptic poetry of biblical times, 
when men and women of insight and sensitivity sought to blast people 
out of their complacency: and selfishness with prophetic thunder and vi
sions of doom. The line skewers people like Francois Villon-a rogue 
and a revolutionary, Lautreamont at the turn of the century-whose im
ages of cruelty titillated and shocked the bourgeois, and Antonin Artaud ' 
whose mad and inspired ravings in the thirties and forties were as in
testinal, anal and genital , and as inimical to the middle class, as the 
lyrics yoU put out. You are descendants of a respected and hallowed line. 

Of course there is a major difference: the poets of the past didn't 
possess the tools of communication enjoyed by you today. They didn't 
recite thei r verses to amplified .beats that totally invade the nervous 
system of their listeners. They had access to very limited audiences who 
absorbed them in isolation, in the way books are read. The impact of 
Rock in general and Punk Rock in particular is immensely greater, both 
in scope and in effect. As ants, we are completely vulnerable to posses
sion of Ideas, attitudes and models, via rock concerts, the media) discs, 
mags, etc. · · 

The above-mentioned Artaud was a theatrical theorist who predicted, 
among other things, that the language of performance would reach a tex
ture of such richness and complexity, that intellectual ideas would be 
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conveyed irresistibly through sensory means, and that gesture, sound, 
?olor, rhythms and screams would infiltrate the viewer's nervous system 
interchangeably, reaching the spiritual through the digestive and the 
sexual (very much as in Tantric Yoga) and blurring the separation be
tween the various types of sensory input. According to him, a systematic 
stage language could be evolved to those ends. Artaud did not foresee 
the d~velo~men.t in mass entertainment during the past two decades, 
nor did he 1magme that those methods of spellbinding and indoctrina
tion would be adapted within a totally different branch of human 
endeavor: mind control and I or brainwashing. 

You manipulate all the ingredients of brainwashing: the rate night 
~our, the seduct ive and I or disorienting lights, the ear-shattering sound 
m t h~ fo~m of a pulse that creates an inescapable entrainment, tine per
sonif 1catlon of an energy most of us lack and crave, the images ar'ld 
sounds of our Shadow, of all the secret and unavowed negatives of our 
existence, piled up and pent up since infancy and given form and sanc
tion-the glorification of all bodily secretions (spume, spit, semen .. . ); 
the vague hatreds and resentments produced by normal existential 
events (traumatic birth, severance from the mother, abandonment 
delayed watification, Intrusion by others, small and large failures, o; 
worse: mistreatment, neglect, cruelty, molestation); the feeling of being 
small, unseen and unacknowledged. 

At last, a mouthpiece for our bile, our fury, our claim to be heard! At 
last we are represented! No matter that we are insulted and spat upon. 
y-ou, up there on that platform, have taken on our fears, our worst feel
ings, our demons. You are the shamans who can rid us momentarily of 
their t~rment because you have become them, you are them, you are 
HA TE incarnate and have therefore cleansed us, relieved us of the 
responsibility for hideous feelings and have shown us that they are not 
~hameful. That they are OK. Our worst nightmares are up there, in the 
hm~light, telling It to the world, making it, being FAMOUS, doing and 
saying all the uglies, the hidden, the punishable by death. And getting 
away with it. Wow! 

You are the ultimate brainwashing machine, technical ly sophisticated 
and yet with roots In mythology, magic and the darkest folds of our un
conscious. You are both insidious and upfront. You reach! But you too 
are a victim of that deadly machine. You are caught. You are trapped. You 
are despair. You are overdose. You are death. 

FEAR! What a lovely name. Something we can all relate to: the univer
sal leveler. It 's in all our lives in one form or another, and FEAR is there 
like some giant homeopathic pill : for fear, take FEAR! ' 

Lee Ving, I heard you have a kid. A little boy. Gan he read yet? If he 
does! has ~e read the graffiti in your garage? And if he can't read, did you 
read 1t to him out loud? Does he already know, at age six, is it, or seven, 
that dry cunts can be lubricated with a knife? Do you know that the sub
conscious is made up of t,early messages accepted as real and true? 
Children's sense of symbolism is non-existent. Their separation be
tween fact and fiction is blurred and undefined. Do you know that your 
boy may actually believe that it's cool to stab women In the vagina? No 
shit. To him, It may not be just an expression of contempt, a cruel and 
ultra-sexist joke, a badge of pseudo-macho like all the rest of the phony 
paraphernalia and symbolism, mindless and obscene lyrics unworthy of 
your songs; no, for him it may be real. A role model. Do you have a wife, 
Lee? Women who have befriended and nurtured you? Or is your world all 
Yang, a total and tragic negation ~f the Yin .In you, making you unbalanc
ed and mad, you and those around you? 

Gee whiz, Lee! You're no dummy! You know damn well what you're do
ing. Or is It true what you say about drugs and has speed derriollshed 
your gray matter? 

Look, I understand about upholding images. I liked the interview. I 
fou~d it clever! in the way ~II oJ you have of shuffling the cards, muddying 
the issues, domg about-faces and pulling our legs. But Lee, is your brain 
also ruled by your infantile subconscious? Don't you know where to draw 
the line? 

What about all those ants, those kids out there whose li'ps still smell of 
milk and whose expression hovers between sucking and snarl Ing? FEAR 
says! Lee does! Big Joe stabs!!! Golly, Ving, I'm glad I'm not you. But be
ing me, a 54 year old woman, an artist, a Jew and a "homo" earlier In life I 
am also grieving deeply. For I know that my writing isn't hip. That I am f~ll 
of feeling, sentiment, outrage and moral responsibility, all qualities that 
make very little noise compared to heavy metal. And gushing blood. And 
the rush of drugs. And the chic of fascism, of shock, of hate. 

Damn it, Lee, you are still my brother. You are a man of wit, you are an 
artist. You put out. You take risks. You have pain. Is there no meeti'ng 
ground? I respect so much in you.' Must I also feel spat upon, threatened 
raped and ridiculed? Do you really need that for your "big pud''? Oh, G0<i 
what a sad world. For me. For you. For your little boy. 

If you insist that the battle lines be drawn, I will fight you. I will insist 
that Male and Female recognize their existence within one another. That 
they stop murdering their animus or anima, leaving themselves bleeding 
to death in variously prolonged agonies. I will demand that you see 
yourself In me as I see myself in you. That you turn your weapons on the 
real villains, not on yourself, or yourself in me. That you identify the rot of 
our world and go after It with your lethal· drill, your fabulous mus~. your 
militant words, the discipline of your art. That you stop poisoning the 
ants, young and old, who lovey6u, are bowled over by you, follow you and 
your music beyond the ritual exchange of insults. I demand that you stop 
stabbing me. As a woman, a ''homo'' and a Jew. I've had it. This Is 1981 
and I've had enough. I've lived too long 'to continue playing these stupid 
games. · 

Come on, Lee, let's play. Games will always deal us adversary cards 
and we can play the insults game any time you wish. But the other game, 
no. Don't teach the kids to rape and maim me, Lee. That 's just not cool. 

Not cool at all. 



• 
graphics: Bruce Kalberg 
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ADVERTISING 
. SALESPERSON 
WANTED: 
NO Magazine is looking for an 
advertising salesperson to handle 
all our ads on a commission basis. 
For information cal I (213) 
463-9796 or write NO Magazine, 
P.O. Box 57041, Los Angeles CA 
90057. 

THANKS FOR THE BENEFIT SHOW 

THANKS DISPOSALS 
THANKS JOHANNA WENT AND HER BAND 

THANKS MOOD OF DEFIANCE 
THANKS TOP JIMMY AND THE RHYTHM PIGS 

THANKS MICHON 
THANKS SCHMIDLIN 

THANKS WHISKY A GO GO 
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Can't get enough? SST Records and 
Posh Boy give you the most hard

core at the lowest price! 2S songs 
on one cassette! Black Flag 

(with "Six-pack"), TSO!., Saccharine, 
1lust. Social Distortion, Minutemen, 

CH 3. Descendents, Stains, and 
Shattered Faith. 

PBC 120 (Cassette only) 

R.O.T.R 
"The definitive LA compilation:· 
says Fllpslde Magazine. White punks 
run amok In suburban streets In 
search of sex and thrills. Includes 
"Bloodstains" by Agent Orange. 
''Amoeba" The Adolescents, 
"Wiid In The Streets" Circle Jerks, 
"No Values" Black Flag and 10 other 
great California hits as chosen by 
KROQ DJ Rodney Blngenhelmer. 
PBS 106/PBC 106 

Records and tapes available 
mail-order at list-price from 

POSH BOY RECORDS AND 1llPES 
P.O. BOX 38861 

LO~ANGE~~~ 

DISTRIBIJl'ED BY JEM; GREENWORLD: WIN: 

These beach guys drive the glris 
crazy; Now the heroes of Beach Blvd. 
take the Huntington Beach sound 
to the rest of the country. 
Glris beware: walklng In the sand 
wtth this lot can be hazardous 
to your health. A World Apart 
by The Crowd. 
PBS 108/PBC 108 

~BABY BUDDHA 
Mysterious San Francisco musicians 
program their synthesizers to play 
your perfect love calls "Stand By 
\bur Man" and "\bur Cheatin' Heart." 
Music For "teenage Sex 
by Baby Buddha. 
PBS 114/PBC 114 

NUN(. 
See The Nuns without their "habits:' 
These strange-looklng novlees 
venture Into the real worid with 
"Savage:· "Wiid;' "Suicide Child;' 
"Child Molester" and other aptly 
titled hits. The Nuns Bomp 

u.x.A.t BlP4010/PBC 10s 

Strictly for the klnky, the brute 
force of a Weatherman attack at 
night on the Fentagon. 12 steel-
flsted cuts Illusions of Grandeur by 
the legendary U.X.A. 
PBS 104/PBC 104 

FORGET $7.98. $8.98, $9.98 . . . 
DONT PAY MORE THAN 

$5. 98 L.p. or cassette! 

DISC TRADING: SYS'IEMATIC; SKYDISC; ROUGH TRADE. 





For t>OOll:mg and inlorrrulhon contact SST. 

BLACK FLAG (LP) 
DAMAGED: Ri9e AboW. 
Spray Paint. Six Pick, 
Whit I See, TV Party, 
Thlrsly and Miserable. 
Pollce Story. Gimmie 
Glmmie Glmmle. De
p ressio n . Room 13, 
D1m1god II, No More. 
Padded Cell, Liie of 
Pam, Damaged I. 

OUT NOW! · 
SACCHAAtNE TRUST (LP) PAGAN ICONS SST 006 

' 

llHOllDl---
P .o .eox 1 LAWNDALE. CALIF 
90260 · 21} 65'/ 05$5 



NON COMPOS MENTIS 
From Dallas TX 
45 Available now 
11Ultimate Orgas1m11 by NCM 

Other Releases 
LP's The Telefones 

Ft. Worth Cats 
Frenetics 
The Devices 

45's Quad Pi EP 
Bobby Soxx 
The Ooo 
The Ejectors 
The Schematics 
Von Beat 

Soon Coming 
New by NCM 

VVVRECORDS 
3906 CEDAR SPRINGS• DALLAS, TEXAS 75219 

(214) 522-3470 
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If these letters from our readers are any indication, human sexuality certainly seems to have regressed since the free· 
love days of the '60's. Fortunately for the human race NOMAG readers probably aren'·t representative of the average 
American individual. Then again, these letters possibly are characteristic of the average Jack & Jill's sexual preoc· 
cupations. At any rate a great many of our readers responded to Raymond Pettibone's cover drawing last Issue with 

---- the phrase "I'm Sick Of Sex" written across it and they felt the need to unbosom themselves on the subject. We have 
received a deluge of letters since last issue on the subject ·of sex. Since that cover, our mailbox has been stuffed with 
sexual perversions, confessions, and advice. We contacted some of these correspondents to see if we could get 
snapshots of them (really that's all we wanted!). Only the following nine would let us g!)t within shotgun range. 

MONICA o . "I am lying in bed with a horny young man. He 
is going to ball me. I told him that first I wanted to write this 
note to your mag while I was really, really horny. Pretty 
soon I will make him 1emove my tampon with his teeth! It 
makes him really horny if I let him chew on it before he 
penetrates me. This young man is a very handsome sen· 
silive boy. I wrap my legs around his head to smother him, 
as I write this he struggles lor breath. All the power I want 
over another human being is mine. Some women prefer 
men smaller and younger than themselves. I am writing 
you to lell you that sex isn'I just for ladies wi lh hourglass 
figures./ am a big 200 lb. woman, but nol lat, and I love sex! 
Don't gel me wrong. I'm not a mean bitch, it's just that 
sometimes healthy young boys need a little punishment, it 
makes their cocks sprout." 

DONNA D. "I have noticed thal your magazine has a 
serious approach to sex so I lhought I should offer my opi· 
nion. I haven't had sex in over6 months and I don't miss It. I 
prefer my parakeet. The last time I had sex I fell asleep on 
my lover. I don' I know what happened because I was too 
lucking bored to be concerned, you know, asleep. Recen tly 
I've become very attached to my vibrator. Sometimes I br· 
ing my little parakeet for a ride. He sits on my index finger 
and we go lor a ride, you know, in and out, up and down 
with my vibrator. Sometimes he sings, it's fun. Is that sex? 
II doesn't seem like sex to me, it's too much lun. 
Sometimes I take him for a ride In front ol Dan Rather. I like 
the CBS Evening News. 

WALLACE N. " I'm not 'sick ol sex· al all because I just can't 
seem to ever get any. Really, just once I wou ld like to know 
what ii !eels like. I just gave up all hope when I turned 40. I 
know I'm not that good looking ... OK so my head is shaped 
a lillle unusual but just once in my life I deserve some. I just 
want it once. My ego is destroyed. I'm in really bad mental 
shape. For 2 years I worked to make my dick longer, you 
know. male hgrmones and stretching. I've even cwlsed the 
geriatric plck·up bars but even the blind old half-dead ones 
don't want ii. What's wrong with mine huh? Try my dick huh 
baby?" 

MARTIN L. "I have to tell somebody about my strange sex
ual experience. I was raped by outer space beings from a 
UFO. At least I think they were having sex, you know I was 
on the receiving end of It, and to an earthman it left like 
rape! They were humanoid types covered with steaming 
throbbing protuberances that oozed white viscous fluid. If 
they were penises each one had at least 10 or 15 all erect! 
This is all true I swear to God! I've seen a lot of kooky stuff 
in my life but never anything like these guys. I thought I 
was being abducted for a medical examination when they 
led me to their circular ship, but no such luck, these guys 
were horny! It wasn't as painful as I expected. I Just thank 
God I didn't have hemorrhoids. They looked sort ol llke 
DEVO. " 

ARNOLD s. " If you are turned off by sex at NOMAG may I 
suggest body·shaving. That's my big kick. Why do you 
knock sex? Perhaps you are just too repressed to tum on 
to the full potential of the human body. I thought we got rid 
of those uptight attitudes In the sixties. Body·shaving is a 
tremendous turn-on for me and cock·and·ball punishment 
Is a great scene. I'm not talking about mulilalion but just a 
good work-over. I guarantee you won't be bored for a 
minute. C'mon guys! Discover your manhood. Let some 
guy rake control of your bags for a few hours. Discover 
your body, don't be sick of It." 

MALCOLM E. " What kind of creeps are you anti·sex 
perverts? You're a perfect example of mental disease In 
America. The Third World is breeding the white race out of 
existence, .don' t you know that? Don't you feel the 
biolog ical urge for survival of the fittest? Of course you do. 
Then I recommend that you pick up some dirty magazines 
and try to excite yourselves. You poor Impotent wretches! 
Fuck. Please fuck. For America luck before those geeks 
breed us oft the face of the earth! Do you really want our 
clvillzatlon to crumble? I can't believe that you do. I 
suspect that alot of your readers are homosexuals. I ask 
you to please reject this shallow tad and think of the future 
of our culture." 

KENNETH J. " I'm sick of this ERA crap. If women were 
supposed to be like men God would have given them a 
dick. All the rubber dildoes and swaggering dykes in the 
world won't make them men. How many dominant Nazi 
savage bitches go home to beat and step on their poor 
hard·working husbands? Where do they leam this type of 
behavior? ERA meetings. Women demonstrate and march 
and picket so their sons can go die in military combat and 
their poor husbands work lhemselves inlo their graves just 
to have their children taken away in a custody settlement. 
Women today are disturbing the balance of nature. It's 
been over 18 months since I made love to my wife. The Bi· 
ble condemns this sort of sexual revolution." 

JEFFREY W. " It's funny that your magazine should be 
'sick of sex' trio because I am having a similar problem. I 
still like to fuck alot but recently my girlfriend has 
developed a problem which she can' t get rid of and It's 
making me sick. I love her alot and I don't know what to do 
because she's always trying to jump into the sack with me 
and I'm just grossed out by her condition. The last 6 mon
ths-she has had a thick yellow vaginal discharge with an 
unpleasant odor (to say the least) which she can't get rid of 
and her doctor says it Isn' t VD and she's still always horny. 
It's real gross and I have to live with It and I can' t talk to my 
mother or my friends about It. So I thought I'd tell NOMAG 
because you're such jerks and I want you to know that I'm 
suffering tor sex and love. Do you want her phone number?'' 

1 
BABETTE z. " My dog Thrasher is just out of control these 
days. I don't know what to do with him exc"ept cut his balls 
off. He's a Doberman you know, and he jumps up on my 
friends and humps them ... he especially likes my girl· 
friends. As soon as they come over that big red sticky thing 
pops out. And he's got no control once he starts, he squirted 
dog semen all over a friend whose name I won't mention. I 
don't want to ruin her reputation. Do you think it's his 
doglood? I mean I got a Doberman as a watchdog against 
robbers and rapists you know. Thrasher was such a cute 
puppy until he discovered sex. I hate men, they only want 
one thing. lhey're real animals. I'm thinking about cutting his 
balls off. 





Serena Dank (Parents Of Punkers organizer): "What I've done is written a pam· 
phlet which has 90 questions and answers. Everything a parent would want to know 
about the punk movement and their child." 



EXCLUSIVE: PARENTS OF PUNKERS ORGANIZE TO 
STOP PUNK ROCK ••• 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: 
SERENA DANK 
National media recently descended upon Serena Dank and her 'Parents 
Of Punkers'. This organization is bent on bridging the gap between 
parents and 'New Age' teenagers. 

INTERVIEW & PHOTO BY PENELOPE SPHEERIS 

PENELOPE: If there was one word to describe the parents 
who contact you, what would it be? 
SERENA: ·Desperate. Totally desperate. I usually get crisis 
calls. Parents don't know what else to do. So what I've done is 
written a pamphlet which has 90 questions and answers. Every· 
thing a parent would want to know about the punk movement 
and their child. 

PENELOPE: Questions like what? 
SERENA: Like what to do if your child comes home with green 
and orange hair. 

PENELOPE: What is the answer to that? 
SERENA: Well, one thing you should not do is SCREAM and 
YELL. You should sit down and talk about it. By the way, that's 
the biggie - PERSONAL APPEARANCE. I've had parents just 
absolutely freak out over an earring! (LOUD LAUGHTER) It's 
true! I got a crisis call over an earring. What usually happens 
is an argument, the kid takes off, the parents SLAM the door, 
and it's over. 

PENELOPE: I wonder why an earring would set a parent off 
so much? 
SERENA: It's kind of the straw that broke the camel's back. 

PE_NELOPE: How else would you describe the parents? 
SERENA: Embarrassed. 

PENELOPE: They're embarrassed that their kids are punks? 

SERENA: Yeah. You walk down the stree.t with a punk kid and 
everybody on the street knows: JOHNNY IS PUNK. You see 
his wild looking hair, his freaky outfit and everybody looks at 
YQU, the parent. How could YOU do that? It's like saying, " As 
a parent, look, I've failed! And this is my failure." ' 

PENELOPE: So you think parents with a punk kid think 
they 've failed? 
SERENA: Yeah, it's like an advertisement. It's like saying, 
" Hey, we've got problems at home." It 's like walking down the 
street saying, " Look what I did. This is what I came up with!" 

PENELOPE: When I went to the Parents of Punkers meeting 
I got the feeling that the parents tell like their ·kids just flew 
down from the moon or something. 
SERENA: Yeah. I got a call recently from a mother who said, 
" My kid was playing the cello and all of a sudden one day he 
woke up and he was PUNK!" She said he was going to join the 
philharmonic orchestra, but now look at him! He's heavy into 
punk. And I told her, " nothiJlg happens overnight". 

PENELOPE: Remember the woman at the meeting who said 
she cut her son's clothing off his body? • 
SERENA: Yes, this woman's son had been in military school 
for 4 years, very controlled. He came home to finish hi school 
and got into the punk scene. He got into the music and he got 
into the dress. And his parents freaked out. 

PENELOPE: Whal was he wearing, do you know? 
SERENA: It was thrift shop clothes. Holes in the sneakers, 
holes In the knee, you know, in the I-shirt, whatever. Anyway, 
this woman said one day her son came home from school 
dressed like that and she cut off his clothes and made 
him watch while she and her husband burned them on 
the front lawn. • 

PENELOPE: That's amazing. 
SERENA: Yeah, but the part that I really have trouble repeating 
is that she claimed she also CHAINED HIM TO A TREE! 

PENELOPE: What?! Just like a dog! (laughter) 
SERENA: Don't laugh. A lot of parents come in here talking 
about locking their kids Into rooms! 

PENELOPE: Really? Didn't that one woman say she made her 
son's friends hang their clothes on the fence when they came 
to visit? 
SERENA: Yeah. She had so much trouble with him. She finally 
institutionalized him. 

PENELOPE: And wasn't she more pleased with him when he 
came out? She was bragging about how he had reformed. 
SERENA: Yes, but it had only been 2 weeks since he had been 
out of the institution. You know, I'm working with a surf punker 
right now. 

PENELOPE: What makes a surf punker? 
SERENA: Well, he surfs a lot and he 's into punk. They brought 
him to a psychiatrist before they came to see me and the psy
chiatrist said, "LOCK HIM UP!!" 

PENELOPE: For being into surfing or into punk? 
SERENA: For being rowdy and getting into trouble. And the 
kid FREAKED! All the way home he was crying and saying, " Oh, 
mom, oh mom, I didn't think I was crazy! There's got to be 
another way. Can't we see somebody else?" So they came to 
see me, and it's been working fantastic. As a matter of fact, this 
weekend I'm going out to watch him in a surfing contest. 

PENELOPE: Why did you decide to form Parents of Punkers? 

SERENA: It all started when I met a 15 yr. old girl. She would 
not speak to her mother. She lived with her father in a house 
with no telephone. She was out on the Hollywood scene every 
single night. She had been arrested and she was on probation. 
She would not go to school , and she wouldn't talk to anybody 
except her best friend. 

PENELOPE: And she was a punk? 
SERENA: Yes. First day I met her she had on red tights, black 
dress and rosary beads. She was really into the occult. Her hair 
was chopped and it was half red and half black. 

PENELOPE: Well , at least it matched her outfit. 
SERENA: I just took one look at her and I found a young lady 
that I just fell in love with! I said, " Hey, I'm like you and you 're 
like me and let's just talk" . And we CRIED, we actually CRIED 
together. That was the beginning. 

PENELOPE: Whal happened to that girl? 
SERENA: Today she's finishing off hi school and she's living 
with her mother and we've taught her some COPING SKILLS. 

PENELOPE: Why did you call ii Parents of Punkers instead 
· of Parents of Punks? 
SERENA: Well , I was naive at the time and I didn't know one 
thing from the other. I didn't really know if it was supposed 
to be punkers or punks or what. 

PENELOPE: 
phone calls. 

I understand you 've gotten some threatening 

SERENA: I got a call from a young man on my answering 
machine and he said, " I've got no values. I'm gonna blow you 
away. Ha Ha." And he called back 25 times and he either 
blasted music, threatened me, or used obscenities. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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Spaz Attack: Would P.0.P. tie him toa tree and burn his clothes? 
Watch out Spaz! 

PENELOPE: Sounds like he might listen to Black Flag. 
SERENA: I don't know but after about the fourth message, I 
didn 't want to listen. I had to ask my husband to listen to my 
messages for me. The really funny part about that call is that 
I guess ii was a toll call for the kid because I got a call from his 
father and he wanted to know who had been calling my number 
so many limes. I told him it was his son and he should tell him 
to stop, that I wasn't enjoying his threatening and obscene calls. 

PENELOPE: Your previous work was with gangs, right? 
SERENA: Yes, I've worked extensively with female gang mem
bers. There's a lot of violence. 

PENELOPE: Are there any similarities to punks? 
SERENA: There's a big difference. Gangs seem to be into 
gang-banging, you know, hurting each other. Punks are more 
into self-mutilation. 

PENELOPE: Oh, come on. 
SERENA: No, self-mutilation. That's the biggie. And 
that's a very frightening thing for a family. And it's the thing that 
frightened me the most. And there seems to be a lot of it. 

PENELOPE: Like what? 
SERENA: Like kids who take knives to themselves, you know, 
and run them up and down their arms. One mother called me 
frantic , and we spent about an hour and a half on the phone. 
She was way out in the Valley. (Serena's in Norwalk.) What her 
son had done, was he had wounds on his arms and every 
time he got angry with his family, he'd take a knife and 
open the wounds and make them watch him BLEED! 

PENELOPE: Kind of a Jesus trip, huh? 
SERENA: This is not the first time I've heard of such a thing. 
A young man in this area, did this in a liquor store a couple of 
weeks ago. 

PENELOPE: The exact same thing? And on his arm_? 
SERENA: Un huh. And another young lady told me at her hi 
school that this is what kids do. They take knives and run them 
up and down their arms. And another thing is with cigarettes. -
I've had calls from mothers saying their kids come home with 
cigarette burns _up and down their arms. 

PENELOPE: What? Haven't they ever heard of ashtrays? 
(Darby left his mark.) 
SERENA: I donno. This is just part of it all. I asked a young 
girl why kids did these things. And she said, " You know, Serena, 
you feel so much pain inside by the time you stick this cigarette 
to yourself you don't feel it." She was really hooking into the 
pain of the movement. It symbolizes, "I HURT." 

PENELOPE: Why do you think it happens? 
SERENA: Are you familiar with the movie, TOMMY? I watched 
it about 1 O times and it really pushed my buttons. I kept hearing 
that song, " Hear me, feel me, see me, touch me." To me, that 
is teenagers. Even the hardcore punk is doing this. Saying, hey, 
I wanna be heard. I mean, it's a MESSAGE. 

PENELOPE: How widespread is the problem? 
SERENA: I've been getting calls from all over the United 
States. And now they want to do a thing i[l Mexico City. I thought 
it was just·gonna be white middle class kids, but I get calls from 
all over. Grand Rapids, Michigan, Baltimore, Indianapolis, New 
York. So there has to be something going on. 

PENELOPE: In your opinion, is there any value to the music? 
SERENA: At this point all I've seen is negative out· 
comes from continually listening to this kind of music. 

PENELOPE: So I guess we could say you don't personally 
enjoy it? 
SERENA: Most of them can hardly strum a guitar. It's loud, 
grating music, and you're not dealing with what I would consider 
'ta lent'. Personally, it 's not my kind of music. I have trouble 
listening to negative, negative, negative messages. For 
myself, I have to let some of the positive in. If punk is to continue, 
I'd like to see some of that happen and I have heard that there 
is a new group called Soft Little Fingers that has more 
pos, l ive messages. 

PEt::::::..OPE: I think it's Stiff Little Fingers. 
SERENA: Oh, stiff? 

PENELOPE: Does any of this scare you at t imes? 
SERENA: I've worked with so many violent kids. I've worked 
with gangs. I've worked with violent gang members. And I only 
once was attacked by a young man. He was on PCP. 

PENELOPE: Was he a punk? . 
SERENA: No, he was just an everyday, ordinary TEEN-
AGER.' END 
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BLACK FLAG MEMBER, CHARLES 

DUKOWSKI, WRITES: 

OF L.A. PUNK ROCK 
by Charles Dukowski 

Los Angeles is the acknowledged cen· 
ter of a rising underground music scene 
that is getting world-wide attention. It is 
not an historically or culturally isolated 
event, but the intersection of several 
events: some unique to the environment, 
some accidental, and some universal. 
Los Angeles, as one of the major Amer
ican media centers, has become a focus 
of both public and critical attention, as 
well as a magnet that attracts people 
seeking that attention. 

There never was, is not, and probably never 
will be a totally open situation in which stylis· 
tic and ideological prejudice does not restrict 
the ideas and music that surface. Peer pres
sure, conformism, and success always affect 
what does surface, in that much of what sur
faces is made to order for a given audience. 
All of this taken into account, the punk rock 
scene, in Los Angeles specifically, and the 
United States in general, is very active, with 
some great bands emerging. Associated with 
it, though by no means directly attached or 
dependent, exists an active underground art 
and literature of which this magazine is part. 

What 's it all mean? Who knows. Press your 
hands together and talk to yourself. Maybe 
you'll figure it out. It's inside me. I can't hide 
from it. What makes me crave passion and 
emotion, and laugh at tragedy. Why do bands 
exist? 

1975· 76 Los Angeles. At this time there 
was basically one type of band playing in L.A. 
That band sounded like LED ZEPPLIN with a 
little lameness thrown in for variety. The 
exceptions were the DOGS and the NEW 
ORDER. The only places where a band that 
didn 't conform to the mold could play were 
the SMOKESTACK in Redondo Beach (later 
the FLEETWOOD) and at independently pro· 
meted gigs. The DOGS and some people as
sociated with them put on quite a few of these. 

If one person deserves credit for helping 
open things up in Los Angeles that person is 
Rodney Bingenheimer. Rodney was able to 
expose L.A. to many of the new bands that 
were beginning to emerge in the world and 
locally and to play music that people would 
not otherwise hear. The first time I heard " I've 
Got A Right" was on Rodney's show. With the 
opening of the KROO CABARET there was a 
place for bands that couldn 't play the STAR
WOOD or GAZARRl'S. Rodney's active sup
port of this club focused a great deal of at· 
tention on early L.A. bands like the DOGS, 
MOTELS, and many others. His continued 
support of new bands from L.A. and elsewhere 
as well as his support for the scenes around 
them has been largely responsible for many 
of L.A.'s best bands finding wider audiences. 

Rodney along with Kim Fowley and I'd imag
ine some people associated with the club were 
instrumental in the re-opening of the WHISKY 
A GO GO. As a single event that re-opening 
brought more things out into the open than 

anything to that point. The WHISKY was a 
prestige club which had closed due to money 
problems. It re-opened July 1977 with 5 to 9 
bands playing every night. And just about any
body could get a gig there. There was no 
money in it really, but what the hell, you could 
play, and at the WHISKY. This was a total turn· 
around in values. Once it meant something to 
have played the WHISKY. No more. It was 
great. 

At this time the SEX PISTOLS, DAMNED and 
CLASH were getting started in the UK. The 
DAMNED came to L.A., as did the RAMONES 
for their 3rd and 4th times. The first L.A. punk 
gigs were held at the ORPHEUM across from 
the WHISKY. This is the time when bands like 
the DILS, ZEROS, WEIRDOS and GERMS were 
getting started in L.A. as far as the public was 
concerned . I remember one night I went to the 
WHISKY. I'm not sure who played but one of 
the bands was a real pretentious, let 's-get· 
signed-and-make-it band fronted by a dis· 
gusting female singer. The crowd was pretty 
small. Rodney didn't know what to say as em· 
cee so Kim Fowley came out (Kim Fowley was 
then at the peak of his public influence and 
self importance, being behind the RUN· 
AWAYS and VENUS AND THE RAZOR· 
BLADES both of which were then getting alot 
of attention.) and said, 11You can get up and 
play good or bad in or out of tune and it 
really doesn't matter. What matters is 
that you have an attitude. That is some· 
thing to express and therefore a real rea· 
son for being there." This was also what 
Johnny Rotten's ranting about poseurs was 
all about. At this point in punk rock in L.A. 
there wasn't that much of it. There was very 
little reason to fake it, the rewards being few. 
To be playing at this time one had to have 
been preinvolved which to a great extent elim
inated the possibility of someone merely 
copying a style for some ulterior motive. 

The English punk scene and its music 
had a strong impact on the early L.A. 
scene and its bands. The WEIRDOS dressed 
English (as did most of the hip fans) and the 
rhetoric of the SEX PISTOLS became the 
dogma of the scene. 

The MASQUE in Hollywood (off of Holly· 
wood Blvd. and Cherokee) became the place 
where bands played most often. It was a base
ment in the 2 to 3 thousand square foot range 
where bands rehearsed and did gigs for 
whoever came. Aloi of great bands played and 
got their start there. It was a place to go in the 
sense that it was truly bohemian. The GERMS, 
X, WEIRDOS, SCREAMERS, SKULLS, DILS, 

A HISTORY 
DEADBEATS, BLACK RANDY, CONTROL· 
LEAS, AVENGERS and many, though not 
countless, others played. 

Parallel to these developments was a change 
in people 's perceptions of records and re
cording. Many of the early bands recorded 
some of their songs and put out either self or 
small independently released singles or EP's. 
Labels started whose main motivation was 
getting music out rather than dollars. DAN
GERHOUSE released a series of records by 
bands including X, the DILS, the AVENGERS, 
BLACK RANDY, the ALLEYCATS and the 
DEADBEATS. The DOGS did two of their own 
records. WHAT RECORDS released the first 
GERMS single and the SKULLS-EYES-CON
TROLLERS EP. BOMP put out records by the 
LAST, the WEIRDOS, and the ZEROS. Publi· 
cations also sprang up finding an audience 
receptive to new ideas and events not being 
reported on, except in the most sensational 
way, in the straight press. These ranged from 
fanzines covering the bands and records like 
FLIPSIDE, sort of cultural fanzines with a slant 
on ideology like SLASH, purely expressive 
pieces like NO, to any number of one-shot 
publications serving whatever purposes the 
author-publishers had in mind. 

At this time L.A. and S.F. both had very ac
tive underground music scenes. The DILS and 
ZEROS moved to S.F. and the AVENGERS 
played frequently in L.A. The main thing unify
ing all of this, if unity can be said to have 
existed, was a desire to express new, vital 
ideas and a disgust with what had gone before 
and its reduction to pure style and only style. 
The lack of content in a KISS record is fairly 
obvious. When someone copies them you get 
still less-a-scammed scam. Yet in 1976 KISS 
was the music success story of the year and 
local-boys-done-good Van Halen were hot on 
their tai l playing the STARWOOD with original 
material (finally) and on their way with a re
cording contract with the blessings of Gene 
Simmons. 

The promise of major success and dollars 
was not there in the complete alternative, but 
it offered freedom of expression in an other
wise boring and stifling environment. The 
chance to break uniformity and make war on 
established ethics, styles and values. A situ· 
ation like this fosters diversity because peo
ple whose creative drives or personalities are 
held back by the mainstream culture congre
grate. You can 't then suppose that there is 
any uniformity of purpose in their ends merely 
in their presence, since change starts with a 
rejection of old forms. This is probably the 
biggest difference in the cultural ambience in 
L.A. between then and now. A few years down 
the road paths diverge and people try and 
work out their ends and are satisfied or dis
illusioned, successful or unsuccessful. A new 
style supplants the old, the involvement of 
people less creatively inclined lends to the 
rise of groups who carry the banner of the 
movement in the form of dogma, rhetoric and 
style and look for leaders to the new way. 
(Meet the new same as the old.) 

Change seems to follow the pattern set by 
the Russian Revolution: Unity in divergence, 
definition of dogma then purification with re
spect to dogma. The present situation in the 
UK is a disgusting example of this. The UK is 
still frozen in 1978 when GENERATION X her· 
aided the establishment of punk rock as a 
style of music that aspiring musicians could 
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master and a rhetoric that could be utilized in 
appealing to a certain defined audience. I at
tended a gig there in Leeds which 7000 others 
attended. It was an exercise in conformity 
rather than expression. The music was similar 
uninspired attempts to appeal to the norm. 
(II 6 was 9) I saw only one good band while 
there, that was the UK SUBS. (I didn't see 
CRASS, DISCHARGE, ADAM & THE ANTS, 
BOW WOW WOW or the ANGELIC UP
STARTS.) I did see alot of what is considered 
UK punk rock and found it unsatisfying. It 
amazes me that people hold British mu
sic in such high esteem even when they 
know alot of it is lame. It's as if Britain 
was Olympus. I suppose not trusting 
ones own instincts and seeking to grab 
a good seat on the bandwagon are be
hind it. Alter all the BEATLES came from Eng
land. From what I can see (who knows?) there 
is much more happening here. Maybe what 
they say about the English being ahead of the 
US Is true but let's hope not. • 

L.A. audiences have grown since the 
Masque era. The people who took part then 
to a great extent went full circle and attempted 
to styllstlcally define and control what they 
saw as their scene. They were unsuccessful, 
otherwise L.A. would be like New York a year 
ago or England now. New people, hoi.yever, 
came in and things decentralized. Lots of 
new bands and people began to come out of 
the suburbs. Some of these bands were good 
and some bad since by now there was a style 
to copy and ulterior motives in supply. Bands 
formed who were definitely in existence only 
to provide a backdrop for the members breed
ing exploits or as attempts to secure some 
degree of financial success (New Wave). We 
now have people manipulating style, dogma 
and rhetoric In attempts (usually lame) to 
become (marketable?) popular. The establish
ment of a style allows the scam and predis
poses prejudice against any band that is 
doing something truly expressive ii it's too 
different. Some people's response to this 
change Is to attempt to close out and screen 
new people (bands). In my experience, people 
in control almost always end up self-serving 
and conservative so that you've gained noth
ing but a loss of freedom. So what the hell, 
kick the doors off the hinges, with the good 
comes the bad. Everyone get in and it's much 
more interesting. 

By now, (1979 I believe) X and the GERMS 
had become very popular as had the PLUGZ 
and the ALLEYCATS to a lesser degree. The 
second MASQUE came and went as did a 
series of Masque promoted events at BACES 
HALL and the L.A. ELKS LODGE (The Last 
one there being the first instance of the 
L.A.P.D. preemptive attempts to stop all 
punk g igs in the city, and the scene of 
quite a bit of ugly violence.) The CRAMPS 
(from New York) , the DEAD KENNEDY$, 
AVENGERS (from S.F.) and PURE HELL (from 

Philadelphia) all played, as did many L.A. 
bands. The CLASH, BUZZCOCKS, SHAM 69 
and 999 came from England to play. The RA
MONES lost their drummer and BLONDIE had 
a major disco hit. The SEX PISTOLS were long 
gone, the AVENGERS saw their demise along 
with the WEIRDOS, (later to be resurrected) 
SKULLS, F-WORD and NEGATIVE TREND. 
FEAR, RHINO 39, and BLACK FLAG played 
their first gigs. The second GERMS record 
came out as did the WEIRDOS' and the first 
from BLACK FLAG. SLASH began to undergo 
some change the full nature ·of which I'm not 
sure of. The main symptom being a progres
sive lack of involvement marked by Claude 
Bessy's departure and the closely following 
end of the magazine. The remaining people 
turned their energies more and more to their 
record label which still remains and has re
leased The GERMS album, the first two-X al
bums and a number of other records. 

At this time bands were playing at CLUB 88, 
The HONG KONG CAFE and various hall gigs 
mostly. (HONG KONG was a good place to go 
and play with relatively good sound and a real 
good location in the middle of the mall section 
of Chinatown 's tourist quarter.) Lots of small 
clubs had gigs and were open to just about 
anybody as they learned that punk rock was 
not the new bar music they were looking for. 
In this environment there were gigs to be had 
by any band that. really tried to get them. 

In Orange County a scene (airly separate · 
from L.A. was developing with the CROWD, 
SKREWS, SLASHERS, OUTSIDERS, AGENT 
ORANGE, and numerous other bands playing 
for a local scene. The bands played parties 
mostly and some gigs at the CUCKOOS NEST 
In Costa Mesa. A similar scene had been de
veloping in the South bay and Long Beach 
with bands like RED CROSS, 1he LAST, BLACK 
FLAG, RHINO 39 and the REACTIONARIES. I 
would imagine this was going on in most of 
the suburbs in the L.A. area. The thing that 
really made it as big as it was initially in the 
Huntington area was the involvement of some 
of the top surfers and skaters. There were 
some gigs in L.A. where these bands played 
at the KINGS PALACE, HONG KONG, the 
WHISKY, CLUB 88 and some·one-shot inde
pendent productions. The impact of the new 
bands and people was not truly felt until the 
FLEETWOOD (SMOKESTACK) in Redondo 
Beach started booking punk bands. It 's im
portant because it became the center for a 
scene drawn out of L.A. 's southern suburbs. 
Most of the people who went and many of the 
bands that played had been involved very little 
or not at all in the previous L.A. scene. Many 
older bands saw the seeds of their down
fall in this period due to a lack of popu· 
larity with the new audience. The GERMS 
transferred their popularity, X started playing 
larger gigs and some small ones in favored 
clubs. CLUB 88, the HONG KONG CAFE, and. 
BLACKIES enforced 21 year old age limits. 

THe PLUGZ and BAGS started to slip in pop
ularity. BLACK FLAG consolidated a large au
dience and the ADOLESCENTS, SKREWS, 
CHINA WHITE and CIRCLE JERKS began what 
would later grow into large audiences. The 
CLASH came again from England were not 
very good and the SUBHUMANS came from 
Vnncouver to play the FLEETWOOD. The last 
gig there was with the DEAD KENNEDY$ and 
MIDDLE CLASS towards the end of the 
summer of '81 . The FLEETWOOD - then the 
SMOKESTACK - was one of the first places 
underground bands could play in Los Ange
les. It wasn't successful financially so the 
owner turned to booking heavy metal copy 
bands in. The city was giving them trouble and 
threatened to condemn the entire block and 
turn it into a hotel or something a bit more 
sightly. Sven, the owner, decided why not play 
his instincts since it was a sinking ship and 
reopened it to punk bands. When this hap
pened the community reaction was bad. There 

· was heavy police pressure and frequent 
clashes between the old HM audience, the es
planade cruisers (the esplanade is Hermosa 
and Redondo's answer to Van Nuys Blvd.) and 
the new audience. It 's these clashes that cre
ated punk gangs who could deal with these 
people an cf later some of which dealt with any
one they felt was 'incorrect '. This created what 
the media termed and sensationalised as 
punk rock violence. My girlfriend and our 
singer were beaten ,up by a gang out to get 
some punkers and a friend of mine (the drum
mer from the DESCENOENTS) was beaten up 
at one of our gigs for being a 'hippie' and I got 
billy-clubbed by the police at VERN AUDITO
RIUM. Tell me the difference. I would have 
helped either of my friends. The answer's in 
your head so find it. 

With the closing of the FLEETWOOD, the 
STARWOOD, in L.A., once again opened up 
to punk.bands booking them on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. The STARWOOD only allowed 
established bands to play. Consequently it 
plays only a minor role in the development of 
bands in L.A. It did though provide a place 
with a central location where people could 
congregate regularly in a fairly safe environ
ment. Bands who were previously established 
built large audiences playing there. 

The FL YBOYS broke up, the PLUGZ fired 
their bass player and got Johnboy from the 
FL YBOYS to fill the spot. The PLUGZ and 
FEAR attempt to get signed by major record 
companies to no avail. Darby fires Don Bolles 
(Jimmy) from the GERMS and leaves to ENG
LAND. This leaves the GERMS broken up and 
th.ey only played the reunion shows at the 
STARWOOD before Darby's suicide. In be
tween his return from England and the GERMS 
reunion shows Darby formed a solo band, the 
DARBY CRASH BAND, which was the GERMS 
with different drums and bass. It wouldn't 
seem like it should have been much different 
but the spirit wasn't the same so it was poorly 
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accepted and by me bad. X keeps getting big
ger but their live shows took a temporary dip. 
BLACK FLAG was supposed to play the HIDE
AWAY (a warehouse in central L.A.) but the 
promoter was not equipped to handle the 
large crowd who came and ii ended with a 
trashed hall and L.A.P.D. when the hall owner 
attempted to stop the show. The only bands 
lo play were the DESCENDENT$, STAINS, and 
MAD SOCIETY. BLACK FLAG played the 
WHISKY shortly thereafter with DOA from 
Vancouver. After the first set, the police 
harassing the crowd outside got a reaction 
and there was some bottle throwing, some 25 
to 30 police cars, a closed down street and 
subsequent closed down WHISKY. X and the 
GEARS played the SANTA MONICA CIVIC sev
eral days later. X was great and the place was 
full if not sold out. (SANTA MONICA CIVIC'S 
capacity is approx. 3500) The GEARS broke 
up shortly after that. FEAR played the last 
STARWOOD show. The place had been trou
bled for years with permit problems and 
neighborhood complaints. When the stabbing 
of one of the security staff occurred the night 
FEAR played the place was closed down for 
good. It was heavily involved with drugs and 
organized crime and the slabbing probably 
had little ii anything to do with the nature of 
the audience that the place catered to. 

Al this time In the development of music in 
L.A. the audiences had become very narrow 
and defined. Bands like BLACK FLAG, X, the 
GO-GO'S and the SUBURBAN LAWNS played 
to almost mutually exclusive groups of peo
ple. These audiences also had become large 
and even for the least popular of these bands 
necessitated and made possible the use of 
larger halls. BLACK FLAG played VERN AU
DITORIUM, the STARDUST BALLROOM, the 
SANTA MONICA CIVIC, and DEVONSHIRE 
DOWNS. The ADOLESCENTS who of all the 
Orange County bands had developed into the 
one with the most energy and originality · 
played DEVONSHIRE as well . l\ played the 
GREEK THEATRE and FLORENTINE GAR
DENS. The DEAD KENNEDYS also played the 
FLORENTINE with some ugly encounters be
tween audience and security. These larger 
gigs made the bands more accessible to new 
people since in a large unfamiliar place terri
toriality is not as natural a response and is 
difficult to enforce. 

Towards the end of the STARWOOD'S days 
a place opened up in East L.A. called the VEX. 
It was a place where just about any band could 
play and went through two locations, the first 
being the best by me. It was an education for 
your average product of middle class subur
bia just to go there. The first location closed 
one night when the STAINS and BLACK FLAG 
played. The MAU MALI 'S were supposed to 
play but refused to, hoping for the incident 
that occurred and subsequent police and 
property damage would lend them some pub
licity. VEX was forced then to move further 
east and lasted qu ite a while in this new lo
cation at Brooklyn and Mott. Except for private 
parties, a few gigs In San Pedro, at the STING
ERS in Long Beach and Sundays at the 
CUCKOOS NEST (now closed also) the VEX 
was the last place that unestablished bands 
could play until now with the opening of GOD
ZILLA$. The VEX closed in the spring of '81 
when a gang related stabbing occurred across 
the street. Joe Vex, the owner, was fearful that 
late would fall upon one of his patrons and 
was under police, community, and financial 
pressure. Aloi of places open for several 
weeks and close having problems with op
portunistic, paranoid owners and sadistic se· 
curity staffs as well as basic cultural lack of 
understanding. The police though are the 
biggest problem in keeping a punk club 
open and have been since they marched 

in and bashed heads at the ELKS LODGE. 
I know from our own gigs that a con
certed pre-show·date effort has been 
made to stop every gig we've played to 
now. These attempts are preemptive not 
reactionary and have taught me alot 
about the way the police and the media 
work. A teacher of mine at UCSB once told 
me that everyone's a criminal by the letter of 
the law, it's just a question of whether the law 
is enforced. At the ELKS LODGE there were 
abut 300 dyed-haired Hollywood punk rockers 
talking about whatever when the police 
marched in swinging billy clubs in lu ll riot 
dress. There was no incident except them, but 
when it hit the news it was " Police Suppress 
Punk Rock Riot" , despite attempts made by 
people involved in the audience to let it be 
known otherwise and to file legal action. (Note 
to John. A cop is a cop ' is a pig. That's why 
they wear the uniform. So they won 't be peo
ple. They take orders.) If it 's not direct police 
intervention then the planning and building 
codes are used. It's these incidents of po· 
lice violence that have been tagged punk 
rock riots by the media. From my experi· 
ence people have had plenty of cause to react 
when they have. What are you supposed to 
do, lay down? It annoys me no end to hear 
people who know better side with the police 
and the media misconceptions for some lame 
personal reason. (e.g. Rolling Stone punk 
violence article) 

Until recently the only places to play be
sides large productions headlined by estab
lished bands and an occasional night at the 
WHISKY or some other short-l ived venue have 
been private parties and the ALPINE VILLAGE 
in Torrance (bel ieve it or not this place is man
aged by the same guy who booked punk 
bands into the GREAT GAT-SBY), that is as far 
as the more underground or hardcore bands 
are concerned. An almost completely sepa
rate circuit of clubs exists in L.A. catering to 
an older audience and a more benign music. 
These are places like CATHAY DE GRANDE, 
AL'S BAR, CASH, and CLUB LINGERIE. Bands 
like the RHYTHM PIGS, CHOIR INVISIBLE, 100 
FLOWERS, the LAST, and many I'm not aware 
of, since I don't frequent these clubs except 
to hear a band I have some previous interest 
In, play these spots. 

What's happening now? This is easier to 
report since it is fresh and at once more dif
ficult to analyse since the· forces behind 
things haven't played themselves out. There 
are only two places where bands that are un
derground or hardcore can play regularly, 
those being the ALPINE VILLAGE and the 
newer GODZILLAS. (GODZILLA$ is like the 
MASQUE combined with an arcade in atmos
phere.) GODZILLAS is an old bowling alley 
which was converted to a rather large club. 

X, the BLASTERS, SUBURBAN LAWNS, the 
GO-GO'S and BLACK FLAG have all been 
playing large hall gigs when they can or want 
to. T.S.O.L., the CIRCLE JERKS and FEAR do 
similarly on a small scale or as support bands. 
T.S.O.L is the most recent band to gather a 
large following. CIRCLE ONE and WASTED 
YOUTH play alot and have some following. 
The MINUTEMEN, DESCENDENTS, and MEAT 
PUPPETS (Phoenix AZ) also play fairly often 
and are on the strength of their live gigs and 
records starting to do better in spite of their 
less orthodox punk rock approach. 45 GRAVE 
and CHRISTIAN DEATH form the major part 
of a death rock style which became very pop
ular towards the end of the summer '81. RED 
CROSS has just completed their line-up again 
for the first time in a couple of years and is 
playing gigs. CHINA WHITE is on the wane. 
The PLUGZ just released a record but rarely 
II every play live. The ADOLESCENTS broke 
up at the beginning of summer '81 and are 

' reforming with a different singer. I'm not sure 
ii Tonfs band (Tony sang for the ADOLES
CENTS), the ABANDONED are still in exis
tence or not. 

At this time the audience is quite large so 
there is money in punk rock. Not alot, but dol
lars are definitely to be had as is notoriety. 
Consequently all possible ulterior motives are 
operating and there are more bands that are 
simply unoriginal or are scams of the KISS 
variety. Punk rock has become a defined style 
in many people's minds which makes people 
more resistant to bands with new styles. 

There are lots of new bands and new people 
getting involved, so even though there are 
things working against anything different, as 
long as things are growing they stay healthy. 
There are now very active scenes all over the 
country with great bands. Some are on inde
pendent labels like POSHBOY, SLASH, SST, 
FRONTIER, DISCORDS, SUBTERRANEAN or 
NEW ALLIANCE and some sell-produced. In
dependent labels are beginning to offer a vi
able alternative to the regular record business 
and are economically able to put out at least 
small runs of just about anything. This pro
motes a great deal of diversity which keeps 
things going and exciting. Rodney is still 
around and still plays just about anything al
though KROQ has forced him to do an album 
rock show for the first half of his Sunday 
show. Things change and there never 
was 'good old days'. 

What's cool is on the way; what's cold 
is dead. England is dull and uninspiring com
pared to here. The West Coast has some, 
though not all by any means, of the best bands 
in the world. JANUARY 1982 

Fear's Lee Ving buries the Hong Kong Cafe. 

R-R-RIPI at a DOA show. 



PART II 
The Dogs, The New Order, The Motels, Shock, The Pop, Max Lazar, 

The Zippers, The Nerves, The Berlin Brats, The Imperial Dogs, The 
Quick, The Runaways, and Van Halen. 

These were the bands that figured promlnently In the L.A. scene before the 
English punk rock craze of 19n. They were the bands that played at the KROC 
Cabaret, the Smokestack, the Radio Free Hollywood Dances. and Under The 
Pier; as well as a few other places. . 

The Dogs and the New Order were Detroit rock bands. that ls they played 
music influenced by the Detroit sound made famous by the Stooges and the 
MC5. The New Order In fact had the Stooges original guitarist and keyboard 
players and the MCS's drummer. They broke up in 1976. The Dogs were my 
favorite of all these bands. They were originally from Detroit. Their music had 
a Black Sabbath meets Chuck Berry feel that was real good. They were the one 
band with the most energy on and off stage and were responsible through their 
efforts for many people's Initial interest In the L.A. scene. The Zippers. the 
Nerves, and the Pop aimed at a pop sound from three different ang les. The 
Motels were then very good with a distinct sound characterised by a spare 
sharp at times dissonant sound. Their singer at times guitarist, Mary, was great. 
Shock was a copy band that liked to play Detroit type rock. Max Lazar was an 
attempt at something similar to the Doors. He wrote my favorite Dogs song 
"Black Tea". The Berlin Brats were a New York Dolls style band with the Mau 
Mau 's future singer-on vocals. The Imperial Dogs were another band that I know 
little about except that they wrote " This Ain't The Summer Of Love! " We all 
know about the Runaways and Van Halen both of whom were playing the Star· 
wood, Whisky type clubs. The Quick were a Sparks meets David Bowie type 
thing which was popular then. 

The Plugz, The Last, The Bags, The Flesheaters, Monitor, The Dils, 
The Zeros, The Skulls, The Child Molesters, The Weirdos, X, The Eyes, 
The Deadbeats, Black Randy, The Germs, The Alleycats, and the Con· 
trollers. 

These are the bands that started playlng regularly at the first Masque and the 
first gigs at the re·opened Whisky. The English punk craze provided a ground 
breaking for these bands and an Inspiration for many as well. Many of the bands 
pre·date the Engllsh Influence but found an opening in the audience It opened 
in the US. Some were directly Inspired by bands like the Clash and Sex ,Pistols 
as well or Integrated those styles Into their sound. There are many different 
angles of approach represented In these bands. The Germs and Weirdos were 
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more heavy metal In approach In different ways. The Weirdos adopted a comic 
version of the Sex Pistols stance and the Germs something akin to an Iggy 
(Metallic KO). The Germs couldn't play at first, the Weirdos could. The Zeros 
were more pop In approach. The Olis had a thin hard-edged sound that recalls 
the Who and Clash. The Alleycats and X play a derivation of more traditional 
rock as did the Plugz In a less rock & roll way. The Eyes and the Skulls played 
hard·edged drier music. Black Randy's mus ic was white funk/jazz. The Con· 
trollers were more Detroit rock blues based. The Last were very early '60's 
psychedelic sounding with a strong pop flavor In that vein. The Bags were L.A. 
punk. The Deadbeats were very hard and structurally experimental, agresslve 
both musically and In terms of their approach to t~e audience. Monitor Is a sort 
of mood music. The Flesheaters were hard with a real nervous energy. [)e. 
scrlptions are mlsleadlng, I feel like here It would be best to hear the bands. 
They've all put out records, most are out of print but some are not and the 
others, people you know might have. 

The Slmpletones, Middle Class, The Dlckles, The Flyboys, UXA, Ed· 
die And The Subtitles, The Go Go's, and Fear. 

Bands that played towards the end of the existence of the first Masque and 
during the existence of its resurrection at a different location as well as various 
hall gigs and some other clubs that were opening up at this t ime. 

Elvls Costello was big at this time so 'New Wave' was a big trend with the 
let's·make·lt·ln·muslc types. -

The Middle Class, Slmpletones. Flyboys and Eddie And The Subtitles were 
from L.A. 's southern and eastern suburbs. Middle Class at first played very hard 
dry L.A. punk pogo music. later they developed a more original sound and then 
started to sound like English funk derived music llke Gang Of Four. The Sim· 
pletones were almost pure pop and had some great songs. The Flyboys were 
the Flesheaters sans the lead singer. Their sound was a kinetic pop and real 
good. Eddie and the Subtitles were an odd band, at first sounding like a sort 
of rockabilly new wave and later becoming very meta l ln an orlglnal way. They 
have a great single " American Society". 

The Go Go's started out as a hard-core girl punk band and gradually went 
pop and became very popUlar. The Oickles were real fast high energy music 
with a sort of cartoon mentality. They became popular real fast and were the 
first L.A. punk band to get a record contract. Fear were a real hard-core metal 
punk band using a sort of dissonant structure In the music alot. They were one 
of the solidest most aggressive bands In L.A. for a couple of years until they 
fell Into strictly playing parody and became a joke band. UXA was a Stooges 
Influenced band with a female singer. They were at times great. at times bad. 
They had good songs and released a great album on Poshboy Records called 
" Illusions Of Grandeur". 



(CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 
Nervoue Gender, Spitting Teeth, Black Flag, Red Cross, The De· 

acendent•, The Mau Mau's, Catholic Dlaclpllne, The Gears, Human 
Hand•, OH.a X, The Extremes, Rhino 39, The Vldlots, The Siiencers, 
The Urinals (100 Flowers), Stinger•, and Holly & The Italians. 

These are bands that emerged In L.A. and Its suburbs towards the end of the 
Second Masque and played places llke Club 88 and the Hong Kong Cafe at first. 
Alot of these bands had been In existence for a while but as with others I will 
mention later, for various reasons didn't play out untll this time. 

Some of these bands were experimenta l non-rock such as the Extremes and 
Nervous Gender. Geza X came from an association with the Deadbeats and 
played a kind of funny and Interesting music. Black Flag was real hard aggres· 
slve manic heavy metal punk pop at this stage. They were real sloppy at first 
and developed Incorporating extremes of various angles of their music and 
becoming very popular. The Urinals were a kind of Velvet Underground influ· 
enced '60's metal punk played by a band that didn't play well at first. They've 
put out some great slngles, Spitting Teeth were a real interesting band from 
Salt Lake City orlglnally, with a great singer and some great songs. They were 
hindered by their more obvious '70's metal guitar sound and playing. Red Cross 
(Tourists) and the Descendenls were both from the south bay. Red Cross had 
a brief rise to popularity. They had great songs. They've had problems with 
members and are only now really going again and are still read good. The 
Descendenls were at first strongly Influenced by the Last and then Black Flag. 
They 've played gigs off and on from this point '1111 now and are finally playing 
fair ly often. Their songs are good and real hard-edged avoiding punk cllches. 
The Stingers are from Long Beach and play mostly there. as were Rhino 39. 
who at first were real good second generation punk until the death of their 
singer. I can't go Into all of these bands. The Siiencers were punk. Holly & The 
Italians were good pop rock and went to England. The Mau Mau's were good 
hard rock punk but never played much. The rest and others I've left out. they 
were there. 

The Crowd, The Angry Samoans, Agent Orange, The Chelfs, The 
Klan , The Blasters, The Slashers, The Outsiders, The Screws and the 
Stains. 

These are the bands that started playing towards the end of the Hong Kong 
Cale's active days and then at the King 's Palace and later the Fleetwood. 

The Crowd, Agent Orange, The Klan, The Slashers, The Outsiders (Fucked) 
and the Screws were all Orange County bands mostly from Huntington and 
Fullerton. 

They were the bands that played In Orange County and bull! that scene. The 
Crowd were the most popular at first and sounded alot like the Dickles. The 
Screws also at first sounded like the Dickles with Johnny Rotten on vocals but 
later developed Into a good band with a more heavy metal approach. I never 
saw the Slashers. Agent Orange were real good at first and underwent a per
sonnel change. They were dull at the Fleetwood trying to make their sound 
appeal to heavy metal heads. I don't know what they're like now. They have a 
falrly good album and their song on the first " Rodney On The Rock" (R.0.T.R.) 
album " Blood Stains" Is real good. The guitarist has an original style. The 
Blasters were a hard rockabllly band. They were and are real good In their style. 
They have an album on Slash records and have become quite popular. The 
Angry Samoans were a band led by two rock critics, who 'live', almost never 
pulled off what they were trying to dcibut were still good In their own way. They 
recorded a real good E.P. which shows what they were trying to do. They bullt 
their fame on a song slagging off Rodney Bingenheimer. The Chelfs and the 
Klan were born out of the break-up of the Slmpletones. One singer started the 
Klan which was punk rock and the other and the drummer with two cohorts 
started the Chelfs who were a great band. They played very vocal soulful rock 
ballads of sorts along with a more normal hard rock punk. By ballads I mean 
the lyrical Importance and style. The tempos are sti ll faster than your average 
Van Halen song. The Stains were great. They were heavy metal punk. Very much 
all of the '60's and '70's influences given a jolt of speed and done with the solld 
approach of Black Sabbath. Really good songs. They've changed and become 
slower recently. 

The Detours, The Adolescents, Vicious Ci rcle, T.S.O.L., China White, 
Gun Club, Circle Jerks, and the Disposals. 

These are the bands that started playing at the Fleetwood or around that time 
in L.A. elsewhere. 

The Detours were from Fullerton as was the Adolescents and the bands 
combined later. They were one of the best bands that came out of this era. They 
had a style that worked with harmony that was real cool. They had lots of energy 
llve and recorded an album and a single. Vicious Circle were a derivative punk 

' ------------------------ADVERTISING SALESPERSONS WANTED: NO Magazine ls looklng 
for advertising salespersons to sell display ads on a commission 
basis. You can earn some extra SSS and NO MAO can go to press 
on schedule without having to knock off the corner liquor store at 
the last minute. For Information call (213) 463-9796 or write NO 
Magazine, P.O. Box 57041, Los Angeles, CA 90057. 
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YOU WILL NEVER BUY 
ANOTHER RECORD. 

NEW "CASSETIE-ONLY" ALBUMS 

THE DICTATORS LIVE 
" Fuck' Em If They Can 't Take A Joke" 

THE NEW YORK DOLLS "Mercer St. Sessions" 

SUICIDE " Half - Alive " "Lipstick Killers" 

SHOX LUMANIA "Live at The Peppermint Lounge" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" wilh Lydia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE CONTORTIONS 
" live In New York City" 

The new wave of the future is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
available on vinyl! Full y Authorized , complete 
with liner notes, documentation, handsomely 
packaged, on superior BASF DPS tape. Available 
at record stores or directly by mail order. 
Price $8.00 each plus $1.25 per cassette for 
postage/insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli· 
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roir cassettes. 

Coming: Bad Brains, Germs "Live·; Scientific Americans, Fleshtones 

band with lots of slow heavy songs. T.S.0.L. later elaborated the same concept 
but kept the sound more high energy. China White were like a punk Deep Purple 
with at least one good song on record " Dangerzone". The Disposals were out 
of Inglewood and always sounded like the Shaggs when I'd seen them llve. The 
Circle Jerks formed with Black Flag's first singer, Red Cross's lead guitarist , 
the Angry Samoans old bass player and a drummer from a band called Speed 
Limit. They relied on the singer's charisma to carry a fairly normal punk sound. 
They did an album (on Frontier records) of material derivative of the Angry 
Samoans, Black Flag, Red Cross and the Avengers. There Is lots of energy and 
a couple of their songs are great. The Gun Club were a band formed by Slash 
magazine critic Jeffrey Pierce. Very blues rock oriented with some great songs. 
At first they were very stiff and had a hard time putting across their material. 
I saw them once at a party and they were great. They're not heavy metal and 
not very fast, but good and have an album out now on $lash's Ruby Records. 

The Earwigs, Social Distortion, 45 Grave, Vox Pop, The Blades, The 
Hated, DeDetroit, The Minutemen, Saccharine Trust, The Speed Queens, 
The Runns (Wasted Youth} and Ozzl Hares. 

These are bands that started playing after the Fleetwood had closed. They 
played wherever they could, mostly at hall gigs until the opening of the Vex, 
since It was difficult for new bands to play places like the Starwood even as 
support bands. 

45 Grave and Vox Pop are bands formed around the Germs ex-drummer and 
a guitarist bass player Paul Cutler. 45 Grave has Interesting music built around 
a camp horror Image. Vox Pop Is punk psychedelic heavy metal. They draw 
their main Influence from MC5 and Blue Cheer. Their single " Cab Driver" b/w 
" Just Like Your Mom" ls great. I only know the Hated and Blades exist, existed. 
DeDetrolt was a band formed by UXA's singer that sounded much like a pop 
UXA. They were real good once when I saw them but never really got a chance 
to come Into their own. Social Distortion Is from southern Orange County and 
have a slower sound than many. Their songs are good for what they are, that 
Is. considering the concept and approach Is very normal. The Ozzi Hares never 
play much but have a sound that incorporates some more varied elements 
compared to other punk bands at this time. The Speed Queens played slow 
droning music. The Runns sound ltke Black Flag meets the Circle Jerks. The 
Minutemen are real high energy punk meets funk meets jazz meets heavy metal 
'jams'. Saccharine Trust Is a band with a very orlglnal sound. They're eerie yet 
high energy and a sort of wired psychedelic. 

Overkill, Twisted Roots, Shattered Faith,, Bad Religion, Circle One, 
CH3, Toxic Shock, Salvation Army, Mood Of Defiance, Christian Death, 
The Detours, Youth Brigade, Abandoned, The Atoms, Aggression. 

These are the newer of the current bands. They' re not the only ones playing 
but the most recent to emerge. 

Overklll is high energy heavy metal punk rock which is rhythmically very 
~atlsfylng. They have some great songs. Twisted Roots Is pop music and mu· 
slcianshlp. Circle One, Toxic Shock, Channel 3, Shattered Faith, Bad Religion 
and Youth Brigade (which one) are all second generation punk rock. Circle One 
Is totally committed to a punk lifestyle and Ideology and are the most Interesting 
of these bands since they put themselves into their music. They are powerful 
In stance and at some point will be that way musically. Christian Death Is slow 
heavy metal built around a horror Image. Salvation Army Is good pop hard· 
edged music with something of a sixties Influence. The other bands I have not 
seen enough of to describe but you can see them so do it If you want. 

CHARLES DUKOWSKI Jan. 1982 
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THE JOHANNA WENT BAND: 
''WE DON'T 

EAT PIGS!'' 

PHOTOS: JULES BATES 

All questions should be brief, direct. Avoid asking negatively phras· 
ed questions because they may produce misleading or false informa· 
lion. "Where did you go last night?" is a simple direct question which 
requires a narrative reply. If the interrogator has a basic understanding 
of psychology it will measurably aid in achieving success in interroga· 
lion. Some basic psychological factors and mechanisms, if thoroughly 
understood by the interrogator·niay aid him in conducting interroga· 
lions. defense mechanisms, rationalizations, exhibitionism, frustra· 
lion, fantasy, regression are a few possible reactions. 
NOMAG-Are you a vegetarian? 
JOHANNA-No! But I don' t eat pigs. (laugh) Do you? Oink! Oink! 
OOOOHHH! 
NOMAG-Do you want your ages printed, where you were born, your 
hobbies? 
JOHANNA-How come they always ask things like that? 
NOMAG-What's wrong with you? 
JOHANNA-I'm not telling! 
NOMAG-You're all just fucking off aren't you? 
JOHANNA-Mark likes to talk. 

The interrogator must have the ability to maintain a dispassionate 
mental attitude regardless of the emotional reactions he may actually 
experience. An exceptional degree of self-control is required by the in· 
terrogator to avoid displays of genuine anger, irritation, sympathy or 
weariness. An interrogator must be able to adapt himself to the many 
and varied personalities which he will encounter. 
BROCK-Do you ever notice the music behind Johanna? 
NOMAG-Yes. 
BROCK-Most people who write articles never notice it. 

Frustration is an emotion which occurs when an individual's needs 
or drives are not satisfied. The need may be external or internal, overt 
or obscure, and the individual may or may not be conscious of it. The 
frustrated individual may exhibit anger, anxiety or tension. 
MARK-That's my number one complaint about it. There is something 
beyond just the visual aspect of what Johanna's doing that never gets 
recognized. 
BROCK-It's gut level music. 

Rationalization is perhaps the most prevalent of all the defense 
mechanisms. In this mechanism, individuals formulate reasonable and 
logical reasons why they do or fail to do certain things. 
MARK-We don't rehearse. We don't do nothing. We just go up there 
and go for it and what other fucking band does that? What other fuck· 
ing band goes up on stage and just goes for it without any preconcep· 
lion of what they're going to do? I mean every other band in L.A. is go· 
ing " We're the new JOY DIVISl.ON or we're the n·ew whatever is going 
on in England." That's bullshit! You want to know who says that? I 
could name them but I don't want to name them because you'll say I 
named them because you like smut! 



As a specific form of harassment repetition is used to wear down the 
uncooperative Subject. Through observation of the subject, the inter· 
rogator often can determine ' the· dominant emotion of the Subject. 
These may include fear, greed, revenge, hate, love and others. 
NOMAG-Do you think you are similar to JOY DIVISION? 
MARK-I hate fucking JOY DIVISION! I'm talking about all the bands 
that get press in L.A. Everything that happens in L.A. that's considered 
a band is related to what's going on in England. What I'm saying is that 
you get up there and you just go for it, that's serious. I saw the 
ADOLESCENTS with BLACK FLAG at Santa Monica Civic and I 
thought they were great but then this little kid came up on stage and 
picked up a guitar and the drummer couldn't keep a beat without the 
regular guitar player playing the riff that he's used to playing in rehear· 
sal. They were a great band but they couldn't play for shit unless they 
had it exactly click click for how they had it worked out in rehearsal. Is 
that serious? Serious is when you can get up there and just say •iGo" 
and then go until you say "Stop." And that's what we do you know. 
And it don't mean shit. (laugh) 

All information should be reported. Flowery language or extraneous 
and unnecessary words should be avoided. To insure clarity use simple 
sentences. Be specific, do not generalize. 
NOMAG-How much does Johanna know what you two are doing? 
BROCK-Nothing. She doesn't have the slightest.idea what I'm going 
to do that night. 

NOMAG-(to Johanna) How much do you know what you are doing? 
JOHANNA-Not too much. A little bit. I know certain things. I know 
what has blood in it ijnd what doesn't. But the show can last anywhere 
from 1:; to 25 minutes. 

Repression is ilot a deliberate mechanism employed by individuals 
but an involuntary action which tends to blot events from the memory, 
or deny past happenings. It effects especially memories of ha'ppenings 
which were violent, repulsive, illegal or shameful. It should be con· 
sidered that in some cases it may be desirable to avoid topics which 
the Subject has repressed. 
NOMAG-Nobody wants to know the truth about you. They would 
much rather read lies and think "This is bullshit!" And then they see 
the band and there's a certain mystique and they know the magazine is 
lying to them blatantly and it all works. Will you tell us sexual conies· 
sions that you've never told anyone before? 
JOHANNA-What do you want me to tell you about? 
NOMAG-Give us some smut! 
JOHANNA-Why? I never talk about sex with people. 
NOMAG-This is to the public. 
JOHANNA-I'm supposed to tell the public about my sexual ex
periences? 
NOMAG-Either it's good or we make it up! 

JOHANNA-I don't like to talk about my private life. I'm very secretive. 
You know why? It's so boring. Sex is more boring than anything. I like 
to sneak around and have sex when people aren't watching me. I like to 
wear disguises. I like to go places where nobody will recognize me and 
if they can't see you they don't recognize you. Besides I'm interested in 
people with really interesting different bodies ... one that's different, 
not regular, not boring like someone on television . .. some~ody that 
looks different. Probably most people that I think are interesting and al· 
tractive are people that regular people would maybe stay away from. I 
like people like in John Waters movies, I think they are kind of sexy. I 
don't like sex like everybody shows ... like I hate all that garter belt and 
leather and all that kind of shit. I hate that. That stuff is not sexy to me. 
When I look at magazines and I .see like regular kind of people doing 
sex I hate it. It's so stupid. This is what we have been told is sexy. I don't 
believe it. You don't think that the elephant man was attractive ... you 
don't think that he was interesting, you wouldn't want to see 
somebody like that up close without their clothes on and maybe touch 
them?? Well I find attractive people very disgusting! Why are people so 
interested in sex anyway? Why do people like it? Especially like it with 
people with regular teeth, nice hair, and a regular kind of face, regular 
nose, regular eyes, two eyes, ears. Why do people like that? Why do 
they like it so bland and boring all the time? 

The Subject reaches the point where he refuses to cooperate in any 
manner or does just the opposite of what is asked. 
MARK-You just want to makea million bucks off someone elses sex· 
ual fantasies. He's gonna distort the shit out of us! 

END 

JOHANNA WENT BAND: Mark & Brock Wheaton gaze at Johan· 
na (you didn't recognize her in street clothes?) parenthetically. 
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MARK PAULINE: 
THE GODZILLA 
OF MODERN ART 
This is an interview with Mark Pauline. He lives in a 
junkyard in San Francisco. He makes these rather 
dangerous machines with his friends. 

NOMAO-What do you do? 
PAULINE-I just kind of hang around here in my junkyard and re· 
create the uncomfortable hell of my own existence for as many 
people to see as possible. I just try to do what I like to do. I Just 
llke to do violent things. I llke to think violent thoughts Just 
like I always have. I'll probably jusl keep doing that. It doesn't 
look like it will ever be too hard to find people that want to get in· 
volved in the voyeuristic aspects of watching what kind of con
clusions I come to, you know. At least that's the way it seems on 
the small scale that it is at now and has been at for at least two 
and a hall years. 
NOMAO-it's difficult to explain your stulf to somebody in Los 
Angeles. They don't understand it. They keep saying what? 
what? what? 
PAULINE-Well that's because you're trying to explain it to the 
wrong kind of people. If you went down to the drag shop or you 
went down to the fuckin' stock car race or to the drive-in where 
they're showing monster movies and you tried to explain it to 
some /erk, some jerk at a lathe or some Jerk eating popcom . . 
they'd probably understand it . .. or someone in a bowling alley. 
If you tty lo explain it to someone who knows about machines 
and is hip to those kind of things then they're going to under· 
stan·d it In terms of Its function, but they don't really have to 
know about it in any other terms, and they can accept it like that. 
When you try to explain it to someone like maybe the kind of peo· 
pie you're talking to in LA, who have a variety of perceptions of 
things, they kind of know about art, they know about music, they 
think they're in one scene or another, they don't want to think 
of themselves as being an ordinary American or just some
one who hangs around and works on cars, those kind of people 
aren' t going to be able to just hear you say that you've got a V-8 
motor hooked up to a blower that makes a hurricane wind ... and 
you take these animals and you cut up the parts and you 
sew them back together and then hook It to a machine so It 
moves around and then you shoot darts at it that blow up and 
then it all is organized around some kind of theme like destruc· 
lion or fires of hell. People like that are just going to get confus· 
ed because there is just too many conflicting elements. It could 
be too many conflicting things, right? So they're just not going to 
let It stop at being just a bunch of machines going completely 
wild. They're going to try to confuse It with too many other 
things, you know, which it is not, which it steals from but which it 
isn' t. .. it only pretends to be. People confuse it by not being 
able to accept it just at face value ... as being just a tangle of 
machines directed to work out some kind of idea. That's all it is. 
Using machines is purely convenience, like using sounds to get 
music or some kind of idea across ... or like film on a big 
screen ... It's Just Ilka a way of amplifying power and Ideas 
to a point where someone Is going to pay attention to them. 
NOMAO-Describe the rabbits. 
PAULINE-Oh! You mean the AABBOT. I went out with my 
rlfle down near Hunter's Point, down near the black section of 
town. I went out and shot up a bunch of rabbits and I took them 
and put them in the freezer and then I cut them all up and did dif· 
ferent stulf with them. Ona rabbit I left whole, and that was a 
Aabbot. And I made this armature that fit onto him, he was a 
hare so he was bigger than a rabbit, he had those real big ears to 
dissipate heat, so we tied this Rabbot into this thing and it made 
him look like he was walking backwards and I had this girl Mary, 
this friend of mine ... this Rabbot was in a box and tied to this 
machine and these bombs blew the box off and this spotlight 
came on .. . and you saw this Aabbot walking backwards 

with a spotlight on It, and then Mary started shooting these 
· 1 darts at It, these big steel darts out of the dart gun, which is 

like this big long blowgun that runs olf of 200 pounds of com· 
pressed air and shoots these darts at a couple of hundred miles 
pet hour. So she starts letting loose with these darts as fast as 
she can load them, pulling them out of this pouch she's 
got .. . and she starts shooting darts into this Rabbot as it's walk· 
Ing backwards .. . It's just a form of re-animated flesh that we had 
to de-animate with these darts. And these darts had this brown 
stuff and when they hit they'd go "PLOO!" and all this brown 
stulf would fly all over the place and if it missed the Rabl!.ot it 
would hit this big white board on the back and drip down. That 
was the Rabbot, and all these hippies got really disturbed at this 
show because they thought they should call the SPCA because 
of course we were torturing real animals because of course a rab
bit can't die and come back again as a Rabbot . .. because who 
would ever expect anyone to ever do that in the first place. It 
would be so much easier to just have a live rabbit, but that's why I 
made a Rabbot, because that was the hard way to do It. It's an 
organic robot. 

NOMAO-What was the ·latex mask attached to an engine? 
PAULINE-It was on a big arm and it was smashing its face Into 
things. I went out into the· park at night and took latex and spread 
it on the face of this statue and dried it with my blowtorch and it 
dried into this mask and then I made a background for it and put 
it on this big mechanical arm and it was on this big 600 lb. radio 
controlled car and we were driving it all around and ii was 
smashing its face into things and then it had a pump on it, this 
computer pump that we got from the sewer department, from the 
Dept. of Public Works as a Grant From Industry Program that we 
have and It was squirting black stuff out of its eyes . .. every 
minute ii would squirt 250 ml of black liquid out of its eyeballs. It 
was just driving around smashing its face into stuff kind of like a 
big boxing glove that was a face. That was at the show we had in 
the parking lot at Folsom St. It was making noise, we had a big 
sound track on it, a big horn making alot of noise, the noise of 
people without a larynx rearranged to sound even worse. 

NOMAO-Can you describe some of the stuff that was at the 
.Kezar show? 
PAULINE-Sure I can do that. We had alot of rockets at that 
show. On that same car we had the face on, we had banks of 
rockets and we were firing them at dilferent targets. Basically 
that show was intended to be terrifying scenes from the bat· 
tlaflelds of tomorrow. 
NOMAO-What were the targets? 
PAULINE-We had a big pop-up target that had tbese three ... 
uh you know, the things that the police get in trouble for 
shooting at at the ranges. You've got the black ma_n with the 
shotgun, the big cartoon black man with the shotgun, the white 
guy with the bottle and then the while crazy-woman with the 
shotgun. They were like 6 feet tall and they popped up just like 
they do in the police ranges and then this car shot rockets at It 
. . . a big plywood board with these things painted on It. 
NOMAO-How many rockets were o~ a car? 
PAULINE-A dozen. We couldn't get too wild because It was in 
Kezar and we didn't want to blow the place up. I would have liked 
to have gotten alot wilder, it was a mistake doing it in that fuck· 
ing place. 
NOMAG-Where did the rockets come from? 
PAULINE- I made them. You can make them at home. They're 
real easy to make. Rockets that launch out of a tube. The main 
problem with that is the fin design. You've got 19 get a fin design 
that allows you to launch something out of a tube and give you a 
fin stabilization because you're at too low a speed to use the kind 
of pop-out fins and high-speed rockets that the army uses so you 
have to have a fin design that will work in circumstances like 
that, that's very simple, something you can make out of card· 
board. And then you've got a percussion detonation device In the 
end, an explosive charge which could be any size that you want it 
to be. Any of this stuff Is available to anybody, you can find it 
in the library, model airplane books, industrial equipment. .. you 
can take it all and it can be perverted Into anything anybody 
wants It to be perverted into .. . it doesn't have to be what 
some one-dimensional engineer and some half-dimensional 
salesman thought up that they could do to make money on. it 
could be anything. 



NOMAO-What was the powder in the rockets? 
PAULINE-Just black powder and flash powder. The stuff you 
can buy for your black powder guns in any gun store anywhere in 
the country ... but you have to grind the black powder up really 
line with a blender, but be real careful when you grind it up with a 
blender because ii it ge! s too hot ii blows up. You have to grind ii 
up fine so It burns al a faster rate, which means you don't have to 
enclose it in as much cardboard for It lo blow up violently. More 
surface area. 
NOMAO-Whal is the wind machine? with the fire. 
PAULINE-Well that's a big blower, they use them in grain lac· 
tories. They used to use that one in a grain factory but we retired 
it from the factory and brought it here and hooked up a 327 Chevy 
engine to II, so we're over·powering it. It's like a big squirrel cage 
blower, the kind they use for blowing grain in big lubes to load 
ships or to move grain around silos, that kind of thing. It's just 
hitched up to a V-8 with a big chain drive like the kind on a tractor. 
We've got a Venturi on II, just like carburalor stacks on a dragster 
and then you've got It necked down in the front so you've got a 
real high pressure, high velocity. Last show we were dumping 



NOMAO-Whal if your audience Is hurt or killed? Do you think 
that Is your responsibility? 
PAULINE-We' re responsible about this kind of stuff . .. 
granted, the kind of things that we ·deal with and the equipment 
we use to get our ideas across are really dangerous. I mean.in 
terms of the history of people who have gone out to try to get 
their Ideas across you'd have to say that the kind of equipment 
that we use Is really Innocuous. Look at a dictatorship. They've 
got their Ideas, they've got to protect them and get them across. 
We're not protecting our Ideas, we're just trying to get them 
across. It's not like a book, It's not like music. And then again it's 
not like a drag race where there's no Idea, it's just a sensation. 
It's llke a cross between something llke a dangerous spec
tator sport and something that has some kind of Idea, some 
kind of concept that you can read Into It, something that 
wlll make you think a little bit after you see It. Instead of just 
thinking " that was exciting" you would say " that was exciting 
but I'm going to think about 11." But I think that's 11art of the 
reason why people come, people come because It's 
dangerous. I try to get an all around substance, I try to get a 
balanced output at these shows. I try to make It so it's hard to pin 
down and really succumb to any petty criticism. I just try to make 
It everything, everything that I want. And if people get hurt, and 
they do sometimes, that's just an accident because we try to be 
responsible. If someone gets hurl It's my fault but what am I go· 
Ing to do about ii? Pay them back? Some guy Is suing me right 
now, but what am I going lo do about II? I offered lo do him a 
favor and he sued me. So what should I do? I should Just klll 
him, you know. Maybe he really wants to get hurl! 
NOMAO-So the risk Is part of the display. 
PAULINE-Yeah. The danger and the vj olence. But people llke 
to be In dangerous and violent situations, obvlously. If they 
didn't they would Just klll themselves or move to Sweden. 
The clear and present danger of these shows nobody seems to 
mind. The police show up at most of these shows In San Fran· 
clsco. They don't say anything .. . they just don' t seem to care 
too much about it. The fire department . .. I mean we violate all 
the laws up here but no one really seems to mind too much. 
NOMAO-How did you start making these machines? What was 
your prime motivation? 
PAULINE-I wanted to do It for a long lime. I had spent a long 
time loaming about machines. I did it as a vocation for a couple 
of years. I had my motorcycles when I was a teenager. And I went 
to college because I wanted to not work for 4 years because I 
didn' t like my blue collar .. . I didn' t like using what I learned to 
make money. II really made me mad. So I went to school to get 
away from it, some experimental college in the '70's, an escape 
route. I came out here in '77 and I came across all these old lac· 
tories out here. 
NOMAO-Where'd you come from? 
PAULINE-Florida. So I came across all these old factories and I 
realized that they were taxing all the Industry here and all the In· 

dustry was moving out of San Francisco. And Ibero were all 
these abandoned factories everywhere and you could just go In 
there and take anything that you wanted to and nobody would 
stop you because nobody gave a hick anyhow. Because the 
police don't care anyway. So all these things added up . .. What I 
wanted to do, what I could do, and what I could get away with. II 
all added up and I started putting these machines together. And 
then I had the first show in February 1979. , 
NOMAO-What was the first machine you made? 

NOMAO-Arab doll costumes? 
PAULINE-Yeah . . . in a gas station! And to this soundtrack that 
was based on that book by Camus, killing an Arab, I am a 
stranger kl/ling an Arab. 
NOMAO-Where did you get the pigeons? 
PAULINE-I went up in this old abandoned building that I had 
got machine parts out of and I took my slingshot, I've got one of 
those wrist·rocket slingshots, and I just shot them, I killed a 
bunch of them In their nests with their young, brought the bodies 
home and chopped them up a couple of days later. 
NOMAO-So you had started accumulating audiences from 
these pieces? 
PAULINE-Well I used to do these blllboard modifications 
before that, when I first came here. I used to do these really 
warped modifications to the blllboards around town and I 
got people's attention by doing that. 
NOMAO-What year was that? 
PAULINE-'78. So I modified about 8 or 9 billboards all around 
town. The first one we did was in North Beach. There was this 
pizza ad ... and there was a guy holding a pizza ad for some guys 
pizza so I took his head . .. he was a big guy holding a pizza out 
and II said "TRY OUR CRISPY BREAD PIZZA." So what I did was, 
I took a picture of It, figured out how I was going to modify ii, 
drew up all the parts, blew them up with a projector, and I went 
out there and I had a white Jump suit and I painted the name 
of the blllboard company on the back real clearly, Foster & 
Klelser, went out there In broad daylight In the morning 
with my ladders and canvases and everything and I glued up 
this leather bondage hat on the guy's face so It. looked like he 
had a bondage head on and then I erased all the words except for 
" . . . EAD" . .. "TRY OUR CRISPY BREAD PIZZA" . .. so I Changed 
everything, I erased all the letters with white paint and then I put 
a "D" on there so it said "DEAD" and then p4t a period after it. 
And I had a big silver target and I had this body glued onto II 
which was about 2 inches thick with pink styrofoam glued onto 
the target where the pizza box was that this guy was holding and 
I cut it around his l ingers so it looked like It was holding this 
target that had a decapitated body on It In one hand, so he was 
holding this big 8 by 8 foot target with a decapitated body 
on It on one hand with a bikini bathing suit and then with the 
other hand he was holding out his hand like "Hey, look al this 
here I " Well I took that hand and I took my head and I made it look 
like my head was cut off and I did a drawing of that ... and I made 
it look like his hand was holding my hair, so he was holding my 
head up Ilk• he'd cut It off and Just saying "DEAD." with 



this black leather helmet on, and lhen I put a warning there 
saying that if the billboard company look ii down before 3 weeks 
I would destroy every billboard in the town that they owned and 
make ii impossible for them lo do business, so they left ii up for 
21/2 weeks just like I asked them lo and I put another note up say· 
ing ii was funded by National Endowment for the 
Arts .. . because I wanted ii lo look legii imate. Thal was the first 
one ... in the summer of '78. 
NOMAO-Do you gel any funding from the government? 
PAULINE-No. I gel Grants from Industry. I have a Grants from 
Industry Program where industry involunlarily supplies me with 
the materials by which I ply my trade which I described previous· 
ly in this interview. 
NOMAO-What's in the fulure? 
PAULINE-We've been getting some help from people at 
Stanford In the laser and rocket engine department down 
there. There Is this one young fella who is helping me make a 
high-power carbon dioxide laser. We've got that about half 
done, it' ll be done in a couple of more weeks and we'll be using 
that. It can burn holes through 1 /8th Inch.plate at a couple 



(CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 
think that there's ever any chance that I would dish out fate llke 
I'm God. 
NOMAO-So is your Intention to present them violent and 
dangerous scenarios about hurting them or do they have to ex· 
perience the real danger? which means that they could be hurt or 
killed. 
PAULINE-I think that the idea of danger ... I think I'm learning 
to make the concept of danger .. . you know, I deal with spec la I 
effect• , that's what these are you know. It's like anything else, 
it's like your car, it's harmless if you use it correctly and I'm in the 
business of knowing how to use these things correctly. I make 
sure I know what I'm doing. I don't just go out and fart around, 
I'd never be able to make any of this stuff if I just farted around. I 
test this stuff out. I ' m careful. That's why people don't get 
hurt in these kind of shows. That's why I get away with doing the 
kind of stuff I do, you know . .. because I'm careful, I'm always 
going to be careful but you're never going to know how close 
you came to getting hurt or how far away things came from 
being total disaster for you If you•re In the audience at one 
of these shows. You're going to wonder what the fuck Is 
going on. You're going to have to really think about how 
close you came to'getttng killed or If I was Just fooling you, 
you know. I hope the only one who ever knows just how 
dangerous these things really are Is me and that's the way I'm 
always going to try to keep it. I don' t know ii I answered your 
question, did I? 
NOMA0-1 don't know either. 
PAULINE-Maybe you should ask It again. 
NOMAO-OK again. What I asked you was where you draw the 
line between fake or fictional violence and real violence. Giv.ing 
people the real threat of violence or the illusion of violence like iri 
a movie. If the real threat is there then you could hurt or kill peo
ple. Have you done that before? 

PAULINE-People have been hurt but never really, you know. 
People have been Injured but very slightly you know . .. and the 
people that have been Injured have beeri my friends. It's part of 
the game, It's part of anything you do that's exciting. Anything 
you do that's exciting Is going to be dangerous you know. People 
always try to call me on that, anybody who asks me about this. 
NOMAO-So It's llke art with a threat. 
PAULINE-Maybe t hat's real art because It's got a real 
threat you know. I don't spend too much time thinking about it 
in those terms. 

· NOMAO-So what If someone calls you on that and you say 
" Yeah, that's what I do!" 
PAULINE-You mean try to kiU people? Yeah, I guess it is, I don't 
know. 
NOMAO-Say like, " Maybe I will or maybe I won't but I could." 
PAULINE-I could any day. I could flip out. I mean, how stable is 
anybody that does this kind of thing. Am I any more stable than 
the guy who has been married for llke 20 years and pulls out a 
shotgun and kills everybody in the neighborhood? Who knows? 
But the point Is that I've got alot more stuff around here that I 
could become dangerous with than that guy with the shotgun. 
But I trust myself with It. It's a responsibility that I feel I' ll always 
be able to meet. I mean, orui person got hit In the head with a rock 
one time at one show by accident that wasn't supposed to be 
there you know .. . but he didn' t get a concussion, he got a bruise 
on his forehead. He's the only person that's. ever gotten hurt. 

NOMA'O-There was a machine at the show at Kezar stadium 
that had clubs and knives and it would sort of beat Itself. What 
was that about? 
PAULINE-That was just like a remote control platform that runs 
around, but we had power problems at Kezar so It wouldn' t move 
around very fast so it had to be content with just clubbing itself. 
It was just clubbing this pile of white blankets and it had some 
bloody bags underneath It, so it pounded it for a while and even· 
tua//y the blood started to come through. That's all it did. It had a 
drawing of a G.I. on it about lifeslze and every time he would 
salute, the clubs would go up and down and smash on this 
blanket ... so Mal Lal, who knows. 

END by Bruce Kalberg 
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by Penelope Spheeris 

~ '°W d'd Oho bond go•'" Mmo• I .. ,, ........... ·~ .. , I ........ ,oo .... , I some song titles are: I members, their ages 

I I 
jobs during the day 

I ............. ra,. •• ..., 

I - yoo ..... ,. ,, .~ .... , 
1 •111 •M ra bo • WOOd w .. "'' I . .., ..... , .. ,., ...... ,, 
§Have you ever been forced to stop 
§playing? 

it's an ancient Greek proverb 

original band 1 year ago 
this version 5 months ago 

Fullerton, Anaheim: 
North Orange County 

Lude Boy;-Down afttie Bar, · 
Moral Threat; Hour of Darkness, 
All the answ!fs, U_11_der M~ Thumb 

Mike 19, (sing) Dennis 19, (guitar) 
Brent 18, (bass) Derek 18, (drums) 

Brent gets checks from the 
government beca~se somebody 
died. Mike works m an adult 
book store. Dennis & Derek 
are unemployed. 

Derek's dad's a cop, Mike's mom's 
a receptionist, Brent's mom's a 
grade school teacher 

the whole band was arrested for 
parental neglect. Brent-for indecent 
exposure when he pissed on the 
Starwood-But none of us are criminals. 

yeah, and we're gonna be .soldiers 
of fortune 

we do. we play every week. you just 
don't hear about it up in L.A. 
we're big in Orange County. 

yeah. the cops made us stop at the 
Old Victorian place 
they didn't like our music 1 ............. rah .... . 

§ Have you ever been ripped off by a club? 
Bwho? 

~do you induce or perpetuate violence? 

every night - or at least we get 
together every night 

yeah, the last 7 shows. Jerry Roach, 
David Forrest, Rick Davis, 
the Whiskey and many more 

What's the most $ you made in one 
night? 

do you want to be famous? 

what is your favorite past time? 

what is the worst disease? 

do you use drugs? 

recording plans 

J 

well, we'd rather see people dancing 
than splitting heads ii that 's 
what you mean 

we're already teen idols 
sleeping 
getting hi and taking a jaccuzzi 
talking on the phone to assholes 

Mjl§i-1¥ 

4,1.13.1,,1 •• 14.1 .. 

yeah, we got a lot of plans. 
and no money 

we borrowed it from a big church choir
The Sounds of Liberty 

1112 years ago ~ 
Anaheim, Long Beach, Huntington Beach § 

"Sounds of Laughter", "I'm Tired of Lile"B •R 
" Die for Me" , "Funeral March" IS 

Todd 17, (drums) Mike 20, (bass) Bl ,.,.,,. , ... ,.. ... ... ...... I 
we're all law students (Ha, ha, ha) I 
Jack's dad says he's a consul~ant, but all Bl 
he does is sleep all day. Todds • 
grandmother takes drugs • 
(she needs them, she's old) Bl 

vandalism, ass?ull ~nd batt~ry, . Bl 
trespassing, m1sch1evous m1sch1el- • 
farting in front of a cop B 

how should we know? § 
we'd like to keep our image aBB 

in Downey once-the police came in • 
and told us to stop playing and we didn't a 
so they came up on stage and grabbed ~ 
our instruments away from us IS 

I I I I I I I 
~ 

Tuesdays and Fridays 

Jerry Roach, The Apollo, etc. 
we just fix the clubs up ii they 
don't pay us 

we're anti-violent. but ii somebody 
came up and hit me in the eye-ball 
I'd punch 'em back! ' 

Mike said $1000, Jack said $300, but 
but $1000 is the truth (at Godzillas) 

we'd just like to be able to keep 
putting out records and not have to work 

masturbating 
watching the Twilight Zone 

syphilis - Jack had it 
we learned from our mistakes, hearing 
tapes from when we were smashed. 
yeah, once Jack almost choked to death 
in his own barf. 

we're fishing around 



J 

(above) Social Distortion ...... (below) uhhh ... guess ... uhhh .... ????? 
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by Penelope Spheerls 

how did the band get its name? 

when was the band formed? 

where do you live? 

some song titles are: 

members, their ages 

what do your parents do? 

have you ever been arrested? 

will there be a World War Ill? 

why don't you play very often? 

Have you ever been forced to stop 
playing? 

·M?1·"®1i'·f1•11114U*1?fi.M 

we don' t remember 

lour years ago 

Fullerton, Anaheim 

"Home is Where", " Blueprint for Joy" 
" Last Touch" , "Introductory Rights" 

Jell 25, (sing) Matt 21, (drums) 
Mike P. 24, (bass) Mike A. 23, (guitar) 

Mike P. works in a record store 
Matt works in a dog food warehouse 
Mike A. sells office supplies, 
Jell sells art supplies 
Matt's lather designs telephones 
Mike and Jeff's lather sells forklifts 
we've all got good records. but one time 
Jell got beat up by the cops. 

probably, and we hope Solidarity wins 
in Poland 

we're pickey about where we play 
it's not good to play too often 

we stop when people beat each other up 
because it's too depressing to watch. 

3 times a week when we're not taking 
acid or quaaludes 

Have you ever been ripped off by a club? 
Who? 

Jerry Roach, Dirk Dirkson, Whiskey 

do you induce or perpetuate violence? no, we try to diffuse it 

$500. Eastern Front 

it's from The Exorcist. The scene where 
Linda Blair stuck the crucifix 
up her cunt. 

Just before the Hong Kong, 3 yrs. ago 

Hawthorne 

" Cease to Exist" by Charlie Manson 
"Every Day There's Someone New" 

Jell, 18 (lead guitar, sings) 
Tracy, 18 (rhythm guitar) 
Steve, 14 (bass, sings) 
John, 16 (drums) 

Jell works in his dad's welding shop 
Steve and John are in hi school 
Tracy looks for a job all day 

Tracy's dad's into soft core porn movies 
Jell + Steve's dad's got a welding shop 

some cholos said they would knife John 
ii he didn't break the windows oat of 
a junior hi school so he did ii and 
got arrested for vandalism 

the Bible says so 
we had to cancel the show this Friday 
because John has a date. (Q. Why 
couldn't he bring her to the show?) 
She was afraid she'd get ~eat up. 

·at the Cathay, the owner turned on the 
house lights and made us stop playing 
because he said we were getting sloppy 
and now he won' t pay us. 

we have trouble getting together 
for rehearsals 

millions of times the Cathay 
-Joe Sandoval 

no, but it 's really a lot of fun to watch 

What's the most $ you made in one 
night? 

~-·li·iii'·il*~'':l·'!l''l!l'J!Zlh:JihDllllt;l!~·llD!rl-IEfif:•l'l!1 i·~il!!!t~!i-
I I I I 
~ 

· we just want to live and eat 

playing Centipede 
vegging out 
watching TV 

\ 
$150. but it's not the money. we'd play 
for free ii it was a good show. 

yes 

watching TV-As the World Turns, 
General Hospital what is your favorite past time? 

what is the worst disease? 

do you use drugs? I 
recording plans 

Los Angeles is 

whatever the Elephant Man had 

some of us really need them 

A single: "The Light that Failed" 
about the American Dream 
that didn' t work 

gonorrhea - Jell knows 

our music comes from acid 

we' ll begin recording an album in late 
Jan. with Smoke Seven tentatively called 
"Born Innocent" 

a sprawling metropolis better than Las Vegas 

-~~~ 
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USA UBER AllESI 
TodaY the west, Tomorrow .... 
Greenworld Distribution provides 
the finest selection of 
European & English Indies, 
Reggae, Heavy Metal, Euro Rock, 
Japanese imports, punk, and all the essential 

American independent Labels. 

including exclusive distribution tor 
HELL coMES TO yoUR HOUSE, 
MOTLEY cROE, and CIRTH uNGOL. 

o srR'suT'oN 
" ONE sTOP FOR THE woRLD" 

20445 Gramercy Place, sox 2896, Torrance. CA 90509-2896 
Telephone (213) 533-8075 (CA AK HI) 

Call our toll tree number (800) 421-2095 
tor ca talogue and information 
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GRAPHICS: RAYMOND PETTIBONE 

/, I WANT You TO 8AP11ZE ME IN 
HOLY WATER., THE.Al STRAN6L£ 
,411E, SD THAT I MA"/ 60 TO l-IEA· 
VEN, A~I> t.EAP MY OWN LIFE., '' 



PLUGZ: (I. to r.) Tony, Tito, Cha lo .. . Los Plugz are playing shows again around 
Hollywood . . . "We're not fucking around anymore like in the Masque days" says Charlie, " Tito's 
really sobered up man." 



45 
PHOTO: BOB SEIDEMANN 



Remarkable stories of Whippings tnHict&d on both 
sexes, disclosing the strange grip the Rod has had on 
men and women since the beginning ol Time. 



(above) STRONG SILENT TYPES from Long Beach, they claim they're 
normal people. (I. to r.) Aldo, Killer, Evan, Crystal 

SUPER HEROINES 

NAUGHTY IN LONG BEACH: "II may look like there's a smile on my· 
face, but there's sorrow in my heart," says Super Heroine, Eva, who as 
you see here (lelt page) gets all tied up. We asked Eva, 21 , singer
guitarist in the band the usual lanzine style questions: 
FAVORITE DRUGS: What? 
SEXUAL PERVERSIONS: These are things I like to do - Finding vie· 
tims and torturing them - B & D, S & M, I'm a good girl, all American -
seducing transvestites, being tied in laundry bags, being used as a 
human candle holder - to bite and be bitten - luring strangers into the 
house to be tortured and disciplined - wax torture, that's my favorite -
having my hair pulled - we got this real funny guy, he was driving by and 
we were looking for somebody funny to do things to and we said "Do you 
want to be tied up?" He drove away and came back with this little wimpy 
looking guy who he said was John Holmes the Second. He was real 
weak. So we took him in and tied him on this cross - his friend said we 
should let him go because he had seizures - anal penetration, lilly fuck· 
ing - he goes "OK I'm mad now," but he couldn' t get off the cross - his 
friend goes, " Scott,' I don't know how you get yourself into these 
messes." - when they left they stole the bullwhip . . 
FAVORITE FOOD - Mexican and Italian vegetarian dishes. 
HOME TOWN - Las Vegas, Nevada. 

PHOTO: PEGGY PHOTO 

(right) SUPER HEROINES from Long Beach, (I. to r.) Eva 0 , lead guitar & 
vocals . .. Delmar, drums . .. Sandra Ross, bass 



PEOPLE l'VE SHOT 
WHO HAVE DIED. 

Colonel Sanders (photographed 1972) 
Jack Albertson (photographed 1980) 
Will Geer (photographed 1973) 
John Wayne (photographed 1973) . 
Jim Gilliam (photographed 1978) 
Hubert Humphrey (photographed 1972) 
William Holden (photographed 1980) 
Keith Moon (photographed 1974) 
Mae West (photographed 197n 
Jack Benny (photographed 1973) 
Georgie Jessel (photographed 1980) 
Natalie Wood (photographed 1980) 
Bill Haley (photographed 1970) 
Darby Crash (photographed 1980) 
Jay Silverheels (photographed 1980) 
Ted Kennedy (photographed 1972) 

Gary Leonard, 
(Jan. '82) 

photographer. 
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except Ted Kennedy. 



the author of this wishes to remain anonymous. · photo: Rooh Stelf 
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I was listening to the music minding my own busi· 
ness when •••• BOOM! Somebody hits me in the back 
of the head. I turned to see who or WHAT, and WHAT was 
this distorted anger shit frozen all over face. I thought 
" Great! Just great! Another neurotic edging her way 
towards disaster dragging me with her into the abyss of 
grand mal fantasy." Well . . . what I really did was just, 
like, hit her back, ya know? Upon that audacious attempt 
at defense, fists come flying. There were so many people 
crowded near the stage and I'm so short that all they could 
get was my head. It felt like golf balls were dropping from 
the rafters. AHA! A set-up. And whatever for? JEEZ! Is 
my hair too long? Too long for what? Excuse me! 
I'll run right out and cut it. Know where a good sheep 
can get a haircut? Anyway, I grabbed some purple headed 
girl 's hair, tucked my head and just sort of held on. Like 
riding a bronco. First of all, I don't even know now if the 
girl whose hair I had attached myself to was even an at· 
tacker. She asked me afterwards why I had pulled her ha'ir. 
I had thought that it was obvious. So, anyway, they're all 
screaming for me to let go of her hair. All the while it's 
still raining rocks, right? Then I heard this R·R·RIP! 
Since I had on a dress and things didn 't_seem to be pro
gressing any, I let go of her head .. . NEVER DO THAT! 
Get a hold of someone and hang on because it makes it 
hard for them to move you around and do stuff to you. 
After I let go they flung me around like a piece of shit, or 
more vividly, like ants moving a crumb of bread. From one 
end of the floor to the other. I don 't remember what it was 

like after that 'cause I split. My body was out there but the 
rest of me was up in the sound booth just watching and 
shaking my imaginary head, thinking "Wow! When this 
is over she's not going to have any clothes on. I bet 
she's glad she joined the spa, huh?" I remember pok
ing the person next to me and saying, " Look at that! She 
shoulda worked on her butt more." Then it was over & I 
went back to my poor abandoned body & sort of just shook 
my head. WHEW! It was just like stepping off a mother· 
fucker roller coaster that got jammed into 1st. As suddenly 
as it began it had ended & I was just standing there. I tilted 
my head downward and winced. Yep! There they were! 
Bare tits, pubes and somewhere behind me, I hoped, op
timistically, was my ass. The bouncer just kept going, " Are 
you OK?" and I just kept saying "Give me your coat! Give 
me your coat!" For me the intrigue lies not in why it hap
pened. It happened because " ... my hair's too fucking 
long" or " I think I'm hot shit" or something else. Who 
cares? It happened because they were battered 
children, or had never had an orgasm; or were mal· 
nutritioned before the age of 5 and left with 
irreversible brain damage. Who cares? What intrigues 
me is the feeling that I was left with. Elation? No, too 
strong. Stoked! Refreshed! Maybe that 's it. Refreshed. 
Purged. Maybe I should start a new self-help pro· 
gram where you pay money and then let people 
beat you. Perhaps it was a Hurrah for my sisters in match· 
ing the depraved behaviour of our adversaries. Equality, 
at last. A step backwards for woman. 
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PLUGZ/ BETTER LUCK 
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the long awaited second album 
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Produced by David Anderle g Gary Hirstius 
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the new 
album 
WARHEAD~~~ 

on 
CONTAGION 
RECORDS 
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Denney 
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NOMAG Is big time. We don't fake it ... but you probably .know 
that. We have a circulation of 2. We've got a copy and you were 
the sucker who bought our last copy. We sold out of the last issue 
and now we've sold out of this one. Weil now it looks like the 
DESCENDENTS may ruin our entire fuckin ' career just when we 
were buying Vespas and trying to look real continental. 

PROFESSIONAL ERROR: Do you ever read that slick British 
periodical the FACE? Graphically, In terms of visual art and design 
the publication Is so Intricately visual, like WET magazine on LSD, 
and Its sense of color, space, and proportion is so tight that it may 
be difficult to hold back an orgasm. You may want to fuck it. And 
the people are beautiful, stylish, cosmopolitan, trendy post·post
Ciockwork-orange-haired-Hawal/an-mods from Sheperd's Bush 
(a London version of Downey) video-shocked Dorian Gray or any
body beautiful or perfectly ugly. So you hump it again right on the 
floor if no one's looking because you 're an animal. American dogs! 
With that in mind we should inform you that it's a professional 
mistake in the classy music magazine biz to do an article on a 
group that may be unpredictably dropping members, artistically 
changing style, and continually farting rotten farts. The JAM prob
ably never farts. Well there you have the DESCENDENTS. Another 
reason not to write this article is that the DESCENDENTS claim to 
have no local following after playing together for 3 years as a band. 

RELAX, WE'RE GONNA MAKE A POINT: OK ... as a band, the 
DESCENDENTS aren't slick, mod, punk, rockabilly, gay, drugged 
or bizarre. Now if you 're really into that slick stylized British act, 
you probably feel that you've wasted your money buying NOMAG, 
but at the same time you want to keep in touch with the Los 
Angeles scene so that you don 't fall out of touch with " what's 
happening" locally. FLIPSIDE Fanzine is great for local coverage 
of the scene but you 'll pr,obably run into a similar problem with 
them. FLIPSIDE is a little primitive compared to the FACE just like 
this rag. We want to emphasize a point, to those with more refined 
taste, before we chatter about the DESCENDENTS. What do you 
think you're reading? That's right, it's a fucking ' NOMAG, and we 
never make mistakes. Right now, you're riding In our Cadillac 
over smooth country highway ... with a Bible in your lap. Relax 
man. Our job is to inform you and In this case we feel that we can 
find you the perfect compromise between cosmopolitan rock fash
ion trends and the crude local hardcore excitement. If you 're in
terested in a kinda slick, glossy commercial paper with some En
glish groups, you should go buy a recent issue of the FACE, then 
buy some Liquid Plumber and drink it . . . then when you get the 
urge, sit on your new FACE. When you 're ail done, you'll have 
something closely approximating a new issue of NOMAG. Your 
new Issue will be loaded with English groups. Then go drop dead. 

Chainsaw Pop! 
MEET THE DESCENDENTS: Chainsaw Pop. That's the title of 
the article (ouch.ry ... they've been together for 3 years, Milo has 
been singer for a year and a hall, before that they had a girl singer. 
They used to be fish-punks, and then they became food-punks. 
They would really hate being called food-punks. They're not a punk 
band they insist. They are a pop band and they don't play protest 
songs. The "Fat'! EP has a lot of songs about food and one fish
song " Mr. Bass" .. . " Weinerschnitzel" is a 20 second long punk
pop art classic,. if Claus Oldenburg wrote a punk song it would be 
that song. The DESCENDENTS refuse to play it live. They aren't 
food-punks. Laurie Anderson eat your heart out. Did you ever 
hear the 1st BIG BROTHER & THE HOLDING CO. album. Janis 
Joplin sings "I'm a caterpillar crawling for your love .. . I'm a 
pterodactyl flying for your love . . . " Some real pop gibberish, they 
were fooling around. I hadn't heard about the DESCENDENTS until 
recently. A couple things happened simultaneously. I heard some
where that this band from Hermosa Beach, you know, killer surl
punks, bald shit-kicking cannibals .... uhhh, this 45 called " Fat" 
had gained some critical acclaim with the intelligent NYC liberal 
weeklies, the VOICE or the SOHO NEWS. I kept running into Chuck 
Dukowski from BLACK FLAG. He was going out 7 nights a week 
catching every punk band in So. Cal., no matter how fresh from 
the garage. I guess he had some time off because he was heavily 
into hanging out. Chuck kept telling me that the DESCENDENTS 
were a great band. " Check 'em out, they're really great,' he said. 

FUCK HOLLYWOOD: Hollywood's all right if you like saxo
phones. We were fucking up. Jules Bates, the photographer, and 
myself were attempting to virtually blow-up 2 or 3 Hollywood night· 
clubs. We had these military smoke-bombs that looked like a 12 
inch stick of TNT from a Gene Autry flick, once one of those suck
ers catches the smoke is as thick as cement. One stick can totally 
obscure an entire city block for 5 minutes in a brisk breeze. We 
put one under a table at the Cathay De Grande downstairs, Jules 
delayed the fuse with a cigarette so we hung out. 10 minutes. We 
came back downstairs and this Westwood girl was sitting in the 

·booth with her Westwood jock retard boyfriend who was probably 



DESCENDENTS: 
mastering in " Repressed Homosexuality" (he didn't have a Ser
geant Pepper moustache yet) or " Advanced French Fries" at 
UCLA. The fuse had apparently duddep, but that 12-inch smoke 
bomb was almost resting against her crotch. She had her legs 
spread apart beneath the table and the smoke bomb was taped 
against the bench in the booth pointing I imagined right at her clit. 
I've never felt that much animosity toward women that I would 
blow up one's clit arbitrarily. Do you know the story of Fatty Ar· 
buckle? We could laugli It off as a Hollywood tradition. Jules and 
I still thought It might go off. That hunk of " Repressed French 
Fries" from the mid-west (he had to be) would never understand 
me crawling between her legs beneath the table holding a 12-inch 
phallic explosive, groping like a jerk. We told them some dumb 
excuse to get under the table. She seemed pleasantly surprised 
to receive the attention. Jules insisted on hitting the more classy 
and trendy clubs. Punk rockers would love it. Jules wanted to 
attack the rich. I thought that I was nuts and that because he had 
a lucrative (by my standards) profession, he would be normal. He 
blew off a couple of his lingers once. He must have stuck them 
somewhere where they shouldn't have been. There's more but 

· forget it. I headed down toward San Pedro and caught the DE· 
SCENDENTS show a few times. Chuck Dukowski was right. They 
were a great band! The audiences in the South Bay are really 
different than in Hollywood. If you're from Hollywood there is an 
immediate Impression of racing hormones mixed with grease 
coursing through the veins of the entire crowd. The DESCEN· 
DENTS evolving style has been sifted through that fast, faster 
slam·o·basho Beach style punk (ADOLESCENTS, BLACK FLAG 
" Nervous Breakdown" ) which keeps Hollywood aesthetes in more 
graceful surroundings. Over-productive adolescent glands and 
greasy food probably created a whole generation of hyper-kinetic 
fast-food-fast-movers termed S)Jrf·punks (why?) and they scare 
the fuck out of the bloodless crowd of arthritic Hollywood aes
thetes. The only biological similarity between the two groups is 
that the blood of both .groups contains enough grease that if you 
poured gasoline in their mouths and called them a Chevy, you 
could probably . sell them to a cholo, if the light was dim enough. 

NEVER MIND HOLLYWOOD, HERE'S THE DESCENDENT$! 
What the hell is a Hollywood aesthete? If any aesthetes do show 
up anywhere In Los Angeles, it could only be at LAX while trans· 
!erring flights. Aesthetes in Hollywood? You know, that's what 
everybody who writes this sort of crap rattles off . .. or am I dream
ing it and I've revealed my prejudice which was hidden. Suburbans 
are clods. That's the. implication of the term. A writer has to throw 
words around like confetti , take a pull of the bull (bull?) .. . yeah, 
the Schlitz Malt Liquor Bull (crash!), there's no substitute for dirty 
Innuendoes and bitchy little catch phrases if you want to entertain 
a reader. Hollywood aesthetes? Ha! Hollywood Shitheads. See it's 
easy. Anyway, Hollywood Shitheads tend not to associate a great 
deal with Orange County Shitheads, or Beach Shitheads, or just 
Suburban Shltheads in general. The DESCENDENTS are Beach 
Shltheads. When I first heard them live I thought " .. . loud, fast, 
punk rock . . . " but I know my life of sin and addictions has left me 
a bit retarded (an aesthete). The point I want to make about the 
DESCENDENTS is that their songs are really bitchin' pop oriented 
pieces. They seem to know where they want to take their music 
beyond the restrictions of any prevailing style. I really like good 
songs wherever they come from, you know, Al Martino's " Spanish 
Eyes" (Italian Shithead) or whatever. What's really cool about the 
DESCENDENTS Is that they're piecing together a melodic pop 
music out of the roots of hardcore punk without becoming jerk· 
off, phony, two-faced, trendy wimps. They fart too much though. 
PLUG : Look for a DESCENDENTS album produced by Spot, the 
Wernher von Braun of the SST hardcore sound. It'll be out when 
they're done with it. 

CHAINSAW POP! 
THE FACE: Milo, the band's current singer, is quitting the band 
in the fall to go to school. Soon he will be a biochemistry student 
at UC San Diego. Milo seriously intends to study genetic engi· 
neering. Maybe he'll clone himself or even better he could clone 
Elvira (place your orders) a few times, then a great many of us 
could satisfy our curiousity about her breasts. Whoops. You 
should go buy the FACE. It's really a much better magazine than 
this one. 

STAR TREK BABYLON: " HOW DO WE STOP THIS ARTICLE 
SPOCK?" " IT APPEARS TO BE A KLINGON ATTEMPT TO BORE 
THE CREW TO DEATH. LOGICALLY CAPTAIN YOU'LL HAVE TO 
KILL IT WITH YOUR PHASER BEFORE YOUR OWN BRAIN ROTS!" 
Greg Ginn and Chuck Dukowski are the only original members of 
BLACK FLAG . .. NOMAG held a benefit at Club 88 in 1980 . .. 
there were three bands listed on the marquee. Wayne, the owner, 
refused to allow BLACK FLAG to play. He also managed to make 
it a benefit for Club 88 instead of NOMAG, It was like being payed 
In monoply money. There were enough bands playing that night 
that we were able to sneak BLACK FLAG in for a full set through 
the backstage door. Wayne never knew they played because he 
was busy in the office separating the real money from the mo· 
nopoly money. That was their original line-up as far as I know, the 
one on the " Nervous Breakdown" EP, and the personnel has 
changed quite a bit since then. Henry Rollins is the band's 4th 
singer (maybe there have been 5 or 6 more that I don't know 
about). " WE'RE OVERHEATING CAPTAIN! THAT BORING ARTI· 
CLE HAS GOT INTO THE REACTORS. ISN'T THERE SOME WAY 
TO STOP IT SIR?" When Darby Crash decided that the GERMS 
were holding him back ( .. . some black Baptist brothers tell me 
that their Sunday gospel choir is complaining about some white 
leatherboy leading a funk harp group, he's fuckln ' up the heavenly 
groove from Radio KGOD, but the DJ with the superbest, Mr. G., 
godfather of the silver Thumpasaurus Angelic Starfunkshlp Char
iot, low, hydraulics with gangster whitewalls, customized Sounds 
from the man with the Intergalactic transmitter, king of the Su
perfreakyfunkange/lc, likes the boy's sound . .. can we count it 
off? f ·2·3·4·!), when Darby died the Germs of course were fin· 
ished. BLACK FLAG has maintained its identity through a number 
of personnel changes. Bands are put together in different ways. 
The situation with the DESCENDENTS is-similar to BLACK FLAG. 
If they change their lead vocalist the band will remain intact. " CAP· 
TAIN KIRK THIS IS SICKBAY. 1¢ MEMBERS OF THE CREW HAVE 
DIED FROM THIS ARTICLE AND 12 OTHERS ARE SERIOUSLY ILL. 
FOR GOD SAKES JIM, DO SOMETHING! YOU'VE GOT TO STOP 
IT BEFORE WE LOSE ANYMORE LIVES." " BONES, KIRK HERE. 
SPOCK THINKS HE HAS FIGURED OUT HOW TO STOP IT FROM 
GETTING ANY LONGER. " Here's what the DESCENDENTS say 



DESCENDENTS: 
they want to do musically: "We're trying to learn to play kind of 
like the BEATLES, but in our own way with a hard edge. But 
I don't think the BEATLES called themselves " pop"when they first 
did It. I think they just called It fun and rockln ' out. We're going 
to really grind on these songs. We don't talk about Reagan youth 
and leave-me-alone youth. We have zero songs about society. 
They're about girls and situations. Food. Well our songs aren't 
about food anymore." 

II you have the " FAT" EP, you must have tried to figure out what 
the waiter asks the customer after he has ordered the fries, burger 
and. coke. The lyric sheet doesn't Include that last line and It goes 
real last. The waiter asks " Do you want Bill 's sperm with that?" 
... he was supposed to ask "Do you want ketchup with that?" but 
apparently Bill, the drummer, likes to jack-off to the Weiner
schnitzel coupons. Bill says " It's like reading PLAYBOY and 
you can't have it. You read Welnerschnltzel and you can't have it 
because you're broke. I went there the other day, It was pretty 
good! It was fun when I went there." " CAPTAIN, MY CALCULA
TIONS INDICATE THAT THIS ARTICLE IS BEING WRITIEN ON A 
TYPEWRITER. DESTROY THE TYPEWRITER AND THE ARTICLE 
MUST END." " BRILLIANT SPOCK! BUT WHAT ABOUT THE RE· 
TARD WRITING THE ARTICLE?" " HE CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY 
ANOTHER ONE CAPTAIN." " FIRE ALL PHASERS FULL POWER 
AT THE KLINGON TYPEWRITER! WHEW! WE CAN RELAX NOW 
. . . DO YOU EVER GO TO GAY BARS SPOCK, THEY'RE KIND OF 
FUN?!" " ALL VULCANS ARE GAY CAPTAIN, I THOUGHT YOU 
KNEW THAT." 

END 

GOOD JOB MARK! .. . . Mark Wheaton Is in the JOHANNA 
WENT BAND. They were interviewed in our last issue. He also 
works at 2nd Time Around Records in Hollywood. That's how 
he was able to interview typical music customers about the 
RED CROSS LP. This Is the best Interview that w e've ever 
had In this magazine. Mark gets the award for asking the all 
time dumbest interview queStion ever asked to a rock 'n roll 
group . ... What do you smell when your band plays? . . .. 
People should be informed that Mark is from Seattle before 
they start trashing Los Angeles. NOMAG has a bunch of even 
dumber questions for you Mark. (1) Q. What do you call a one· 
legged woman? A. Eileen. (2) Q. What do you call an Oriental 
one-legged woman? A. Irene (3) Q. What do you call a one· 
legged woman's one-legged son? A. Neal (4) Q. How do you 
call a one-legged dog? A. Don't bother he won't come .... Mark 
should expand upon that " smell" question, he could make a 
career out of it with politicians and stars. Next Issue Mark's 
assignment can be Linda Ronstadt. Mark can ask her what 
Jerry Brown smells like in different activities. GOOD JOB 
MARKI 

Mark Wheaton Interviews RED CROSS! Jeff & Steve 
McDonald, Tracy & Janet, the Vibrator Sisters' Scratch and 
smff anywhere you like! 

Jn the interest of documenting the human 
condition, NOMAG has asked IT)B to docu· 
ment the activities of the rock band R~D 
CROSS, who In their present incarnation g1v~ 
me the Impression of a cross between FLEET 
WOOD MAC or perhaps ABBA and something 
much more perverse, a rock version of the 
Manson family or a newer more understand· 
able mutation of the NEW YORK DOLLS. To 
test this Impression, I approached my obser· 
vatlons in two parts. As in any scientific ex· 
perlment, 1 set up a control group. I~ this ca~e 
It was a random sampling of typical music 
consumers who were exposed to the RED 
CROSS LP "Born Innocent" and then ask· 

' 

ad to give me their impressions. 

I then Interviewed the band, allowing 
them to hear the random comment•, and 

~~ ......... -.. ·-··~ .. ·~·· band some deep and probing ques.tlons to 
round out my observations. I lea.ve it to the 
reader to draw their own conclusions. 

~~ 



RED CROSS by Mark )'Wheaton 
FIRST T,YPICAL '~USIC~ONSUMER 
QUESTIONED: Stephan Lutz 
NOMAO-What is your name and what do 
you do? 
STEPHAN LUTZ-I play guitar and sing. 
NOMAO-What kind of music are you into? 
STEPHAN LUTZ-Blues. 
NOMAO-Whal do you lhink of RED CROSS? 
STEPHAN LUTZ-Ahhh ... I'd much ralher 
listen to Eric Clapton. 1972. I heard the RED 
CROSS LP and I'm buying lhe "History of Eric 
Clapton" instead. So when I put my money on 
lhe table, I'm not buying RED CROSS, I buy 
ERIC CLAPTON albums! 
NOMAO-What can you compare the sound 
ol RED CROSS to? 
STEPHAN LUTZ-Ahhh . . BLONDIE. My 
parting quote: LED ZEPPELIN was the Last 
Waltz. 

REO CROSS COMMENTS ON STEPHAN 
LUTZ TAPE RECORDED OPINION 
NOMAQ-What did he say? 
STEVE-He says he enjoys having sex with 
10·inch pink vibrators. 
JEFF-He's read other interviews. 
STEVE-He's an Eric Clapton groupie. 
NOMAQ-He thought you sounded like 
BLONDIE. 
JEFF-I think we do sound like BLONDIE. 

SECOND TYPICAL MUSIC CONSUMER 
QUESTIONED: Frank Ramirez 
NOMAQ-What do you do? 
FRANK-What do you mean what do I do? 
NOMAO-Do you like to beat up kids and 
stuff? 
FRANK-No. 
A FRIEND-He broke some guys fingers over 
there. 
FRANK-Yah, I broke this guys hands and all 
his fingers because he was talking shit. 
NOMAO-What do you think of RED CROSS? 
FRANK-They're great. 
RED CROSS COMMENTS ON FRANK 
RAMIREZ TAPE RECORDED OPINION 
(no comment) 

THIRD TYPICAL MUSIC CONSUMER 
QUESTIONED: Jack Whack (obviously 
take name) 
NOMAQ-What do you think of RED CROSS? 
JACK WHACK-It 's ail right. 
NOMAG-That isn 't what you said a minute 
ago. 
JACK WHACK-It's too much like the 
DOLLS. 
NOMAG-You said it sucks. 
JACK WHACK-It does suck. 
NOMAQ-You resent the fact that they have 
an LP out and your band doesn't, right? 
DAVE BORNSTEIN (JACK WHACK'S real 
name)-The RED CROSS LP Is almost as 
good as our (SEDITIONA'RIES) single. 

SEVERAL TYPICAL MUSIC CONSUMERS 
QUESTIONED compared RED CROSS to 
the NEW YORK DOLLS or the 
HEARTBREAKERS. 
RED CROSS COMMENTS ON SEVERAL 
TYPICAL MUSIC CONSUMERS 
JEFF-I think people who compare us to the 
NEW YORK DOLLS should listen more to the 
DOLLS, but I consider it a compliment to be 
compared to the DOLLS, they were great! 
NOMAO-Besides why should there be such 
a strong criticism of a band that's Inspired by 
an American Band, when most of these bands 
are such Anglo·Glones, and we know who the 
SEX PISTOLS were inspired by! Why not be 
more direct in your influences. 
JEFF-Besides I try to be alot more creative 
with my Johnny Thunders licks than Steve 
Jones was! 

FOURTH TYPICAL MUSIC CONSUMER 
QUESTIONED: Shelly 
NOMAO-What do you do? 
SHELLY-I sell Country & Western records. 
NOMAO-What do you think of RED CROSS? 
SHELLY-I'm not much into Rock, but it had 
a certain good rhythm. 
RED CROSS COMMENTS ON SHELLY'S 
COMMENTS 
RED CROSS-(smil~s). 

your 

.. like his aura surrounds 
everyone. 
NOMAG-Did you see him on Tom Snyder? 
STEVE-There were too many commercials, I 
fell asleep. 
JEFF-I watched the whole thing. 
NOMAG-When he was talking about the 
first time he got out of prison In the 'SO's the 
music was g~ing .... " done da done da" 
JEFF-He gets out now and goes to see CIR· 
CLE ONE and kills himself! 
TRACY-Ask us what our favorite color Is. 
NOMAG-What's your favorite color? 
STEVE-Period red. 
TRACY-Cum white. 
NOMAQ-Are you bitter about anything? 
TRACY-Bitter? Well just that this gir1 stole 
El Duce away from me. 
NOMAG-And for our final question I' ll ask a 
question that was asked me in the last issue 
of this magazine ... What do you think of JOY 
DIVISION? 
TRACY-A boy division? Oi division? 
STEVE-Isn't that kind of like long division? 
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BUY A HUMAN. 
SAVE A BUM OR TRANSIENT FROM POVERTY! America is 
experiencing a 'New Wava' of bums in our cities and towns. 
These people are so poor and desperate that they are simply · 
seeking the opportunity to work as slaves for those who are 
more fortunate financially. We should emphasize that these in· 
dividuals are selling themselves into slavery of their own free 
will. It's done every day. Don' t be confused by deceitful render· 
ings of American History. IT IS PERFECTLY LEGAL TO OWN 
AN AMERICAN CITIZEN. Don't buy foreign humans, fresh off 
the boat. Buy American! 

ALTERNATIVE SON 
Caucasian male, age 22. Name 'Rusty 
Zawacki'. Nickname 'Pudding Pants'. 

GOOD SECURITY 
Black male, age 22. Name 'Ray Brown'. 
Nickname 'Angel'. 

SEXUALLY REHABILITATED 
Caucasian male, age 21. Name 'Bridget'. 
Nickname ' Bunny'. 1 S9 95 

BURNED POET 
Caucasian male, age 28. Name 'Perry 
Ubu' or 'Muddy Flower'. 

*·lf1+ili •1;-"&+P.11·1 V't-

... ,,,~4.. -
~· · .. fJ' ~'l"'~/liSAVE $50 .. ~ 

·~~ 

BABYSITTER 
Caucasian female, age 24. Name 'San
dra' or 'Ms. Deepthroat'. 

199 97 11.llllil.! !Si 

SUPPORT AMERICA! BUY AMERICAN. 
IT'S A SERIOUS CRIME TO SHELTER IL 
LEGAL ALIENS MANY O F THESE 
FOREIGNERS ARE SECRETL Y WORK 
ING TO DESTROY OUR DEMOCRACY 
INVEST IN AMERICA AND HARVEST A 
RED, WHITE AND BLUE FUTURE. 

You PIY only I 1m1JI llndtll'1 IM . All merctwindlH II 
c.r1lully 11<:,...llold. All lt1m1 ire dltc:ountld dUI to 
mlnor cul1, tc:r1tchff, Ind II•-· P1nooal check or 
lnOOI:)' Ofdl1 only. All Nie• 11~1. Allow 2 wM kt lor 
dellwlfY. JUST FILL OUT THIS HANDY 
COUPON AND MAIL IT TO NOMAQ TO· 
DAVI 

USEFUL MAN, BIO BUY 
6'7" Caucasian male, age 21 . Name 
'Clive' or 'B.C.'. ! 

WH $589.95 PRICE SLASHED TO gt£ ; i.; 

NOMAO POVERTY SALES 
PO BOX 5 704 1 
LOS ANGELES CA 90057 

I w ant to ••v• • bum from povarty . Ru sh me my order l mme dlatelyl 
_______________ (tlll lnnameof slare). 

r Check this box It you would accept a substllute of equivalent value due to prt0< 
sale ol an lndMdual. 

Anot her wretched hum• n h•• found • home In a vicious w orld . PLEASE 
RUSH MY SLAVE TO: 

NAME ________ STREET _______ _ 

CITY, STATE & ZIP COOE _____________ _ 

n Enclosed Is my c heck or money order. HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! 



"Show & Tell" by BRUCE KALBERG and 

"Musical Analysis" by MICHAEL ST. PIERRE 

Show & Tell 

1 1 111~!!~11 : 
1st grade. Morning. Pledge Of Allegiance. Down's syndrome. 
Some of these children never advance. Others are t~ken awa_y 
to other places. The older children are way too bag for their 
small desks. Today, Dennis and Steve and Kendra and Karl 
have brought their favorite objects for "Show & Tell" . More 
fun. It's Dennis' turn first •.. • 

DENNIS DUCK with his 'Rico Rico' instrument. (zing • • clangbuzzz. 
crash!) 

DENNIS DUCK: 

CONCERNED ADULT: What's That? 
DENNIS DUCK: (age? . .. Not telling! Drummer.) This Is a Brazilian 
percussion instrument. It's a 'Rlco--Rlco1 
BIG ADULT: Isn't that the Brazilian 'Strap-On·Dlck ' that Ricky Ricardo 
used on Fred Mertz? 
DENNIS DUCK: You strike it with a rod and It makes sounds. ( 'dong 
.. . rattle! .. i . . . . It's used In marching parades. I like the sound it 
makes. I picked out this particular Instrument because I traded In a 
broken saxophone for It . .. and I bought this and I bought another 
Instrument called a 'Quika' which uses an oiled rag to hold its notes. 
I traded my broken saxophone to buy this because my saxophone 
didn't make any noise and this did. 
TEACHER: Why do you relate to sounds Dennis? 
DENNIS DUCK: Sounds are my friends. They like me and I like 
them. We get along very well because we don't have fights alot. We 
are like friends that don't have fights. If I were-painting, that wouldn't 
be my friend because we'd have fights ... we don't get along that well. 
CONCERNED ADULT: Do you trust sounds more than magazines? 
DENNIS DUCK: Yes ... because sounds are more themselves than 
magazines are ... I distrust magazines. I trust sounds more than 
magazines although I like magazines. 
TEACHER: Does that Instrument mean more to you than your eye
glasses? 
DENNIS DUCK: No .. . my eyeglasses mean a l~t to me because I 
wouldn't be able to see anything without them. (crash ••• bang zing! 
••• rattle). 
TEACHER: OK! OK! OK! Who's next? 

STEVE WYNN: S·T·E·Y·E (space) W·Y·N-N. Age 22 years old. Born 
1960, a month after Kennedy was inaugurated, in Santa Monica. I made 
this when I was 11 years old. It's a guitar but you can 't play it because 
it's too wide. It's made from paper mache and it's shellacked and 
painted. I was a terrible artist. I was never an artist and It wasn 't meant 
t9 be played. It wasn't practical at all. I never wanted to be an artist but 
I wanted to do paper mache for about 5 years and this was the first 
time I ever did It. l 'ts kite string but the idea was to be able to play Jt, 
to be able to finger It like a guitar, but you can 't. You can't do anything 
on it. I was just le~rning guitar at the time. I had no Idea about art. The 
first thing I ever did was a hand print in clay, where you did a hand 
print and painted It gold and gave it to your mother. She really liked 
that an·d you could see how big you grew each year. This was my 
second art project. 
TEACHER: Did It mean anything to you that It didn't make any noise? 
Where you first Infatuated with the shape, like with a Coke bottle? 
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THE DREAM SYNDICATE: "SHOW & TELL" 

STEVE WYNN: I used to use it as percussion. I used to bang 
it around alot. I used to hit it against the wall, and bang my 
hands on it, and sing with it. I showed It off alot too. I was really 
Into red, white and blue and stripes. I was Into the whole 'Easy Rider' 
post-Woodstock thing and my whole closet was painted red, white and 
blue. I was an 11 year old hippie. But when I made this I'd been playing 
guitar already. I saw 'Woodstock' and that was It. I wanted to play 
guitar. You know, It was the easiest thing to learn because we couldn 't 
learn piano because we couldn't have a piano In our house, and with 
drums, you can't play songs on drums .. . and you don't think about 
a saxophone when you 're 9 years old. · 
TEACHER: Why did you make a fake guitar? 
STEVE WYNN:-ln 7th grade we had to take these art classes and you 
put together anything that you knew about. Other people would do 
little paintings but I 'd just slop on the paper. So I thought ... 
'Well I'll put together a little guitar.' .... I might have thought that 
I would be able to play It, but as you can see (smash! •• smash! •• 
on furniture), You can bang on it or pluck at It but you can't really 
do much with it. 

0 
:c ... 

KARL PRECODA • . • there may be no God but there 1s 'Black Sabbath' 

i' 
'I 

STEVE WYNN • •• paper mache riffs on kite string • •• guitars rule! 

1 :t.1·11Jd¥9·1·1·1 
KARL PRECODA: {holding a crucifix for the photograph) I'll take it 
off and hold It if you want. 
MR. BUBBLE: Why did you bring that object? (the crucifix reads 
'BLACK SABBATH'). Is It the 1st band that you liked? 
KARL PRECODA: Why? It' s the last band that I liked! So I didn't 
have any good objects except this and this travels with me wher-

. ever I go. It helps me out In biker bars alot. 
MR. BIG SMELL: Why do you like BLACK SABBATH? 
KARL PRECODA: They're loud! They don't have a dance beat. 
I /Ike It loud . .. and a dance beat Is too easy to like. People like BLACK 
SABBATH. 
MR. BIG SMELL: Don't you have a more personal object? What 
do you want to say about yourself personally? Don't you have a more 
personal object? 
KARL PRECODA: No. I looked around. This is real cheap. 
There's nothing like it! 

•il'!:il"!i"l"I ·"i;•t.•fl'!l1"'"U"'li•: 1• 
DOC FAT TAPE: Talk to the tape recorder, I'm /eavln ' for the fridge. 
KENDRA SMITH: We're all alone now. I've brought my objec~. 
I don't want to describe it because I don't have any objects sittin' 
around my house and I don't even relate to objects. I wanted to bring 
a book or a picture or something but they're all content and no 'object'. 
So I just brought this ashtray. It's beautiful and mundane. I'm talk· 
ing to myself so I'll keep going, but I've said It all as far as this thing 
is concerned. This is the only object that, as an object, I love. 
DR. FATLIP RETURNS: That thing means alot to you? 
KENDRA SMITH: No it doesn't I don 't even smoke. It doesn't have 
any meaning to me outside of being an object that sits around the 
house. It's the only part of my house that has any character outside 
of being a Knudsen crate or a mattress. It's been with me when I move, 
but It doesn't haVe any sentimental value or anything. I was go"nna 
bring a book, then I was gonna bring a painting, but I started thinking 
that books and paintings are not objects. It '~ an ashtray. I like the 
curves. It was in good company sitting on the table with your ashtrays. 
I like the color (aqua), the only kind I might like better is a beanbag 
ashtray, but just for now this Is the one I like. 
DR. FATHEAD: It's not a security object Is it? 
KENDRA SMITH: No ••• I don 't even use it. My roommate uses it. 
She puts her cigarettes In It. Chainlink. I had to clean It out before I 
brought It. 
DR. FATSCOPE: Is that the object that means the most to you in the 
world? 
KENDRA SMITH: No. I don't have objects that mean alot to me. The 
only objects I have are my guitar ... and then records and books .. . 
but records and books have content. 



THE DREAM SYNDICATE: " SHOW & TELL" 
DR. DR.: You're a media freak/ 
KENDRA SMITH: I keep my room clutter free because I just 
need real blankness. I don't have anything. 
DR. DR. DR.: Is a record an object? 
KENDRA SMITH: No. I relate to It for the content. I don't relate to 
it far the round thing! 

Combat Schlock 
The CLASH can't cum and save the world at the same time. Nobody 
can do that because it violates nature (look at Kissinger). This gives 
the DREAM SYNDICATE one obvious advantage over Abraham Lincoln 
(he's also dead), Jesus Christ (too idealistic) and the 'Clash' (white 
guilt) ... A recent ad for the CLASH' new album 'Combat Rock' claimed 
the album was "forged In the heat of battle" ... !!! The DREAM SYN· 
DICATE on the other hand are socially irresponsible and therefore 
probably over-Indulge In guilt-free orgasms. This relationship between 
their lack of social conscience and rock music that might be termed 
"trashy" .... requ ired a literary expert with Intellectual clout, so cancel 
your jungle hostilities In S. America and read a serious musical analysis 
of the DREAM SYNDICATE by MICHAEL ST. PIERRE: 

"DREAM SYNDICATE sleep seepers ripping rhythms town 
downed skid a row your boats bag eyed ladies listen. Swollen bells 
city hollows Prison blood pumpers faster. Pulses pound heat 
balls wired for tension. Music you don't wake up from Fists f1ght1ng 
tongue bars f1llmg languages with musical naflS scratchmg chalk faced 
boards made up graffftf eyed cock watchers. Beating the time 

" Dreams with voices slash chords smiles tune lipstick rock partners 
soaking unconsciousness grinding jangle fever buzzers • •• drugged 
radios. Sex sweaters swing pornographic doors rushing fog dog 
howl, prowling churches with no keys across underground velvet 
combed mouths In dreamless critics. Where have you all gone dear 
dreamers? Wake me up punklns. Don't nowhere or care stare. Fly
eyed ears buzzing well· waxed where sounds sllde and hide their 
hidden faces. No holes in the cheese anymore. Mice have eaten the 
moon and the stars shaken cannot move stopped ghosts with a sword 
stuck. Picture pasts fast history. Cameras without romance. Audiences 
full of coustume fuckors. Emotional acetate date left behind listening 
till the sun comes up in your throat and you sing. Rain rock drops 
tumble beats rumble about shout. Stand still pill thrill killers ' 
. ......... tear crouds from black' air moon shows strip the moon. 
Dream the light. Iceberg dirges cracked by the sun. Stitched days. 
Can you dream loud enough for your wake. I 've stopped·wrltlng spoken 
words that have died. Play vinyl finals and confusion fuses. Ignite step 
shredders. Thought dancers." 

KENDRA SMITH ... a fashion innovator, Kendra displays her earing •. • 1t also 
doubles as an ashtray and a portable bidet •• • 

"DREAM SYNDICATE: Spitting green light into a city where 
cars never stop." - MICHAEL ST PIERRE 

• • , ........... ,=~~~o~~=~ P-M~0p0u .. PPETS MEAi_z!} · 
~ BY ROBERT LLOYD ···········~ 

I. PHOENIX 
Phoenix, capita l city of Arizona, our 48th state 

(admitted 1912), lies at an altitude of 1,080 feet on 
the north bank of the Salt River. According to the 
Mobil Travel Map, It's home to 581,562 people, not 
counting the 130-.or-so thousand more In Tempe 
and Scottsdale right next door. Once, a long time 
ago, It was home to the Hohokams, a race of avid 
canal builders who by the 14th century had cut over 
150 miles of irrigation canal Into the Salt River Val
ley. In 1867 soldie,..prospector Jack Swilling and 
his Briton partner " Lord Darrell" Ouppa rebuilt 
some of these canals, and Ouppa reportedly en
visioned a new city rising " phoenixlike" out of the 
Hohoklan ashes. Hence " Phoenix." In five years it 
had become an Important trading center tor farm
ers, prospectors and cattlemen and was even then 
a mecca for those whose doctors had advised them 
to seek a warm, dry climate. The rest Is business 
and history. 

Major crops are cotton, vegetables, grains, citrus 
fruits, dates and grapes. 

It looked a lot like the San Fernando Valley to me, 
though sometimes It put me more In mind of Ox
nard, especially around the major crops. Phoenix 
Is a lot farther from here than Van Nuys, however, 
or even Ventura County. Most of the way Is desert. 
At the border they ask If you've got any fruit and 
give you a fax sheet on dust storms and what to 
do when you find yourself In one - keep calm, get 
your car off the road, and shut off your lights so 

the guy behind you won't use your car as a beacon 
and plow up your back. Dust storms can kill, they 
say, and they're hell on windshields. Along with 
Olnney the giant concrete dinosaur, dust storms 
are certainly a real highlight of a trip to Phoenix. 

II. MEAT PUPPETS 
There Is nothing much to do In Phoenix say the 

Meat Puppets, but there they remain. Brothers Curt 
(guitar) and Cris (bass) and their friend Derrick 
(drums) more or less live together on a quiet street 
In a Spanish-style bungalow with an unmown lawn, 
a big dog in the backyard, and a Romans set list 
on the front porch. There's no TV, but there are 
neat stacks of comic books, arranged by subject. 
Their house smells of Incense, cats, unopened win
dows, and an everpresent cloud of dope. One hears 
a lot of coughing. The Meat Puppets smoke a whole 
lot of dope, so much even their connections can't 
believe how much, and by their own reckoning 
that's pretty much how they pass most of their 
(seml-)consclous hours. That and playing music. 

Meat Puppets music tends toward two distinct 
but oddly compatible styles: on the one hand they 
play what sounds superficially like traditional hard
core, but it's very angular, ridiculously fast, and the 
utterly unintelligible vocals shoot less for anguish 
than hysteria. The rest of the time they knock out 
a sort of art-punk-hoedown mix, almost delicate but 
no less driven. You can hear both styles on their 
EP (produced by Laurie O'Connell and Ed Barger), 
and there's an album on the way, or perhaps out 

already, on SST, home of Black Flag. 
Here are some things the Meat Puppets said In 

their house Jn Phoenix. 

Ill. JOURNEY THROUGH THE PAST ON MDA 
DERRICK: Curt and I met each other through mu
tual friends In the Unitarian Universeless Church 
of Phoenix. There was some MDA around, and Curt 
was with a mutual friend from the Unitarian Uni
verseless Church that we knew who had some 
MDA, and they both came over to the house and 
gave me some. And we went and saw Journey 
Through the Past and Jimi Plays Berkeley to
gether on MDA, and afterward we walked around, 
fucked around. That's where I met Curt. And Cris 
Is his brother,· who I didn't get to know until he had 
lost 60 pounds. 
CURT: When we first formed the band we didn't 
think about playing live or anything like that. We'd 
just play. We used to go out to Derrick's house and 
get stoned and play, and we learned a bunch of the 
early punk standards just to fuck around on. 
DERRICK: Then a club opened, so we just wrote 
some material. Got sick of seeing other people 
playing there. 

IV. L.A. IS LIKE PORNOGRAPHY OR 
SOMETHING 
DERRICK: L.A. is like pornography or something, 
it's kind of fun while you're doing It, but looking 
back on It I'm not real happy with my experiences 
there, though I enjoyed them at the time. 



The MEAT PUPPETS are Curt Kirkwood (guitar, vo
cals), Cris Kirkwood (bass, vocals), Derrick Bostrom 
(drums). We'd like to thank Bam Bam from JFA (Jodie 
Foster's Army) for pretending he was Derrick that night 

in Phoenix when Derrick wouldn't come out of his 
sleeping bag for a photograph at midnight. That's Bam 
Bam behind the cymbal, but it could have been Derrick 
to you if nobody told you. All cymbals look the same. 

CURT: I'd rather get a shit job here than move to 
Los Angeles and try to push my music. Over there, 
if you live In a place where there's that much com· 
petition, if you open yourself up sensorally, you 'll 
become involved In it regardless. That's just the 
way it happens. And It just doesn't feel as good to 
play there as it does here. It feels good, but it's 
really a shooting gallery. We really like everything 
that we do, and we never really Intended for it to 
be display oriented. 
DERRICK: Display Is part of It. 
CURT: But the display Is for us, y'know. We record 
everything we do, and the majority of music we 
listen to Is our own. 
CRIS: It's other people that brought us out Into the 
public. It just never occurred to us. We're not trying 
to push it that hard. · 
CURT: There's no way we can go Into a big club 
and realize there's a real audience there; there's 
too many P.eople. So we make up our audience, It's 
like more or less the same audience we have when 
we practice. ' It's this fantastic audience that just 
loves the fuck out of us. 
DERRICK: If they want you they'll force their 
attention on you. 
CURT: Only the meanest people would want to 
dlsclude themselves from our audience. 
DERRICK: It's like our music Is, this Is what you 
don't have to force out of us. This is what you can 
have, free. Everything else Is like run through.the 
machine .. . It's a great name for music, to call it 
the " music business." It describes it perfectly. It's 
like, once the Great Planter has planted all his 
seeds and some of the birds have eaten them and 
some have died in the weeds and some of them 
have been poisoned or whatever, after all the har
vesting is through, the farmer picks his favorite 
ones to eat, and the rest of them all end up in the 
marketplace, and they end up on somebody else's 
table. And that's the story of this band, and all the 
other bands. 
CURT: And Reagan is In. He's In love. With his 
wife. 

V. ANTISOCIAL LIFE 
CURT: It seems that we tend to alienate people 
with the amount of marijuana we smoke. 
DERRICK: It's like this. We're really spoiled. I was 
spoiled before I joined this band, and I'm really 
spoiled now, because anything goes between the 
three of us. And, then when we get around other 
people, it' s like we're · undisciplined. We hang 
around each other so much that we're sort of 
alienated from the rest of the world. Well , Cris 
makes a real effort to get out there, but he has to 
like take a lot of acid to do It. 

VI. DANGERS OF UNDERDRESSING 
CRIS: We played with Black Flag at the Cuckoo's 
Nest. It was good. It was fun. Some of the kids got 
up and sang with us, got up on stage and trounced 
around and jumped off. "(here's just that thing, that 
question of " Is It cool or not?" that goes along with 
the rockln and rollln part of It. It's like, "Is this 
bitchen? Is this bitchen? Do we look bltchen? Are 
we dressed up like these guys?" And we go on, 
and we completely wear whatever we've got on that 
day, we dress In whatever we have. And we get up 
and play, we just do It. 

We just played San Francisco with the Dead Ken- • 
nedys. They're real popular up there; that's their 
town. The crowd was huge, 1200 some people, and 
there was about 300 kids or so that just HATED 
us, and it just all had to do completely with the way 
we looked. They started barraging us with tin cans, 
and we just kept playing, batting the cans off. And 
by the end of the set people were getting Into It, it 
was cool. We don't have any pretensions like you 
gotta have a special short haircut or you gotta wear 
a special bandana. What Is that? " You gotta wear 
a suit and tie. " We just experienced the neo-fasclst 
portion of it. 

I don't give a shit about dressing up at all. I think 
everybody dresses up, totally. Of course. You get 
out of bed, put on clothes. What? " I'm a real honest 
dresser, I just dress like this, I don't dress anyhow." 
No way. Everybody's wearing their little thang, 
y'know. I dress up enough. I just never got Into 
wearing any- I just never did. I love it when people 
do; I'm amazed by some of the creative gear I see. 
But to make It a religion like they have about a 
certain style .. . 

I don't mind It. It's nothing to me. It's just the 
way people look. It's just their skin, meat 
puppets totally. Everybody just does what they 
do, no getting around It at all. 

The reaction we got from the South Say kids, a 
lot of them don't know what to do; they just stand 
there and watch. That's the biggest percentage 
usually, and a smaller percentage like us and get 
into it. And there's a percentage that doesn't like 
us and yell at us. We're so easy to not like. And we 
just stand up there. " What's going on?" And we 
always have a good time doing it. 

They haven't come after us physically. Also, I've 
got that big fucking guitar. I'd bomp some shit If 
he tried to get me, some little kid. " Get away!" 
Smack! 

VII. DON'T HAVE FOUR LEGS IN PHOENIX 
CRIS: These dog sklnnlngs have been going on 
lately. Hundreds of them. They find these dogs out 
in the desert, and they've been skinned and their 
front legs cut off. They think It's either a cult or 

some ... fun lover. 
CURT: If you went and killed a dog .. . and liked 
It .. . It'd be a lot easier to keep killing dogs. 
CRIS: They found a dead cat tied to a dead pos
sum. We had some goats one time, and our house 
burned down. The goats had to stay at the burned 
out house, and we had to go stay at another place 
and come back and take care of them. We came up . 
one day to take care of them and somebody'd killed 
them. 
CURT: Shot them and slit their stomachs open. 
CRIS: And cut their ears off. 
DERRICK: In an unrelated Incident, I had a dog 
that died and I had to put It out on the sidewalk so 
the dog collectors would come and get It. They left 
It there all day, the summer, Arizona, 110 heat, big 
German shepherd, and it just cooked out there on 
the sidewalk, left a big stain. It just burst on the 
spot. ... There's a picture of a dead kitty in the 
Times today. 
CRIS: You know what else they found? They found 
like 37 or 39 horse legs in a peace symbol. 

VIII. HOW IT'S DONE 
CURT: If we can play something through the first 
time-
CRIS: - It's worked Itself out. 
DERRICK: We'd rather have It work Itself out. 
We've always like not cooperated, and that's been 
a real big plus. We just sort of let It all fall together, 
let our personalities dissolve Into one when we 
play, don't talk about It. 
CURT: Cris and I have played guitars long enough 
to be able to pick out anything. 
DERRICK: Yeah, they're brothers so they have 
biologics/ earthy energy that they share. 

IX. PHILOSOPHY I 
CURT: We were having a group Smoke one day, 
and we decided that we hated everything and that 
these people that we didn't know had the biggest 
motor ever that was like invented at the beginning 
of time or In the forties sometime. And we decided 
that what we should do was quit playing music and 
start sending out these, y'know, start trying to, 
y'know, quit trying to steal other people's girl
friends with our music and to try and send the 
message to these people that we didn't know that 
they should like go ahead and push that button and 
demonstrate that big motor for us. 
DERRICK: And everybody would have enough 
girlfriends. 

X. PHILOSOPHY II 
CURT: Face to face In person I can talk people Into 
stepping In front of moving vehicles and stuff like 
that. 
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Rodney's Hollywood apartment is wall· 
to·wall, ceiling-to-floor music memora· 
bilia . There's stacks and piles and draw· 
ers full of clippings, photos and ticket 
stubs, all remembering a lifetime de· 
voted to ROCK AND ROLL. A quiet girl in 
a Six ties' Mod get-up sat next to him on 
the t attered couch as he shyly answered 
my probing questions. 

PENELOPE: Is Rodney Bingenheimer your 
real name? 
RODNEY: Yeah . 

INTERVIEW BY 

PENELOPE SPHEERIS 

PENELOPE: You know what I've noticed 
about you? V.ou act like a TEENAGER. Why? 
RODNEY: I'm ageless. What can I say? (he 
shrugs) TEENAGE is what's happening. There 
is a being of TEEN AGE. Let me give you an 
example. See, you are a teenager. 
PENELOPE: Right, Rodney. 
RODNEY: But Tatem O'Neal is not. You get 
it? She's got an OLD feeling to her even 
though she's young. And believe it or not, 
Brooke Shields is not a teenager. Jerry Lee 
Lewis is a teenager, but ah ...... who's the guy 
with the gray beard? 
PENELOPE: Santa Claus. 
RODNEY: No, a country and western singer. 
He just looks like Santa Claus. 
PENELOPE: Kenny Rogers? 
RODNEY: Yeah . He is NOT a teenager, but 
Jerry Lee Lewis is. It's just a way of being. 
PENELOPE: Where did you come from? 
RODNEY: San Jose. I went to Mountain View 
High School. 
PENELOPE: When did you first come to Los 
Angeles? 
RODNEY: When the TEENAGE FAIR was 
happen ing. I ran away from home to go to the 
Teenage Fair. I just wanted to hang around 
where It was all happening. 
PENELOPE: When was that? Late Sixties? 
RODNEY: Yeah. The STRIP was having its 
hey-dey then. You didn't even need a place to 
stay. There were part ies going on constantly. 
Just parties everywhere and you'd meet all 
these people, really fun. Everybody was out 

on the Strip t ill four in the morning. The Sunset 
Strip was like LAS VEGAS! 
PENELOPE: Tell me more. 
RODNEY: People used to get really wasted 
and pass out all over the place. I can remem
ber all through the air was the SMELL of a 
mixture of GRASS, DOGSHIT, AND INCENSE. 
PENELOPE: Three of the world 's most of
fensive odors. 
RODNEY: Really. But you've got to give the 
Sixties credit for one thing. 
PENELOPE: What 's that? 
RODNEY: The g irls didn 't wear UNDER
WEAR. I remember going to LOVE-INS and 
none of the girls were wearing any underwear! 
PENELOPE: I heard you had a nickname 
back then. 
RODNEY: Yeah. Everybody used to hang 
out in Canters Delicatessen in those days. 
One night I walked in there and this actor 
named Sal Mineo was sitting with this KPFK 
DJ named Elliot Mintz. Sal made a scene and 
declared me "THE MAYOR OF SUNSET STRIP" 
that night and ever since then in all the mag· 
azines and gossip columns they 'd say, "no 
party was complete without the mayor of Sun· 
set Strip: RODNEY BINGENHEIMER." 
PENELOPE: What happened to the Strip in 
the Seventies? 
RODNEY: Charlie Manson killed it. 
PENELOPE: (laughter) Yeah, along with a lot 
of other things. 
RODNEY: Really. That's when the so-called 
" HIPPIE" was going strong. You know, beards 

were growing. Nobody was using deodorant. 
PENELOPE: No deodorant?! 
RODNEY: Seriously. These hippies were 
pretty wasted. I mean the Mods like from the 
whiskey A GO GO had long hair, but it would 
be like a page boy or something. Hippies had 
this long, stringy stuff ...... and BEARDS! 
PENELOPE: And you kind of blame it all on 
Manson. 
RODNEY: Yeah, and the Grateful Dead. 
To me, the Grateful Dead KILLED ROCK 
AND ROLL! 
PENELOPE: I'll have to agree with that. 
RODNEY: To me, Charles Manson and the 
Grateful Dead killed all the FUN. Aller the 
Tate killings, people were afraid to go out of 
their houses. 
PENELOPE: And so when do you think the 
revival of music was after that? 
RODNEY: Punk rock was the revival. 
PENELOPE: Yeah, sort of like '76. So it was 
like six years of Grateful Dead hippies with no 
deodorant or underwear. What did you during 
that time, Rodney? 
RODNEY: I started this club with a guy 
named Tom Ayres. 
PENELOPE: Called Rodney Bingenheimer's. 
RODNEY: Rodney Bingenheimer's English 
Disco. 
PENELOPE: Was there somebody named 
Barry Barnholtz involved? 
RODNEY: Yeah, me Tom and Barry. 
PENELOPE: Somebody told me that Barn
hollz owns the rights to your name. And that. 



if-you ever wanted to market anything using 
your name, like little Rodney dolls, then you 
would have to go through his company. ls that 
true, that you don't have the rights to your 
own name? 
RODNEY: No. Maybe during the time we had 
the club, but that has all expired now. 

PENELOPE: Did you ever have any other 
jobs besides DJ and club owner? 
RODNEY: Sure. I was a GO-FER for Sonny 
and Cher at one time and I was a STAND-IN 
for Davey Jones from the MONKEES. And I 
had a magazine column called " IT'S ALL HAP
PENING, BY RODNEY BINGENHEIMER" . 
PENELOPE: John Rockwell from the New 
York Times said that you're pretty amazing 
because you " were able to achieve the tran
sition to punk without shifting gears once." 
Why did he say that? · 
RODNEY: He probably said it because I 
STARTED PUNK. 
PENELOPE: You did what? 
RODNEY: When I went on the air in '76, 
there was NO PUNK. 
PENELOPE: So you mean in L.A. you started 
it going on the radio. 
RODNEY: Yeah. I was the first to play it. It 
was August 12, 1976. I had a two hour show 
on Sunday night. The first band on my show 
was the Ramones. They came on with long 
hair and leather jackets and we played their 
demos. Then we had the · Sex Pistols, and 
that's what made it EXPLODE!. 
PENELOPE: Do you personally like the more 
hard core punk music? ' 
RODNEY: Yeah. I just like fast, fast music. 
And I like music you can dance to. Dancing 
is coming back. People have too many black 
and blue marks. They just want to dance now. 
PENELOPE: Where did your GOLD REC
ORDS come from? 
RODNEY: Oh, Blondie and Nick Gilder and 
... and I DIDN'T get one from the (!o
Go's. 
PENELOPE: They were given to you be
cause you played their music? 
RODNEY: Yeah, I broke them. I was first 
to play the music and break the band. 
PENELOPE: You sure did a lot for the Go
Go's. Don't you think they will probably give 
you one? It would only be fair. 
RODNEY: No, they already gave them all 
away. All to other people. (he looks down 
sadly) 
PENELOPE: Aw, I think they should give 
you one. 
RODNEY: All I know is that I've been around 
this business a long time and I've seen bands 
come and go. And you know what will happen. 
They will break up after a while and sooner or 
later Belinda or Jane or one of them will come 
wandering in with their SOLO ALBUM and 
want me to play it. GOOD LUCK. 

PLAY IT AGAIN RODNEY: He's not sorry and 
he doesn't apologize ••• but he goofed. He 
came by NOMAG just before press time to put a 
tag on the end of his interview. Sorry to 'butt in ' 
on your article Penelope 

(Huh?) 

RODNEY TO THE GO-GO'S: "The GO-GO'S fi· 
nally showed up on my 'show' and surprised me 
and presented me with a PLATINUM ALBUM. 
They yanked off the one at l.R.S. Records and said 
'Hold this until you get yours!' I.A.$. Records called 
me back and I gave them their record back and they 
gave me mine. So I probably said that about them 
a little early. It takes a while for those things to 
happen. It 's on the wall next to BLONDIE and NICK 
GILDER. rve got to say that I love the GO·GO'S 

no matter how big they are because they are 
our band. They re not 1ust my band, they're your 
band too because they're L A girls that went to 
# 1, to the top. That speaks for alot of bands and 
thats gonna make waves for everybody, I think. 
And I did finally get my PLATINUM ALBUM. 
I'm not sorry " 

PENELOPE: What about this CHRISTIANA 
F record you're doing? 
RODNEY: Yeah, she's beautiful. I just fell in 
love with her and I thought she was the UL
TIMATE. I had her on my show and she said 
she wanted to do a record, so I convinced her 
to sing and I introduced her to Posh Boy and 
they did one. It's kind of a DISCO THING 
though. That's the only bummer. 
PENELOPE: So Posh Boy's doing disco 
now, huh? 
RODNEY: Only this one album. 
PENELOPE: I heard you have had some 
HEAL TH PROBLEMS. 
RODNEY: Back in the club days I had a 
stroke. 
PENELOPE: So are you OK now or what? 
RODNEY: Well, I wasn't supposed to ever be 
able to walk again. They said I'd be paralyzed. 
It was from too much partying. Up all 
night. Tension from the club, dealing with the 
police commissioners. And all the YOUNG 
GIRLS. 
PENELOPE: Do you use drugs? 
RODNEY: No, never did. Never drank or 
smoked. 
PENELOPE: Someone said you used to live 
on instant mashed potatoes and TAB. 
RODNEY: Yeah, right before I had the stroke. 
PENELOPE: Why did.you do that? 
RODNEY: Because I was BROKE!! And 
mashed potatoes were very cheap. I was 
REAL BROKE. Living in the back seat of 
my car. 
PENELOPE: What was that like? 
RODNEY: Hell. 
PENELOPE: Not too comfy. 
RODNEY: I didn't have a rear w indow 
and it used to ra in on me. 
PENELOPE: When was that? 
RODNEY: Right after I lost my club. I was 
real DOWN AND OUT. 
PENELOPE: Everything you've done in your 
life has always been music related. Why? 
RODNEY: Because I have a passion for mu
sic. GOOD MUSIC. 
PENELOPE: John Rockwell also referred to 
you as " a perennial scenemaker" . How do you 
feel about that? 
RODNEY: Well, I am always on the scene. 
PENELOPE: But you really haven't been out 
that much lately, have you? 
RODNEY: No, not really. Not since the day 
JOHN LENNON got shot. 
PENELOPE: Why not? 
RODNEY: Well, figure It out. Why would 
somebody kill John Lennon? I should go be
fore him. I mean, look at him. He was like 
PEACE, the ULTIMATE BEATLE. You DON'T· 
SHOOT Beatles! If somebody is going to 
shoot a Beatie, they'll shoot ANYBODY. I 
mean, look at ME, they COULD SHOOT 
ME! 
PENELOPE: So now what do you do? 
RODNEY: I watch a lot of TV. There's a lot 
of TV PARTIES happening right here. 
PENELOPE: And do a lot of people come 
and visit? 
RODNEY: A few. 
PENELOPE: Do you have a lot of friends? 
RODNEY: One or two. Usually I'm a loner. 

PENELOPE: Only one or two. How come? 
RODNEY: I get more done that way. 
More THINKING done. 

PENELOPE: Do you get a lot of people hit
ting on you to play their music? 
RODNEY: I got cassettes up to here. 
(motions around his neck) My kitchen is 
SEALED OFF. I can't use my KITCHEN! It 's 
all cassettes in there. Cassettes and demos. 
PENELOPE: Are you joking? 
RODNEY: I'm serious. So I have to eat out 
in restaurants all the time.MOSTLY DENNY'S. 
PENELOPE: You seem to like YOUNG GIRLS 
quite a bit. How come? 
RODNEY: I just like BEAUTIFUL GIRLS. 
Young or old. See, I'm TEEN AGE. Teen age 
is a FEELING. I mean look at this room here. 
This is a teenager's room. You "bring a girl 
from Beverly Hills in here and this really 
BLOWS HER MIND. This is what girls like. 
PENELOPE: Have you brought Brooke 
Shields in here, Rodney? 
RODNEY: Well , her and her mom came to 
the front in a limo to pick me up, but I didn't 
want them to come in and see the place. I said, 
" just pull up and HONK and I'll come out" . 
PENELOPE: Why didn't you want Brooke to 
see it? 
RODNEY: I donno. It's a mess. 
PENELOPE: What other of these Brooke 
Shields, Christiane F girls are you fasc inated 
with? 
RODNEY: (his EYES LIGHT UP) Natasia 
Kinsky!! UN-BE-LEE-VA-BLE!! When she 
was 16 she was staying in this apartment 
building down on Kings Road and a frien~ of 
mine, Mike Corby from the Babys was staying 
there too. He invited me over one day and I 
saw her lying tople~s by the side of the pool. 
TOPLESS! He told me she used to call him 
up at night and say, " Mike, come out on the 
balcony" . And when he came out she would 
be standing there NUDE! 
PENELOPE: And this is when she was 16? 
Wonder what she does now that she's grown 
up? 
RODNEY: I donno. 
PENELOPE: Are you ever going to get mar
ried? 
RODNEY: You never know! All you YOUNG 
LADIES, WATCH OUT!! 
PENELOPE: (to the Mod girl on the couch) 
Are you his steady girlfriend? 
GIRL: We see each other once in a while. 
I love going out with Rodney. He's REAL 
HONEST. I met him when I was 16 in 
front of the Whiskey. He was real sweet 
and he told me NOT TO TAKE DRUGS and 
he HELD MY HAND and he made me FEEL 
SAFE. I'm 21 now. 
PENELOPE: When I see all these pictures of 
you with these teenage girls, I sense that they 
really like you and thatthey really TRUST YOU. 
RODNEY: Well , I'm not going to say that I'm 
a VIRGIN or anything. I mean, if SOMETHING 
should happen, it would JUST HAPPEN! 

After the interview, the ETERNAL 
TEENAGER showed me his sealed off 
kitchen, and then some of his p~ized po;;· 
sessions: autographed photos of Connie 
Francis, Elvis, Annette, etc.; a letter 
from Connie Stevens; even a used match 
stick that Ringo was supposed to have 
struck. Then he showed me a photo of 
himself when he was a REAL TEEN
AGER. It must have been EARLY SIXTIES 
because he looked like some PUNK from 
Huntington Beach. Plaid shirt, flat top 
and pegged pants. He was standing ~n 
the front lawn in San Jose proudly dis
playing a newly purchased 45 RPM. I 
don't think I've ever met anybody who 
was as in love with ROCK and ROLL as 
Rodney Bingenheimer. 
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THE BANGS DEBBI. .... VICKI. .... ANNETTE .... . SUSANNA 

PHOTO: BOB SEIDEMANN 



THE BANGS BANNED THE FIRST INTERVIEW. We got them 
drunk. Big deal! The following morning after we taped this first 
interview they called NOMAG and said "Destroy that tape! . . . we're 
so embarrassed. Can we do another interview when we're sober?" 
NOMAG agreed to the 2nd interview, then we hid this first, ob
viously more valuable, unlntelllgible intoxicated cacophony in a 
file cabinet. Really, it's not scandalous at all. They were just wor
ried because they couldn't remember everything that they said the 
night before. Nevertheless, we're guilty, we tried with slimy cun
ning politeness to force quantities of liquor between their sweet 
lips. The interview is still not punchy enough for our taste. Next 
lime we'll slip in some LSD . .. then turn on the tape recorder. 
They'd had a few before they arrived. THE SCENE: A living room 
. . . the tape recorder, a ghetto blaster is recording, the 4 girls are 
breaking the world ve•bal speed record! Almost nothing was 
understandable. 

AN EXCERPT: "Can we say whatever we want to say, Carte 
Blanche? Which way is the bathroom?! It's on the right.I BANG: 
Burp!/NOMAG: Do you favor younger men?/ DEBBI: No, older./ 
ANNETTE: Any! I SUE: I love your toilet seat . . . I NOMAG: Do 
you date married men? I No. Occasionally. Yes. It depends on how 
much money they have. / NOMAG: Do you want to be famous and 
in the jet set? I We already are in the Jetsons ... So we can make 
movies like Cocksucker Blues by the Stones ... laugh/ We want 
to revolutionize AM Radio I NOMAG: How? /By getting us on 
there! I NOMAG: Wl}at do you like in a man? I Dark hair ... calling 
all dark-haired men for Vicki ... Blonds for Sue ... Dark hair for 
Debbi . .. talented . . . with strange senses of humor I ANNETTE: 
Tall, dark, and handy! That's what I like! I Especially the handy, 
emphasize that. / I don't like guys with moustaches ... I don't like 
hairy chests. Neither do I. I like hairy necks though ... I like in-
tellectual guys . . . I like skateboarders I The bass player in BAD 
RELIGION hey! Marlon Brando, James Dean ... Dennis Hopper 
and I love Terrance Stamp . .. David Hemmings in 'Blow Up' ... 
Oh Yeah! He's a babe ... I like drummers I That's because they've 
got bigger sticks! I And at least they play with them! Oh no! (laugh) 
I We're just basically very boy crazy, let's face it .. . but we like 
girls too, I mean not like .. .I SUE: I'm the only college graduate 
in this gang. I NOMAG: What turns you off? I Beards a~d mous-
taches . .. gold chains ... frustrating slow people ... alligator 
shirts . . . stupid people ... polyester gaberdine . . . vertically 
striped pants I our hobbies ... sex, boys . .. picking fleas off my 
cats ... gross! I I take a tot of showers, two showers a day. We 
need cigarettes. I can't drive right now. Annette? I can't drive right 
now either I Can 't we smoke those butts?God, they're big enough. 
Do your neighbors smoke? How about your dog? I Which way is 
the bathroom? I Check out the toilet seat ... it's totally hip. I 
NOMAG: How did you meet each other? I The Recycler ... except 
Debbi and Vicki are sisters I ANNETTE: I met my boyfriend 
through the Recycler. That thing is a gem, I swear! It's better than 
the Dating Game! I SUE: I met Vicki and Debbi, and I met Annette 
through the Recycler. I BANG chat. Up and down with the boring 
BANGS I We're just young, healthy and American red-blooded 
.. . we're just human beings ... speak for yourself . . . You're a 
nice Reseda girl I C'mon Sue get it right, Van Nuys I We're just 
trying to do something fun I Have fun with music /One thing we 
want to say is WE LOVE YOU RODNEY. Thank god for Rodney 
Bingenheimer. He breaks a lot of great records I He smashes 
them against the wall .. . I He did wonders for us. He played our 
record! I He said it sounds like the MAMAS & PAPAS and now 
everybody says that. Next time out we're going to sound like the 
YARDBIRDS I Let's just do a striptease show and get out 
of here!" 

VICKI & DEBBI 
THE BANGS (sober) Part 2. 

The BANG sisters! Vicki, 24. Debbi, 20. Debbi was born in 1961. 
Beatie freaks! Vicki saw " Hard Days Night" 1 o times when it first 
came out, she was 5 years old. She wasn't sure what it meant 
but she liked it. Vicki and Debbi can recite the entire dialogue of 
the movie all the way through in Liverpudlian accents. VICKI· 
"We had these Troll Dolls, we used to set them up and play Beall~ 
records on 78 and charge admission. This is the Beatles! They 
had cardboard guitars and everything." INFLUENCES: AM Radio 
1964. Top 40, Byrds, Bubble Gum, Monkees. Mod. " We like the 
haircuts, graphics and brightness of the '&O's. " 

NOMAG: ARE THE BANGS COPYING THE GO-GO'S? 

VICKI & DEBBI - "No, not at all! This has been our dream for 
years. They hit the national eye before us, but It has nothing to do 
with us. It's good and It's bad, it 's a heartache and it's a help. We'll 
probably have an easier lime because the GO-GO'S did it." 
EARLY BANGS: 1977. Debbi & Vicki started to play together. DID 
THE BANGS START BEFORE THE GO-GO'S? " About the same 
time. We were playing In the South Bay and the beach area. Debbi 
and I were working In a band called the FANS. There were the 
FANS, the GO·GO'S, the L.A. GIRLS, and a group called ROCK 
CANDY, and they were just about the only all-girl bands. For 6 
months we were known as the COLORS. " WHO ARE YOU 
COPYING? "STONES, BEATLES, DAVE CLARK 5, PAUL RE· 
VERE & THE RAIDERS, HOLLYS." DO YOU HAVE A BOY· 
FRIEND? Vicki·"No." Debbi·"No. " FAVORITE TV STARS? "Davey 
Jones when I was in 4th grade. William Shattner. Star Trek '69." 
BAND GOALS?: " Toppermost Of The Poppermost!" ARE YOU 
INTO SELLING THE BAND THROUGH SEX? " I believe in sell
ing a band through sex with guys in tight pants." IS EITHER ONE 
OF YOU A FEMINIST? "Not totally, no. We're not going to go 
marching around with signs. What do you mean by feminist? As 
far as the word feminist goes, that to me brings up connotations 
of wa~ting to bring women up above men, which ! think is just 
reversing the problem." WOULD YOU EVER CONSIDER GET· 
TING INVOLVED WITH ANY POLITICAL RAMIFICATIONS 

. OF WOMEN'S GROUPS? Vlckf· " Yes." Debbi· "No." WHAT DID 
YOU EAT TODAY? ORGANIC FOOD? "Junk food, A waffle 
sandwich. Debbi is really Into Kraft Macaroni & Cheese. Ham-
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burgers, hamburgers, hamburgers. Oki Dog." IF YOU GET RICH 
WHAT KIND OF CAR WOULD YOU GET? Vicki·"l'll keep my 
'62 Volkswagen and I'll restore it." Debbl-''1 want to get me a blue 
MG, definitely. Probably 1965 or 1966. I like the look and they're 
pretty fast." DO YOU READ BOOKS? (Vicki says that she reads 
books but she can't remember any of them.) Vicki-"Ummm . . . " 
(3 minute pause) . .. Vlcki-"Uhhh .. . " (pause) . . . Vickl-''1 went 
through this whole Christopher Isherwood thing." DROPOUTS: 
They dropped out of school because they liked playing in the 
BANGS better. NOW'S YOUR CHANCE. MAKE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL STATEMENT TO NOMAG: Vicki-"Don 't get zits!" 
Debbi- "Grow bangs/" 

DO THE BANGS COPY ANY BAND? " I think we copy a lot more 
of the male groups, funny as that may be. When we're in rehearsal 
we think like, let's get a KINKS drumbeat." DO YOU HANG 
AROUND WITH GAY PEOPLE? Sue-" Not too much. I'm not one 
of those kinds of girls who always have alot of fag boyfriends. I 
hang around with these guys (BANGS) and they're not gay." HOW 
DO YOU KNOW? " Because I've asked them and they 've told me, 
and I can tell too. Anyway, I just know that they 're not." DO YOU 
TELL RACIAL JOKES? Sue-" No." DO YOU LIKE THE COS
TUMES THAT THE KKK WEARS? Sue-" No. I think they wear 
extremely boring costumes, and scary. From what I've seen in 
movies and newsreels, they 're just a creepy bunch of people. Def
initely! All their little rituals and things, it's just a bad scene." DO 
YOU HAVE A BOYFRIEND? " No." WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE 
IN A TV SHOW LIKE THE MONKEES? " No. It would be fun to 
make a film." FAYE TV SHOW? " I like 'Dynasty' alot even though 

SUSANNA 
I know it's very sordid and cheap." SHOULD JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS BE ALLOWED TO HAVE SEX? Sue-"I 
think people should just decide that for themselves. Do you mean 
by law?" BY LAW OR SHOULD PARENTS ALLOW THAT? "I 
think kids need parents to a certain point and at that age usually 
they're realizing that their parents aren't as angelic or as perfect 
as they thought they were. That's a really hard question to answer. 
I know kids who did and I know kids who didn't. I know kids where 
ii didn't phase them and I know kids who destroyed their life to 
do that. So I think that people mature at very different rates and, 
you know, that's just up to the kid." SHOULD HIGH SCHOOL 
TEACHERS HAVE SEX WITH THEIR STUDENTS? "I had alot 
of friends who had problems with that actually. I don't know." 
WHAT ABOUT COLLEGE TEACHERS AND THEIR STU· 
DENTS? " I know alot of people who did that too. I don 't know. 
It's really up to the person you know." WHAT ABOUT KINDER· 
GARTEN TEACHERS AND THEIR STUDENTS? " I don't know. 
It 's not my cup of tea but ii it's somebody elses, they're entitled 
to do whatever they want. I don 't care. " DID YOU EVER HAVE 
A CRUSH ON A TEACHER? " Not really, no." WHAT DO YOU 
THINK ABOUT IN GENERAL? "I think about things that relate 
to the band, and taking care of my dog. I have a puppy. Aloi of my 
time is spent writing songs with Vicki, having fun and doing things 
I like to do." WOULD YOU EVER SHAVE YOUR HEAD? " No. 
I would cut my hair extreme but I would never shave my head." 
DO YOU TAKE DRUGS? " No, not anymore. I was just a teenage 
experimenter who decided it was all just pretty much a waste of 
lime . .. and a bummer for me. I can't say for other people." DID 
YOU EVER TAKE LSD? DID YOU LIKE IT? " I took it a few 
limes. I tried it. I liked it the first couple of limes." DO YOU LIKE 
CHARLIE MANSON? "No. I dislike people who kill other people, 
definitely. I'm very afraid of people who do stuff like that." IF YOU 
WERE IN A PLANE CRASH IN THE MOUNTAINS WITH 
DEBBI, AND YOU WERE STARVING TO DEATH, AND SHE 
SAID "YOU CAN EAT ME IF I DIE!" ... WOULD YOU EAT 
DEBBI TO SURVIVE? " I really don 't know. Things like that are 
things that you really don't want to happen to you. " WOULD YOU 
BE MORE LIKELY TO EAT DEBBI OR A HANDSOME GUY? 
" I think I would be reluctant to eat anybody. In my science class 
I couldn 't even make the first cut in a frog dissection. I'm really 
squeamish when it comes to stuff like that. I hate blood tests! I 
eat hamburgers. I like sushi, is that totally gross? That's my fa
vorite thing to eat." 

-··-. . ..... -............ --=Jh.:ww·:.-
Do YOU LIKE THE GO-GO'S? " Yes. Not a whole lot, but I like 
them. I think they 're OK." HOW ARE THE BANGS DIFFERENT 
THAN THE GO-GO'S? "I think there is more depth to our sound. 
I mean I don't want to put them down or anything. There is alot of 
harmonies in the BANGS. It's hard to say without putting one 
down and the other up." ARE THERE ANY BANDS THAT THE 
BANGS CONSCIOUSLY COPY? "Just a little bit from every
body, but not one particular band. " FAVORITE PUNK GROUP? 
" I like BLACK FLAG alot. " WHAT STYLE OF DRESSING DO 
YOU REALLY LIKE? "I used to be into rockabilly alot. I liked that 
look, but that was a phase. I haven't really found another style. 
Pedal pushers and circle skirts. Right now I don't know an image 
that I really want to project. I'm not too sure of it right now. That 's 
what we're trying to figure out, I think. Our image and our look as 
a whole. We actually have a costume designer now. We just got 
one. We design the clothes and she's going to sew them. I guess 
what we want to do is go for the '60's look, the vinyl dresses and 
everything. We want to go all out into the '60's, make it all vinyl 
dress, just the whole look of it. This is all kind of new to me because 
I was really surprised to find out just how much of a package 
dress is. It never really occurred to me. I thought the old bands 
like the BEATLES and the ROLLING STONES just went up there 
pretty much how they dressed normally. It isn 't at al/ like that! It's 
hard for me to sit down and think about how I want to look to the 
audience. WHAT KIND OF CELEBRITY IMAGE WOULD YOU 
WANT? " It seems like I always come across real cutsy like Sandra 
Dee bullshit. I don't know." WHO IS A FAVORITE STAR YOU 
IDENTIFY WITH? " Tatoo. " DO YOU LIKE ENGLISH BANDS 
BETTER THAN AMERICAN BANDS? " No, I don't think so. I've 
got pride. I guess I'm a bit of a red-neck or something. I like ELVIS 
PRESLEY, GENE VINCENT and ROBERT JOHNSON. I was 
brought up listening to country. " FAVORITE ENGLISH BANDS? 
"The JAM, the BUZZCOCKS when they were a band, and I love 
the YARDBIRDS. " DO YOU HAVE A BOYFRIEND? " I don't 
know! Kind of . . . " WHAT WAS THE FIRST BAND YOU LIKED? 
" The BEATLES. I wasn't passionately as much of a fan as these 



girls were. I really liked BOBBY SHERMAN alot. He lived really 
close to me and I" always used to stake him out. My next phase 
when I was 15 years old was EDDIE MONEY. I was so-0-0-0-0 in 
love with Eddie Money. I liked the song 'Baby Hold On To Me' and 
when I saw him live he was just so-o·o-o cute! Afterwards, I ran 
outside, I picked a bunch of flowers, I took the rubberband out of 
my hair and I wrapped it around the flowers, and I went up to him 
and I gave it to him. He gave me a big kiss! And Ohhh·h·h God 
••• I loved it!" IF YOU WERE IN A PLANE CRASH IN THE 
MOUNTAINS WITH EDDIE MONEY, AND YOU WERE GOING 
TO STARVE TO DEATH, AND HE SAID "YOU CAN EAT ME 
IF I DIE!" WOULD YOU EAT EDDIE MONEY IF YOU WERE 
INCREDIBLY HUNGRY? " No, I don't think so. I think I'd starve. 
I mean, I've got too much respect to eat my Idol! Who would I want 
to eat? I'd probably try to find some wild mushrooms." DO YOU 
TAKE DRUGS? " No." DO YOU TELL RACIAL JOKES? " Yes 
I do." DO YOU LIKE THE CLOTHES THE KKK WEARS? " No, 
not really. They should dye them pink." DO YOU HAVE ANY 
STATEMENT TO MAKE TO NOMAG? " Re-elect Jimmy Carter 
for President. He was really good. He's alot better than Reagan. 
You guys really blew it!" WHAT DO YOU REALLY LIKE? " Apple 
fritters from Winchells. I love donuts. Gosh! Oh! I love donuts. 
Ecstasy! I'm into big fat Jeremy cookies also, at 7-11." DO YOU 
LIKE CHARLIE MANSON? "No way. He's an aw1ul human being. 
I don't know why people are trying to make him look like he's 
Jesus Christ almost. He killed!" WHAT'S THE WEIRDEST 
THING THAT HAPPENED TO YOU IN ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL? "One time I was so into my little world, I was sitting 
In my class, and the bell rang. There was two bells, a morning bell 
and a lunch bell. We're sitting in our classroom and the bell rings, 
and I walk out of class, and I go home, and I sit down, and I start 
to have lunch. My mom goes Annette what are you doing here? 
Then I realized it was only nine o'clock in the morning. I said 
"Awwww .. . I don't know!" So I went back there and all the kids 
were laughing at me." DID YOU EVER SURF? " No, but I used 
to like surfers. I used to skateboard a little bit and I used to rol
lerskate alot.. We had alot of pets. We used to take our mice and 
put them in those baby carriages. We used to throw our mice in 
there and walk them around the block." 

'' These are from the band BATTALION OF 
SAINTS, San Diego. I don't know the 
name of the particular guy. I should know 
who some of these belong to but I don't. 
They'll be mad at me. Here is more from 
!he BATIALION OF SAINTS. I think all of 
theirs were real Interesting, llke this one, 
a skeleton playing a guitar with a flame & 
their band symbol In his other hand." 
NOMAO: " What doea that symbol 
mean?" ED: "I don't know. It looks like a 
combination of a cross and a devil's 
spear. The next one looks like 3 skulls 
that appear to be laughing. I look it over at 
BYO'a house (BEITER YOUTH ORGAN· 
IZATION) ... It's related with the band 
YOUTH BRIQADE, and they put on a big 
Palladium show, and they also started the 
original GODZILLA$ before It was taken 
over by .... that tattoo I would describe 
as a Martian creature, it almost looks like 
a bug in human form. It's one of the BAT· 
TALION OF SAINTS again. Here is Kat1a 
from LEGAL WEAPON, one of the more 
interesting photographs in here. It's really 
limited in style to be shooting everyone's 
shoulder and it was nice to be able to in· 
elude some women Into the article 
because il)ey seem so overlooked in such 
a male dominated scene. I think half of 
these tattoos are skulls. Here is 
Snickers. 3 dogs and a skeleton. He's 
from the SIMPLETONES initially and he 
he's in the STAINS, the only guy who's 
not a ChicanC) in the band. This here is 
Steve·the-human·t-ahlrt. He's the guy 
who worked oul of Zed Records for a long 
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time and made all the really good l ·Shlr1s 
(tattoo Is flag raising at lwo Jlma) .... the 
tattoo almost looks like a mllltary tattoo 
but the night I shot It he had bright pink, 
no bright blue hair ... so it you don' ! see 
the person II doesn' t look quite as punk. I 
think this wa s one of the T.S.O.L. clan 
but I'm not sure .... It's got a hatchet and 
one of these gizmos whatever they are." 

NOMAQ: "Why la It ao violent? Why 
Isn' t It pretty?" ED: " The whole punk 
scene isn' t pretty at all. There Is nothing 
pretty about it. That's half of my attrac· 
lion to it. I like moody and dark stuff so I 
don' t like t8king pretty pictures. I'm at· 
tracted to tattoos because they have 
those associations. This one has Satan, It 
has fangs. I don't recall whose this 
was .. . . And this here is Rude Boy's, 
everybody was always bothering him 
about his phony English accent, I guess 
it's not phony. I wasn't familiar with 
anything he had done or anything about 
the English movement. I like tb be able to 
directly see stuff to be abte to relate to It, 
so I was never really interested in the 
whole English punk thing. I like L.A. and 
San Francisco. That's a revolver with the 
FTW . . 'Fuck The World' symbol. This Is 
Todd the drummer from T.S.0.L. He's got 
some real good ones too. He's got quite' a 
few that are oriental looking. There Is a 
tiger running through bamboo and this 
guy looks like a sumi wrestler with a 
samurai sword. This is a real good one, 
It' s the §k'anker. that Shawn Kerri 
created. Get her name In there. It's the 
CIRCLE JER~S E!mblem nowadays .. 
and this is Dream, the CIRCLE JERKS 
roadie and WASTED YOUTH'S manager. 
His girlfriend's name is tattooed on the 
arm of the skanker. I don't remember this 
or this. The 'Grim Reaper.' And I don' t 
remember whose this Is and I don' t 
remember this one either. 
Thia la one of the beat onea ... 'If you 
dol"l't kill ua we'll kill you.' .. . and 
then the 'you' la croaaed out, and It 
aaya 'ouraelvea.' I don't remember 
whose arm this Is on and I know I should. 
I think it's Anlmal but I don't know. He's 
got a band together and I think he's al: 
flliated with DETOX but I'm not cer· 
tain ... I've seen him play once. Show me 
somebody who doesn't have a band! It 
looks like a cross between a rat & a bat. 
It's kind of an unlikely thing for somebody 
to put on an arm. It has a dog 's head on it 
or something. I thought it was real in· 
teresting. I wonder what he' ll think about 
it 5 years from now. Maybe underneath It 
there is a peace sign. Some of these are 
something that you can live with and 
others are something that you can' t, or so 
it seems like. He may be a professional 
businessman with a longsleeve shirt 
someday, if he's not dead. And this 11 a 
real interesting skull, it's different than 
most of them. Mike Roche ... skulls 
seem to be in water . . . small tatt009 
coal $30 • 50 . . . . this one might be on 
Mad Dog, girlfriend of Bobby Brat 
from RED SCARE oopl or boyfriend I 
mean. I'm not certain that this Is him. It's 
real unusual because of the tiger in the 
water. Steve Human T·Shlrt has one on 
his belly button. 'Here shoot this 
one! ' .... a red star on his belly button. 
Rlkk Agnew, alot on his arms and a few 
on his feet. Linda has 5 letter• ao he 
put one on each toe. Rikk's right arm. 
Steve Human T·Shirt again. Ron Emory. 
T.S.O.l., he keeps adding to it. Demonic 
elephants, piercing eyes ... I'm not sure 
where it comes from. It' s a real unusual 
tattoo. And this one is supposed to be an 
identical copy of the one that Darby had 
on his arm. He said that somebody was 
out lo kill him because he got this tattoo. 
His name was Bfll I believe . . I've forgot· 
ten his name, he was a real GERMS fan, 
just a kid. Rikk Agnew's foot . . . definitely 
not punky, but interesting ... L·l·N·D·A. 
Earl from SACCHARINE TRUST ... It's a 
Ra1 mond Pettibone original I believe. 
801 n to lose . .. death card . . . a spade. 
To1~d's Iron Maiden T.S.O.L. .... it covers 
abiJUI a third of his back. This Is Bobby 
Brat one of the women that I got lo 
photograph . . AEO SCARE . 
' Freedom Is 
American flag . 





llllllllllllf you have never 
heard of him, don't feel like you 've missed 
forever seeing the GERMS live or the movie 
" FLESH" or whatever your pop-culture· 
fetish·disposable·idol·for-the-media-trash· 
compactor fad-fucked brains search for 
after yesterday's haircut In blue-needles gets 
the piss taken out of it for being passe by some 
social dinosaur facing you in the mirror. Jeffrey 
Vallance, quite simply, creates a very person
alized pop art. He's not glamorous like those 
'60's pop art dleties, nor is he decadent or 
trendy as with the prevailing marketable per
sonality cults. He has the look of stylized an· 
onymity .. . you know, color him average. Plain 
wrapped. But a lot of people must like the way 
Jeffrey paints a lizard, or newswoman Connie 
Chung with H·Bombs, hungry doggies or the 
other visual chatter that preoccupies his head 
. .. pop voodoo from VALIUM-ville USA 
... Jeffrey Vallance . .. the little boy who cre-
ated a museum of bizarre and stupid American ~ 
ephemera in his suburban bedroom . . . he • 
mows his lawn regularly now, in front of one of _ 
those simple middle class homes like from the • ' 
Twilight Zone, on Maple Street . . . he is so con· \, 
ventional In appearance, a cross between Ward 1 

Cleaver and Norman Rockwell , where was 
Lumpy Rutherford or Ozzie Nelson? We showed 
up early for the interview. Real early! 8:00 a.m. 
"He'll never be up this early!" we snickered as 
our green '50's swerving heap separated the 
insured and polished Jap imports . .. What a 
great lime to drive . . . Ventura Fwy & DeSoto 
... Bob fiddled with the camera . . . We were a 
couple of hours early when we pulled up to the 
house ... we hit the door like The Untouchables .... 
at an illegal brewery in 1926 .. . Jeffrey was 
really friendly and glad to see us .. . Bob took 
4 million photos of anything .. . I interviewed 
Jeffrey over breakfast . . . he never bull-shilled 
or lied . . . he wasn't mad at us for crashing in 
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NOMAG - What time do you get up In the 
morning? / 
JEFFREY - I usually get up about 8:30 a.m. but 
lately for some reason I've been waking up at about 
6:00 a.m. and I can't figure It out. I think I would like 
to sleep In until later, but I can't sleep In any later 
than about 8:00 a.m. 
NOMAG - Do you think art is a good thing to do? 
JEFFREY - Yes. I think that when art is working 
real well, It's a. real balancing thing for your whole 
personality. It's really good for a person. You're 
sort of centered and you can sort of block out the 
rest of the world and any problems that you have. 
When art is going real well it can be a real calming 
thing. 
NOMAG - Do you want your art to have a calming 
effect on others? 
JEFFREY - Well, just on me. I could be painting 
bombs. and it could be having a calming 
effect on me. Maybe when somebody sees It, It 
would mean something else. I don't like to be ner
vous when I'm doing my art, and whatever It Is, I 
want to be calm when I do It. Maybe excited, but 
still sort of excited calm. 
NOMAG - Are you sporty? Do you surf? (There 
was a surfboard In Jeffrey's driveway.) 
JEFFREY - I do everything except for surf. I get 
surf style swimming trunks. I have a surf
board but I never use It. I just sort of like the surf 
decorations 
NOMAG - Do you bring it to the beach? 
JEFFREY - I haven't yet but I want to bring it to 
the beach and just stick It In the sand and lie next 

. to It. It's a California icon. 
NOMAG - Do you think you're an ordinary artist? 
Do yoli live like an ordinary artist? 
JEFFREY - No. I haven't been ordinary at all 
lately. I've been sort of trying to keep from going 
crazy, so I wouldn 't say that this year has been 
ordinary for me. I try to be like an ordinary per
son though, llke living in a housing tract and 
having a station wagon, and working in the 
yard. I try to keep sort of normal but it's hard for 
me to sort of maintain that. 
NOMAG - What Is It that's bothering you? Is It art 
problems or personal problems? 
JEFFREY - A whole bunch of stuff. This year sort 
of came down on me all at once. I broke up with 
my girlfriend, and I moved, and I lost my job, and 
then all of a sudden I was sort of famous too. It was 
sort of hard to take, but I'm coming out of that now 
and starting to slow down a bit. 

NOMAG - Are you an intellectual artist? 
JEFFREY - I don't think so. I just do what I want 
to do and I don 't care what it is. I don't try and think 
about It at all. I think that people think that I'm 
en Intellectual artist, but I think that's their own 
Idea. My stuff Is coming from some primal level or 
something. 
NOMAG - Why do you think people like it? 
JEFFREY - I think that people like it because all 
the things don't particularly mean anything. Each 
person that looks at it puts on their own meaning 
and they like It for whatever reason they like It. Like 
moms and ladies can like it for a certain reason, 
and then these rad I car sort of people can like it for 
completely the opposite reason. They just read Into 
It whatever they want. It's open enough so that 
anyone can see what they want int.o It. It doesn't 
really take a stance. 
NOMAG - You don't care If It takes a stance, you 
just like to do It? 
JEFFREY - Yeah. I just /Ike to do It. Doing art is 
maybe one of the only pleasurable things I have. 
I try and get everything else out of the way so that 
I can do art, but a lot of the time I can never get the 
other stuff out of the way so that I'm alway& just 
doing the crappy stuff. When I do art I just sort of 
have to let everything go to hell , everything else in 
my life. I just have to say 0 0K . •• I won't do 
the laundry today, and I won't clean my room, 
and I won't go to the bank. To hell with it! I'll 
do some art!" 
NOMAG - Is this serious art that you 're doing? 
Is It humorous art? 
JEFFREY - It 's serious art. It may have some 
humor In It but it' s as serious as I can be. It's only 
serious in the fact that all my energies are put Into 
It. My whole life revolves around it so you'd have 
to say it was serious. Something that would take 
up that much time and that much effort, no matter 
what It Is, would be serious . . . although It might 
have some humor. 

NOMAG - Do you think you're going to become 
rich pretty soon? 

JEFFREY - Ha! Not at all . I think I'm going to get 
poorer and pi:>orer. This Is the most poor I've ever 
been. When I was in high school I had more money. 
When I was going to school I had more money! 
NOMAG - So you're famous and poor? 
JEFFREY - Poor and famous, that's the new 
thing to be. I was always brought up thinking " rich 
and famous" ... If you get famous, then you get 
rich. But not In the 'SO's. You get poor and famous, 
so It really makes It difficult. It's a lot harder to be 
poor and famous than to be rich and famous, be
cause everyone wants you to do something. They 
know who you are and everyone ls asking you to 
do things, like give talks or do a show, and It's 
really dlfflci.Jlt to do that when you can barely sur
vive In the first place. You're just barely able to eat 
end barely able to pay the bills, but you 're expected 
to do these wonderful things. It's difficult. 
NOMAG- Do you want to be a middle class artist? 
... or would you like to live in Paris and be a 
Parisian artist? 
JEFFREY - I don't know. I'm changing all my 
ideas and all my values. I think that I don't care 
about the money, like being rich, It's not Important, 
being able to do my art and have some peace of 
mind Is more important than trying to be famous. 
But I do have Illusions that I want to get a yacht 
and a sports car and have a beach pad. 
NOMAG - Do you think there is some role playing 
Involved In being an artist? .. . like maybe now 
you 're middle class role playing? 
JEFFREY - I think life is all role playing. Like t~ls 
middle class existence that I've set myself up to, 
It's not something that comes naturally to me, It's 
something that I have to try real hard to be. If I was 
sort of left to myself I don't know what I'd do. I'd 
just do something really crazy, but I'm trying to 
control myself into this middle class thing. 1 guess 
if all of a sudden I had an abundance of 
money, I'd flip into the jet set scene. Maybe 
I'd just live In a cave or something. 
NOMAG - You kind of look calculatedly middle 
class. 
JEFFREY - Yeah. Well I moved out of the Valley 
to Canoga Park and got this house and all the mid
dle class furniture, and I decorate the.patio, and do 
everything middle class. I guess I'm trying to In
vestigate why I am the way I am. This was how I 
was brought up as a child. Now I'm sort of mim
icking, that. I'm just trying to find out what It's all 
about. Maybe in a year I'll just throw the whole thing 
away. I'm just trying to see what made me into what· 
I am, you know. All these blenders and mowing the 
lawn and stuff. 
NOMAG - When did you start collecting stuff? 
How old were you? 
JEFFREY - I started collecting probably as soon 
as I knew I was alive. I think the first thing I started 
to collect was plastic dinosaurs: That was before 
I was In school, so I must have been 4 or 5. I just 
started collecting every dinosaur I could get. 
Every time I went to the store I'd buy a bag of 
dinosaurs. I just had thousands of them. I would 
go through these phases where I would collect dif
ferent tings. I went through this political phase 
where r collected political buttons and bumper 
stickers. I went through a zeppelin phase where I 
collected dirigibles and blimps and zeppelins. I 
went through just thousands of different things 
... a hat phase where I would collect hats. I'm sort 
of out of collecting now. The only thing I collect 
now are Tikis. That's my new thing, Tikis. 
NOMAG - Why do you like them? 
JEFFREY - It comes back to the middle class 
question. I spend a lot of time on the patio. It's like 
a Tiki Patio. That's What It was meant to be when 
it was built, so I started collecting little :rtkls to put 
In the bushes to make it Polynesian looking. It's 
jUst sort of gotten out of hand now. 
NOMAG - Do you think that's legitimate to hotshot 
NY art criticism? When did you start to conceive 
of stuff you collected as " art" rather then just stuff 
gathered naively? 
JEFFREY - Well I'm doing what I used to be doing 
and the only word for It now Is " art'\ but I'd do It 
anyway. If I didn't know about art I'd still do IL 
People intellectualize it for me, I don't even 
have to think about it. They write criticism and 
they make up all that stuff on whet It means, and 
I don't have to worry about that. I just do It because 
I want to ... and I think that the critics are r1ght a 
lot of the time. I just don't want to think about 
It. H I thought about It I wouldn't want to do IL H I 

thought about it that much, It would take any of the 
pleasure out of doing it because I would be really 
calculated on each little thing. And that' s not fun! 
NOMAG - Are there any TV shows that you like? 
JEFFREY - I can 't stand TV! It makes me nervous 
to watch it. The only time I watch TV Is when I'm 
exhausted. I use it as a drug. It sort of drains my 
brain away. That's the only thing I use It for. 
NOMAG - Did you watch It as a kid? 
JEFFREY - As a kid I was glued to It! That was 
like my whole life. I based my life around different 
TV shows. The ones I really fixated on were the 
MUNSTERS and the ADAMS FAMILY. I collected 
everything I could on the MUNSTERS and the 
ADAMS FAMILY. I drew Herman Munster and I 
made these models of their house and just totally 
fixated. Then I went on·to other things, BATMAN. 
Now I can 't stand it. 
NO MAG - Did you ever want to be a famous guitar 
player? 
JEFFREY - Yeah. I played in the band the TIK/S. 
I used to sing In that and that was really nice. Every 
kid wants to be a rock star. I did too, of 
course. Every once In a while I think that maybe 
I'll do some music for a while, and not do art. I think 
it's pretty Interchangeable now. 

NOMAG - How old are you·? 
JEFFREY - 27. I don't want to think about it. 
I think I'm 27, but I think I'm about 18 or 19 In 
maturity, and that's a big step for me because I 
was always about 12. Now I'm sort of growing up 
a little bit. 
NOMAG - Were you smart in school? 
JEFFREY - Uhh . . . not exactly. As a matter of 
fact at most things I was really bad. I was like held 
back 8 grade, and I always used to go to those 
remedial classes with like retarded kids. Retarded 
kids and thugs were in the class, and I used 
to be in those. There were certain things that I 
couldn't do or maybe I didn't want to do, like math. 
I just refused to do it. I just didn 't like It. Math and 
spelling and anything that had a precise answer, 
only one precise answer, I couldn 't do. I was really 
dumb at the things I was dumb at, and then really 
smart at the things I wanted to be smart at. 
'!'OMAG - What did your parents think? Were you 
a problem? Did you get in trouble with the police 
or anything? 
JEFFREY - When I was about 20 I got In trouble 
with the police. But I was pretty much a nice boy. 
I tried to always .. ~e nice. 
NOMAG - What did you do when you were 20? 



JEFFREY - Well , I was on.drugs, but It's not the 
drugs that did It. As I said, I was on the verge of 
a nervous breakdown, I'd been losing track of real
ity, and I fell, and just all these things added up. I 
would have been fine. You know how It is if you 
just need to sleep sometime, and you just can't be 
woken up, and I was being hassled. I was really 
horrified, It was terrible. They took me to the hos
pital and they tried to figure out what was wrong 
with me ... and they couldn't figure it out. They 
were taking tests and stuff. 
NOMAG - So you didn't commit any crime, they 
just thought you were nuts? 
JEFFREY - No. I was just lying down there and 
they came down to find out what I was doing. Th_ey 
woke me up and they shouldn't have done 
that! If I would have layed down there for like 20 
minutes, then I just would have said "OK . .. now 
I'm going to get up." The police couldn 't get me 
out because my whole body was so limp. I didn't 
want to move. They called the fire department and 
they strapped me in this crane, in a basket in 
a crane. They lifted me out and it was spinning 
In the air and I didn't know what was going on. 

NOMAG - You just didn't want to wake up huh? 
JEFFREY - I wasn 't ready to . .. I really thought 
that I was st/I/ asleep. That's what was happening. 
Another thing happened that was almost just like 

:~!~1:~r~ :h~~~~ ~t:,r~1~!~h~;~~~n°~:~~e M~~~ 
lea and he asked me If I wanted to go one day. So 
r said "OK." . . . just to see what was going on. t 
was one of those 'fire and brimstone' church things 

where they just scream about Hell. I was sitting 
there and I was really nervous because it 's a bad 
thing to hear. The guy was screaming and yelling, 
and then they had this prayer where everyone was 
supposed to bow their heads. I just shut my eyes 
so I didn't have to think about it, but I didn 't come 
out of it. The same thing happened again. I started 
screaming in church! The people In church 
thought It was really neat because that's what is 
supposed to happen there. They brought me up to 
the front of the church and they baptised me, so 
that was really what they wanted. But It was the 
same thing going on. 
NOMAG - You were screaming again. 
JEFFREY - In the wash, that was sort of an un
controlled situation but In church it was a totally 
controlled situation. I was screaming and they 
would tell me a Bible verse, then I would just say 
It. I don't know. It was perfect for them. 
NOMAG - Did they call you back? 
JEFFREY - They tried to the next day but I just 
said "Ohhh . .. It's really hard to handle!" So I was 
"born again " for 15 minutes. Sort of. 
NOMAG - Why do you like Connie Chung? 
JEFFREY - I think she's real cute! 
NOMAG - When did you first decide you liked 
her? 
JEFFREY - I think as soon as she got on the 
news. I just turned on the news one day and she 
was on and It just was really nice to always know 
that you could turn on Connie af 6 o'clock. 
NOMAG - Why do you like her more than Trisha 
Toyota? 

NOMAG - Do you th ink that you could ever be
come a dangerous fan? 
JEFFREY - Not at all. 
NOMAG - Does Connie know about the pictures 
of her with the pink atomic bombs in the back
ground? 
JEFFREY - Yeah. I sent her a photograph of the 
painting. She l/ked it. I had her autograph the photo 
of the painting. She said 11To Jeffrey Vallance, 
the only artist in the world.11 I've kept her up
dated on all the articles about the painting and I've 
sent her the invitations and stuff. She knows all 
about It. I think that with all the documentation · 
about the painting, it makes me seem not like a 
dangerous fan. It has been accepted by 'Art In 
America ' and 'Artforum' i:nagazines, so it's like re· 
spectable. I think that otherwise she would prob~ 
ably be terrified with the bombs and stuff. 
NOMAG - Do you think the bombs would bother 
her? 
JEFFREY - If she didn't know what it was for, you 
know. There are lots of those fans now that are 
crazed. Just having something like that would be 
like doing a portrait of somebody with guns around 
them, and If It was a lunatic you would really get 
worried about It. 
NOMAG - How did you first explain It to her? 
JEFFREY 1 I didn't explain It. I just sent the ar
ticles about It and the people in the articles tried 
to explain it for 'me. 
NOMAG - So she knew that it was OK because 
she saw the articles before she saw the picture. Do 
you think that If she just saw the picture of her with 
atom bombs on it that she would have been fright
ened as though you were a dangerous fan? 
JEFFREY - It could be. Could be. I did five of 
them and I always keep one. The five sold but 
I probably could have sold 20 of them. I just wanted 
to keep one. 
NOMAG - How much do they sell for? 
JEFFREY -They're $800 and if they're framed 
they're $900. They're all almost exactly the same. 
The only thing that's different Is the decals ·and 
some of the smudges. 
NOMAG - What do you have for breakfast? 
JEFFREY - I usually have a yoghurt and a 
banana and maybe some tea. 
NOMAG - Why did you wear a suit and a tie In 
the photo we took of you in your bedroom museum? 
Did you see It as a formal occasion? 
JEFFREY - I think I look good in a suit and a tie. 
If I'm going to get my picture taken I want to 
look good. 

END 



( ALISON 
BRAUN 

SIN 34 
"SIN 34, they're just starting out and they put up with all the 
criticism they get and they practice good and they're getting it 
really together and they just keep trying. They're from the Santa 
Monica area ... they live out far but they're really good. They 
have a female singer Julie and she's really aggressive on stage. 
If she would shave her head she would remind me of John from 
CIRCLE ONE. They play fast. They play loud. They write some 
of their own stuff which is really good. I like their vocals 
especially because Julie's got a very strong voice, and their 
beats are really good and everything. Their guitarist and their 
drummer are pretty good. Dave told me he taught himself how 
to play. I think it takes alot of determination to teach yourself. 
Dave (drummer) is 18, Phil (bass) is 17, Julie (singer) I think is 
16, and Mike (guitar) is 17. They all go to school , except Dave 
graduated and goes to SMC. Julie I think goes to Beverly Hills 
with Phil , and Mike goes to Santa Monica High. They try really 
hard and they've improved remarkably." 

Alison wants to be a professional photographer. She's a fan of 
alot of local bands and she brings her camera to the shows. 
She's 16 and she goes to North Hollywood High School. We 
asked her to photograph her favorite local bands and then ex· 
plain why she thought they were so good. Apparently Alison 
had some trouble getting group shots of some of her favorites 
because they wouldn't all stand together long enough to have 
their picture snapped. Alison explained " I had trouble. Bands 
are hard to get in one room at the same time. This was at a par· 
ty, this picture, and I wasn't able to go that night so I had one of 
my friends take it. It' s not that great. It's a good picture if it's 
shrunk, I guess. I have trouble because bands don't take 
themselves seriously and I gave up trying. I got CH3 at the 
'Barn' one night, and SIN 34 I found them at their house. But 
like the MINUTEMEN and SACCHARINE TRUST, they're just 
always sc:attered unless they're at practice like at SST. I can 
never get them all at one time. At their gigs they're always 
floating around with their fr iends. It's just hard, very hard. I've 
tried to go to where bands are practicing. I tried that with a 
couple bands ... and like one band member will forget about 
practice & show up a hour late ... or their car will mysteriously 
break down . " 
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Claire hadn't planned 
on having an affair 

that's why she thought it ironic to be making 
out in a suburban home to the Frank Sinatra 
rendition of "Love and Marriage''. 

"How ironic," she said , pointing at the 
stereo. 

Although Claire wasn't actually married she 
felt like it. She had a boyfriend and she tlad 
always been monogamous. She looked at her 
lover. He was even more handsome up close. 
His black hair was greased into a rockabilly 
style and he had green eyes and heart shaped 
lips just like Elvis Presley. 

Claire had met her lover, his name was Gary, 
through her friend Dee. They had been invited 
to a party in Fullerton. Since they lived in Long 
Beach they decided to pick up Dee's fiancee 
and his friend in Cerritos. During the ride to 
Cerritos they smoked cigarettes and dis
cussed the virtues of monogamy. 

They arrived at Gary's house, a two story, 
thick shingled affair with birch and ivy and a 
double garage. Actually, it was his parents 
house, they were on vacation in Hawaii. Craig, 
Dee's fiancee, opened th~ door. He was wear
ing a white tee shirt an~ sock around his 

~=~~. ~i~1ir~ohn~~a~~tdh~ b!lo~~.hH:i~e~~~~=~ 
her of a host of a children's Sunday morning 
variety show. 

The four of them stood in the living kitchen 
around the Corning ware range drinking beer 
out of cans. 

" God it's strange to be in Cerritos," said 
Claire. "I haven 't been here since we moved 
away ten years ago." 

" Where did you live?" asked Craig. 
" I don't remember," she said. " But I know 

the phone number in case I get lost." 
Dee and Gary and Craig began discussing 

the single Craig 's band was going to make. 
Claire decided to go to the bathroom. 

There were two things she found interesting 
about the bathroom. One was the can of Ortho 
ant and roach killer - formula II - setting on 
the sink. The label of the can had a red back
ground with photographs of insects and spi
ders. She figured Gary had put it there to use 
as air freshener the way some people decorate 
their bathrooms with bondage gear and hu
man bones. Very typical. She sprayed a little 
around the room to see what ii smelled like. 

The other thing she found interesting in the 
bathroom was the toilei. It was yellow and 
formed Into a pointed oval that reminded her 

liquor store. The car was big and cushy and 
the dashboard was designed to circle around 
the driver. There was a Superman sticker over 
the speedometer. 

Welcome to Fullerton. Craig drove in spurts 
still looking for a liquor store. Craig and Gary 
discussed liquor stores. Dee looked pretty 
with a cigarette between her slick red lips. 

Gary opened the door of the liquor store for 
her. A long haired boy looked up from a video 
game. She stood next to Craig and Dee look
ing at the bottle of beer. In the glass of the 
case she could see the ripple of the dusty rose 
sash that was tied around her waist. 

" Should I drink beer?" she asked Dee. 
"Why not?" 
" I don't like beer." 
"Why?" 
"Because it tastes like pee." 

. She bought a bottle of Guinness stout. In 
the car she drank it from the bag. 

" Are you still cold?" Dee asked her. 
" Yes, terribly." 
" When I picked Claire up, " she said, ad

dressing Craig. " She was wearing little.mo
ca~sins, trying. to-get her feet warm." 

" You must really be cold." Gary said to her 
legs. 

Claire told her favorite anecdote from work. 
She worked as a teacher's aide and she was 
studying for her teaching credential. 

"One of my students, a ninth grader, and 
she's not stupid , told me she hated the United 
States. And I said 'Bravo! . .. a little political 
consciousness.' 'Yes' she said, 'I hate the U.S. 
that's why I'm moving to Wisconsin! ' " 

" Oh God. " Said Dee. 
" Too much television and those fucking 

video games," she said. " It's depressing." 

• 
A boy sang a Supreme's song in a lethargic 

monotone while the other band members, 
heads covered in nylon stockings, diddled 
with their instruments. 

of the vaginal suppositories she had used She sat next to Dee on a hassock and 
when she had a yeast infection. smoked. Gary was sitting across the room. He 

She climbed into the back seat of Craig's looked handsome dressed entirely in black. 
g early seventies car and began to move The silver tabs on his collar were like inverted 
ver to the other side to allow room for Dee. pyramids. She brought the cigarette to her lips 
" Oh, don't move over, I'm getting in front. " and inhaled, longer than usual, and exhaled 
" I see, no homosexual seating arrange- when Gary did. She had read an article in 
ment." Vogue that said when people flirted they be-

Dee and Craig talked. Black Flag's 'TV Party' gan to caricature each other's movements. 
as playing. Craig drove fast looking for a Synchronization they had called it. ---'---""-.......... ___ _ 

A friend of a friend came up and introduced 
himself. He was in the band. She could smell 
his armpits. He told her he was an artist, like 
herself. Claire told everyone she was an artist 
and went to art openings regularly. He leaned 
into her and took her cigarette from her hand. 
He asked her if she found him handsome, told 
her he spoke three languages and that she 
would have trouble finding a man more intel
ligent than himself. 

"You're a beautiful girl Claire. I'll be honest 
with you. I'd like to get to bed with you. You're 
really beautiful, one of the last of your kind." 

She wondered how he knew she was one 
of the last of her kind, 'a member of an extinct 
race'. Since he was just her age. 

" Excuse me I have to pee," she said, getting 
up. 

When she came back the band member was 
gone and Gary was sitting in his place. She 
smiled and sat down next to him. Her knee 
touched his. 

" Look," she shouted in his ear; pointing to 
three beer cans that were stuffed in a paper 
bag. She dropped her cigarette into one of the 
cans. "It's an 'object trouve'." 

He looked at her. After a while he smiled. 
Obviously he didn 't understand. 

She didn't know why she wanted to fuck 
Gary. She had kept an eye on him throughout 
the evening. Later she ran into Dee in-the bath
room. 

"Dee," she said, grabbing Dee's arm. "I 
want to fuck him." 

" Gary? You do? Well good. I'll tell Craig and 
we can leave." 

• 

ing into Gary. By the time they were back to 
his house she had kissed him. 

• 
While listening to Frank Sinatra she asked, 

" Do you have a bed or do we have to fuck on 
the couch?" 

He led her out of the living-kitchen-family 
room and up the stairs. She heard Frank 
Sinatra growing fainter, " Three Coins in a 
Fountain.' ' 

• 
He was hirsute and his body was like Mi

chelangelo's "The Dying Slave' '. She could 
not help ii but at the point of orgasm she heard 
herself murmuring quickly, " Sweet, sweet, 
sweet!" 

He was so sweet and she was so satisfied. 
Before he fell asleep with his fingers 
encircling her nipples he said, " You 're a nice 
girl Claire." 

She talked with Dee as they drove home. 
" Gary Is a nice boy but he is sort of Igno

rant, " said Dee. "Besides he has all sorts of 
little groupies who are in· love with him." 

" How old is he, anyway?" _ ....... -



~'Twenty." 

" Hmmm, that makes me three years his sen· 
ior. He told me he had an affair with his aunt 
in Chicago. She was forty-two." 

"He likes older women." 
She thought about him all night. He did 

seem Ignorant, not just ignorant but sort of 
stupid. She thought of taking him in. They 
would live together and she would teach him 
things, Greek word roots, Latin grammar. She 
would drill him on dates, take him to galleries. 
Although he worked in a garage these things 
would have applicability. Everywhere they 
would go he would look handsome and he 
would be in awe of her learning. 

After two days had passed she called him. 
She could still remember the way he kissed 
her arm with his heart shaped lips, and looked 
up at her saying nothing. She wondered what 
such a beautiful man would look like engaged 
in normal activities, i.e. eating, washing his 

She wanted to give him a lecture on fem
inism and passivism but she knew he wouldn't 
understand. Instead she said, while circling 
her fingers around his neck, 

" You are a silly, silly man." Then she kissed 
him. 

He drew away from her and smiled. 

• 
While reclining in the master bedroom she 

studied the row of closet doors that covered 
one wall. 

"Those doors will be quaint someday," she 
said. " They're almost quaint now, so seven· 
ties." 

"They're just pressboard," he said. 

• 
That night when she was with her boyfriend 

instead of feeling guilt over her affair she felt 
elation. She wanted to tell him about Gary, tell 
him that he was blank and stupid . She hinted 
around. ~peemg or shiting. 
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" Do you think it's possible for someone to 
be perfectly normal, extremely good looking 
and absolutely stupid?" 

He looked puzzled. " Of course," he said, 
" Look at all the jerks at state college." 

"I have to see you," she said. 
"Oh, I never thought I'd hear from you 

again." 
" Well ... hmmmm, did you eat breakfast?" 
"Yes," 
" What did you eat?" 
" Hash browns, toast, sausag.e and eggs." 
" Oh, I just wondered. " 

" I know but I work with these illiterate kids 
and I've yet to meet one who is really stupid. 
They can't read but you can tell they 're not 
really stupid." 

After her boyfriend had gone to band re
hearsal she thought of Gary. What would he 
be doing, staring? Watching television? Would 
he read? If so, how would he·look while read· 
Ing? Smart or . stupid? She longed to know. 

told her not to pursue him, that he had too 
many girls already. She recalled an incident 
that occurred at one of their meetings. Some
one had come to the door, a girl, afterwards 
he had said, " She bugs me all the time and 
she's dumb. I hate dumb girls. The thing I 
really hate about her is she only came about 
three times and I've fucked her dozens of 
times. I hate girls like that. I do all I can and 
I can still count the times she came on one 
hand." 

Although this wasn 't Claire's problem she 
had thought he seemed particularly cool at · 
their last meeting. Probably just tired of her. 
Instead of celling him she masturbated. She 
thought about the article.she'd read on learn· 

She made a date to come to his house the 
next day. There was no question about it, he 
had to be stupid. He thought Iran and Persia 
were two different countries. 

p;i-~~!!':!1111 ----Ing experiments in Russia that had entailed 
the use of new sleep teaching techniques. She 
wondered if he would become more intelligent 
if he were constantly glutted with information . 

• 
"You have an American eagle over your 

doorbell," she said, by way of a greeting. 
"..fl~ He stuck his head out the door and looked. 

"I never noticed," he said. 
The radio was on in the family room. 
" May I have a drink of water, driving makes 

me so thirsty. I despise the freeway. You know 
when I was coming here I was going at least 
65 and I had the sensation of not moving, of 
stillness. It terrified me." 

"That's funny because when you are on the 
freeway yo.u should be moving." 

• 
They drove around Cerritos looking at the 

1970's Spanish style buildings. 
"There, there," she said, pointing at an old 

building. "I know where I am now, I remember 
this from my childhood. It's strange to me, 
things look a bit familiar but then it's like I'm 
looking at it npw, I mean, as if I'm seeing it for 
the first time and it looks like so many towns, 
yet, you know laced with memories. Do you 
know what I mean? That odd, indescribable 
shifting of perceptions?" 

After a pause he said and laughed. " It looks 
like Cerritos to me." 

• 
They sat on the couch smoking a joint. She 

took the cigarette from between his pretty lips. 
She looked at his profile, at his perfect nose, 
nice sloping forehead and thick black hair. His 
neck and forearms were muscular. After a 
while she couldn't stand it. She drew hfm 
close to her by the neck. He had a long tongue 
that reminded her of a German Shepherd. 

He told her about his sister, about how he 
thought he should help In choosing her boy· 
friends. He had beaten up the sister's boy
friend and in the process the sliding glass 
door had been cracked. 

"And that made me kinda mad," he said, 
speaking of the door. 

She wanted to call him. Instead she called Dee 
but she wasn't home. She went through her 
phone book looking for people to call and tell 
about Gary. Finally she called her mother and 
asked her the questions she had asked her 

· boyfriend. 
"There are different kinds of intelligence," 

her mother told her. " Some people are just 
good with their hands." 

There were two things that ran through her 
mind, the image of his beautiful body on the 
bed and his stupidity. How could they be rec
onciled. A man that handsome should be brll· 
liant; a man that stupid should be ugly. 

• 
He lay In her arms with his head against her 

breast. 
"Do you play video games?" he asked, sit· 

ting up and looking at her. 
" No " 
"Why not?" 
" I think they're silly and a waste of time. I'd 

rather paint or read besides they're probably 
a plot of the American government to get 
youth hooked Into a war mentality, so they will 
associate war with pleasure." 

He lay back on the pillow. "I lost a lot of 
quarters at first. The games are hard but you 
can get good at them. There are a lot of kids 
better at Tempest than me. Tempest Is great, 
and Pac Man ... it's good too but It's an old 
game, been around two years and It's just too 
fuckln' easy." 

• 

. . 
She thought about him at work, over dinner 

and in bed with her boyfriend. She began to 
wonder if it wasn't his stupidity that made him 
so handsome. Perhaps it was also stupidity 
that made him ni,pCe so well . Formerly she had 
believed only bli iiiant or intelligent men could 
be good lover~. 

• 
He called and she went to visit him. She 

asked him questions. 
" Have you been reading much? Do you do 

your own laundry? What do you dream about?" 
She wanted to know what his dreams were 

like, if they were colorless and plotless, de· 
void of symbolic intricacies. She was disap
pointed when he told her he never dreamt. 

" But you do!" she insisted. 
" No, I don't," he said, shaking his head 

sideways. 

• 
They lay on the bed kissing. She realized 

that throughout their entire relationship she 
had maintained hope that one day he would 
spout some brilliant remark and it would prove 
her wrong. He moved so well. His thighs were 
so well shaped. His arms were strong and ca
pable of encircling her completely. She wanted 
to tell him how she felt but knew she couldn't 
without hurting him and because It would 
seem absurd. So at the point of orgasm she 
was shocked to hear herself hissing In his ear, 

" You're stupid! .. . stupid . . . so STUPID 
. . . ! 

He thrust harder.~ 

'i> 
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HENRY ROLLINS: 
BLACK FLAG'S LEAD SINGER 

THE INTEGRITY OF THE PRESS: I want to read 
what you write about me before you print it . rm sick 
of people writing lies about me. After Henry had been 
interviewed he became uneasy. We both shared the 
same opinion ... You can ·t do that Henry. I won·t let 
you come over and read what rve written . lt"s impos· 
sible. Why don 't you write an article about yourself? 
Let me off the fuckin · hook! "' Some people believe m 
the written word and other people preferred Lou Grant 
until he was cancelled. Henry is sharp. Ed Asner has 
too fat a head to be a journalist. People with short far 
heads and Dumbo ears aren 't journalists. they ·re el
ephants. Henry knew that I would write lies about him. 
He also knew that if he wrote about himself it would 
be bullshit too. A 7-11 is open 24 hours a day and 
people don't stop at stop signs. If you can 't believe 
the word 'stop' then you must be getting screwed 
over by all those other words. Henry was being cau· 
tious. ··1 don't want to write about myself. If you write 
lies about me or if you make fun of me rll break every 
bone in your body. You know that I mean that! .. 
Henry's meaning was obvious. Arnold Schwartzeneg· 
ger is a homo! Hey. Did you know that Henry . . (get 
back in your cage Lou) . 

PHOTO SESSION: After the interview, Henry was 
delivered to Karen Filter, a female photographer. 
Henry livened up. Karen liked Henry. Henry liked 
Karen. Usually people I introduce hate each other 's 
guts immediately. Lou Grant would have stayed. I 
split. (Hey Lou what do you do with them big fuck in' 
ears? You been flyin ' without a license?) Henry was 
a real nice guy. (Lou! Don't fly around when you do 
that! Use a toilet pal, you're no hummingbird .. ) . .. 

WHERE ARE YOU FROM? " Washington D.C., I lived 
there for 20 years. I had known BLACK FLAG from 
their last tour and I was friends with them, then Dez 
wanted to play guitar, and when they were in New 
York they asked me to come up and jam with them. 
So here I am. I was In a band called S.O.A. and I let 
the whole town of DC down by joining BLACK FLAG. 
They all hate me now.' " 

DO YOU TAKE DRUGS? " No I don't because I don't 
like them. I've never taken them. I have no desire to 
... it's not something I need. I'm not anti-drug, I'm 
just non-drug. I don't care what anybody does. I don't 
drink. I don't take drugs. I don't smoke pot. I don't 
care what anybody else does so I don't smack joints 
out of other people's hands." 

DO YOU WANT TO GET RICH SINGING? " I just 
want to play." 
FAVORITE MUSIC? " Too much to mention ... I like 
everything from funk to punk. In L.A., I like the MIN· 
UTEMEN, SACCHARINE TRUST, RED CROSS 
when they 're nice and sloppy, the DESCENDENTS, 
CH3 if they play real good." 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? " 21 ." 
IF YOU WEREN'T IN A BAND WHAT WOULD YOU 
BE DOING? " I'd probably be working down at the 
Ice cream store in Georgetown in Washington D.C." 
ARE YOU DANGEROUS? " How do you mean? .. . 
Like is someone safe to be with me or do they risk 
being assaulted? The chance that I might explode or 
go off on someone is entirely possible." 

DO YOU LIKE LOS ANGELES? " No. I don't like to 
be anywhere. I just like to be in the band and play. I 
just like to keep moving." 
DO YOU LIKE BEING ALIVE? " I like to be alive. I 
don't think that I would try and kill myself. But, I am 
of the opinion that the closer that you are to your 
death is the closer you are to living. Really, really 
living. As far as not liking any place, I'm just not all 
that much into people, and everywhere has people. 
I don't hate people, I just have a general dislike for 
people." 
ARE YOU LIVING CLOSE TO DEATH? " No, not 
really. I'm not a person who lives on the edge. I'm not 
Darby Crash. I don't take alot of drugs and crawl 
around the floor and take handfuls of pills and drink 
booze. I don't drive fast cars, but I live intensely. I'm 
into passion and intensity. With the band I'm in and 
the things I do, it's very intense." 



PENELOPE: Have you been interviewed very 
much before? 
TOMMY: No, but I'm very .. . oral. 
PENELOPE: I would think since you are the 
one and only son of the manager of the 
L.A. Dodgers that you would have been 
Interviewed a lot. 
TOMMY: I've only been out running around 
about 7 or 8 months now. I was living in 
Orange County. Fullerton. 
PENELOPE: Were you born there? 
TOMMY: No, no. I was born in Cuba, but I've 
lived all over. 
PENELOPE: Are Tommy and Jo your natural 
parents? 
TOMMY: Uh huh. And I've got an older 
sister. 
PENELOPE: How old are you? 
TOMMY: 23. 
PENELOPE: How was living in Fullerton? 
TOMMY: I just think of THERE as NOTHING. 
I just was a raw food eater who stayed at home 
and grew his own food and didn't really do 
much. 
PENELOPE: What about school? 
TOMMY: I went to many different schools. 
I studied cutting hair and then I studied 
fashion design and fashion illustration. 
PENELOPE: And your main career goal now 
Is what? 
TOMMY: Acting. I'm taking private lessons. 
PENELOPE: Tommy Lasorda, Sr. Is gener
ally a very well-liked person. Right? 
TOMMY: It's hard not to like him. He's 
really quite phenomenal. He's so verbal, so 
kind and generous and he gives so much of 
his t ime. He really cares for people and it 
comes back to him. 
PENELOPE: Because of his job, he hangs 
out with the stars, right? 
TOMMY: Well , it's because he's so amusing 
and so bright. He can just talk the back legs 
off a donkey. 
PENELOPE: And so do you find yourself 
going to parties where Frank Sinatra is? . 
TOMMY: Uh huh. But they're not the type 
I would really ... well, they're just not my type 
of people. 
PENELOPE: You mean you wouldn't choose 
to hang around with them. 
TOMMY: No, If I chose which stars I wanted 
to hang around with, it wouldn't be those. 
PENELOPE: Are you a BASEBALL FAN? 
TOMMY: You learn to be. I really like the 
game and I really like all the small details. I've 
grown up with ii all my life. I know a lot about 
it and I do follow our team. 
PENELOPE: Your dad is sort of the cheer
leader for the Dodgers, right? 
TOMMY: You mean he's the MOTIVATOR? 
PENELOPE: Yeah . Do you get into that role 
much? 
TOMMY: No, no, not at all. 
PENELOPE: What do you do? You just say, 
" Hope you win guys" . . . and . . . 

TOMMY: Yeah, then I say, " bye". No, that is 
far from "ME". 
PENELOPE: Does your dad wish you were 
more INTO IT? 
TOMMY: No, no. He doesn't wish I'd be any 
way but the way I am. 
PENELOPE: But Tommy Lasorda is like the 
ultimate, RAH, RAH, AMERICAN SPORT JOCK. 
TOMMY: And I'm totally the OPPOSITE. 
PENELOPE: Let me ask you something per
sonal. People who would see you around 
town, they would probably think you were gay. 
TOMMY: I don 't care. 
PENELOPE: What do you do when you get 
that reaction from them? 
TOMMY: I like all people. And it's better hav
ing comments, be it GOOD, BAD or WHAT· 
EVER. I don't mind at all, but I dress quite 
.. . well , I wouldn't say it's FLAMBOYANT be
cause it's not intentional. It's just intentionally 
ME. 
PENELOPE: Ok, but you understand, when 
somebody looks at a picture of you, they're 
going to say, this guy's awfully feminine. 
TOMMY: I'm there for anyone to draw 
any conclusions. 
PENELOPE: Are you? 
TOMMY: Well, I mean, I've done different 
things . ... of course. 

PENELO.PE: Haven't we all? 
TOMMY: I have no label on myself bei;ause 
then I have restrictions. I would really hate to 
state anything like that. 
PENELOPE: When you were young did your 
dad say, " Come on, Tommy, Jr., let's go play 
basebalf'? 
TOMMY: Never. They always allowed me to 
do exactly what I pleased. I don't know how 
they had the sense to be that way. As parents 
they 're both so . . . well, very straight-laced 
and conservat ive. I don't know how I was al
lowed to just be ME, but I think it was because 
I was so strongly ME that I don't think they 
thought they could ever STOP IT. 
PENELOPE: Really? 
TOMMY: Yeah. I won't let anything get in 
the way of ME being ME. I have sworn an 
oath to this. I have taken on this permanent 
role of playing myself. 
PENELOPE: How well do you know the 
Dodger players? 
TOMMY: Very well. I grew up knowing most 
of them. 
PENELOPE: Who is your favorite guy? 
TOMMY: Dusty Baker! 
PENELOPE: Why? 
TOMMY: He's great. He's real cool. Just a 
great guy. And Steve Garvey is also. 
PENELOPE: Do you think there is too much 
show business in sports? 
TOMMY: Oh, heavens, no. I think anybody 
can capitalize on anything. More power to 
them. Anything you have to do to make your
self more well-known. Whatever you have to 
do. If you have to sell panty hose. Whatever! 
I think it's great. 

PENELOPE: Do you think the baseball life
style is a glamorous one? 
TOMMY: (laughs) No. 
PENELOPE: Are you going for a more glam· 
orous one? 

TOMMY: Oh, my Lord, yes!! I mean, way 
more. With much more style. 
PENELOPE: What do you and your dad dis· 
agree on the most? 
TOMMY: Money. That's easily it. That and 
my friends. Yeah, " Who are these peopl_e? 
Whal do they do? What do their dads do?" 

PENELOPE: I see you as kind of a STYLISH 
PERSON, you know. And you're probably a 
little more interested in, shall we say, THE 
ARTS than the rest of your family. Do you feel 
different from them? 
TOMMY: My dad would say, "Why are you 
wearing that?" or "What on earth Is that?" , 
but I mean, everybody's father is like that. I 
mean, even if you're REGULAR, they'll make 
you cut your hair or whatever. I've gone 
through some stages where I've looked 
REAL PECULIAR. 
PENELOPE: Like what? 
TOMMY: I mean years and years ago, I col· 
ored my hair different colors and looked this 
and that way until I finally established my own 
style. 
PENELOPE: Do you drink much? 
TOMMY: I just started drinking. I guess it's 
been 7 months. I started with vodka and that's 
all I drank and ;i, started looking real HAG· 
GARD. I was drinking only just straight vodka. 
Stolichnaya. I went from one drink a night to 

· six and ... 
PENELOPE: You were coastln ' . . . 
TOMMY: And ii got out of hand. I ended up 
at the end of the evening like a sloppy mess 
that nobody even wanted to have anything to 
do with. 

PENELOPE: What is the time you can re
member that was the most painful in terms of 
the negative criticism? 
TOMMY: It's always momentary. Momentary 
each night. As my friend Merilee told me, " You 
can take a positive thought and turn It into a 
negative one in seven seconds flat". I'm more 
highly-tuned than most people and I can get 
a NEGATIVE THOUGHT out of just about 
ANYTHING. 
PENELOPE: You seem to be a sort of sen
sitive person who would have your feelings 
hurt very easily. 
TOMMY: I won't let it happen. And most 
of all , I would never allow anyone to know If 
they did hurt my feelings. I'd never give any
body that. I'd sit there with my GUTS 
HANGING OPEN and LOOK GOOD until 
I could get home ••• 
PENELOPE: And cry your heart out. 
TOMMY: Yeah. 
PENELOPE: That's VERY BRAVE. 
TOMMY: Well , if there's one thing I am, It 's 
BRAVE. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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PENELOPE: I have a great respect for you 
and how you're handling your ... silualion. 
TOMMY: Thank you. And you know, I'm 
going to be a good actor, too. 
PENELOPE: Are you? Why? 
TOMMY: Anyone who knows people and 
knows how people FEEL and has had a lot of 
different experiences in their life . .. they know 
how to ACT. And I ACT EVERYDAY. Every
day. 
PENELOPE: You use drugs? 
TOMMY: No, not really. Believe me, if 
drug's made you stay young and looking good 
and kept the dark circles from under your eyes 
and your hair shining . .. I would be pounding 
those drugs down my throat. The only reason 
I eat like Gloria Swanson is because I want to 
LOOK GOOD NOW. If there was some Injec
tion I could take and get away with using 
drugs, I would. 
PENELOPE: Do you feel like you should be 
careful in the public eye? 
TOMMY: I feel like I should, but I don't. 
PENELOPE: Do you think the.press would 
be mean to you if they had the chance? 
TOMMY: I'm sure they would, but I'll 
take ANY PUBLICITY. 
PENELOPE: Why? 
TOMMY: Because that's what I want. They 
can take advantage any time they want./ don't 
do anything I wouldn't want to be seen. I do 
everything TO BE SEEN. 
PENELOPE: Then you probably will be. You 
really feel like you have to make a mark in the 
world, don't you? 
TOMMY: I'm going to do it some way and I 
guess acting is my best vehicle . .. the 
best way to put myself into .. . 
PENELOPE: The public eye? 
TOMMY: Yeah. And I don't know what it is 
that I want . . . I just want FAME. I would 
give up everything for fame. I would leave 
all my belongings, all of the great things It's 
taken me so long to acquire. I would DROP 
THEM ALL IN A SHOOT. 
PENELOPE: Why is that? 
TOMMY: I don't know. I don't know if It's 
SICKNESS or what ii is. But I just like it. Even 
on the small scale that I do U now. By going 
out to different places, and dressing MY WAY 
and allowing people to be like . .. 
PENELOPE: Gawking al you? 
TOMMY: I am always ON SHOW. All the 
time. 
PENELOPE: And how do you FEEL when 
people look at you? 
TOMMY: Oh, I'm OK. I'm OK with it. It's taken 
a long time. 
PENELOPE: Actually, you must like ii. 
TOMMY: Yes, I like it, but it's very hard be
cause you have people looking at you and 
.. . let's just say, I myself have people looking 
at me in one of two ways .. . either VERY POS
ITIVE or VERY NEGATIVE. So that it leaves 
you wondering who you are and gives you a 
lot of SELF DOUBT, which is the hardest thing 
for me to fight. For me to keep saying, I am 
what I think I am. Be it this good .thing or be 
ii this bad thing. But I am THIS. Because even 
if it's a lot of jerks that are telling you, you're 
an ASSHOLE, you still feel like you're an,. 
ASSHOLE. . 
PENELOPE: I imagine a lot of people stare 
rudely at you. 
TOMMY: I think I scare away more people 
than I attract. I think I am frightening to people. 
PENELOPE: Do you get insults? 
TOMMY: Insults or bad looks or bad feel
ings. I can feel It. But no matter what they do, 
I don't every waver. I just continue to be 
me. 
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RON-vocal• and pertormanc• 
ROZZ WILLIAMS-vocal• and performance 
MARV TORCIVIA-drum• and percussion 
Pre-recorded tapes, aynthealz.er and occaalonal 

guitar also used 

Premature aJaculaUon Involve• the usage of 
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birth, th• conscious dream, th• violence, b••U\¥' 
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BIRTH 

Why do•a Qod let me suffer? Sick ••• and •our 
•tarvatlon? Break through to th• birth of 
r•gurgltatlon, compl•• mutllatlon, radlcal new 
design•, d••th of man, woman and chlld, 
stagnation . What's It like to find• •k•laton of 
unknown •P•Cl•a? Ghost• In th• city of gl•••? 
True portraits of H•aven a nd Hell? Celebration. 
N•rv• C•ll• firing Ice cube•. Pow•r to pull life from 
th• womb, lnt•r•ctlng from cov•r to cover, f•ll•n 
not from but Into grac•. Pow•r to laugh like dogs, 
to cry past th• W•ll• of ••)'luma, prison•, street•. 
On• moth.r d•dlcatea her Ute, kills h.r child to 
h•lp end the world, the medical chlldblrth 
••t•bll•hment fighting to end your death. Pr•••lng 
teeth agaln•t teeth, I want to know you. I want to 
bit• through your Infant •kin, and we wlll drown In 
glory. Now, who wlll come to th• W•t•r? 

2ND PAl!:ONANCY-TUMOA Al!:MOYAL Al!:SULTS 

At kn••• In Pr•)'•r-full mouth ecstasy 
Purth•r all ut•rlne tumor probing 
A•moval vlolatlon penetrate• r•llglon 
di••••• conducts vacuum cleansing 
Brok•n gl••• cock•uck•r melt• knife Into••• 
Hole murder•ra, I worship Insanity, all vlol•nt 
••dist offerings 
Wor••-can you prlc• my polaon·•y•t•m knife· 
blad• contentm•nt 
Who would out you open conc•pt? 



Damage from blast 
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BY BRUCE KALBERG 

This is simple. It is a One-Question Interview 
with the band CH3 (or CHANNEL 3). We vir· 
tually asked them only one simple question. 
As a reader you're not accustomed to this sim
plicity and you could get confused. It doesn't 
look like an Interview because there is no 
question and answer format. If you were read
ing the PLAYBOY Interview with Ralph Nader, 
Pia Zadora, Mick Jagger, Ronald McDonald or 
Margaret Thatcher there would be a heavy 
question followed by a bullshit answer. They 
would then repeat this pattern (heavy ques
tion . . . bullshit answer) probably 2 dozen 
times. We've simplified that style by simple 
arithmetic. Interview = 1. Or even more 
basic: 1 + ? ;;;;; 1? 

CH3 consists of band members Kimm Gar
dener (guitar, vocals), Mike Magrann (gui· 
tar, vocals), Larry Kelly (bass), Mike Burton 
(drums). They have two records out( . . . yeah 
they're good .. . real fast ... you want to bor-
row mine? ... Eh!). The latest one is an album 
called " Fear Of Life" . No ... it's not new wave. 
No, no! They're not a video art band. Their 
songs are real hard-edged and fast like they 
stuck a finger in the electrical outlet and then 
plugged the amp Into the guitarist. They're 
playing around L.A. so go catch a show. 

SEX SCENE , , , CH3 OR PIA ZADORA? •... 
Ahhh . . Ahhh ... o-o-ohh 1 SEX BOMB BABY! 
AAAAHHHHHHH! SEX MACHINE! Turn on X· 
Channel! .. . Turn 11 on! There's Pia Zadora 
and Tom Snyder with a lump in his pants. (Wet 
dream interview) . Tom's starting lo sweat. 
he's not going to last. (FAKE PIA ZADORA 
INTERVIEW BY TOM) .... 

TOM'S QUESTION TO PIA: " Pia! You look 
stunning! Pia! There is sex on TV, sex in the 
movies, sex in advertising .. . America is ob
sessed with sex ... and you Pia are probably 
our number one 'sex object' today . . . you are 
the ultimate female beauty . .. you have the 
freshness of puberty and an international so
phistication that simply seduces • • • Pia! 
... You are mu/ti-talented. Pia! The business
woman. You have had an astonishing career 
marketing your body. Pia Zadora Amuse· 
ment Park! You copyrighted and sold the 
architectural design rights to your body. Isn 't 
that correct! You made 3·D computer anal
yses, geometric proportional studies and x
rays of your torso, breasts, vulva, thighs, and 
buttocks then marketed them. You sold your 

right nipple for 4 million dollars according to 
the Wall Street Journal. The copyright to du
plicate your nipple was sold as a design motif 
to AT & T for a telepl'l'one mouthpiece. You 
sing, you paint, you dance, you sky-dive. Pia! 
You seem to have the ability to conquer the 
world with your suggestive flesh . . . How can 
you possibly hope to succeed In your new film 
role as Helen Keller, have an affair with Muriel 
Hemmingway, and i;Jill have time to run a 
serious campaign for the U.S. Senate from the 
state of Utah?" 

PIA ZADORA (answer) : "'Oh God . I thmk 
I'm gonna cum ••• oh! " 

TOM'S REPLY: "Next up is Charo folks. Stay 
tuned. That was great Pia!" 

14:p;1a;441u;:.1&cH3 is drunk Jn this in-
terview. They brought a friend and he was 
drunk. It reads like a Philadelphia funk rap 
except these guys are white and from Cerri
tos. They all talked at once so we didn't have 
to say anything until somebody started eating 
the potted houseplant. 

NOMAG - Where do you live? 
CH3 - Cerritos. A sterile suburb just 2 mi. 
north of Knotts Berry Farm. Why do they say 
... "CH3 the band from Cerritos" ... I'm fuck
ing sick of apologizing for living in Cerritos. 
Everyone loves to bang on Cerritos because 
it's the total suburb tract home sterile show. 
I was in 3rd grade when my parents moved 
there. Ask Larry what food he likes. His mom 
and dad are divorced and his dad's got a 
housekeeper, her name's Ping. He's got a 
Chinese maid. Larry doesn't like the food that 
she cooks. I haven't had a sober moment 
since yesterday, it's one of those weekends 
again. Last night was a real big night, that's 
why. There's some species that bites their arm 
off when they get into a trap. What are we 
going to do tonight? We could always 
drink. I got no money. Drinking sucks! My 
mom is going to leave me five bucks to get 
something to eat. Last night she said " We're 
going out to dinner. Do you want to come with 
us?" and I said "No." She said " I' ll leave some 
money here so that you can cook dinner." It's 
great. She leaves me m~n:Y ~o that I can get 

something to eat. So I said "Fine." Me and 
Chris went and got a piece of beef jerky at the 
liquor store. She said "What did you get that 
cost $7 to eat?" And I said " I got a piece of 
beef jerky and a 12-pack." And she says "Oh 
that's OK! . . . as long as you get fed. " He was 
so fucked up he couldn't drive his truck last 
night so he had to sleep Inside of It. I was 
trying to tell him "Do you see that silver han
dle? ... well you grab that and the door opens 
right up!" Larry rolled his bug when he was 
drunk one night. He rolled his bug and a guy 
gave him a ride back home. The next morning 
when he woke up, he didn't know where his 
bug was. He was running around trying to find 
his car. One time I got out of the car to take 
a piss. I was so drunk that I went to take a 
piss and when I went back, I got into some
body elses car and went to sleep. Really we 're 
nice people. We don't drink all the time. 
You only live once! Look . . . we won't even 
take showers tonight, we'll just keep on drink
ing. That 's my kind of guy! We'll go to my 
house, we'll get a couple of pieces of string 
cheese and we'll be on our way. A little nour
ishment. I have Ronald Reagan in my 
bathroom. It's Reagan with his little tongue 
hanging out. You flip his tongue and the light 
goes on. It's cool! I was supposed to call 
Cathy. At 2:30 last night he calls this girl from 
Frisco. We don't want to say she's cheap 
... Cathy we really like you! WE ALL LIKE 
YOU A WHOLE LOT! We don't want to say 
she's cheap but her kid looks a little bit like 
all of us. Where was that place we went today? 
What place? That one girl, she was nice . . . 
I liked to talk to her. I'd be a little nervous with 
you guys in that house. Shit. They found the 
plastic breast implants! Was that what that 
was? I was wondering. The chick told me that 
thing was a testicle. She goes "This is a fake 
testicle." I'm going " Well . .. whatever!" And 
these guys are putting it in their mouths. 
(laugh!) . .. . It was a fake one huh? You have 
to be nice people to put up with that. Jeez. OK 
stop! We're going to ask Burton a question. 
Why the fuck is your nose so red? OK Bur
ton's mad! . . . we've been here a little too 
long. Let's go back and put those rims on your 
truck huh? Burton doesn't like to go out of 
Cerritos for more than 45 minutes at a time. 
I feel great man ... I hate those interviews 
where they ask questions. "What does 
Channel 3 mean?" They always ask the same 
stupid questions. How do you ever get a hole-
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in-one in golf? Do all golfers do it? That seems 
fucking incredible. What is it? ... like 2 miles 
that you have to hit a little ball in. the air and 
you have to get it in a little hole this big? 
Everybody I know plays golf. You're fucking 
boring too! Did I hear you say that you wanted 
to talk about sex? What's that game they play 
on ice with those ~hings? Mike's been meeting 
up with these odd girls that like to have wild 
sex. Last week he went to the desert with 
some girl who threw handcuffs on him. What's 
that game they play on Ice and they throw 
those things? It was in one of those Beatles 
movies .. . "Help" . . . They fooled around in 
the snow. You're getting too big for your 
britches, we should have left you in the zoo! 
Should we switch chairs? We're supposed to 
go on tour this summer, across country, and 
if we take that van I just don't know how far 
we're going to get out of L.A. It's the Blob's 
van. The Blob's the singer. I'm the Blob. You 
know what a girl said? She said "If you don't 
call I swear I'll kill you!" Was that Renee? 
Quite often I've studied the actual beat of the 
Reggae beat and understood the people of 
Reggae, but I felt hungry an hour later. Larry, 
are you naturally blond? Yes or no? No! We 
don't believe you, pull down your pants! 
Too much Colt. I can ask some cool questions. 

Cerritos California. How many bands have 
come out of Cerritos? " Metro Hotel" and " Se
cret City." I'm serious. C'mon you guys be 
serious. I'm gonna interview you. Who says 
I'm lying? All right. You're doing a good job. 
What did you guys think of high school? It 
was great, next question! Magrann, you were 
an editor of your high school paper, is that 
where you get all your ideas? I didn't kill those 
people! What? Give me a break. C'mon ... this 
Is my first interview job. OK sign him up! So 
how much money have you guys spent on 
rubbers in the last week? Oh you're sick . . . 
do you think we actually use those things? 
That's it .. . that's my interview. I have a ques
tion. Why is this called my pet penis? Do you 
use those? Quite a bit. Really? With girls? No 
... just when I'm beating off. Ahhh . .. this 
wasn't a tidy interview. Can we spend the 
night here? Magrann you've got a nice 
butt do you know it? ... and you wear those 
stupid shorts too low! You know I usually 
don't wear these . .. I usually wear boxers. I 
only wear these when I wear shorts, I swear. 
All right ... all right .. . all right! All right! It's 
going on the tape. Erase that! Cough . .. now 
turn your head to the left. Cough. My God, I've 
always wanted to ask CH3 just this one thing. 
Larry, how much do you eat? Tell him the . 

truth you bastard! Oh ... it consists of three 
pancakes a day, a couple of eggs, and two 
cows. And I ate this stuff last night and I didn't 
know what the hell it was, and I ate it. Don't 
eat their plant. How rude. Excuse me. You 
know I ate some sort of plant like that 
and I couldn't talk for about a half an 
hour. That was at my house wasn 't it!There's 
some sort of plant that looks like that, and you 
eat it, then you can't talk for about a half an 
hour. OK you guys forget it ... I'm not eating 
it! Do you want to know what our original 
name was? Originally our name was CHEESE 
3. Ohhh . .. that kills me CHEESE 3! You 
know what? This Coors is full. It's not a re
cap huh? We were going to call ourselves 
CHAPTER 3. Seriously. No, C-H you know, but 
this guy had to put CHANNEL on the record. 
Like the revolutionist, all our names are Che. 
That's a lie. So you started to say CHE 3. You 
guys all think you're Clint Eastwood. CHER 3. 
Have you seen that place in Beverly Hills that 
has all those naked statues with the painted 
penises? Where's that at? Kim where's that 
at? I thought that burned down. Beverly Hills. 
Where? Give me the street! Naked statues 
huh? That lizard has seen better days, I'll tell 
you that right now. Are those fish starting to 
move over in the corner? Gemini. Gemini. 
You're Aquarius right? I can tell from the way 
you walk. Gemini. What do you think? Do you 
want to come back to my place and see my 
sketches? .. . later? Don 't mess around with 
me! Do you know why I'm bummed? ... be
cause Polly got kicked out of that place. Do 
you know what I mean Larry? Yep. Actually, 
I feel personally responsible for that. For 
what? Polly got . . . you know where Polly was 
living? .. . at Duane's house. Why did you get 
them kicked out of there? I didn't! I went over 
there with some friends and this girl was up 
there . . . we were partying . .. and this girl 
went downstairs and stole all of Cindy's make· 
up ... $25 . . . not someone I brought over! 
Whenever you go anyplace, all you do is cause 
problems. 

NOMAG - Give 11s that plant back! 
CH3 - This plant is mine! This plant has 
asked me to marry it . . . wait a minute, it's all 
wet down there! 
NOMAG - Which one of you guys isn't in the 
band? 
CH3 - Him! . .. No him! . . . No! . . . Him! . ... 

END 

Special thanks to Denise Gallant of Synopsis 
Video for her help with video special effects 
for these graphics. 
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JULES BATES. DOA. 9/26/82. BY BRUCE KALBERG 

INTRODUCTION: He was a photographer. Jules 
Bates and fast motorcycles. Bad news. Maybe you 
know about him, maybe you don't. If you like 
photography read it. I don't know how the general 
public can gain access to view his work at present. 
There is talk about publishing a book of his 
photographs. See the credits at the end of the arti· 
cle. Our reproduction of his color work is inaccurate 
so read into it. This is a totally incomplete, non· 
chronological, subjective, sketchy, biased piece of 
writing. I mean that's what is good about the article. 
This isn't a juicy piece of scandal like the death of 
Gregory Ballcock in Puerto Rico, murdered while 
hunting cock (but I threw it in because I hated his 
writing). This is about Jules Bates photography 
because it's hot . ! ... not only that, my analysis 
of his work is absolutely correct. So if you disagree, 
you're wrong. 

1"'9fW;f.SjfW·hf.I at Queen of Angels 
Hospital, September 26, 1982, Los Angeles. 
Another fuckin' Sunday gettin' flushed in the 
cosmic toilet. Jules went out. His studio at 6th & 
Alexandria was just two blocks from 4th & Norman· 

it, a guy's body and a motorcycle. The authorities 
began to search for a victim's identity. DOA. The 
hospital kept Jules Bates alive mechanically for a 
few hours as a technicality. Big deal. It happens 
every Sunday in Los Angeles just that way. Blind 
jagged speeding metal, no witnesses, a victim. Hit 
& Run is what you do in L.A. on the way to 7·11 on 
Sunday evenings. The white American vehicle ar
rives at 7·11 , Jules is dead but undiscovered, the 
driver gets out of the car. Mission accomplished. 
Monday is much different. The car is blue, a foreign 
model. ... One more thing. Jules motorcycle was 
an antique BMW. It was immaculate since he had 
just finished restoring it to a spotless showroom 
machine. That's another L.A. fashion. If you've lived 
here any amount of time, you know that as soon as 
you've perfected the bodywork on your dream car, 
and you love your zippy little jewel, some simian· 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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JULES BATES: DOA continued 
like pilot of a crinkled bloodstained V-8 Chrysler is 
going to ram his uninsured joy-wagon into your con· 
ceited little prize and then ... Presto! You' re driving 
a piece of shit too ... If you live. The safest vehicle 
in L.A. Is an offensive, battle-scarred, 60's heavy 
V-8. Don't believe that gas economy high mpg 
bullshit. No one will ever run into your massive '60s 
hog assault vehicle ... pretend that you're Charles 
Bronson in 'Death Wish Ill . . you'll be as safe as 
the Pope in that thing . 

Jules had done photography for NOMAG, quite a bit 
of stuff really, the last two covers, some portrait 
stuff ... let's see, Howard Devoto, Johanna Went, 
Rodney Blngenheimer, Clifton Chenier, king of the 
Bayou blues accordion or " The King of Zydeco" in 
Louisiana French patois (which never got printed 
because we're flakes), and Mark Pauline with his 
shotgun In the San Francisco junkyard where he liv· 
ed and built his mechanical sculptures at the 

Johanna Went au naturel. Jules emphasis on abrasive lfattened surface tensions in this portrait of Johanna is unrelenting. 

time .... Those two hit it off real well, Jules was 
fascinated with Pauline's deadly mechanical per
formers and his skill with industrial technology. It 
was a real fuckin' playground. He shot 3 frames and 
then he wanted to fuck off .. . . he'd got the shot. 
We came back to L.A. and then a few weeks later we 
heard that Mark had a serious accident experiment· 
ing with explosives. He blew the shit out of himself 
basically. Well. .. one hand was virtually blown off 
... there is still one finger attached there and Mark 
is still making dangerous performing machines, ex
cept he's sworn off explosives. As for Jules Bates, I 
had been under the impression that he was a trendy 
wimp fashion photographer. He wasn't. I know peo
ple criticized him for initiating shallow garish tren· 
dy 'new wave' at its most vomit inducing style and 
image. He didn't do that. Stylistically he was very in· 
fluential as a fashion photographer. His fashion 
photography had the capacity to piss people off 
violently, much like NOMAG except we use the old 
cliche of shit and guts imagery . . (there must be an 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



JULES BATES: DOA continued paid him. _,,,,,.,- NOMAQ 
Phyllis immediately flew into L.A. from London. She In his personal projects on which he worked con· town stay and party. He documented the Masque in 
had become his estranged girlfriend. He had been tinuously, he was mastering the artful dodge, juggl· ~'.77. There's tons of stuff on the old L.A. punk scene. 
killed. She was also once his professional partner, ing visual cliches, confusing the conventional. In a There is a photo of the 'Weirdos' t~at's totally 
now pursuing her career solo in London. They had manner not unlike Man Ray, Picasso, Rothko he had outrageous to the max ... they look like they were 
discussed his move to London. She was worried begun redefining perceptions 01 space and reality blasted by a terrorist explosion in the paint depart· 
about him. He had been moving through life with an with his personal handwriting, but JUies used ment at Builders Emporium. He never made it 
uncertain temerity. "Jules always told me that he fashion photography as his primary source of through Art Center. He was probably the only col-
didn't want to live past 30 years old." Phyllis told . lege student ever to live at the Tropicana. He shot 
me with a smile. I'm not implying suicide. Suicide ~e:;i~~e~;o;~~~gcr~;~o~~~::~~th~s ~::~~~~i~ha~ t~e 'Dickies' stuff and y~u can consult his 
wasn't his sty le, although recklessness suited analysis in which the negation of photography was bh10

1
graTphher fohr 

1
the COIJ1p

1
hlete hst. Som0~ of it w

8
as real 

Jules personality like scales on a rattler. . and tor 1 d . h' h 1 . . . s • . e p o os on e recent ' mgo oingo' 
the last 6 months Jules had acted cramped and :::11~~~onwi~e'r~~~;~n~!~gr;ri~ (n;~;r:s;'°~~i;:~~- album (titled 'Nothing To Fear') are pure garbage 
uncertain. Only stupid cattle are relaxed on the way Munsters, F-Troo . What a rut huh? · '~barf shit on. a stick crapola. 'Devo' with the flower 
to the butcher's block. Jules had a good case of P pots on their heads . . . eh. Album jackets paid the 
malaise stick In his craw when he was 27 I think that was hi~ mai~ ~ursuit in photography, a bills. If you want to talk album jackets go find some 
years old. It settled in and signed a lease. Today is sort of metaphysical v1s1on .. .. but there was a other moron who's into album jackets. I don't give a 
another Sunday. I should be watching 'Gilligan's whole lot of other photography that was vastly dif· fuck about them. He photographed Peter Frampton 
Island' reruns. Jules pursued a unique vision in his ferent. Jules lived at the Tropicana while he was and Billy Idol. .. (gosh!) ... Jules and Billy did the 
photography and it set him apart. He wasn't simply studying at Art Center School of Design, the town, party down! . .. By the time they got around to 
trying to market a style by manipulating a zany school's in Pasadena, but the Tropicana Hotel is in taking the photograph for whatever, Billy was too 

·sense of taste. He wasn't above do:;;in;.::glt!h:'-at~1;;.·1.:.y~ouii-..,H!"o•ll ioyw•o•o•d•, t"h•e•o•""-w•h•er•e•a•ll•th•e•b•a•n•ds .. troilm•oilu't oiltlli!""• .. •••••• ... iiciioiiNTji'"iii"ijEiolioilNjNEjX~TiPAjiGjE 



JULES BATES: DOA continued 

fried to prop himself up, and Jules was too weak to 
wiggle his finger to push the button. Photography is 
a rotten business even if you're making money. 
Learn a lesson from this tragedy, stay away from 
cameras. 

There is also a large collection of classic formal 
portrait photography, that is to say a large callee· 
tlon for a young photographer, done in the sty le of 
the Hollywood portrait photographers, most closely 
resembling George Hurrell who photographed to 
name a few in the '30's, Lon Chaney, Greta Garbo, 
Jean Harlow and Jdan Crawford. Jules portrait of 
Charles Bukowski closely resembles Hurrell's por· 
trait of Jimmy Durante. Hurrell was known for use 
of a strong direct key light, the key light being the 
hottest light, generally directed o~ the face, and the 
fill ·in light being much more subtle. Jules portraits 
include Buckminster Fuller, ·Howard Devoto, 
Charles Bukowski, Quentin Crisp, Guy de Cointet, 
David Lynch, Pee Wee Herman and Johanna Went 
.... how many more exist, I don' t know. One more I 
remember, Brian Eno, haunting a dim corner. 

He was being pigeonholed as 'new wave' and he 
backed off from lack of interest in the trend when 
he pursued personal work. He continued to make 
his living off the record companies. His fashion 
work, in spite of Its att ractiveness and grace was 
commercially a flop . .. and he continued to develop 
it obsessiv, ly. It• elegance Is deceitful because 
the entertaining seductiveness diverts the eye 
from the work as a study of plctorlal space. 
Fashion as a universally understood pictorial genre 
was used by Jules as a vehicle to lead the viewer In· 
to an abstract dimension. The notion that pictorial 
space could be created 2·dimensionally without 
breaking the visual flatness of the surface plane 
has been a long time concern of modernist paint· 
Ing. Jules was nearing a point of departu~e 
where a photograph wasn't anymore a 
photograph. 

When he was at Art Center he met Phyllis Coh·en, 
who basically saved his ass. She is a fashion ii · 
lustrator and make·up artist. He moved out of the 
Tropicana and in with Phylli s, she made him eat 
breakfast. Jules talked Phyllis into quitting school. 

The fashion photographs now became an amalgam 
of painting, photography, and make·up design in an 
interplay of ambiguity. Partly they may have failed 
as marketable fashion because the overall design 
elements overpowered the clothing in visual em· 
phasis. Phyllis would often use paint to design an 
eye because the color was more intense than or· 
dinary make·up. The background designed by Jules 
would reflect the motif of the eye. or they would 
work the process in reverse. People weren't sure 
what medium they were looking at. . a photograph, 
painting. print or illustration or some hybrid . . And 
to further the ambiguity the sense of depth was in· 
tentionall y deceptive, playing flatness against 
depth and mass in such a way !hat the model be· 
came a design prop. de·personalized and ground· 
less. This meant a loss of implied mass and 
perspective in a medium that is traditionally meant 
to mechanically record just those qualities of visual 
perception. Jules would create an illusion where 
the wall and floor were undefined and the model 
floated in a sort of zero.gravity design motif. Pie· 
lured here is a play on a Suprematist motif. From 
the illustration style make·up of an eyelid or face by 
Phyllis. to the increasingly personal spatial con· 
structs of his sets, the notion Jules had begun to 
force was the unity of single identity of painting and 
photography. Simply, a painted facial abstraction 
on a model. a painted background or one of cut col· 
ored paper were unified graphically and by intense 
use of color interaction. 

Jules was a fanatic colorist , and to achieve the 
results he wanted he used a special process, which 
everybody can' t quite explain, called in photo 
jargon " chrome negative" ... OK maybe he went to 

PHOTO BY JULES BATES 
Thrifty and lied to everybody or maybe he developed 
Fuji Film in Thunderbird Wine ... shit! This is shop 
talk OK? " Chrome Neg." Professional slang to 
make the uninitiated feel like stupid ignorant jerks. 
All professions have it. Still, if you pin them down 
on a speci fic term and force them to explain it, 
most professionals don't know a fucking thing. So 
here's what I found out about " Chrome Neg." 
Kodak Ektachrome film, a color film in common 
usage, is commonly· developed by most pt}oto· 
graphers into a positive transparency, like a slide, 
except most professionals use a large format like 
2 1/4 square or 4 x 5. Jules had Ektachrome film pro
cessed as a negative, it's very rarely used that way 
because it's really contrasty and it gave him a 
dense color saturation when printed. Jules was 
able to predict color values in the negative, 
eliminating a generation of reproduction to obtain a 
color print. Jules and Phyllis had to experiment for 
a long time with the sets and make·up in order to 
control the intense colors in the finished print. The 
color intensity developed in this process is much 
more brilliant than an ordinary color print, creating 
an elegant but powerful shock. The prints then 
aren't done by a lab, they are called C prints and 
allow for alot of manipulation by the photographer 
who is willing to endure long hours in the darkroom. 
He was proud of the fact that his prints fooled the 
viewer, giving the illusion of being painted over, or 
' faked' as in the admixture of two mediums . 
" What is it?" or " Did you paint that on 
there?" ... are typical responses to his most ad· 
vanced color fashion prints. This identification of 
painting or printmaking with photography is an im· 
mediate association made by the viewer who 
senses a kind of 'photo·realist' visual con job has 
been perpetrated. Even the most skilled visual art· 
ists immediately doubt that they are si mply looking 
at a photograph, maybe it 's not a photo at all. Jules 
was essentially using only the techniques and tools 
of traditional studio color photography, unretouch· 
ed. By unretouched I mean that he wasn 't using 
dyes, paints and bleaches, stripping in, or coloring 
over in his work. · 

There are a number of photos of faces divided into 
four quarters, quarter portraits. Some of these 
would be made up of four different models each of 
a different race, with intricate, varied and intensely 
bright make·up designs, the hair sprayed an un· 
natural vivid color. All four quarters would create 
one facial unit when put together and each quarter 
had a different background color. The unity of the 
photograph with the techniques of painting is real 
apparent in these quarter·portraits. The actual hair 
of the model reproduced here had a brilliant burst 
of yellow, airbrushed onto her head prior to taking 
the photograph. The printed photograph has the 
color intensity of a pop art silkscreen. This process ~~ 
has much more sensitivity to skin values than the t 9 
faster and more commonly used color processes #. 
(this is a low.tech article so I'm not getting into 
camera talk, besides both you and I are remedial 
readers). The process required a flattening of light 
values to work, unl ike Hurrell's Jimmy Durante, glv· · 
ing the models a paper thin ethereal presence. With ' 
"Chrome Neg." the facial 1ones could be burned 
out to white while still maintaining brilliant detail in 
the eyebrows, pupils, lips and hair. He did a 'Motels' 
album cover using that quartering technique. 
Phyllis and he had split, she was living in Italy or 
London. Jules was unable to explain to the make·up 
artist that he was using an unusual process which 
required unusual make-up. I think he ended up air· 
brushing the print just to get the thing done. The 
'Motels' cover sucked. Wait a minute somebody out 
there likes it and the 'Oingo Boingo' photos too? 
You poor miserable drooling mutant flaw of nature. 

One criticism of Jules Bates style that is frequently 
expressed is that it lacks any personal or emotional 
commitment, being instead technical expertise, 
coldly manipulated. The direction of his last ornate 
fashion experiments reveals an almost Gothic 
sense of infinite space conceived within a modem· 
ist 2·d manner of working, the models as well hav· 
ing virtually no mass, being part of a plane. These 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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JULES BATES: DOA continued 

were the concerns of guys (eh ... the godfathers 
... eh) like Mondrian and Hans Hofmann, also 
metaphysicians of the 2-dimensional plane. Part of 
the training and pose in the fine art world seems to 
incorporate a disdain for the fashion world, at least 
the supremacy of serious art work remains in the 
hands of the clumsily attired fine artists, leaving 
fashion little room to question profound sen
sibilities but plenty of room to look good. Jules 
went to a design school, that meant fashion. He 
studied painting privately and open'ly drew from it in 
his fashion work. (That's not at all unusual for a 
fashion photographer.) As his spatial vision 
developed, the backgrounds were less derivative of 
other abstract fine art painters, and more personal 
in vision. Jules Bates at his best was on a spiritual 
quest in his studies and art (oops ... photography). 
Artwork with those motives often appears cool and 
impersonal. " White On White" by Malevich certain· 
ly doesn't reflect the turmoil of the Russian Revolu· 
lion . . I don't want to get into it, I can't talk like that 
any more . .. Barnett Newman (love that stripe Bar· 
ny!) Jules kept his mouth shut. If he went around 
saying that he was on a metaphysical spiritual 
quest in his fashion work, around Hol:ywood too, he 
would have sounded like a real asshole, and nobody 
would have hired him to put flower pots on 'new 
wave' heads. This all occurred in Hollywood ... peo
ple don't just overindulge here. They party for 2 or 3 
years at a stretch and then get a night's sleep. Jules 
had alot of fun. It's a wonder he ever took one single 
picture. 

-END-
El Duce of the MENTORS reviews the OINGO BOINGO album 'Nothing To Fear' later in this issue. Here he is 
seen taking a stab at it already . .. the photo and art direction was by Jules Bates. PHOTO: ED COL.VER 

Model, Lena Pousette. Hair by Debbie Kaplan. Make·up by Phyllis Cohen. 

JULES BATES RETROSPECTIVE: 
An Impressive exhibition ol Jules Bates' 
work was given at Jennifer Dumas Gallery 
during December '82 in downtown L.A. 
This exhibition was improperly named, be· 
ing called a 'RETROSPECTIVE'. The peo· 
pie in control of this show made the 
mistake of equaling the artist 's death with 
the term ·retrospective'. As such Jules 
Bates was seriously misrepresented 
as an artist. This was a show of Jules· 
'blue chip art ' onl y. repeating simply 
flawless 'museum quality' work in several 
genres. II reminded me more ol Don Judd 
than David Bailey. Every 'retrospective' 
that I've ever seen attempted. more or 19ss, 
to reveal the creative process through the 
artist's development In time. It wasn't a re
quirement that the artist be dead. This 
show revealed as much about the growth 
ol Jules Bates as.a walk around a Stand· 
ard Shoes Store. Was the guy born doing 
that kind of stuff?( ... pass lhe Adidas!). 
Was he cranking out masterpieces like 
Japan produces Oatsuns? Shit! I always 
wondered why he had rhar radiator & 
fan stuck on his fuckln' noael?ll 



SACCHARINE TRUST: 
ARTICLE: PHOTO: rn7!!i!11tflli!jWI 
Jack'• neighborhood evokes that same bare 
an•lety by lta appearance a• the music of SAC· 
CHARINE TRUST embodies with Its twisted 
emotional daaolatlon. Looking at his 
neighborhood, the origin of their sound becomes 
more clear. Jack has lived In Wilmington on and off 
for the last 15 years. Down Wilmington's side streets 
everything seems skinned and raw and broken and 
displaced, but not dilapidated, it's the sum total al 
the small d8talls that adds up to the.hideous scream 
of schizophrenic vacant lots, oil derricks, TV's and 
blood, peeling paint and piss and cars in driveways 
and dogs with no legs under cars with no wheels 

The couch on the front porch of the house next door 
was, at second glance, a car seat. The sailboat in 
Jack's backyard looked like a wreck. The wheels 
weren't screwed on to the car parked next door, on 
second glance you noticed that it was up on blocks 
and the tires were leaning up against the wheel wells. 
We went to the local park. Alone In the grass was a 
baseball with Its hide ripped off. Jack was living 
with his family when we interviewed him in his 
backyard. His family makes a complete set . . his 
mother and father and brothers and sisters all living 
together, from the looks of things, in a small subur· 
ban house. 

owned by people with cancer who eat at Der NOMAG: " How many records do you have out?" 
Welnerschnllzel. Everything seems average, sort of JACK: " Oh, just the album plus some compilation 
lower-middle class and suburban, an undistlnguish· things. One song, 'Disillusioned Fool' is on the 'Life 
ed town In the conurbation of undistinguished towns Is Ugly' compilation (New Underground Records}, 
that make up L.A., Wilmington is bordered by San that was recorded 3 years ago, maybe two ... when 
Pedro, Carson, and Long Beach. The lounge chair on we recorded 'Hearts And Barbarians', that was with a 
the next door neighbor's back porch was missing its differeni drummer and bass player. That was with the 
cloth or vinyl upholstery. It must have been tom off drummer and bass player that's in 'Hari Karl ' right 
and the bare foam rubber looked like It had been now. Plus the track that's on 'Chunks' (New Alliance 
chewed up by a hungry animal. A rotten teddy bear Records} ... 'A Christmas Cry'." NOMAG: "Do you 
was swollen and decomposing on the roof next door. write the lyrics?" JACK: "Yeah. Some of the titles to 

, ~low) A baseball with its hide ripped oft .. 

The oil pump on that side was rusted and still. Jack's some of the songs, Joe made up the titles because I 
basketball hoop was hidden in the tall grass, rotting. couldn' t think of a title. On 'We Don' t Need Freedom' ... he came up with that line from a dream 

New Jersey Is~ [!Jt ~ ~.4~~~ DAMAGE 
\ 

- - - ~illl\6 ~ia.~::~:=~~·~:~:gd:e:~ ~~~ h~ ~:d a;out a bunch 

SACCHARINE TRUSrs singer, Jack, in his garage: 

.,,,,,,,.. across the track wh 81 roa track, then 
(Black Flag) was 0'n th:;ta':d c~os~ed the track Dez 

- 'We don ' t need freedo smgm,g and yelling out 
Cl . .. !' . :whenhetoldm:· we d?nt need freedom 

cool line, I' ll use that for =~~~t ','. 'said 'Oh that's a 
homeandwroteallthese/ r· g . ... and so I went 

. of bass riff for the beginnf n~sl and ~n Iggy Pop type 
two years ago when ·1 . wro e that probably 
lyric h i was easy to write simpler 

~~~~; :~i~: :~~~::~:~ti~~~~~;,~::.::~ ~~~l~tn~:~~:;: 
to write simpler lyrics b~t~ft~n. It was ~lways easier 
to ii ... if there wasn't mu er.e wasn t really much 
wouldn't be much in the -re ch. '~ the ~Yriting there 
songs are lyrical songs ancdervmg of rt also. Some 
songs and some are state some ~re statement 
appear to make ment and lyrical and some n 
~ no sense because they probably iaJ 

make just too much sense." NOMAG: " What' s going 
on with the band?" JACK: "Well Earl is stuck on the 
East Coast right now. Out of all the members in the 
band Earl has one special thing about him, once in a 
while I'm sure we all take walks into space, you know, 
but he's the only one who snaps his tether cord, and 
he' ll go way out there and he's like stuck someplace 
50 mites awayor3000 miles away on the other side of 
the country. Tony, let's see, I haven't seen him tor a 
month, ever since Earl took off. I guess he' s hanging 
out in the Harbor City getting stoned every day. And 
Joe, he just got a job, he's a rig man, you know, 
shipyard type of work. I'm not sure If he's a rig man 
but he works with rigs. And me. I've just been look· 
ing for a job, just looking for a job every day and some 
days doing absolutely nothing. The only pastime 
around here Is waiting for the mailman. Oh .. . 
and I've got my TV shows that I try and keep up 
on. Mostly all the Metromedia channels like 
' M.A.S.H.' or 'The White Shadow'. " NOMAG: 
" What's the 'White Shadow'?" JACK: " Oh it's about 
a basketball coach. He gets in all these problems 
with his team all the time .. . and he bails them out all 
the time whenever they get in trouble." NOMAQ: 
" The band hasn't broken up has it?" JACK: 11No. We 
haven't broken up. We've Just got to be able to 
1get It up' again." NOMAG: " Weren't you playing 
alot a while ago?" JACK: "No. We started 
to ... every time we start playing a lot and start get
ting known a little bit then we'd take off on tour and 
when we got back no one knew who we were 
anymore." NOMA~: " Do you know how many 
albums you sold?'"JACK: "I think 2800 or 3000." 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



'"-~ .. ~-· .. ~· a:ill 1117 ml 1-1-···~~·--··"""~~= NOMAQ:"Areyouwritingnewsongs?".JACK:"Oh . the Republican nominations wher~ ~:~~~: - ment about safety you know, and you're not 
yeah. I think we have 5 of them halfway together and durm~ omination and the same night 1 wa c predic· really safe from anything. You can make yourself 
we're hoping to put some more together when Earl got 1 8d~Omen' movie. It' s a story of someone . ~ believe that you're safe, you can feel secure and 
gets back. One is called 'Sunk' ... and the theme is'158~~~ th" -..!!!!m maybe then you can relax a little more and have abet· 
'We are nothing less, we are sunk together.' . It's a I or2 s~me mg~bout lo happen and not really doing ter social life. I'm never relaxed ... not ttiat I care 
happy type of depressed song. Another one is called our ayrng an~thrng.about it. And it happens. I look at about getting hit by a car or anything like that. That 
'Remnants Of The Last Supper'. It's a little story that I mo son~s an. m~sic not so much as being music but wouldn't be so bad it you just died. On the back of my 
put together in my head. There is this family, a group ing:~ ~ e~s /~St expressions' and bringing up •tee/. driver's license I've signed off all my body organs so 
of people, sitting at a dinner table, and everyone is we d~n·~ moa~ t pla~ re~ular chords in our songs but whe:n I die maybe I'll save some little kids life. I Just 
mannerly and respectful. They're taking life the way noise rk e .noise 1ust for the sake of making hope he doesn't need my llver or else he'll be a 
they' re taught to ... and all of a sudden out of chord' 

1 
ed ~ertarn art-bands making all these noisel/:oung alcoholic." 

nowhere, one person at the table makes a statement hurtin s an a~ghi~g like, 'I'm so funny . .. I'm really 
that's just really profound to them, absurd, you know, think ih eve,ry ody s ears · · . Isn't this fun?'. They -. WHAT ABOUT EARL? .... He came back. Earl got 
a verse of truth out of nowhere. It would just like ne h ey re giving people something they've ~ stuck back east because he had a girlfriend in D.C. 
shock them for a minute or so. The person is im· Jus~er ,e•rd before, butnol.se wlthoutfeellng Is and he went back there to see her but she hadn't told 
mediately quieted down, and everyone at the table is soun~:t~e; We put t~e music_ together by certain· Earl that she had a boyfriend, so he got stuck back 
asked to just keep what you heard and go on as you perso d ath~e work with, certarn sounds will make a ; there. He stayed with the 'Misfits' In New Jersey. 
were, you know. And they go on as they were before anima~ doo ce~s ?r th.at, as certain tones will make an Jack pawned Earl's amp and a few other things and 
they heard the statement. They go on as they were r.:::--1 arn thrngs. Whereas certain tones In I sent him the $$ to get back to CA. The band Is now 
before they heard the statement but still it was there, ~ try in' to get back to work, looking for rehearsal space 
and just hearing it has some kind of effect on them music wlll cut through certain parts In a person. etc. They were on tour twice last year with 'Black 
that doesn't show.So in their stiff lives, I would look In some songs you just know a certain melody is go- Flag' ... well Dec. '81 and May-July '82. Uhh ... what 
at that as their 'Last Supper'. And we have an ing to make a person feel good and do this, or an else ... Jack loves Wilmington, he says that he'll 
abstract love song called 'Craving The Center'." A-mlnorchordisgoingtomakethemfeelklndofsad. never move to another town. Their album 'Pagan 
NOMAG: " When do you write them? Do you write at We like to go beyond that and break through, and say Icons' Is on SST Records. 
night or something?" JACK: "What we do is just put 'Well let's see what this does.'. . where it's bpyond 
the music together, and we start playing it, and when the point of just being sad. It's trying to get an 
we do the song live, I will just come up with the words understanding of the whole feeling Itself. I hope 
right there, and adding more to it each time, eventual· I'm making sense." NOMAQ: " Do those oil pumps 
ly have the whole lyric together. It actually took a year ever stop? How long has that been going?'' JACK: 
or two to write all the lyrics to certain songs you "It goes on all the time. I don't think the 'Saccharine 
know." NOMAG: "In other words you write them by Trust' sound will ever be a safe sound. That would · 
ad·libbing to the music?" JACK: " Yeah. I guess you li!:m, ~ 
could say that. On some of them I do that. On 'I Have' I IJii 
wrote the words first. It's like a story I came up with 

The members of SACCHARINE TRUST are: Joe 
Balza, guitar; Earl Liberty, ba••i Joaquin (Jack) 
Milhouse Brewer, vocals; Tony (Jack forgot 
your last name), drummer. Tony'• been with the 
band Just a few months. 
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PHOTO. ED COLVER 

TINA (lead singer) 'VOODOO CHURCH' 



•1• I 1J . ·w~~a}walk• ••with Tina) (an interview 
I!• I In VOODOOSUPERMARKET. 

~y ;Rri KA.BERG I r ~ I I ·rn 11 I I I 
VOODOO SUPERMARKET: The 'Ralphs Supermarket ' at 3rd & 
Vermont in Los Angeles is probably the biggest supermarket L.A. 
has to offer. Buses of Japanese tourists stop there on sightseeing 
tours and they act like American tourists visiting European land· 
marks. NOMAG toured this supermarket with Tina, lead singer of 
VOODOO CHURCH. We started al the west side, liquor and 
vegetables, and snaked our way through the aisles to the meat, fish 
and poultry on the east side. Then we left. 

We are entering the supermarket from the parking lot. walk walk 
walk . .. NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE RALPHS? DO YOU THINK IT'S A 
GOOD SUPERMARKET? ... TINA: "Um. I usually leave the shop· 
ping to my family because I hate supermarkets. I mean they're ok. I 
figure they're more interesting in Hollywood though because you 
get a wide selection of weird people." . .. walk walk . .. 'Harry com
line please' ... walk walk . . . NOMAO: WE'RE IN THE LIQUOR 
DEPARTMENT HERE. DO YOU LIKE WINE? ... TINA: " No. I like 
margaritas. Beer and limes. I like .to squeeze limes into the beer." 
NOMAGi ARE YOU MEXICAN? ... walk walk ... TINA: "I'm 
French." WERE YOU BORN IN FRANCE? " No. Unfortunately.'' 
YOU'RE AMERICAN. "Unfortunately." . . . walk walk . .. "I think 
America is a good place because I've lived in London and I think 
that lots of kids in bands today, all they do is put down society here, 
but they really don't know how good they have it here. If they lived 
over there they would realize that." ... NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE 
SALADS? ... TINA: "/ love salads! Radishes, lettuce, celery, 
cucumbers, tomatoes." DO YOU PUT ANY WEIRD STUFF IN 
SALADS? . .. walk walk ... . TINA: "No.". · .. walk walk . .. "This is 
too bizarre, I love ii." ... HOW ABOUT POTATOES ... DO YOU LIKE 
RED POTATOES, WHITE, OR THE BROWN ONES? ... TINA: "I 
usually eat these kind. Russet. Oh. I like fried and mashed and 
anything.'' DO YOU LIKE EGGPLANTS? " I' ve never had 
them." ... walk walk walk . .. NOMAO: CAULIFLOWER? ... TINA: 
"Yeah. I like cauliflower.'' LOOK HOW CHEAP THE WATER-
MELONS ARE! .. . "They probably have cyanide in them or 
something. " ... walk walk ... ' Val intercom Val' . . . walk 
walk . .. TINA: "Let's go to the cold part! I like the cold section.'' 
NOMAO: THIS SIDE OR THAT SIDE? ... "Go down that way." DO 
YOU LIKE 'TATER TOTS' AND FROZEN STUFF LIKE THAT? "I 
guess." . . . walk walk . .. 'AUNT JEMIMA' FROZEN FRENCH 
TOAST? ... " I don't eat French toast too often." ... walk. 
NOM:AQ: LET'S GO TRY THIS SAMPLE! ... walk walk . .. TINA: 
"OK. Is II liquor? Lei's go hit it!" . .. behind a table is a Sen lie 
Black Woman Vendor ... VENDOR: " Huh?" . .. TINA: 11lt's only 
orange Juice." ... a small East Indian Man speaks: "Thank you 
veddy much!" . .. he leaves ... VENDOR: "It's orange juice, 
'Natural Sun'." . .. TINA: "Shit!" ... VENDOR: "Here, this is a Ii· 
queur." ... She pushes two green cubes toward us, the size of 
sugar cubes. Two bottles of a green liqueur, shapely decorative bot
tles are standing by a small mound of the green cubes on the far 
side of the table. NOMAO: ARE THESE THINGS FLAVORED LIKE 
THE STUFF IN THE BOTTLES? ... TINA: " What .. flavor is 
it?" ... VENDOR: "It's herbs and fruit from Indonesia." TINA: 
"Hmmm." (She takes a step back.) NOMAO: WHAT'S IT CALLED? 
WE CAN'T HAVE A BELT OF THE REAL STUFF HUH? .. . VENDOR: 
111 can't open the bottles. You'll have to settle for the 
candy." ... walk walk ... VENDOR: "It's very good/" . . . walk walk 
walk .. . NOMAO: WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO EAT OUT OF THESE 
THINGS? .. . TINA: "Frozen foods? Uhh. I don't know.'' WELL 
WHAT DO YOU USUALLY EAT? ... TINA: "Chinese food." DO YOU 
EAT IT AT HOME OR DO YOU GO OUT? "I eat II or I make 
It." ... walk walk . . . YOU CAN MAKE CHINESE FOOD? .. . " Well 
mainly rice, or I'll buy something and I'll make it." DO YOU JUST 
LIKE THE FROZEN FOOD SECTION BECAUSE IT'S COLD? . 
"Yeah. I like things that are cold. I hate heat. That's why I like the 
nighttime, because it's cooler than the daytime. I don't like the 
heat." DO YOU HAVE AIR CONDITIONING IN YOUR CAR? ... " No, 
it broke.". . walk walk . .. muzak . .. walk . .. NOMAO: 'CELESTE 
ABONDANZA'? .. . TINA:"/ hate frozen pizza. The crust tastes like 
cardboard. I seem lo hate alot of things." ... walk walk . .. 'line 2 
please' . .. walk walk . .. HOW ABOUT ICE CREAM? ... " I don't like 

ice cream." ... walk walk . .. TINA: "Ask me morbid things then 
you'll find good answers out of me." . .. NOMAO: LET'S GO TO 
THE NEXT AISLE .. . muzak walk muzak walk .. . NOMAO: 
MILK? .. . TINA: What? ... NOMAO: DO YOU DRINK 
MILK? ... TINA: " Uh. A little bit. I don't like milk as much as I used 
lo." DO YOU EVER WASH THE DISHES? "When I feel like it. I hate 
washing the dishes." WHAT KIND DO YOU GET? THE CHEAP 
STUFF OR THE THICK STUFF THAT WASHES MORE 
DISH ES? ... muzak . .. TINA: " Oh. Well I don't buy ii but I think It's 
the cheap stuff because the bubbles don't last too long 
(laugh)." ... walk walk .. . NOMAO: HOW ABOUT S.O.S.? 
... walk . .. 'Joe comllne please' . .. walk . . . TINA: 11 Not I don't 
wash clothes. We should have went to the graveyard. That's 
more like home. I used to go to the graveyard alot at night." 
NOMAO: OK, YOU'RE TAKING A SHOWER ... TINA: "What kind of 
soap do I use? I personally use 'Ivory' soap because it's clean, I Just 
like it, I don' t know.'' DO YOU TAKE BUBBLE BATHS? "Yeah. Once 
in a while. I like perfume baths that make your skin real soft. I get 
the good stuff." WHERE DO YOU GET IT? " Ummm ... through 
Avon or something (laugh) or maybe 'Thrifty Drugs'." . .. walk walk 
walk . .. NOMAO: DO YOU HAVE A CAT? ... TINA: "Yeah. I have a 
black cat named" ... 'Ed comline Ed comllne' ... walk 
walk ... NOMAO : DO YOU USE KITTY LITTER? ... walk 
walk . .. NOMAO: TIDY CAT? ... TINA: "I don't know. My mom 
buys the cat do-do." WHAT KIND OF FOOD DOES YOUR CAT 
EAT? . .. TINA: " Uhhh. I don't know. My mom buys the 
catfood." ... walk walk . .. " but he doesn' t care. He'll eat 
anything ." ... walk walk ... feminine hygiene ... walk 
walk . . . NOMAO: (---) .... muzak ... TINA: "Don't ask these 
questions because I won't answer!" NOMAO: (---) ... walk 
walk . .. NOMAO: WE'RE TALKING TOILET PAPER NOW ... TINA: 
"I don't care as long as it's there! " ... walk walk . .. TINA: ''Aren't 
you going to ask me anything about VOODOO CHURCH?" 
... NOMAO: LET'S WALK THRo"UGH THIS HERE ... walk muzak 
muzak walk 'Joe comline' walk . .. NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE CAKES 
AND STUFF? .. . muzak ... IF YOU CAME HERE TO GET 
SOMETHING TO EAT WHAT WOULD YOU GET? ... TINA: 
"Ummm. Maybe some donuts or something. I don't eat sweets too 
much because II gels me all freaked out sometimes." NOMAO: 
HAVE YOU EVER HAD PICKLED ONIONS? ... " No. I don't think I'd 
like them." WHAT ABOUT 'HOSTESS SNO·BALLS'? .. . TINA: "I 
don't think I like those either (laugh)." . . . walk walk . .. NOMAO: 
'ARROWHEAD' DRINKING WATER? ... TINA: "Yes!" WHAT DO 
YOU LIKE ABOUT IT? " Well you know it's got this neat taste to 
it. " ... 'MOUNTAIN DEW' ? ... TINA: "Yeah . It's 
ok.'' ... walk . .. 'SUGAR FREE DR. PEPPER'? ... " No. I hate 'Dr. 
Pepper'." 'COKE'? 'TAB'? ... "I don't like 'Tab'." . .. 'PEPSI 
FREE'? ... TINA: " I like 'Pepsi'." ... DO YOU LIKE 'PEPSI 
FREE'? ... "Yes." ... ' PEPSI LIGHT'? ... "No." ... HAVE YOU 
TRIED 'C & C COLA'? . . " I don' t think so." ... walk . 
walk . .. NOMAO: 'RC COLA'? ... TINA: "Yes.'' ... DO YOU LIKE 
'7-UP'? ... " I like '7-UP'." ... DO YOU LIKE 'LIKE'? .. . TINA: " I've 
never had 'Like'. I don't keep up with these new latest 
things. " ... walk walk walk .. . NOMAG: DO YOU LIKE 
'PERRIER'? ... TINA: " No. I don ' t like bubbly 
water." ... walk . .. NOMAO: POTATO CHIPS? ... "Yeah. I love 
potato chips!" ... walk walk ... (a voice) ... " 'Mrs. Knott's 
Boysenberry Jam' help yourself! ' ' ... walk walk . . . we turn the 
~orner . . . there is a 60 year old platinum blond woman, aged starlet 
m '30's choreography dreams dangling in one hand a package of 
English muffins like an elegant handbag & in the other a jellied 
wedge of muffin diamond ring ... people don't associate her with 
the display table because she has strayed too far and nearly swag· 
gering she approaches the table ... tipsy . .. TINA: " Oh no thank 
you! It's pretty bizarre. I like.the color, It's kind of bloody." .. . (a 
man): " Could you move your cart so I can get by!" ... NOMAO: 
'MRS. KNOTT'S'? ... PLATINUM VENDOR: " 'Mrs. Knoll's'!" 
... NOMAO: THIS SAYS 'KNOTT'S BERRY FARM' . . . TINA: " I 
wouldn't eat anything from 'Knoll's Berry Farm'! " ... PLATINUM 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE • • • 



VOODOO 
" Well this may sound a little bit like a cliche, but a few of us go to 
the Hollywood Memorial Graveyard. Sometimes we just sit there 
and it's real quiet. Sometimes we just sit and we just talk about 
anything that comes to mind, and sometimes what we're surround· 
ed by inspires us to write, because that's about the only thing that 
really inspires us. I know to some people it sounds morbid, liking 
graveyards, and always thinking really strange morbid things, but 
that 's just the way we think, you know." ... drive drive . .. NOMAQ: 

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

VENDOR: "Isn't that great!" .. . NOMAO: IS THIS AN ENGLISH 
MUFFIN? ... PLATINUM VENDOR: " Yeah . It's great. It's 
marvelouaf 1Knott1s Berry Farm' boysenberry. Do you know 
about Mrs. Knott's farm out there?" ... NOMAO: TRY THIS 
TINA ... PLATINUM VENDOR: "You know this is the seedless that 
I'm cooking with! " .. . TINA: "It ' s ok . I like 
strawberry." ... PLATINUM VENDOR: "I do tool I like them all! 
They're awfully good. Have some mofel" .. . NOMAO: DO YOU 
JUST GO AROUND DIFFERENT SUPERMARKETS AND DO THIS? 
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT HERE? ... Pl,ATINUM VENDOR: " A pre· 
sent. I mean a Grand Prize if you win. Some of them will 
win ." ... walk walk walk .. . NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE 
PANCAKES? ... TINA: "I love pancakes. " NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE 
'AUNT JEMIMA'? ... TINA: " Yes." ... WHAT KIND OF SYRUP DO 
YOU LIKE? .. . TINA:" 'Aunt Jemima'." ... walk walk ... NOMAO: 
DO YOU LIKE 'MRS. BUTTERWORTHS'? ... walk walk . .. " I don' t 
think I've hud tha t. I usually buy one thing and stick to it." ... muzak 
muzak walk walk . NO MAG: BALONEY? HOT DOGS? 
' VELVEETA ' CHEESE? ... "I hate cheese! oi all things I hate 
the most , I hate cheese. " ... DO YOU LIKE CAMEMBERT? 
" What?" NOMAO: CAMEMBERT, IT'S FRENCH CHEESE .. . TINA: 
" No." ... walk wa lk walk ... NOMAG: DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THIS 
STUFF? ... TINA: " I love vegetables ." EVEN CANNED 
VEGETABLES? LIKE WHAT? " Creamed corn, peas, string beans, 
carrots, all that. " ... walk crash walk walk 'broken glass isle 7 
broken glass isle 7' walk walk . .. HAVE YOU EVER HAD 'RA GOO 
SPAGHETTI SAUCE'? . . TINA: "Olten." NOMAG: YOU 'VE HAD 
IT ALOT? " I like Italian food too." SO YOU LIKE NOODLES. DO 
YOU LIKE ITALIAN SALAD DRESSING? " I love Ital ian dressing. 
Ital/an and Thousand Island." ... NOMAG: EEECCHHH! ITALIAN & 
THOUSAND ISLAND! ... TINA: "Not toget her! " ... walk walk 
wa lk .. . NOMAO: WOULD YOU EAT THIS STUFF, CANNED 
SQUID? ... TINA: " No!". NOMAG: FOR $25? ... TINA: " No. 
Maybe for a hundred." . .. muzak walk muzak walk . .. NOMAO: DO 
YOU USE 'LEGGS'? ... TINA: " I don't use panty·hose. I only wear 
black tights or purple ones." DO YOU DYE YOUR HAIR ... TINA: 
" Yes." WHAT DO YOU USE? " 'Miss Clairol '." ... IS THAT BETTER 
THAN 'NICE ' N EASY'? ... " I don' t know." so YOU DON'T SHOP 
AROUND TOO MUCH? " No. I usually leave the shopping to my 
mom. I only go shopping if I have to, and that' s not too 
often." ... walk walk walk . .. NOMAG: FRESH FISH? ... TINA: " I 
think it looks disgusting. I wouldn' t eat that! I wouldn 't eat i t. " 
YOU WON'T EAT FISH? " Yeah I like fish like fishsticks where you 
squeeze on lemon and eat it with ketchup." . . . walk walk . .. TINA: 

• 

GO LEFT HERE! ... drive drive . .. TINA: " Sometimes our guitarist, 
Shadow, if he gets real upset about something and hasn't been 
rehearsing, since he's in magic, he like tends to ask alot of things 
for what he wants and it just happens, so it almost seems like we 
have some sort of connection with something ' out there' I guess. 
It's hard to explain stuff like that if people don't understand. Some 
people just think we' re weird or something. They think we' re 
Satanists, which we're not. Look at this stupid bitch in the middle 
0°f the road . .. I should have hit her! Everybody gets along really 
good in the band. There's no ego trips." ... drive drive . .. NOMAQ: 
WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE? ... TINA: " Uh. I was going to 
say the 'Exorcist' but I saw it for th.a 2nd time the other night, and 
when you see it for the 2nd time, it really is stupid." ... dri ve 
drive .. . NOMAG: DO YOU HAVE A RECORD COMING 
OUT? ... TINA: " We have an EP coming out, 12 inch, 4 songs. 
We're going to put it out on our own label." ... NOMAO: WHAT'S 
YOUR FAVORITE BAND? ... TINA: " 'The Cure'. They're my 
favorile , anybody else I just .like." 

STOP. WE ARRIVE AT THE 'NOMAG' MANSION IN LOS 
ANGELES. TINA: " Look! There 's someone out there waiting for 
you. Who is that? Is he a jerk?" NOMAG: YEAH. THAT'S A 
JERK . .. TINA: "He looks like it!" 

The members of VOODOO CHURCH are: Bob Reimer (age 26) 
'Hell' guitar; Shadow (age ?) rhythm guitar; Jeff Porter (mid-20's) 
bass guitar; Chris Kringle (age ?) drums; Tina Winter (age 22) 
singer.---That's all the facts we got ... Don't squeeze the 
'Charmin' ... asshole. .................................. 
PROBLEM PARENTS? 

YOUR DAD'S GONNA TAKE A SHITI • ••• AND THEN ANOTHER ONEI 
Do you want to keep that asshole at home next weekend .. . doe• the 
jerk follow you around alot? Give him a 'SHIT cigarette ••• • • • They 
look just like his regular smokes (plain or filter tips) but with SHITS 

"I use 'Crest'.". . walk walk . . NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE STEAKS 
AND ALL THAT? ... TINA: " Yeah. I like meat to an extent but I don' t 
overdo It. After a while it's kind of disgusting." NOMAG: DO YOU 
EAT ALOT OF STUFF AT FAST FOOD PLACES? ... TINA: "Once in 
a while, mainly 'McDonalds'. I eat there at 'McDonalds' or I like 
'Taco Bell '." NOMAO: DO YOU THINK THIS IS A GOOD SUPER· 
MARKET? ... TINA: " To me, every market is just the same. It's not 
a place where I would want to hang·out everyday." SO BASICA( LY 
YOU DON'T WANT TO BUY ANYTHING? "In here? No. I'm going 
to buy something later after we leave. I have to go to the occult 
shop. I'm into that kind of stuff, so is our guitarist, that's why we 
work well together. Are you Interested In VOODOO CHURCH at 
all?" .. NOMAO: YEAH. YOU'RE WONDERING ABOUT ALL 
THESE FOOD QUESTIONS HUH? LET'S GET OUT OF 
HERE.. . walk walk walk . .. NOMAO: DO YOU READ THE 'NA· 
TIONAL ENQUIRER'? " Sometimes. It's just a stupid gossip 
magazine really." 

• combination of common laxative. napalm a nd fine tobaccos. the son· 
• of-a-bitch is gonna fight World War Ill in yo~r suburban bathroom 

•.• while you go out and fuck a n d take drugs . . . ..... Bye Daddy •• . 
can you pick me up at 11 o'clock? ... .. .... Not tonight sweethea rt .. . 

• is there any more toilet paper in th e house?" "Bye Daddy •.••• • ., • • • 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

EXIT 'RALPHS SUPERMARKET' . . . TINA IS DRIVING. VER· 
MONT AVE ... . drive drive .. . NOMAO: DON'T YOU THINK IF I ASK • 
YOU QUESTIONS ABOUT SUPERMARKETS THAT IT WILL 
REVEAL SOMETHING ABOUT THE BAND? ... TINA: " What does a 
supermarket have to do with the band?" ... NOMAO: I DON'T 
KNOW. WHAT DOES THE BAND HAVE TO DO WITH ANYTHING 
ELSE? ... " Weil I know that they have no connection with a super- 0 
market! That's for sure." ... drive drive . .. NOMAO: WELL I GUESS 
IT SEEMED LIKE A WAY TO GET PERSONAL DATA. PEOPLE WHO 
ARE INTERESTED IN YOUR BAND . 'VOODOO CHURCH' MAY 
WANT TO KNOW THAT THE SINGER TINA, HATES SUPER· 
MARKETS ... drive drive . .. TINA: " And then they might want to • 
know what we do like, or maybe they just don' t care. I know that I • 
don' t care about other people's opinions." ... NOMAQ: HOW • 
DOES THE BAND COME UP WITH IDEAS? . .. drive drive ... TINA: 0 
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why drag things on 
who cares 
Just say rto 
then that's It 
nobullshlt 
endless stomach aches 
I am going further 
Inside 
where something 
ls centered 
It starts there 
the center 
must find 
the roots 
then hitch a ride 
on a vine/root 
tor a Hit 
maybe rape 
by a root 
no babies today 
I'm getting fixed 
no sex allowed 
do you dare come over 
and play by the rules 
then make false babies 
of 110-lust/luster 
tasteless/painless 
my eyes close 
fantasies die 
no dlldos tor lunch 

4/29/82 

we sit and talk 
pre-programmed thought 
everything gets faded/shaded 
what must one prove 
to one's self? 
wings float Into decades of 
robots . .. Ism and more Isms 
to de-program. 
Huh, what? 

Society beckons the elitest 
to change the rules 

Ronny kills Congress 
Nancy shoots herself 
(suicide?} 

dictators equals tyrants 

we spin until straight 
then learn to kill with guns 
(words are empty} 
running ourselves ragged 
we breathe for air. 

Planning a tunnel
no one cares/knows 
suddenly I'm one
shut up 
my body hits the floor 
head still Intact 
I cock It back 
huge climactic explosions 
creating a fetus 
It makes love to Ronny 
then kills him 

d ·t dontrazzme 
ronatdreagan oesi 

isteppedinit 
donkeykong icanbesolame 
turkeysquat jumponspermbank 
dogpoop grubhead 
geto~tofmyface dumbsap 

penc_itpu!reanass trustmefistdick 
faceity~ betmeitsaboobjob 
imstup1d 
isntthatashotinthearm 
nothere 
maybetater 
gopinchatoaf 
doitdroopdick 
feetsgood 
imintove 
rotorooterman 
hedidntfuckme 
shegossips 
sowhatyoudoit 
prunetang 
bunwad 
whatboysaremadeof 
jackmeupnumbnuts 
ilikeitontop 
idontcum . 
nothingdoingshr1mp 
grabyouranktes 



brick by brick 
I'm torn down 
no building up 
no health-head first 
facts are eaten second 
uuuummmmmm-dellclous lunch 
masochism Is stlmulatlng 
you/me gonna die. 
It's old/new world Ideas 
of methane and bubbling gasoline 
the starfish dried up 
appearing distraught and w indblown 
mistaken for sadness In heart. 

COCKROACH DONALD 

Running hot and c old 
down a m etal spout 
seeking waterfall 

Gas and more gas
no bowel movements 
thee Intestines on vacation 
winter delights and delusions 
of mistrusts and arguments. 
Going down, down, down . 
shit! caught In limbo 
gotta protect one' s self
no love lost. 
Applicants for Hell. 
Me-needing more sins; 
panicking at the rat cage. 
I' ll sell my mind-
s ee you ther e! 
I w a ited an hour
God-standing room orily. 
Walt , wait, waiting . 
A pause In time, 
creak/the door became man. 
The chain/brain are same. 
Going down , down, down-fast! 
Helio-
l 'm home. 

Patrice 

A NURSERY RHYME 

how ~~n i talk without b eing 
exp lo1t1ve 

~~sitive meanings 

they only b end and shake 
not even forming a cat 
no legs on this rat 
got eaten by the rattler 

a big black bug 

He bubbled to the surface 
the earthquake shook the base 
Reaganomics pulled the plug 
The b ombs went off 

1 was underground . 
But I heard the w hole thing 

(count to five) 

Who w as left? 

M e and m y p al 
Cockroach Donald . 
W e enjoyed roaming the plains. 
Breathing dust/laughing insane 
Eating flesh smelly green -
He then m ade lov e to me f . 
M e and .m y pal 
c ockroach Donald 
He always fritters about 
He and I 
w ill last forever . 
owning everything and nothing 

M y brain lives on 
it rests on his back 

Patrice 

w ho preyed . 
rip , rip, rip. on c hildren in the bushes 

the c lothing had ho les 
looking kind of 
" come closer" sensuous, the child smiled 
the mad cat 
"oh, no". , rattler shrieked 

the demon child s 
over the pewed red lava 
"yes " th mountains into the ground 
" I me' t e mad, cat, rattler nodded 

· my match" 
3/7/81 PATRICE 

NOMAG 

Looking around this club. Seeing several emergency 
brakes I've sat on. The faces don' t match the names 
anymore. Funny, their dicks don't match their shirts 
and socks. 

An aging Armenian man sits next to me on the RTD. I 
glance over. He points to a crumpled porn-video ad. 
An Illustration of a girl giving a blow job. " You do 
this?", he asks motioning for me to flash my pan· 
ties. " No!", I blast staring out the window. " Don't 
you know about fungus, Dad?" 

In any dive at any given moment there could be as 
many as five. I've fucked that is. No, it doesn't bother 
me to be in the company of so many close friends. 
I'm a ham. (looking for a polish sausage) 

A chemical change has taken place: Creating a 
favorable environment for microscopic crawlers to 
creep. Swell. Cheesy white patches. A musty odor 
and intense itching. Sorta like the summer I broke 
my leg. Plunging hairbrushes and coathangers into 
that smelly cast. I scratched myseWsilly. 

Last night I was reduced to less than nothing, again. 
This one, just like all the others. Feeling gagged In 
more ways than one. I woke up. Pulled my head.out 
of my lap and my finger out of my throat. He wanted 
a performance. I wanted this fuck·wad to make like a 
banana. No respect for my fucking feelings . 

The crotch·doctor says I'm douching too much. " Do 
you take bubble baths or wear nylon undies?", he 
asks sliding his K·Y jellied, rubber glove finger up 
my butt. " My nylon ones are crotchless.", I answer 
as his cold digit ejects. Years of medical school and 
this mutt has the balls to suggest I'm wiping the 
wrong way. (Note: One should wipe from front to 
back.) He' s a man, what does he know? 

That incessant itch. All that's needed Is a little fric· 
lion. Who can I get that's really hung? A six pack and 
he won't even notice. Obscene graffiti litters the in· 
ner walls. (Only her gynecologist knows for sure.) 

Just threw up a wonderful dinner from Musso & 
Frank. Who could ask for more? Let's pretend it's 
cloudburst on the Tidy·Bowl Man. 

"SORRY CHUCK BUT IT'S THE ONLY NAME THAT RHYMED" 
by Buffy Lou Fartz 

Dulls v llle, hit the roa d. 
Take your Wa llensac a nd pack. 
You s nore me, you bore m e. 
See you much late r ; J ack . 

Jac k Is a bean stalk. 
J ac k t he Spratt. J ack ' s brain Is, 
that licked cl ean platte r , 
unde rneath hi s hat. 

I says, "Gimme some stiff veins" SUZANNE 

He says, "I can't seem to get It up" 'Miss Clairol'. 

I says, "I can please myself, , 
go choke a chicken, Chuck. 

When I firs t saw It I said, 

"He's got one of those (You know) generic cocks. 
I did his laundry once. 

Hardened cum on a ll his s ocks. (Grins) 

Now he says I'm a little cow. . 
'Cuz I won't stick my tongue up his butt. 
I won't scrub his whisker ridden sink. 
I blew him once. So what? 

This bitch isn't getting over on me, he says. 
Uh-huh, that's what he thinks. 
No shitty little limp-rod, 
Is gonna tell me that my vagina stinks. 

-END-



AMERICA'S FAVORITE! 

ENJOY MY DELICIOUS "FETUS DINNER" WITH AMNIOTIC 
FLUIDS AND MEMBRANES COOKED IN MY OWN "SECRET 
SAUCE" ... 

CUT THE COST OF YOUR MEAT BIUS WITH "FETUS-AR-DEE" BY 
50% . A HUMAN FETUS HAS MORE PROTEIN THAN A 9-0Z. NEW 
YORK STEAK. GIVE YOUR FAMILY THE ESSENTIAL NUTRITION 
IT NEEDS . . . . AT HALF THE PRICE. 

E~ERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE CAN . ... delicious stewed 7 
week old fetuses In ready-made sauce that heats up In just JO 
minutes. So economlcall . . . just 50¢ pe,. serving. 

Yoi.Jll 
HusBAtvv'S 

GOtvtvA SAy . ... 
-ow, 

I NEVER KNEW BABIES COULD BE SO GREAT. 

"AS AN AMERICAN WOMAN AND DEVOTED WIFE, I'M PROUD TO 
DONATE MY ABORTIONS. FINDING ALTERNATIVE FOOD 
SOURCES IS AS IMPORTANT AS RECYCLING OUR GARBAGE IN 
THE FIGHT TO KEEP OUR ECONOMY STRONG. RECYCLE 
AMERICA/" 



WOMEN AS OBJECTS 
(The Bridal Shower) 

Thia waa a brldal shower photo-
graphed by Gary four years ago. 
Gary lived in Beverly Hills, he was an ex
ec, he had a real high power job, you 
know, like J.R. Ewing. He was still a 
serious photographer, he gave me a 
photo that he took of Nixon and 
Breshnev five years before this bridal 
shower, which at first glance has the 
facade of Kodak's version of America, 
not Weegee or Diane Arbus. Now look at 
the bridal shower not through Michael 
Landon's advertisements for Kodak, but 
as Cartier Bresson or Arbus, then you 
realize what a vindictive shithead 
behind a camera lens, was Gary 
Leonard. You got 'em Gary! There's the 
mother of the bride to be with the 
moneybag. I traded Gary the picture of 
Nlxon-Breshnev (notice the American 
crook gets top billing over the Soviet 
crook, just a bad habit on our part ... ) 
OK! Here's the point of this. Gary hates 
what this bridal shower represents. It's 
that simple. We'll skip the elaborate 
criticisms of American social classes, 
which coming from Gary sounds like an 
admixture of Lenny Bruce, David Letter
man and Beaver Cleaver. Fascinating! 
... but I'm not writing a novel (Oh! You 
noticed ... fuck off) .... The photos 
speak for themselves. Moses came 
down from the mountain. Gary (uh .. . 
hum ... ) dabbled in Beverly Hills. Oh 

·yeah. I traded Nixon·Breshnev for a 
large photo of Darby Crash (hey, hey, 
cool man, Darby huh . . Shut up! That's 
a touchy subject ... ) Here are one 
dozen quotes (we're rippin' off 
Winchell's Donuts sty le ... ) by Gary 
concerning the general social milieu 
which engenders happy little bridal 
showers. And most importantly here are 

the photographs of the~h;•p;p~y~o;c;c•;s~io;n~. -..:=:.:============================-



1. "I had the same perspective 4 years 
ago, I thought it was just as ridiculous 
then as I do now. The same thing about 
Nixon, but I mean these poor ladies, 
these poor ladies, I fucked 50 of them 
after I'd been divorced, they're all sup· 
pressed, I fucked 50 housewives, I went 
back to Sherman Oaks and I've been to 
Beverly Hills, that's the point. Hopefully 
through the photographs I get across 
the personal experience. They're suc· 
cumbing to some kind of system that' 
doesn't really apply to people. No 
systems apply to people. And they're 
submitting to a system. No systems." 

2. " These women submit to a system 
that doesn't apply today. Suburbia ap
plied maybe when the Depression hap· 
pened, and World War II happened, the 
Idea of 3 cars In the garage, and if we 
went through that again, the idea of ' lit· 
tie bridal showers' ... ! We haven't had 
that: It doesn't apply to me and it 
doesn't apply to these women either. 
Otherwise they wouldn't be stepping 
out orl their husbands as much as they 
are." 

3. "You can still look in their faces and 
know that because they bought th_e 
silver and because they bought a teapot, 
and they're trying to say to this girl 1that 
kitchen!' that they are representing a 
lifestyle that in no way, shape or form 
applies to anything that I've experienc· 
ed, today, which brings me magic. In no 
way do they ever experience that in their 
lives." 

4. "I'm the only person I know who has 
met with chairmans of the boards of AR· 
CO, MITSUBISHI ... the people who run 
things. I've got friends who are still ex· 
ecutives who are where I was then." 

5. " I've got to watch what I say because 
I've got a little boy who I care about and 
I just think about my son." 

6. "If you are to print something, here's 
what I'd like you to print. Honesty. 
Ultimately honesty. I look at these 
photographs and if that lifestyle 
represents anything, the only thing im· 
portant to that lifestyle is appearance, 
where you shop, like Rodeo Drive." 

7. " If you take a cat like Darby Crash 
and put him in the middle of Rodeo 
Drive, they' ll take that cat and they'll put 
him in jail." 
8. " These people represent a lifestyle 
where the only thing important is that 
someone said you look OK. These peo
pl~ spend all their hours making their 
hair right, making sure that their dress 
is not the same, that someone else 
bought someone at the same place, so 
that someone else goes 1My God! You , ... _,,_~ o_._ I 

9. " I break the law. I do marijuana, I do 
cocaine, I speed in my car. I've got to tell 
you about this branch of society. They 
break the law in business. I now come 
from a position of authority where I've 
seen it first·hand. I'm not some dumb 
college student . .. I've been privy to 
some information that gives me insight. 
We ' ve been th rough Watergate. 
Watergate is only the tip of the iceberg. 
And the problem in this is how they sit 
in judgement of the resj of society." 

1 O. "I sat and listened to ,the 'Decline' 
and Exene says something about 'Well 
everybody's going to be paying $6 for a 
ticket and they don't understand that 
you can be even more desperate when 
you even have money ... ' Well, that's 
me man, because I know when I walked 
into the chairman of the boards office." 

11. " Do you Want me to tell you the 
restaurants? Do you want to see it? 
You've got to do It about 3:30 or 4:00, 
before the kids come home. Come to 
the Fireside Inn in Encino, I'll turn you 
onto a •trip' ... all the frustrated 
housewives where the American Dream 
that Roosevelt talked about. .. It 
doesn't apply to those people, it doesn't 
apply to anybody." .,., 

I 

12. "I've run across these people and 
they've got a fuck of alot of money man! 
Why's the lady holding the money· 
bag? Because they're going 'Here Is 
some money for your wedding.' All 
these women are saying to this lady 
'Here you go, you're getting mar· 
ried ... How wonderful! ... Here's your 
silver, here's your glasses, here we're 
giving you your dishes that you need, 
and your salad bowls and your' . " 
(Jesus ... ! What a list, I can't stand to 
write it out ... and now, back to Gary!) 

... and any money that you need 
because all those things will set you up, 
and you will be such a happy little 
housewife, with your little hubby, and 
you'll have your little house in suburbia, 
and you'll have your little swimming 
pool and your little dog and five 
kids . -END-



KAT (lead singer) 
BY BRUCE KALBERG 

INTRODUCTION: There sure are alot of P.eople In L.A. bands 
hanging out In cemeteries these days. The most popular 
cemetery is lhe Hollywood Memorial Cemelery, apparently. 
Psychopaths, slashers, stranglers and murderers of every sort are 
of course oul on lhe slreels, not lost in thought among lhe dead 
and buried. Don't look for any sarcastic comments on the subject in 
this magazine. We're outnumbered and we don't have an opinion on 
the sub~ect. KAT llkes Tyrone Power. " Why don' t we go to the 

---P. 

~OTO: DINA DOUGLASS 

LEGAL WEAPON 
cemetery?" she said. "OK." I said. I was taping the interview over a 
lunny interview with Quentin Crisp thal I recorded off the TV lhe 
day before, so that's how he got in there, I have no idea what show it 
was. The 'Bangs' (now 'Bangles') somehow got in there loo. KAT 
kept turning the lape recorder off, it bothered her. 

A MEXICAN RESTAURANT. 
KAT: Why do you always have pictures of men masturbating and 

CO NTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



KAT CONTINUED NOMAG 
accident victims? . .. KAT: All right. When I was 15 there was a guy 
we went to go see, a friend of ours, and he was 0.0.ing, and they 
were pushing him out of this window In the back of a pickup 
truck to dump him, and I told them they couldn't do it, you know, 
so we took him down to the hospital but he was dead. Within an 
hour they get stiff. Also you always know when someone's dead 
because the palms of their hands are totally white. You'll never see 
a color like that on a person that's just pallid. We had to drag him 
down the steps and throw him in the back of the car and take him 
down to the hospital. These guys were just going to throw him in 
the back of the truck and just dump him because they didn't want to 
get stuck with the dead body. And then there was another time 
um ... I was in a mortuary, and my uncle had died, and like they put 
make-up and crap on him because he was an old guy and they 
covered his arms because he had been fed intravenously and all 
that stuff. They put all this make-up on him and they had all these 
blue flickering lights to make him look nice and kind of give him a 
cheery look, so I touched him. I wanted to see what it was like. It's 
not the same person you know. It's like there's nothing even there, 
it's not even a person there, it's just a piece of meat, Just Ilka 
touching a chicken or something, a little stiffer. I was about 11 
years old and so I thought 'I'll touch him!'. QUENTIN CRISP: Ab· 
solutely. There was no way in which I felt I would ever fit into the 
world. I'm amazed to find that I'm still alive. TV INTERVIEWER: 
What do you mean by that? That the world would have killed you? 
QUENTIN: Well they nearly did. I mean they attacked me in the 
streets of London. TV INTERVIEWER: You were attacked 
physically? QUENTIN: Physically. TV INTERVIEWER: As well as 
verbally? QUENTIN: Oh yes! TV INTERVIEWER: Do you 
remember episodes where people literally came up to you in the 
street and beat you? QUENTIN: Oh yes. I've woken up on the pave· 
ment before now. KAT: Most of the people on the scene within the 
last 6 years, you don't see them anymore, because it burns you out. 
Most people I see, within 2 to 3 years they get burned out. And like 
the kids nowadays, it's a fad for them. God knows how long it'll 
take them, a couple of months maybe. People that are in the scene 
are in bands or they have a special interest. If you party from 
when you 1re 15 all the way to when you 1re 301 you're party 1d 
out, alot of times. Mar/on Brando said that. NOMAG: How old are 
you? KAT: 25. NOMAG: How young were you when you started? 
KAT: Gelling into trouble? About .11. I first started stealing cars 
and I used to drive up to New York with them, and I had a black 
girlfriend who was about 6 years older than I was ... and the (gar
bled name) brothers. NOMAG: Who? Am I supposed to have heard 
of them? KAT: No. There were two of them. They were really hung 
guys. NOMAG: Hung guys? What's that mean? KAT: 'They were 
fun. They were cool. And we used to go up to New York and I used 
to party and dress up and try to buy liquor, all the time. I mean I 
never went through school without some sort of hassle. I calmed 
down once I got away from my family, actually. At least I can think, 
now belore I do something. I used to act always on impulse. 
Eve~thing. Sometimes I still do but I have to be really inebriated to 
do that. If I'm in a good sober mood I usually don' t. 

Stop. KAT turns off tape recorder. Start. 

KAT. When I first started 'Legal Weapon' I had Patricia from the 
'Bags' in my band and she didn't want to stay in the band because 
she didn't like 'hardcore' music. She didn't like the scene. She was 
more into arty type of music. I don't know why she wound up with 
the 'Gun Club' because that's not very arty actually. NOMAG: 11 
may get artier. (more arty?) KAT: I don' t know but I enjoyed being in 
a band with her. I like women alot. I enjoy being around them. In this 
band I just wound up with 3 other guys. 

DRIVING TO A LIQUOR STORE. 
NOMAG: What did you say about sex? KA!: ... that I'm not into it 
and that it's a necessity. It's one of those natural releases I guess 
so that you don' t get too flipped out. Too many people, especially 
men, they place a very high prerogative on their list for getting off 
and having sex. KAT: Penis envy. I get hit up by this alot, because 
assertive women or women that do for themselves or whatever, 
you'll get a guy every once in a while, because he does_n' t have 
enough confidence in himself, he'll say 'Oh you have pems envy.'. 
Penis envy is also when women, because they feel like they have 
been cheated, they wish they were men . . . and because guys ha~e 
put like this big pride on their phallic symbol. You grow up woth thos 
maybe when you're about 9 years old. It's a psychological trip. Un
fortunately alot of women I know, they have it now, and it can make 

them even hostile. Do you know what bums me out alot of times is 
gay women who assert themselves as men. They look like men. 
They dress like men. They have a penis envy trip. They would 
rather be a man. It's the same thing as a transvestite that would 
rather be a woman. A transsexual is somebody that finally does it. 
He takes the initiative. NOMAG: What about Quentin Crisp? KAT: 
He's just an old Brit fag. He's a guy that survived. NOMAG: Let's 
see what he says here. (punch tape recorder from record to play 
position) QUENTIN: I think everyone should commit suicide. 
TV INTERVIEWER: Preferably. not before this particular program 
is completed, however. QUENTIN: It's the stylish death. Suicide is 
the stylish death. TV INTERVIEWER: Die young and have a 
beautiful corpse, the Sartre notion? QUENTIN: You could do that 
or you could die old, but what we mustn' t do is be left lying on an 
iron bedstead in a rented room with people standing around us say· 
ing 'He can't last much longer.' This is a burden to other people. TV 
INTERVIEWER: How about dying in that brass bedstead with 
nobody around who gives a damn whether you die or live another 
moment? QUENTIN: That's all right. But death is a bit untidy and 
we don't want you lying there for 3 months alone on your bedstead. 
So it's as well to have a clearly marked death, but you must never 
commit suicide if looking down from a cloud and seeing a letter in 
the letter box, you would think 'Ah! I needn' t have committed 
suicide.' You must commit suicide when your life is ended. KAT: 
Stop at a liquor store, we'll get a bottle ol gin. I bet you won't make it 
to the Roxy tonight. NOMAG: Do you get Inspiration from that 
cemetery? KAT: Yeah. I llke Tyrone Power. He was a victim. 
He died at an early age. NOMAG: What'd he die ol? KAT I don' t 
know specifically. I'm not much of a movie buff but I've read various 
things on him and he was supposedly having ao affair with Er· 
rol Flynn. He was llke torn between his sexuality. I always 
thought he was rather handsome so I like to go and visit him you 
know. This girlfriend and I, we had a band called the 'Snakewomen' 
and we became blood sisters, you know, the whole bit, slash your 
thumb and touch your thumbs together, and you mix your blood, 
and we did it on his grave because he was a victim Just like she is 
and just like I am. NOMAG: Victims of what, homosexuality? KAT: 
Uh almost. I wouldn't say I am but she is in a way because she's 
such a beautiful girl, you know, that even for a woman to love her 
they would be so lucky to have her. She lets the wrong people get 
near her which bums me out, like girls that'll use her and she's had 
guys that are just worthless. But she's like a totally hung sister and 
I feel safe with her, and you don' t have to 'put on' anything with her. 
NOMAG: You're gay? KAT: No I'm not gay. NOMAG: You're not 
gay. KAT: No I'm not gay. I have alot of gay friends. I'm like one of 
these non-sexed persons I guess. Maybe it's because I'm a 
Catholic. I was raised a Catholic. I'm not gay but I don't discredit 
gay women at all. I can almost understand where they're coming 
lrom. NOMAG: How so? KAT: If you grow up with an attitude that 
you're a second class human, like most women are considered, and 
even my age group was made to believe that, then it's easy to get a 
good animosity towards men. Do you know what I mean? 
NOMAG: Sure I sympathize 100% (clumsy chuckle). KAT: I never 
had any male inlluences in my Ille as a child either. NOMAG: Do 
you mean art influences, like Picasso? KAT: No. Male art in· 
.fluences yes, but I never grew up around very many. Male in· 
lluences (she rellects). When I was 5 years old I liked Keith 
Richards. I never liked the 'Beatles', I liked the 'Rolling Stones'. 
That was my influence. That was about it you know. I've never 
idolized a man if that's what you mean. I've liked alot of them and 
admired alot but I've never idolized them particularly. NOMAG: 
Have you idolized women? KAT: To some extent I've idolized them. 
I thought as a child ' I would love to be her' . .. I would fantasize 
singers and actresses. What do you want, gin? 

HOLLYWOOD MEMORIAL CEMETERY.10pm. (walk walk walk) ... 
KAT: There are alot of toads around here. Want som~ beer? 
This is the Russian Orthodox section in here, and they've got a 
Jewish section over th'ere and then the Christians are put over in 
this area. You really oughtn' t step on their headstones you know, 
it's kind of disrespectful. That's why you should go for the 'Neptune 
Society', nobody would be doing this. NOMAG: So how did you all 
meet each other? BANGS (now BANGLES): (all together) 
'Recycler!' NOMAG: This is Tyrone Power's thing? KAT: Thing? 
Well it's not a mausoleum that's for sure. They cheaped out on 
the poor guy. They gave him a bench and an urn and a Bible 
and a Shakespearean quote. NOMAG: Do you <!rink alot? Are 

you a singer in the Janis Joplin tradition? KAT~~~~1~~:0n0~~~~~!gE 
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but no. I'm not as depressed as she was. I don't have the problems 
that she did but I admire her because she had really nothing. She · 
didn't have any kind of a family and she didn't have any boyfriends, 
she just had herself and this fabulous voice and this reckless at· 
tltude, which is uh ... kind of hung. NOMAO: Are you the leader of 
the band? KAT: No. The band is a co-op. It's a socialist entity. We 
fight really well together. Everybody has a say in the band. This is 
the best as far as 'Legal Weapon'. This version of it is the best. 
Almost everything that has been printed about our band has been 
hearsay. Aloi of people are afraid to say anything because they 
don' t know where the band stands. I think that because of having so 
many different members in it, it's never made a definite strong 
statement so nobody can say 'You're shitty!' or this or that. One 
thing I can never do is wimpy music. I've never liked wimpy 
music. I hate ft. I've never liked pop tunes particularly and 
everything I do, it's just got to be 'hard'. 

Stop. KAT turns off tape recorder. Start. 

NOMAO: Shoot. What's your gossip? KAT: Supposedly the guy 
who prepared Marilyn Monroe cut her breasts off, who knows, he 
probably even fucked her. Wouldn't it be great to say he screwed 
Marilyn Monroe? NOMAO: How did you hear that? KAT: 
Somewhere along the line I read about it. It was a big controversy 
for a while, do you know what I mean? NOMAG: Who noticed it? 
KAT: I don't know who noticed. NOMAG: Do you think they're sit· 
ting stuffed in someone's living room somewhere? KAT: No. 
They're probably in a jar of formaldehyde. Who is the guy in Wiscon· 
sin or Minnesota that hacked all those people up and kept parts of 
them? ... I wonder what other stars are buried in here, you know 

KAT NO MAO 
Paramount Studios are right over there. This is the only one I ever 
cared about. NOMAQ: Why Ty? KAT: Like I said, he was a victim. 
He had a sexuality crisis. Maybe I identify with that, I don't know. 
NOMAO: Do ·you have a sexuality crisis? KAT: I don't think so. 
NOMAO: Do you identify with his? KAT: Yes. NOMAQ: Which Er· 
rol Flynn was it? KAT: The one who did 'Robin Hood'. It was in the 
'30's. They supposedly had a homosexual affair and Ty was into cer· 
tain things that good ol' Errol wasn't into. He was more bi·sexual I 
guess. NOMAO: How long have you been singing? KAT: A long 
time. I've been singing since I was a little kid. I started singing in 
rock bands when I was 15, and I recorded when I was 15 with some 
blues people in Michigan. I used to know alot of old blues 
singers) llke Bukka White. Before he died, I recorded with him. I 
met him through some harmonica player. My feet are freezing. Ac· 
tually you see there's nothing to fear about dead people you know. 
If you really think about it, they're not going to hurt you. They're not 
going to harass you, they're not going to intimidate you or cut you 
down. They're just going to sit there. I wonder who left the flowers. 
NOMAO: Some homo. KAT: He was married you know. He 
wasn't all the way gay. He had experienced the other side and he 
must have liked it too because he did go out with several women. 
NOMAO: Would you want to be buried in here? KAT: I want to be 
dropped off the back of a boat. That 's the only way to go. There's 
no point in burying people. It wastes space. Just think of all the 
condominiums that could be built here. 

The present line-up of 'LEGAL WEAPON' with a new album In 
the works that could be out by the time you read this~ stacks 
up as follows: Brian Hansen, guitar; Adam Maples, drums; 
Eddie D. Wayne, bass; and Kat Arthur, vocals. -l!"P-

BY BRUCE uh (minus 1 chromosome}(plus A·200) BURGER w ith chlle (Scra tch burpJ 
Rumours about the VANDALS have made their way In
to H~llywood from Long Beach. Frog fetish. Frog orgies. 
Frog fucking. French fried frogs. Frog freaks. Frog fellallo. 
Unconfirmed rumours connecting the VANDALS with 
abused frogs. Then Ed Colver (no it wasn't Ed) drops off a 
photo of a VANDAL eating a terrified struggling frog. We 
haven't printed II this issue because we're hoping that In 
their hunger for publicity the VANDALS will push these 
lrog stories into the public eye. Amphibian bestiality, how -

rad! Anyway, their 6 song album ' Peace Thru Vandalism' 
is real good (what d'ya want Oscar Wilde? Real good, 
good, bad, real bad ... that says enough. Want more? 
Grab yer ankles cowboy!) .. . it was produced by Thom 
Wilson (that's either good or real good probably). NOMAQ: 
"Urga. Croak?" VANDALS: " Ribbit. B/at! Ahhhh! gurgle." 
Who's In the VANDALS? Steve·O, singer; Jan, guitar; 
Human, bass; Joe, drums. What's their last names? Grab 
yer ankles pioneer! Keep them doggies rollin' .. 

RAWHIDE! Wild animals and rugged frontier justice. Run! 
Run ! It's an MX! What'd you think they're for? No .. they' re 
really enormous dildos for retired billionaires to play wilh. 
The president never could say 'No.• to a cowboy. You poor 
asshole. Those things 'home in' electronically huh? When I 
get hemorrhoids I use Preparation H. Relieve itchy swollen 

.. . It's not for you it's for your ftog?(scratch scratch) 
Was this an article about something? (blat! fart) The end. 
Crash! 



.Limo? . . . Balmoblle? Powered by punk? Social Distortion rockln' In lhefr mighty tour vehicle . . What 's a fuckin' 'Arab'? Are lhey pharmaceullcal? 

, (-·--?'f.: by _ Nancy_ -Reagan 
_ DERRIK: " Derrik O'Brien, 19 (almost 20), 

~

" 

. After five attempts and two trips to Jail Capricorn." 
) (don't ask) I finally got 3 out of four of DENNIS: " Dennis Danell, 20 Herpes." 

•em up to L.A. for an Interview. We NOMAO: " Also vary honest. Where you 
could never seem to get a hold of singer pick that up?' 
Mike Ness. He was either lost for days or DENNIS: " Becky Bondage, you can print 
passed out. SD resides in Anaheim. They that!" 
live In a condo equipt with jacuzzi, about a NOMAO: " Do you guys have any 
mile outside of Disneyland. They claim to hobbles?" 
practice in the underground stage there. SD: "This is our hobby. II can' t be our 

NOMAG: "So what happened to Mike?" 
SD: "He's a conception ol his own 
image." 
NOMAG: " Well that explains it. Let's get 
the preliminaries out of the way. State 
your names and zodiac signs." 
BRENT: " Brent Liles, 17. I'm a Virgin." 
NOMAQ: "Very honest." 

jobs, we aren' t gelling paid." 
NOMAQ: " Do you have girlfriends?" 
SD: 11No!" 
NOMAQ: " What's your idea of a perfect 
date?" 
SD:"G/rls." 
SD: " Girts wilh cars." 
SD: " Girls with cars that don't run out of 
gas." 

NOMAG 

PHOTO: BOB SEIDEMANN 

•-rf} rJ}J"'' ' - {i!J. . ·~ · 
;.,.:-~ ·. :. · . 

HOM at do you think of the GO· 
GO's?" 
SD: "They're rich! " 
SD: "They'd be the perfect date." 
NOMAG: "Where would you take them?" 
SD: "To the Rainbow." 

i NOMAG: "What do your parents think of 
the band?" 
SD: "They think we're PUNKS! But what 
can they think In this day and age. Al 
least we're workln'." 
NOMAQ: "What do you think of PUNKS?" 
SD: " I hate PUNKS. Sometimes I have a 
good mind to call Penelope Spheerls and 
have her call 'Parents Of Punkers'." 
NOMAQ: "Do you want to die young?" 
SD: " No, I want to dfe rich!" 
SD: "Fuc k If I don't die s oon this 
Soclal Distortion s hit'• golna klll me." 
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GERBER HAS REHABILITATED: In 1979 I was In· 
vlted to some sort of fashion thing in Venice (being 
a dirty thing barely hanging on to human form, this 
was unusual) at a sort of art studio. No Magazine 
was typically broke, but It was ready to go to press 
if the money showed up, although no one wanted to 
read It. It was a scumrag, nobody got the joke, ha 
ha. Within 3 minutes of being introduced to me, the 
man who lived In this studio was offering the space 
for a benefit 10· help finance the printing of the 
magazine. "Let's do It next Saturday" said Ricki 
Kline, smiling In madraa bermuda ahorte slightly 
balding happy opulent friendly. "OK!" The 1Con· 
trollera', 'Flyboy-s' and 1U.X.A.' played. It was a 
small audience on a Saturday afternoon, e.verybody 
was really fucked up. They carried Exene out after 
about an hour. Just as the sun set, Michelle Bell 
blew the place up. No Magazine, having no moral 
fiber, ran away with the money. Ricki Kline's studio 
was trashed. A big yellow cloud billowed out tl)e 
front door turning the cars and the street yellow. In 
those days Michelle Bell was called 'Gerber'. Today, 
almost completely rehabilitated from her past, she 
Is the frolicking singer in 'TWISTED ROOTS'. 

PHOTO: ED COLVER 

MICHELLE: " I don't really know. I 
think It had something to do with my forehead, a 
long time ago. Is Gerber my real name? No my real 
name Is 'Michelle Bell'. It just got on my nerves 
alter four years." NOMAO: ARE YOU POLISH OR 
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN? LET'S . HAVE THE TRUTH 

.. MICHELLE: "My family is Austrian not 
Czechoslovak/an." NOMAQ: LET'S HEAR ABOUT 
YOUR CHECKERED PAST? ... MICHELLE: "Well 
... uh ... " NOMAO: SOME PEOPLE THINK THAT 
MICHELLE BELL, THE SINGER FOR 'TWISTED 
ROOTS' IS NEW TO THE L.A. MUSIC SCENE, THEY 
DON'T KNOW ABOUT GERBER . MICHELLE: 
" Well Gerber was a little girt that was real young 
and really Into rock 'n roll and drinking and drugs 
and she just ran around and was a real 
'scenemaker' for a long time. I was in school and 
then I started going to some punk rock shows. I 
didn't get In too much trouble! I just dropped out of 
school because I couldn't make any friends and 
then I just started hanging out wi th bands and other 
new friends that I would make." NOMAQ: WERE 

.. MICHELLE: "Yeah. I did It. I met this 
man at that show, and I was drinking alot of cham· 
pagne and getting really drunk, and I'd gone down 
there early In the afternoon and I met this man and 
he said 'You know I really hate this guy Ricki that's 
doing this.' or whatever . . . he said 'If I give you 
$50 and buy you a bunch of champagne, wlll 
you trash this place?' He's an older guy from San 
Francisco. He was sort of real weird. I don't know If 
I should say his name. I don't think so. He just came 
up to me and I'd never met him and he had all this 
cocaine, and at that time I was alot younger then, 
and I was really Into getting as wasted as I could all 
the time and I just wanted the champagne. I just 
wanted more to drink and I didn't have any 
money ... and I got my friend Helen to help me. I 
remember It was funny because U.X.A. was on 
slage, I think It was U.X.A. We said OK this Is the 
final thing and we set off the fire extinguisher right 
after the bathroom and all the breaking glass, 
and the plant, and we got the toilet and we put out 
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the fire extinguisher and everybody was running 
around crazy llke get out of there, and U.X.A. 
wouldn't go off, they were stlll on through all the 
smoke! And then I just got out of there as quickly 
as possible." NOMAQ: DID YOU KNOW THAT IT 
WOULD BLOW UP? RICKI SAID THAT HE FIGURED 
THAT WHOEVER SET IT OFF DIDN'T KNOW THAT 
IT WOULD BLOW UP & THAT HE'D FILLED THEM 
THE DAY BEFORE SO THAT THEY WERE UNDER 
ALOT OF PRESSURE. MOST PEOPLE EXPECT 
THEM TO JUST SQUIRT ... MICHELLE: " No, I 
didn't know. I was alot crazier then. tfe gave me 
money and alcohol and cocaine. It actually tum· 
ed out that I wasn't too fond of the guy. Ricki was 
running around screaming at me 'Why are you do· 
ing this? You have to get out of here right now!' " 
NOMAQ: HAVE YOU REHABILITATED? . 
MICHELLE: "Not completely. I still think, well 
there's the bar, I think I'll got get a Stolichnaya, ar'ld 
then get really drunk and see what kind of trouble I 
can get into. I did used to do stuff like that alot. I 
was real crazy and real rebellious. I was real 
rebellious against my parents. When I moved out I 
was like a devil or something. I was like this wild 
offspring that got thrown out into the world. I went 
crazy at first. I felt there were no llrvlts ever. Of 
course. the whole scene that I was into W(IS just 
that. .. no limit magnified! I felt I could always do 

Pornography 

anything and get away with it. It was just the 
Hollywood punk rock scene, local scumbags." 
NOMAQ: WHO WAS YOUR FIRST PUNK CRUSH? 
... MICHELLE: " Dix Denney. He was in the 1Welr· 
dos' at the time." NOMAG: OTHER BANDS? 
... MICHELLE: " Oh the 'Germs' of course. I 
thought Darby was like God. That was sort of how I 
got into the whole kind of thing, because of the 
'Germs'. I had met Darby and Pat when I was in 
school and they eventually told me about the 'Mas
que•. Mostly I liked to hang around bands, the 
1Germs1 and the 'Weirdos'. They were all my close 
friends, my close chum scums." 
NOMAQ: WHERE ARE YOU FROM? . 
MICHELLE: " Well I was born in Georgia, an army 
brat from Ft. Gordon Military Base. We gradually 
made our way to California, my mother and I, but I 
was so young then." NOMAO: WHERE WAS YOUR 
DAD? ... MICHELLE: " I don't know." NOMAG: 
WHAT YEAR WERE YOU BORN? ... MICHELLE: 
" 1960. He just split you know. My mother was 
Austrian and she came over to America when she 
was 15 and got pregnant from this soldier and had 
me ... da da! . .. and she's so proud. I moved to 
West L.A. when I was about 13, with my mom, 
before that we lived down south, San Diego. I grew 
up pretty much in the beach scenes, the beach 
towns. I went to Emerson Jr. High in West L.A. 

That's w)lere I met Kira. After that everything'sort of 
drifted out into Hollywood. I drifted into music real
ly heavily, but I had always been into it. I would 
always spend my allowance on records and caridy. I 
was really taken by the 'New York Dolls'. I was 
really young when it came out and this girlfriend of 
mine, her older sister played the record for me and I 
went crazy. I went and bought the record, and I'd 
like go into my bedroom and play it, and like jump 
on my bed and bounce off the walls and like go 
totally insane and my mother would come in 
screaming 'Turn that shit off!' and then she'd 
look at the record cover and go, you know ... 'Are 
these homosexuals?' ... I'd just say 'Leave me 
alone, get out of here, you're bugging me, leave me 
alone!' I don't think that I was real close to my 
mother at all. I'm still not close to my mother. I 
mean, we get along if we try. I guess that's just 
something that will come later maybe. We'll realize 
that we don't need to fight about every little thing 
anymore. Sometimes it just takes forever." 
NOMAQ: FAVORITE BAND? ... MICHELLE: 
'Black Flag'. I'm their biggest fan." 

The members of TWISTED ROOTS are: Paul 
Roessler, keyboards; Gary Jacoby, drums; 
Kira Roessler, bass; Dix Denney, guitar; 
Michelle Bell , singer. 

l11vestigations. 



Drums, various percussion consisting of a couple of 
metal cans, an oil drum, a piece of railroad tie with 
metal pipes, two basses, two guitars, various pieces 
of metal, other drums. Some songs don't have any 
bass, some songs don't have any guitar. The one 
main guitar that we use has all the same strings on It, 
and they're all tuned to the same note. a. It was a ran· 
dom choice, we just had alot of B-strings hanging 
around. We find that the most interesting thing to do 
and the thing that makes the music Interesting Is 
when we can make the Instruments sound like 
something else. Most of our basses don't sound 
quite like basses. We have one bass.. that goes 
through a guitar amp and Is rather distorted and so It 
sounds like a cross between a bass and a guitar. 

NOMAG 

Sometimes we'll stick a bass through a distortion 
box and get a fuzz bass. The guitar with all the same 
strings on It we call the 'monotone guitar' and It's in· 
teresting because it almost sounds like a syn· 
theslzer sOmetlmes. We get sounds that sound like 
they're from a synthesizer but we never use any syn· 
theslzers. When we first got together we were In· 
terested In finding interesting sounds and putting 
them together in Interesting ways. What we're doing 
now is a bit more song oriented. We are starting to 
work with a fifth person, he'll probably be doing addl· 
tional drumming or percussion, and occasional 
guitar work or bass work. 'ProcesSlon' on the albl.lm 
has a different tUning for the standard guitar. The 
alternative tuning is a sitar type tuning. Sitar tunings 
are never the same. For each raga they tune it dif· 
ferently. One lime we got a recording of one of the 
sounds and I just tuned my guitar to the sitar, and 
that's how we got that. 'Savage Republlc' started 
by Just getting together to make noise In a room. 
I can't tell you why I would go out of my way to 
do this sort of stuff and tight uphlll against the 
way that the system Is set up, you know, the 
hierarchy of music. We Just sort of made a 
record that I wanted to Jlsten to, this was 
something that I ~ldn't hear that I wanted to 
hear. It's almost that simple. It Is. There are many 
times when I wlll listen to the album. It'• the record 
that I llsten to more than any. I've got alot of 
records but I don' t always listen to records but I find 
that that's the record that I listen to more .than any 
other record because it really does flt something that 
I want to listen to and that's the reason that we do 
what we do because we want to do It. It's something 

CONTINUEO ON NEXT PAGE 
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that we want to be able to hear and when we're play· 
Ing the music It's the music that we want to play and 
we' re not interested In being part of 'the scene' or 
anything llke that because it's irrelevant to what we 
want to do. I'd sorta like to add though that what we 
do isn't really ... I don't really see it as a negative 
reaction though because I don't look at other music. I 
listen to alot of music and I mean it can be anything 
and I mean I like Top 40 arid I like Soul alot and Soul 
and R&B are two of my favorite types of music but 
when we play our type of music it's kind of like in· 
vitlng people into our music. I mean I don't think 
we're trying to be elitist or exclude people from it. I 
think it's sort of like saying that 'Well we think about 
things like this and I hear things like this and I think 
it's pretty valid as entertainment or it's pretty valid as 
instruction or It's pretty valid as whatever music 
functions as. It can function as that.' !just hope when 
I say 'Well I think about things like this.' ... I wonder 
if people out there say 'Well I think about that 
too.' ... So why not turn it Into music. I mean why Is it 
that there is no tab<?O about writing about things. I 
mean books are written about all sorts of subjects 
and I don't really ... I mean there doesn't seem to be 
the same Insistence In other arts upon a certain 
theme as being the highest aesthetic that that art 
form can adhere to, but there's something about 
music that I think alot of people have the idea that, 
take Top40, or what most people think about, is like if 
you don't sing about love and broken love affairs that 
you're not really taking music to its best conclusion. I 
can't really get behind that at all. I think a real valid 
point and one of the most Important things about our 
music is that It Is very honest. We're not doing It tor 
the money that'• tor •ure. We're doing It 
becau•e It I• •omethlng that we want to do. If we 
were In ii for the money we would be trying to get as 
many shows as we could and try to appeal to as many 
people as we can. I don't want to, ldon'twanttobeon 
Top 40 radio. There Is no reason to compromise what 
we do because If we aren't playing something that in· 
terests us then there is no reason to do it and it's in· 
teresting because there have been a few things that 

SAVAGE 
we have done that we have tried to do that maybe for 
one reason or another we thought that we should do 
them and they just weren't interesting and we would 
lose Interest In doing it and so we stopped doing It. I 
think I would like to add to that. I don't feel that we're 
trying to present a better form of music than per se 
something else. I mean just because we like ii 
doesn't make it better. I think what It Is more or less Is 
an alternative. It's like saying 'Yeah this Is valld too, 
to us, so we hope It Is to you, but if it's not that's too 
bad, It's stlll valid to us anyway.' 

.... 'Savage Republlc'? We were sitting In a room, 
a garage, and looking through a thesaurus. We came 
upon 'republic' and we thought that's real cool. We 
thought It was very valid because, 'republic' meaning 
a self-governing group of individuals, which as a 
band we feel we are, we do everything ourselves, 
from the making of our record to the booking of our 
shows, everything we try to keep control of, because 
of any-thing we say-, we are the ones who can aar 
lt be•t. No one else can do It tor us better, and 
there have been some mentions of the crudeness of 
our album and/or the crudeness of our playing and I 
would rather be crude and honest than slick and not 
honest. So that's where we got the 'republic' from 
and 'savage' came from just basically a description 
of our music and the record and the attitude, what 
happens when we play. It la very- savage when we 
are play-Ing. I mean we don't compromise anything. 
We get up there and do it. 

Lrrlc• to 'Real Men' (br Jeff) The prophet's here 
and he has lies. He has come to tell the world. Kill him 
before he tries. Keep the animal in the cage. We are 
the real men with real needs. We are the real men. 
Bring the world to Its knees. The cage ls wide and It Is 
high. The animal needs a place to stay. Protect the 
weak. They will cry. Make the pain go away. We are 
the real men with real needs. We are the real men. 
Bring the world to its knees. 

We do have some tapes from the very first sessions, 
some of which will hopefully be released at some 
point in the future as interesting documentation. We 
•tarted out playing In tunnel• and parking 
•tructur•• and we got alot of echo effect from 

NOMAQ 
our mu•lc that wa• u•ed later In our album. We 
•tarted out playing down In the UCLA tunnel•. It 
was a source of Inspiration. You can do alot with 
recording, and we got into doing overdubs and voice 
overlays and percussion. All those things we 
couldn't do live. 

Lrrlc• to 1Machlnerr' (by Jeff) Running In har· 
mony, clockwork tonight. 011 the parts so they tit 
tight. A play on words Is a play on you. When 
machines control you're the tool. Progress Is fine. 
Progress Is fine when you're in control but trust your 
instincts when flying too low. Mechanics can fall, 
c'est la vie. Don't be surprised if you're wrapped 
around a tree. What a perfect day. What a perfect day. 
The end is near with the clearing In sight, so don't sell 
out for metal tonight. It can't take the place of human 
flesh because it's made of iron and wire mesh. What 
a perfect day when machines control, they don't 
need violence to overthrow. What a perfect day when 
you feel no pain. I'm a human being and I'm not 
ashamed. What a perfect day. What a perfect day. 

Another thing that I think is Important about our 
music ls that we all switch instruments because 
each song is.unique and has different requirements. 
Also we do switch Instruments because it keeps It 
more Interesting because each person Jn the band 
has a different way of playing the different In· 
struments and as a result it makes each song sound 
more unique, and yet although each song Is unique 
they all work together because they are all a com· 
bl nation of what we do and there is a common thread 
running through them all. It's hard to say what It Is 
but It is there. They are all an expression of us as In· 
dlvlduals and I think on top of everything, we are In· 
divlduals more than anything else. Just being In a 
band doesn't mean we are all the same. We are each 
unique and we all have something unique to contrlb· 
ute to what we do. 

The members of SAVAGE REPUBLIC are: Bruce 
Llcher (age 24), Jeff Long (age 18), Jack•on Del 
Rey (age 19), Mark Erskine (age 25). 



Many young people spoil theirflrst date by of real love. Sexual experimentation too 
contusing I heir sexual Impulses with early In the game can easily get out of hand 
'romantic ' feeling s of love. TV, radio and and destroy the chances a young couple is 
magazines are con stantly selling & em· offered In life for true love and marriage. 
phaslzingpure sex and Ignoring the values -.i.. 
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Sometimes your impulses for sex can 
become so great that you may want to 
whip your dick out right on the dance floor. 
Don't spoil the prom tor e ~erybody else! 
You can simply avoid rash actions such as 
thi s by splashing some cold water on your 
face. Usually tho fee ling quickly subsides. 
II you' re confused about masturbation, 
ask your dad for ad11/ce. Your family is 

~---. . 

f 
~· 

probably anxious to help you with any pro
blem s, but it Is your responsibility to ask 
the questions. We recommend that you 
always keep a set of rubber genitals 
(available from ' adult bookstores'. 
you're growing upl) In your pocket as a 
handy vi sual aid should the r:ieed to 
discuss premarllal Intercourse arise. 

- ~· --- - -'--- -..:±-
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Sex is an instinct common to all animals 
no matter how lowly but only human be· 
ings are capable of feeling true lo11e. Don' t 
be a rat on your first date by giving in to 
primitive animal urges. Give yourselves 

Don't show your erect penis to your 
motherortoyourglrlfrlend's mother. Keep 
your penis in your pants while your date 
and yourself are discussing the conse· 
quences of premarital intercourse. Ask 
your mother or consult your school 
librarian for information on the female 
anatomy. Most boys' knowledge on this 
topic doesn't go beyond learning where to 

.. 
Don't be a rat! You can use your dick to 

the lime to discuss the consequences of ll'. 
premarital intercourse. Most happy ' 
couples are happy because they made the ' 
decision to 'wait'. Your honeymoon Is the \ 
right time to begin a sexual relationship. J 

- ·- ·~·-:·._ '- ""' '";'"...":",~~'714..~~-,,. ' 

stick 'it'. Most young men are too 'hot 
under the collar' to learn the biological pro· 
cesses that lead to human pregnancy. If 
you follow the path of Ignorance and In· 
stinct you will probably end up In hot water 
like other unhappy young people who have 
rushed into sex prematurely. Teenage 
suicide Is on the rise In homes Ilk• 

do good or you c•n use your dick to do does Mommy tie up .s trange house 
evll. Many seek advice through prayer. guests?' ... 'Why do Scottish men wear 
Young people often ask, ' How will I know dresses?' ... ' Do cowboys really fuck 
when I'm ready for marriage?' . . 'Does cows?' ... If you are interested In planning 
love conquer all?' ... ' Is homosexuallly a a family with your girlfriend, after marriage 
sin?' ... ' It marriage is forever, Is II OK for of course, you should learn what con· 
Daddy to date teenage boys?' ... 'Why lraception techniques are available. 

~~~---::.:...,:,- ~~·~9'~- ®tltlll ,,, _de:!"~. 



DOROTHY~ ~1 ·• · 
by GLORIA OHLAND ~,.,°\ ••Jl"I·-- ...... 

When Dorothy- Cosway was a little glrl ahe took such dellghted • ' -~ • 
Interest In the gelding of her horse that her mother spanked her 
and told her never to talk about such things, ever. I remember the 
titillation, too, when I read in one of my horse stories, "The veterinarian ~ 
came and gelded the young stallions. There was one casualty . .. I stood · 
outside the corral looking at the rest of them. Heads hanging and 
bloodied legs. " I ran to the dictionary. What thB hell is that, I thought, 
fascinated. Geld meant to castrate animals. Castrate meant to deprive of 
the testicles and/or penis; to emasculate. I was really intrigued. But I 
didn' t really understand until I met Dorothy Cosway. Now I know the 
scenario used to go something like this: 

Bound to the table by means of leather straps across his arms, waist 
and legs, a thin ligament was 'knotted tightly around the young boy's 
genitals and they were sliced off with a sharp razor. The wound was 
cauterized with ·a red hot poker and the mutilated youngster was 
burled waist deep In hot sand to suffer for five days without food 
and watar since urination was painfully Impossible. 

That's how they did it in the Middle East anyway, In Old Testament 
times, according to a book Dorothy gave me entitled "The Eunuch And 
The Virgin, A Study Of Curious Customs'' (by Peter Thompkins). Con· 
querors did it to the vanquished enemy all the time. The inventory of 
trophies taken from the Egyptian King Meneptah, for example, by the In· 
vading Libyans 13 centuries before Christ included a total of 13,230 
penises, six of them belonging to generals. In Greece and India and in 
Europe in the Middle Ages rape and sexual promiscuity were punished by 
castration. And castration was used as a cure for hernias and epilepsy in 
Europe in the 18th century and as a cure for various mental Illnesses even 
Into the 20th century. 

But in Rome castrations were performed for more recreational pur
poses, usually sexual ones. As Petronius writes in his Satyricon: 110 
fairies, o buggers, o eunuchs exotic! Come running, come running; ye 
anal erotic! With soft little hands, with flexible bums, come o castratl, un· 
natural ones!" It wasn't until later, perhaps in the 15th century and again 
in Italy, thcit young boys came to be castrated for the sake of their voices. 

And that brings me back to Dorothy because It was through her love of 
Hallan opera that she first learned of the castratl. Now you could call 
her an authority on the subject. But I don't really think she would 
castrate anyone. I'm sure It's a Joke when she rubs her hands together and 
says with her most wicked laugh, "I just want to molest young boys."Her 
fascination with castration and tl:le most Intimate detalls of the 
private llvea of those who had their testicle• .and/or penis excised 
borders on the obsessive. But I don't really think she would do It. 
Despite all these rumors of castrating women and vaginas with teeth it's 
really men who have been castrating men in both the East and the West 
up until the tum of the century, when it fell out of fashion. 

But you have a nagging question? You want to know just how these 
castratl are able to pee, then? "Normally obliged to squat like women in 
order to urinate, eunuchs developed the habit of carrying silver quills, 
which when inserted, would enable them to urinate at a distance. To pre-
vent accidental wettings they carried a nail on a string with which to plug 
the urethra." That's what the book says. 

CONTINUED .ON NEXT PAGE 
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE DOROTHY 
Anyway-, It'• when y-ou get to castration and the Catholic Church 

· that It gets really- perverse. In the King James version of the Bible, Mat· 
thew discusses the different reasons that men were castrated, including 
those who did it to themselves "for heaven's sake," a passage itself so 
emasculated in the English Revised version of the Bible that the 
references to castration are unrecognizable. The Church was a little em· 
barrassed, I guess, of owning up to the practice. 

But the radical Christian sect called the Skoptsl flourished in Russia 
from time to time even in this century. They believed that Adam and 
Eve were created sexle•s but that after the Fall the halves of the 
forbidden fruit were grafted onto them as testicle• and breasts. So 
they mutilated and cut off their genitals (penl•, testicle•, clltorls, 
labla maJora and mlnora) to redeem themselves from the dread 
Orlglnal Sin. The priest would go through a little song and dance to the 
effect of: (Brandishing the knife or razor.) "Here Is the weapon with which 
to destroy sin." (Then as he excised the genitals.) "Behold the crushed 
serpent! Behold the head of Adam!" 

Pretty weird, huh? Just where do these Christians get off anyway with 
this notion of Original Sin and sex? Why sin? Why sex? What sort of tribal 
taboo is it? 

So this theory, touted by Sigmund Freud and Wilhelm Reich, is in
teresting. They contend castration was a phenomenon of the patriarchal 
era, designed to control human beings, to make them submissive, just as 
stallions and bulls were gelded to make them willing beasts of burden. 
First sexuality was fought, they say, by direct castration(circumcision be· 
ing but a euphemism for castration) or genital mutilation. Later, and more 
effectively, it was fought by psychic castration, by way of implanting sex
ual anxiety and guilt feelings. The point being that Original Sin had 
nothing to do with sexual indulgence in the first place but with rebellion 
against authority. 

In the meantime, St. Paul forbade women to sing In the Church because 
Eve had tempted Adam and therefore all women were guilty of sex, I 
guess. So, the Church got Into the buslne•s of producing castratl, 
creatures presumably Innocent of sex. And since they were castrated 
before puberty, they kept the high and pure soprano voices of their 
boyhood and they were able to sing all the high parts. Thecastrati came to 
figure so prominently in church music and then in the bet canto opera of 
the 18th century that they became the first really big stars of the stage, 
commanding great sums of money for their performances throughout 
Europe. 

But the castrati weren't really innocent of sex at all because, in the 
words of one historian: "Being fatter, softer, hairless, but with acer· 
taln part of their anatomy firmer than a woman, eunuchs were 
most popular because they could be used in either role without Im· 
pregnating or being Impregnated" And anybody can see the ad· 
vantages of that, Dorothy 1s quick to point out 

Dorothy Is a pornographer. She's given me her erotic stories to read. 
She's written alot of them. There are pornographic magazines piled up 
around the typewriter, all over the floor and even In the bedroom. 
Everywhere I look I see secretaries fucking executives, nurses giving 
head to patients and women In bondage screwing men in bondage screw
ing more women In bondage. Nude women stare up at me from all angles, 
their breasts and genitals crossed out with little black marks. 

Inside these magazines are stories about oral sex, anal sex, homosex
ual sex, sex with drag queens, sex with castrati, sexual diseases and punk 
rock reviews. There are ads for vibrating butt plugs (large, medium and 
small), ejaculating vaginas and a plug-into-your-cigarette-lighter device 
called the auto-suck (with sucking orifice or vibrating sucking orifice). 
There are astonishing classified ads such as, 11Pant• wetter and 
pooper would Ilka to correspond with others Into messing their 
pants" and this one, which Dorothy places in the magazine every month: 
11Castratl! Well-educated, pleaslngly plump, musical lady, 39, 
•eeks the unusual, a genuine castrato, a man who has lost his balls 
before puberty and still has his treble voice, also person• 
knowledgeable on the subject of castratl. Eunuchs of the world 
•peak up, vou have nothing to lose! Sincere only, no S&M please." 

ENTER DOROTHY COSWAY 

Act 1, Scene One: A quiet house on a shady street in Burbank, the 
rooms lined with shelves full of a massive collection of books and 
records. From this collection Dorothy gently_pulls out a ragged volume of 
ancient 78s, all bearing the blue and gold Papal Seal. She selects one 
record and lovingly places it on the turntable. These rare records are the 
first and last ever made of a genuine castrato, Al/esandro Moreschi by 
name, the last eunuch to sllJg in the Sistine Chapel Choir before Pope In· 
nocent XI decided to excommunicate them all. Moreschi's high voice fills 
the room, gracing the passages of the Ave Maria. It is an eerie sound, 
mystical, the voice of the 111nocents, sure to have a psychic effect on any 
listener. Even Goethe was so favorably impressed that he advocated the 
castrati supercede actresses in every type of theatrical production. 

But" it's time for Dorothy to go off to work. 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



Surely there was some sweet-voiced llttle boy somewhere that 
had had an unfortunate accident, perhaps a car wreck that left a 
lasting and important scar. She conjured up the scene: He was too young 
to drive but had stolen the keys to his mother's car and was cruising down 
Sunset Boulevard with the radio on, a six pack and a girl, maybe his first, 
leaning across the gearshift, her mouth on his pre-pubescent balls, urg· 
ing him on to shuddering climax as the lights changed and suddenly there 
was only shuddering collision. Dorothy chuckled. Bitten off, perhaps, 
and the glrl dead. But someday a voice that would be remembered for 
eternity. 



RECORD REVIEWS by 
The MENTORS (Heathen Skum, baH; El Duce, vocals 
and drums; Sickle Axeman, guitar), the ' Partridge 
Famlly' of L.A.'• punk smut heavy metal garbage 
crime rock movement have reviewed some of the all· 
time classics, (and some not-• o·classlc) punk rock, 
wimp rock, & new wave albums and rave groups that 
today's computer punch-card ellte social pro
grammed rebels Idolize. We didn't know that they'd 
get so engry and weird. They're worse than the 
cops ... wall, they're dirtier than hot dogshlt. The 
MENTORS groH out everything that America, 
NOMAO, and Rock 'N Roll represent .... uhh .. wait 
a minute •. , let's see ... sorry music fans ... we 
don't know what the fuck NOMAQ represents. Here 
Is the definitive statement from NOMAQ: " Echo & 
The Bunnymen rule!" Oh shit ... THE 'MENTORS' 
RATE THE PUNK ROCK AND NEW WAVE SMASH HIT 
CLASSICS! 

X . Burn It/ Lynch it/ 

El Duce throws out the garbage . . 
punk rock & new wave arl·fag crap! 

In the parking lot ... the MENTORS park it on a punk. 

the MENTORS 
1. X. 'Under The Big Black Sun '- " Mr. Smile, Mr. Hap
py . . Billy Zoom. Perpetually glad-handing, that guy Is 
always happy you know. 'Under The Big Black Dick'. 
The ex·Venlce late night stoner crowd, ex·alcoho1ics gone 
famous. What's that guy who produc9d It, Ray Manzarek, 
what an Idiot! ... how degrading, he must really be hurt in' 
to put out such horrible garbage. We' re being nice! We 
saw them on the 'Jerry Lewis Telethon ', they were helping 
crippled kids, flipper babies." GRADE: f·mlnus-mlnus. 

2. OINOO BOINQO. 'Nothing To Fear'-" Uh. Shltl Ac· 
tually ll's pretty bad. Leave It unopened. Don't bother to 
open it so you don't have to play it! Homosexual art·fags. 
Faggot! " GRADE: Tripi• F. F 0 mlnus-mlnus°Faggot. 
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3. GO-GO'S. ' Vacatlon'- " Oh yuchl These Brendan 
Mullen groupies." (Brendan is a famous L.A. entrepreneur 
of discriminating taste.- Ed.) ... " Lesbian trash horrid 
famous junkie bubble·gum. Their place Is In the 
bedroom suckln' dick, not out on the stage! They 've 
got a platinum record so we won't offend them." GRADE: 
F·mlnus. 

4. BLACK FLAG. 'Jea /Ous Agaln'-" Uh. Throw it In the 
garbage again! Black fag. They're boring headache rock. 
What's with all these black dickShlt bands? I'll take the 
'O·Pack' but I don't need them!" GRADE: F minus· 
minus. 

5. DECLINE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION SOUND· 
TRACK. · " A humorous movie with horrible mualc. 
'Catholic Discipline' was the worst piece of fuckin' shit 
we've ever heard! Suck· Young-Boys-Face·&·Get·Kicked 
.. .. He should go back to France or wherever he came 
from .. . 'New wave is dead.' Get kicked for .sucking a 
young boy! Ken Doll shit! Ska. 'Zee Barbie Dolls are on 
zee bus. There Is no such thing as new wave.'" 
GRADE: F. 

Watersports with the 'Go·Go's' In the MENTORS beautiful oval swimming pool. 

6. CIRCLE JERKS. 'Group Sex'-"ll's not bad. It's a good 
name but when all the guys in the group are guys . - · Uh! 
Group sex. They have their homosexual crowd." 
GRADE: F. 



Doo-doo on Geza. Right on target . . 
tatget practice. 

7. T.S.O.L. 'Dance WJth Me'-"Oh Jesus! . . Orange 
County baby rock! Shit baby rock, that's what II Is. It's 
like when you get really bored and you have to put make· 
up on when you're a guy and run around with chicks with 
fuckin' uh ... the tweaked out Jr. MIH crowd. The 
water·mlne ctowd, their heads look /ike water·mlnes with 
the spikes sticking out. They need seaweed to make II 
complete. Seaweed heads. Someone's little sister might 
like It." GRADE: No Rating. Below F mlnus·mlnus. 

8. GEZA X. 'You Goddam Klds'-"Prlson bride music. 
Welfare fraud rock ... nonsense I-rock . .. It's 1ealli 
not that hep! He does have a homosexual problem but 
we're not going lo talk about ii, but everyone knows about 
it. His bumper·slicker should be stuck in the tollet so that 
you have something to aim at when you piss." GRADE: F 
mlnus-mlnua·mlnua-mlnua. 

wear hoods!" 

10. SEX PISTOLS. 'Never Mind The Boflocks'-"Engllsh 
homosexuals, wimps, even John Lydon didn't llke the 
band. It's obvious that it's a pile of crap! It's all their fault 
that all this other shit's goin' on. Thev started 'shit 
rock'. At least Sid Vicious and Darby Crash had the 
decency to klll themselves before they bored us all to 
death." GRADE: F minus. 

11. ADAM & THE ANTS. 'Kings Of The Wiid Frontier' 
-"That's something for women. It'• the kind of music 
for men who have to alt down to pee .. . women with 
dicks. We alt know about pirates, ii gets lonely out In the 
sea. It's not new and it's not romantic ... It'll make any 
hard cock soft." GRADE: No Rating. 

12. WALL OF VOODOO. 'Call Of The West'-"They•re 
not bad for shopping malls . They're good Instead of 
muzak. It's for experimental upper class art fags .. 
sound track music for boring art tags." GRADE: F. 

13. MENTORS E.P. - " lt's a good record, good dance 
music, something tor the kids, something that 
everybody likes, mom and dad wlll llke that record. The 
MENTORS uniform is the hippest thing ever, the supreme 
style, upper class, cool and classy." GRADE: A. 



"I think that• woman In rock really shocks people. Sometimes 
It's a handicap. The guys In the band really like It. Lately there 
has been alot of weird people harassing me and It's like really 
strange, but It stlll kind of gets me off. I don't like to go anywhere 
by myself. People leave flowers In my car, and notes, people 
call my parents and ask them stuff about me. Secret admirers or 
something ... It' s kind of scary when you get flowers In your 
car and you don't know where they're from. You start carrying a 
knife and you don't go places alone. 
"It'• great. I Ilka It. I 'm not nervous at all when I go onetage. I 
used to shake like a leaf and be really scared but now It's llke a 
2nd nature to me. I can ' t stand stlll either. If I stood still I'd be ner
vous. If you treat people a certain way they' re going to do It 
straight back at you , and I don't go up to the audience and say 
'Fuck you! Fuck you!' .. I just do what I' m there for, you know , 
sing, be In t h e band, entertain the people. I think that It you 
get up there and start pulllng shit people are going to 
start pulling shit right back at you. The audience has never 
really given me any problems. 

"Am I a trained s inger? I take lessons three days a week right 
now. I wasn't, a nd then It was really bad bec.ausewe would play 
places , and ~hese guys, I mean when I s tarted singing for 'Harl 
Karl', the band was put together ha ha hoho let's get ,a 
singer, •h•'• so bad It'• really tunny, they thought It was 
really funny when I was singing. I noticed when we started play
ing places people would stick cigarette butts In their ears 
and turn around. They u sed to do something else too. 
Sometimes the P .A. guy would turn me off. I remember that one 
of th"e guys In the band s a id to me one day 'You don't have to 
sound good, Ju•t look pretty.• I got so up•et. I went 
s traight home, I started looking In the phone book, and I said 
' I' m gonna start taking singing lessons.' . . . And I started taking 

.~ ' 
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a cassette featuring 
20 aural diseases 

To catchy-our dose of GONOCOCCI, send $6 to DEAD HELEN PRODUCTS, 7521 3/4 
Lexington Ave., Los Angeles CA 90046. Price includes shipping. 

8-TRACK 
RECORDING 

RECORD PRODUCTION 
by ETHAN JAMES 

some groups who have recently recorded their 
RECORDS at RADIO TOKYO STUDIO are: 

THE BANGS (BANGLES), RAIN PARADE, 100 FLOWERS, 
SAVAGE REPUBLIC, THE LEAVING TRAINS, THE LAST, 

ALISA, JANE BOND AND THE (JNDERCOVERMEN, 
BEAU BRUMMELS (remix and compilation) , and others. 

Tascam, Soundworkshop, TEAC (4TK), Delta Lab, DBX, 
Roland , Shure , Sennheiser, AKG, EV, Revox (2TK). 

Biamp, Baldwin , Arp, Fender, Ludwig , Oberheim, Moog, 
Yamaha, and more. 

Musicians and Production Services are available. 

$20 per hour 

T .... , ..... c .. <;aU/.'lfr-( ................................. 
call (213) 399-0317 for an appointment 



virus 27 

als9 available on cassette 

DEAD KENNEDYS 
p&rt~e ~ ~~~ 

includes 28 page luxo-demented libret to 

contains "Bleed For Me" and "Halloween." 

Alternative Tentacles Records. 

Manufactured and distributed by Faulty Products, Inc. 
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1101 E. WALNUT f1\JE. Pf1Sf1DENf1 
hours :Mon.-Sat.12 - 9 

FAIR PRICES • FREE ESTIMATES 
Serving the Los Angeles Community since 1975 

Sun. 12 - 5 

11235 W. Magnolia Boulevazd • North Hollywood., CA 91601 
(213) 760-3345 

NEW & USED RECORDS 

INDEPENDENT PROJECT RECORDS 

• HOME OF: 

SAVAGE REPUBLIC 
HUMAN HANDS 
KOMMUNITY FK 

P.O. BOX 66•03 LOS ANGE LES. CALIFORN IA 90066 U$A 
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"SPIN THE 
BOTTLE" 

Also, the cas•ette-only U' 

the ludlc.-a amll• of love 
featuring: Paperback Writer, 
I .>.m the Walrus , C:Oldt'inger 

Send 51.75 oer lin9l• , $5 . 00 
p.r cassette !LP) . 
Md S l , 50 posta9e and handling. 

TRU! BLISS PRODUCTIONS 
503 N . Formosa Ave. 
toe Angele•, CA. 9003' 

The band chat made M;fwaukee nervous! 

The Violem Femmes eponymously named debut LP 

Produced by Mark Van Hecke 
On Slash Records and Casseues 
LP 1-23845 Cass 4-23845 
Distributed by Warner Bros. Records 
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NERVOUS SYSTEMS/SILKSCREENINQ --
--------- 1213) 540-8930 

MERCHANT 
OF VENICE 

We use ou/y the bes/ i11gredie11ts. 

I 396·31os I 
1349WWASHINGTON BLVD., VENICE 
hours' 8 to 3 monday thru saturday · 



RF7- FALL IN 

.. absoluti!ily the b;st recor d . 
to ;;:ome out of IA ln ages • •. 

TOU.'.:H AND GO 

CATHAY DE CRANDE 

mtntors 
LIVE 

new LP 
on 

~~\C~"f~c. 
;.'> MLP 33107 C~~ 

(213)464-9667 

p.o. box 3330 Hollywood Cfl. 90028 

Fall In "Smokes!!!" These guys have made 
an everlasting impression on me 

- - YOUR FLESH 

GET THE N»f RF7 12" E,P, (4.50 thru mail order) 



BETTER YOUTH ORGANIZATION T'RESENTS . .. 
SOME MORE MUSIC FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

AGREttlOll 

AGRESSION LP 
Don't Be Mistaken (BYO 003) 

Featuring 13 Great New Songs, Plus Their 
Hit Skateboarillng Song "Intense Energy" 

11rr11t FOUT# OHA#llATIO# ~USl#TS ... 

SOMEONE GOT THEIR HEAD KICKED IN! 
BYO Compilation Album (BYO 001) 

FEATURING'. .. 

ADOLESCENTS 
AGGRESSION 
BAD RELIGION 
BA'ITALIO.N OF SAINTS 
BLADES 
JONESES 
SOl~IAL DISTORTION 
YOUI'H BWGADE 

YOUTH BRIGADE LP 
Sound &. Fury (BYO 002) 

The Long Overdue Re-Release, Featuring 
4 Re-Recorded Songs From The Original 
Out Of Print Release, Plus 10 Hot New 
Songs To Raise Your Voice & Sing Alongi 

NEW T-SHIRTS: 
Youth Brigade 
Compilation Album Cover 
BYOLogo 
Youth Brigade Album Cover 

We are s tarting a national music magazine called 
GENERATION, In July. We would appreciate any 
kind of contributions, ie. letters, photo's, reviews, 
Artwork, etc. It will be covering any & all kinds of 
new music, so keep that In mind 

All Byo Albums & T-Shirts Are Available Through Mai/order. 

15.00 JIOITMIO (16.00 OJf!lllE~I) 
I 1.00 11111~ 1011 I lflfEI( llEl/ffllY 
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LANE SMITH, drawing 
LYN MAYER, drawing 
BRUCE KALBERG, photography, text & design 
LUNA TICKS, drawing 
EWA WOJCIAK, ad layout, typeface design 

THANKS TO: DAVE VAN HEUSEN, MIKE MARTT, 
EWA WOJCIAK, CORKY CLAIRMONT, 
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THE COVER: 
DONNA BATES from the techno-funk ensemble 
BORIS & DELORES. PHOTOS by Bruce Kalberg. 
ILLUSTRATION by Lane Smith. 
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TWO 'VANDALS'! 

NOMAO: ARE YOU GUYS BOY~?l'll prove II. Check that out." STEYE·O: "Want me to prove . 

THE 'NOMAQ QUARAN~~hE;~ese boys or we'll 
'II be 100% satisfied w 

We guarantee yo~eplace 'em free In 30 days. 

' R FAVORITE HAMBURGER? b r er Kitten· NOMA:~:.~.~:;~~~urger. Castleburge~h~~~~:~u ~a~I a.girl with 
VANO . ' still alive. Dog tacos. . ? t You know your 
burgers while they ;~tllng on a barbeque gnll. P:~ :~u can't hear the 
no arms and leg:en she's sitting on your face~ legs hanging on the girlfriend's fat w 

11 
a guy with no arms an 

stereo. What do you ca 
wall? Art." 

• • 

Photos by BRUCE KALBERG 



NOMAQ CLOSE-UPS 

Tommy Smith, Valencia CA. 

DR. SCIENCE Is always hard at work In 'Future Lab 2000' solving 
scientific puzzles for curious children. Here DR. SCIENCE Is seen 
studying the movement of dog sperm with the help of his powerful 
microscope. 

Photo br SAUCE KALB~RO 

"Hello, my name Is Biii.,, 
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TRACY LEA, rhythm guitarist In REDD KROSS. 

TRACY LEA, age 19. Tracy Is the rhythm guitarist In REDD 

KROSS. NOMAQ: WHO IS YOUR IDOL? 
TRACY: " Richard Speck, Charles Starkweather, Ted Bundy." 
NOMAQ: WHO'S CHARLES STARKWEATHER? 
TRACY: " Oh he's dead, but he was great. He was from Nebraska. He 
was this guy in the 'SO's who they killed with no reason. He killed llke 
12 people but he kllled them all In self-defense. Ted Bundy was 
really great. Have you heard of him? He was neat. When they finally 
caught him, they asked him how many people he killed and he said 
'Somewhere in the three dig if area.' He's not dead. He's still around. He 
worked his way from Seattle through Utah and then like finally in 
Florida. That's where he's in prison." 
NOMAQ: ARE YOU A POTENTIAL KILLER OR ARE YOU JUST A FAN? 
TRACY: " I'm Just a groupie. That's terrible, my mother is going to 
see this. I've got pictures above my bed of different people, and she 
hates it. They're mostly of Charles Starkweather and I have a picture of 
Manson and Bugsy Segal." 

TRACY LEA. REDD KROSS. 

Photos by BRUCE KALBERG 
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BORIS AND DELORES, techno-tunk with class. Delores Is on our 
cover this issue .. Oelores says that music critic Craig Lee has 

termed their sound as "post-punk·neo-psychedellc·electro·funk" 
which to our way of thinking Is more revealing of the poverty of 

language than descriptive of the sound of this two person 
ensemble. Of course Delores could be a compulsive liar and maybe 
Craig never said that, we don't want to put words in Craig's mouth, 
catfood maybe, but not words. Imagine Diana Ross lounging In the 

bathtub singing 'Baby Where Did Our love Go'. Then Imagine If you 

Arl by LANE SMITH 

tossed a live electrical appliance In there with her. That's what 
BORIS & DELORES sound like. 

BORIS & DELORES. They sound like Diana Ross being 
electrocuted (wishful thinking). Neo-post·apres le deluge

radioactive-night of the llvlng dead-electrocuted Diana Ross· 
Hollywood Blvd. damage-funk. Meow. Where's the catfood 

bro1
• 

NOMAO CLOSE-UPS 
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excerpts taken from Dashiell Hammett's 'The Maltese Falcon' 

NOMAO CLOSE-UPS 

He turned back the bedclothes and laid the girt on the bed, removed her 
slippers, raised her a little to all de the yellow dressl"911own off; flxed a 
pillow under her head, and put the covers up over her. Then he opened 
the room's two windows and stood with his back to them staring at the 
sleeping girt. Her breathing was heavy but not troubled. He frowned 
and looked around, working his llps together. Twilight was dimming 
the room. He atood there In the we•k•nlng llght tor perh•P• five 
mlnut••· Finally he shook his thick sloping shoulders lmpatleotly and 
went out, leaving the suite's outer door unlocked. 



In descending order of Intoxication, Linda 'Tex' Jones, vocals; Rock Vodka, drums; Mike Martt, guitar; Smog Vomit, bass. Photo by BRUCE KALB~RO 



Tales Of The Wild West! 

TEX& THE 
HORSEHEDS 

BY BRUCE KALBERG 

THE BATHROOM (Part One) 
111'M IN THE BATHROOM I I SPILLED SOME BEER 
IN MY LAP AND l'M NOT COMIN 1 OUT UNTIL IT 
DRIES!" Uh! Uh! Where's the Vaseline?!! What real· 
ly initially struck me about 'Tex & The 
Horseheads' was how they were able to absorb a 
variety of musical influences ranging from the 
'Ramones' to cowboy guitar pickin' and still come 
up with something fresh. Tex is a what? I spilled 
some beer in my lap, that's all! The fact that Tex is a 
girl is of no consequence to a professional like 
myself. Shit, I never noticed she was a girl. 'Sex & 
The Whoreheads' is just a great fuckin' band. I told 
you how I got that wet spot on my jeans! I gotta 
go to the bathroom now. Don't question the 
seriousness of my journalistic motives just because 
you have a frustrated dirty mind. This music 
business bullshit Is hard work and I'm Into the 
Intellectual progressive stuff which requires a 
helluva lotofstudr end that's why I want to fuck 
Tex. I'll just use that old sock ... Please excuse any 
typographical errors in this thing, I'm trying to 
master the skill of typing with one hand so that I can 
do two things at a time. Where's that sock. 
Whoops! Uhl ... She can really sing huh? Uhl Uhl 
This is really embarrassing, so we're going to move 
right along. And the 'Horseheads' are fellas I 
guess ... and a nice bunch of guys! This is a sticky 
mess. I'm so careless to have lost control in front of 
you readers. You buy a music magazine for music in· 
formation. You expect educated viewpoints. What 
do you get here? Cum. Those fuckin' 'Horseheads' 
are probably gonna kick my ass. I wish I could explain 
to theSe people that I have a behavioral problem. 
When I was in elementary school they put me in 
these special classes for 'gifted' children. They told 

'' 

me that I was exceptionally smart. " You have an ex· 
· traordinarily high 1.0.," they said. Well, that was my 
ticket to fuck off for the rest of my life.· . . rest on my 
laurels so to speak. Other people had to study to 
become smart, I figured that If I was already born that 
way, I didn't ever need to do one goddam thing. I, of 

· course, ruined my life. It wasn't until recently, reflec
ting back on my 'gifted' childhood, that I realized how 
extraordinarily weird the other children In my class 
behaved. It never occurred to me for my entire life 
that they may have lied to me about the reason for 
sending me to those special classes, until just the 
other day. I was separated from society at an early 
age because I was a sick twisted llttle kid. Boy am I 
fuckln' dumb. We're going to get serious about 
modern music now ... let's get analytiC. . put on 
your swim fins. My friend (he's not my fuck in' friend) 
Dave says that they suck and that Linda Jones sings 
like shit. I think that they're the best rock band in the 
world. Linda Jones sings much better than Ari Up, 
Chrissie Hynda or Souxie. Mike Martt plays guitar 
like Keith Richards meets the Ramones. If Linda 
Jones were created by some sci·fi genetic experl· 
ment the formula would be equal parts of DNA from 
Janis ·Joplin, Marlene Deitrich and Darby Crash. 
Keep in mind now that we aren't the sort of people 
who you would ask for an opinion, If you met us. But I 
can say any fuckin' thing I want. I saw Big Brother & 
The Holding Co. in the '60s in San Francisco and I 
think Tex sings much better than Janis Joplin and 
the band's fuckin' great. Of course they're better 
than the Clash ever were man! 

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A GOOD BOOK TO 
STIMULATE A YOUNG MIND: You may be surpris· 
ed by the following piece of 'Horsheds' trivia. Drum· 
mer Rock Vodka is seriously interested in literature. 
He is an irrepressible writer and can be found writing 
constantly. Rock wrote all over the 'NOMAG' man· 
sion with his felt-tip. "Wee-wee." "Doo-doo." 
"Vagina." "Pee-pee." "Anus." "Penis." . ... much 
in the style of the local Latin spraypalnt calligraphy 
found around Los Angeles. Rock wrote dirty words 
on the Nomag Bed. Rock wrote all over Smog's face 
because Smog wouldn't wake up. After Rock had 
written all over Smog and all over NOMAG, Rock 
wrote all over guitarist Mike's car. Rock is a brilliant 
wri(er. He doesn't even need paper! You can't beat 
an American education for creating a well 
rounded, soclallr productive adult. 

LINDA 'TEX' JONES. TEX & THE-HORSEHEADS. 1983 

BARBARA WALTERS HAS GOOO MANNERS. 
I swear I didn' t do anything weird when I Interviewed 
Tex and took her photo. Not one bead of sweat, even. 
If Barbara Walter~ can do it NOMAG can do it. In the 
past sexual filth has made this magazine a 
piece of shit. When .Barbara Walters interviewed 
Clint Eastwood at his home in romatic Carmel, her 
composure was admirable. " Fuck me Clint! Fuck me 
Clint!" Ha. $he had all the composure of Tohy 
Perkins greeting a female guest at the motel In 
'Psycho '. Cllnt of course woufdn 1t have 
understood. "/ don't think I understand the ques· 
tion Barbara." Barbara Walters is a perfect example 
of joUinalistic restraint. Besides, Tex ain't so hot, 
she's just got alot of hair In her face. "I love the way 
you lisp and stutter and fall on your face. You 
newspapermen must lead exciting lives!" she said. 
" I've seerl a thousand broads like you Tex .. . heh!" I 
said, "Excuse me I gotta change my under· 
pants." 
NICKEY BEAT HAS 0000 MANNERS. (but he's 
messy) 
Hot shot drummer Nikki Beat went out drinking with 
the band after an uncrowded show at Club 
Lingerie. . they didn' t have a following yet, you 
know, as of Feb. '83. He jumped out of the car in the 
wee wee hours of the morning and destroyed two 
plate glass windows at a Cadillac dealership with his 
hands and feet. He bled all over the car. He finger· 
painted with blood on Tex's thighs. " I just wanted 
you to like me". . Nikki said. He spent 3 days in the 
hospital. When he sobered up he didn't remember 
too much. I wonder how Barbara lets off steam. 
They like Nickey. 
WATCH OUT SINATRA! THEY'RE BETTER MO' 
FO'I WATCH OUT MOTOWN!: Hey man, they're 
better than your favorite band. How good are they? 
Hey you there! That's right, you ... asshole! Don't 
say"You don't know shit!" to this magazine because 
we're way ahead of you, wimp. How good are they? 
How good can you get? Better than the 'Beatles'? 
Better than the 'Isley Brothers'? •Setter than 
James Brown? I'll tell you how good they are and 
this'll shut you skeptics up once and for all. Oo ge~ a 
pen because you may want to Jot this down on 
scratch paper and carrr It with you In your 
pocket everrwhere you go. Hal How good are 
'TEX & The HORSHEDS'? Ther're better than 
the 'Mormon Tabernacle Choir'! Hal 

LINDA 'TEX' JONES. 



Tex lntert1lew 

NOMAQ: WHY DO YOU WEAR YOUR HAIR OVER 
YOUR FACE? Tex: " Because I think it looks real pret
ty that way and plus I always lose my sunglasses so, 
it looks real pretty and it works like sunglasses and I 
don 't have to look at everybody all the time." 
NOMAQ: HOW OLD ARE YOU? WHERE WERE YOU 
BORN? Te•: "26 .... Santa Monica California." 
WHAT'S YOUR REAL NAME? Te:r.: "Linda Jones." 
NOMAO: DO YOU LIKE BOYS? Tex: "Sure, they're 
great." NOMAO: WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT 
THEM? Te:r.: "Well they're human beings and I think 
that fits Into a pretty good basic category. I like 
everybody, girls, boys, If they had anything else I'd 
llke them too. I like everything that's around." 
NOMAQ: ARE YOU SEXUALLY PROMISCUOUS? 
Te:r.: "Naw. I'm really shy, unless I'm really drunk or 
something. And alot of times I forget so It didn't 
make any sense to do It In the first place. I wake up 
the next day and say I must have had a good time but 
I've got a hangover now, so what was It for." 

NOMAQ: WHAT DO YOU LIKE? Tex: "I like just 
about dam near everything. I like television, good 
food, bad food, good music, bad music, I even like the 
people I don't like. There's no reason not to, you 
know. I'm not Into 'I hate everything'.'' NOMAQ: DO 
YOU EVEN LIKE UGLY LITTLE MEAN PEOPLE? TH: 
" Yeah. Because I figure that they're basically OK. 
There's got to be ugly little mean people you know, 
so lhat there's nice people too.'' NOMAQ: DO YOU 
LIKE FASCIST WARMONGERS? AND REALLY RELi· 
GIOUS PEOPLE THAT LIVE IN TIBET? Tex: "OK well 
as far as the military people go, like right now I'm sort 
of grlttln' my teeth and tryln' to put up with them and 
everything, but I figure that they' re just a little 
misguided and someday maybe they'll find 
themselves but If they blow us up I won't have the 
chance to be pissed off but I would be because I'd be 
dead. They' re a bunch of assholes you know. 'They 
need to straighten up and start thlnkln' instead of 
goln' around kllllng everybody and everything. 
Marbe Prealdent Re•gan •nd the Prealdent of 
Ruaal•, ther ought to get together and have • 
tennla match, rou know, and battle It out •nd 
le•ve ua all out of It, bec•u•e I'm not partlcular· 
Ir lntereated In their aquabblea. And religious 
guys In Tibet, I think they're doing a good job and 
they ought to keep on with the good work.'' 

NOMAQ: WHERE DOES THAT VOICE COME OUT 
OF YOU WHEN YOU SING THAT DOESN'T COME 
OUT OF YOU WHEN YOU TALK? Tex: "It's not the 
same huh?" NOMAQ: WHEN DID YOU FIRST FIND 
OUT YOU HAD THAT? Tex: " Well, when I was play· 
Ing guitar In my last group they asked me to do back· 
up vocals. They said ... sing kind of low but be subtle 
... but I just couldn't be subtle. They said ... 'What 
are you trying to do, Unda Blair Imitations?' . . . so 
they said 'No, you better not sing back-up'. And I 
wanted to join the chorus when I was In grammar 
school and they tried me out. When I started singing 
they went ... 'Bor ... I• th•t eom• bad ahltl Oat 
out of here. Qo on b•ck to cl•••· Forget ltl' So I 
always knew I was supposed to be a singer." 

NOMAO CLOSE-UPS 

LINDA 'TEX' JONES. TEX & THE HORSEHEADS. 1983 

NOMAQ: WHATS IT FEEL LIKE? Tex: "11 leels go-0-
0-0-d! It feela llke the whole state of Tex•• com· 
Ing right out of mr lunge." NOllAO: WHAT DO 
YOU HAVE TO DO WITH TEXAS? Tex: "Huh? I 
don't know. I'm still searchin' It." NOllAO: WHY 
ARE YOU CALLED TEX? Tex: "I'm called 'Texas' 
because that's a nickname.'' NOllAQ: TELL ME 
MORE ABOUT YOUR VOICE. WHERE DOES IT 
COME FROM? WHAT IS IT? Tex: "Well, It's a way of 
life. It's a religion to me.'' NOllAQ: WHAT I LIKE 
ABOUT IT IS THAT IT DOESN'T SOUND LIKE 
YOU'RE TRYING TO COP A NEGRO BLUES STYLE 
BUT IT IS REAL BLUESY. Tex: "Yeah. I can't stand 
white people that try to sound and be like black peo
ple. Whr c•n't ther Juai alng and be themaelvee. 
Thal'• wh•t the black people are doing. Why 
don't the white people do It, you know. So I give It all I 
got I admire black people though like James Brown. 

' They just get up there and get all sweaty and give It 
everything they've got. I figure that II somebody Is 
spending ten bucks on a ticket to see you, you damn 
well better give them somethin'. I don't mind being 
white, It's cool with me . . . anything . .. anything I'm 
given. And be a dog, I'd do that too. I'd do It to the 
hilt" NOMAO: TELL ME MORE ABOUT WHAT IT 
FEELS LIKE WHEN YOU SING. Tex: "When I sing 
lt'a llke going Into• trance you might ur. I don't 
know what's going to happen, it's never the same 
twice. All the songs are the same but they come out 
different every time. It's like I just throw myself into 
this thing and I don't know what It is. It takes over and 
I dive Into it like jumping off a high-dive. Somebody 
told me that when I sang they thought the ground 
was coming up through my feet. They couldn't 
believe that I was singing like that. Sometime• I 
think that marbe the ground might be coming 
up through mr feet. But I don't want to say too 
much because I don't want to take the romance out 
ol 11." NOMAQ: UH. YOU'RE SORT OF DIRTY TOO. 
YOU'RE SORT OF LIKE A STRIPPER TOO. EH? Tex:" 
" Yeah. Well a lot of people just sit up there and try to 
be all prim while I'm trying to sing ... like 'What the 
hell ls she doing?' . .. but if they would just stop roll
ing their eyes at me and being all superior and sit 
down and listen for a minute they might have a good 
time. I'm not being hateful or anything like that. I 
want everybody to have a good time. Well I don't 
think I'm dirty or anything. I ' ve seen peoplegetdlr· 
ty. I'm not dirty; I don't know ... maybe I might do 

somethin' dirty and not realize it because I get Into it 
and stuff. Well what's dirty anyway? Wh•t the hell 
I• dirty? If I touch myself I doni think It's dirty. It's 
just me doin' what I feel like doin' at the time." 
NOMAQ: 1rs SORT OF LIKE MARLENE DEITRICH 
'BLUE ANGEL'. 1rs GREAT. Tex: "Well thank you. 
(ha ha laugh) Gimme some of that tequila there boy!" 

BARBARA LETS OFF STEAM 

BARBARA WALTERS AND CLINT EASTWOOD 
PLAYING PINO PONO: "Oh Clint you really rally so 
well!" . .. plonk plonk ... "Thank you Barbara." . .. 
plonk plunk .. . plunk .. . "Your serve 
Barbara." ... plonk plonk plonk plonk ... plonk plonk 
plonk plonk ... plunk ... "It's under the table, I'll get 
It Clint!" ... plunk ... "Oh! Uh! .. . Uhl. . . Oh! Oh! 
Help me Clint!" 

NOMAO: DO YOU THINK THAT ROCK SINGERS 
NECESSARILY NEED TO DETERIORATE AS THEY 
GET OLDER? I THINK FRANK SINATRA DID GREAT 
STUFF AS HE GOT OLDER. Tex: "Well there's alot 
to be said for him. I like Frank too. Gettin' old, that's 
been done before. That's just people giving up and 
getting nervous. I'm not for that. . I'm on a positive 
path and If I ever decide to stop singing It's going to 
be because something interests me more .. . but as 
long as I'm interested I'm going for It. I don't plan on 
gettin' old and gettin' ugly and shootin' dope until I 
die or somethin' like that. I mean I mar have a few 
drinks and everything but I know when to call It 
qulta, rou know. (laugh) I mean I won't drink so 
much that I hav9 to go to Ralelgh Hiiia Hospital 
or anything. I certainly hope not. Drlnkin' too much 
has killed alot ol good people, like Hank Williams. 
Nobody knows what's really in the future but I'm go
ing to try my damdest to keep on go in'.'' NOMAQ: SO 
YOU DON'T SHOOT UP? Tex: "Nope." NOMAO: 
HAVE YOU EVER DONE IT? Tex: " Nope." NOMAQ: 
(laugh). Tex: " (giggle)." NOMAO: DO YOU HAVE 
ANY NEEDLE MARKS ON YOUR BODY? Tex: 
" Nope." NOMAQ: LET'S TAKE YOUR CLOTHES 
OFF AND LOOt<. Tex: " Nope.(laugh). I'm really inno
cent, just a few buds now and then and a few shots of 
Jack Daniels. Why, do you shoot up?" NOMAO: 
NOPE. Tex: "Can I see your ann? Hmmm. You look 
pretty clean." 



TEX & THE HORSHEDS are: Linda Jones 
(Tex)1 vocals; Mike Martt, guitar; Rock 
Vodka, drums; Smog Vomit, bass. 

THE BATHROOM (Part 2) 
HORSEHEADS IN THE BATHROOM Mike Martt, 
Rock Vodka & Smog Vomit 

(acoustic guitar and singing) ... no more drinking 
and no more fighting. I quit tomorrow . 
"Hey Tex! How long has this piece of shit been 
floatlng around In your bathroom? Every time I 
come here to take a shower, every week ... once a 
week I come here to take a shower and there is a fuck· 
Ing piece of shit in the fucking bathtub (pissing In 
bathtub) . .. It's so fucked!" 

(acoustic guitar and singing) I'll quit tomorrow yes I 
will ... I'll quit tomorrow be damned to hell ... I'll 
never get drunk again. 

NOMAO: JUST DO A FUCKING INTERVIEW IN 
THERE! 
11Qet out of herel He wants us to do a fucking In· 
tervlew. Now do you want to fuck me first while 
I Interview you? Well I' ll fuck you while you inter· 
view Rock and then Rock will fuck me while he inter· 
views you. I think we should all fuck each other while 
we all interview each other. I think the best was when 
you sucked me while Mike boned your butt Smog." 

(pissing) 

"Smog your dick looks fuckln' weird man1 
What'• wrong with It? Dig It man that's abstract. 
Hey •have that babrl Where's the scissors? It's 
abstract penis art . Hey let's a11 whip out our dicks, I 
don't think they can see It on tape. OK nowwe'regon· 
na give Smog a haircut." 

0 0K be careful now, not any skin!" 

"Whoo! Smog man you're gonna be lookin' kind of 
cool. (snip snip) Just call me 'Fredr/co'. Should we · 
give this lock to 'NOMAG'? You looked like a hippie 
before huh? Save them all and just make a big hair· 
ball . . . Smog Vomlt's pubic hairs, . they'll sell for 
thousands. Don't drop any in the toilet!" 

"Don't touch the skin!" 

"Smog, how do you feel about getting your haircut by 
a man?" "It feels good." 
"A Smog Vomit pubic hairball. Great, let's get some 
of this! Pr8tty soon we'll have a contest to get us 
money. Watch your dick Smog! Oh sorry. I got a little 
skin there. Give him a mohawk. Shit, that's.a good 
fuckln' trim. Fuckln' shit! Wait a minute. We'll do this 
right. It's about time for me to trim mine now. Let'• 
trim Rock'• pubea. Oh no get that thing away. 
(Bzzzz! Whlrrrl)" 

(an electric shaver!) 

"OK now we have the electiic shaver and we're shav
ing Rock's dick and pubic area." 
11QJrla1 feel free to au ck my dick and don't worrr 
about getting hair In rour mouth.11 

"Walt. I got a whole bunch of fucking hair In here. 
(buzzz whlrrr) Have you ever had a boner while you 
had your pubes shaved?" 
"Owl You Jerk!" 
"Oh. Fuck. Sorry. Let him shave his own pubes. You 
Interview Mike whlle I'm doing this. OK. (bzzz whlrrr) 
Mike tell us about your first sexual experience, that 
old man you sucked off." 
"Oh no. The very first girt I ever fucked was on the 
rag! Isn' t that great? And like it got this red stuff all 
over my pussy. We were together rubbing pussys 
together." 
"My brother taught me how to masturbate. (bzzz 
whlrrr) It was cool. I used to masturbate and llke I'd 
have these orgasms and It would just be dry and final· 
ly one drop of spenn came out and I was just so jazz· 
ed." 

11 What do rou think about mualc? Music 
schmuslc. I used to masturbate and ....... You ue-
ed to maaturbate? What do you mean you used to 

No I mean I still masturbate but . . but ... 
but one day I got this orgasm and I freaked out. What 
kind of drugs are the 'Horseheads' Into? The 
'Horseheads' aren't into any drugs ... All drugs! ... 
They're into whiskey and 'Colt 45'. I don't know how 
they're going to spell this shaver. (bzzz whirrr) I've got 
to .shave my face with that thing man, take it easy! 
That's mr electric shaver Rock. You're shaving 
rour fucking cunt with mv electric shaver. We'd 
like to mention at this point that the 'Horsehead.s'. 
need money and you can send that money to 4709 
Horsehead Avenue. (bzzz whlrrrr) What 's your 
favorite song Smog? 'Street Creature' by · Smog 
Vomit & The Stupid Losers. I think mine would be 'I 
Buttfucked my Dad' by Rock Vodka. I don't know 
... 'Grandma Sucked Me Off' is one of my other 
choices. What bands do we like? The 'Monkees' and 
'Black Sabbath'. I like Ozzie Osborne. No. Wrong! 
Sammy Davis Jr., Al Pacino, Frank Sinatra. Joanie & 
Ch8chi's band is myfavorite. lsthatachancre I see 
there Ro~k? Rock's got a chancre ... Rock's got a 
chancre." 
11No that'• nottrUl!tl They're making It up fol~•·" 

PRAY FOR NUCLEAR ANNIHILATION. 

11Thle le a aubllmlnal meaaage 1The devll loves 
vou, the devll loves rou 1 the devil love• rou 

11 ••• " How many bands have you been In Mike? 
. .. 15! .. . 15? Tell me what the names of them are. 
OK. The first one was 'Mike Super-Martt & The Box· 
boys'. Say that 10 times, 'Mike Supennartt & The Box· 
boys'. I can't I'll faint. Look at that! God Rock you got 
a ugly mutherfuckin·' dick. That'• not true. You 
know that's gonna itch like shit when those things 
start growing back. We're conducting a shave. 
Rock Vodka Is now shaving hi• balls. He's down 
underneath. He's very articulate! Bow I love that 
strle Rock." 

1•re11 them about my style of masturbation." 

110h he's got this unique style ... It's sort of a 
twist. Personallv 1 I use my left hand but Rock Is 
a right-hander. Can you describe the technique 
that he uses Mike? Yeah, but I want to say that I'm In 
love with my grandmother and I'm very serious about 
that. (bzzz whirrr) God Rock every time you shave off 
a lock of hair that thing gets ugller and ugller. God· 
dam he's got an ugly scrotum doesn't he? Whoool 
Hunkr·dorr! How old are you Mike? ... 13 ... Did 
you ever graduate high school? ... I always 
did! . .. Goddam he's going for the shaft. What hap
pens If someone pokes him right now! What would 
happen If I stabbed him with this knife?" 

"Hay boy! That's ugly, I shouldn't have done that." 
11Boy you reallr ahed some fight on that aucker 
didn't you Rock? (bzzz whirrr) We're really doing a 
terrible Interview aren't we. Do rou know whr he 
wanted us In the bathroom? So he could fuck 
Tex out there. Yeah. You guys go In the bathroom 
and do an Interview . .. that'• allck. You got one of 
them ugly veins too. Not as big as mine. How come 
mr dick doesn't look Ilk• that? I could shoot up In 
mine. Look at mine, it doesn't have any fuckln' veins. 
I got veins on the side. Hey does yours have that 
Smog? I got varicose veins In my dick. Hey does 
yours have that stuff right there? Wh~t about you 
Rock? Nope. There's a good one look at that. Oh I 
see, everrbody has thoae. Why don't you auck 
on It a llttle bit. Why don't you shut up. Smog'• got 
a chancre I No, I beat off today In the shower. Hey do 
you guys got these things, these weird bumps? 
... Uh oh! ... You don't got 'em, aee rours Is all 
amooth over there ... Let's take care of those 
Rock ... Oh wow! ... I got 'em. Smog's got 'em. 
Mike doean't have bumps on hie dick! You can't 
have near as much pleasure with sex as Smog and I 
can have. Look at all the hair In the toilet. What an 
uglr dick this gur has." 

"Illkelt. " 

" Back to the Interview. What's the perspective on the 
'Horseheads' songs to date? That's a bad question. 
(bzzz whlrrr) Rock you're not supposed to shave your 
leg. Mike, what is the direction of your music?" 

"Down!" 

" Hey are you guys ready to suck ma now that I've got 
this nice clean dick?" 
" Are you kidding? You got stubbs. You gotta clean It 
a little. Her do we llke glrls? ... Nol ... Onlr at 
bedtime . .. We hate glrls. Girls are only for fuck· 
Ing and belly-dancing and serving drinks. That does 
look good. Maybe you can give like a pelvic thrust or 
something, kind of sexy up your act. Rock is peeing 
on Smog's face. What advice would you give young 
bass players?" 

" Drink lots of hard booze, don 't practice too much, 
play bad and sloppy. Give up on the bass, take up 
Journalism, send the band Into the bathroom and 
fuck the girls." 

111 think thla Interview Is over. Destroy the 
tape. 11 
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Tf X 
NOMAG: WHY ARE ALL THE GUYS IN YOUR BAND 
FAGS? Tex: "Pardon me. Are they fags? Why do you 
call them tags? ... Somebody called ... They look 
Ilka fags?!? ... ha! ha! ha! ha! Do you want me to 
punch you In the damn noael hal hal C 1mon . . . 
do you want to row motherfucker! C'mon .. . 
Don't pu•h me. What the hell'• a fag anyway. 
No, they never had organisms or anything like that 
together. Are you a fag? Actually, I don't know It 
they're tags. I never asked them that. I like them If 
they are or If they're not. I don't really give a damn. 
Naw ... I doubt It highly. They all hang around girls 
all the time and the girls be giving them Jewelry, and 
so they must be giving the girls something, If you get 
my meaning." 
NOMAG: WHAT'S SO FUCKIN' EXTRAORDINARY 
ABOUT YOU? Tex: " Well, It's my supernatural ex
periences that I've gone through that sort of show on 
me but I can't ever talk about 'em. I'll never ever talk 
about 'em. You just have to trust me and know that -:rtWg 

g~~~~~J~~ff 8RSSfHE's Itself untll 8 months ago. Now I'm doin' It. I'm on the . 
verge of It and I'm doln' It." NOMAO: HOW LONG IS 
YOUR JOB? Te:.: 0 Untll they're finished using me 
and I die." WHO IS 'THEY'? Te:.: "I can't say." 
THERE'S MORE THAN ONE? Tex: " Yeah." IS 
THERE ANYBODY ELSE ON THIS PLANET THAT 
THEY'RE USING? Tex: "Yeah." DO YOU KNOW 
THEM,? 0 1 know a few of them .. . but I don't want to 
talk about It any more because It's getting too close 
to It. The one thing Is that you have to be Incognito 
about It, or else It's no good anymore." DO YOU 
BELIEVE IN JESUS AND ALL THAT? Tex: "Well, I 
don't believe It's Ilka what everybody has been sayln' 
that It Is, because I haven't seen It that way. I believe 
there was a Jesus. I believe that truly . .. but I think 
that he got a real bad lot of bad publicity. They just 
used his name to have their own way, and wrote this 
crazy book and had everybody tllppln' out, and all 
these selfish guys were trying to make a bunch of 
money. It got all out of hand, but that's all over and 
done with now. It's just gotta be a whole other thing 
now." 
NOMAG: WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST SEX EX· 
PERIENCES? Te:.: "Well I was quite young. I don't 
have anvthlng to hide. I atairted quite young In 
llfe. Well I do have a few things to hide . .. ha! 
hal Yeah, I did start quite young in life. You see, when 
I was 7 years old this little boy took me out In back of 
his house and I had like these little test tube things 
and he wouldn't let me out of the garage unless I kiss
ed him, so I said 'OK you can kiss methen but give me 
back my fuckln' test tubes and let me out of this dang 
place before I start screaming my head off.' And he 
goes c 'mon give me a kiss. So I went like this (makes 
face) and gave him a bunch of teeth ... and he goes 
'You don't stick your teeth out when you kiss! ' ... I 
just kept stalling and stalling and messin' up the 
kissing stuff and finally his father came In and I shot 
out. That was like my first real weird experience. And 
then after that It just kept getting worse and worse. 
The altuatlons kept getting bckler and bckler. 
I mean rou wouldn't even believe what It'• Ilk• 
now. I mean I don't even underabnd It. That's 
why I can't even deal with a boyfriend now." DO YOU 
HAVE ORGASMS? Te:.: " Orgasms? What are 
those? Do you mean 'snaglasms'? No I don't know 
what the hell rou 1re bilking about!" DO YOU 
HAVE PINEAPPLE SHAPED VIBRATORS WITH 

COWBOY HATS? Te:.: 11Nol I don'tuaevlbrators. I 
recommend that people shouldn't use vibrators on 
anything except their feet and their earlob'es, 
because I heard It wrecks rou for the rest of your 
life." NOMAG: WRECKS YOU WHERE? Tex: 
"Where do you think? It wreck• vou. Somebody 
told me but they didn't give me the whole scoop on It, 
but I'm not that big a sex fiend so I don't need a 
vibrator. When I get hornr I Just watch 
t._levlalon." 
NOMAG: WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU LOOK LIKETO 
PEOPLE? Tex: " To some people I really look 
beautiful. To people that are into what I look like and 
are sort of In my level of thinking, I look beautiful. Bui 
not to alot of people. Like when I used to work at the 
'Club Lingerie' I'd go up to a table and the guy would 
go 'Mr Qodl Get away from my bible! My wife 
might aee rouJ' And then he'd sbrt acreamlng 
and atuH. Like one tim~ I walked up to this table and 
I said 'Would you care for a cocktail?' and this lady 
just goes 'Ah ha! ha! ha!' and she starts laughing at 
me and trying to act like she's covering her laugh, 
you know, looking at her girlfriend but obviously 
laughing at me, trying to make me feel like a fool. 
Which was really cool you know, I said 'Yeah, all 
right, put me down, cool, ' but I still did my Job and 
said 'Well would you care for a cocktail or not?' and 
they Just kept laughln', so I walked away. Later on 
they left, and when I went back to the table 
underneath the chair was a beautiful gold chain 
necklace. So I figured that I got the last laugh. But 
some people think that I'm th& ugliest thing they've 
ever seen In their life and then other people think that 
I'm the most beautiful thing that they ever saw In 
their life. Other people are nonchalant. I like the way I 
look. It's just something I do, just one thing leads to 
another ... you know, I get up, go wash my face, put 
on my make-up and one thing leads to another. It's 
like being an artist, you know. You do to yourself 
what . you think looks good. Guys go get tattoos 
because they want that on them. I Ilk• the way I 

look, that'• whr I do It to myaelf becauae that'• 
what I want to do to my damn ••If." NOMAQ: 
ARE YOU A DEMOCRAT OR A REPUBLICAN? Tex: 
"I'm an anarchlatl It meana that ao far polltlca 
haven't amounted to a doodelr·•quat. We're on 
the verge of being blown off the face of the planet .. . 
because all these democrats and republicans and 
communists and socialists and whoever the hell else 
Is left, they can't get their shit together because 
they're too busy squabbling with each other, so ob
viously none of those things have worked out. If peo
ple just would use their common sense I think things 
would be all right but nobody's logical ... they just 
keep fighting over border lines and all kind of crazy 
shit. I personally have no use for It. I don't care about 
·none of that shit, I'd just feed all of the hungry kids. 
That's the only thing that I can see that's Important is 
to feed hungry people, even the hungry old people 
... just make sure that everybody's comfortable." 

CLINT AND BARBARA UNDER THE PING PONG 
TABLE: "Uh!" . .. " Uh! Uh! Uhl" ... "Uh! Uh! Uhl 
Uhf' . .. p/onk . 

Te:.: "I'm a vulnerabl~ person. Some people hate me, 
that's cool . . . because I look the way I do, because I 
... I don't know. I don't actually know why. I always 
hear that 'somebody said this about you' or 
'somebody said that about you' but I never heard 
about it 'Iii somebody else told me. And then I go 'I 
don't want to hear about it, don't tell me.' Because 
when they do tell me I go'Oh well ... What good does 
it do? I'm still gonna do what I want to do anyway.' I 
mean I'm vulnerable to the point where I can be talk· 
ed into certain things. Maybe you would have 
thought I would ,have learned by now. Maybe it's 
good. Maybe It's bad. Maybe It takes me places I 
need to go." NOMAG: WELL I HOPE YOU GET WHAT 
YOU WANT. DO YOU KNOW WHAT THAT IS? Tex: 
"Pretty much so, I know what I want. I want to bike 8 
•••kl" 
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LOTUS LAME & THE LAME FLAMES 
WHAT MOTIVATES YOU? 
LOTUS LAME: " Money. Dick. Harry. Joe. And Ted. I 
had them all last night. I'm very Inspired by Arme· 
nlane. Armenians I believe are sexually repressed 
people and they come to this country and they flip 
out because they think that American women are up 
for anything. So you go 'HI. Can I have $5 worth of 
gas?' 'You mee-rald?' This really did happen when I 
used to live over In Silverlake, on Griffith Park Blvd. 
was an ARCO station and this guy loved me so much. 
I would lead him on. I would tell him all sorts of 
stories. I'd say 'I only have $2,' and he'd say 'Oh you 
take 4 dolla worth of gas! That's OK. I own the place.' 
Then he finally wanted my phone number. I think 
that's one reason I llnally went to •lgnala. I have a 
certain signal, and then I'll answer my phone. 
Sometimes I get completely bombed and give 
my number to the wrong person. There Is alot of 
flipped out foreigners In this country you know, par
ticularly Armenian and Mexican men, and you can 
really manipulate them and do anything that you 
want with them If you show them a llttle tit and you 
act nice to them. And then you give them your phone 
number but what you have to do is devise a code so 
that you never answer your phone, because you 
know If you change your phone number there are 
people from like 4 years ago that you know you would 
like to have one day to call you, however, since now 
that you have this new system anyway, a code, you 
never get to talk to them anyway, so you might as well 
just change your phone number. What happens Is 
that It got there for a while where I would like some· 
one, because you see I go on crushes, like I can have 
a heavy crush tor 2days, so I will be compelled to tell 
the person the signal and then all of a sudden after 
about the 3rd day I realize I hate this persona guts 
or maybe It was like, you know, I made a mistake and 
fucked a lesbian or something, and so like It was a 
mistake. So I made a mistake!. . but I gave them 
the signal and so what happens is that the signal 
would Increase, and It finally got to 15 rings, hang 
up, call back, 12 rings, hang up, call back, 5 rings, 
hang up, call back. It became so confusing I needed a 
r:alculator to answer my phone. 15 rings, 20 
rings, 18 rings, that's gotta be Ann! And then after 
a while, these people, you would give them these 
'signals, and you'd say 'What week am I on? What 
signal? Where is that person?' ... and I'd give these 
persons these signals and they'd say 'Forget It! You 
callme.' . " 

DO YOU SUPPORT YOURSELF WITH THIS 
LASCIVIOUS BAND THAT YOU WORK WITH? 
LOTUS ~LAME: " Do you mean are we making any 
money? Do I support myself with this group? Only 
spiritually. I work everyday at a bank. I'm assistant 
vice-president." 

HOW OOES THIS BAND WORK? WHO PLAYS 
THE DRUMS? 
LOTUS LAME: " Who Is the drummer? We only 
dance and sing. We sing to tapes. We don't play 
any Instruments. Well now I do play the bongos but 
I am not what you would call a practicing bongo 
player. I don't get It. I don't get it at all . I have to tell 
you though and this' II kill another group of people for 
us ... I mean straight audiences, the guys like die for 
us, for our outfits and stuff, and gay men Just love us, 
I mean we're the women they want to be. I mean they 
all want to be up there In those outfits and just be as 
campy as they can be, you know the butcher the bet
ter, but the thing is that we played two nights at a 
dyke bar, and let me tell you that next to Catholics, 
lesbians have absolutely no sense of humor In the 
whole world. None. They expected Patty LaBelle & 
The Bluebells you know, and here I start singing 'The 
butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker, long, 
short , fat, tall, I've had them all.' ... and these women 
hated us, but they didn 't do anything, they were total
ly apathetic. They didn't get it because they have no 
sense of humor. They thought we were going to be 
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
like Aretha Franklin and get up there and sing some 
tortured love song. You know how lesbians are all tor
tured and we were going to get up there and sing 
'O·O·Oh to muff.Oi<ting.' . .. We are really bad. But 
the point la that we're really bad because we 
really want to be bad. We practice very hard to 
be bad. The whole point about sex is that none of us 
(akes sex seriously. I mean we do. I don't. I can' t 
speak for them. I don' t take it seriously. That's why I 
end up with 14 rings, call back, 12 rings, call back, 8 
rings, call back. You know it's like whatever I'm into 
OK. So I made a mistake. So I went home with a girl. 
So what. Just don't call m el People just take it too 
seriously. To me the people who really take sex 
seriously are like your basic sex murderer rapist kill 
you cut the genitals out and fhrow them out the win· 
dow. These people are seriously into sex. They have a 
serious outlook on life and sex. Now us, we're just 
fun·loving gals. We'd never like commit a sexual 
crime. I mean maybe, maybe I gave a bad blowjob but 
I mean I wouldn' t go to jail for that. We're cheap 
dates, what can I say, ~nd usually we' re buying 
anyway, so we're really cheap. But the thing is that 
the're Is so much to be made fun of about sex. We 
used to be 'Lotu• Lame & The Crotch Monsters' 
and that was as funny as we could get, because we 
really are crotch monsters. But the LA. Times dic
tated that we could not have such a name because 
we were starting to be reviewed in the Times and we 
were starting to have ads and then we were interview· 
ed on television and stuff like that and we couldn't 
use 'Crotch Monatera1 and so we had to change it 
to the 'Lame Flam••' when act!,Jally we still are 
crotch monsters at heart and always will be. But you 
see, people take It so seriously that when they heard 
'Lotus Lame & The Crotch Monsters' they said 
'You're not going to go <tery fat with that name.'The 
real premise of the group is to really poke fun at what 
everyone takes so seriously." 

HAS THE BAND SOLD OUT? 
LOTUS LAME: ''Sold out from what? Well OK we 
used to wear Jock straps. Do you mean from the 20 
people who see us to the 40 people who see us? Our 
.original costumes were red studded jock straps, 
black fishnet stock ings .. . I used to stuff my 
Jockst1ap so It looked like I had Dick and Harry down 
there, sometimes I can, it depends on how drunk I get 
them, but anyway we would wear jockstraps and 
these little tight I-shirts that said 'Lotus Lame & The 
Crotch Monsters'with our names on the back, Lotus, 
Luana, Lolita, L'Angostlno, and 'Tour Of Vulgaria'. It 
was our tour I-shirt and we'd only done a tour of the 
'One-Way'. So we had Jockst raps, t-shlrta and I 
wore high black boota and they wore boots, and 
mask•, we wore masks. And then there was this 
designer who was a friend of ours who said I'm going 
to make you these wonderful costumes so you really 
look likeshowglrts, sleazy showgir1s. However I wear 
a nightgown. I found It better after I do my show• 
to have a nightgown on because you never 
know when you'll Just be.Ilka right In bed with 
someone. You don 't ha<te to e<ten change the 
,costume. You just like get off stage and say ' I'm 
readyl I've got my nightgown on. You've got the 
missile, I've got the launching padf!t" 

The 01/glnal signal Is an Interesting story. I used .to 
live In Sllverlake In a house that I shared with some
one. We used to live together and we used to have in· 
.sane wild parties all the time and what happened 
was, there was these oriental people that used to live 
across the street from us and they were too hor· 
rifled by me to ever say anything, and we would 
have wild pa"rties all night and throw bottles In the· 
streets and just carry on, and they would like be in 
there, I think they were like Hlroahlma refugee• or 
something, they would always like stay In their 
house and just come to pull banana• off the trees. 
They never complained about anything, and there 
were no other neighbors. Well finally they died or 
moved out or something. They were gone. I never saw 
them anymore. The banana• were growing and I 
knew they were gone. That's the only way I knew 
they came out, Is bananas would be missing off the 
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tree, otherwise I would never see them. So one day 
we had this HUGE party for these friends of ours. It 
was like a party that went on for 3 days, and it just 
k8pt going and going and going, and I was In the mid· 
die of breaking up with a boyfriend who was extreme· 
ly Insane. He would kill you as fast as he would look 
at you. He had no con•lderatlon• about kllllng 
people. None. None at all. 'And he really believed 
that he had the right to do It because certain people 
just were not worthy of llvlng. They just weren't. They 
had no significance. They were not exchanging with 
mankind, society or anything, so he would, you 
know. If he loved yoU he would kill tor you. I mean 
that'• a amall atep for mankind but It'• a big step 
for Lotus Lame! If I wanted you done In you know, 
so anyway I decided that I didn' t want to date this guy 
anymore because he was a little too Intense. I had a 
car accident. This Is very tunny. I had a car accident. I 
almo•t died. I had about 80 stitches In my body,just 
got home from the hospital, laying In bed like this, 
and he wanted to fuck. Ha ha ha and I wouldn't. I said 
•Are you kidding? ' ... He said • I just want to make 
you feel better! ' ... I said •· 1 feel great. I'm on 
Demerol. What are you talkln' about. .. leave me 
alone." ... So he said '·I tuck you anyway/' . . . He 
like takes this dick out. So I thought I really have to 
break up with this guy because he's really nuts. Not 
to mention that I had 20 stitches In my mouth and he 
wanted to stick his tongue In there. He was really a 
weird guy, and with blue thread sticking out, and you 
know like crusty blood and stuff. So I was breaking 
up with him in the midst of this, and he used to stand 
outside and like watch the house when we had par
ties and stuff, and so the next morning we were hav· 
Ing this wild party go on, an~ the next morning, I was 
entertaining that night, someone had slept over, not 
to mention that there was about 100 people strewn 
all over the place, but everyone knew about this men· 
tal case who would kl II for me, and that meant anyone 
In the house at that time, so that morning we were 
s'leeplng and there Is this knock. I'll tell you, it was 
like this on the door lpound pound pound), I mean 
like loud loud pounding! Everyone jumped up and 
said the guys name, they went 1lt1

• him!' and 
everyone hid. They hid In the bathroom, In the closet, 
and the person I was entertaining ran behind the 
dishwasher. I mean people were just horrified and 
there was this pounding pounding pounding at the 
door, and I thought 'I 'm going to have to answer It. I'm 
going to be dead. Thi• guy I• going to klll me!' I'm 
expecting an M·10 between the eye• and lo and 
behold there la thl• vision of lovelln•••, a per· 
son I had never seen before dressed In full 
leather regalla at 12 noon on a Sunday. He had on 
those police motorcycle boots, leather pant•, 
leather Jacket, leather hat, glove• shoved 
through the epaulet• ~f the Jacket, leather 
aungla•aea, leather moustache. The guy was like 
In leather, except he had on a leopard t·shirt. It was 
very attractive. He was 'like this killer leather queen 
with like a Fred Segal t-shlrt on, and he had this red 
hair and this big red moustache, and I said 'Yeah?' 
... and I mean who Is this guy? The party's over you 
know, this thing, gawd. He said (French accent) 
1Noool I want to tell you that I leev across the 
street over there, you know 1 my name Is Jac
ques De•lree, Jacques Desiree, my name la 
Jacques Desiree and I •ay to myself, oh well I 
hear zee par-tee last week and I say hey1 hey1 
hey! this la zee party glrl well what can I do? Ho 
ho ho, but I tell you when the following weekend 
you have another par-tee, and as I say this ls too 
much with thl• party glrl hey! hey! hey! I am go
ing to call the pollce on you1 I am going to klll 
you!' ... And he was this li)\e leather thing going on 
and on with this ridiculous accent. I thought he was a 
joke. I thought It was like Dial-A.Joke or Send-A-Joke 
you know. I thought It was a joke because I was ex· 
pectlng my old boyfriend to be standing there with an 
M-10 and get me between the eyes, and everyone is 
still hiding and he's got a similar accent to my old 
boyfriend and they hear this screaming and you 
know they're all shaking. This guy, I decided what I 
would do Is befriend him rather than have this an· 
tagonlstlc leather queen living across the street from 
me, I woUld just befriend him and Invite him to my 

NOMAO CLOSE-UPS 
parties. Wrong, really wrong move, becauSe the guy 
started to come to the parties In his full leather 
regalia, and let me tell you I could never get rid of him, 
and suddenly a stream of boys would be going from 
my house to his house. He was llke this stud but he 
was such a gross pig. These little young fags that 
would come to my parties would be so Intrigued with 
him and run off to his house and you would hear yell· 
Ing and screaming 'Ahhhhhhhhl' because the guy 
was heavy-duty into S&M. You'd walk Into his closet, 
he had dildoes In there honey, a woman coulda had a 
litter and not lit that dildo up her cunt. i.touched one 
once, I mean I just couldn't Imagine, I mean I prob· 
ably got gay cancer from touching It, It wa.s 
disgusting. He had S&M accoutrements in there 
that you have never even dreamed of. He had a little 
rabbit that he loved, he used to give It lettuce, but to 
make a very long story short and a very tormenting 
story short, I could not get rid of him, and then I 
started to get really mean with him, a·nd he liked It. I 
should have known right. It got to where I would say 
to him 'You are a fucking asshole. Fuck off you pig! ' 
... and he would start to cry, this big leather queen, 
he would stand there In front of my door and go 'Ooh 
ooh ooooh ooooh!' ... and he would love it and 
come back for more, like yell at me more yell at me 
more, because the guy was heavy Into S&M, and he 
would make me so mad and I have such a violent 
temper, and I would say 'Leave me the fuck alone. 
You're an asshole!' and he would go 10oh ooh 
ooooh oooohl' and he would cry. The other 
boyfriend Is probably I would say like a mert:enary 
now somewhere because he was into it, probably In 
El Salvador or somewhe.re like that because he was 
into It, and he would read those magazines like 
'Sold/er Of Fortune' because he just bei ieved that 
people should die. I'll tell you something if he ever 
reads this and Lotus Lame is missing .... Did you 
hear about the woman that walked home from the 
tlshmarket and was followed by two cats and 
three dykes?" 

WHAT IS YOUR LAMEST.LAY? . 
LOTUS LAME: " I will not say the name of thrs person 
but he is very famous. tie Is extremely famous. I met 
him at a bar one night and he was tf'Ylng to be very 
much like 'Don't I know you?' and we ended up where 
he wanted me to have a 3·waywlth him and this other 
famous person. They were two men, and I told him I 
wasn't into It, and he really admired that. So we go 
home and we're snorting cocaine In the car and tak· 
ing quaaludes, he had a 450SL with the top down, _so 
while we were trying to catch blows of cocaine with 
the top down I said to him 1Mr. X, don't you think It 
would be easier to snort It If you put the top 
up?' . . . 18ut everyone couldn't ••• me then. 
I'm famous!' ... So we get to my house and I say 
'Thank you very much for dropping me off.' and he 
goes 'Dropping you off! I want you all for myself. You 
didn't want to fuck so-and-so, I want you all for 
myself anyway.' I said all right c'mon. So we get In the 
house and he says to me 'Won't you dress up?' . .. To 
make a long story_ short I put on a little 'Fredricks ' 
here, a little of this here, and la la la, you know, the 
works. I come·out in one of these kind of outfits and 
he's like 'Oh baby! Oh baby! Oh baby!' . .. and I said 
'OK now you want to get down, I' ll get down. I get 
down with the best of 'em Mr. Famous!' and he says 
'Well what do you have tor me to wear?' . . . And I 
thought well what do you want to be, like a Nazi, do 
you want to be the mailman, I mean what do you want 
to be, I mean I've got limited costumes over here. I 
said, 'What do you want to be?Gawd, take your tuck· 
ing pants off and let's do it already. It's Ilka four In the 
morning, I've had enough!' . . . This guy wants to 
dress up. He says 'I'd like to wear what you're wear
ing.' I said 'Oh. I'm wearing It. Only one of us can 
flt In this bra, do you know what I mean?' ... ' Yes 
I know. Don't you have anymore of that kind of stuff?' 
I said 'Yeah ldo. Do you want It?' and he said 'Yeah.' I 
could just have seen me and him and the third per· 
son. It would have been pretty scary, because you 
know the third guy would have been the dominatrix 
for sure. So I go Into my bedroom and sort of like dig 
around the drawer thinking 'Thia I• this person? I 
ca-n't belleve thl•!' ... pulling out the black· push· 
up bra, do you know what I mean, and the panties 
from 'Fredricks' and the you know, and I come out 
and I say 'Here you go.' Now dig this, he goes In the 
bathroom, he's got all his clothes and all that, he 

.!'- comes out of the bathroom with a towel on, we're 
~ talking like a Greta Garbo grand entrance, and I'm 
"! sitting on the couch going 'Am I tripping or what? Am 
~ I having a re-occurrence from an old acid trip from the 

'60's?' . .. I want to describe It physically. He comes 
t;" out, drops the towel, and has on the black push-up 

bra that is 12 times too small tor him so he actually 
looks like he has tits, and he has on the bikini bot· 
toms and we are ta/kin' bikini, the garters and the 
stockings, and I took one look at him and I went 10h 
my gawd!', he dropped the towel. Honey I knew I 
was Into the lamest lay I was ever going to have 
In my llfe. I said 'Who's going to be the boy? Are 
we going to shoot for It or what?' He decided that I 
should be the boy. So I said 'That's great. How are 
you going to be the girl? You know it's a little 
awkward for me.' I had to be the boy and since I 
don't have a dick, It wa• not much fun for me, 
and he wanted to keep the clothes on the whole 
time whlle I was being the boy, and we went 
around llke this for a whlle and he managed 
somehow to have an orgasm, and then I really 
decided that that was enough, and that I had 
enough of being the boy, and I didn't know how I 
was going to have any more fun being the boy 
because what was he going to do, what was he 
going to do, so I said 'Well I guess that's It then 
Isn't lt?1 and you know, he kept some of my 
llngerle. He wouldn't give It back to me. So besides 
being a lame lay and me having to figure out how to 
be the boy with what little accoutrements I had, he 
took my best panties from 'Fredricks'. We're talking 
nine dollars and this guy Is a millionaire, and you 
know he's driving around in his 450SL with my 
'Fredricks' crotchless underwear on. That's why we 
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sing the songs we sing. We're talkln' bad sex." 
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OLD JERK 
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EARL LIBERTY has become a new JERK, leaving 
SACCHARINE TRUST, ROGER has moved from 
bass to guitar, fortunately the CIRCLE JERKS left 
town on tour before we could get a full explanation, 
you CIRCLE JERK fans can figure it out anyway, 
pull your dicks out of the pencil sharpener and think 
about It. 
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MARLON ONLY 
BY BRUCE KALBERG 

WITH MARLON WHITFIELD. 

MARLON ONLY KNOV(S ONE NIGGER JOKE 

I reallr got •lck of all these fuckln 1 nigger jokes 
that all these airhead new wave cretins would 
rattle off whenever their one token black friend 
went to the bathroom or something. Her why 
don't you tell your nigger Jokes In front of your 
nigger friends? Oh. You don't want them to 
think rou're prejudiced and I shouldn't be call· 
Ing black people niggers because lt 1a racist. 
Big deal. I don't tell nigger Jokes Ilka you 
fuckface. I don't believe In human equality 
either. I think people are different, not equal. 
Anyway, one night I had heard a round of stupid 
nigger Joke• being told by a roomful of white 
new wave Idiots, and than I trotted off to the 
Antl·Club, drunk. Wall I ran Into Marlon Wt;lt. 
fleld, a black punk rocker. I'd never met Marlon 
before but I'd •••n him around at a few punk 
rock ahowa down In the South Bay. Marlon look· 
ed Ilk• a teenage Sidney Poitier but he aort of 
reminded me of Marlon Brando In the 1Wlld 
On••'· Tho•• nigger Joke• were really eating at 
me. Maybe the Joke• were OK but I juat didn't 
Ilka the aupercllloua atrophied alcohollc white 
apea that were telling them. Don't get me 
wrong, I'm no llberal1 I generally hate Black 
people•• much aa I hate Koreana, Armenlana 1 

Mexican• . .. well I hate everybody but me. 
Since I'm• big fan of 'Root•' I figured I could aak 
Marlon what he thought of nigger Jokea1 I 
figured If he waa a fan of 1Roota' too he wouldn't 
kick my aaa 1 'Hey bro' let'• talk nigger Jokea.' 
Marlon had only ever been told one nigger Joke 
In hi• whole llfe. I told him 20 more. They didn't 
both8r Marlon, he already knew about raclam. 
Marlon waa real cool and I llke him alot better 
than thoae white new wave airhead• who are 
probably atlll telllng nigger Joke• behind nlg· 
gera' backs. 0 Stab 'em In the back now, get 'em 
In the back." 

NOMAO: People said this article was a dumb thing 
to do. They said we shouldn't do It. 
MARLON: Do it anyway. 
NOMAQ: It seems to me that nothing has changed 
essentially since the 'SO's and '60's, so fuck 'em In 
the neck. 
MARLON: In the ear. 
NOMAO: How do you feel about It? 
MARLON: About what? 
NOMAQ: Uh ... racism. Jungle bunnies. Is there a 
reverse sensibility with Black people? 
MARLON: Yeah. Most Black people hate While peo
ple. You know people are raised with these certain 
ideas about the other people. White people think that 
these Blacks are going to come out and they're going 
to try to take all their shit, and they're going to riot 
and they're going to bum down their houses and 
they're going to try to get their wealth. And Black 
people are thinking that all these White people want 
to keep us downtrodden, they always want to keep us 
underfoot and keep us poor and keep us In the ghel· 
tos ... and it just keeps going on and on because 
people are born and their parents teach them and the 
media teaches them that that's the way it Is, whether 
you're White or Black. You're getting these 
misconceptions going both ways. 
HOMAO: They never say they hate each other, 
especially on TV. 
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. NIGGER JOKE. 
MARLON: Well I lived In Palos Verdes Estates and If NOMAQ: Where are you from? 
you go through Palos Verdes and look like me,. like MARLON: Originally? St. Louis, Detroit, Chicago. 
say I was going surfing or something, driving around NOMAO: Where's your family now? 
. . . I'd get fucked with by the police. They'd go 'WIJat MARLON: Here. San Pedro. We all moved from St. 
are you doing In this neighborhood?' ... and I'd say 'I Louis to Detroit then Chicago then here. 
live here.' The same thing happens If a White person NOMAO: Do you play in a band? 
gOes to an all Black neighborhood ... they get fuck· MARLON: No. I want to· sing 'but so far we haven't 
ed. with too. So it's just prejudice both ways. gotten. it together. Me and my friends are trying to get 
NOMAO: Tell us about the cliches of big lips cind big a band toget~er but its kind of hard to find a place to 
dicks . . . or maybe little dicks. rehearse and stuff ... but we're trying. 
MARLON: (laugh) They're happening! Are we talking - NO MAG: What do your folks do? 
real life? Direct the question. MARLON: My mother works for Drug Enforcement 
NOMAO: Ye8h. Lips and dicks. Administration and mi father is into computers. 
MARLON: I can answer that. Lips run in my family NOMAO: Does that mean that your mom is a narc? 
but as far as the big dicks are concerned, that's not MARLON: You could say that (laugh). She's really 
necessarily a fact. I've seen guys with like 12·inch cool though. I love my mom. She's really tolerant. I've 
narlers, but you know, you get a guy with a little dick been a bad boy, but I don't want to go into that 
and they destroy! You know what I mean? (laugh) though. 
NOMAO: You're destroying our cliche that Big Lips NOMAO: Have you done bad things? How bad have 
= Big Dicks huh? W~at about cannibalism? Do you you been? 
want to put White people in a pot? MARLON: Rape and pillage. You know, the usual. 
MARLON: I'm a vegetarian. I'm going to med school. NOMAO: Cannibalism. Tell us some more about 
Well if they're tasty, dark meat or light meat. your background. 

UBANGI STOMP. 

I called up TOP j1MMY to get the words to this old 
rockabilly hit. The STRAY CATS put out a version not 
too long ago which is probably real similar to the 
original. Anyway, Top Jimmy says that the original 
was by a guy named Warren Smith. Oo dance 
around a palm tree while you read this: 

" Well I rocked over Italy and I rocked over Spain, I 
rocked in Memphis it was all the same, then I rocked 
to Africa and rolled off the ship, I seen them natives 
doing Sn odd looking skip, I parted the weeds and 
looked over the swamp and I seen them cats doing 
the Ubangi Stomp. Ubangi Stomp with its rock and 
roll beats anything that's ever been told. Ubangi 
Stomp, Ubangi style .. . when it hits it drives them 
Ubangls wild!---Well I looked up the chief, he in· 
vited me in. He said 'A heap big jam session about to 
begin.' He handed me a tom-tom, I picked up the 
beat, that crazy sound sent shivers to my feet. I rock· 
ed and rolled, I skipped with a smile, I did the Ubangi 
Stomp man, Ubangi style. Ubangi Stomp rock and 
roll, beats any sUJmp that you've ever been told. 
Ubangi Stomp, Ubangi style . . when it hits it drives 
them Ubangis wild!---1 rocked all night and part 
of the day. I had a good rockin' time with the chief's 
daughter May. We were making good time and get· 
ting in the know, when the captain said 'Sorry, we 
gotta go! ' I said 'That's all right man, go right ahead. 
I'm doln' the Ubangi Stomp 'tit I roll over dead!'" 

MARLON: I've got older brothers and sisters and 
when I was younger they were all into Soul and Funk 

. . and we moved to Detroit and I went to like an all· 
White school and I got into Rock 'n Roll and that was 
like in 1971-2, and that was like in Michigan and all my 
friends were like listening to Iggy Pop, MCS, Blue 
Cheer, and stuff like that. So that's how I got into 
Rock 'n Roll. 
NOMAG: Were you living in a suburb of Detroit? 
MARLON: Oh heck yeah. It was Dearborn, Michigan. 
It was a KKK capitol. You know the first Black family 
that moved in a few years before we did got the 
crosses burned on their lawn and bricks thrown 
through their windows and they got booted out of the 
neighborhood. But we came in and ... I guess we 
hung around for a while. 
NOMAO: Is your family middle class then? 
MARLON: Upper middle class I'd say. We're com· 
fortable. 
NOMAQ: Was it weird living in Michigan? 
MARLON: Yeah. Because we moved from Detroit 
and It was like an all Black school and there was 
about 2 or 3 Whites and they'd get beat up everyday. 
That was in the city of Detroit ... And then when we 
moved to Dearborn, there wasn't a Black face around 
except for mine and my family's. It was a trip because 
there was alot of people there that had never seen a 
Black person before, and I'd go into the kindergarten 
classes because I was like the teacher's helper and 
the kids would go "Oh there's a Ding·Dong!" You 
know those commercials, the Hostess Cupcake trip, 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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and the teacher would go "Shut-up Johnny, 
shut-up!" And I'd be thinking "Oh fuck this Is 
weird!" because I couldn' t beli~ve that people 
could be so out of it and sheltered. The parents 
would just keep the kids so far underground·they 
didn' t know what's going on. But I got used to ii and I 
had alot of fun there. 
NO.MAO: Did you get In more fights than usual? 
MARLON: Well little girls tripped off me you know 
. . . " I never met a Black guy before!" But the guys 
were like really bummln' because I was like a threat 
because I was like on the football team, the wrestling 
team, the track team, the basketball team ... and 
they kind of bummed a lot, gymnastics too and ballet 
even ... you know I just bummed them out. They 
couldn't understand. Growing up in Detroit showed 
me alot because I had to adjust to so many things. 
When I would go back to my old neighborhood and 
see all my Black friends that I grew up with they 
would be going "God! Damn! What's wrong witchoo 
brotha you be talkln' like a" White boy?" Detroit was 
dangerous. There is no Mexicans in Detroit. All the 
gangs are Black. There Is like the 'Black Dilllngers', 
the 'Black Al Capones', the 'Black Errol Flynns' . . 
and those dudes kl/I. When we used to get into fights 
and stuff, It wouldn't be like you'd get beat up and 
you'd go cry home. It was like you go home, you get a 
brick, you get a baseball bat, you get your older 
brothers and your cousins and you like go back and 
work the guy over. And then it would go back and 
forth until finally it would just mellow out after 
everybody was all beaten up and stuff. 
NOMAO: You said you were studying medicine. How 
did you get Interested in that? 
MARLON: I've got like real expensive tastes, like 
things I want to do, things I want to buy, and I knew 
that I would have to do something because I couldn't 
see myself working under somebody, for somebody, 
or like doing some kind of janitor trip or digging ditch· 
es . . that wasn' t happening at all . I always liked 
medicine and I was always intrigued by the biology 
and science trip. I figured that was the best thing to 
do so that's what I'm doing now. 
NOMAO: Did you say you wanted to be a 
gynecologist or did I imagine that? 
MARLON: No. A pediatrician. I did say that though 
... there Is so many things that you can do In 
medicine it's unbelievable. 
NOMAO: A pediatrician is kids right? 
MARLON: Yeah. /like kids. But I like really gory stuff 
too you know. I went to USC my first year and we got 
to go to Martin Luther King Hospital and watch the 
emergency room and it was like a full moon and they 
were bringing in guys hit by trucks, and these 
brothers trying to shoot people and getting run over 

and stuff, and the emergency rooms are so Intense 
with the blood and stuff. .. one guy had collapsed 
lungs and they were sticking needles into him and 
lung tubes and blood spurted all the way over on my 
feet ... ~od it was great! I was like going ... Yea! 
Yea! The guy died so . 

NOMAO: I've heard that good doctors, surgeons 
especially have to love cutting flesh ... it's just like a 
sculptor loving clay . 
MARLON: I'm into it. I like blood. I just like really In· 
tense situations and the emergency room ls about as 
intense as you can get, life and death. 
NOMAO: What's It like being a Black punk rocker In 
L.A.? 
MARLON: It's great, I like it. (laugh) You know that 
old thing "They all look the same to me." Well when I 
first started going out people would always mistake 
me for other people. Going out people like look at you 
and go " Oh, what's he doing here?" but they 
wouldn' t really take notice and I'd always be kickin' 
back in the back somewhere checkin' it out. I never 
really talked to people or nothin' so I was pretty much 
a loner kind of guy. All my friends from school , they 
just wouldn 't go, they'd say "They beat you up and 
they dance on glass." ... and all this shit. So I'd 
always go out by myself. Being Black and being a 
punk here is like ... I get shit anyway from being 
Black and just walking down the street. I lived in 
Palos Verdes for like four years, that's where I went 
to high school. The cops would pull me over and say 
" What are you doing around here?" I get the same 
shit even when I dress normally if I go into the wrong 
place, like cruisin' the Pike in Long Beach, the bikers 
want to give you shit. And then if you have a different 
color hair or something, they think you.'re a faggot 
and want to kick your ass. I mean just w31king around 
in regular Jeans then you get shit. If I go to like a punk 
show or whatever, any gig that I can think of, there 
has always been some person there that's goin' "Aw 
fuck man . .. Who 's this 'new wave' Black guy . 
let 's go give him shit." ... or something like 
that ... Not knowing that I could probably kick their 
ass and even If I didn't, all of my friends would. You 
know that's just the way it is. It's gang mentality 
everywhere. There's like alot of racist punks and 
there's a lot of cool punks. But it's mellowed out a lot, 
I've seen alot more Black punks. It's really tucked 
though to have people co.me up to you and deal 
with you on a color level before they even meet 
you. 

NOMAQ: What about these jokes? 
MARLON: Black jokes? What do you do with a Black 
person when they die? You make wetsuits out of 
them. (laugh) I don't know. . they're happening just 
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like any other joke, Polish jokes, anything. I mean 
people are always going to find something to laugh 
about ... hopefully ... but It's just like part of the 
culture a11d you're going to laugh at it because you 
can' t deal with it in a normal talking way. People 
don't want to accept It. 

Marlon had heard the joke about wetsuits differently 
than It was told to us at NOMAG. The version that 
Marlon quoted us In the previous paragraph Is polite 
in Its racist overtones. The way it was told to me 
goes: Q. what can you do with dead niggers? A. Make 
wetsuits out of them. We're a barrel of laughs here at 
NOMAG, here's one we made up . .. Q. When does a 
Black person become a nigger? A. When he leaves 
the room. 

20'/2 NIGGER JOKES 
1. Q. How do you babysit a Negro baby? A. Wet its 
lips and stick it to the wall. 
2. Q. How many niggers does it take to pave a park· 
Ing lot? A. Two if you spread them real thin. 
3. Q. What do you call a Black man in Beverly Hiiis? 
A. A burglar. 
4. Q. What do you call a Black man trying to hitch a 
ride? A. A peddstrlan. 
5. Q. If a Black man and a Mexican jumped off a 
bridge, and you had one life preserver, which one 
would you throw it to? A. Neither. 
8. Q. There is a guy walking down a country road 
and he comes up to an outhouse. He sees the Black 
guy Inside with a fishing pole. He says " What are you 
doing fishing in an outhouse? There's no fish In there 
it's just shit!" The Black guy says " I dropped my 
jacket In there." The guy on the road says " But you're 
going to get the jacket out and It's going to be all shit· 
ty and dirty and stuff and you're not going to be able 
to wear It." The Black guy says " Yeah but I left a sam· 
mlch in the pocket! " 
7 . Q. How do you stop 5 Negroes from raping a 
White girl? A. Throw them a basketball. 
8. Q. What's clear and laying by the side of the 
road? A. A nigger with the shit kicked out of him. 
9. Q, How does a Negro commit suicide? A. He 
rolls down the window of his Lincoln and sticks his 
head out the window and lets his lips beat him to 
death. 
1 o. Q. Why don't Negroes let their kids play In sand· 
boxes? A. To keep the cats from burying them. 
11. Q. Why do pimps wear wide-brimmed hats? A. 
To keep the pigeon shit off thel,r lips. 
12. Q. What do you call a Negro test tube baby? A. 
Janitor·ln·A·Drum. 
13. Q. What Is the most confusing day In Watts? A. 
Father's Day. 
14. Q. Why don' t Blacks believe In God? A. Would 
you believe in someone who put pubic hair on your 
head? 
15. Jew Joke: Two niggers are driving down the 
road in Arkansas in a van and they see a bunch of pigs 
on the side of the road. They go " Damn! I'd sure like 
some ham hocks!" So they jump out and stea l a pig 
and then they drive off down the road. All of a sudden 
they see a roadblock up ahead with lots of flashing 
lights and police. They go " Oh shit! What are we go
ing to do?" One of thpm grabs some lipstick that his 
girlfriend left in the van and puts It on the pig, and 
then dresses It up a little bit and puts his hat on It. 
They get to the roadblock and the cop looks In the 
door and says " OK fine. You can pass." And then the 
one cop looks at another cop and says " How come 
every time I see a good looking Jewish chick, she's 
with a couple of niggers?" 
1 e. Click. "Did I get it?" Click. "Did I get It?" Click. 
" Did I get It?" Click. "Did I get It?" Click. "Did I get 
It?" ....... Stevie Wonder doing Rubik's cube. 
17. Q. How do you know when a Negro has been 
shot in the head? A. There is a hole through his ghet· 
to blaster. 
18. Q. What do you call 20,000 Negroes at the bot· 
tom of the ocean? A. A good start. 
19. Q. What do you call a traffic jam in Watts? A. A 
blood clot. 
20. Q. What do you call a Black woman's lipstick? 
A. Mop& Glo. 
201/a. Q. What's a pygmy? A. A little cocksucker 
about this big. 
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What do red-blooded American kids say about the Russian threat to our 
democratic society? Probably every single kid in America agrees ... 
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NOMAO: .LET'S HEAR ABOUT THE RED HOT CHILI 
PEPPERS. 
FLEA: " The thing I like about the CHILI PEPPERS Is 
that we really don't take ourselves seriously at all. In 
most other bands that I've been In In the past we've 
been Ilka .. . Ohhh managers . . . what are we going 
to do ... when's this going to happen . . . when's that · 
going to happen. In the CHILI PEPPERS we just sort 
of play for fun and we don't really rehearse or 
anything like that. We've only rehearsed about 6 or 7 
times In our entire existence. We just get together 
and get as wild as possible. The main concept Is just 
making people bounce off the walls. We lose our 
minds when we play pretty much. We do alot of 
things that we don't really plan on. At every concert 
ao far we've broken equipment and hurt 
ouraelvea and hurt other people, and thlnga 
alwaya go wrong and It'• alwaya great." 

NOMAO: WHAT MAKES IT A FUNK BAND? 
FLEA: " It's funk. It's funk music. It's real funky but 
It's by no means the kind of funk that you would 
associate the word ' funk' with when you think about 
stuff on the radio and things like that. It's funky but 
It's real Intense. It's mayhem. It'• mayhem funk. 
We create alot of mayhem when we play. That's the 
whole point." 

FLEA 
FLEA Is the new bass player In FEAR, replacing Oerf 
Scratch. FLEA also plays In the funk group the RED 
HOT CHILI PEPPERS. FLEA plays the part of 'Razzle' 
in Penelope Spheeris' upcoming movie SUBURBIA. 

·His real name is Michael Balcary, he's originally from 
Australia and he's 20 years old. 

FLEA: "Guitar, bass, drums, singer." 

NOMAO: WHAT WAS IT LIKE ACTING IN 
PENELOPE SPHEERIS' MOVIE? 
FLEA: " It was great. It was one of the best things I've 
ever done. It was really fun. I don't know how great 
the movie Is going to be or anything like that, but I 
really liked It." 

NOMAO: DID SHE TRY TO SEDUCE ALL THE KIDS? 
FLEA: "No, uh uh ... but I know that a few of us all 
thought about fuckin' her. We all thought about 
fuckln 1 Penelope at one time or another." 

NOMAO: WHAT PART DID YOU PLAY? 
FLEA: " 'Razzle'. It was cool because I got to do a 
couple of cool things, like I go Into this liquor store 
and I cause trouble. I'm not a real experienced actor 
or anything but the part was cool and I had a good 
time, and I think if the good time shows on screen 
that It'll be good. I get to rip off aome chick• pan· 
tie• and atuff and I put a rat In my mouth and I 
put the rat right up to her puaay and ahake It 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



FLEA CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

NOMAO: -HOW .DID YOU LAND THE PART? 
FLEA: " I ate dinner at Lee Vlng's house one night 
and Penelope was there and she told me to come in 
the next day and It was really fucked because the 
night before I was supposed to come in I took all this 
MDA and man I was out, I was fucked up. You know 
what MOA does to you. That shit stays with you. I 
mean for a week, you know, you're high. I took a lot of 
it because I didn't know what I was doing that much 
with It and I was so fucked up and the next day I went 
to this Important Interview. Movie time. Time to like 
get In the movie and I was fucked up on MDA and 
Penelope's face was getting Into all sorts of 
distorted figures and her nose was dripping down to 
her chin and the words she was saying were 
separated apart and it was real weird, and I told her 
about It. I said, 'I'm fucked up on MDA right now and 
I'm sort of having a hard time.' and she understood 
and she gave me the part.'' 

NOMAQ: SO WHAT DO YOU WANT TO TALK 
ABOUT? 
FLEA: "I thought of a few things that I would have to. 
say. It really pisses me off these days that It just 
seems that no matter where we play and no matter 
what we do It just seems that music takes a back seat 
to everything. People aren't concerned with the 
music, they're concerned with the fucking scene and 
all that bullshit, and I think that's a hunk of shit and I 
think that everyone that's Involved In that and 
everyone that thinks like that, I just can't relate to at 
all. People seemed much more concerned to say 'I 
like this.' or 'I like that.' I like punk. Or I don't like 
punk. I like funk. Or I don't like funk. Or I like this. Or I 
don't Ilka that. Thay don't really care about the 
music, they care about what's cool. And what's not. 
Alot of people I know used to be Into punk rock and 
they Just thought that If it was punk rock It WB$ good 
and fhey flked If ... and now they think fhat they 
don't like that and they like funk, because they think 
that's cool. Th•t'• • bunch of •hit becau•• 
they're re•lly •o •tupld they don't give• •hit at 
•fl. They don't know what the fuck's going on. They 
just think whatevar's cool, their kind of clothing or 
something like that. I'm In It for playlng.1 love to play. 
I really hate rhythm machines and synthesize"!· I 
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think that anrone that'• Involved with that or 
u•es tho•• can bite my dick and suck mr 
a.sshole and suck the scum out of mr butt, 
because It'• Just so bad. Most people don't 
understand the difference between someone who 
works hard to play and plays real good and is jam· 
ming, giving their performance, giving all they can, 
giving 100% into playing .. and some stupid 
asshole jerk who programs a computer. I hate that. ·
If sort of scares me even a little bit because It's 
becoming more and more dominant In all the music 
that I hear, especially the popular music. I think 
that's real fucked because even some people that I 
know and respect listen to things with rhythm boxes 
and computers and pr~·programmed shit and Its not 
even music. It's a bunch of shit. There's no music at· 
teched. I took acid last week and I thought about that 
alot. Fuck that shit man." 

NOMAQ: HAVE YOU SEEN 'TWO BALLS & A BAT'? 
THEY USE A TAPE. 
FLEA: 11Yeah. Cliff Martinez Is a great drummer. 
That's different, but they're playing. At least they're 
fucking playing. Cliff and Nickey Beat are gain' up 
there and bumin'. They're doln' It and Bob Mann's 
doln' it too. I've played with them about 4 or 5 times 
and I like them alot. That's why I say I can't generalize 
everything and say that pre-recorded shit is always 
bad. I think that the majority of people that use It, use 
It in place of being able to do anything else because 
they're so fucking lame. And people that go to see 
the shows go ape over this nothing. Jt'e llke fuck In' 
robots. Th•r all Ju•t go 1Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.' 
and ther like that shit and It'• nothing. These 
people are going up there and pr•••lng •button 
and people are gi>lng wild. It'• dl•gu•tlng. It 
make• you want to belch and vomit." 

NOMAQ: WHAT ELSE DO YOU WANT TO SAY? 
FLEA: "I just got a new house and I bu mt the kitchen 
yesterday. The cops came here the other day and 
they asked me If they could use my house as a stake 
out tor the drug dealing that goes on Jn my street. 
There's all these Mexicans that hang out and there's 
pot deals that go on constantly. You can buy pot 
there right now. They sell dimes of pot all day long. I 

NOMAG CLOSE-UPS 
buy them myself. I said 1No. You can't uee my 
hou•• for a stakeout.' They said 'You're not into 
drugs or anything are you?' And I said 'Oh no. Of 
course not.' And I'm sitting here stoned out of my 
mind with my bass around my neck and a mohawk. 
And then they said 'All right. Your house Is probably 
going to get robbed real soon and don't expect any 
help from us.' This is the police telling me this 
because I won't let them come Into my house and 
use It as a stakeout. It's fucked. I couldn't believe that 
man. That really reallr •uck• • .lt •uck• bad.'' 

NOMAO: DO YOU GO SEE RAP BANDS ? . 

FLEA: " No. I hate most of that shit ... the disc· 
spinning scratch bullshit. Fuck that . It makes me 
sick. I haven't really seen a rap band I like. Grand· 
master Flash Is pretty cool. But I think as far as raps, 
the RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS have really good 
raps." 

NOMAQ: IS IT ALOT DIFFERENT PLAYING IN 
'FEAR'? 
FLEA: " Not really. I love playing In FEAR. I love 
FEAR so much. It's a chance to go out there and 
1 Vrooooom1 the whole time. It's hard to play for 
FEAR. When t play with FEAR I flex every •Ingle 
muscle In mr body for the entire time that I'm 
doing It. It'• great. And I do the exact same thing 
with the 'Chill Peppers'. They're both real Intense. 
FEAR Is the main thing that I'm doing right now. I'm 
the bass player for FEAR. And I also have a band call· 
ed the RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS, you know. f like 
Tabaeco ••uce and I reallr Ilk• onion•.'' 

NOMAQ: DO YOU EAT ALOT OF MEXICAN FOOD? 
FLEA: " Yeah I eat alot of Mexican food. I used to eat 
alot of Thai food when I lived up on Hollywood Blvd., 
but I moved because my roommate was selling junk 
there. There were too many junkies there. Th••• 
flower• right hare are from a grave. I took them 
from the grave. I went to the funeral of thl• 
chick who OD'd on heroin. I took these flowers. 
Her mom gave them to us." 



Interview by Bruce Kalberg 

Penelope Spheerla h•• a new fllm In the work• 
called 'SUBURBIA'. It'• due to be released late 
thla summer. One of the moat lntereatlng thing a 
about thla fllm la that It atara mostly unprofea· 
alonal actors taken from the L.A. music scene, 
that'• right, alot of the Jarka that you're pro
bably alck of running Into at local gigs are going 
to ba making bigger than llfe fools of 
themselves up there on the allveracraen. 
You're gonna pay to ••• people that In ordinary 
Ufa you would probably cross the street to 
avoid. That'• Hollywood/ 

NOMAO: TALK ABOUT YOUR MOVIE. DO YOU LIKE 
IT? 
PENELOPE: Yes. I hate that I have to sit there every 
day and dlt·da-dlt·da·dlt with the cuts because It's so 
laborious. 
NOMAO: IS THAT WHAT OTHER MOVIEMAKERS 
DO? 
PENELOPE: Yeah. Or you know, some of them just 
tum it over to the guy and let him do It but I can't do 
that because I don't trust anyone but myself. 
NOMAO: WAS IT FUN TO MAKE? 
PENELOPE: No. It was horrible to make. It was 
too difficult. You have to concentrate so hard for 
about 15 hours a day tor 6 weeks. That's how long it 
takes to shoot. It'• Ilk• being forced to play Pac. 
Man for 15 hours a day. That's how much you have 
to concentrate. You know when you play Pac-Man it's 
like Z·Z·Z·Z·Z! That' s what It was llke. ltwa• fucked. 
We had to drive all of the way to 'Downer', ... eh 
Downey, that's what we called It. I didn't dig It you 
know. You've got to tell all those assholes what to 
do. Alot of times I just had to be a jerk you know. 
That's what you've gotta do. Sometimes It's ap
propriate to be a Nazi. Here's one tor you. Ha ha! 
Sometime• It'• appropriate to be a Nazi. 
NOMAO: HAVE YOU CHOSEN A CAREER YOU 
HATE? 
PENELOPE:· I don't hate the result I just dislike the 
amount of work It takes to get there. 
NOMAO: WHAT'S THAT YOU'RE WEARING? IT 
LOOKS KIND OF FUNNY. 
PENELOPE: A shirt. People wear them all the time. It 
looks like a butterfly doesn't It? You see I figured If I 
was going to wear all black I should wear something 
like little, white, and frilly to kind of counteract that. 
Don't make fun of my cloth•• fuckfacel All right? 

If • 
PENELOPE SPHEERIS, filmmaker. 19a3 

NOMAO: EXPLAIN WHAT THE MOVIE IS ABOUT. 
PENELOPE: Well the movie Is about a bunch of kids 
that go and live In this house together and just kind of 
cause trouble and get other people to hate them. And 
how I wrote was,· I sat in my office for a year all by 
myself and made up stories. None of the people In 
the script is actually written after a real person but I 
got incidents that came from real life. People would 
come by you know, since I did 'The Decline Of 
Western Civilization'. People would come by and 
visit me and sit around and shoot the breeze, and 
then while they were talking I would write notes 

• down. They thought I was weird but too bad. 
NOMAO: THEN IT WASN'T A DOCUMENTARY FOR· 
MAT LIKE 'THE DECLINE'? 
PENELOPE: It's a scripted story. It's like a regular 
movie. 
NOMAO: HOW DID YOU FIND THE HOUSE. THE 

. HOUSE IS REAL IMPORTANT TO THE STORY 
RIGHT? 
PENELOPE: Uh huh. The kids all live In this house. I 
foun" the house by just cruising around down there 
in down Downey where they shut down all these 
houses 10 years ago, miles and miles of these 
houses, and they're just all deserted. So I just found 
one that was perfect, and only that one would do. It 
was turquoise. 
NOMAO: WHO PUT THE CHAIR ON THE ROOF? 
PENELOPE: How did you know there was a chair on 
the roof? Randy Moore did It, the art director, I guess, 
because I told him to. It's great being a director 
because you tell all these people to do things and 
they do them. Ha ha ha ha. There's one for you. 
NOMAO: WHEN IS IT GOING TO BE DONE? 
PENELOPE: It's going to be done In June but they're 
not going to release it until August, and that's 
because all the big movies are coming out in June 
and my movie, of course, as usual, Is just a little 
movie. We don't want to compete with the big ones. 
NOMAO: IS IT GOING TO HAVE BROADER DIS
TRIBUTION THAN 'THE DECLINE'? 
PENELOPE: Oh yeah. Aloi broader because Roger 
Corman is doing It, you know, king of the 800 print 
release. 
NOMAO: WHAT'S THAT MEAN? 
PENELOPE: That means they make 800 prints of the 
film and they distribute them to 800 theatres in the 
country at the same time. That's alot. They probably , 
won't do that with mine. You know, E.T. would get a 
1200 theatre release when It went wide. It'll be alot 
bigger than 'The Decline' as far as the release goes 
because it's a regul~r movie, It's not a documentary 
that few people would be interested in. I think that 
it's got a wider audience. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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THE YOUNG AND THE FRUSTRATED BY LUNA TICKS 

NOMAQ: DID 'THE DECLINE' MAKE MONEY? 
PENELOPE: That's a really tough question to 
answer. I didn't make any money on It and the bands 
didn' t make any money on it but from what I could 
see·11 probably did make a little bit of money. I think 
the guys that paid for it made a little bit, but they had 
to make their money back too, plus pay for advertis· 
ing and everything. So I think the answer is 'no' to 
that. Unfortunately. Which means 2 years of my life 
for no dough. I'm glad I did It. 
NOMAQ: DID YOU HAVE YOUR DAUGHTER ACT IN 
'SUBURBIA'? WHAT DID SHE DO? 
PENELOPE: Yeah. She was one of the kids In the 
house. She was good. She's real cute. They wanted 
me to have really young kids in the house. 
NOMAQ: WHO'S " THEY"? 
PENELOPE: Corman, the distributor. 
NOMAQ: DID YOU WANT OLD KIDS? 
PENELOPE: Yeah. I don't think young kids are as in· 
teresting. I don' t think a 12 year old is as Interesting 
as a 19 year old, just because they haven' t lived as 
much. Fuck all that innocent shit, I don't care about 
that. Innocence Is Innocence. I don't llke puppy 
dogs. There's another one for you. Ha ha ha! 
NOMAQ: WHO'S YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE STAR? 
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE LAST YEAR? 
DID YOU SEE 'TOOTSIE'? 
PENELOPE: I hated 'Tootsie'. I hated that film. 
NOMAD: DID YOU SEE E.T.? DID YOU LIKE E.T.? 
PENELOPE; Yeah and I hated that too. 
NOMAQ: WHAT MOVIE DO YOU LIKE IN GEN· 
ERAL? ARE YOU A FILM BUFF? 
PENELOPE: Uh uh. I don't llke most movies. I go 
to movi&s just because I'm supposed to. Ha hal 
There's one for you. Ha ha. Because lhat's my 
business right. I'm supposed to go see movies, 
but I don't dig 'em. 
NOMAQ: DO YOU READ ALOT? 
PENELOPE: Read? No. Uh uh. 
NOMAQ: WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME? 
PENELOPE: I Just sit and think. I swear to god. I 
figure things out. That's what I do. That's my favorite 
thing In the whole world to do, to just tucl<ln' con· 
template the world. I'm not kidding you. It's true. It 
sounds sick, doesn't It. That's all I do. I think about 
why I do things and why I am the way I am and why 
other people do things and how come the world Is so 
fucked up. I know there Is no way to figure II out but I 
keep trying. It's just a way to pass the time until you 
die. 
NOMAQ: DO YOU READ COMIC BOOKS? 
PENELOPE: No. I don't like comic books. 
NOMAQ: WHAT DO YOU LIKE? 
PENELOPE: Cars. I like cars alot. 
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by LANE SMITH 

MAGIE SONG, singer In FIBONACCIS. 
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ofTHE LAST JOE NOLTE, lead singer 

ETTIBONE, artist. 1983 RAYMONOP 

STEVE·O, THE VANDALS. 

I s so I can buy toilet "We need to play lots of g g 

paper and a razor." 
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MRS. BEAN: "Doctor, I think my hu•b•nd I• having 
seaual Intercourse with his boyfriend• on th• soft
ball team. I think all those men are fucking each other in 
the butt under the bleachers. That's why he won't ever let 
me near his smelly penis. Also he gets a huge lump In his 
jeans whenever one of those macho detective shows 
comes on the TV.'' 

DR. KAUTZ: "If your husband had been properly scKtOmlz· 
ed by a big strong man before he approached pUberty, he 
wouldn't be at our traffic school today as an adult palient. 
I'll handle your husband's case mysell Mrs. Bean • .:. 1'11 
sodomize your husband personally during his driving lesl. 
Don't worry, I'm sure that he Is a comPlete faggot. We' re ab
solutely professional here. MY. p'oSt:g;aidUat• ·;tudlH ~ •· 
were all concerned with backseat copulation. I 
•Peclalli:ed,ln 'Chetty'a." 

DR. KAUTZ: "The answer Is simple Mrs. Bean, someone 
flipped your husband's toggle switch. The process Is fr· 
reversible. Once that switch Is lhrown, he will remain a 
faggot for life and he'll never hang around you flah·cunt, 
tampon·totlng cunt bitches-In-heat again. All men 
are faggots Mrs. Bean, so why don't gals cut th.a \!pron 
strings once·and·for·all. There's alot of penises In America 
and they all belong to we men. Women are going to 
have to learn to keep their dlahwaah hands off our 
cock'aI" 
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DR. KAUTZ: "Male homosexuality has effectively pulled 
the plug on your feminine toaster, Mrs. Bean. Your hus· 
band is heating his loaf elsewhere. Men are lighting their 
bulbs in a different kind of socket these days, if you know 
what I mean. Ha! Ha! The modern hi-tech homoaea:ual 
has effectively detoured cheap feminine ovarian 
power polltlcal" 

MR. BEAN: " I don 't understand why they send us closet 
tags to a driving school. I'm ao confuaedl" 
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DR. KAUTZ: " The term 'toggle switch' is common 
medical jargon Mrs. Bean. Men h•v• genetically ad· 
venced well beyond women In the 20th century. We 
find Ourselves almost completely separate and self· 
sulliclent. We don't need you women. Why don't you go 
find another planet or something! Men are evolving into a 
completely Independent sPecles from women. Soon 
women wlll become extinct Ilka jaded old dinosaurs. Men 
have taken control of their genetic evolution. Males are 
becoming Gods. Sorry Mrs. Bean! All men have 
penises, and If you don't have one sweetheart, you'd bet
ter go take a hike. I certainly don't know anybody who is 
going to loan you his penis. Ha! Ha!" 

DR. KAUTZ: " Men are good with their hands, Mrs. Bean. 
Dozens of centuries ol jacking oll In our closets, so to 
speak, enables any male to handle the penis wllh much 
more digital dexterity and athlellc g1ace than any of you 
clumsy women. You probably are unaware Iha I a movement 
is well underway to enter Iha sport smanlike skill ol oral and 
manual penls·s troklng into the Olymplc Games competi· 
lion. Us men handle our cocks from dliy one . .. Don't you 
think that gives us quite a bit of a headstart on you girls? 
The obvious slmllarlty between a gearshift and a stiff cock 
makesour•Homoaexual Traffic School' very effective In 
treating closet fags with psychiatric problems. All of our 
graduates are of course 100% gay before we give them 
that Diploma. Furthermore, science has proven beyond a 
doubt that God Is a man. Qet the fuck out Of here Mra. 
Bean •nd make aure you crawl out bitch!" 

• 
MRS. BEAN: "Oh thank yoU Dr. Kautz. I think that I under· 
~land everything now. I'm going to go right home and klll 
myaelf with an overdose of alaaplng tablets. I envy 
you big ha-men I And with a cock like yours I'll bet you're a 
great driver toor• 
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DEATHNUASE: "My petlenta 
ell die acreemlng." 

Always dlssolve amputated anatomy with a strong acid. Typically, 
carelessness after the victim's death usually results in the perpetrator's 
apprehension by law enforcement sleuths. Let's face it, all hatchet jobs 
are carried out in a delir'lous frenzied blood-spattered maelstrom of 
sadistic vfolence, our 'raison d'etre' so to speak, but please remember to 
clean up ax fans. Most weekend ax butchers who Inevitably end up in the 
arms of the police have improperly discarded the butchered victim's body 
parts. The most notorious case of unprofessional blundering by 
novice Idiots al the scene of the crime was of course, Charlle 
Manson's Sharon Tate Comedy Hour. Please keep the clumsiness of 
the Manson death scene in mind as you cleanup your own carnage ... and 
please don't write trendy bullshit on the walls! Don't get caught In 
awkward situations. For example, what can you possibly say to a 
Highway Patrol Officer when he asks you why there is an amputated hand 
lying on your back seat? You certainly can't tell him that you forgot to toss 

MILITARY STYLE BUCKET:· "Paychopeth 
Noodl• Soupl" 

WAVE AT THE NICE POLICEMAN! "I never HW 

th•t hand before Officer. " 
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it over the cliff with the rest of the chopped up corpse. Don't eJ1:pect the 
cops to have a sense of humor. P.referably, all body parts should be 
soaked in a strong acid and then transported to an obscure disposal area 
in a heavy-duty metal military type bucket. The acid will dissolve your 
corpse into something that resembles Campbell's Chicken Noodle Soup. 
II la perfectly- legal to transport soup. Use industrial rubber gloves so 
that you don't dissolve yourself along with your victim. Any larger 
identifiable body parts that are left out in the woods overnight should 
have disappeared by morning. Be sure to pulverize those large bony parts 
with your sledge hammer. This will insure that they dissolve rapidly. The 
victims sightless fat Idiot head will be the most troublesome,. being 
typically all bone, no brains. Bash that head into a soft mushy pancake so 
that the skull parts are unrecognizable. (Be sure to send for my free 
pamphlet 'Acids & Anatomy,. Now you are ready to go out and kill this 
weekend, and escape! 
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1. Swallow this plll. 4. Your photo: 
your name 

(5x6)=50 
2. Multiply: ____ _ 

5. Dairy product.IW'~l11'~R11¥tiM. 

6. What Is It. ____ _ 

name of object 

OOODLUCKI 
We know you're dumb so we filled in a few of the blanks for you. 
Take your time. Read each question carefully. You have 1 hour to 
complete the test. 
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9. Where did you get that mouthful of cum? ___ _ _ 
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FEMININE MAGIC! 
Most men are convinced that females never fart. What clever legerdemain has 
enabled women to fart but escape detection century after century? Their ap
parent 'haut monde' rectal conservatism has baffled mankind, until now. As 
every magician knows, appearances are deceptive! Hold your noses gang . . .. 

THE CUSHION SEAT ILLUSION: 
(Step One) Gir1 leans forward as she makes 
sexually arousing eye contact with nearby 
men. She also erotically shifts her weight, 
appearing sexually suggestive. A powerful 
discharge of intestinal gases (a common 
tart) Is blasted into the cushioned seat. 

(Step Two) The cushion has acted like a 
silencer on a firearm. The girl remains 
seated on top of the noxious gaSes to pre· 
vent their premature escape Into the at
mosphere. She adopts a regal countenance. 
She departs swiftly with the approach of an 
obvious chump. 



EVERY ARTIST IN DOWNTOWN L.A. SUCKS PINK DOGGIE DICKS 

drawing by JEFF ISAAC 
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JEFF ISAAC, artist 1983 
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Interview by Bruce Kalberg 

If you're from L.A. you probably won't want io read this Introduction because 
you're so fuckln' smart that you've discovered that this magazine makes bet· 
ter toilet paper than literature, and you already know everything anyway. If 
you're from Los Angeles you already know that you're a dumb fuckhead. So If 
you're from Cos Angeles go away for 5 minutes and think about how unhlp 
E.T. is or go talk to your lover who probably looks like E.T. In mod gear. Jeff 
Isaac who you see pictured here after we threw a bunch of trash on him In a 
desperate attempt to take an Impressive photograph got an art studio In 
downtown Los Angeles before It was trendy, he moved Into Skid Row over 
the or!ginal 'HARD ROCK CAFE'(it's on some old DOORS album) because it 

.was cheap and he figured he could do what he wanted artistically on Skid 
Row. Such Is Los Angeles that even Skid Row became trendy In spite of Jeff 
Isaac. Jeff never smoked a pipe and grew a beard and kissed ass with gallery 
owners. Jeff has also affiliated himself with some of the more colorful (that's 
a euphemism) Individuals from L.A.'s punk rock scene ... he began collect· 
Ing neon from derellct buildings with 'Black Randy' and he did a painting of 
the MAU-MAU's singer Rick Wilder who quite possibly weighs less as an 
adult than the day he was born. Jeff, in spite of a nearly lethal drug overdose 
not too long ago, looks pretty fuckln' healthy. We think he's the only artist In 
downtown L.A. that doesn' t suck pink doggie dicks. If you don't know what 
we mean by that, go into any Los Angeles art gallery and check out the over· 
dressed reptile that runs it. Jeff doesn't care if they live or die, speaking for 
myself, I prefer them dead. 

NOMAQ: WHAT KIND OF ART DO YOU DO? JEFF: " Neon and painting." 
NOMAO: DO YOU THINK THAT YOU'RE A TYPICAL DOWNTOWN ARTIST? 
JEFF: " No. I'm not as successful as I should be. Everybody else Is more suc· 
cessful than they should be." NOMAO: WHAT MAKES YOU UNSUC· 
CESSFUL? JEFF: " Some kind of built in will-to-failure, I think. '.' NOMAQ: DO 
YOU IDENTIFY WITH DOWNTOWN ARTISTS? JEFF: "It's hard not to 
because I've been down here for a real long time and I've watched so many 
people getting Into this downtown scene and all. I always had a kind of dlf· 
ferent attitude about it because I was at 5th & Wall and I was at the worst cor· 
ner and It was so unsafe and so skeeky and other downtown artists would 
often not come around because of the comer. It was like I had a moat around 
myself, whereas everybody else was down here to be more social, I think. I 
came down here because It was cheaper and it had a good urban violent feel 
to it." NOMAO: TELL ME ABOUT THE PAINTING WITH RICK WILDER. 
JEFF: " We took some photographs. Randy took some photographs when 
we had a party one time. It was just a big shooting up party. Everybody was 
running around shooting dope every 15 minutes and we got some great 
shots of Rick Wilder and Charlotte and everybody $hooting dope and I did a 
drawing from one of the photographs and then I blew that up on the opaque 
projector and did a painting. I put a look of ersatz 'Gennan Angst' Into it, with 
some angles where there nonnally wouldn' t be angles, and with a couple of 
different heads for Rick and I prettied Charlotte up a little bit and I glossed It 
up, and It's all black and white and the only color is the red lips of Charlotte 
and the blood in the syringe. It kind of had that red, white, and black German 
feel to lt." NOMAO: IS THAT TYPICAL DOWNTOWN SUBJECT MATTER? 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



JEFF ISAAC, artist. 

JEFF: "No, because that's not dealing with artworld issues. I guess it's por
traiture." NOMAO: ALOT OF DOWNTOWN STUFF l'VE SEEN IS CUTE. 
JEFF: "Well that's because people aren't painting for themselves. People 
down here aren't doing art for themselves they're doing it for some imagined 
rich audience or I guess they think an audience with sway, whett}er It's 
critics or collectors or whatever. Those are the ones that they're doln'g it for. 
They're not doing ii for themselves." NOMAO: WERE YOU FRIENDS WITH 
ANDY WILF? JEFF: " I knew him the last month or so. We had a mutual 
girlfriend for a long time and I kept getting all these stories about him and he 
kept hearing all these stories about me, so we'd already heard all kinds of 
bullshit bandied about, when I met him it was wonderful. I thought he was a 
real sharp guy, real fucked up at the time, but I could really talk to him about 
embarrassing things like painting and such, and I can't talk to anybody else 
about that stuff. I could talk to him about it and it would all ring true. At the 
same time I had this physical feeling about him like he was one of my 
brothers or something because he was this big doll white boy. I fel t that our 
physiology was on the same vein and plus I looked at his tracks and I could 
see we were on the same vein." NOMAQ: HIS STUFF WAS REALLY LIKED 
BY THE DOWNTOWN PEOPLE. WHAT DO THEY THINK OF YOUR STUFF? 
JEFF: "I haven't put out as much in one dJrection so that people can get a 
grasp of it. I'm jumping around with different looks so It's hard for them to 
ta~e my whole oeuvre, all that shit, as one, because I put out all science fie· 
lion paintings at LACE GALLERY, and than that thing at the GALLERIA BY 
THE WATER." (gurgle! whatever the fuck that Is . .. gurgle! Ed.) ''That was a 
kind of pop black & white painting of women eating spaghetti, in another 
direction sort of. People get a general feelihg of decadence and malice I 
hope, at least. Aside from that I'm not sure what they get from It. What I want 
to do Is all real personal and I don't think about my audience probably as 
much as I should." NOMAQ: WHATS THE STORY ON YOUR NEON COL
LECTION? JEFF: " Black Randy and I used to shoot alot of speed and run 
around town and play archeological saviours. We'd go and take signs that 
were going to be destroyed, that were being knocked down because L.A.'s 
changing, so we'd get signs that were going to be destroyed and at the last 
minute show up and ask the construction foreman if we could have It and 
promise that you wouldn't fall and break our necks and they would turn their 
head and we could grab a sign. Otherwise we'd just take enough speed to 
convince ourselves that it was OK. So we'd just go take the signs. We got 
some stuff from San Francisco too. There's a magic to neon that goes way 
beyond what's Involved with tubes and glass. It's a magic that has to do with 
the whole social world that's connected with neon, so it you go Into a shop 

now and order some neon made, they can make It but It doesn't have any 
magic to It because It hasn't really been through real life, whereas If you steal 
It off of a building and the gangsters in the area are going to whip your ass If 
they catch you and that kind of stuff, then when you get It home, then It has 
more meaning because It's been stolen, especially If It's been saved and 
stolen, because people want It destroyed rather than let anybody else have 
it." NOMAO: DO YOU PUT THAT STOLEN NEON IN YOUR PAINTINGS? 
JEFF: " I work with an opaque projector so I just take alot of images and I 
blow them up and some things ring right with other things and some of these 
shapes of neon work well with some of the images that I want to blow up and 
so when I can light a piece with neon, I love it. Use It up, salvage." NOMAQ: 
WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON NOW? JEFF: " I'm working on spirals, 
spirals of the abyss. These spirals are based on dinner plates from the 'SO's, 
'Aztec Poppy Trail' plates, they have a certain design on them, and It's a real 
basic spiral that's just going 'In,' and when I OD'd I had this vision, you know 
it was like this grey spiral on a black ground. It was going 'In and out' at the 
same time and I thought that was going to be the last thing I ever saw, I really 
did. It was like 'Ohhhhh It doesn't mean anything! ' •. . but It was there and It 
made sense and it didn't mean anything. It was like all those things I believed 
turned out to be true. Fuck. That's It. That's all there Is. So now I'm doing 
these spirals. I'm painting these spirals and putting them on foam core and 
mounting them on ball bearings so that they can spin on the wall, and you 
have a round thing on the wall. It's like the simplest step In kinetic art, the 
first thing, the dumbest first step possible. Anyway there's that one and that 
one and I figure If I get them both spinning on each side at once and I do 
enough dope, It' ll become the grey spiral and I can OD without actually hav
ing to go to the hospital." -END-
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THE GUN CLUB. BYBRUCEKALBERG 

START READING HERE: II must have been the flu. I had fever and 
delirium. I don't remember anything for three days probably. Even 
though I was deathly ill when I wrote it, I don't deny writing this, cer
tainly. It's not my stylethough,atmybest I write more like Emile Zola, 
fake European with that French sentimental flow of ideas shifting 
through elegantly manicured syllables. I didn't throw the name Emile 
Zola in as a cheap shot, like I'm some dumb faker who never read a 
book. Illiterate cheap pop L.A. culture makes me Ill, and so maybe I 
don't have the flu after all, I'm just sick of being surrounded by all·this 
California Trash. I gotta go vomit again. Stay I here, I'll be right back. 
(5 minutes) 'Je m'appelle Bruce. Comment vous appellez vous?' 
. . . Maybe you're just as lormented by this fast food, stop 'n go,inand 
out culture of ours and you would prefer a more refined Continental 
cuisine as well. There is a lovely bouillabaisse back there in the toilet 
for you. I just didn't have the heart to flush it. 

NOMAO 

THE GOOD, THE ·BAD 
THE GOLF PRO: When ·I was puking a few minutes ago, it reminded me thatTHE GUN 
CLUB is a perfect example of America's sex, drugs, and murder environment. A loud 
band with a violent name, street drugs, alcohol, scantily clad teenage girls popping 
pills and a deranged platinum blond male singer screaming 'Sex Beat! '. .. . I felt so 
awkward in my polyester leisure suit, and then when I got an erection that just 
wouldn't go away, well I felt I was setting a bad example for such a young crowd. So I 
casually sauntered to an unattended table, I had noticed the two little girls when they 
got up to dance, well I turned my back to the audience and sploo-eeed in the blonde's 
Coca-Cola. I was so lucky that they got up when they did. I mean usually when I spfoo-ey 
in front of a group of 15 year old girls they all scream 'Pervert!'. These punk shows 
are much more fun than standing in a bush at the golf course, fuck golf! I'm thinking of 
starting a sort of punk band now, and THE GUN CLUB is abig inspiration to me. I'm gon· 
na sing and get my jollies on stage, get paid for being a sex pervert. Oh, and the band Is 
gonna be called THE GOLF CLUB. Have you seen my matching color coordinated 
polyester leisure crotchless sport briefs. Heyl . . . and I shaved off my pubic hair and 
glued on 'Astro-Turf' instead. And next week I'm going to start my own music 
magazine, all about the 'Polyester Leisure Sult' lifestyle . ... There's gonna be 
thousands of Polyester Leisure Spunks cruising lhe streets of Hollywood in golf carts 
crushing all those stupid trendy Mods on their scooters. Why I played 18 holes fast 
night, this sure beats golf. 

AND THE UGLY. 
THE BAD AND THE WORSE: Some people o_nly see the bad side of 
things and as a result all this rotten foul language comes flying out of · 
their mouths spontaneously heaping filth on whatever the topic of 
conversation. It's more accurate to state that almost everybody con· 
ceals their mental decomposition behind a few standard social con
ventions, so that although mental health appears to be nearly univer
sal it is almost never really existent (a few of my friends have re

·invented sex on the spur of the moment with strangers, they're hav· 
ing spontaneous public orgies on sidewalks, in classy restaurants, 
they're ruining all their clothes with stains, rips, throwing underwear 
out of windows). If you express every feeling of disgust and revulsion 
in your mind, these are probably the only genuine cerebral sensa
tions that modern individuals can believe in for certain , you must be 
very talented. Most people swallow the horror like a cocktail of 
molten metal, white hot, then comes a nice smile, and they attempt to 
walk around as though life is a perpetual advertisement, if they're 
holding a glass of milk they look like a milk commercial, and this goes 
for any situation so that when they head for the bathroom to dump 
their guts in a convulsion , there must be a playful toilet paper jingle 
emanating from their erogenous zones near their chafing thighs, and 
this is how music was discovered. Disregard that last little bit about 
music, and we have the average socially acceptable 20th century 
American living several mass media fantasies simultaneously. Hap
py people don't rate at all , they're just stupid and you should im· 
mediately mug them and steal all of their money. With . total 
disrespect to the right wing dreams of the dull but imaginative Wall 
Disney, today the world is like a bad psycho Disneyland copy, you 
know, the meatpacking plant in fantasy/and is for grandparent•. 
•could I have a double-cheese McGrandpa burger and frlesl' 

THE DARK CLOUD OF NIHILISM: The confusion between the mass 
media and the real world is appalling. I'm one of the most misinformed 
people in America, I can't keep up with my own confusion. I do it on 
purpose, seeking misinformation, pick up fragments of news but 
never the complete bullshit, never absorb anything the way It's 
presented, so don't ask me anything, I'm makin' up my own news In a 
fake language. Next, fake speed read the non-Information. But the bot· 
tom of the pits in total trash Information is an achievement of 
Hollywood. If there is some monumental human atrocity perpetrated 
anywhere in the world, there is a guy in a designer sweatsuit 
somewhere writing the TV movie script, the news story is moulded in· 
to a bad movie claiming to describe reality as if the real-life human 
carnage from the news story wasn't trashy enough, mass murder or 
something equally newsworthy can be made even worse by re· 
enacting the event with bad actors, a tedious plot interrupted by con
stant beer commercials, and juvenile dialogue, and starring Charles 
Bronson and Jacqueline Bisset look-alikes . . .. and just in time for 
some dumb holiday. Shakespeare almost said it...' All the world I• a 3·D 
hon-ormovle.'. ·. . . . ... The other group then, lacking 
conventional social duplicity is a sm~ll minority, and they live under a 
dark fuckin' cloud. This sounds like the flimsiest nihilism but it's !He 
only kind we know, do you know where we can get some of the 
heavy stuff? Everything sucks. Everybody is an asshole. Every wak
ing moment is spent expressing disgust, with more or less 
sophistication some people get away with it. It's simple but pro
found. Yet people who loathe.everyone and everything (like someone 
who boots your faithful dog in the crotch after you leave the room) 
even to the point of demonstrating a ridiculous revulsion at totally in
significant things, should have such a restricted sinister opinion of 
other people, that unless they're into something heavy like perverse 
sex murders, they are probably idiots. They certainly shouldn't be 
writing about such juvenile malaise. Nobody wants to encourage 
more trash nihilism, not again. More trash nihilism poseurs . . . I'm 
gonna barf! I really want to say this because it's totally uncool these 
days . .. 'Fuck Authority!'. . . Did that phrase make you cringe huh? 
You must be too cool. Bui really, if I say something nice to some
one, my meaning is always sarcastic . .. The one exception, when I 
say somethinjl nice and mean it sincerely .. . I'm trying to borrow 
money. Hollywood must really fuck you up! Continued on next page 



THE GUN CLUB . Continued from previous page. 

THE 'BAT·COMPUTER'I ASK THE 'BAT·QUESTION' . .. GET 
THE 'BAT-ANSWER'! "That's not a nice thing to do on my new silk 
sheets . .. You'd better go home Bruce! " .. . . Unlike myself, many 
people seek out the good in others. Jeffrey Lee Pierce, the lead singer 
and songwriter of THE GUN CLUB, has apparently been disappoin· 
tlng,a few of these people. A handful of people have offered the infor
mation to me, wi thout my asking for it. " Jeffrey Lee Pierce Isn't a 
nice person." The news ieft me paralyzed, of course. I needed 
another point of view from a neutral party. So I fed the information in· 
to the 'Bat-Computer'. The 'Bat·lnformatlon Card' from the 'Bat· 
Computer' read: "Go buy a teddy bear if you're insecure. I'm not a 
nice computer. Go 'Bat-Off' your 'Bat-Dick' in the 'Bat·Room' you 
'Bat-Fag'! . .. Great Mc Bat Balls! I sure felt like a 'Bat·Jerk'. Stay 
tuned to this •eat-Channel' for more •eat-Fun'. 'Bat-Shut 
Up! ' .... 'BAT·O·O·ZAl·F·F·F·FTHAKI' .... Uh! A 
'Bat·Fartl'I . .. a really rotten one crimestoppers. Let's get the 'Bat· 
Outta' here! . . . cough! 

YOU'RE SO NICE! ARE YOU JEWISH? YOU DRESS SO K·MART. 
DON'TBREATHEON MEI: If you'rea fan of THE GUN CLUB you may 
think that this is a dumb thing to stir up, but it's been turning over in 
my mind alot. Does a singer in a really good band have to go around 
being nice, like a waiter working for a tip? I'm springing the question 
because a few people said the same thing to me and since these peo· 
pie don't know each other, I thought maybe it was going around. "Jel· 
Irey Lee Pierce Isn't a nice person." Stardom ... Sha·zaaam ! People 
are monitoring Your insignificant movemen ts. Let's see that 
again . . could we get an instant replay of Jeffrey torturing kittens? 
Oh how cruel! Being of an intri nsically bitter state of mind, I had my 
mind made up about Jeffrey long before I met him. For me, all that· 
friendsryip crap· went in the garbage a long time ago .. . . my whole 
friendship warehouse burned down. My opinion about Jeffrey Lee 
Pierce was pre-determined. He's a piece of scum, I've got him filed 
under •s• with the rest of humanity. My phonebook has on ly one sec· 
tion and it contains everybody . . . 'Scum.' Now you see how prac
tical a completely bad attitude can be on occasion. I never cared 
if he was nice. Nice what? Nice walk? Nice jacket? Nice guy? Nice 
personality? Nice Face? Nice Fuck? The language itself holds no 
meaning, that's the point. When someone said to me that Jeffrey 
wasn't a nice person, I drew a blank. I felt like laughing because the 
whole idea seemed ridiculous. I just don't give a fuck! He's become a 
center of attention, that's all. Human beings are complicated, 
although I'm sure that maybe some mentally retarded people could 
be simply defined by the term 'nice.' Little butterflies are nice, huh? 
Nobody hates little butterflies unless they're crazy people. 

THE BAD 
BAT-MOM'S BAT·BOOZE BAT-BALONEY BAT·BRAINLESS· 
NESS: This interview was fun to do because we went to Jeffrey's 
mom's house in Reseda and drank all her booze and played records 
all night. There was photographer Dave Arnoff, Jeffrey and myself, 
and we went crazy with his rare old 45's until about 5 a.m. so that the 
living room was a mess of R&B classics thrown drunkenly around 
after we played 'em. LITTLE WILLIE JOHN and JAMES BROWN 
'King ' 45 's .. .. what a great bunch of stuff, and JACKIE WILSON. We 
were really into playing records so I forgot to check the guy out. I 
don't know if he's a nice guy or an asshole or another 'Son of Sam'. 
ButTHE GUN CLUB is a really great band. And like most bands these 
days, their future is uncertain, so go catch a live show If you see them 
playing around. Really, admit it, even if you don't like that sort of 
rousic because your mom dropped you on your head when you 
were a baby, you have to admit that the band is totally bitchin'. I think 
it 's a mistake to expect that performers shou ld behave with flawless 
personali ties ... uh, I believe that space is reserved for religious 
messiahs .. . I believe that only prophets are in the perfection 
business. People in 'Rock' bands are notorious for being a bit fucked . 
up. Some of the greatest 'Rock' personalities have been the most 
fucked up. Keep that In mind when you trash people. Maybe the 
band will break up and the guy will fail to become a successful singer, 
so then he'll become the manager of a 'K·Mart' in Reseda, and 
become totally bald by the age of 30. Then no matter how nice he 
might behave toward people, they would be indifferent or more likely, 
rude. But of course, a confused 'K-Mart ' customer would be pleased 
that the bald little manager was so nice and courteous and helpful. 
"Thanks for shopping 'K·Mart' folks. It was a pleasure to serve you." 
Jeffrey would say to the satisfied shoppers. 

NO MAG 

THE GOOD, 
SPACE-AGE DATA. A JUMBLE.IN A JUNGLE: Oh man! What. 
tragedy for you aerloua music fans. I had compiled a totally 
complete rundown on the entire history of THE GUN CLUB, the 
whole chronology, band members, vinyl, and everything was spell
ed correctly, and then the dog pissed on it. I'm so disappointed. 
Simply stated, THE GUN CLUB cut their intitial LP. 'Fire of Love' 
for 'Ruby Records ' which is owned by L.A.'s 'Slash' label. The 
record received alot of attention on the East Coast. Chris Stein and 
Deborah Harry really liked them and the band was signed on Chris 
Stein's new record label, 'Animal Records' resulting in 2 suc· 
cessive records, the album 'Miami' and then the E.P. which is only 
available as an English import, 'Death Party': Chris Stein's label is 
now apparently going under. THE GUN CLUB has had alot of suc
cess touring around the East Coast and Europe, especially 
England and France, during the last 2years. At present they are try
ing to negotiate a multi-record deal with a major label. If they can't 
manage to negotiate a satisfactory recording contract in the next 
few months that'll be the end of THE GUN CLUB, but right now as 
I'm writing this they're dodging rockets and frenzied foreign· 
tongued hijackers, en route to Australia for a 2 week tour. And ap
parently their management has suggested that the band move to 
Europe thinking that they'll have more success in America if they 
become an import. I think the whole goddam nati<>n should move 
to Europe, that would clear the air. Or at least America, the en· 
tire nation all at once, should go on tour. Think of it, 220 million 
Americans swarming, confetti colored, unhinged a thousand 
miles from the neares t hamburger, all at once. 'Kid Congo' who 
tiptoed away in the night from THE GUN CLUB over to THE 
CRAMPS igloo in the jungle, a few years ago, well 'Kid' is 
barelootin' it back down that black, snake-infested path to play 
guitar with THE GUN CLUB once again, and that ' ll probably last for 
as long as it feels good. The current line-up of the band goes like 
this: Pa tricia Morrison, bass; Terry Graham, drums; Jim 
Duckworth, guitar; Jeffrey Lee Pierce, vocals. 'Kid Congo' plans to 
get his head cut off, a fun guy needs some exc itement, in a film 
that he's going to make with Terry. He's going to be a severed head 
in search of a body. This jumbled arrangement of words, an 
English teacher's nightmare, has come to you with all the aplomb 
of the USA propaganda machine, electronic space-age data 
transmitted at the speed of light, a 20th century miracle, 'Drive· 
Thru• the swamp, meet the 'Slime Creatures'. Chomp! Chomp! 
Nobody told you that they bite? I'm gonna borrow your car while 
you bleed to death, it 's such a sexy machine. 

THE BAND THAT PRAYS TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER: News 
Update. If you've gone this far, you might as well hew the rest of the 
story. This is how it was told to me. THE GUN CLUB was on its way to 
Australia and they made it to the airport, in Los Angeles. There was a 
spat, a tiff , a row. The band got into an argument with Jeffrey, the 
drummer and guitarist, Terry and Jim, didn't get on the airplane, and 
Jeffrey and Patricia flew off to the bottom of the planet earth without 
them. Jeffrey didn 't know that the two musician~ had walked when 
the plane took off, he was informed by Patricia during the fligh t. 'Kid 
Congo' was then flown to Australia as a replacement and they picked 
up a drummer in Australia to cover for. the absent member. Jeffrey is 
the only permanent member of the band, and that's the way it's been 
since they started, musical chairs. 

AND THE UGLY. 
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TELL US HOW THE 'ANIMAL RECORDS' DEAL 
HAPPENED. WHY DIDN'T 'THE GUN CLUB' GET 
STUCK IN L.A. PLAYING ONCE A MONTH AT A 
SMALL CLUB? . .. JEFFREY: "I was just invited. 
When we put out that 'Fire Of Love' record, it got real· 
ly popular in Boston and New York just from the 
release and so there was enough of a demand there 
for us to tour. So we toured and made money in fact, 
which is weird for a first tour. It's rare for bands to do 
that. We didn't really do anything. We were just a 
pretty much ignored Los Angeles group, but the 
thing just got really popular on the East Coast. The 
East Coast kind of invited us so we went there and we 
could headline and play places much bigger than the 
'Whisky A Go Go' and sell them out. We decided to 
go where they wanted us and so we started spending 
more of our time there. It was hard because when we 
came back, we were supposed tO go to 'Slash 
Records' for another deal. It was back into the L.A. 
groove again, but then I got this other offer which 
would have based us in New York and I thought that 
tactically the best thing for the group to do would be 
to be based in New York at that particular point 
because the grouP had so much more attention 

· there. It's like the difference between playing 'The 
Palace' and playing 'The Cathay De Grande' in 
Hollywood. We were still just playing small shows 
here but over there we were playing places that were 
about the size of 'The Palace' and doing well , making 
like$2000a night, which is a tong way from $500 back 
here. All you've got to have is a brain you know." 

YOU DON'T FEEL THAT YOU'RE UNPOPULAR IN 
LOS ANGE;LES, DO YOU? ... JEFFREY: ""/don't 
know. I never even investigated it. The whole thing 
broke so much internationally, that I just never even 
cared. I still don 't. t still come back here though 
because this is where alt my friends are and shit. This 
is like home. I don't really live here. I'm away from 
here more than I'm here, but if l'rtl gonna hang out I'd 
rather hang out here. If I've got a bunch of time off I 
come here, and it doesn't really matter to me that 
we're not a major band here because I only come here 
to hang out and I really don't think about business 
when I'm in Los Angeles. When I've gotta think about 
business I go to New York or London or some gar
bage like that you know. Both of those places I really 
don't dig too much. I really don't like them. They're 
not as loose and as wild and as weird as Los Angeles, 
but they're easier to make money in. This is our living 
now. Weal I quit our jobs and shit. We've all got to pay 
our rent and we have a constant demand of mouths 
to feed. That's on a serious level too, because our 
last drummer Dee Pop had a kid and when the kid got 
hungry it was time for the band to do gigs and you 
don't go and do them in L.A. for a pittance, you go do 
them in New York for alot of money to make it worth· 
while for everybody. Luckily I never had to feed 
anybody, so I just go blow all my money on drugs and 
women. So far that's the only thing I've figured out to 
do with it. (laugh) And do you know what struggling 
New York bands do? ... They go to London and 
that's where they happen. And lately struggling L.A. 
bands can pave their way through New York, and 
that's real recent. That's only been in the last 2 years. 
New York always hated L.A. groups but it's gone the 
other way completely now. The first show that THE 
DREAM SYNDICATE played in New York was a big 
event. So New York is real open now. New York pays 
no attention to its own groups, which is unfortunate, 
so those groups have to go to London to make it. It's 
insane. It's real stupid. Basically it's probably all bas
ed around teenage girls who decide who'• hip or 
some shit. I never could figure it out. Probably 
pubescent chicks with braces decide who'• hip 
because definitely musicians don't, and the record 
industry doesn't because the record industry is still 
trying to figure out what is hip and where it is and 
where to find it." 

IS IT TRUE THAT YOU WROTE ALOT OF SONGS 
WITH DEBORAH HARRY? .. . JEFFREY: ""With 
Debbie? Oh yeah. We wrote some stuff together. I 
don't know what'll ever happen to It. She was going 
to do it but I don't know what's happening with her 
record really. I imagine it'll happen soon but it was 
supposed to happen as far back as last December 
('82) and I was supposed to play guitar on itas well. 
It's just this 'Chrysalis' shit, it's just a company 
that's tucked up. As far as I can tell they're just not 
funding her. I shouldn't speak about this because I 
really don't know. I wrote real dance shit, it was easy. 
We only really did one. It's a good song too. " 

WHAT HAPPENED TO 'ANIMAL RECORDS'? 
... JEFFREY:" 'Animal' .. . shit. Nobody knew the 
whole thing was going to bite it. In fact I understand 
that it still does exist but it exists on such adlsciplin
ed level that 'Chrysalis ' pretty much overrules alt the 
acts now. Chris and Debbie can bring acts to 
'Chrysalis' and 'Chrysalis ' says yes or no. If 
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'Chrysalis' thinks it's worthwhile then money is in· 
vested in It and they do it. I mean that's really tight 
you know. That means that they can't even do what 
they want with their own label. That means they have 
to have this approval from all these other people. It's 
basically because 'Chrysalis' went broke just this 
last year. I don't know ... I really don't know. I still 
talk to her all the time but I don't discuss that stuff 
with her. We're much more concerned with us right 
now. Right now is a real cruclal point for the band. 
The band is either going to go on to succeed on a ma
jor level or completely told, at this point. It really 
depends on this deal. It depends on where our 
bargaining strength is. If we can get the right deal, 
everything will go on to another level, and if we can't I 
don't think that the band is really going to want to 
hang out and be another cult thing much longer." 

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO DRIVE A TRUCK 
OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT ARE YOU? ... 
JEFFREY: " Naw. I'll probably just go solo or some 
shit. (laugh)"' 



- -- - - --- --- - - -

GUN CLUB. 
HOW OID YOUR SOUND GET TERMED 'SWAMP 
MUSIC'? DID YOU HANO AROUND BARS AND 
MUTTER THE WORD SWAMP A LOT? JEFFREY: "I 

_was talking alot about that stuff for a while. There Is 
'swamp music'. It's a real music that does exist and 
we were really bastardizing it for a while, or some 
parts of It, but that was really brief, for like only a 
month or two. Then we went into other shit entirely 
but It became this term that is still following me, and 
you know, some other bands too. SLIM HARPO, 
WEE WILLIE WAYNE, ARTHUR GUNTER, he's lhe 
guy that wrote 'Baby Let 's Play House', some of his 
own shit is real swampy shit. I have records here 
which I could play you which you would call 'swamp 
records'. They're real complex rhythmically and 
they're real dark sounding and they're like 'Reggae' 
in a way, In that they're intense, but they're never 
fast." (The spelling of Wee Willie Wayne and Arthur 
Gunter could be incorrect here. We're too lazy to 
check it out. NOMAG flunks again.) 

HAVE YOU NOTICED THE TENDENCY OF 
'PUNK' BANDS TO DRIFT INTO INCREASINGLY 
MORE MELODIC 1POP 1 MUSIC? 'THE DILS 1 

TRANSITION INTO ' RANK AND FILE' IS A GOOD 
EXAMPLE ... JEFFREY: "The last Incarnation of 
THE DILS was real good. The last DILS when they 
were sti ll playlng real loud and noisy and they were a 
trio but they were playing real melodically,and some 
of the songs were slower, that was real good shit. 
THE DILS before RANK AND FILE, and last incarna· 
lion of THE DILS was real melodic but it was not 
'Pop'. It was not 'Pop' but the songs were very well. 
written and had very carefully figured out hooks, and 
so they took those songs and played them like 
maniacs, which is to me the whole trip. It seems to 
me that you can 't do anything without writing a song 
first. You write a song and you've got to be very 
careful about making it memorable and putting the 
things into it that make it last, and then you go out 
and play It /Ike a tuckln ' animal!" 

IS IT RIGHT TO SAY THAT 'PUNK' IS NON
MELODIC AND 'POP' IS MELODIC? ... 
JEFFREY: "No. Some 'Punk' when it's starting 
out. . . we ll It's basically not even 'Punk'. It's com· 
blnations of bad 'Heavymetal' riffs thrown down and 
it's all an attitude without any meat to the matter. 
There is no writing or anything ... just play fast. l 
mean I've heard so many fucking 'Punk' groups just 
play 'Heavymetal' riffs ... 'Heavy metal' riffs over and 
over and over and over and over. I thinkT.S.O.L. has 
only ever done 'Heavymetal ' riffs, although when 
they started to grow their hair long, they started to do 
a 'Pop' thing. 'Pop' is not bad. It doesn't mean that 
you have to be all cute and funny and beautiful and 
sing cute songs and shit. The aesthetic behind 'Pop' 
lies in writing a song that you can remember. That's 
all it is. 'Blues' isa very very monotonous music, and 
actually 'Blues' ls the most least 'Pop' music of 
anything, no maybe 'Jazz' is even more of a 'less
Pop' music. In 'Blues ' and 'Jazz' things are based on 
completely different levels other than having a song. 
'Blues' is like 'Country' music, they're real similar. It 
has to do with what you're singing and you're feeling 
and your attitude. It really doesn't matter whether 
you've got a song at all. But as far as 'Punk' rock 
goes, to me it has always been on a 'Pop' aesthetic. 
It's always been on a 'Pop' level. It seems to me that 
SEX PISTOLS records are strictly 'Pop' records. 
'Seventeen' is a 'Pop' song. 'New York' is a 'Pop' 
song. 'EMI' Is a 'Pop' song. In fact, the whole chorus 
of 'EMI ' they admitted that they stole it off the 
original MODERN LOVERS, the ones that like John 
Cate and Kim Fowley produced, and their stuff was 
like real 'Rock 'N Roll' but with like a completely 
'Pop' attitude of a backing vocal. It was pushing for 
hooks all the time, pushing for repetitive things that 
become hooks. If you hear a repetitive thing in a 
song, five, six, seven, eight times, even as little as 
four times you remember it. Once (snap!) . .. the se
cond time you go 'That's interesting!' (snap!) .. . the 
third time you go 'Hmmm.' (snap!) . .. the fourth time 
(snap!) you go 'So that's how the song goes.'." 

DO YOU THINK CURRENT AUDIENCES HAVE 
HAD A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE FROM THE PUNK 
AUDIENCES? LIKE NOW 'DANCE' MUSIC IS 
REAL POPULAR ... . JEFFREY: " I think that 
'Dance' music is like the ultlmate weird thing. 
'Dance' music is taking what 'Pop' music lacks. 'Pop' 
music isa White thing. It's strictly a White music. It 's 
musicianship. Black music is not musicianship 
necessarily, it still comes out of 'The Blues', it's 
more monotonous. Listen to Black disco records in 
comparison to White people doing disco records. 
Black disco records are monotonous but they're 
great though because they push the groove, the bot· 
tom of it , the monotonous of it, they push It and they 
make it exciting. On the other hand, the White peo
ple do It and the song is more melodic but the groove 
ain't there. If you bring those two things together, 
and that is what I think has happened, then you're 
happening, you've got intense bottom and a great 
melody." 

GEEi THAT LEAVES THE PUNK THING 'I WANT 
TO DESTROY!' OUT IN THE COLD . . . JEFFREY: 
" It does, but how long can you destroy anything? 
Everybody already destroyed it all. We all destroyed 
it! You destroy it and then what do you do? You just 
turn around and do this." 

DO YOU THINK THAT YOU WOULD HAVE TO 
CHANGE 'THE OUN CLUB' CONSIDERABLY IN 
ORDER TO 00 PLATINUM ALBUM AFTER 
ALBUM? . .. JEFFREY: " No. There is only one 
change that has to be made because I think that the 
American public is open to any kind of music now. 
The one change that has to be made is simplicity in 
the beats. You find out that it's a 'Heavymetal' pro
blem. Aloi of 'Punk' groups, and my group is a 'Punk' 
group as well you know, or it has come out of a com
pletely 'Punk' background, and it has only recently 
come about that the band has started to understand 
to slow down, and not double up every rhythm and to 
simplify everything and to do it halftime. You can ac
tually get a very hypnotic beat going if you do that. If 
you've got a smart producer and he knows what to do 
with that, then he pushes the bass drum and the 
snare up and shit like that. And you're actually play
ing the same music you've been playing, you're just 
cutting your timing in half in the rhythm section, and 
the guitar player and the singer are still doing all the 
same shit. The guitar player can play anything he 
wants to and HENDRIX is proof of this because HEN
DRIX has shit that you can dance to, where he's play
ing shit that 's way off on some other planet. His 
rhythm section though, he's got them all down on 
half-time and they're real monotonous. That 's where 
you ~ave trouble with bands because then it 
becomes musician's ego, because the rhythm sec
tion doesn't get to do what these two guys are doing. 
The guitar player gets to play whatever he wants, the 
singer gets to do whatever he wants, and the rhythm 
section just has to stay on this. I've found out that 
you can cut your rhythms in half and you can get a 
similar effect and still do whatever you want to do." 

_ NOii!_~~ 
SIMILAR TO WHAT, 'PUNK' MUSIC? ... 
JEFFREY: "Yeah. You can play as 'Punk' as you want 
to but if you just cut your timing down to half.time It 
makes it more hypnotic, and this is what a producer 
takes and grabs, and then they'll play it on the radio. 
The producer is kind of 'It' now but we haven't found 
anybody yet, we're still hashin' that out. We want 
somebody to take a band like us and for us to still 
sound like us, but tor someone just to organize ital/. 
THE CLASH pretty much play what they want to do. 
Whoever produces them ~s real smart. THE CLASH 
go out and play like THE CLASH , and he takes that 
and just makes these little changes, and they play It 
on the radio. The record companies have been eating 
it for a long time. It's a real ly great time for bands to 
get out and fuckin' do it. There's actually money in it 
now. It's really surprising, there's like alot of room. 
Bands are getting thrown aside ri9ht and left and 
people that were happening huge a year ago aren't 
happening now. It's moving real fast. There's all 
these new kids, new blood buying the records now. 
It's a good time. It's nothing nearly as bad as 
when we started. Can you remember the old days 
man? You could make the greatest record on earth 
and not get it played on the radio. Now you can just 
take over the world if you want. Just do it smart, have 
correct production, have correct representation. 
Everything is based on rhythm now, understand 
rhythm. 'Pun~· rock was supposed to kill all that but 
somehow 'Punk' rock turned into that. All the people 
in 'Punk' rock learned how to play, and like the 
minute you learn how to play, that kind of music 
becomes very intriguing to you. So 'Punk' rock'• 
survival only exists in non-musicians." 

'THE GERMS' WERE A REALLY GOOD 'PUNK' 
BAND WITHOUT BEING 'POP' AND THEY 
BECAME MUSICALLY SHARP ... JEFFREY: "The 
last time I saw them they were playing as THE DAR
BY CRASH BAND and they were doing like funky 
songs and Pat was playing guitar on them so noisy 
that you couldn't really tell, but the rhythm was still 
there, and that's the way to do it, you don't change 
Pat's part. The 'Pop' aesthetic Isn't necessarily in 
cutting down the aggression, the 'Pop' aesthetic is 
in making the beat more desirable. Make the beat 
more desirable, you just don't blow a bunch of noise 
at everybody all at once. You see, rhy.thm sections 
shou ld be separated by a giant wall from guitarists 
and singers. The rhythm section should always play 
solid. The other two in front, they're the ones who 
decide if it's 'Punk' rock or 'Pop'. If the guitar player 
wants to start playing with less feedback and mak
ing less noise and play soft, then he's gonna play like 
a 'Pop' player. If he wants to make noise, he can still 
make all the noise that he did, except that the cats in 
the back have always got to be doing the same thing, 
no matter what the guys in the front are doing. I've 
done shows where the band was solid always, and 
I've done it nice and normal and clean and then the 
next night I'd turn around and be like a fucking 
Tasmanian Devil. It was still the same beat and that 's 
all that you need. 1 can do anything I want as long as 
l've got that. I can change my mood right and left. I 
can play any way I want to as long as everything Is 
solid behind me. The rhythm section has got to be 
perfect all the time. I think that is really what bands 
should do. Your artistic freedom in 'Punk' rock is 
1art1 

• • • it is. You know that don't you?" 

IT IS? THE ARTISTIC FREEDOM IS ART? . . . 
JEFFREY: "No! 1Punk' rock Is 'art'." 

IT'S ART? ... JEFFREY: "Yes. It's an artistic thing 
llke 'Dadaism' or some shit." 

Continued on next page. 
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MUSIC IS ART! •.. JEFFREY: .. I mean that you 
have this spectrum of artistic freedom if you've got 
people working for you in the back. Drums are not an 
artistic thing, nor is bass. They are work. They are 
employees in the back. They are running machines. 
You up there have them back there. They create this 
and then you go do your 'art'_ If you want to be 'Punk' 
rock you go on this level. If you want to be something 
else you go on that level. It's up to you. It's still the 
same beat. The machines are working! (laugh) As 
long as the machines are working in the back, you 
know that everything is all right. Now they've in
vented real machines to do it so forget it! God knows 
what' l1 happen now! ? I can think of all kinds of great 
bands that can be invented. Now that I've got 
managers maybe I can start working on them. You 
can have blithering noisy fucking horrible devil 
groups with rhythm machines! Not even a drummer. 
All you need is just a beat and then you can do just 
anything from there. The whole fuckln' shit was 
Invented by Africansanyways!The beat is like alt 
there is. It's the soul of the matter. From there you 
can play nice or like a fucking thing from hell. You 
can do anything you want to in the same beat. You 
know what I mean? 
THE DOG (A Dalmatian): "A ri! Art! Art! .. _ Whine! 
Whine! Whine! ... Woof! Woof!" 

JEFFREY: 11Shut up! Hey ... Go lay down! Go lay 
down! ?ou're nothing but a fucking problem! I hate 
your guts! Shut up! Lay down!" 

• 

THERE ARE ALOT OF SCHIZOPHRENIC BANOS 
WITH OUAL PERSONALITIES AROUND LATE· 
LY. ANTI-SOCIAL GOES SUDDENLY TOTALLY 
COMMERCIAL. WHEN THEY SELL-OUT THEY 
DON'T MAKE THAT CHANGE TOO SllOOTHE. 
WOW ... IT'S THE SAME GUYS?!? .. . 
JEFFREY: " When you learn something new about 
music, you don't just drop everything and then go do 
that. You integrate it slowly. I've noticed that alot 
of bands have fucked up on that level. Alot of bands 
have consciously made abrupt changes and there
fore that's like selling out. At least it looks that way. 
Anybody who expects a person to go around and 
make the same record that they made the first time 
out, for the next four times out, ~s crazy, because 
that's like working at 'May Company'. You've at least 
got to try to make it interesting for yourself. Alot of 
It Is like the neurosis of the fans too. Fans are 
waiting for it all the time. They're looking for it. As 
the band gets more and more popular, the original 
fans start to feel like they're losing them. It 's almost 
like going with a girl who is vastly becoming a 
popular actress and you feel like you're losing her 
because people pay more attention to her, people 
that you don't know and people who are strangers. 
But that is not what you're supposed to do. You're 
supposed to support it all the way. It almost comes 
down to a Christian ethic. You've always wanted 
someone who you have admired and loved, to suc· 
ceed. But people aren't really like that. People are 
possessive. They start to resent you for succeeding, 
Immediately. It's a drag and I've had alot of pro
blems with that myself. A lot of m¥ original friends 
that I started out with, hate my guts. I have no 
concrete reason for that except that they don't feel 

in touch as much as they were. That's because I'm 
busy and I'm doing this! I always hoped that when I 
came home they wou ld be supportive and be proud 
of me and really be behind me. But no! all they know 
is that they are not getting as much attention as they 
used to, so they think that you're ignoring them 
because you think that you're a big-ass rock star. 
They don't understand that you're inventing this 
business, and so more time goes into inventing the 
business and less time goes into hanging out. You 
think that they are going to naturally understand 
that, but they don't. That's kind of a drag. Those peo
ple start saying that you sold out, and they start say· 
ing it before you even do it_ It's not really jealousy, 
it's kind of like loss or something weird like that. 
Jealousy has to do with someone competing with 
you, I think, but this isn't people that compete with 
you. Maybe it is that they are competing with you. 
They are competi ng for your attention, all of a sud
den. Maybe that does make them jealous. Maybe 
they were your best friends at one time. Then all of a 
sudden, you're only in town for so long and you see 
lots of people and lots of other new friends who are 
maybe important in the sense that they can help 
your career further along. Somet imes your friends 
get mad, furiously mad, because you won't sit and 
bullshit with them like you used to do, for hours, 
because the A&R president frOm the record com
pany has been standing over there waiting to talk to 
you for ten minutes. So you say excuse me I gotta go 
talk to this guy, and then they get offended. They 
think you got an attitude when you're only just doing 
your job. This is what your job is . .. so lotsa shit like 
that happens." 
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THE FLESHEATERS ARE DEAD: Although the 
music scene in Los Angeles has no particular sin
gle front rank of delirious heroes, at present, It's 
not gone, it's unchained and developing In an un
countable number of directions all over the mon
ster 'Monoply' game In which we speed and skid 
dally, It's as vague In form ' as the Milky Way, Los 
Angeles. There are landmarks and the music that 
began In 'The Masque' basement In Hollywood is 
one. Recently I saw X at 'The Greak Theatre' for 
the first time In 3 years, and I went there expecting 
a disappointment, people rarely meet up to our ex
pectations so I ,,always set my sights low. The peo
ple at the door made me remove my belt and put 
It back In the car, It could be used as a weapon 
they reasoned, It was one of those flimsey and cheap 
V:i Inch punk affectations with the rounded metal 
studs. It won 't even hold my pants up; shit. They 
never checked my boots which is where the real 
weapon was concealed, my socks. So you could've 
made minute steaks out of the audience with the 
knife concealed in your boot, just dress sort of 
Westwood and you were OK with the guards. The 
audience seemed mostly a collegiate group, I was 
ready for the worst, X was great. X was better than 
ever. X is better than ever, live. They took the raw 
aesthetic of rejection thst· ricocheted around the 
basement walls of 'The Masque' and cultivated a 
sound that Is uniquely their own, and the thing that 
surprised me the most, miraculously they still sound 
exactly llke they did In those early 'Punk' days. 
That's quite an achievement, most other bands from 
that period (77-78) were unable to develop what 
they began within those underground parameters. 

TWO FLESH EATERS, Chris D. and Stephanie. 
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They either totally changed their sound or they died. 
X has maintained their identity but not stagnated 
they've grown. We are noting here the passing oi 
THE FLESHEATEAS In the summer of 1983, an
other band that found Inspiration In that basement, 
gone. Both x and THE FLESHEATERS have made 
some albums, and X seems to be heading toward 
commercial success with their recordings. The re. 
corded product and the 'live' sound of a band may 
be radically different and since It Isn't the purpose 
of this half-assed requiem to review records, let's 
drop the topic except to mention that the records 
are there. THE FLESHEATERS, the brainchild of 
Chris Desjardins the band's singer and songwriter, 
have not shared the success of X either In popu
larity or conceptually, but they were at times sur
prisingly moving, an emotional gasoline tanker ex
ploding In a high-speed collision. Other times they 
just sounded bad. Chris Desjardins took some real 
risks as a vocalist In THE FLESHEATERS and In 
doing so he walked the tightrope. He performed his 
high wire act without a net, because If you really 
want to feel the meaning of that thin line across the 
abyss, that's how it's done. Chris has recently pro
duced THE DREAM SYNDICATE and GREEN ON 
,RED for 'Slash' records, and now he's talking about 
producing another album for the 'Slash ' label with 
TEX & THE HORSEHEDS on one side and THE 
JONESES on the other side, can you Imagine that? 
The wax'// melt. So THE FLESHEATERS are dead 
but Chris Desjardins Isn't finished. As you might 
expect, he's putting together a new group before 
the other body is cold, and his new group will have 
a somewhat different point of view. I think I'm gonna 
sneeze, my eyes are stinging, was that Mr. Clean I 
drank? 

END 
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. b~ BRUCE KALBERG. 
TOMATA DU PLENTY'S KITCHEN: I always feel 
a little bit self-conscious when I'm with Tomata du 
Plenty. That's because I feel like I'm going cross-
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my eyes. He keeps fading In and out, disappearing 
and reappearing in a watery shimmer, an opium 
phantasmagoria, a rubbery face In a distorting mir
ror at a carnival. My own face must twist Into a 
confused squint like a myope trying to read a blurred 
eye chart from 20 feet. To him I must appear like 
an anguished victim of some nasty hemorrhoids. 
He must be glad to see me, a mental time· 
bomb ticking in his kitchen. Don't start shoving 
all those textbook psychology cllches in my face. 
They are really ridiculous. When you talk like that 
it means that you are a toddling toilet tra ining fu· 
gltlve. You should seek your cure In bondage, dom· 
inance and humiliation not In higher education. 
When talking to Tomata I get caught up In the hyp· 
notlc interplay between present and past. Vertigo! 
The kitchen is transformed unexpectedly, I see THE 
SCREAMERS, he is a witchdoctor. In his kitchen 
Tomata du Plenty stands anonymously, a parody 
of a George Segal sculpture in monumental still· 
ness, with a Diet Coke in his hand. Dancing, he 
weaves a delirious trance, barbwire headed pr/ma 
donna, supern~tural visitor, Salome whirling with 
a severed head. Tomata just wants to drink his Diet 
Coke, sculpturally, because now It's 1983 ... 1984 

TOMATA du PLENTY. Costume by Sue Nininger. photos by BRUCE KALBERG ... One day I am asleep at home, I see Tomata 
moving In silence, Isolated under the cold illumi
nation of a street light. Shifting his weight in for· 
mallzed Kabuki postures he moves sculpturally, his 
clothes are too exotic for civilization, like a tropical 
bird In an industrial jungle at night, under a phos· 
phorescent street light. I wake up. It was a dream. 
It's.hard for me to disentangle the person Tomata 
du Plenty from THE SCREAMERS, even though the 
band broke up 4 years ago, maybe It was 5 years 
or 3 years. All that neon couldn't help Las Vegas 
pass the comparison test. Even If 30 years of Las 
Vegas excessive showbiz royalty were all heaped 
together Into one heap, like a huge entertainment 
pill, everyone including the fat Elvis, Ann Margret, 
Patti Page, young Elvis, Frank Sinatra, Wayne New· 
ton, Liberace, all their fat bombast cum talent perv
ersion sex appeal glitter tits melodies, all of It be
comes as entertaining as a stopped up Greyhound 
Bus Depot urinal, compared to a 45 minute 
SCREAMERS performance from their brief heydey 
In Hollywood a few years ago. (ring ring ring) I tele
phoned Tomata concerning my dream. He seem~d 
amused at my low budget Hollywood epic with no 
plot, hell he was. the star, how much more could I 
do for him. So Tomala du Plenty and the costume 
were united soon after in the real world, and that's 
how he became the model. I dreamed about It. 
Everyone concerned thought it was a good Idea of 
mine to put Tomata into the costume that Sue NI· 
nlnger had constructed. They give me too much 
credit. If I hadn't been asleep all afternoon, a non
productive blockhead, as the Idealistic nation 
tolled through another workday, I.never would have 
thought of that. It's a type of fake zen that I'm de
veloping. I'm definitely no 'Beat' poet In search of 
rectal VD from passionate, spiritual, and Intellec
tual love affairs with ugly men, all of whom suffer 
from 'mother fetishes'. I come from a leather-jack
eted generation of crass phonleS. Besides you have 
to admit that Allen Ginsberg's beard looks like pu
bic hair, and that disgusts me totally. That pubic 
hair around the mouth personality or simply a bad 
case of pursed lips, transforming the mouth Into a 
bitter sex organ with fangs, Is a universal facial 
feature of Inspired creative assholes. These people 
are Identical to 3rd world military dictators except 
that they have no country In which to trample the 
populace like Godzilla. With no republic at hand, 
they suffer In the fruitless role of Inspired artists 
in America. If Fidel Castro had no Cuba, he'd be in 
New York City (you could almost pinpoint the exact 
street address where he would be at any moment), 
he'd be an inspired, famous 'Beat' poet today, ob
sessed with 'Beat' obsessions, with pubic hair on 
his face and gonorrhea stained soggy underwear. 

'DESIGNER SUE NININGER: 
Tomata du Plenty's costuine was designed by SUE NININGER as the In· 
vocation of 'The Clown Warrior' . . .. About the costume she says 
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discovering Interesting ways of seA"lng that function. I'm not concerned 
with that. I'm concerned with creating a dynamic visual Image, whether 
that means covering the body or exposing the body. When I design I'm 
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make. One of the main themes that I work with In the costumes Is always 
the Idea of protection. About 3 or 4 years ago I started taking llteral 
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bulldln9 off that. Now It's the big thing, 'Flashdance' Is using them. It's a 
big thing In fashion now, a lot of photographers have been taking 
sports equipment and juxtaposing It with fashion. I started making g costumes and wearing them because I need that protection for myself. I 
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IGGY POP would have been his 1 O throughout the 
'70's decade, but IGGY avoids him like a dogshlt 
on the sidewalk, this spurned love In turn Is re
sponsible for another tedious volume of tormented 
Rlmbaudlan fluff, the shrewd visionary conceals 
his shallow preoccupations, ugly sex orgies. Poor 
Fidel Castro! The ·crltlcal acclaim never suggests 
that he needs to A·200 his face. Getting to the 
truth Is an ugly process sometimes Isn't It. Tomata 
du Plenty wants to leave THE SCREAMERS dead 
and burled, It's his past. Bozo Is sick, he wants to 
kill you, that was Tomata, a deranged clown 
screaming 'I want to hurt! I want to hurt!'. It's lodged 
In my memory cells slmllar to the majesty of Mt. 
Rushmore, and he's responsible for carving that 
stone monument which Is too fuckln' huge to dis
card. The bigger the better, right? That's why I have 
trouble looking at him, mental Ice hockey Is my 
favorite halluclnatlon, never a dull moment around 
this skull. It's Impossible for me to self-consciously 

. overlook a 'Punk' group that carried such terrific 
power. They skewered you llke a sh/sh kebab. I 
can't believe I said that last one. I must be hungry. 

NOMAG: DO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT 'THE 
SCREAMERS' AT ALL? . ... TOMATA: " I don't mind. 
It just seems so long ago. It's weird, THE SCREAM
ERS .. I don't regret that period but it wasn't a very 
happy time for me at all. I feel much happier now 
for sure. It was my attitude, my basic attitude. I was 
pretty much of a jerk. I really was a jerk. I think I 
was onto something but I had no Idea at the time. 
There was such alot of anxiety. Now I'm much 
calmer. It's strange how things change you know. 
There was so much work put Into playing THE 
SCREAMERS. For a whole year before we played, 
we planned It out. And so that went to a certain 

. point and then just stopped. And then I've worked 
on this fllm for the last 3V2 years. It's the hardest 
work I've ever done In my life. I just can 't wait until 
people get to see that, I hope It's released In the 
next couple of months. I think people are going to 
be glad, especially people who like me and who 
think I have something to offer. I think that they'll 
be really happy when they see it. I've just been 
straggered by the stuff that I've seen. I'm really glad 
about It. And then I've started painting. I think that's 
really funny because I hate artists. I'm doing a show 
In San Francisco and I'm going to do a show In 
Tokyo, an art show. That's going to be pretty funny. " 
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NOMAG: CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE FILM? 
WHAT IS IT ABOUT? .... TOMATA: "Yeah. It's sort 
of like a fictionalized account of my life, my mem
oirs, with the history of the United States going on 
at the same time. So It's sort of like my llfe story If 
I had lived 3 or 4 hundred years, because I go 
through the whole history of the United States and 
my life at the same time." NOMAG: WHO WROTE 
IT? . .. . TOMATA: " Rene Oaalder, he wrote and 
directed It. Aloi of people helped and alot of people 
were In It. It's called POPULATION ONE. Gawdl. . .. 
There's alot of people In It. I'm the only person left 
after this Incredible holocaust. There 's alot of 
scenes that we just filmed right here In this house, 
we knocked down that wall and this was a whole 
bomb shelter for about 6 months, you couldn 't be
lieve this place, It was such a mess. It was just 
insane. I'm in this bomb shelter but I have all these 
screens and videos and things and I can see the 
past, like scenes of the Mississippi . . .. it's kind of 
hard to describe It. There's alot of video and film 
mixed In and alot of special effects, alot of music. 
It's a musical for sure." NOMAG: ARE YOU SING
ING AND DANCING? .... TOMATA: " Yeah. All 
singing, all dancing. Alot of slapstick, It's really 
funny. There's one scene where I'm singing In the 

TOMATA du PLENTY. Costume by Sue Nininger. 

bathtub and It's pretty funny because I'm singing 
'Pillow Talk'. And Sheela, do you remember Sheela 
Edwards, she's the co-star and she plays the great 
love of my life. It was just one epfc moment. There 
Is this one great thing where she's entertaining the 
troops, and I'm not sure how they did It, she's just 
singing on this little stage and then all of a sudden 
they pan and there are thousands and thousands 
of sollders watching her. I don't know how they did 
It, because It looks like she's right there on a USO 
Tour. I'm really Impressed. Then there are all these 
explosions, and all these guys that are watching, 
they start blowing up and getting bloody and It's 
kind of depressing and It's kind of happy at the 
same time. Hopefully It' ll come out In the next cou
ple of months. It's showing for the first time at the 
Chicago Fiim Festival , It's the first time that anyone 
anywhere will get to see It. From then on It' ll be out 
there." NOMAG: WHO IS RENE DAALDER? .... 
TOMATA: " He's a filmmaker. He made this movie 
called 'Massacre At Central High' .. .. Did you ever 
see that movie? It's pretty funny . It got alot of crit
ical acclaim after It was released. It made the New 
York top ten about a year ago and yet It was re
leased 5 years ago or something. So they started 
showing It again on Cable TV. This Is his current 

Continued on next page. 
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project and I've been Involved with him a long time. 
He's got a whole crew of people who have been 
helping him, on and off." NOMAG: WHERE DID 
YOU MEET HIM? .... TOMATA: "At 'Canters' ... 
(laugh) ... This Is kind of a funny story. We used 
to go to 'Canters' alot end then uh ... they didn't 
want anymore 'Punk Rockers' to go there, because 
I remember Darby Crash got really wild there and 
alot of people got really wild there. So we decided 
that we still liked going there for some unknown 
reason, I don't know why, the food Is terrible. And 
so we all dressed up as Hassldlc Jews and we had 
these fake ears and everything. We went In there 
like that and that was the night I met Rene. Sue 
Nininger Is pretty neat, I like her. Gawd ... I was 
so scared that she was going to dress me up ss a 
cklcken. That's what you told me. (laugh) Also I'm 
working with this glrl who Is a school teacher, to 
Illustrate a kids' book, which I've always wanted to 
do. So I've been reading all these books about what 
kids really llke In books, pre-school kids you know. 
They llke animals. They love animals, they have to 
have animals, and they llke food, food and ani
mals." NOMAG: DO YOU KNOW WHEN THE MOVIE 
WILL BE OUT IN LOS ANGELES? . ... TOMATA: 
"No I don' t. I'm just hoping that It's going to be real 
soon. If It's going to be out there at the Chicago 
Fiim Festival then It wlll be happening, It's finally 
gotten to that stage. It's aged me. It aged everybody 
who worked on It. It's going to be slick looking, It's 
not going to look llke a little underground movie. 
It's In dazzling color. I 'm moving out of here, I can't 

atand Hollywood Blvd anymore. When I was a 
kid I used to think that It would be great to live on 
Hollywood Blvd. Then all of a sudden my dream 
came true 35 years later. I call this Bimbo Alley 
right here. I can 't believe the Incredible assortment 
of white trash that hangs out there, and the fights. 
Most of the fights are started by girls from this bar 
here called 'The Nest', and then all the guys come 
out and take bets on who's going to win. If I was a 
drug addict I'd be In heaven." NOMAG: IS IT TRUE 
THAT YOU GET 'MAD MONEY' FROM THE GOV· 
ERNMENT? LIKE YOU GET PROTECTED BE· 
CAUSE THEY THINK YOU'RE A 'NUT'? . . .. TO· 
MATA: " Hal Forget that question/ I'm very 
superstitious about that. Are you thinking about 
getting some? Ha. Ha." NOMAG: HOW DID 'THE 
SCREAMERS' ARRIVE AT THEIR SOUND? .... TO· 
MATA: "/don't know. I don't know anything about 
music." NOMAG: SOMEONE TOLD ME THIS STORY 
JUST THE OTHER DAY. THEY SAID THAT A FEW 
YEARS AGO THEY WERE PRACTICING AT 'WIL· 
SHIRE FINE ARTS' REHEARSAL STUDIOS. ALL OF 
A SUDDEN, ALL OF THE BANDS IN THE WHOLE 
PLACE THAT WERE PRACTICING STOPPED PLAY· 
ING, AND THEY ALL STOPPED ATTHE SAME TIME, 
YOU KNOW. BUT THERE WAS JUST ONE BAND 
THAT WAS STILL PLAYING, AND EVERYBODY 
STARTED YELLING " OH MY GOD! WHAT'S THAT? 
IT'S REALLY HORRIBLE!" AND THAT BAND WAS 
'THE SCREAMERS' PRACTICING .... TOMATA: 
" Ha. Ha ha hal Great. Great." NOMAG: DO YOU 
WANT TO MAKE MORE MOVIES? .... TOMATA: 
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DEAD HIPPIE 

BY BRUCE KALBERG 

A small Interview with Simon Smallwood. He sings 
In the band DEAD HIPPIE. But he also Is It, the thing 
Itself, breathing and walking. So that's his name 
too and he likes you to call him that because that's 
what he looks like. We talked with DEAD HIPPIE, 
Simon Smallwood, just as the band was wrapping 
up work on their album. They were pasting up the 
album art In his living room, It was a hugfi psy
chedellc acid damage collage. We asked some tidy 
burned out acid casualty questions, and then 
everybody turned Into a grapefruit and committed 

·suicide. It's an organic Interview. Simon was ac
cldently recycled when someone turned him In as 
an aluminum can 1 O years ago. Most people have 
1No Deposit, No Return' stamped on their ass at 
~rth. It's true, you just have to look for It really 
closely. The cosmic trash can Is waiting for us. 

?l- NOMAG: WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE 
!a 'SO'S? WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THAT TIME 
o PERIOD? 

!l DEAD HIPPIE: "The involvement. Sure, dem-
~ onstratlons are fine and dandy and It has Its place. 
c But everybody flashing 'peace signs ', maybe that 
~ helps everybody elses Individual morale but It 
~ doesn't really get nothing done. But alot of people 
r actually sat down and took action then. They fuckin' 
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G> to mean apathy or 'I don't care.' ... well fuck that 

shit. But then, out of the 'Punk' thing I see people 
speaking out politically, voicing their opinion, I've 
never seen that from no 'Heavy Metal ' crowd, I've 
never seen no 1 S year old 'Heavy Metal ' enthusiast 
put out newspapers or magazines. This is some
thing I saw out of the 'Punk' movement and the 
same thing out of the '60's. There's alot of figure
heads that arose there, it was a very turbulent time. 

NOMAG: SO YOU'RE STILL HAVING TROUBLE 
GETTING SHOWS AROUND TOWN? 
DEAD HIPPIE: " Yeah. I sure am. They don't want 
to let us play because of what happened at other 
shows, people tore shit apart. We're still trying to 
live that down, you know." 

tt was one of the last stirrings of the soup that we've 
had. Things were-popping out of the pan and 
presenting themselves. It was a very significant 
time In our world. It set the stage for the '70's but 
the '70's didn't follow up." 
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"For sure. I like It alot. I like It a whole lot. But I 
don't know, something else could happen. I've had 
so many careers. THE SCREAMERS was already 
my 8th career. Now I've had 3 careers since then.'' 
NOMAG: ARE YOU INTO HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA? 
DO YOU LIKE THE MYSTIQUE OF THE TOWN? .... 
TOMATA: " Yes-s-s-s. In fact I was outside at the 
premiere of 'Brainstorm'. I just like to hang out with 
the 'schmoes'. Edie Williams came out, that girl that 
was In 'Beyond The Valley Of The Dolls' ... Well 
she's no girl anymore, she's about 50. She wore 
this total see-thru dress. I couldn't believe It/ All 
the cops were really worried because she always 
exposes herself at these premieres. She never gets 
any work, and she only made that one movie, and 
then she divorced Russ Meyer. She blew It there. I 
talked to her and got her autograph. I think It's neat. 
People like getting asked for their autograph. That's 
why she's there, I mean she's not doing anything 
else." NOMAG: HOW DID YOU GET YOUR 
NAME? .... TOMATA: ·"From my mom/That's been 
my nickname since I was 4 or 5 years old. The last 
name, no. Ha ha ... I got that name a long time 
ago, but not as long ago. Well the 'du Plenty' . .. I 
thought It would be good if I had an ethnic name. 
Some people ask me if I'm ever going to change 
my name and go back to my 'real' name. This name 
has served me really good. It'll make me a million 
some day. Since I ran away from home, I was To
mata du Plenty, that's 17 years maybe. Gawd ... 
that's a long time Isn't It?" 

END 

NOMAG: TO WHAT EXTENT IS THIS A 'DRESS 
UP FOR THE CONCEPT' PACKAGE ACT? 
DEAD HIPPIE: 11That1s just the way I am. I 
look at it for what it was, that whole time through 
the '60's, and I can see the relativity between that 
and what's happening now, even though peopJe 
want to say that the punks now are not the hippies 
of the 'BO's. In a way It's true and In a way It's false. 
I just don't want to follow in the fashion of It, you 
know. It's a political statement, it's a soc/a/ stat~ 
ment, you know. It's to the heart of the matter. I'm 
speaking about the things that maybe the 
dead hippies who died in 'Nam would be say
ing now if they were still around. Morrison and 
Janis and Hendrix, where would they be now? I'm 
not dwelling totally on that aspect, but It's there. 

1 It's where I'm at, you know. It's a little bit of rebellion 
too. I don't have to sit here and dress up In bondage 
pants to get my point across. I'll go to something 
that's totally not accepted. It's a dead hippie you 
know. Everybody was saying 'Kill the hippies, kl/I 
the h1pp1es.' and I thought, well fuck, they' ll all want 
to see a band called DEAD HIPPIE then. And I've 
had my share of abuse. I remember going to see 
BLACK FLAG one night and having my hair all 
burned off with cigarette lighters, but It didn't all 



DEAD HIPPIE 

burn off because of all the beer and spit I was sub
jected to, you know. I used to play with Chuck Du
kowskl years ago In a band ~lled WURM in '75 and 
'76 before the punks. Then BLACK FLAG went up 
and I dropped out. Fuck, if I had hung around I 
probably would have sang with them. Things went 
on and on and then I started DEAD HIPPIE. Every
body called me 'halfbreed' or just a 'fuckin hip· 
pie' .... It kind of just fed the fire, you know. In
stead of Jumping on the bandwagon with everybody 
else, Instead of retracting It, I decided to keep It on. 
Then, ~n the 60's everybody was saying 'Grow your 
hair long, be yourself, stand out from the _J:rowd.' 
but then every other fucking Idiot in the world has 
got his hair long. Now everybody In the world has 
got 'a skinhead' or 'a mohawk' and that's the only 
way that you can Identify what group you belong 
to, and I think It's bullshit. I ·can relate to these 
people looking the way I do. If I'm accepted, fine, 

. If not, they can look at a costume, they can look at 
ft anyway they want." 

NOMAG: DID YOU SEE 'DAWN OF THE DEAD'? 
ALL THESE DEAD PEOPLE WERE WANDERING 
AROUND SHOPPING MALLS. 

DEAD HIPPIE: " Yeah. It was kind of terrible. It's 
true though man, there are so many rocks and au
tomatons that are just animated and their only pur
pose Is Just to eat, sleep and go to work. That's as 
much as they'll accept and then they're happy with 
It. It's totally true, there's plenty of dead peo· 
pie out there, you know. But you've got to die 
before you're reborn and you've got to destroy be
fore you can rebuild It. There's more to It than just 
'dead'." 

NOMAG: WHAT DO YOU THINK THAT JIMI HEN
DRIX AND JANIS JOPLIN MEANT? 

DEAD HIPPIE: "You've listened to their music 
right? You don't get anything from that? It means 
alot of. different things to everybody. Janis man, 
when you listen to her voice, what is she talking 
about? Ball and chain her man. Being a woman 
and being a loser or whatever man, but man It came 
from fuckln ' Inside. It wasn't just all preten· 
tious showbiz. These guys were just express· 
ing themselves In the purest fonn. This is also 
why I dress up the way I do. This Is how I can 
present myself, you know. When I paint my body 
up with the psychedelic trails or If I'm coming on· 
stage llke a bloody mess like a vet who just stepped 
off of the war-zone, these are ways of presenting 
myself. These guys, Jim Morrison, and Janis Joplin 
and Jlml Hendrix, these guys were actually putting 
out what they thought. They didn't give a fuck about 
being fashionable or trying to do what everybody 
wanted to hear. ' You've got to give them what they 
want!' became the mainstay of the music business. 
You've got thousands of people who sound like 
everybody else. The few survivors of that time that 
are around now, all they're doing Is trying to Imitate 
their Imitators, trying to stay on top of the ball. 
They're just chasing their money you know.11 

NOMAG: WHAT SIGNIFICANCE DO YOU SEE IN 
THE DEATHS OF THE THREE PERFORMERS, JIMI 
HENDRIX, JANIS JOPLIN, AND JIM MORRISON? 

· DEAD HIPPIE: " I don't know. In a way you can't 
see them now. People say 'If Hendrix was around, 
he'd be doing disco now.' Maybe so man, he was 
so far ahead of his time. I think It was timing. Maybe 
it was just llke God picked his little flowers 
out of the garden before they got themselves 
into any more trouble. Maybe their time was used. 
Nothing Is an accident, but there are untimely 
deaths." 

NOMAG: MAYBE IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO CARRY 
SUCH A 'HOT' MESSAGE FOR TOO LONG A TIME. 
SO THAT'S HOW YOU END UP, DEAD. 

DEAD HIPPIE: " You don 't have to end up flke that. 
Everybody has got their own will, whether anybody 
wants to believe It or not. Therein, lots of people 
do not have their own wlll . They are propelled by 
everything around them. They are products of their 
environment. No, you do not have to end up like 
that, no way." 

THE VANDALS •• • THAT'S NOT HUMANJ THIS IS HUMAN! •.•. Last Issue we mixed up the 
names of two VANDALS. Steve-0 was nice enough to write us a letter and then he came by the 
NO MAG mansion with a machine gun just to make sure that we got It right. Thanks Steve·O! This Is 
Steve·O and Human. 
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NUDE RADIO 
NUDE RADIO 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

It's become a fad In L.A. among local newspapers 
to Interview college DJ STELLA of KXLU. She's 
the Dinah Shore of the new music. Los Angeles 
commercial radio has bottomed out ... again. It 
has deteriorated to a point below shit. Shit minus 
1. Shit minus 18. So let them bury themselves In 
shit, ever deeper, but we gotta go right now . . . 
green light! So college radio is important. Now 
clean that dogs hit off of your ears and quit smoking 
pot and take that blond streak out of your armpit 
hair and quit pretending you 're human, your girl
friend looks older and uglier than Margaret Thatcher, 
did you ait on a chocolate bar? Since we're the 
last people In line, we figured that all the good ques
tions got used up by all those sharp, sagacious 
pocket pool pros from the major newspapers. With 
an 18-wheeler overloaded with hi-tech, tape re
corders, notebooks, bespectacled technicians and 
condoms, the major newspaper journalist ap
proaches Stella's house, there Is a tense electricity 
swirling around Stella, It's the adrenalin excitement 
of full mass media coverage. By the time a few of 
these major newspapers have pumped the young 
female OJ of every fact, shred of Information and 
teensy-weensy detail, there's nothing left for 
NOMAG. So what did we do? We asked the ques
tions that would have cost a real reporter his job. 
Some ranting sweat-caked editor would have kicked 
his ass all over the carpet. How do you know if 
Stella Is naked or not when she's on the air? You 
really don't because this isn't TV, It's radio. Even 
though those other big-time journalists don't think 
like that, there is, you must admit a slim chance 
that she could have Invented 'Nude Radio' or 'Top
less Radio'. It may not be great but it's the best this 
publlcstlon could do, we're kindergarten drop-outs 
with crooked and bent sex organs damaged from 
mlauoe. D·U-M-B, D-U-M-B, DMUBER! 
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NOl\IAG: WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE YOUR SPE· 
CIAL TALENTS? . .. . STELLA: "I'm a pretty good 
critic. I can critique anything except myself. Alot of 
people seem to like my voice. I don't understand 
that. Maybe It's the parties I throw. It's kind of hard 
to do because It's out of control but within FCC 
regulations. I'm not much of an Interviewer but I'm 
great at crowd control. That's my show, crowd 
control. Not only am I the OJ, I produce the show, 
I engineer It, I have to babysit. I'm a dlsclpllnarlan 
. . . keep them In llne, then after they leave I have 
to clean up the place, so I'm a janitor too." NOMAG: 
DO YOU DRINK AND TAKE DRUGS? .. . . STELLA: 
"Not while I'm on the air. I'll never say that In print! 
Are you crazy? What are you trying to do to 
me?" . . . . . NOMAG: IS THERE ANY DANGER OF 
BEING ELECTROCUTED? ..... STELLA: " /s that 
what they do to you now If you do that? Maybe It's 
the low register that my voice Is In because people 
t~lnk that I'm pretty degenerate. ~sually most of 

. the t~'!le l'J!l sober an~ I can't help It If I sound like 
that. I'm just having a fun time." 

NOMAG: WHO DO YOU THINK IS THE SEXIEST 
GUY IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC? ..... STELLA: 
" It's that model In New York, A TT/LA THE HUNK! 
Have you heard of him? He was In a band for a 
white and he says he still sings. He's got really long 
hair and he's real gorgeous and women across the 
country are just freaking out over him. Maybe he' ll 
see me on MTV. I'll make a play for him." ... 
NOMAG: DID YOU EVER HAVE A REALLY BAD 
TIME ON THE RADIO? . . . .. STELLA: " THE VAN· 
DALS wasn 't too much fun! Gawd ... What didn't 
those guys do? And It wasn't fair because I didn't 
see the mess they had made until after they had 
left the sta~lon. They did my show on a Tuesday 
and then they went a few days later on Saturday to 
KPFK and did all that. It was a great week for them. 
I believed their line that they had turned over a new 
leaf and they were going to behave and show up 
on time. For some reason I believed those guys. 
There were some really ripe bananas in the office 
and they mashed them up and they got It all over 
the office. They just did really stupid stuff. Why 
don't they go down t9 KROQ and do It? Why do 
they harass me? You don't see them doing It at 
KROQ. That's the only time I really get pissed. They 
shouldn't be doing that to people who are helping 
them. They shouldn't be doing that to anybody ac~ 
tually. They should treat my radio station like It's 
their mother's living room. Don't put your feet on · 
the tables and don't write on the wall and you 
wouldn't leave your garbage just lying around your 
house. One thing I should mention, out of all the 
people I've done shows with, Keith Morris of the 
CIRCLE JERKS actually swept the studio for me 
once. I didn't even know that the station had 
a broom. I turned around after the show and Keith 

was sweeping up tor me. Usually, It seems that the 
people who have the most radlcal reputations are 
the nicest people and they don't cause any prob
lems at all." 

NOMAG: HOW FAST WOULD YOU SELL OUT IF 
YOU WERE OFFERED ALOT OF MONEY FOR SOME 
CRUMMY RADIO DJ JOB? . .. . . STELLA: "I'd have 
to be real desperate. I might be having a hard time 
right now personally, financing and stomach-wise 
but I can always get a job at 'K·Mart' for money and 
just keep doing this radio show at night for free. 
I'd rather do that. You kind of get spoiled doing It. 
What I'm doing, to be able to go In and do whatever 
you want, Is a DJ's fantasy." 



STELLA 

NOMAG: DO YOU HAVE A TRAINED SPEAKING 
VOICE? • .... STELLA: "No. I'll tell you how to 
get a voice like mine. Grow up in an Italian tam· 
ily, all the screaming and yelling gives you 
really good low range In your voice. Keep low· 
ering your DB range I guess you call It. I did take 
a voice development class ·but I never went to It. 
They made you do yoga exercises and read this 
chapter and read that chapter, and do this and that 
to develop the resonance In your voice. I never went 
to class. I never did the yoga exercises. Every now 
and then I'd stumble Into class and tt1ey'd all be 
reciting their little lines, struggling really hard to 
do It right with a natural voice, without straining or 
putting too much tension In. So here I am,~some
body who didn't read anything and didn't know what 
they were doing, I'd stand against the wall and say 
my llne and everyone would applaud. There's prob
ably alot of things that I could do to my voice if I 
wanted. Preparation Isn't my forte, I find. The more 
effort I put Into something the worse, just like my 
hair. People say 'Wow! Who does your hair?' .... . 
I get more compliments on rTiy hair when I don't 
brush It. I think It's warping my perspective on life." 

NOMAG: DO YOU WANT TO BRANCH OUT INTO 
MOVIE STARDOM? ... . . STELLA: " Sure any· 
thing! 'Stella Goes Coed' ... 'Stella And Her Surfer 
Slave Boys' ... 'Stella And Her Samurai Slave Boys' 
.. . and mass marketing. 'Stella Dolls' with all curly 
unruly hair .. . and the 'Stella Make-up' line. Gee." 
.•• NOMAG: HOW'S YOUR LOVELIFE? DO YOU 
LIKE TO FIGHT WITH YOUR BOYFRIENDS? ..•• • 
STELLA: "I actually get along with them pretty 
well. Usually I just won't go out with any boy If I 
anticipate that there are going to be alot of con
flicts. Also I really don'tgo out with musicians. That 
narrows it down considerably. Most of the people 
I know I can't go out with. There is less of a conflict 
of Interest. Would the guy be able to take It If I didn't 
warit to play his record. If I don't like a record and 
I don't think It's right for my show, I'm not. going 
to play It. Alot of them -are terribly cute and I would 
be more than delighted but I don't have them as 
boyfriends. Alot of them are real good friends of 
mine. So all that gossip is not true! I like hearing 
gossip about myself. I've heard some pretty wild 
stuff. It's a combination of professional and per
sonal reasons. I don't want to find out that they had 

different motives for going out with me than I 
thought they did. Go out with Stella because your 
album Is going to be out next month! And I don't 
want people saying that the reason why she Is play
ing this band or Interviewed them Is because she 
wants to go out with so and so. No one can ever 
say that about me. You can't bribe me to do a band 
either." 

NO MAG: YOU REALLY ARE TOTALLY IMMUNE TO 
SEDUCTION BY ANY GEORGEOUS HUNK THAT'S 
IN A BAND, HUH? . .... STELLA: " They must think 
I'm an ice cube but it's just better not to get In
volved. I've had lots of nice offers by some really 
tempting people. Regardless of what anybody has 
said, it 's just Idle gossip. I'm a person with feelings 
and that takes up alot of time and energy on my 
emotions and I don't want to start fucking around 
with myself. Musicians need alot of attention them
selves and I need attention. I don't think It would 
work out. I don't have time to be lavishing attention 
on them." 

END 



THE JONESES: BYE BYE JOHNNY? 

BY BRUCE KALBERG 

It's such a rel/et, with all the eccentric personalities we have .to 
deal with around here, to get the opportunity to talk with average 
red-blooded American guys like THE JONESES. It's too bad there 
aren't more native sons like THE JONESES that can Insure our 
nation's destiny and security will be preserved for future gener
ations. Mothers and fathers prepare your daughters, because like 
all good boys with healthy glands, THE JONESES just want to 
have some fun. Don't worry parents, your daughters are perverted 
already, this Is America late In the 20th century, everybody is 
perverted even common house pets. Forget it. They made me 
promise to tell you about their pact, I guess It's sort of like The 
Declaration Of Independence but It Is only for themselves, not for 
everybody. It's a code of behavior of sorts, basically It's about 
sex. Before we proceed any further, everybody should be In
formed that we accept no responslbllltyfor anything. NOMAG claims 
every method of escape from any Interest In anything. To us, the 
smallest duty appears like a Mt. Everest expedition, so forget us 
and keep your problems to yourselves. THE JONESES are putting 
words In our mouths. They want us to tell you a secret. Put 
your ear over here so we can whisper It .... come closer . . . shhh 

, ... they want all the little girls to be told that sex with any member 
of THE JONESES will probably be the greatest experience In any 
girl's entire llfe . . . shh ••• it's a secret. So when they dropped 
In here at the NOMAG treehouse, there was alot of chest pounding 
and king of the jungle antics, we thought they had fo go to the 
bathroom, all four of them at once. Faced with that plumbing bill, 
we had to get rid of them by saying yes to all their whims. That's 
why we're telling you how good they fuck, even though they could 
be rotten fucks, this Is an awkward situation. The last part of THE 
JONESES love story Is the best. If any member of THE JONESES 
Is ever a bad lay (BL) or a drunken bad lay (DBL) they will be 
Immediately kicked out of the band forever. This Is true. My only 
comment Is that they are leaving themselves little room for error. 
They must be tuning their you·know-whats before they tune 
their guitars huh? 
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photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

The members of THE JONESES are: Mitch Dean, drums; John 
James, bass; Rhys Wiiiiams, guitar; Jeff Drake, guitar and vocals. 

NOMAG: HERE'S THE BIG QUESTION. A MAJOR QUESTION. HOW 
COME EVERY TIME YOU PLAY YOU SAY EXACTLY THE SAME 
THING BETWEEN SONGS? .... . THE JONESES: "JEFF?" . .. "I 
don't have very much Imagination." .. . " It's because Jeff wants 
to make sure that everyone remembers." ... "I think this comes 
from like playing on the road, and you get into a certain fucking 
pattern, and now that we're in L.A. every other weekend he can't 
break that, right?" ... "No·o-o-o. Jeff just figured out a thing to 
say and that's what he says. He doesn't have to think about It 
anymore." .. ... . . "That's a damn good point though!" . . . 
"What It all bolls down to Is that we're smart stupid guys, so that 
we're kind of stuck with a limited vocabulary and limited Ideas. 
None of us are real front men for a band, so eat it!" .. . "So all we 
do is get fucked up and go on and the same thing happen.s all the 
time." ... "Do you think It's bad or is it a puzzllng thing?" . . . 

NOMAG: IT'S REPETITIOUS ... . . THE JONESES: "That's true. 
Rock 'N Roll is repetitious." . . . "The thing is that we kind of 
assume that there's not the same people there, but I guess there 
probably is." .. . "That's a good point and we're going to work on 
this problem. We'll get on that immediately." . . . 

NOMAG: YOU'VE GOT TO FIGURE THAT THERE ARE ALL THESE 
PEOPLE SITIING AROUND AND THEY'RE GONNA LIKE YOU AT 
FIRST,AND THEN THEY'RE GOING TO LOOK FOR ANY EXCUSE 
SO THAT THEY CAN HATE YOU .. . . . .. THE JONESES: "Oh. 
Oh. Uh." . 

NOMAG: THERE ARE GOOD REASONS TO HATE YOU GUYS 
. . ... . THE JONESES: " At one point there was even an ad In 
'Thrasher Magazine' that said 'The band you love to hate.' " . . . 
" Don't talk about another paper!" ... "I'm just saying that, you 
know, people did love to hate us." ... " Some people love us, some 
people just can't stand us. There's not much In between. I basically 
have no respect for anybody that likes us, but I like people that I 
don't respect." ... 111 don't have any respect for hopeless 
bimboes. That' s probably why the same thing is always 
said inbetween songs, so that all the hopeless bimboes 
can remember. They'll have something to talk to us about." 

Continued on next page. 



THE JONESES Continued from previous page. 
.. . "When Jeff talks between songs It's funny because he acts 
like he's at 'The Forum'. It's like he thinks he's talking on some 
big giant P.A. to thousands of people, so he has to speak real 
clearly and limited." . .. "I think we should just say that we love 
ourselves1 and wipe me. I remember when my grandma used to 
wipe me and it was cool." .. . "John remembers his car seat." ... 
" l'in a real Infantile guy." . .• " Come these days though, I think 
we all hope for a clean break." ... "Do you want to start talking 
about log-jamming?" . .. "Yeah. Log-jamming, that's the subject." 
. . . "I think feces is a subject to be saved until later." ... " Ask us 
another question then." . . . · 

NOMAG: WHAT'S LOG-JAMMING? IT'S NOT FUDGE-PACKING! 
. ... . THE JONESES: "Oh come on now! No! No, no, no. Every
body log-jams. It's when you go up there and lay the fuckln' log. 
You're workin' there. It's like bricklaying." ... "You know when 
you like get drunk and then you go out and you eat at 'Tommy's' 
or at 'Oki Dog' and you eat a bunch of really fucked stuff, and 
you're stupid enough to eat those chill peppers that they have 
there. You wake up In the morning and you have to do a log-jam 
but after a night like that It doesn't come out as a log-jam, It comes 
out as a mud-slide." . . . "That's your problem, that doesn't 
happen to Jeff!" ••• 

NOMAG: WHY DO YOU GUYS PICK THE SONGS THAT YOU PICK? 
THEY'RE SO UH . . I DON'T KNOW. LIKE UH ; .. I CAN'T UH, UH, 
UH ..... THE JONESES: "The originals?" ... " Do you mean 
covers? Why do we do the stupid covers that we do? First of all 
we don 't sing about politics because no one wants to pay five 
bucks and come and hear about problems. And who wants to be 
dated as soon as whatever political thing that you're singing about 
is history. If I pay five bucks I want to come and have fun and hear 
fun songs about fun things, so we sing about women, porkin ', and 
about gettln' fucked up. That's about two of our favorite subjects. 
Drugs and girls. Porkin'. Gash. Gash is in there heavily.'' 
... "Yeah but all the songs about girls are derogatory. " ... "We 
were playing In New York and this DJ came up and freaked out 
on us. She said we were chauvinist pigs." . .. "But we're not." .. . 
" We played at CBGB's and she was pissed off. We seriously pissed 
the female off." .. . "You know, most of the girls we know are 
really, truly and honestly hopeless blmboes. They placodil polka, 
they smoke quaaludes, they're on a bad trip. They take drugs 
and the only way that they can tell if they're high Is if they throw 
up or pass out. Otherwise they just say 'I'm not high! I'm not high!' 

· So they're hopeless bimboes and that Inspires alot of· really fine 
songwriting." . . . . · 

NOMAG: I THOUGHT I WAS LISTENING TO HAPPY SONGS. THESE 
AREN'T HAPPY SONGS ... . . THE JONES: "They are happy 
songs! What else does drugs and loose women do for you 
but make you happy?'' .. . " It's an idealistic view too. It's not 
reality at all. It's a more adult bubble gum theme." :-: . 
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NOMAG: IS THE DIFFFERENCE BETWEEN YOUR BAND AND A 
PUNK BAND THAT YOUR BAND IS REAL FUN? . .... THE 
JONESES: " Yeah. That's what we want. That's exactly It. We want 

. to get up there and move and make people go 'Look at those 
fuckers move!' " . .. " We want to make people do crazy things, 
we don't want people to come and get aggressive and go 'Oh this 
Is fucked!' We want people to go 'This Is like really lame and I want 
to just go and be stupid and lame and have fun!'" . . . "We don't 
like to be contrived. You know, we don't want to act too much like 
something we're .not. We just try and have fun and make other . 
people have fun.' ' ... 

NOMAG: DO YOU PLAY 'HARDCORE' SHOWS? ALOT OF BANDS 
THINK THAT THEY WILL BE KILLED BY THE KIDS, WHICH IS 
DUMB ..... THE JONESES: "We go over super on 'Hard
core' shows. We played with THE CIRCLE JERKS this one time 
and I went out in a dress, and they hated me so much that they 
loved me. We did things just' to piss 2000 skinheads off, you 
know, It was a fun kind of hate. We turned them off so much 
that they were having a great time throwing cans and spitting on 
us and trying to punch us. Lately we haven't been doing too much 
of that, but I think It's fun to do that." .. . "We just speed up the 
songs. We do, and it works too." . . . i o1!'l 
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NO MAG: WHAT'S THE.DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YOUR BAND AND 
A 'HARDCORE' BAND? ... .. 1HE JONESES: "Well we don't 
play like this •••• (thump! thump! thump! thump! grunt! 
grunt! grunt! grunt!). We don 't do that. We actually have a fuckln' 
melody and you can go home and hum our songs." .. . " And we 
don't want to preach, whether or not they're saying something 
good or something stupid, or something that means nothing, what's 
the point man? We're just a 'Rock 'N Roll' band." . . . " Yeah. We've 
got no fuckln' pollt/calp/11." . .. " That's the point. Everybody takes 
themselves so seriously." ... " Well there's kids who know what 
they're talking about, but who the fuck, after you go to work all 
week and make your money, and then pay, If you're not cool enough 
to get on a guest list. Who wants to go and just hear about lucked 
shit that you hear about all the time anyway." ... "We played with 
MDC or someone like that, and this one song was so unbelievable. 
These songs, I don't understand how people like them. I think that 
they must think that everyone else digs It and so It must be the 
cool thing to dig. One song sounds like another and they're so 
fast." .. . "That could be said about us too. I don't mean fast but 
every song sounding the same. Most bands write a song and they 
develop a style of writing and It tends to go that direction." ... . 

Continued on next page. 



THE JONESES Continued from previous page. 
NOMAG: IT'S NOT THAT IMPORTANT ... . THE JONESES: "II 
probably Isn't but you asked the question. It's your problem now." 
. .. "What was the question?'' ... 

NOMAG: WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 'MOTLEY CRUE' 
AND YOU GUYS, OR 'DOA'? .. . .. THE JONESES: "There is no 
difference If you're a band and you play and people come to see 
you and they like to watch you. There Is no big deal. There Is no 
difference. It's nothing." ... "Those guys try to be bigger than life, 
whereas we don't. That's the main difference. We want people to 
feel like we're one of them when they come and talk to us. Aloi of 
those bands, and It's an OK way to go about It, they try to seem 
bigger than Ille." .. . "Clarify who you're talking about." ... "It 
would be nice to break down the barrier." .. . " Like MOTLEY 
CRUE. They're like not guys." ... . 

NOMAG: SOCIAL REBELLION, TAAT'S 'HARDCORE' . .... 'THE 
JONESES: " We 're not against nothing." . . . "It's frustration. 
They're frustrated and we're not frustrated." . . . " We're not mellow 
though." ... " We're just doing what we want to do, you know." 
. . . "When we started this band the whole cool thing to be doing 
was to play a mile-a-minute, and everybody was doing It. You could 
make real good progress by doing It because ii was brand new. 
Every other band that was starting out then was doing that kind 
of shit. We all got together and said 'What do we like?' And we all 
liked DOLLS, RAMONES, STONES, CHUCK BERRY type stuff." ... 

NOMAG: JEFF ALWAYS SAYS EXACTLY THE SAME THING 
ABOUT THAT CHUCK BERRY SONG ..... THE JONESES: "Oh 
the joke." .. . " What jpke?" ... "This song was written by 
CHUCK BERRY and when he did it, it was called 'Bye Bye 
Johnny' and now we do It and It's called 'Bye Bye, Johnny'." 
... " That's just one of my jokes." ... "It's a joke that's just so 
stupid that people look to try to get It, but there's nothing there 
to get." .. . " !l's a joke that's not a joke." ... " Jeff, Isn't that just 
to point out the fact that you shouldn't think too much about 'Rock 
'N Roll'. I mean you think with your hips. " ... " But look at Jeff, 
so many girls fall In love with that guy. He's such a dope they 
love him!" ••• 

NOMAG: YOU START TO WONDER IF HE CAN SAY ANYTHING 
ELSE .... THE JONESES: "I myself do wonder that. Jeff, can 
you say anything else?" ... "Yes, but I haven't thought of it 
yet." ... "See, there's the answer." . . . 111 just think it's dumb, 
and I think that's right in the direction we're going for. We're 
continuing In the dumb dumbness where THE RAMONES left off. 
Have you ever listened to their songs? They're so dumb and stupid 
that they're fun." . .. "We are a gang of true lame-o's." ••• "Lame
O'st" ... 11W1ten you come, we're out to not think but rock." 
... " You know, we have a repair service and this Is really cool. 
This Is an advertisement too. We'll fix anything, and we're good 
too. We fixed a swimming pool. We have tools too. We have a 
blowtorch and drumheads and plastic bags. We melt plastic on 
everything and It just fixes anything you could need fixed. It works 
fine." . .. " Enough advertising!" . . . 

NOMAG: SO YOU'RE INTO BEING DUMB? .. . .. THE JONESES: 
" We're not Into being dumb, we're Into having fun and fun Is like 
not thinking. Fun is like just doing whatever you feel like doing. " 
. .. "Should we talk about 'Doo·Doo Man'?'' . . . "No!" . .. "We 're 
not Into not thinking." . .. " We're just doing whatever your 'Id' 
tells you to do. Just groove and rock. Drugs, women. Anything 
you want to do, all the fun things, all the great things." . : . 

NOMAG: YOU'RE HOGS FOR FUN . .. . . THE JONESES: " We 
just believe In not taking things too seriously, you know. Every
body Is so worried. All these other bands are worried about 
everything and we're not worried about anything. What hap· 
pens Is what happens, It's predestined. " .. . "What's the point In 
worrying? Do you see any point In worrying about anything? Would 
worrying change anything that you were worrying about?" .. . 
" With us JONESES, things go in one ear and out the other into 
the next Jones and out the other ear Into the next Jones." ... 
"Unless It's Important to the guy whose ear it goes in." . .. NOMAG: 
WHAT ABOUT YOUR Bl-SEXUAL IMAGE? . . . . . THE 
JONESES: "Do we have a bi·sexual image?" . . . 

NOMAG: HE WEARS A DRESS! ..... THE JONESES: "I do 
wear a dress. I'm a man. I am manly and women love my man
liness, regardless of my dress." . .. " He wears boxer shorts under 
It man. No true bl-sexual would wear boxer shorts." . . . " We try 
and be real manly men." . .. " They like his love sequoia. They like 
the dripping sap." . .. 
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NOMAG: MEN'S MEN? .... THE JONESES: "No!" . .. "Let's 
get this straight right now. We believe in heterosexuality and not 
homosexuality. I think It fucks up the system!" . . . "Oh homos are 
cool man. They're like art guys." ... "Being a homosexual is 
for someone who thinks too much." .. . "Are you an art guy?" 
. . . NOMAG: ARE YOU PRO OR ANTI HOMOSEXUALITY? ..... 
THE JONESES: "Anti-homo myself." ... "We're neutral homo." 
. . . "Homos are just guys who like to fuckin' pack fudge man. Pork 
the poop chute/" . .. "I think homos mess up the system." ... 
NOMAG: LIFE GETS LONELY OUT THERE ON THE RANGE. ARE 
YOU INTO THAT MASCULINE COWBOY IMAGE? . .. . . THE 
JONESES: "Cowboys are cool. Remember those 'Marlboro' com
mercials where they had all those cowboys and shit?" ... NOMAG: 
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE WAY BOYS LOOK AT YOU 
GUYS? ... . . THE JONESES: "Boys don't really look at me. They 
avoid eye to eye contact because they're boys." ... "When you 
wear lipstick you queer?" .. . "I'm not tough or nothing but I 
think that maybe I look a little scary sometimes." ... "But you 
wear_ lipstick." ... "Big deal! You wear a dress." ... "You 
paint your nails." . .. NOMAG: WAIT A MllNUTE! YOU'RE 
WEARING NAIL POLISH . . ... THE JONESES: "And toe pol· 
lsh, don't stop there." ••• NOMAG: THAT'S Bl-SEXUAL . .... 
THE JONESES: " No man." .. . 

NOMAG: DO YOU LIKE 'PRINCE'? . ... . THE JONESES: "Oh 
PRIN~E be badness man, PRINCE be fuckin badness. Do you know 

· that ltttle dance step he does in 'Little Red Corvette' on MTV? The 
girls all want to pork PRINCE, so what if some boys do. I don't 
know If PRINCE porks boys. I'm sure he porks his fair share of 
girls." .... " / like to wear a dress. That's all there is to It. 'It's 
comfortable, very comfortable and very efficient for playing drums 
and alot of people give me shit about ii." . . . "I used to read thes~ 
books by this guy named Mazlo, he's a philosopher type psy
chologist." ... "Wei/ let's get deep then!" . .. "He had a thing he 
called 'peak experiences' and that's what we're sort of always 
looking for." ... 

NOMAG: WHO? .. . . . THE JONESES: "Abraham Mazlo. I'm not 
getting too weird or anything. I'm just saying that he had a thing 
called 'peak experiences ' and that's when you're kind of going 
through life and you do certain things that are big things In your 
life, they could be any little thing but they're like important to your 
Ille, and they are where you kind of get really an exciting memory. 
Everyday we're sort of into trying to do something that's real note· 
worthy." . . . "A climax." .. . "I myself don't try to do it, I mean I 
remember everyday because it's just fine." . . . "But that's what 
we're sort of searching for, don't you think? When we go to 'The 
Zero' or someplace, it's not just to hang out, drink beer and kill 
time. It's like we're always hoping that something will happen that 
we'll remember." . . . "That's true Rhys. That's a good point." ... 
uwe're just out for fucking climactic fun." ••• 

NOMAG: HOW MUCH ARE BANDS THAT ARE INTO Bi-SEXUAL 
IMAGERY SERIOUS ABOUT THAT IMAGE?. THE 'NEW YORK 
DOLLS' & THE 'ROLLING STONES' AND COUNTLESS OTHER 
ROCK BANDS USE (USED) THAT 'LOOK' . . . . . THE 
JONESES: "I'm serious about the image because it just 
looks cool. I like to look at myself in the mirror and see myself 
look that way. It looks nice." .. . "We like to be visual, that's about 
It." .. . "It has nothing to do with sexuality like if we suck cock or 
plug hole." .. . "That doesn't matter anyway, because anybody 
who wants to think anything about me can, and I don't care be· 
cause I have fun." ... uwe do what we want." . . . " It's not that 
big a deal how we dress! Haven't you ever worn nail polish?" . . . 

NOMAG: I BITE MY FINGERS .... . THE JONESES: " We don't 
go out there and try to do a KISS show. You know, we go out 
there and fucking put our balls on the line. That's what we 
do. We don't want to be like THE PLASMA TICS. We want to go out 
there and play 'Rock' like CHUCK BERRY or whoever else sweated 
his little black balls out there. That's what we're gonna do. We're 
not there to look some faggy way or appear some way we're not." 
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e FASHION DESIGNERS e 
Several fashion designers contributed to this issue at our request. 
Their work Is dispersed uniformly throughout these pages, not 
separated Into an isolated section. We weren't attempting to make 
some comprehensive statement about L.A. fashions. The Idea was 
to put a lot of designers and personalities together and then let the 
plot unwind. When something was ready, we'd photograph It. We 
interviewed some of the designers and not the others because of 
their avaltablllty, whose car had blown up, who was flying to 
Tokyo, getting rich fast, going broke fast, and so on. The designers 
who created apparel for this instance paid their own way and their 
work appears In many of these photographs sharing the glare with 
the person photographed. SUE DORMAN designed the jewelry 
that Is wbrn by Su Tissue; CAROL BOOTON designed the dress 
and jacket worn by Pleasant Gehman of 'The Screamln' Sirens' and 
the white suit modelled by Shari Famous, vocalist in 'Roid Rogers 
& The Whirllng Butt Cherries'; KATE LINDSEY designed the 
cotton suit worn by actress Mary Woronov; SALLY CASATI 
designed the layered things modelled by Shawn D. who we 
photographed with Spider Blaze, drummer in 'Bad Actor'; SUE 
NININGER designed 'The Clown Warrior' costume for Tomata du 
Plenty; COCHISE OCHOA did make-up for 'The Bangles' and Mary 
Woronov; CONNIE PARENTE designed the jewelry worn by 'The 
Bangles'; LIZBETH WILLIAMSON did Merl Housecoat's make-up. 

SHAWN D. models a SALLY CASATI 
creation with her friend 
SPIDER BLAZE, drummer In 
BAD ACTOR. 



Actress MARY WORONOV shows off a new 
sulldeslgnedbyKATE 

LINDSEY: 
NOMAQ: CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE SUIT 
THAT YOU DESIGNED FOR MARY WORONOV IN 
THIS MAGAZINE? ..•. KATE: "It's '40s cotton, 
linen weave cotton, there's 2 colors, black and 
bone thread. Some of the fabric Is a stripe and 
some of the fabric Is just that black and bona 
woven. The little black drops around the lapel Is 
very old Chinese glass Imported. The blouse Is 
Italian cotton. Mary Is 6 ft. and she has a very 
broad shoulder span and she can carry height. 
When I looked at Mary I thought that I wanted to 
make her even taller. I want to make her like a fan
tasy goddess. She's so tall she's going right 
through the celling. So I thought of putting lines 
on her body that would make her taller than she 
really was, and so by bringing the sh0ulders out 
even further and pulling the lines Jn In the front, 
putting a real long straight line to her, It really 
made her taller looking than she was. So that was 
the challenge for me In my mind. This was how I 
Imagined Mary being really sophisticated and 
really elegant. That was my fantasy." 

NOMAG: IN L.A., ARE TH ERE A LOT OF PEOPLE 
MAKING FASHION THAT ARE UN· 
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pay the rent until they have enough money to 
open their own shop." NOMAG: WHAT IS YOUR 
POSITION AS A DESIGNER? .... KATE: "I design 
costumes tor film and television and It's not what 
I want to do. It's what the client wants, under a 
certain deadllne and under a certain budget, It's 
not as If I was given total freedom to design 
something for the body. On the side, when I can, 
when I have the money I make what I really want 
to do." NOMAG: IS THERE A KIND OF FASHION 
UNDERGROUND IN L.A.? .... KATE: "Sure there 
Is. There are rebels In every section of society and 
fashion has Its rebels. There are people who go 
straight Into manufacturing and they're making 
50,000 of this, 60,000 of this. Then there are some 
of us, we Ilka to experiment with one thing or a 
couple of things and then move on to something 
else. It 's more of an art form than it Is a business. 
It's real select. I need an eccentric person to wear 
my clothes, someone who can carry it off, with 
what the clothes are." NOMAG: LET'S LOOK AT 
FASHION AS IF IT WERE A PIE. HOW DO THEY 
CUT THE PIE IN L.A.? .... KATE: "Well I think 
the(e's all different kinds of pies in L.A. and that's 
the wonderful thing about this city. So If I want to 
be In the one·of·a·klnd specialist elite eccentric 
designers piece of the pie, then I can do that. 
There are not very many of us in Los Angeles. If 
you want to manufacture, you can get your loft 
downtown and work with all the cutters and the 
shippers, or you can do the Melrose number and 
have a boutique and do your designs. I have my 
fingers In so many fires right now. I'm really in· 
interested In designing bigger motion picture 
films that are futuristic , I'm also doing Individual 
designing, having some celeb or some person 
who wants to wear my clothes, and working with 
them. I Just like thinking of something, then draw· 
Ing It and making It. Maybe no one will ever wear It 
but It 's just a great feeling to do It." NOMAG: IS IT 
FINANCIALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SUR · 
VIVE AS A DESIGNER MAKING SINGLE 
ITEMS? .... KATE: " I suppose It's like my art, In 
a way, having once been a painter. It's a real alone 
and selfish art because you're Just putting 
whatever you want on the canvas, and that's the 
wonderful thing about it, you don't have to deal 
with anything. I find c lothing challenging because 
It has to flt on a body. You've got shoulders that 
have to work and arms have to go through 
sleeves. There Is a quality to clothing that I 
respect, It stems from the '40s when clothing was 
really made, really tailored and my work Is like 
that, but still It 's futuristic. L.A. Isn't really the 
place for It yet, and I Just don't want to go to New 
York, even though New York has the quality I don't 
feel they have the innovation, in terms of fashion, 
that L.A. has. L.A. has really bad stuff and really 
good stuff. New York has a lot of middle of the 
road stuff . If I sew something myself and make It, 
It's really costly. Som'i' of my pieces have over 300 
pattern pieces to them and for one garment It's 
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KATE LINDSEY. 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

not worth It to try to explain it to your seamstress 
how to put that together. It's a dying art, maybe 
it 's dead now. Even In the film Industry they are 
cutting corners and anything that's supposed to 
look really elegant from the period is not made 
that way anymore. No one can afford It. It Just 
takes too long. I don't want to have any pressure 
on my work, I just want freedom with ft, ·and I don't 
put any pressure on it. It's almost llke another per· 
son that I'm dealing with. I' ll do all this conser
vative lifestyle, work work work, pay the rent and 
so on. The other part waits in the shadows and it 
conjures. I think of what Pm going to do next." 

photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

(left) Mary Woronov, actress. 



SU TISSUE 

A lot of bands that got their start durtng the time of 1The Masque' In 
Hollywood, 1977 and 1978, are doing exactly what the automobiles from 
Detroit do so well these days, breaking up. Afterthe break-up of THE 
SUBURBAN LAWNS In 1983, Su Tissue flew to Switzerland for an extended 
stay. She left Los Angeles late last summer with no definite plans. A few 
weeks before her departure we photographed her modelllng jewelry made by 
Sue Dorman. 

photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

SU TISSUE (above)models a broach designed by SUE DORMAN, concrete set 
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of brushed nlckel contains, Instead of a stone, a shattered automobile 
wlndshleld fragment set In concrete, and the bracelet Is made with the same 
unorthodox materlals. 

by LANE SMITH 
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SUE DORMAN: 
NOMAG: LET ' S TALK ABOUT YOUR 
JEWELRY .. .. SUE: "I use concrete as one of the 
major Ingredients. I first started putting It In 
jewelry In 1976 as a reaction to jewelry always 
being made of such precious materials. I wanted 
to take the most common materials you can find 
and make pins and necklaces out of them." 
NOMAG: ARE YOU USING THE SAME STUFF 
THAT'S PUT IN SIDEWALKS? ... . SUE:"lt's 
exactly the same stuff that's in sidewalks. This 
one concrete that I'm trying to get a hold of Is 
from Yugoslavia and It's black. It's dug up In 
Yugoslavia because concrete Is a mineral that's 
mined." NOMAG: IF YOU PUT A DIAMOND IN 
CONCRETE IS IT VERY SECURE? . . . . SUE: 
" There Is the traditional style where I actually do a 
prong setting and then pour the concrete In 
around It. Then for the more radical customers, 
the faster living people, I actually take a little 
piece of tubing and some epoxy, and then epoxy 
·the diamond in, and then pour the concrete In 
around It so you see no metal. The stone literally 
is floating in concrete. That's the harder one to 
sell , but it's just as secure as the other one." 
NOMAG: DO YOU USE BROKEN CAR 
WINDSHIELDS AS SETTINGS? .... SUE: "Yeah. 
The patterns that safety glass makes when the 
car breaks Is beautiful. It seemed that concrete 
led me to broken glass. When I moved down here, 
the first night I spent In downtown L.A., my car 
was broken Into and I all of a sudden had all of 
this broken glass and I saved It. Every time I see 
broken glass I always scoop It up and take It 
home." NOMAG: THE DESIGN OF THE JEWELRY 
SU TISSUE MODELS IS REAL AUSTERE. WHERE 
DID YOU DERIVE THAT? ... . SUE: 
" Scandinavian Bauhaus basically. I've been really 
Influenced by that because I like the streamline, 

· very clean unornamental approach that they've 
taken" 

photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

TWO BY CAROL BOOTON. 

PLEASANT GEHMAN took time out from 'The 'Screamln' Sirens' to 
model this design by CAROL BOOTON. . 

SHARI FAMOUS of 'ROID ROGERS & THE WHIRLING BUTT 
CHERRIES' notoriety models a CAROL BOOTON design. 



ROID ROGERS & THE WHIRLING BUTT CHERRIES 
BY BRUCE KALBERG 

A BUTT CHERRY INTERVIEW: 

SPREADIN' SOME CHEEKS: It's time to play 
doctor, music fans. No no .. you aren't the doc
tor. This Is gonna hurt, It's a carrot because today's 
theme Is vegetables and fruits, not music. Some
times It's Impossible to give you the music news 
the way you expect to get It. So you get It this way. 
Here's a great new band, bla bla bla, what about 
their far-out lifestyle, bla bla bla, how do they sound, 
bla bla, and their anti-social radical attitudes, spread 
'em wide here comes your carrot, and now a cuc
umber. Umph! Here comes your fruit, THE BUTT 
CHERRIES play a kind of porno-funk music and 
they seemed perfectly at home playing next to the 
strippers at the 'KIT KAT' club In Hollywood wear
ing gorllla hair loincloths and stra~on dicks and 
generally scanty but explicit marital aids oriented 
costumes. The last news I heard wuz-z ... the 'Kit 
Kat' club had gotten rid of Its strippers, so who 
cares about that place. Maybe they' ll get them back 
real soon. L.A. artist May Zone, modern artist, and 
modern woman In a modern city, after some major 
video achievements Including jamming those ex
pensive electrons with Michael Jackson, uh . .. May 
Zone wanted to share her video skills with what 
she belleved was a talented, witty, and upwardly 
whir/Ing rock group. She shared It, so there now 
exists May Zone's video of ROID ROGERS & THE 
WHIRLING Bun CHERRIES performing their orig
inal song, 1Who Put Timmy In The Trash?' And 
now there exists this Interview, which nobody but · 
us would have the sophistication to print. It's our 
job to educate all of you Ignorant masses. With 
education as our theme, this Interview Is a vision 
of utopia In modern America. Don't thank NOMAG, 
thank ROID ROGERS & THE WHIRLING BUTT 
CHERRIES, they don't want to stimulate any young 
minds anywhere. You have a choice, If you don't 
like the Interview maybe you'll like the video, go 
turn on your TV and wait for It, It'll show up sooner 
or later. You 're not doing anything anyway, every
body already knows what a vegetable you really 
are .. Green Giant nlblets corn. Frozen spinach. 
Brocccoll and llma beans. In butter sauce. Can you 
make an asparagus daiquiri? I wanna have a well· 
balanced diet while I'm getting drunk. There's no 
time to eat dinner. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

by MARK GASH 

(I. to r.) Sharl Famous, Clllf 
PHps Bear Buick, Spider 
Mittleman, Marci Mallbu, Bobby 
Mann. 
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SPYDER: " We used to have a problem at the last 
place that we lived, me and Marci and Bobby. We 
lived In this one place on Hillside that we used to 
call 'The Butt Cherry Manor' and that's kind of 
where the whole thing got started. It got dug up. 
We got evicted because of the lewd parties we used 
to have there. There were these condos all around 
us and our house was the only house on the block 
that had a yard. So anyone who had a poodle or a 
chihuahua would go over there and all these dogs 

.would decrepitate all over the yard. Oh well, de
fecate and decrepltate . . . and it used to annoy us. 
We became very embittered by people in general. 
And this gave us the bind, all of us, this certain 
thing to get together and start writing things that 
would relate to people, that could open up their 
heads and express love and brotherhood." 

NOMAG: SO ALL OF YOU ARE INTO OPENING UP 
PEOPLE'S HEADS? 

BOBBY (Harry Dangler): " Yeah, llke this one dog 
that was real persistent and wouldn't get out of the 
yard, we just opened its head up and hung It 
from the tree and then none of the other dogs 
would shit around there anymore." 

SPYDER (Buck Futt): "But you know what was 
nice and this Is really a true story. One day I was 
looking out my window and I see this old woman 
with her little dog, this ugly little poodle or some
thing crapping on the yard. So I open up the window 
and start yelling at her and she got really freaked 
out. Then I said 'Pick that up!' ... and she picked 
up the turd that the dog had laid out on the grass. 
She had a kleenex and she threw It out in the street, 
and then she started yellirlg at me. And I yelled 'Let 
the dog shit in your mouth grandma!'. It's true, 
It's really true, and that kind of goes with the type 
of message that we're trying give to people. Like, 
don't let the dog shit In your mouth grandma 
grandpa cousin anything! We are one. Heyl We are 
Invincible. We are cherry. Ask us another ques
tion. Do you know what? I think you're a Nazi In· 
terrogator. Go ahead ask us another question." 

NOMAG: WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO DO THIS 
FAST. SAY SOMETHING. SAY SOMETHING! 

SHARI FAMOUS: 'Uh." 

BOBBY: " Who me? What the hell d'ya want son? 
Like man, I'm a real insecure guy, you know." 

SPYDER: "Don't say that! He'll use It against 
you. This Is turning out to be the 'National Lam· 
poon' Dan Blocker interview." 

SHARI: " Dan Blocker, What a great guy he was, 
he was a 1hoss'." 

NOMAG: WHY CAN'T YOU TELL US ANYTHING? 

SHARI FAMOUS: "Who?" 

SPYDER: "What do you want to know? We'll tell 
you anything you want?" 

SHARI: Just let us play with each other and don't 
single us out and then we'll jam better." 

SPYDER: " OK Cliff? When you're out entertaining 
guests where do you like to go? When you pick up 
some girl at a club, when you see some bitch you'd 
really like to get your mlts into, what do you take 
her to eat?" 



THE BUTT CHERRIES 

CLIFF (Peeps Bear Buick): "Well first of all, I've 
never ever done that. And If I did I'd probably take 
her to 'Book Circus '. I think It's important to treat 
them right." 

SPYDER: "Bobby. About how many women have 
you gone to bed with In your llfe. What would you 
estimate It at? I know you' re not the type of person 
that keeps a score, but just give a rough estimate." 

BOBBY: " A rough estimate. Uh ... you know like 
between four and six hundred. ls that fair? .... 
Oh man I'm so wired." 

NOMAG: LET'S TRY THE PRE-PLANNED JOKE 
QUESTION. READY? WHAT IS THE LINE-UP OF THE 
BAND? 

THE BUTT CHERRIES: "Two three holers and 
three two holers." 

SHARI FAMOUS:"I say that we three holers 
should get paid more than you two holers." 

BOBBY: " I don't think that's fair because we've 
gotta work harder. You 've got a whole 'nother extra 
hole. That's a whole 50% more of an opportunity. '' , 

SHARI: " What d'ya mean? You've got to learn how 
to take It. It's hard work! Spyder tell us about the 
big shit that you took at Cliffs?" 

photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

THE BUTT CHERRIES, Cliff and Shari. 

SPYDER: " It was dark out. One late night, it was 
probably about 4 a.m. It was really late. I was walk
ing by his house and I decided to take a bowel 
movement." 

CLIFF: 11No! You had to take a bowel move· 
ment and you decided to drive to my house. 
You weren't just In the neighborhood. It was defi
nitely premeditated. It's a nice night for a shit, I 
think I'll go to Cllff's." 

SPYDER: "Something big was about to happen, 
that's all I knew. So I came busting Into Cliff's house. 
I was cramping. If you 've ever gotten a shit cramp 
then you know what that's like. Like you get the 
cramp and It hurts so bad that you have to decJde 
'Can I fight it?1 

•••• 'Am I gonna let it loose? 
... ... .. , Just as he opened the door the cramp 
went away, just as the turd was coming out of my 
sphincter, and I tightened right up to pull It back 
In. I said 'Cliff( How are you doing brother? It's 
good to see you. Can I use the bathroom?' ... 
So he points me to the bathroom, and I go In there. 
It took me about 15 minutes and with both hands 
holding the toilet, I proceeded to make a 20 Inch 
feces. One piece. It was a swirl, It wasn't even a 
curling 'J'. It was like a Foster Freeze. I tried 
to flush It." 
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CLIFF: "No you didn't! You didn't try to flush It 
because the water was filled to the brim." 

SPYOER: "No I didn't, that's right. I just left It there. 
I didn't try to flush It. It was no big deal. It almost 
overflowed. Cliff had to break It up with a hammer, 
I mean a hanger." 

CLIFF: " It was definitely the most memorable BUTT 
CHERRY performance In recent memory. If only we 
could take that and do It onstage somehow, Incor
porate It Into the act. Some of the best things are 
always spontan~ous, never to be repeated." 

SPYDER: " Then there Is our new line of clothing 
called 'Loose Lump.' It's designer clothing that 
we'll have out before Christmas. We're starting our 
own line of BUTT CHERRY food, 'Loose Meat 
Sandwiches'. 

NOMAG: l 'M GONNA GIVE EACH OF YOU 1 MIN
UTE TO TALK. MARCI, YOU FIRSTI 

MARCI MALIBU: " /freeze under pressure. You're 
gonna have to put bamboo under my fingernails to 
make me talk. You can't make me talk." 

Continued on next page. 



Continued from previous page. 
NOMAG: OK LET'S TALK TO SPYDER. WHY WON'T 
YOU EVER SHUT UP? 

SPYOER: "'Well It all started with a tricycle accl· 
dent when I was 3 years old. I got my schmekel 
caught In the spokes and It got crooked. After that 
I could·never get It together anymore. People just 
laughed at me becaus' I'd alwavs have bloodv 
pants. And then when I was about 15, I was hang
ing out around Rockefeller Center and I needed to 
make $20. This guy came up to me and talked to 
me a little bit and took me up to his apartment and 
made me throw rotten vegetables at his genitals." 

NOMAG: ARE YOU A NICE GUY? 

SPYDER: "I'm a real nice guy. I'm kind of an easy 
going mellow dude." 

NOMAG: DO YOU LIKE HOLLYWOOD? 

SPYDER: "Yeah. I like bright lights and I really 
want to be a movie star. I want to be llke Long 
Dong Sliver and work In pornography. I want to get 
rich by doing skin grafts for the penis. You can 
layer It by grafting skin from different parts of your 
body and keep wrapping your penis until It's at 
least 15 to 17 Inches long." 

NDMAG: WHERE DID YOU GET THAT HAIRCUT? 

SPYDER: " Oh from this fag on Melrose Ave. I won't 
say his name because he won 't give me cheap hair
cuts anymore. I blow him for tialrcuts and give him 
a massage. Ask me something better! 11 

NOMAG: WE'LL BRING YOU BACK LATER SPY· 
DER. IT'S CLIFF'S TURN NOW. WHAT KIND OFF 
PERSON ARE YOU CLIFF? 

CLIFF: "Uh. Have you got any easier questions? 
Ask me my middle name or my favorite color." 

NOMAG: WOULD YOU HANG OUT WITH A GUY 
LIKE YOU? 

CLIFF: " No. I think It's really flattering that Sharl 
thinks that I have an erection all of the time." 

SHARI FAMOUS: " I know. I can feel the heat from 
your cock this far away from me. I swear to God 
It's warming me up." 

NOMAG: IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU WANT 
TO SAY? 

CLIFF: " No. I'm running out of things to say." 
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NOMAG: SHARI? LET'S TALK TO YOU NOW. 

SHARI: "I want to tell the group how I feel. I just 
get so much love and warmth from you all. It's made 
my life so much richer. Whenever I feel lonely .. . " 

NOMAG: WHAT'S THE WORSE EXPERIENCE 
THAT YOU'VE HAD WITH THESE 'BUTT 
CHERRIES'? 

SHARI: " Name any time we're together and It pretty 
much equals all the others. There Is no Worst time. 
Each time Is so bad that It surpasses the last time. 
So this ls the worst time right now. All of them 
have ego problems. Now for me It's Interesting to 
sit back and observe the problems that these four 
can have. Intellectually I'm superior." 

NOMAG: COMPARED TO THE REST OF AMERICA, 
DO YOU FIND YOURSELF PSYCHOLOGICALLY 
WELL-ADJUSTED? 

SHARI: "Yes. I think I am definitely well-adjusted. 
I try to do the things that I really want to do and I 
don't think most people dare to do that. I try to 
communicate with people and express myself. That 
helps you to keep sane ... which Is not to say that 
I'm sane, I'm real frustrated but . . . " 

SPYDEA: " You 're digging a deep hole for your
self." 

NOMAG: OK BOB? WHAT'S GOING ON BOBBY? 
HAVE YOU GOT ANY PROBLEMS? 

BOBBY: " Yeah. I have lots of problems. I'm just 
dissatisfied, ever since I took the motto of staying 
off all tours." 

NOMAG: DOES LIFE LEAVE YOU WITH A BAD 
TASTE IN YOUR MOUTH? 

BOBBY: "Yeah! My tongue was green last 
week. It was from lots of brewers yeast, an OD. 
OD on BY." 

NOMAG: YOU'RE HAVING A LOUSY TIME AREN'T 
YOU? 

BOBBY: " Yeah. I've been having a lousy time 
lately." 

SPYDER: " We've been having a lousv time 
ever sinc-e we got here. You're a real shittv 
host. Where's your fuckin' martinis that vou 
promised us vou son of a bitch!" 

NOMAG: SORRY I DRANK EVERYTHllNG BEFORE 
YOU GOT HERE. 

END 

, ·, NOMAQ 

The members of ROID ROGERS & THE 
WHIRLING BUTT CHERRIES are: Marci Mal· 
ibu (Buttwheat}, vocals; Cliff Peeps Bear Buick, 
keyboards; Bobby · Mann (Harry Dangler}, guitar 
and tapes; Shari Famous (Daffy Fuck), vocals, 
dildo, hammer, recorder; Spvder Mittleman (Buck 
Futt}, vocals, sax. 

by LINDA GIURBINO 





FAG OFF WITH THE 'NIP DRIVERS";-·
0 

BY BRUCE KALBERG 

Go see THE NIP DRIVERS before they kl/I each other. 
To appreciate the perfection of their performance 
you've got to be some kind of crotch connoisseur 
who llkes defective modern culture. Hey . . are they 
playln ' around anywhere? Old they klll each other 
yet? Who's that ugly babe In the tight skirt, 
t•nk top and rotting tennis shoes? Her name 
lo Mike? 

The NIP DRIVERS Interview ••• 

"I've only got one cigarette left." . . . "Gimme one 
anyways, I don't care!" . .. " Give him a clgarrette. 
Give him a cigarette." (laugh) .. . " C'mon guys, 
don't clash." . .. "Gimme one please and I won't 
1t•b you." 

NOMAQ: HEY IF YOU GUYS WANT TO DO AN IN· 
TERVIEW, THE TAPE RECORDER IS ON. ITS RIGHT 
THERE. 

u11 you don't give me a fucking cigarette, I'm 
gonna st•b you because you're a fag!" .. . . 
"Mike stab me and I'll cum on your face." . . . 
"Gimme something! Gimme something I can fuck· 
Ing smoke." . • ... " What do you expect In Ille Mike?" 
... ... "A nice gutter In my mouth .. Ronald Re
agan that's his name, I am anarchy, 1, 2, 3, 4 go! 
1, 2, 3, 4. Fuck you/ I've fagged off with lots of 
'herdcores' •• Gimme another hit man. It's like 
being stuck on an Island with these pricks because 
I've got to do fucking everything they want me to 
do. Oh yeah, we got suggestions about this and 
that. Yeah fuck off. Your suggestions don't mean 
shit. I 'm everything, I'm the leader, I'm every
thing. I'm connubial bliss. Fuck off! You are all my 
concubines. I'm a piece, so what. I got a small dick 
so I stretch It a llttle bit. Stretch your Imagination. 
I've got a blue mohawk Ronald Reagan's on 
my cock." .. ... " Gawd. Oh brother stop the tape!" 
• . . .. "This Is called Interview with a lafl." . . . " When 
was the last time you went to the museum?" ... 
" When I saw Mike Weber." ... " I went last summer 
right before I saw 'Rebel Without A Cause'." . .. .. 
" What do you think of 'Black Flag'?" .. . . . "(laugh)" 
. . . " I think they suck but I'd like to play with them." 
. . ... " 1 llke Dez. I think Dez and Greg are bad." ... 
" I think Henry Is s babe. " . .. "They're full on 
babes." .•.. " Where did you get your clothes Mike 
Weber?" . .. .. " I got my clothes from this girl and 
she stole my fucking tube top. It's a fag. " .. .. . 
"Who's your sex Idol?": . . "Jimmy Page." . . . " Tom 
Selleck. Tom Selleck." ..• "Tom Selleck and that 
black homosexual dude who drives an airplane. I 
think he's got a big cock." .. . " I like Mr. T." .. .' 
" What's your favorite cuddle fantasy?" .. ... " I 
Imagine I'm tied up between four construction 
workers and they're ell sweating on me, and I'm 
reading 'Mandate' magazine, and they're beating 
me off while I'm fucking totally getting lubed out, 
and I'm like so lubed that I can't get anymore." 
. . ... "Tell us about your experience et 'The Probe'." 
. .. " I met Richard Simmons at 'The Probe'." ..... 
" Don't forget 'The Manhole'. What about 'The 
Spike'? How about 'The Queen Mary'?" .. . . " 'The 
Queen Mary' was cool but It got closed down be
cause of AIDS or something." ... 

NOMAG: WHY ARE YOU IN A BAND? . . . .... "Be· 
cause we llke to suck each others penises." 
. .... "No. It's to have fun. That's the only reason. " 
.. . " I don't have any answer to that question. That's 
the question that fucking kills me." . .. " To get pop
ular. '' .. . 11So lean fag off with more boys than 
I c an In Palos Verdes." .. . " I was hoping to be 
a star." .. . "Not anymore!" . . . " Mike Weber what 
would you do If you were alone In a room with Lux 
and Iggy Pop at the same time?" ... " I would beat 
Iggy off with one hand and fuckln ' give Lux a rad 
hand job and a mouth job with the other. What other 
alternative Is there? Lux and Iggy are two fuck· 
Ing hot males to get next to ... What about a 
birthday party with Jimmy Dean and Peter Fonda? 
Remember when Peter Fonda and Peter Mex were 
famous et the same time? Everyone's sheets looked 
/Ike Peter Max." 
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NOMAG: HOW DID YOU PUT YOUR BAND TO. 
GETHER? . . ... "I was on acid this one day and I 
went to Frisco because I wanted to fag off." ... " I 
put the band together because I called him up, and 
him up, because someone called me up about doing 
a video. So I said 'Hey let's jam and do a few 
songs.' " . .. "You lied. I wrote all the music you 
fag. I started it. I'm a fag." ... . . " I know. Mike 
wrote all the music but I got the band together. Then 
we got Janus somehow." . ... 11$0 what if I 
screwed! I screwed like a dude maybe four 
times. So what?" ... .. "I got a question. Who is 
Janus Jones, a voluptuous black female?" ... "Let 
the woman talk." . . . " Janus used to play bass In 
'The Disposals' ." . . . . . "lt'sallbad. l'mjustasllent 
partner. " . . . "What was the most sickening thing 
that you ever disposed of, what did you ever have 
to get rid of that you really couldn't keep?" ... " I 
don't know. (laugh)" . . . 

NOMAG: WHERE DID YOU GET THOSE SCARS ON 
YOUR FACE MIKE? . . .. . "This guy hit me with 
a fag. 11 

••• "Where did you get that blister on your 
lip?" ... . . "Uh oh mike's got herpes.' ' .. . 11No! 



THE NIP DRIVERS 

Check this out. I got hit. I got hit man, and it 
really made me social." ... " Do you think that 
scar makes you feel more sexy than ever?" . . . . . 
" I feel more secure going to a gig and I think that 
punk rock should be a real viable alternative to 
everything. All punks should be real punk." ... 
" You're cum white/" . . . " You're eggshell white 
when you give me a pearl necklace. " . .... " C'mon 
you guys, enough!" .. 

NOMAG: WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO WITH YOUR 
BAND? WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE DOING 
WITH IT IN A YEAR? . ..... "Avoid stupidity. Avoid 
flying objects that people throw at you. I could fag 
off 42 times In the next hour. They say that the 
average AIDS victim has had 60 sexual partners In 
the last six months. They call It the wrath of God 
and Jesus Christ they deserve it. " ... . " Really. 
What do you want for nothing. This Is cool." ... . 
11Check thi s song out . . . Anarchy ts In my eye, 
Uncle Reagan's fucking pie. " ••• " Hey Reagan's 
doing a great job man." • •••• "Honk ff you're Je-
sus." .. . "Everything comes down to money fi-
nally.'' . . . 

/ '· 1, 1'1 - _ • I 

VAN GOGH by Roger Heiman. 

The NIP DRIVERS are Mike Weber, age 20, singer; 
Kurt Schellenbach, age 18, guitar; Janus Jones, 
age 21, baSBi Nick Passlglla, age 18, drums. The 
NIP DRIVERS are from the South Bay. 

END 
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JAMES WHITE/PHAST PHREDDIE 
BAD BREATH, MUDDY MOUTHS, BROWN 
CHEER: Slap on the handcuffs/ There Is no way 
around this topic unfortunately. Ts/kin' dem 'Blues' 
Is a mouldy loaf In my picnic basket. My what smelly 
breath you have grandma, whiskey breath. Dem Jo 
down 'Blues' Is my least favorite thing to talk about. 
I've got t'! be backed up a blind alley by the hit 
squad before I'll start talkln' about that bullshit. 
Yeah, MUDDY WATERS, yeah, yeah, great, 
great. I'm glad he's dead. So sue me. I got 
enough 'Blues' up the ass In the '60's that I stlll 
can't sit down In comfort. I was too young to defend 
myself from pious 'Blues' supporters flammable 
bad breath and repetitious sermo.ns on MUDDY 
WATERS, who probably developed a great deal of 
his style from Indigestion. Fuck off! Go dig your 
own hole and suffer In It, wait for rain and stand 
down there In the mud, and maybe people will come 
by and piss on your head. There were countless 
White 'Blues' bands In the '&O's before and after 
the ludicrous 'Summer Of Love' In Haight Ashbury 
and that was during 1967 I think. Almost all the 

. really great bands from the British Invasion on 
through the decade were somehow based In the 
'Blues' (well the bands that I like were). They se
riously studied 'Blues' music. THE YARDBIRDS, 
BIG BROTHER & THE HOLDING CO., THE ROLLING 
STONES early on, THE DOORS, JIMI HENDRIX (I 
forgot he was Black), CREDENCE CLEARWATER 
REVIVAL. The very first FLEETWOOD MAC line-up 
In the '60's, was a really raunchy English 'Blues' 
band, and they had this little wiry guy named Jer
emy who played bottleneck slide guitar on a Gibson 
'Rocket' or 'Flylng V', It was the same guitar that 
ALBERT KING was playing In those days, except 
ALBERT KING played left-handed and upside-down, 
so the high E-strlng was on top. Jeremy found Je
sus suddenly, It was sort of like he ran Into a brick 
wall. Surprlslngly, I think he found Jesus In L.A., 
then they flew bsck to England together, a brief 
music career for the White ELMORE JAMES flash. 
THE ROLLING STONES did 'Blues' covers from 
SLIM HARPO to HOWLIN' WOLF, and as soon as 
they made their first money they packed their bags 
for Chicago to visit Chess Records. They wanted 
to find out how that trash guitar sound was cre
ated because they couldn't get that sound In Lon
don. They did an Instrumental called '2120 South 
Michigan Avenue' and that was the address of Chess 
Records, and HOWLIN' WOLF was alive and well 
In 1964, and so was SLIM HARPO and MUDDY 
WATERS (hiccup) and.BRIAN JONES (gurgle), so 
were a lot of people huh? And there were also more 
tradltlonal but 'Rock' oriented White 'Blues' groups 
like THE PAUL BUTIERFIELD BLUES BAND and 
CHARLEY MUSSELWHITE. And If I mention any
more I'm gonna be sick! Yech. (except somehwere 

PHAST PHREDDIE. 

I just gotta say BLUE CHEER) ... And let us not 
forget Atlantic Stax-Volt. So In this disgusting am
bience, knowing that I was going to get my ass 
kicked at best, I wanted to go see JAMES BROWN 
while he was stlll In his prime because I wanted to 
retain a memory of the real stuff In order that I 
wouldn't be Impressed by phoney Imitations of any 
sort In the future. He was performing a show similar 
to his 'Live At The Apollo Vol. II' double album when 
I saw him. After the show I got the shit kicked out 
of me. There were no White people th91'8, none. 

BROWN WAVE, PLASTIC BLUES: The thing that 
jerked me about then was when White performers 
Interpreted the 'Blues' by mimicking unnaturally 
qualltles that were Intrinsic to the Blacks. It was 
a luckln' fad. STEVIE WINWOOD went for It all 
the way In THE SPENCER DAVIS GROUP album 
entitled 'I'm A Man' ... He sang 'Georgia' Imitating 
RAY CHARLES almost exactly. It was disgusting. 
Among other things, Blacks were having a real basic 
Identity problem during that decade In America, 
remember JAMES BROWN'S 'Say It Loud, I'm Black 
And I'm Proud'? ... the White 'Blues' at Its worst 
attempted to usurp the Black persona with the at
titude that 'The Blues' could be quite simply copied, 
In the manner that a parrot Imitates human speech. 
And who wanted to copy RUFUS THOMAS''Funky 
Chicken'? So I thought that JAMES CHANCE, soon 
to become JAMES WHITE, was really the greatest 
when I first became aware of him. He did a version 
of JAMES BROWN'S 'I Can't Stand Myself' a totally 
reductive, repetitious, unrelenting sex funk state
ment In the original. I riever thought any fool would 
attempt to remake that thing, and It Is 'a thing', It's 
a funk monster from the racial lab. It was made in 
the '&O's sometime, If I remember correctly, It's the 
B-slde of 'Bring It Up' a King Records 45 ... but I 
had heard It on an album originally. So JAMES 
WHITE (then James Chance) made a version of that 
song on the 'No New York' album, and It's totally 
great. It Is the same song but completely re-Inter
preted. JAMES WHITE made It his own, just the way 
RAY CHARLES could make a 'Country & Western' 
classic a personal statement. Give it a name1 what
ever Is convenient, wasn't that considered 'New 
Wave' music aboUt 5 years ago when th·at record 
came out? Or 'No Wave' or what. 'New Wave' In
cluded such things then, but the term has taken 
fatal punishment since that period. 'Buy Cantor· 
tlons' was a great record, It still ls, and It followed 
the 'No New York' compilation. Then with the re
lease of JAMES WHITE&. THE BLACKS' 'Off White' 
his sound lost Its risky experlmental bravura. It's 
hard doln' that shit, you win some you lose some. 
But JAMES WHITE at 'The Palace', here in Los An
geles last summer was a disappointment to me. He 
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was a White performer mimicking a Black person, 
It could only have been an uncertain sense of his 
own Identity that led to this deterioration of his 
vision. Hopefully he'll graduate from this awkward 
Imitation soul revue aerobics class. Maybe It was 
a temporary setback. At that show he did bad JAMES 
BROWN copies, It wasn't good at all. That's why I 
went and got my ass kicked long ago, so I could 
always spot phoney Imitations. That James 
Brown show Is an ldelible memory. 

LEAPIN' LIZARDS: I went to Santa Monica one 
night last summer to pick up JAMES WHITE at a 
recording studio, when they let me In he was alone 
behind a piano, working by himself on his music, 
his thoughts were with the piano and he didn't seem 
to know I was there, I went and found a corner and 
sat. He was playing really well so I was entertained, 
but the studio employees were determined to sep
arate that man from their piano In a hurry, except 
they were afraid of him. I took him to my place for 
a studio photograph. He Insisted that I allow him 
to put his llttle anlmalff up on the backdrop. He 
wanted them In the photograph. Out of his utility 
bag came two huge plastic lizards. It's a hard life 
man. I keep a rotten muppet that I found in the 
garbage about 4 years ago, but I keep It at home 
and It's sort of inconspicuous. He's definitely got 
to have 'The Blues' to be carrying those huge plas
tic lizards around In a utility bag like that. But If 
he's going to succeed with his very sophisticated 
sort of music he's got to lndlvlduallze his work from 
the dominating presence of his heroes like JAMES 
BROWN. All creative Individuals have to work their 
way through that puzzle. New York City Itself, the 
cultural monolith, could be an Insurmountable ob
stacle to some who least expect restraint, Its past 
becomes a paralyzing narcotic. The 1982 album on 
Animal Records by JAMES WHITE & THE BLACKS 
entitled 'Sax Maniac' was given to me by some fool 
who hated It. I was making my pitch, trying to bor~ 
row the record, out of my mouth tumbled foul ad
jectives about JAMES WHITE'S failure as a musi
cian and a human being, so the guy gives me the 
record, I get to keep it. It's IJls best record, when 
my friend said that he hated it, I knew it would be 
great. The previous album 'Off White' really sucked, 
It could have been more aptly entitled 'I Hate Being 
A White Boy'. So basically, I thought he came off 
poorly on stage and on that sort of disco 'Off White' 
album. JAMES WHITE Is suffering from a racial psy
chosis. Usually his products are fascinating and 
hazardous performances, but when he falls he's a 

· pathetic counterfeit. He must feel that it's worth 
the risk. 



NOMAG: DO YOU PLAY 'RHYTHM & BLUES'? . . .. 
PHREDDIE: "We started out to be a 'Rhythm & 
Blues' band. The music In our band was meanfto 
change. It was supposed to start out as an 'R&B' 
band, much like THE ROLLING STONES and J. 
GEILS started as 'R&B' bands doing old records. 
Then eventually we were to write our own stuff and 
then that's supposed to take over. It's always going 
to be 'R&B' based. We've gotten a little bit out of 
the 'R&B' and we've started doing a little 'Jazz' 
stuff. We do a LESTER YOUNG tune, and THELON
IOUS MONK, and LES McCANN." 

NOMAG: YOU HAD YOUR OWN FANZINE IN 1976 
CALLED ' BACK ODOR MAN' AND THEN YOU 
WROTE FOR THE PUNK RAG 'SLASH', RIGHT? 
WERE YOU INVOLVED IN THE EARLY PUNK 
STUFF? .. .. PHREDDIE: " To some extent but I 
can't say that I had anything real big to d~ with 
'Punk' either in Los Angeles or anywhere else. I 
can't say that I've hated it." 

NOMAG JAMES WHITE, dancing. 

NOMAG: I DON'T GET THE IMPRESSION FROM 
YOUR BAND THAT YOU'RE TRYING TO BE A 
'BLUES' SINGER .... PHREDDIE: "Well we are 
White guys singing 'Blues' although we are not 
trying to be authentic if that's what you mean. We're 
not trying to sound like ROBERT JOHNSON rec
ords. We're more 'Jump Blues' like WYNONIE HAR
RIS or ROY MIL TON, but we're not trying to sound 
just like that. We can't. We don't have a big or
chestra like WYNONIE HARRIS had. We just don't 
have the techniques that LOUIE JORDAN'S band 
had. We can't sound just like the record so we don 't 
try. We just decided that we'd give it our own per
spective, just like the early ROLLING STONES when 
they tried to be a Chicago 'Blues'· band. They tried 
to do MUDDY WATERS songs. Well they're not 
MUDDY WATERS and they're not those old Black 
'Blues' guys In Chicago. They're White middle class 
English creeps and they made their records sound 
like that you know. The first ROLLING STONES re
cord Is basically an 'R&B' record more than any
thing. It's almost all cover songs when you listen 
to It. We're more like that, but of course It's our 
perspective, and It's not 1963, it's 1983. We have a 
1983 perspective on it. That's why It's different. 
We're not doing Chicago 'Blues', we're doing West 
Coast 'Jump Blues'. That's how we started any
way." 

PHAST PHREDDIE. 

NOMAG: WHO'S WY,NONIE HARRIS? .... 
PHREDDIE: " WYNONIE HARRIS was an 'R&B' 
singer. He sang for orchestras In the '40's. He was 
In LUCKY MILLINDER'S ORCHESTRA In the '40's. 
He got famous, he got real famous. He had the first 
hit with 'Good Rockln' Tonight' In I think 1948. He 
got real famous on the race record level in the '40's. 
In the early 'SO's he was famous and when 'Rock 
'N Roll ' came, he wasn't able to make the transition 
Into 'Rock 'N Roll ', whereas someone like BIG JOE 
TURNER was, and tor all intents and purposes they 
were doing the same thing. I'll never understand 
why BIG JOE TURNER was able to make the tran· 
sltlon and WYNONIE HARRIS wasn't. They're both 
just as good and they're both great singers. Both 
had great material. One was able to do It and one 
wasn't . He's alot like JOE TURNER, If you're fa· 
mlllar with him." 

NOMAG: WHAT DID JOE TURNER DO THAT WAS 
A HIT? ... PHREDDIE: " 'Shake Rattle & Roll' was 
his biggest hit. 'Honey Hush' . . .. He had a hit with 
'Corina Corina'. He had alot of hits In the 'SO's and 
he had alot of hits In the '40's. His first record was 
In 1942 with LUCKY MILLINDER. He was what they 
call a shouter. BILLY ECKSTINE would be a crooner. 
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"Eat AIDS CANDY for doctor approv· 
ed rellet. AIDS CANDY with RADIO· 
ACTIVE WASTI! really keeps you 
hummln' all day long. 

WHITE/PHREDDIE 

CONTINUED PROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

To differentiate they would say, he's a shouter, he's 
a crooner. He didn't really shout, he just had to 
sing real loud. Me, I shout more because I don 't 
have the voice. WYNONIE HARRIS came out of the 
'Big Band' era. JIMMY RUSHING was another guy 
who was more 'Swing' and more of a 'Jazz' singer 
than an 'R&B' singer. It's the same style. Um ... 
ROY BROWN, ROY MIL TON, LOUIE JORDAN, AMOS 
MILBURN were from that school, and alot of other 
guys that were real obscure and wouldn't mean 
anything to most people." 

NOMAO: SO 'R&B' IS FERTILE GROUND FROM 
WHICH TO BEGIN A BAND? .... PHREDDIE: 
" That's right. It Is fertlle ground. For one thing, · 
RICK JAMES Is considered 'R&B' and JAMES 
BROWN Is considered 'R&B' and AMOS MILBURN 
Is considered 'R&B', and JOE TURNER. That's all 
'R&B'. There's just so many styles and there Is 
always going to be 'R&B'. It's basically the Black 
music, right? It's just such fertile ground because 
there Is so many amazing things that these people 
have done with their music, that It's real easy for 
some Whits creeps like us to come In and say 'Well 
here's some cool Ideas that we can use.' It seemed 
to me when I first started going to 'The Masque' 
and stuff, that slot of the bands had cool ldeas. 
THE WEIRDOS and X, they had cool Ideas and I 
knew that once they became more familiar with their 
Instruments and they got more Into song writing, 
they were going to want to expand. You can 't use 
the same three chords for every single song. You 
can't use the same tempo every single song. You 
can't use the same Ideas, I hate you cSr whatever, 
every single song. They have to branch out Into 
something else. Like THE CLASH1 all their records 
aren 't going to sound like the first CLASH record. 
They would die. They've gotta grow, every song 
can't s,ound llke 'White Riot'. OK that's a cool song. 
It would be like they were doing the same lick over 
and over again, and that's going to go nowhere. 
Like THE RAMONES, they haven't really pro
gressed that much. The Phll Spector record was a 
step forward I think, but since then It's been steps 
backwards and It's no wonder that they're not that 
popular. I like the Phll Spector record the most out 
of all their records actually, that and their live one. 
'The End Of The Century' (Phll Spector) and the live 
album that never came out In America, those are 
my two favorite RAMONES records. The llve one 

HOW DO I SPELL RELIEF? ... A·l·D·S. 

"Watch me mutate a penis on top of 
my head, at wlll. AIDS CANDY with "New AIDS CANDY with RADIO· 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE Improved my ACTIVE WASTE makes my whole 
sex_ Ille wllh the very llrst .suck." mouth cum. I feel great!" 

summed It up, It had everything, the best songs 
from the first three albums done live how they 
should be, and then the record after that Is the Phil 
Spector record. It's like the chance to go beyond 
what they've been doing. There's horns and all kinds 
of weird stuff on It. What makes it great Is that 
they're trying to branch out, trying to expand by 
questioning what can be done with their sound. I 
thought that was cool. They had to start som~ 
where. We all do, but lt's;got to advance you know. 
I'll give you a good example In 1983, THE COM
MONERS, they're a 'Mod' band that are alot like 
those early bands. They're just now learning how 
to play their Instruments but they have cool Ideas. 
It's a trio, they're young kids. Give them a year or 
so and they're going to be a great band. They have 
real good Ideas and they are artistically ambitious. 
There are alot of bands In the 'Mod' circuit that are 
like that, they have real good Ideas but their ca
pabilities on their Instruments aren't that great yet. 
I think that once they get more familiar with their 
Instruments and they get more Into writing their 
songs, they're not goJng to sound anything like 
they sound today, they're going to sound more out 
there. They're going to be really good." 

NOMAO: WHAT KIND OF SHOWS DOES YOUR 
BAND PLAY? DO YOU PLAY WITH ALL DIFFERENT 
KINDS OF GROUPS? .. . . PHREDDIE: "Yeah we 
do. It's weird you know. When we first started out 
we were more l>f a straight 'R&B' band doing 
swlngln' 'Jump Blues' and I thought that the 'Blues' 
people would like us. We played for some TOP 
JIMMY & THE RHYTHM PIGS crowds, we went over 
well , and I thought that these guys were gonna like 
us. We played for some BLASTERS crowds, and 
JIMMY & THE MUSTANGS and LEVI & THE RIP
CORDS. I thought that the 'Rockabilly' people were 
going to like us because we went over well with 
them. We never were able to develop a following 
you know. We opened for THE PLIMSOULS and we 
went over well, end I figured that these guys were 
going to like us, and we never got a following from 
them. THE UNTOUCHABLES always liked us. Be
fore they had their band together, I was OJ at 'The 
Starwood' and I used to put them on the list 'Chuck 
and his friends' and he'd bring about 15 people with 
him and they'd all dance around while I played old 
'Soul' tunes and THE SPECIALS. They'd have a gas. 

ur 

They finally said 'Phreddie, we've got a band to
gether, we're called THE UNTOUCHABLES.' ... and 
I encouraged them. Later they got real popular and 
the 'Mod' scene exploded, and so they asked us to 
come open a couple of gigs for them. So because 
of that, the Mods like us. They think we're a far out 
'Soul ' band. They dpn't think we're a straight 'Mod' 
band I hope, because we're not really. It's not that 
I don't want to be one, I think 'Mod' bands are cool. 
The 'Mod' bands are real cool. I haven't seen a bad 
'Mod' band yet. They're either like THE COMMON
ERS where there's a germ, there's an Idea, It's gonna 
happen and they're going to be great or they're 
alre,ady good. THE QUESTION Is already a real good 
~ae~~'. ~hey are real good bands and they have good 

NOMAG: DO YOU THINK THAT THE OVERALL MU
SIC SCENE IS BETTER NOW THAN IN 1975? .... 
PHREDDIE: " Every time you get a style going there 
Is going to be a backlash and another style comes 
out, sometimes a cool style and sometimes not so 
cool . I think out of all the styles though, there is 
always somebody who is good. Maybe the band 's 
not good but they come out with a good record. I 
think that the scene, the radio and everything is 
alot better than in 1975.1think1975 ls better than 
1965. It's always better. It really is and I' ll tell you 
why. Even If it Isn't, even If the music that's not on 
the radio Is no good, you've still got a huge cata
logue, a backlog that you can go to and listen to, 
you know. In 1919 you couldn't do that. In 1940 you 
only had a few years of records that you could 
listen to. There was a period a few years ago when 
I just could not listen to contemporary music. I was 
llstenlng to 'Swing' records. I had never heard that 
before. It was new music to me. I mean I wasn't 
t>orn when 'Take The A Train' was made. I don't 
even think that my parents knew each other. That 
was a 1941 record and to me it was brand new. I 
went 'Oh fuck this Is a great record! How come no 
one plays this anymore?' " 

The current members of PHAST PHREDDIE & THEE 
PRECISIONS are Harlan Hollander, guitar; Jay Work, 
sax; Chris Balley, drums; Greg Stone, bass; Steve 
Berlin, sax; Phast Phreddle, vocals. 

END 
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After we took their photographs, we asked THE 
BANGLES II they had any brllllant Ideas for some 
new copy to accompany the pies. We Interviewed 
them thoroughly a few Issues ago, so we wanted 
to do something different. In fact, we covered THE 
BANGLES so thoroughly a few issues back that 
they got embarrassed and changed the name of the 
band. They were ca lled 'The Bangs' then. Every 
reader wants to hear a little d irt. Now you 're 
Interested, aren 't you? It's human nature to love 
smut. Unfortunately nobody around here knows a 
fuckln' thing about anything Including THE BAN
GLES. There are always dirty fantasies. It's an easy 
way out. It would be Insane to work too hard for a 
little piece of dirt, anyway It's easy to make up really 

1 pornographic filth within your own sordid mind and 
then Imagine THE BANGLES doing It . . . and then 
Imagine your mom doing It ... and then Imagine 
John Belushi and Karen Carpenter doing It. They're 
dead? Oh I'm sorry. How sad ... I didn 't know that. 
Well Imagine Natalle Wood all naked In her ... Oh 
she's dead too? I'm sorry. That's the way things 
are around here, we got Information constipation, 
It's all backed up. THE BANGLES suggested that 
we Interview a couple of their most devoted fans, 
It seemed like an easy way out. Natalie Wood just 
put out a new movie, she can't be dead. Dead Peo
ple don't make movies. Who else Is dead? 

. photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

THE 
BIGGEST 

FANS 

NOMAG: HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTERESTED 
IN 'THE BANGLES'? 
JACK HYMAN: " OK. We were listening to Rodney 
Blngenhelmer. We first heard them on Rodney's 
show. We really liked them when we first heard 
them, but we never really got Into them that far, 
you know. And then when they came to 'Magic 
Mountain' we sat there and said 'Well we like their 
stuff and they might be pretty good so let's go see 
them. '. ... So we went there and I absolutely fell In 
love with Susanna. And we've just loved them ever 
since. They've been our favorite ever since. It was 
really funny. I wrote her a note on this credit card, 
on the back of this credit card and I taped these 
pennies on It and threw It up there on the stage. I 
wrote on It how much I was In love with her and 
everything, and I said 'Oh! I wish I had some 
roses to give you.' At first, when the concert was 
over I said 'Well I'm going back for the second 
show. Are you coming with me?' end Tim said, 'I' ll 
be back.' He didn't come back until the last seconds 
but we finally got In. And then the second show 
was when I threw the note up and then after the 
show was over I said 'I really want to meet them! 
I really want to meet them! I really want to meet 
Susanna and everybody! ' We waited out there for 
a pretty long time and then Annette and Debbie and 
everybody came out. We got all their autographs 
and everything and we got Into the fan club. Bas
lcelly that's how It all started. We've turned alot of 
people on to them." 



Debbie Peterson. 

THE BANGLES: 

NOMAG: WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THEM? 
WHAT MAKES YOU ATTRACTED TO A BAND INI· 
TIALLY? . 
JACK HYMAN: " Basically, I looR alot for talent. I 
look alot for stage acts, like how they are onstage. 
If they're really boring on stage 1 really don't get 
Into them too well. But THE BANGLES are great on 
stage, I /ovetheir music; I love the music they write 
and I just love their sound. I love their voices. 1 just 
love how everything blends together. They're really 
good, In my opinion, I really love them alot.u 

NOMAG: WHAT OTHER MUSIC DO YOU LIKE? 
JACK HYMAN: "I basically love everything. I'm 
pretty much Into almost anything except 'Rock'. 
'Rock' and 'Country & Western' ... those are pretty 
much the only two that I can't get Into. 'Rock' like 
OZZIE, stuff llke that." 

NOMAG: WHAT ARE THESE CEREMONIES THAT 
WE'VE HEARD ABOUT? 
JACK HYMEN: "OK. One night we were sitting 
there and we were really bored and Tim was at my 
house and It was a monday night. We were really 
bored and we just decided to go out for a minute." 

TIM VELASCO: "No. We went out for pizza first 
and we ripped off that basket of matches." 

JACK HYMAN: "Walt! OK! But we had kind of 
planned It out. We had said let's have a ceremony. 
We were kind of joking right? ... but we didn't 
really think seriously about It. We weren't really too 
serious about It and so we went to a pizza place 
and we ripped of like 40 books of matches. We were 
sitting there and we were bored and so we said 
'Well let's really do It!' . .. So we went out and we 
took a garbage can and we emptied out all the paper 
In that vacant parking lot over there. We threw down 
all the matches 8nd we lit It on fire. I had my ghetto 
blaster with me and we were dancing around the 
fire. It was fun. We had three of them. We're going · 
to start doing them on a regular basis, like once or · 
twice a month." 

NOMAG: 'THE BANGLES' SAID THAT YOU BURN 
'MOTLEY CRUE' RECORDS. 
JACK HYMAN: " Yeah! OK! We did that! Well I 
burned a JOURNEY single and I was going to give 
It to them and then I said 'That's not good 
enough.' .... So I bought a MOTLEY CRUE record 
and I fried It with a lighter so It was all wavy, you 
know, and It was all warped, and I sent it to them. 
But he took a bat and he cracked It and I got mad 
st him, but It was still OK.'' 

TIM VELASCO: "One time we had a ceremony In 
here." {Jack's bedroom) "We had a big thing of hair 
spray and we put all this hair spray In the ash tray 
and we llt It on fire. We burnt the cover of the MO
TLEY CRUE album and the whole room was filled 
with smoke. We were spraying hair spray on the 
walls and lighting It on fire. See the light spot on 
that door, we had to chip the paint off of that. We 
almost blew ourselves up too.11 

JACK HYMAN: 11We were in the bathroom and 
we got kind of wild and we wanted to light 
the toilet on fire. We were just kind of joking 
around and we poured It out and he goes 'You've 
got to light It while it's pouring down.' So we lit It 
and flames just shot out all over the bathroom. We 
almost got caught on fire and we went and we called 
Debbie and we told her about it. She said 'You guys 
are crazy. You 're going to blow yourselves up!' ... 
And we go 'Oh no. We'll be careful next time. We 
won't get that drastic.' ... " 

NOMAG: DO YOU SEE 'THE BANGLES' VERY 
MUCH? 

JACK HYMAN: "No. Unfortunately, I wish I could. 
I don't see Sue half as much ... not even as much 
as I would llke to. But I really want her to send me 
a letter. I really want to talk to her. I miss her 
Blot." 

photos by BRUCE KALBERG 

NOMAG: WHAT'S THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE 
CEREMONIES? 
JACK HYMAN: " To feel closer to them. We think 
we feel closer to them." 

TIM VELASCO: " You feel like you 're doing some
thing for them." 

JACK HYMAN: " Yeah! Yeah! It's for them you 
know. It's for them. It's a ceremony like In India, do 
you know how they have ceremonl~s..llke for gods? 
Well, It's the same thing. They're kind of our gods, 
our goddesses." 

TIM VELASCO: " I made a chicken bone necklace 
and sent It to Debbie. It brought her good luck. One 
time a fire engine came to our ceremony." 

JACK HYMAN: " Oh yeah! We had a fire engine 
come. We were so scared. We ran and we thought 
the pollce were after us, and we had to run back 
home. We hid. We were hiding all over. We were 
hiding at the sides of the houses and then we de
cided to make It In one straight run, and we finally 
made It. We were so scared." 

NOMAG: HAVE YOU EVER INVITED 'THE BAN· 
GLES' TO A CEREMONY? 
JACK HYMAN: " We want to but they never really 
have time. They're too busy. They're always 
really busy. They said that they'll come to one 
when they have time." 

THE BANGLES' jewelry was designed by 
CONNIE PARENTE. Make-up by 
COCHISE OCHOA. 

NOMAG: WHAT DO YOU GUYS SEE IN THE FU· 
TURE AS FANS? 
TIM VELASCO: " I want to be dead in 10 
years." 

NOMAG: DO YOU THINK THAT YOU MIGHT SAC· 
RIFICE YOURSELVES FOR THE BANGLES? 
TIM VELASCO: "I'd sacrifice Jack.11 

JACK HYMAN: " I don't know If I'd get that drastic. 
I'd come close to It. Maybe I'd break a leg for 
them or something. I don't know If I'd klll myself 
for them though, unless It was for something that 
was extremely Important. If they were going to break 
up I'd threaten to k/11 myself/" 1 

TIM VELASCO: "Debbie Is my favorite. " 
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ROGER HERMAN: l 1M SO NORMAL IT DRIVES ME CRAZY! 

BY Wl!NDEN BALDWIN 

It'• • huge atudlo and fllled with Germana. Not 
those blond healthy fookfng ones. Dari< haired pale 
ones who work on fllms and I don't know what. They 
speak Gennan. The floor below us ls tilled with years 
of paintings and I feel like I'm sitting on top of a part 
of Roger's brain. Thia room I• a eynapae. It's BC· 
tlve, tilled with huge woodcuts, paintings, and a law 
brilllant drawings by his daughter living up north. 
There's a large painting on the west wall. Work In 
progress, as they say. A nude man In a stiff position, 
a painter In a studio. He's awkward the way people 
must have been when they started walking on twos 
Instead of fours. I met Roger two and a half years 
ago, just before the first show at Ulrike's. It's my sec· 
ond time at his studio. I'm beginning to think that all 
the best painters are romantics. Not that media ro
mance that you see on TV. It's a twisted, perverted 
romance that's latched onto some personal vision 
and manifests Itself In paint. The Intimacy Is painful 
and deadly but that's what makes the work attrac
tive. Empty surfaces are for painters. For every blank 
there's an Idea for Insertion. Emptiness Inspires Im· 
aglnatlon more than anything else In the world, 
which Is why L.A. could be the pertect place tor 
painters. L.A. ls the place people come to make fan
tasies real. It's corny but true. There's a blank sur· 
face here that's ripe for manlpulatlon and facade. An 
Immenseness that makes people want to flll In the 
blanks In order to get out of the sun or Into the sun, 
depending on Iha moda of the .day. 
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Artist ROGER HERMAN. 

WENDl!N: WHAT ARE YOU DOING? 
ROOEAi .. I don't really know. It's a self portra it In my 
studio. It's just a nude, you know. It's like an academ
ic thing. It's kind of an odd position. I had somebody 
take a photo. I always paint things before I decide II I 
do-a painting of them or not. It's llke the ascension of 
man (he hunches over). It's also half thinking before 
you do things. It's sort of passive. It's very staged. 
It's Ilka a traditional palnter .•. Llke me." 
.. Academic Is for me when a certain thing becomes 
coo/. Like performance or minimalism. They are 
always Innovators. And then It beomces cool, and 

. then they are the academia. I think because I cannot 
really paint for shit, when I go and try to paint me, It Is 
really different. It cannot be academic. It's an aca· 
demlc subject matter, basically, that has been 
painted for 5,000 years. A pereon .... so It's academ· 
le, but It's also not academic, because the academia 
right now Is actually to do something not like this. 
That's my reaction right now to the new painting, Is 
that most of the new painting has a certain eccentrl· 
city. Whether It's very garish, expressionistic - mur· 
der, bloOd, knives, rape, whatever, It's really pecullar 
things, and I actuallr trr to be talrlr regular. You 
know, uninteresting. Last year I was In Germany, 
my professor and l ... We were sitting there drinking 
and watching a soccer game, and he tapped on my 
shoulder and he said, 1What I alwars admired In 
rou was rour total lack of anr Imagination. ' Be· 
cause I always think about the same thing. I want to 
paint It again, maybe I can do It better." 

Continued on next page. 



Co~tlnu_8d from previous page. 

~~:WHAT IS BETTER? 
~eRr"I don't really know. / can't be bizarre. I am 
actually 10 tucking nonnal It drives me crazy! " 

Wl!NDl!N: ONE OF THE THINGS THAT MAKE 
YOUR PAINTINGS HUMOROUS TO ME IS THEIR 
SIZE. THEY'RE SO BIG THAT THEY BECOME 
WORTHLESS, EXCEPT IF YOU WANT TO THROW 
THEM INTO A MUSEUM. THEY DON'T FIT INTO 
APARTMENTS OR CONDOMINIUMS ... 
ROGeR: "They are not commodltles .. .lt has to do 

:with 1omantlc things. It also has todo .. .I think when I 
otartad lo paint when I was still In school and the big 
thing was video, minimal art, vary Intellectual art. A 
lot of llllla frames. A lot of media ortant8d stuff. And I 
really wanted to do this too. And than I thought -
nobody cared about Iha paintings and I got bigger 
and bigger and bigger and I eald 'Look at met I'm 
pslntlngl'You know, It has something to do with that 
too. To m•k• • medl• •g•ln vlelble." 

Wl!NDEN: YOUR AUDIENCE IS VERY SPECIFIC, 
THOUGH. 
ROGER: "It has always been I think. I don't know. I 
think the tendencies are still pseudo democratic. To 
do art tor everybody. Not the art, but the museums 
still have a tendency to do shows tor the people." 

Wl!NDl!N: IT'S LIBERAL GUILT. 
ROGER: "It also becomes more and more mediocre, 
the broader you try to do." 

Wl!NDl!N: WHEN I LOOK AT SOME OF THE PAINT· 
ING 'AROUND TOWN THERE'S SOMETHING MISS
ING ... A CERTAIN THOUGHT PROCESS. THE WORK 
IS MORE LIKE THj RAPY OR COMMERCIAL ART. 
ROGER: "I also think actually about painting In gen· 
eral versus what Is the stand of painting In all that 
cultural stuff that Is going on. What Is painting really 
all about? I mean. Is It even allowed to paint? Can I 
even paint? Or how can I paint?" 

Wl!NDl!N: THAT'S ANOTHER THING I LIKE ABOUT 
YOUR WORK - YOU THINK, AND YOUR WORK BE
COMES SATIRICAL. 
ROGl!R: " I think It's satlrlcal ••. lt's l10nlc. I think I 
don't want to do only Ironic. I still want to do paint· 
Ing. It's sort of In vain. I would like to be able to paint 
llkeJackson Pollock, but I know I can't. It's llke lusts. 
For some reason I would llketo P•lnt Ilk• Vincent 
V•n Gogh." · 

Wl!NDEN: BUT THERE'S NO REASON. 
ROGER: "Yeah, there's no reason, and there's also 
no way, really. I also don't ha~e that n•lvete .. .lt's 
tunny, llke In a certain way how you generate your . 
desire to paint. There are so many motives. There's a 
love for painting. There's also a hate. It's partlculariy 
hard In L.A. to do something with a strong motive be· 

' cause It's so Indifferent. There'• not much h•te 
for It. There'• not much love for It. I think there 
are some painters who are pretty Involved with the 
whole problematic thing. Vlctor ... you know, Victor 
Henderson. I think he ... actually he's so problematic 
... he's good. Ha thinks about what he's doing. I think 
David Is. David Amico. And Andy Will was doing 
that." 

WENDl!N: IN HIS OWN WAY. 
ROGll!R: "Yeah, he was teal naive. There's not a big 
Interaction. I mean communication that's going on." 

WENDEN: DOES THIS GROUP •• .I MEAN DAVID 
AND ... 00 YOU GUYS COMMUNICATE? 
ROGER: "No. Hardly ever." 

Wl!NDl!N: WHY? 
ROOl!R: "I think ll's llka ... mayba It's like a social net· 
wort< In LA that functions only by phone, by ap
pointment. In a very bizarre way, there's not much 
left for spontaneity. We had a conversation for a 
whlle and then ·because It was always so manufac· 
tuted. It was then really Intense, so It didn't work. It 
was art/fie/al. It was like 'Now we are going to do 
something different. We ' II meet every Wednesday.' 
It doesn't work.'' 

Wl!NDl!N: WHY DID YOU START PAINTING? 
RDQl!R: "I painted befora, but sartously I painted 
since twenty-tlve. I went to the German Army first 
as an officer and then I changed my mind after a 
whlle and became a conscientious objector and 
then I became a medic, a male nurse In the army, and 
then I quit the army and then I became a law student, 
for three years. In philosophy and polltlcal sclanca. I 
was In the SOS In Saarbruecken Germany. I went to 
Iha SOS and I was polltlcally lnvolvad ... lhe Soc/a/· 
lsts. I was so polltlcal that I couldn't paint because 
It's not really right to do that. It wasn't a statement. I 
was really morally upset that I couldn't really do that. 
I was In a really extreme left wing group. I always 
thought 'Why do painting? It's only a personal enter· 
talnment.' I pt1lnted •lw•v• aecretly but ml' com· 
r•de• alw•y• uld 1Look •t him, h•'• P•lntfngl 
You •hould come •nd dlatrlbute theae trecta In 
front of the f•ctoryl' And then I quit that. It was llke 
going to Catholic church, going to those meetings, 
committees and all that. It was really dogmatic and 
anded up to be really cantrallstlc. And than I quit that 
and I went to art school. I ••• 25. I went really /ate 
to art school. " 

WENDl!N: I HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT THE TOI· 
LETS IN GERMANY. 
ROOl!R: :"The what? Tollette?" 

WENDEN: THE TOILETS. 
ROGll!R: "The toilettes. The bathrooms?" 

WENDEN: NOT THE BATHROOMS .. . THE 
TOILETS ... 
ROGER: "Yeah, It's a very problematic thing. I know 
It. First you have a plate. The shit talls on a plate." 

Wl!NDEN: IT'S LIKE A SHELF. NO WATER. 
ROOl!R: "Yeah. And than altar you flush, than /I 
goes away. But the.n here It's very simple. You have 
the water, It falls In the water and then it swims at 
doesn't swim. I actually missed It very much when I 
moved here. At least In Germany you could look at It. 
How big or how small or whatever. Here It just falls 
Into the water ..• I talked to •ome guv here, •nd he 
••Y• It It •Wlm•, lt'a good and If It alnka It'• 
unhe•lthv." 

WENDEN: I HAD BEEN THINKING ABOUT SHIT. 
EXCREMENT. THAT MAKING ART WAS LIKE A 
BOWEL MOVEMENT. AN IDEA ENTERS, IS TORN 
APART AND OUT COMES THE RESULT. EACH HAS 
A COMMON ORIGIN, BUT INDIVIDUAL INTESTINES 
AND COLONS GIVE EACH PERSONS SHIT A DIF· 
FERENT INTERPRETATION. IT'S AN AUTOMATIC 
RESPONSE TO A CONTEXT. 
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ROGER: "No, no, no. I think art Is a much more fll· 
tered process. You paint or you don't paint. I think 
It's a pretty basic act to produce Images. It's always 
Intimate. It's always a private thing. It's Ilka you do 
something private with a certain love and then It 
comes out, but basically what I communicate Is 
something else probably. It's very complicated ac· 
tually. That's why I think a lot of art la probably bad 
because It becomes diarrhea. Sort of verbal diarrhea 
or Image diarrhea. It's like all this contesslonallst 
kind of art. Actually you can compare It with the sex
ual act more than shitting. Because I think a shit act 
Is more automatic bodily function than a sexual act. 
It'• probably more acting out of de•lre. lt'e not 
out of •uch • routine. 
I think also that painting In a way Is not really an ex· 
tension of any Ideas In particular. That's what I 
found out altar a while, altar I triad to do polltlcal 
Ideas, paintings. I think that painting la somothlng 
on It's own, that It has always a relationship to some
thing, but It Is not an extension of language, I don't 
think It's a continuation of philosophy or Ideas. I 
think that painting la pretty much a langu•ge on 
It• own. You either speak the language and want to 
deal with It or you don't speak the language. So that 
makes It actually a removed category. 
The funniest thing Is that everybody thinks they go In 
museums and they are made to ball eve that they can 
understand a Monet, they can understand all this. 
They take a couple of courses. I see that It Is a falrly 
serious thing, too, and nobody, no professor or sci· 
entlst would say "I know everything about mathema· 
tics." And I think painting has a real mystery behind 
It that Is kind of Ignored hare pretty much. I mean 
hara In L.A. And I think that painting has a real tradl· 
tlon that you can deal with, against It. But you have 
to stlll know It. You can move against It. You can 
sabotage It. You can ltonlze It. 
I think good painting ahould be un·underatand· 
•ble. It should attract you, but It can attract you and 
sort of tickle you, but It -will not be unde1standable. I 
think In 1970, when I saw for the first time Joseph 
Beuys, a show of his, and I was fascinated but I 
could not understand what the fuck It was about. It 
was plles and piles ofrotten animals and cages and 
boxes. It was Ilka a big junk place. And 11 was really 
Incredibly Intense. I wei1t back and back, and I got In· 
terested In him and found out. I think In 1980 was a 
show of him than at the Guggenheim that was very 
comprehensive. Everything was explained In the 
catalogue. You knew everything. Why this was that, 
and all of the sudden I lost complete Interest In him." 

Wl!NDl!N: IT LOST IT'S MYSTERY ... 
ROGER: "Yeah, •.. and I think art has something to do 
with a certain mystery, a certain unknown factor. 
Everybody tells me I'm completely suparflclal about 
my work and not deep. Somebody said that about a 
painting recently, and It was also this thing that the 
paintings don't. .. He said, 'These paintings don't 
really give ma anything. Thay are vary big and they 
are very this and that, but they don't really feed my 
so and so.' And I called him (I know him a little) and I 
said to him, 'I'm not wllllng to feed these hungry 
mouths of their desires.' You know, Ilka some people 
they go to the movies because they want to get 
something, maybe for their relationship or for their 
life. Thay don't want to give anything really. I don't 
want to aerve people with a big apoon and feed 
them honev •nd nute. Or feed them Intellectual 
thought or me•nlng. That's the thing. People 
want meaning, becauae thev don't h•ve •nv 
me•nlng. I don't want to 1eally cater to that desire. 

You can make a trade out of watching people, how 
they do their masonry job. How everybody does thalr 
own work Is actually a language. That's Beuy'a 
theory about this whole thing. Everybodv'• an .... 
tlet. But not evervbody la a profe••lonal." 

END 



Stampeding through the streets of Hollywood, THE 
SCREAMIN' SIRENS are a self-proclaimed singing 
all·glrl gang of dellnquent sleaze bad girls ... no 
that's not right . . . most Qf them, almost all of them 
are dellnquent sleaze female trash upwardly mobile 
on the social ladder. They get their kix from bar

, room senseless cheap Violent sloppy sex brawls, 
s rather common practice around L.A., after the 
dance you crawl home with a new friend riding on 
your back, but THE SCREAMIN' SIRENS do it bet
ter. They're keepln' the memory of Hank Wiiiiams 
alive, every night, one of these nights he's gonna 
rise from his grave for a piece of ass. If THE 
SCREAMIN' SIRENS starred In a movie It would 
probably be a feminine version of 'West Side Story' 
except these western glrls appear to be Interested 
In good horseflesh, not the concrete jungle. Their 
zany barnyard preoccupation occasionally raises 
eyebrows even In the bowels of Hollywood. It's a 
spontaneous rodeo rn the parking lot, horses girls 
bulls girls booze screaming Interferes with the 
Puerto Rican street gang's song and dance routine, 
tripping the stylishly suited knife-wielding hood
lums as they attempt to execute well-timed precise 
dance steps Jn unison. In an alley appears a dif
ferent gang from a better movie, lead by a Marlon 
Brando character & they see some kind of disaster 
In the parking lot, an explosion of horse genitalia, 
flashing switchblades, pointed toe shoes and pom
padours, swaggering cowgirls and sloshing noises 
... THE SCREAMIN' SIRENS are having another 
sick party. You don't belleve any of this do you? 
There are no Puerto Ricans in Los Angeles. This 
Is a true story. The girls also sing harmonies. 
You've got to believe this because these girls 
are animals. 

BY BRUCE KALBERG 

THE SCREAMIN' SIRENS: 
Boom Boom Dixon, Marilyn Reins, 
Shane Shubert, Rosie Flores, and 
Pleasant Gehman are stlll looklng 
for a bass player. You've gotta be a 
girt, stupid, It' s not the NYdolls .•.. 
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NO MAO said 'Whal are you doing?' ... and she said 'I'm 
folding laundry.' ... and I said 'Well do you want 
lo slart a band?' . .. and she goes 'What kind?' ... 
She was really suspicious and sarcastic and stuff. 
So she came over to my house and we were looking 
at each other llke animals In a fight when they 
are clrcllng and staring at each other. Then we both 
had the same Ideas and after about a month or two 
we were best friends for life." 

NOMAGo WHY DO YOU PLAY COWBOY MUSIC? 

BOOM BOOM: "Pleasant originally had said rock
abilly, and I had been In a band for 3 yeara doing 
rockabilly stuff. I was getting tired of that, and she 
played me some records that sounded like '40's 
swing rockabllly, and I had always llked country & 
western, so I brought over some records with really 
sick lyrics. They were country and western but they 
kind of flt the same Idea as the songs she had In 

~:Jiii~iCt fir/ mind." 

SCREAMIN' SIRENS 

SCREAMIN' SIRENS INTERVIEW WITH PLEASANT 
GEHMAN AND BOOM BOOM. 

A Bar In Hollw-wood 

NOMAG: WE'VE HEARD A FEW BAD RUMOURS 
ABOUT YOU GIRLS. A RELIABLE SOURCE TOLD 
US THAT SOME MEMBERS OF 'THE SCREAMIN' 
SIRENS' PERFORMED SEX ACTS ON TOP OF ART
IST BOB ZOELL'S PAINTINGS ... ONE OF YOU 
GOT LAID ON TOP OF A PAINTING ENTITLED 'IT 
STINKS' AFTER HOURS AT AN EXHIBIT AT THE 
ZERO GALLERY. 

PLEASANT: "That's not a bad rumour. That's 
a good rumour. The more rumours going 
around Ilka that about us, the more famous 
we'll get. We don't even know what Bob Zoell's 
paintings are and we don't know Bob Zoell and we 
don't know where the paintings were exhibited. 
We're connoisseurs of art. We wanted to say that 
we did It on the 'Mona Lisa' but since we're nowhere 
near the Louvre, we decided to pick a trendy Los 
Angeles artist." 

NOMAG: HOW DID THIS GROUP OF GIRLS GET 
TOGETHER? WHAT'S YOUR PRIME MOTIVATION? 

PLEASANT: " We told the sound man at 'Madame 
Wong's' who was being really patronizing, he says 
'What Inspired you ladles to get together?' and we 
said 'To get better dick.' . .. And that shut him 
up/ And he goes 'Well you don't have to have a 
band for that do you?' . . . We said 'To get the kind 
we want, we do.' . . . Anyway, we just wanted to 
start a wlld band of women, like a musical gang. 
Me and Boom Boom used to hate each other com
pletely. We used to always see each other et clubs, 
and I'd look at her falllng on the floor. One time at 
the 'ON Club' when I was there, Boom Boom was 
dancing wildly end she went flying across the room 
end hit her ear on the stage, and she was screaming 
and kicking her legs. I thought 10h my gawd that 
glrl Is so gross. That girl Is so fucked up. What 
an Idiot. She's just sickening.' . . . . and about 2% 
hours later I was carried out of the 'ON Club' 
screaming and babbling Incoherently and loaded 
Into this ambulance, the band that was playing had 
an ambulance. So I was passed out In the front. 
Boom Boom was In the ambulance too, thinking 
'Gawd I can't believe what a wreck that girl Is. That 
girl Is so gross and fucked up.' ... We hated each 
other for months. I was at the 'Cathay De Grande' 
one night saying that I wanted to start an all-girl 
band of really wild girls, and someone at the bar 
said that I should call up Boom Boom. I thought oh· 
my god. So I started thinking about It and at first I 
thought I'd never call her, and then as the weekend 
went on It seemed like more and more of a better 
Idea. So I called her up and I go 'HI Boom Boom 
this Is Pleasant.' . . . and she goes 1EchP . . . and I 

PLEASANT: "On the ones we wrote, they don't 
sound alike but all the concepts are the same. Rau
cous Appalachian trash! Like If we didn't all llve 
In Hollywood, we'd be living In trailer parks with 
sponge curlers In our hair playing canasta and 
talklng about the guys at the road house." 

BOOM BOOM: "Scary housewives. None of the 
orlglnal songs are country & western. They're more 
rockln'. We've been writing more and more and 
we've got like a million songs that we want to learn." 

NOMAG: ARE THERE ANY FEMALE STARS THAT 
YOU WANT TO BE LIKE? 

PLEASANT: "Oh yeah. I llke the wilder 
cowgirls. Like there was this girl called Lucllle 
Star. Ray Campi showed me a picture of her one 
time. She was like a rockabilly girl, but all the other 
ones were wearing nice little puffed out dresses 
and ponytails and shit, but she had a big black 
beehive and silver lame capri pants and spiked heels 
and false eyelashes. And Rose Maddox, we played 
with her and she's like an Idol of ours. The Maddox 
brothers and Rose were like the wildest County & 
Western band In like the '40's and 'SO's. It was all 
of her brothers and her. You can tell by their rec
ords. They get drunk and scream. She always got 
Into barroom brawls and she wore really neat Dale 
Evans cowboy clothes. She wa! wlld." 

NOMAG: HAVE YOUR LIVES CHANGED SINCE 
YOU STARTED THE BAND? 

BOOM BOOM: 11We1ve just gotten into moFe 
trouble." 

Artist BOB ZOELL, pictured here taking a bath, may 
have Inadvertently reinvented Dadaism. Rumor has 11 
that a few drunk SCREAMIN' SIRENS got laid, unknown 
to Bob Zoell, after hours at an exhibit of his paintings. 
Intent on perfecting the art of sex. they took Bob's 
paintings off the wall and made whoo·pee on top of 
them. Then they put them back on the wall. The rumour 
says that It happened at the Zero Gallery. 

PLEASANT: 110h God yeah! We've become 
fallen women." 

BOOM BOOM: "People are afraid of us now. They 
used to like talk to us and stuff. Now they see us 
comin' and runl" 

PLEASANT: "We went up to this guy at the Lin
gerie to say hi to him, and he put his hands up over 
his face like warding off a vampire. He goes 
1Nq! No!' . . . and she goes 'Oh It's OK I'm sober 
tonight.' When I used to do the gossip column and 
write alot, everybody used to send me nasty hate 
letters, and then there would be people that would 
kiss up to me and be real nice who actually didn't 
like me, they just wanted me to write something. 
Now people come up to us in the street, and this 
always happens In the weirdest places when we're 
In the worst condition. People come up and go 
'Aren't you In THE SCREAMIN' SIRENS?' . . . Should 
we tell 'em the 'Kit Kat' story? We went to see . 

. THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS at the 'Kit Kat' on 
the 4th of July weekend and me and Boom Boom 
had been up all weekend drinking and partying. We 
wore the same clothes all weekend.We were In a 
car with Potato Head (Ind we drove backwards 
about 6 blocks on Santa Monica Blvd., an E 
ticket at Disneyland. We drove across the parking 
lot backwards and pulled up next to this pick-up 
truck. Potato Head was driving and we were 
drinking beer In the car and stuff. We scratched the 
pick-up truck and these two guys jumped out of 
the truck and they looked like Mexican gang people. 
They started yelling cind screaming. But then he 
goes 1Heyf Aren't you girls in THE SCREAMIN' 
SIRENS?' . . .. and we go 'Uh, uh, uh, uh!' When 
else has that happened? Always when one of us 
Is on our hands and knees crawling around 
the parking lot about to throw up." 

BOOM BOOM: 110r peeing in a sink in a bath· 
room. It takes more to entertain us now than 
ever before." Continued on next page. 



SCREAMIN' SIRENS Continued 
NOMAG: WHILE WE'RE ON THE SUBJECT OF 
PEEING, I HEARD ANOTHER BIT OF GOSSIP THAT 
ONE OF YOU PEE 'D OFF A BILLBOARD IN 
HOLLYWOOD. 
BOOM BOOM: " One of us did bui we'll change 
their name to protect the Innocent. I don't think she 
really pee'd off it. She just climbed up and yelled 
'Suck my ass!' 11 

••• 

PLEASANT: " We were doing a promotion for Flor
ida Sunshine Tree, Troplcana Orange Juice." 

NOMAG: IF YOU GET REAL FAMOUS DO YOU 
THINK YOU'RE GONNA WANT TO CLEAN UP YOUR 
IMAGE? 

NOMAO 

photg. by BRUCE KALBERG 

BOOM BOOM: " Our image would probably get 4 
worse If we had more money." .... . l 
PLEASANT: "We're gonna be flke MOTORHEADI" r. :lj 
When we get alot of money we're going to rent a / 11 ~ .1. 
large mansion on Sunset In Beverly Hills and there's ' ~i 
going to be like a bunch of junked cars on the lawn i 
and a stove and a refrldgerator on the porch and · • 
laundry hanging out on the line and goats running 1 

around In the yard and Inside every room will be 
carpeted with velvet If we ever get money It's gonna r --
be scary. We just believe in living like stars!" ~r 1~ I 
NOMAG: WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO BE '-~ ,.... 
COWGIRLS? IT'S A DECISION. YOU'RE NOT HOT ~1 ~ /h 
OFF THE RANCH OR ANYTHING. ~ \. I &.'v' 
PLEASANT: " Well It's not like the VILLAGE PEO- - ' 
PLE. I lived on a farm when I was little. " 

BOOM BOOM: "They have a wild Image. You get / ~ 
to wear good clothes." ~ { 

NOMAG: HOW IS YOUR MUSIC DIFFERENT THAN 
ROCKABILLY? Art b~ LAN• aMtTH 

PLEASANT: " It's not really that different from 
rockabilly, but rockabilly has been sort of maligned 
around here especially because there are so many 
rockabilly bands that are sort of lame. and rocka· 
billy had to be real nice clean-cut .. Like 'Hey I'm 
a hep cat.' That kind of Image you know. What 
rockabilly really is1 I think, in my opinion, it's 
just like wild crazy music before there was 
lots of effects. I think that rockabilly and 

· hardcore punk are about the same, only rock· 
abilly is more country-ish." 

BOOM BOOM: "Rockabilly is the original rock and 
roll. When rock and roll first started it was called 
rockabilly. It was Influenced by hillbilly music and 
rhythm & blues. When It came out it scared every
body's parents and all this. It was the bad thing 
that the kids were doing. It was the attitude of 
It that got the kids and made them really rock 
out. So there's all these bands nowadays 
trying to be like the original rockabilly thing 
but they elon't understand the idea behind it. 
It's the same thing with punk, It's the attitude that 
scares the parents. I think we're punk, but It's not 
punk In the same way everyone else thinks punk 
Is. It's the attitude that is there.11 

NOMAG: DO BOYS HAVE A CHANCE WITH YOU 
GIRLS, EVEN THOUGH PLEASANT IS MARRIED, 
FOR INSTANCE? 

PLEASANT: "Uhhhhhhh. Yeah." 

EPILOGUE: (A masked man and an Indian 
stand over a dead horse.) "Poor s·uver, he was 
one hung piece of horseflesh Tonto." ....... "Who 
were those masked cowgirls Klmosabe?" . ...... . 
"Those girls are more dangerous than Jesse James 
and his whole gang Tonto. I regret that I didn't rec
ognize them sooner. Those girls were the 
SCREAMIN SIRENS!" . . . . . "Them bad girls Kl
mosabe. Poor Sliver, he couldn't handle that outlaw 
Boom Boom. Him die of 'blueballs' Kimosabe!" 
.... " Well Tonto, we'll just have to pick up stray 
horses in the singles stables for a while. Shit! I'm 
gonna be yawning 'Ho Hum Mr. Ed.' instead of 'HI 
Ho Sliver' tonight. Do that 'Golden Showers Rain 
Dance' ot yours, It's so VILLAGE PEOPLE. Tonto 
does this dress match my sl/ver bullets? Should 
I wear my pink mask? Hey, what's this in the 
sand here ... look! .. a glass slipper, small and 
dainty. Some little bitch .... " END 

- ~ 13 ;J l','litrI•l: I 
BY BRUCE KALBERG 

NOMAG: AFTER YOU INTERVIEW ALOT OF PEO· 
PLE, YOU GROW TO HATE THE PERSON YOU'RE 
INTERVIEWING. 

MERI: "Do you hate me?" 

NOMAG: YEAH. I HATE YOU BECAUSE ... 

MERI: "Well maybe you shouldn't Interview me 
then!" 

NOMAG: DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT. I'll JUST 
HATE THE NEXT PEOPLE. 

MERI: 111 don't like people that hate me." 

NOMAG: IT'S TOTALLY ABSURD TO GO AROUND 
INTERVIEWING PEOPLE ALL THE TIME. DON'T YOU 
UNDERSTAND? 

MERI: "So fuck your stupid fucking magazine I 
don't even fucking want to be in It! You should just 
tape record people when they don't even know It." 

NOMAG: ISN'T THAT SORT OF DIRTY? 

MERI: 11That isn't dirty! That's straight out. That 
Isn't fucking dirty. That's what I would do, because 
It's not going to hurt anybody, It's what they're 
saying anyway. If it comes out of their mouth, that's 
what they're saying, and It's what they believe. 
That's what they are. If they fucking have to act 
all different for a stupid interview, then they're 
freaks." 

NOMAG: WHEN YOU DO AN INTERVIEW, YOU 
AREN'T ACTUALLY TALKING TO THE INTER
VIEWER. YOU'RE TALKING TO ALL THE PEOPLE 
WHO READ IT LATER. 

MERI: " Yeah? So who's reading It?" 

NOMAG: I DON'T KNOW. 

also called 

MERI: "So what the fuck? Who cares? You 're not 
friends with people. You don't have friends. You 
Interview people and then they come over and they 
want to hear what they said, but you're not friends 
with them. Well that's what you choose to do. I 
perform and people say things &bout me. I have 
friends but alot of times I'm ts/king out of my ass 
to people who don't even know me. People who 
know me are my friends, people that don't know 
me aren 't. That's the same with you, It you're talk Ing 
to people through a tape machine, then those peo· 
pie are not your friends. " 

NOMAG: SO l'M RECORDING THIS, AND YOU'RE 
NOT TALKING TO ME, YOU'RE REALLY TALKING 
TO WHOEVER IS READING THE MAGAZINE. 

MERI: " Is that how you write It? Or do you write 
It like you're friends with the person and you 're 
talking to them and this Is what they said ... ?" 

NOMAG: THEY ARE LIKE CONVERSATIONS BUT 
ONCE REMOVED. SOMETIMES IT DISGUSTS ME. 

MERI: "Of course, because they're real self-con
scious. When you get disgusted do you write sto
ries about people? Well .. . I don't think you should 
hate me so I'd rather not be Interviewed." 

NOMAG: DO YOU LIKE TO BE INTERVIEWED? 

MERI: " I wouldn 't want someone that hated me to 
Interview me. It's stupid. Then they would make 
everything like 'Fuck I hate you.' The whole thing 
Is like '/ hate you.' " 

NOMAG: EVERYBODY SITS AROUND LIKE POO
DLES ON THEIR HIND LEGS WAITING FOR A 
QUESTION. I DON'T HAVE ANY QUESTIONS FOR 
THEM. 

MERI: "You said you hated me, so I said, fuck this, 
fuck this, fuck this. You hate them because they're 
poodles and they can't fucking talk for themselves 
and they have to wait for a question, because they 
wait and wait and wait, and they think they're on 
Johnny Caison. They 're freaks. Fuck that! I hate 
questions. I refuse to answer direct questions. Don't 
ask me anymore. I hate people who ask me 
questions. They make me really nervous." 

NOMAG: HOW ABOUT ... WILL YOU SHUT UP 
AND STOP RUNNING MY INTERVIEW? 

MERI: "No. That's a command. That Isn't a direct 
question because you're not Interviewing.me. We're 
arguing." END --_ 

Meri Housecoat 
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THE MODIFIERS: The 
Memphis Jam? 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

COUNTERESPIONAGE SPY: THE MODIFIERS de
serve a round of applause just for their car. That heap 
was 'modified'. You couldn't discern what model it 
was. Ford ... Chrysler . . . Chevy . . . farm equipment 
. . . WW II tank . . . . but you could recognize techno
logical primitivism from Detroit, a landbound oil tanker, it 
was enormous and box-like. It must have risen from the 
auto graveyard, the undead. They moved two tons of 
garbage from Memphis to Hollywood. that car. Now that 
deserves some applause (play applause tape) . .. clap 
clap clap clapc/apc/apclapclapl (no VD jokes). Dorf 
Scratch plays with th9fl\ the former FEAR terrorist bas
sist ... (applause) . . . They barbecue alol (burp). 
Once they 'modffied' Jeffrey Lee Pierce, the GUN CLUB 
escapee was hiding down in Memphis getting 'modffied' 
while the rest of the band was in Philadelphia playing a 
scheduled gig without him The drummer then, Dee 
Pop, sang improvised lyrics. The show got good re
views. Meanwhile, Jeffrey got so 'modified' that he 
turned Into 'the purple people eater' and he couldn't get 
back to Philadelphia DOORS drummer John Densmore 
got 'modified' somewhere aJong the line because he 
drummed with the THE MODIFIERS for a while. SomEr 
one who loved him must have dErprogrammed John, 
because he was able to return to nonnal life without a 
public scandal. Now, THE MODIFIERS have a 'Country' 
sound and if you aren't terribly fond of the recent 'cow
punk' craze In Hollywood, you may dislike THE MODIFI
ERS, but they have a right to sound 'Country', it's genu
ine. They live In Memphis. Read the interview, you 
don't live there untouched by the surroundings. Coming 
from Memphis and sounding like THE JAM would be 
weird. "Look at them hillbilly Mods Jethro!" Now Derf 
Scratch, where's he from? I was afraid.to ask, it would 
have ruined the feel of this story if he said Des Moines 
or the Bronx. I didn't want to risk it I can't handle too 
many complications right now. My brittle brain feels like 
a live hand grenade rattling around inside my skullbone, 

°"' more aggravation and I'll stick my finger in my ear 
and pull the pin, it explodes in 3 seconds & if you're 
going to go violently you might as well take some ass
holes with you to make yo~r point How proud your 
friends would be if you made the evening news . . . it's 
your last chance to become a TV celebrity like you 
dreamed, a blood and guts Johnny 'Chainsaw' Carson 
doing a killer monologue . . The audience loves the bad 
jokes inore than the good ones . KA-PTUMF-
l!BLAM·OI Hey I'm OK! What? NO 
BRAINS SPLATTEREO ON THE WALLS? ... no brains 
. . . My head was empty! . . . And now a word from 
our sponsers, the elite corporate pigs . . . "COR~ 
RATE PIGS SHOVE GARBAGE IN YOUR FACE AND 
THEY MAKE YOU PAY UP THE ASS FOR fTI" . 
PLEASE STAY TUNED .... ~ We will relUm to THE 
MODIFIERS after these special messages and station 

identification . . . 'THEY OPPRESS THIRD WOAl..D 
POPULATIONS AND STEAL · THEIR NATIONAL 
WEAL THI" ... (happy supermarl<et muzak soundtrack 
plays) ... "NO WONDER AMERICA IS HATEO, BUT 
FASCIST RIGKT WING GOVERNMENTS KEEP AMER~ 
CAN CORPORATIONS HAPPY" .. Oh my 
gawd! What have I done? .. • . Oh ·shit . . It was a 

.joke! . . . I didn't mean it! .... like Johnny Carson ha 
ha ha . . . . . The CIA is gonna shoot me . . stalked 
by a hitman How does he kill his victims? A clever pro 
. . . . . . . . Stop the press, I want this anti-Ameri
can crap out of this magazine right now! 

t;_w fuck the CIA, I don't care because 
I'm bored. Hey you! Don't mess with me because I'm 
totally close pals with Larry Flynt and he's got me under 
permanent 24 hour videotape surveillance. ABC 
News wants my videotape. Maybe the CIA has some 
job openings, they must have a high employee loss 
rate, the high risk quick-turnover spy biz · ... can you 
guys at the CIA use me? Can I run a brothel for politi
cians to spill secrets in? .... I'm open . . I'm a 
phony opporlunist . . rJI say anything man. I'll sell my 
whole generation down the river if you give me k>ts 
of money. I never liked them really, I just got stuck with 
them by birth. Listen. I'm not greedy, fll sell them to you 
real cheap. They trust me. Can I be a narc huh? . 
Don't shoot me! THE MODIFIERS put out their own 45. 
Call up Stella at KXLU and ask her to play it, she's got 
it The network power queen of college radio, she prob
ably works for the CIA She's the perfect agent, don't 
you think? . . . a spy, programmed, drugged and hypno
tised ... maybe she's a robot, the spy biz is probably 
pretty high tech nowadays . . . . .. THE MODIFIERS 
(keeping strictly to our subject) are like a 'Punk'band, 
they're contemporary, but they're 'Country' sounding. 
They take those different influences and put them t~ 
gather to make their distinctive 'modffied' sound, it's not 
trendy or artificia~ irs just them. They played around LA 
this spring and U'ien headed back to Memphis. They 
drove their 2 ton rolling garbage scow back home 

. perhaps they drive that car because they are 
white trash lowlife . . .. in Hollywood they went to alot 
of the places I go to, I kept bumping into them tt they 
were hanging out in the same nefarious sleaze-pff.s as 
me, that means they instinctively headed right for the 
bottom of the social strata. unaware that other lifestyles 
exist They're trash . 
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LINE THAT TRASH UP, WEAR RUBBER GLOVES 
. WHEN YOU TOUCH IT: Ladies and gentlemen from 
Memphis, Tennessee (Derf? He fits right in doesn't he? 
He's totally Memphis.) . _ here's another really big 

. chew (don't chew on their car) THE MODIFIERS: Oert 
Scratch, bass and vocals; Milford Thompson, lead 
vocals; Bob Holms, lead guitar, vocals; David Catch~ 
ings, rhythm guitar. 

An Interview With THE MODIFIERS 

DERF: 'We had the drummer from THE DOORS play
ing with us. He probably sold more records than any A 
& R person on any major label in his own band and he 
plays with us. He says . . . 'I think you guys are a good 
band and I hope you g'et signed.' . . . but the record 
companies just don 't give a shit Maybe we should think 
about voting." ... NOMAG: "Huh? Did you say vot
ing?" ... OERF: ''Yeah. Corporate voting on whether 
they sign acts. It's atl so fucking stupid If there are any 
A&R people out there reading this, give us a deal We 
already pressed our own single and people like it 
What's the matter with you? And remember, more is 
more, less is not more." . . NOMAG: "How did· you 
gllys meet Oert?" . . . MILFORD: "He was wOfking one 
night at The Cathay De Grande'. We went up to him 
and said . . . Heyf' . . . NOMAG: "Is Oert famous?" 
. . . DAVID: "He's famous in the music scene in Mem
phis. Alot of LA bands are like heroes there. THE CIR
CLE JERKS, FEAR, BLACK FLAG." NOMAG: 
'What's happening in Memphis?" ... BOB: "It's real 
good right now. The month of May is the best time to 
be in Memphis. The weather is nice, barbecues, free 
music all the time, they have a blues festival every year. 
This year it has RICKY NELSON, CHUCK BERRY, 
JERRY L£E LEWIS, ROY ORBISON, and ft's free too, 
atways. Lotsa chicks. They close off a couple of streets 
and they have this big field and they let everybody bring 
beer. It's sort of tike the Mardi Gras but smaller. It's rEr 
ally fun man" ... NOMAG: "How did you guys meet 
Mr. GUil Club, Jeffrey Lee Pierce?" ... Mil.FORD: "In 
Memphis, he was playing with a friend of ours who 
played with THE MODIFIERS several years ago. He 
stayed for several days in Memphis. It was like The 
Lost Weekend' or something. He spent all his money 
and missed his plane. He lost his plane tickets and he 
had to hang out in Merr.,tiis at the bar around the cor
ner. THE GUN CLUB had a show in Philadelphia and 
he wasn't there, he was partying with us. The drummer 
Dee Pop went on and sang instead. He just made up 
words to the songs and they had two guys beating on 
drums. It got good reviews too." ... DEAF: "These 
guys make the best barbecued chicken in the world. 
MittO<d does especially. Bob is not so bad himsett, and 
Dave just sits there and eats it." ... DAVE: "/ eat ff 
and clean up." ... NOMAG: 'What kind of band are 
you guys? Are you_ playing 'Coontry' rrusic?" .... 
MILFORD: 'We're more or less 'modffie<J. We roodify 
all styles of mosic.". . . NOMAG: "Are you chased by 

teenaged girls?" .... BOB: ~oh god yes! You should 
have seen it last night Those two girls Francesca and 
Anna . . . Geeeezl They were hatf oriental or some
thing." ... MILFORD: "Hawaiian Bob·s lap steel 
just kept rising. Who-o-o! They were definitely 'modi
fied'." ... NOMAG: "Does Memphis have a baseball 
team?" . . DAVE: " The Chicks'. They·re called The 
Memphis Chicks· ... It's a shitty one. They were a farm 
club for Montreal and now they're a farm club for somEr 
body else. They named the football team there the god
dam 'Showboats'. Out of The Hound Dogs' and The 
Showboats', they picked 'Showboats'." ... NOMAG: 
'What is the biggest sport in Memphis?" BOB: " Wres
tling! It's great! Wrestling is the sport. On a Monday 
night you can go to Mid-South Coliseum and there will 
be 25,000 people there. It's wild. All the 'Rock 'N Roll' 
bars are slowly going out of business. Aloi of people 
aren't going out to the music and all these bars are 
closing, but shit they'll pack in wrestling at 6 bucks a 
ticket Memphis has got to be the only place where the 
wrestling arena will have 20,000 people crammed in 
there and the bars with 'live' music will be empty every 
night, except Friday and Saturday. Seriously. Dave goes 
to wrestling, he likes it" .... NOMAG: '"Do they have 
midgets and the whole shot?'" . BOB: "Yeh:· 
MILFORD: "Dave can relate and understand it" . 
DEAF: '"I went to 'Graceland' and Voodoo Village' 

... Voodoo Village' is out in the stix where all 
these people that are into voodoo built these crosses 
with spikes and a bunch of weird shit with real bright 
colors. It's to ward off the evil spirits." ... MILFORD: 
·we took him down to Shannon Street where Lindberg 
Sanders wasted those cops, and they went in and shot 
all those niggers in the head and shit This guy Lind
berg Sanders, he had all these signs posted all over the 
neighborhood about how pork would kill you if you ate 
pork. He had these disciples who came to his house 
and they would get all stoned out and they would talk 
about the Bible. They figured out this crazy thing and 
they called this cop up to the house. They called the 
pJlice for some reason. They were admitting to stealing 
a purse or somethtng. When the cops got there they 
abducted one . . well they shot one but he got away 
and they pulled one into the house. This took place last 
year." ... BOB: 'They tortured him This all happened 
in one day. They had the guy in there and they held off 
the cops for a whole night They had the walkiErtalkie 
turned on and the guy was pleading for them to come 
in and help him We talked to these cops the night It 
happened. They came into the bar we were in and they 
were telling us all this shit had happened, but It's too 
terrible to say. They castrated him and all kinds of shit 

art: HOWARD RUDNICK 
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They had him tied over a radiator before they killed 
him" DAVE: 'There is one good band in Memphis, 
THE LINDBERG SANDERS EXPERIENCE. Thafs a 
good band." ... MILFORD: "It was a small religious 
cult They have quite a few of them in the South. That's 
why they call it The Bible Belt'. One of my dad's golfing 
buddies took the pictures for the coroner's off1Ce of the 
whole thing. He said they fucked him up read bad." . 
NOMAG: "Have you met any movie stars out here?" 
. . . BOB: 'W e almost knocked Loretta Switt over with 
our painting gear going into this office building in Bev
erly Hills." . . DEAF: "Christie McNichols almost ran 
them over." .... MILFORD: "I delivered an $80 bottle 
of champagne to John Forsythe's house. I was deliver
ing for Gil Turner Liquor and the cheap bitch only gave 
me a wrinkled up nappy dollar. I didn't get a tip from 
Quincy Jones either." . . . DEAF: "THE MODIFIERS 
'modify' in Hollywood!" .... DAVE: 'We're gettin' a 
few people 'modified' out here."' ... NOMAG: ·what do 
you guys modify when you 'modify'?" DEAF: 
'Whatever we want It's like taking a car and putting an 
engine in it, a bigger different engine. It's still a car." . 
MILFORD: 'We keep the essence without changing it " 
.... DAVE: 'When you 'modify' a person you make 
them feel better about themselves." . MILFORD: 
"Did you see our car all loaded up out there when you 
came in?" .... NOMAG: ~Is it that old piece of shit 
out there?" . 

YCJMA~\ 



Condensed And Edited 

By NOMAG 

Looks are deceiving and this following bit about 
Janette Swift, !he designer and pert model fea
tured in the surrounding photospread, may look like 
something it isn't. That's because it sort of doesn't 
have an author. Janette didn't write it although it's 
her speaking. Nobody at NOMAG wrote it. Nobody 
anywhere did lhe scribbling. This was originally 
done as an interview recorded on a tape cassette. 
After we plied her with a few double shots of 
Johnny Walker Red, Janette broke alt verbal speed 
records. The interviewer was still unable to choke 
out the first question when the tape ran out an hour 
later, also the interviewer was gnawing and biting 
his clipboard in frustration with feet up on the chair 
and his head on the floor, having never let item # 1 
fly all that time. Our ultimate goal in the higher cor
porate ranks here at NOMAG, the 'think tank' (think 
about goaling olf), is to do absolutely nothing and 
produce no magazine, just get fucking rich and 
famous, produce nothing but trash from consumer 
goods, receive such vast wealth to cut that half pint 
Howard Hughes' legend down to size, dwarf him, 
buy the Spruce Goose and chop It up until it's a 
single pile of line grained sawdust, then pray for an 
early winter to wash it away. This is a questionless 
interview, it's '100% answers, no questions, NOMAG 
did absolutely nothing except fire that lackey inter
viewer for exposing an overdeveloped work ethic, 
how vile. Instead of stupid questions leading to stu
pid answers we've disposed of the first half, and 
this means NOMAG is more smart and less stupid ~~~' ~-!l\ll'il.,...- -.,~ 
in this one. Point, NOMAG. NOMAG '1 , VISTOR O. ·~ 

~:~~~1~r ~:~ :~:~~~ ~~~~~~~a~~I~ :~~~~%s~~~~ rJ.T 
typed it out . .... she would have been an abso
lutely perfect subject. Accordingly, we transcribed 
Janettes recorded voice and condensed the conver
sation (we condensed her ... come to NOMAG, 
get condensed suckern continued on next page 



JANETIE SMITH continued 
SAILOR SUIT 

"It's a white linen over-sized sailor suit. The skirt 
has day-glo orange satin trim and big satin day-glo 
buttons. It's like Mrs. Popeye gone wrong. I make 
most of my clothes in linen or cotton, kind of smart 
but with a hint of craziness, so they can be used 
both ways. People who want to use my designs for 
dress clothes can use them that way or you can use 
them like I do and just kind of crazy it up a bit. add 
things to it. The pleats are day-glo and the buttons 
are day-gto and the trim around the jacket is day
gto. My shoes were day-glo. I painted them with 
day-glo paint. I went mad. I made all this in one day. 
l just went wi ld. I modelled because I'm the best 
representative of my clothes. I make everything for 
me. I design all my clothes around me, unless it's 
tai lor made for someone else. I normally design 
everything to my taste and my shape and what 
would suit me best. Because I'm tall I can use very 
large, very long shapes, and I can use over-sized 
stuff because I know I'm not fat, so I don't accentu
ate anything really except just the clothes. The 
clothes are the thing that stand out. Any exaggera
tion just catches the eye a little bit more. I painted 
everything I had day-glo because I just got in this 
mad day-glo rush, and now 1 hate its guts. I can't 
stand it now. I made that last week and I don't ever 
want to see it again. I go through phases where I 
wear one certain thing all the time, and then I wear 
another thing all the time. One week, one thing is 
like a major concern and then the next week it's 

. forget that!'' 

NAUGHTY BOY 

"This is 'Naughty Boy Goes Out In A Boat'. I made 
it for John in SPECIMEN. It's really a little boy's suit 
but girls can wear it too. I made him one in blue and 
white and mine is in day-glo orange and white. He 
wore it on MTV for 'The Cutting Edge'. He said 'I 
want to look like the original naughty boy.' . 
So I made him a little sailor suit. This was based on 
a Victorian boys suit to go to school. It's like , in 
England, the Victorian naughty boy goes out, eats 
the lollipop and beats up the dog. It's like 'I don't 
want to go out to play, I want to stay here and beat 
up the kid.' My clothes totally dominate my mood: 1f 
I go out in something kind of loose and crazy w1th 
flat shoes on ... if I've got flat shoes on watch out 

because I'll do anything. If I've got high heels on 
then I'm totally restricted. I won't do anything at all. 
I'm placid and l'tl stand around and be real normal 
and pose. If I've got flat shoes on,· it's like anything 
can happen. It's bec'ause 1 know I can't fall off them. 
So I can dive around on the floor and things and I 
won't get hurt. Really I should go out in a combat 
outfit, I could dive around all over the place. That's 
why I like the 'Naughty Boy' suit. because you can 
be a naughty boy in it. f atways wanted to be a 
naughty boy. They always seem to get away with 
more. Parents always think .. Oh how cute! . 
And if the little girls do it they get slapped and sent 
to bed.'' 

TRIP TO AMERICA 

"From England I sailed over on a big airplane. I was 
absolutely pissed off with everybody. They were all 
trying to make me go to a university and I said 
'Fuck Off! f don't want to go.' . .. I don't want peo
ple to make up my mind for me. I'd just left school 
and I'd passed all my exams and everything and 
they were saying 'You'd be really good in 
management.'. . I thought that maybe that would 
be a good business, I ~ould make alot of money 
and then do what I want. And then I thought . . 
fuck off ... why don't I make money doing what I 
want? ... and J didn't know what I wanted so I 
thought ... I'm not making any decisions right now 

. this is a non-decision time. My cousin who 
lived in New Orleans wrote to me and he said .. 
'Why don't you come for a vacation before you go 
to a university? ' ... So r thought . . Um-m-m-m 
sood chance! ... . 1 packed in my job. I was mod-
elling at the time, I worked at a modelling agency 
for 3 years whi le I was at school, l had just finished 
school. I was 17. I packed one suitcase and said to 
my mother ... 'I'll be back in 3 months. · . . That 
was 4 years ago. I haven't been home yet. So 1 got 
to New Orleans and kind of pissed around there for 
a whlfe. After a while, that was really boring. It was 
OK Bt lifst because it was like a whole new· thing. It 
was America. Then I moved down to Florida for a 
while because I thought I wanted to be on the 
beach. I wanted to be tanned and blond haired and 
meet a surfing boy who had lots of muscles and 
have a good time like everybody else and drink 
beer. So I tried that and it was really boring. Then I 
worked two jobs for a while and I bought a new car 
and l drove to LA." 

art: LANE SMITH . 

CAN OF PAINT 

"As far as Ameri ca goes, it's been pretty good, it's 
boring though. I think America is boring. I don't 
want to go out in L.A., it bores my tits ofl. That's the 
only thing that gets really crummy because I make 
these clothes so I can go out and show them off but 
there's nowhere I want to show them off. So I have 
to store them all up until I ever go to New York or 
go home. L.A. is a relaxed town, warm cl imates 
seem to have that effect on people and people 
don 't really dress up and like go whole hog. But I 
think I'm more bored with conversation than any
thing. People's conversation is like . . Oh how are 
you??? Nice to see you. Kiss kiss kiss kiss. You 
know, the whole bit. You kiss people, and then 
you're like . What ya been doing? . .. and you 
know that you don't want to talk to these people 
because they're so boring. People seem to go along 
with this routine, you've got to ask these certain 
questions, one, two, three, and then you go and say 
hello to the next person. There are very few people 
that are really crazy and stupid. I like really stupid 
friends. Not stupid mentally but stupid like, they'll 
go out with a can of crazy foam and just spray it on 
yer head, anything to do something different, just to 
relieve the boredom. My friends are like that, there 
are numerous occasions where I've gone home 
absolutely in tears because things have like piled 
up on my head or my body and I've been soaking 
wet through at 2 o'clock in the morning. But it re
lieves boredom and 1 get bored at the end of the 
week. But you think . . god I really got fucked up 
lhe other day and someone poured a can of paint 
on my head. II was really good/ Anything. Whatever 
it is.'' 

DISAPPOINTED 

"Everyone seems to be afraid ol really felting go. 
It 's like L.A. is getting semi-cosmopolitan, Melrose 
Ave. is building up and everybody is feeling real 
European. Everybody is saying that Melrose is like a 
new Kings Road. They 're all ready for this change 
and they're all expecting big things to happen and 
they're all watching the P's and Q's because no one 
wanls to make a mistake. Yet no one is really let
ting go. Not many people feel really comfortable 
with the changes that are going on right now. They 
might go out every night and know everybody that's 
out there. Don't you think L.A. is changing right 
now? There's a building up because everybody is 
expecting big things to happen while the Olympics 
are going on. People are psychologically getting 
prepared for something. It's like the birth of LA 

People are going to be very very disap
pointed, I think. In England all together, people take 
chances. That's the only way you get famous in 
England, is if you take a chance. I don't think here 
!hat people really take chances. Musically people 
don't take chances . . how many bands are there 
in L.A. that have really taken a chance? Maybe KFK, 
they're kind of interesting. Fashion is the same way, 
I'm not saying that I'm totally individual because I'm 
not. Everybody is influenced by everybody else. It's 
the surrounding of London that makes it so crazy. 
You don't know what's going to happen, there's no 
hope in London right now, you cannot hope that 
within 3 months the Olympics is going to go to Lon
don and there is going to be a big surge in money. 
In London, it's like . . Fuck ii! Nothing is going 
to happen so let's be fucking crazy! Let's be abso
lutely stupid and crazy and do whatever we feel is 
the most outrageous thing we can. Eventually I'd 
like to move to New York. It's not that I think that 
New York is salvation country or anything. I'm really 
restless, really restless all the time. I'll tell you 
where I would like to go and just get away from it, 
and just do totally the opposite of what J'm doing. 

· Hong Kong .. India. India! I would love to go 
there. I've gotta go eveywhere because I'm so 
fuckin' nosy." END 





TUPELO CHAIN SEX: 
Cutting Through . . . 
R-R-R-R-R- by BRUCE KALBERG 

A ROUND CUBE IN A SQUARE HOLE: I'm approach
ing this like a gorilla trying to solve a geometric puzzle. 
TUPELO CHAIN SEX is comprised of a seemingly im
possible combination of musical styles and musicians. 
It's difficult to fit it all together in one's mind as a corr 
ceptual whole. Presently the band has stabilized its 
members so they're tight and exciting live. When the 
band was entertaining a constant flow of guest mem
bers (up to 18 at one show would you believe) the 
band sometimes worked out great and other times not 
so great in live performance. Lately, they're so hot it's a 
total auditory minctfuck, not to overlook rhythm, sex and 
rhythm are a famous pair. TUPELO CHAIN SEX put 
something together backasawards, it's a new thing, 
they know it, so that explains the confidence splashing 
around on stage these days. They tried to pawn it off to 
me as 'Jazz' but it's 'Jazzmywhiteass' man. I explained 
thatr legitimate classifications didn't mean anything to 
me and I don't know tuckall and I don't car8 about any
thing. I mean do they care about classifications? 
They're the ones who put the gasoline in the traditional 
American soup with the flair of a bunch of juvenile del
inquents. Tradition is a terminal cancer patient anyway 
and you can carry that one around on a stone tablet 
like a blue haired Moses because it's an undeniable 
eternal truth. You don't agree? What are you, the new 
right wing, the trendy righ~ hey that's a good one. This 
band is an unlikety lookin' crew. In fact they're as un
lik~ly a bunch as you'll ever encounter (/ didn't say 
kinky/) unless you know the whereabouts of a gang of ' 
midgets and giant Amazons and Siamese twins (hey! 
bass and lead guitar Siamese twins, clever thought 
They cut lhem apart these days though.) Out of what 
'SO's beatnik dive did they unearth this guy? I haven't 
seen anything like that since I put down my bongos 
back in the 'SO's, only to prematurety pick up a surf
board, Eisenhower was president, surf music hadn't 
been invBflted, cool kafs bongo'd out freaky. poems on 
glue and pot in basements and when they were stoned 

they caught their beards on fire with matches and 
screamed more inspired poems. Surfing started to hap
pen when there were a great many of these guys (in 
LA) running down to the ocean to extinguish their 
beards. His name is stumuk. Yep, he's got a gastro
nomical monument complete with navel protruding well 
beyond the shadow cast under that anachronistic 
thicket that bedecks his pumpkin. He's got a big beard, 
is what I said He plays 4 different saxophones and with 
his sartorial flair, ver-r-r-y impressive. I doubt if Santa 
beards are going to become trendy in Hollywood, still 
very impressive indeed.. Did I say I was once a Beatnik? 
Shi-cheh! Skin me daddy-01 I've seen the best minds 
of my generation destroyed by madness ... {stupid 
minds are taking a beating too) ... Holy! Holy! Holy/ 
Holy Hubba Bubba Bubble Gum! Holy Duran Duran! 
Holy Darby Crash! Holy Blind Lemon! Vocalist, Umey 
Dave is a limey named Dave with the gall to come right 
here to America, to Hollywood, and start singing 'Rock
abilly' to us, our native American dirt under his finger
nails, some cheek as they say across the pond. Mind 
you, he's not some well-buffed s/ick-a-bilty mannequin 
(sorry Dave, I think I implied that you're dirty and drunk 
from time to time, that's an all right way to be) . 
Rockabilly Robots Invade Earth. So early on W
PELO CHAIN SEX was playing rockollywoodabilly . 
and I saw them play a punk show at Vex' and they 
were doing this heavily percussive Afro-rhythm riot stuff 
and Limey Dave was flipping and stomping and 
screaming, gymnastHx>-rama, very crazy and sorta 
BOW WOW WOW in percussion Tupelo Joe was play
ing the slap bass then, the stand up doo-da-wump big 
one. He's some kinda hot shit guy at that, not MTV hot 
shit, faster man Too bad there's no UsA Olympic slap 
bass team . . . Joe is a rockabilly type guy in appear
ance (for the record). Musically things got more compli
cated when Don 'Sugarcane' Harris started playing 
with the band, taking an increasingly creative role, Don 
Harris is into the thing, it's been a labor of love up to 
now . . . and Stumuk, I'm not sure how he got there. 
And drummer Willie, mister power Wtth the sticks and 
skins, he's a locomotive, it's that simple. It has to be 
because I don't know any drum lingo except 
'thump'. That's totally unprofessional of me, wet~ well 
how clumsey to have confessed to it though . . . rank 
amateurs shouldn't be given too m·uch responsibility, 
. . . for example, my rank amateurs description of Willie, 
he wears .shorts alot and he's kind of clean cut that's 

7/ 
all you get for the money I make at this. These little 
descriptions of each band member are necessary 
though, because I mean to express through the use of 
trite, dress code cliches that there is a big social and 
personal difference between the personalities in the 
band. The addition of Don 'Sugarcane' Harris to the 
band is heavy, conceptually I mean. because it isn't at 
all the simple addition of a 'Rhythm & Blues star to the 
group, he's been some kind of modem music pioneer 
contributing through three decades in some of the pro
foundest stuff going down in the popular music arena 
There's alot in the interview in his own words so I don't 
want to cover it here. Here's the simple scenario: For 
one, there's an English guy who hasn't sung before 
who up and moves off to Hollywood and he starts sing
ing 'Rockabilly' (that's not so unusual is it, they like it 

·over there huh? . . . shoulda considered that before I 
started cfya think?) He starts a rootsy 'Rockabilly' 
combo to begin wtth, but in a short period of time, 2 
years or so, they evotve as a band way beyond that, 
and then they become involved with the complex and 
infinitely productive Don Harris, who kicks in some kind 
of 'Jazz' trip, electric violin, and the kitchen sink, I mean 
his career runs like a 14 mile Jong freight train . . . now 
they're all working together making sqmething up, call it 
whatever you want if you've gotta cal/it something. Don 
Harris wears a coonskin hat with a tai~ whenever I see 
him around, he's got that on It's like the cap Daniel 
Boone wore. You can bet it's no accidental historical 
reference. He's a pioneer, and that's the spirit the band 
haS. 
CURRENT PERSONNEL: Well It seems that Willie is 
taking his locomotive right outta town, he's departing 
with John Mayall on a tour. Here's the TUPELO CHAIN 
SEX line-up: Tupelo Joe Altruda, guitars; Umey Dave 
Oahlson, vocals; Don Sugarcane Harris, electric violin 
and vocals; Stumuk, bass . . . baritone .. . tenor . · .. 
soprano saxes; Willie Dread McNeill, drums; Kevin 
Eleven McCormick. bass. When Willie returns from tour
ing this summer, he'll continue playing with TUPELO 
CHAIN SEX. The band is mixing down their latest al
bUm in his absence. It doesn't have a name yet Also 
LITTlE RICHARD has filed a criminal lawsuit against , 
'Specialty' records. DON AND DEWEY are invotved in 
this litigation too . . . it received national media 
attention. continued on next page 
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TUPELO CHAIN SEX continued 
An Interview With Umey Dave And Don Harris 

DAVE: "Is this Informal or do you have questions to 
ask?" ... NOMAG: "It's real informal but I do have 
questions." ... DON: 'W ell is it all right if I lay down 
while we do the interview? He said informaf' . . 
DAVE: ~stand on your head." . .. DON: "Oh .. . OK 
... I've been doing that tor years. I ,can't afford any
thing to drink so I stand on my head and feet real dizzy 
and everything Is fine." ... NOMAG: 'T ell me how the 
band formed and the kind of concept behind it " . 
DAVE: 'W e'll give you the rundown. We started off with 
me and Joe, who plays guitar now, he started off on 
slap bass back in the summer of '82, l guess about 2 
years from now. There was a kind of lull in the music 
scene as far as I was concerned so I bought a wash
board, and a friend of mine who played harmonica, we 
just started jamming around, and then Joe came and he 
played slap bass and we just started like a 'Rockabilly' 
quartet from there. We didn't have drums for about 9 
months but we had a guitar, and then when the guitat 
player quil Joe moved onto guitar." . . . . . AU involved 
belt down a cheery shot of 'Jack D' then Dave contin
ues . . . "I've always been a music fan. I was lucky to 
grow up in London where there was alot of music going 
on, especially when the SEX PISTOLS came out That 
was a really good time. I've always been entertained by 
bands, they're great I really like going to shows but in 
1982 there really wasn't much going on. So that's when 
I started something that would entertain me and I hoped 
It would entertain other people. There's one thing I 
learned from being a fan is that if you follow a band 
around and you see them 3 or 4 times and they play 
the same se~ you know their music inside out There 
doesn't seem to be any real enjoyment coming out of 
what they're doing. I kind of believe in the old fashioned 
traditk>n like vaudeville or something, where you have 
to first entenain and second put your message in there 
• . • if you've got to put a message in. It's something to 
just entertain. I think that's where people like THE 
CLASH screwed up. They were trying too much on the 
message and they never worried about the entertain
ment II you really want to get it across you've got to 
make it palatable for everybody, for the people to deal 
with, to digest it. When I fi rst started I wasn't a musician, 
right . . . So with alot ol people coming in and jamming 
I got more of an idea what's going on. I like to try out 
things, you know." ..... NOMAG: 'What's going to 
be the difference between the upcoming record and the 
previous one 'Ja-Jazz'?" ..... DAVE: 'This is getting 
back to our personnel. In 1982 we had slap bass Tu
pelo Joe Altruda, J.J. Poskin on guitar, me on wash
board, and Sim cass on harmonica I wanted to record 
that right there and then because I know one thing for 
sure ... I've seen alot ol bands when they start off and 
all of the stuff that they do early on just goes out the 
window. So I just got it down and that means, right, you 
don't even have to play that stuff anymore, and if you 
have to go back to it you can recover it easily. You just 
have to listen to the record It also meant that I could be 
more open to other people coming in. I met Don at John 

Mayall's house and I asked him if he would like to play 
and he said that he wasn't doing anything . . . and he 
came down. I wanted the kind of band where if some
·one else comes in, I wouldn't have to· go . . . 'Now look 
... You 've got to learn this song, this song and this 
song.' . . . They bring with them their input and it 
becomes part of the structure and part of the music. 
The same songs, they come out different then . . . So 
from that first record called What Is It' we did 'Ja-Jazz' 
which was with Don on violin. ... It was pretty much 
the same line-up. We had Zachary on piano. That 
changed alot because we were alot more electric then 
... Also we had Willie Dread on drums and that made 
it alot more dynamic really. The difference between that 
record and the one we're recording now is that we've 
got a b8.nct now that's pretty tight We've been playing 
together for quite -a long time. There's 6 of us. Up until 
then we'd always had 18 to 4 members coming or go
ing. We've been working pretty hard on this one. This is 
alot more jazzy. This band has been like an evolution 
for me personally because I don't know that much 
about music. I've listened to alot of songs from all over 
the world l guess. and I've just been learning. My contri
bution has been to try to keep this thing moving. We're 
trying to make something out of everything that's hap
pened. I think we play 'Punk' music but not like THE 
ADVERTS playing 3 chords . . . We're just doing it with 
a thousand chords. I don't know. Nine hundred." 

NOMAO 

'I 
• 

NOMAG: 'Tell us about yourself Don. I used to have an 
old record of yours from the '60's with Johnny Otis on it 
l · think." ... DON: "OK ... that was 'Sugarcane' on 
'Epic' records. That was one of my first LPs under 
Sugarcane. At that time I'd just started working with 
Frank Zappa I've done a few things with Frank. Frank 
wanted to sign me but Johnny had me under contract I 
did a couple of albums with Frank, 3 it was . . . 'Hot 
Rats' . . . Weasels Rip My Flesh' and I think it was 
something like 'Chungas Revenge' . .. That was in the 
early 70's. From there, I worked a few gigs with Frank, 
then John Mayall called me and wanted me to do a few 
things with him John worked more consistently than 
Frank . .. Frank would do college gigs and he would 
maybe play 1 or 2 nights a month. John worked every 
night Needless to say I needed the money and I 
worked every night along with John. We did extensive 
travelling tours. We went to Europe 3 or 4 times and we 
did a few American tours.. So while I was with John I 
was also doing my own trip . . . And since Johnny was 
affiliated with 'Epic' records, I had a meeting with him I 
had a contract to do an album with my group which 
was partly John's group ... with Lany Taylor ... Paul 
Lagos . . . and Harvey Mandel. We called ourselves 
THE PURE FOOD AND ORUG ACT, so we got a deal 
with 'EPIC' to do an album with my group. Also prior to 
that I had signed with a Gennan record company as a 
single artist, MPS records and I'd made 7 or 8 albums 

continued on next page 



TUPELO CHAIN SEX continued 
with them, while I was with the company. One of the 
albums . . . 'Fiddler On The Rock' was almost identical 
to the 'Epic' record because we did it live at a club. 
There was some conflict there because they were basi
cally the same songs. So when we got a centerfold in 
'Bi llboard' magazine, 'Epic' immediately screamed . 
'What's happeningr . . : . Well prior to that I had 
been over to Europe with LITTLE RICHARD. I played 
the opening act for LITTLE RICHARD . . . this was in 
the early '60's . . . '63 or '64. We were on the same 
deal with FATS DOMINO, the same promoter. He was 
doing theater gigs and we were doing ballroom gigs. 
That was my first time going to Europe and I tried to do 
it all at one time ... and I did it all at one time. It was a 
ball! Let's see, I didn't mention Dewey. In the late '50's 
and early '60's, Dewey and I had an act h was called 
DON AND DEWEY. We had several records that were 
fairly successful ... 'Justine' ... 'I'm Leaving It All Up 
You' ... 'Big Boy Pete' ... 'Co Co Joe' ... 'Farmer 
John' ...... and DONNY AND MARIE OSMOND 
made the most successful version of one of our songs, 
they covered Tm Leaving It All Up To You'. That was 
one of my songs. Dewey and I wrote that in the late 
'50's. And then 'Big Boy Pete', THE OLYMPICS covered 
that one. 'Farmer John' was covered by THE SEARCH
ERS and THE PREMIERES did 'Farmer John' also. I've 
had quite alot of success with other artists doing my 
material, however, we had recorded all these ourselves 
for 'Specialty' records and they were local hits but they 
weren't real big. Dewey and I broke up in '63 or '64, 
right after LITTLE RICHARD's tour. Since then like I said 
I've played with my group. I went over to Europe twice 
with my group. I had alot of record company support 
you know. They did a whole promotion trip over there. 
We played all of 13 or 14 cities in Germany . . . Paris, 
London. Then I came back here. By the record company 
not having any distribution over here, I think 'Fantasy' 
records distributed for them for a while, and then BASF 
distributed . . . And then they lost those, so they really 
didn't have any distribution in America Consequently, I 
became unknown in America. I go to Europe and play 
and sell out Maybe I'm in the wrong place. No ... I'm 
in the right place now because I'm with good people. I 
think this group is really going to do it" ... NOMAG: "I 
remember seeing a HOWLIN' WOLF 45 hanging in a 
London record shop. I was stunned" ... DON: 'When 
I was in England in the '60's, 'Blues' was really a big 
thing over there. Like the guys over here were starving 
to death, but MUDDY WATERS and T-BONE WALKER, 
they were gods over there. It's tragic that the American 
people really didn't get behind the 'Blues'. They were 
really into 'Blues' over there. I only speak English and I 
don't speak that well of English, I speak slang and bro
ken English. By me not speaking the language it was 
kind of a barrier, I communicated, if I didn't have an in
terpreter I was able to use sign language and every
thing. If I had learned the language I would have prob
ably moved over there. It was hard far me to under
stand 'the Queen's English' because I hadn't heard cor
rect English. And Scotland, forget Scotland . . . the only 
thi~ that I understood about Scotland was the whiskey. 

DON 'SUGARCANE' HARRIS. 1984 

I couldn't understand those people in Scotland and Ire
land. But you know in music, communication isn't that 
important as far as music is concerned, from an artists 
standpo int. If th8y like you they like you. There was a 
Czechcislovakian chick in Berlin, as soon as I got off the 
stage, there wasn't a word spoken, she just ripped me 
off and took me directly to the hotel. SO there was no 
need, the communication wasn't really that important I 
find that European audiences are more receptive. That's 
probably because 1 play violin and violin is more of a 
European instrument They wondered how I could make 
it sound like that, plus I had the electric hook-up on it 
Also, back in the '60's I came up with the first electric 
violln, I think. I should have had it patented or some
thing. I had a record player crysta~ a needle, and I just 
taped it onto the wood of the violin and plugged it into 
the amp and it worked." ... NOMAG: .. How would you 
e.(plain the groups progression out of 'Rockabilly'?" 
DON: 'Well, Dave called me and asked me if I wanted 
to make a couple of gigs and t said 'Sure.' As time flew, 
I saw the potential in the group. The group kept chang
ing personnel and it started changing. I played bass for 
a while. Now we have another bass player where I can 
play violin and I'm doing more vocals now. It's a good 
contrast.'' . DAVE: "At the point where Don joined 
us, we were at the middle point between 'Rock
abilly' and 'R&B' . . . We were doing like '50's dance 
music or punk, whatever. When the guitar player left we 
put Joe on guitar and we got a bass player that plays 

alot more funky . . he's a real funky bass player. He 
played with DONNA SUMMER ... he's Kevin MCCor
mick. We still keep the same feel, even if you play our 
first record you can identify our band (first album What 
Is It' 1982, a small edition self sponsored effort). Even if 
we do a 'Country' tune or a 'Psychedelic' tune, it has 
the same sound I've seen alot of bands that if they do 
one tune it sounds this way and if they do another tune 
it sounds that way . " .... DON: "I like the 
band. I just like playing with them and it's a good con
trast The electric violin adds another dimension to it, as 
opposed to just any band." . . . . . DAVE: "Our orien
tation actually does change. We're trying. We've got a 
situation kind of similar to THE GUN CLUB in one way. 
In LA we get people to come to our shows, we do 
pretty good, but when we get out of town they really 
love us. We have them dancing from beginning to end. 
.We played with THE CIRCLE JERKS, they were throw
ing shit at us when we first came onstage, it was 'Hard
core' but we had them singing along with us at the end 
We're not trying to do anything commercial at all really.'' 
..... DON: 'Well ... I do think that we should do 
some com.mercial things because, you know, rents are 
so high now.''. 

END 

TUPELO CHAIN SEX live at 'Club Lingerie' In Hollywood. Photo by David Hermon. 
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ALICE ARMENDARIZ (aka Alice Bag), keyboards/vocals. CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES. ~984 photo: BRUCE KALBERG 

i!~~Gf 
THE CAMBRIDGE $1" 
APOSTLES: Shakin'! 
by BAUCE KALBERG 

SUPERBOWL MATERIAL: Probably alot of people 
don't know that Alice Bag is currently per1orming here. 
Who can forget the mighty LA punk group THE BAGS? 
That early Hollywood punk scene was so very small 
actually that probably alot of people don't care, or know, 
or simply nothing is nothing if it ain't MTV freeze-dried 
by the mouldy green giant media huns. BH/y Idol's 

vain sneer rules the 'BO's, a ubiquitous and meaning
less expression, nothing icon, like the Mona Lisa's stu
pid lips. He's trying to clear his cocaine clogged nostril I 
bet He is way more famous than Alice Bag who is not 
sneering at all these days. You've gotta blow your 
nose and move on In this world. If you aren't ac
quainted with THE BAGS then you don't know about 
THE MIDDLE CLASS, once the fastest band in the 
world They appeared, expressed themselves (uh . 
'spress yaself!), and disappeared in the same scene as 
THE BAGS. Mike and Bruce Atta sharpened their nasty 
little fangs in that early LA punk race car, and now 
they are playing in THE CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES with 
Alice. THE CASTRATION SQUAD a Hollywood non-leg· 
end, once in the vanguard of the all-girl-ghoul genre, 
was where I first saw Tiffany (Alice was in that band 
too, impressive resume Ms. Bag). Tiffany was very 
good friends with THE MAU-MAUS virulent vocalist 
Rick Wilder (he got a lot wilder) back then It's all com
ing back. Whoops, my mind's a blank, so put away your 
knives you criminals. And so Tiffany is in THE CAM
BRIDGE APOSTLES (a fuckin' mouthful of fries that 
name innit?) . . and Barbara is the lead singer in this 
current greasy mouthful and she was_ then famous as a 

person and so was her sister (The Xerox Twins who 
else?), that is famous within that small sloppy seminal 
song-filled social strata, sub-mole-terranean rockcrazed 
pale scarlet-eyed Cherokee & H·pit paved over pre
people. Don't wait for Billy to clear a nostril. See them. 
They asked me not to dwell on the past, well I'm not 
dwelling much at all on anything right here. I'm gonna 
cover a last lrrestible item and then run tor my car. 
Way back somewhere around Sid Vicious is-when this 
event occurred I've got to say it real fast so I don't 
have to think or I can't say it At the Elks Lodge police 
riot, at which LAP.D. stormtroopers launched a violent 
and unprovoked surprise attack upon an actually 
placid punk rock audience (didn't THE GO GO's play at 
that? Not too hardcore.) . . . . Barb flattened 10 
LAP.D. police officers simultaneously with an uprooted 
'No Parking' sign. They had hurt her sister. She got ar
rested. In court, when the judge asked to see the 
'weapon' used to assault the police officers, this 12 foot 
long 'No Parking' sign was carried in, as the judge 
gazed at skinny alone blond Barbara and formed a 
mental picture of the 1 O officers eating dirt Do you 
have to ask if this girl can sing? This band has got sou~ 

continued on next page 



CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES continued 
got ?)Wer, this band has paid its dues. So roll over BB. 
King. Carla Thomas. Roll over LA.P.D. (cops have no 
sense of humor). Roll over Beethoven. Had enough? rm 
gonna roll over too. Uh • • • Ahl Oh? • • • Ehhl 
• • • Ouchi 

The current members of THE CAMBRIDGE APOS
TlES are: Barbara James, vocals and keyboards; Alice 
Annendariz, vocals and keyboards; Tiffany Kennedy, 
bass; Mike Atta. guitar; Bruce Atta, drums. Barbara is 
primarily the lead vocalist in the band but sometimes 
Alice steps out from behind the electronic Wories to 
take the part of lead vocalist I suspected there was a 
missing Atta brother but I don't trust my own mind and 
haven't trusted it for a long long time. There's three Al
ta's goddamit, I knew there was. Jeff Atta, once singer in 
THE MIDDl.E CLASS, is missing here. He's not in this 
band, nor is he in any other band presently. His brothers 
tell me that Jeff Atta is not one bit envious of them He's 
not concerned at all. Would you believe that Mike Atta 
is really Alice Bag~ Forget it 

. .... ALICE: "Girt groups .. . well that's sort of my 
fault because I want to put backing vocals on every
thing that we do. I listen to alot of Motown, alot of SU
PREMES. Whenever Barbara says something, I say . 
OfJ..h how does this sound? . . . and I start singing 
other stuff behind ~" . . . NOMAG: DO YOU WAr-IT 
TO DISPEL YOUR PAST IMAGE? .. • .. ALICE: "No. 
We just don't want to focus on It The image is there 
and it was good for its time but people don't think of us 
that way anymore or I hope they dont I hope they think 
of us as how they know us now. And now I think that 
they'll mostly know us through this new band. They'll 
know us as playing dance music, acting and looking a 
certain way." NOMAG: YOU CERTAINLY DONT LOOK 
LIKE THUGS IN THE CLOTHES IVE SEEN YOU 
WEARING LATELY . . . . . . ALICE: "No . . . we 
looked alot tougher then We were punks then. We wore 

> lftUe spikes and scary make-up but we're not like that 
any more. We've matured. " . . ... NOMAG: DO YOU 
REGRET YOUR PAST? HAVE YOU HUNG UP YER 
GUNS? .. ... ALICE: "No ... not at all. I'm happy, 
but it's in the past. When THE CAMBRIDGE APOS

An Interview With Allee, Barb & Bruce of THE CAM-,..., _ _,,,,. __._. TLES played in san Francisco, not with Barbara. it was 
befOfe she was in the band. people came up and asked 

BRIDGE APOSTLES. THE CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES to do 'Gluttony' which is 
l'..."-•1EL..116n the song that my band (THE BAGS) did in the film The 

NOMAG: WHERE IS MIKE'S GUrrAR SOUND DE- Decline Of Western Civilization'. tt was all right for its 
RIVED FROM? IT SOUNDS FAMILIAR BUT I CANT time but that's in the past" NOMAG: THINGS HAVE 
QUITE PLACE IT . . . . . . ALICE: "He plays alot of GOT TO MOVE AlONG AND DEVELOP YOU KNOW. 
'Motown' chords" ..... BRUCE: "He listens to alot of WHAT WAS rr ALL ABOUT ANYWAY? ..... 

. 'Motown' stuff and then combines that with everything BRUCE: "H you give it any kind of meaning it sounds 
he's ever heard. He adds that 'Punk' rock touch that we too pretentious." ... -: . BARB: "It was about rebellion · 
all grew up with. That kind of grating on the nerves and being wild and . " ..... BRUCE: "You see 
edge. tt's just his style." ..... NOMAG: WOULD rr what I mean?" . BARB: 'That's what it was 
BE ACCURATE TO TERM YOUR MUSIC AS 'SOULFUL abou~ for me anyways. I could finally let loose and go 
POP' SONGS? .. . .. BARB: "Yeah. That's pretty wild, just go absolutely wild and it was OK It wasn't like 
much it" NOMAG: YOUR VOCALS SORTA REMIND people would go ... Oh gawd! Did you see what she 
ME 0~ THE SHIRa.LES' OR THE SHANGRl-LAS' continued on next page 

BARBARA JAMES, vocals/keyboards·. CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES. 1984 photo: BAUCE KALBERG 
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TIFFANY KENNEDY, bass. CAM BRIDGE APOSTLES. 

OF THE CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES' SONGS ORIG
INALS? . .... BAAB: " Yeah. Every song is original 
except one and that one is by THE MIDDLE CLASS . 
'Shakin'. " .. . . ALICE: 'We have such a backlog of 
our own songs that we'd like to learn. We hardly have 
time to do anything else except learn new songs. Bar· 
bara has 2 new songs and I have 2 new songs and 
Mike has 2 new songs. That's the way it's been ever 
since the beginning of the band.". . . NOMAG: HAS 
THE ROCKY ROAD YOUVE TRAVELLED IN LIFE AL-

. ALICE: "Oh 
• -Jo# --~~nwhenlwas 

in THE BAGS I used to sing stuff like that. but it just 
wasn't what THE BAGS were doing. Even now I sing 
other things, like we wrote this one real pretty melodic 
song that we really like but it just doesn't fit into what 
we're doing. And I write songs that I imagine some day 
I'll give to Laura Brannigan or some other great inter· 
prater of a different type of style." . . . NOMAG: 
HAS THIS BAND DONE ANY RECORDING? . 
BAUCE: 'We're shopping around trying to get a label 
interested in us. There's nothing definite yet" . 
NOMAG: YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THE OPTTMUM SIT
UATION SURELY. WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 
..... BAUCE: "Money We'd like to be big. We'd like 
to have every kid in the Midwest own our albums. We 
want to be rich and famous." ..... BAAB: "/n that 
order." ..... ALICE: ~we don't want to be a cult 
band.". 

• ••• 
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GARAGE MONSTERS! . , . The ATIA Brothers, MIKE and BRUCE. CAMBRIDGE 
APOSTLES. 1984 

art: LANE SMITH 

THE CAMBRIDGE APOSTLES. 1984. (I. to r.) Mike, Alice, Barbara, Bruce, Tiffany . 
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RUBEN BLUE-'Scratch 
Magazine' Mastermind. 
by BRUCE KALBERG 
PUBLISHER TO PUBLISHER, CANDID PATTER 
FROM THE 'THINK TANK': Behind the scenes in their 
inner city 'think tanks' the overly cerebral publishing 
tyrants, dictators of taste, devise labyrinthin~ strategies 
to attract the attention of the public. The basic game 
plan is to steal the creative energies of the masses, r&
package it for broad consumption, and sell it back to 

. them in the form of new ideas, thereby taking all the 
credit and as much money as possible for oneself. As 
you wouk1 expect them to be, these publishing tyrants 
are bitterly competitive and vicious. And Ruben? . . I've 
never seen anybody so lucky. tt's funny, people often 
seem surprised to see that Ruben and myself are such 
good friends. That's because we're always running 
around, armed to the teeth with stolen handguns, In the 
middle of the night trying to murder eaCh other by 

. stealth. Now then, wouldn't yau expect each of us to 
: put on a friendly face before the public, we need an al· 
Jbl, man ... what do you expect noboby in their right 
mind wants to get busted after the competition is elimi
nated. I've been trying for the last 6 months to get a 
clear shot at the guy. Incredibly, it's been impossible. 
The man is a cunning and tactical and therefore a very 
difficult target He's perpetually nestling behind a well
endowed set of soft perfumed silky lace clad breasts. I 
can't get a clear sho~ that's all. Speaking of clear shots, 
right this second I just noticed a person with a bush 
outside .. Whoops! . . . I mean a bush with a person in 
it outside my window. This bullet proof vest protects my 
body but right now it's my brain that's nervous. I'm not 
sitting here another second man . . . Bye! .. Gotta run 
.... my mini-Uzi is great for clearing out bushes . 
(ratta-tat-ratta-tet-ratta-tat) . . . . .. well you gotta be a 
little carefu~ last month there was this drunk Mexican 
guy taking a piss in a bush who I sawed in half by acci

, dent . . . I'm really sorry about that one, but you gotta 
go on living, know what I mean? 

An Interview With Ruben Blue • 

. Part 1. AT THE GOLF COURSE. 9th HOLE. 

DR. NO: "Some people assume that we are mad at 
each other. Do you think that we are a threat to each 
other?" 

MR. SCRATCH: "I think that our magazine might be a 
threat to your magazine. tt comes out more often." 

OR. NO: "I'm losing my charisma Steve Samiof used to 
have it but he's looking pretty shaky these days. He 
looked real tired the last time I saw him" 

MR. SCRATCH:"Oh the guy from STUFF MAGAZINE ? 
What's he up to?" 

DR. NO: "I don't know." 

MR. SCRATCH: "He sold the magazine right? I heard 
that somebody else was re-doing it A big fancy version 
of it is supposed to come out, even more fancy than it 
was." 

OR. NO: 'Would you sell SCRATCH ? What if you were 
offered $50,000?" 

MR. SCRATCH: 'Would 1 sell the name? Not right now. 
I think we're too hot right now. It would be foolish. I've 
worked so hard on it for so long, for so little money and 
it hasn't paid off yet So I wouldn't sell it until it paid off." 

OR. NO: 'Would you rather be doing SCRATCH or 
NOMAG?" 

MR. SCRATCH: "I'd rather be doing SCRATCH 
beCauSe it comes out more often and it's more real cur
rent tt's right on the streets. tt's more of a newspaper 
than a magazine. If I did do a thing like NOMAG, like 
yours, there are a few things that I would do. First of all 
I would make it the same size as STUFF. That's a real 
artsy size, long and skinny with all full page ads. That's 
a real artsy magazine. There's no content to it however, 
that's all it was. artsy." 

DR. NO: 'You'd make NOMAG longer? You'd stretch 
it?" 

MR. SCRATCH: 'Yeah. I think I'd make it the same size 
as the STUFF. That size now has a reputation. That's 
what size INTERVIEW is and all those artsy magazines 
are that size. Have you heard of ISLAND? It's a real big 
high class magazine from New York." 

OR. NO: "What else would you do to it!?" 

MR. SCRATCH: "I haven't seen a NOMAG recently. 
(cough). I can't really (cough) remember how It was 
layed out I'd do just full page classy ads, at least in the 
front of the magazine, no half page ads or quarter page 
ads in the front of the magazine. Put all the ads like that 
in the back of the magazine." 

DR. NO: 'What if your advertisers are all too cheap and 
they just buy the little ones?!?" 

MR. SCRATCH: 'Then I would try to work out some 
way to convince them that they should put in a big one. 
I'd have to come up with a good sales pitch." 

Part' 2. IN THE LOUNGE AT THE 'SPEECH THER· 
APY' CENTER. 

NOMAG: "Do you think I'm doing a good job?" 

SCRATCHSCRATCH: ''Yeah. I think so. I think you're 
covering the right things. You're covering the right 
things and the right people and the right bands." 

NA-NO: "How do you know who is the right people?" 

SCRATCHSCRATCH: "All the right people are 'the 
SCRATCH celebrities and you're covering all the 
SCRATCH celebrities. The right people are the people 
that are on top of things in Hollywood and on the 
scene. They're on top of the scene. They are doing 
something or creating something and they somehow 
have a certain amount of respect among the Hollywood 

continued on next page 
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crowd You're magazine is based around Hollywood, 
right?" 

NA·NO: "Yen" 

SCRATCHSCRATCH: "So you gotta COVOf the leade<s 
of the new scene and whatever is happening in Holly
wood I think you're doing that You're getting them all" 

NUH-NUH·NO: "Oo you read NOMAG?" 

s-s-s-s-s-SCRATCH: "Not loo often, whenever I see 
one which isn't too often. Whenever one has been 
around I look at tt It only comes out about 3 times a 
year? . ' . . So it's like you read it for a couple of days, or 
a week. It lays around for a week and you read the 
whole thing and you don't read one again until 3 
months later." 

NUH-NO: 'Why do you think I'm so slow?" 

SCRATCHSCRATCH: 'Well I think that you're trying to 
make it more of a professional magazine whereas mine 
is .. . SCRATCH is a weekty thing and it's more like a 
thrown together thing because that's the only way we· 
can get it out on time. You have to sacrifice the quality 
for speed Take your magazine. if you worried a little bit 
less about the quality ... you know, you didn't care if 
there was a few typing mistakes and if the pictures 
were pasted up crookect and you just threw It together 
and got tt out then you couk1 get It out twlce as often 
but It wouldn't be quite as good quality. I guess there's 
a balancing point" 

N-N-HUH NO: 'What if another couple of magazines 
show up?" 

SCRATCH·SUH-SUHSCRATCH: "There already are 
... There's about 4 or 5 of them that have popped up 
In the last few months, but they're just copies of 
SCRATCH. They think that if SCRATCH is doing it and 
it's still going, then they can do it too. But they don't 
know how hard I actually work and how much there Is 
involved in actually putting out one of these things. 
They put out one or two issues and then they fade out 
because they're not making the money. They're not get
ting the advertisers that they thought they were going to 
gel They come out with a few issues and then die. 
Either that Of they keeP on going but. their issues start 

· spacing out further and further until they're . " 

Part 3. SKINDIVING OFF CATALINA ISLAND. 

NOMAG: "Glug glug?" 

SCRATCH: "Bubble, glug glug glug glug glug bubble 
glug glug." 

Part 4. ON TitE TELEPHONE LONG DISTANCE. 

TOKYO: "I've noticed you've been having some met~ 
oric success." 

LOS ANGELES: 'Wl\at does tl\at mean?" 

TOKYO: "I'm trying to think up embarrassing questions. 
Say, do you have a match?Thanks. This has me a bit 
worried, I've 9otta admft. You're going to be on TV now 
huh? I foresee you becoming the Ed Sullivan of the • 
'80's." 

LOS ANGELES: "I don't know about tl\at" 

TOKYO: "Do you think that you are rising rapidly?" 

LOS ANGELES: "Umm-h"'!mmI" 

TOKYO: 'Tell me about the TV show." 

LOS ANGELES: 'Tue TV show basically is SCRATCH 
magazine on TV. It's exactly what SCRATCH magazine 
is. It covers exactly what SCRATCH magazine covers 
except that we're going to put it on video. I have sole 
artistic rights over the whole show. I say what goes on. 
who says what what bands we show, and this tele
vision company will supply the crew and the time on TV 
and will air it It will be the SCRATCH magazine TV 
show. Or SCRATCH TV as we're going to call it" 

TOKYO: "Gae. Why do you think that they didn't ask 
me? Am I too slow?" 

LOS ANGELES: "(cough) ... Uh yeh. This show is 
going to be like a weekly show, so It has to be current 
It has to be there every week to show what's happening 
in Hollywood every week. You see, this guy already 
wanted to do the show about what's happening in Hol
lywood clubs and stuff. He was in The Cadillac Cafe' 
and he saW a SCRATCH and he read through it and 116 
Said . . . 'This is exactly what I want my TV show to ber 
. . . He called me up and we arranged a meeting and 
now we're doing it It's not just that I can see that video 
is where it's happening now. Pretty soon our whole 
media is going to be video oriented, and everything is 
going to be video soon because it's so easy. We had 
SCRATCH videos even before the start of this TVshow." 

TOKYO: 'Well I would have told the guy no anyway. I 
don't want to do it I would've turned him down" 

LOS ANGELES: 'Why?" 

TOKYO: "It would ruin my pace." 

LOS ANGELES: 'Well basically, I'm trying to get as 
much attention . . . I found out that media and the mag
azine and all that it entails is built on hype and attention 
in the media That's how you're gonna go. In Ofder to 
get from one step to the next step, you've got to build 
up so much media hype and press. Then people above 
you are going to say ... 'Hey wow! This is happening. 
Let's jump on this.' tt's not from what you actually ~ 
it's from the hype and the Pf8SS and the media that you 
put before them So then they'll grab this idea and take 
it up. That's another stepping stone that you add to your 
media for the next stepping stone." 

TOKYO: "I like magazines because they're personal llt
tle things. People can take them to bed with them" 

LOS ANGELES: "Yeh I know when I get done printing 
a magazine and I'm tired that night I always lay there in 
bed and look through my magazine ...• (he mimes a 
person turning pages) Yeh it turned out pretty good this 
week.' ". · 

TOKYO: ''You can't do that with TV. Wei~ except when 
I watch 'Dallas' and then I put the TV on the bed right 
next to me. I like Linda Gray, and when they have a 
clos~up it looks like she's laying in bed with me.'' 

LOS ANGELES: 'Well magazines are good but a mag
azine Isa still picture. TheYsayapicture is worth a thou· 
sand words, so a moving picture is worth a thousand 
still pictures. That's what I figure. You see, I'm trying to 
convey the true feeUng from the streets of Hollywood, 
what's actually happening. what bands are happening. 
happening parties, wl\at makes things exciting when 
people are having a good time. I think that this can be 
captured bettOf on video than in still photographs. So 

NOMAQ 
I'm keeping the magazine for the prestige that It bri"W'> 
for the solid integrity that it has ... this is a magazine, 
this is something solki Then from that I'm going to try 
to jump to the TV show and videos. Even if this TV 
show fails we'll still be doing SCRATCH videos, but I 
don't think It's going to fail I think It's going to happen" . 
art: 

' TOKYO: "I couldn't do two things at once. I'd go 
bananas." 

LOS ANGELES: 'Wei~ since SCRATCH has taken off 
my life has gotten so hectic. I'm working on the mag
azine from the time I wake up in the morning to the time 
I pass out at night everyday. tt never stops. I'm so hectic 
trying to get out this magazine, doing everything myseH 
in one week. I've got to learn how to do so many things 
so fast and just get them done and taken care of . . . 
I've gotten myseH into such a pace that I can do so 
many things, that now I'm starting to do other things, 
and mixing things up. I've gotten used to the fact of dcr 
ing two or three things at once. It keeps me busy. I think 
It's all going to pay off in the future. I figure if I want to 
make It in the future I have to work hard now." 

TELEPHONE OPERATOR: "Sir that's 40 Oatsuns for 
the first three minutes . . . sir! . " 

TOKYO: "Bitch!' ... (click) (runs away from phone 
booth) ... 

Part 5. IN HUGH HEFNER'S BEDROOM, TESTING 
HIS BED, TRYING ON HIS PAJAMAS ETC. 

SCRATCH: 'Wl\at happens when you do a magazine 
like SCRATCH or write a column like 'LA DE DA' in the 
LA WEEKLY, is that people that aren't in it are going to 
be offended because they aren't in it They are going to 
say . . . 'How oome rm not in ft?' ... and therefore 
since they're not in it, It can't be worth anything. which 
means therefore that it's a piece of shit because some
txx:Jy else thinks that they're better than me because 
they're writing about themselves and they're not writing 
about me. SO this girl, she like took it too tar. She 
thought . . . Who gives a shit? Who cares about who 
these people are. Big deal! So this guy is putting a mag
azine out about who's hot in Hollywocxt, who gives a 
shit about that?' ... So because she wasn't in it she 
was upset She got so upset that she tried to present 
her own backlash." . 

continued on next page 
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NOMAG: "Did you ·attack her or scream at her ever?" 

SCRATCH: "I didn't attack her. I screamed and yelled 
at her one n~hl Yes I did. As a matter of fact, that 
wasn't the first time I screamed and yeUed at her. It had · 
gotten I? the point of either screaming and yelling at her 
and letting her know that I didn't like her magazine. or 
taking her to court I didn't want to go through all the 
problem of taking her to court and causing a big scene 
and all that shit, but she wouldn't understand She didn't 
think I was serious. She thought that I was joking when 
I told her that I didn't like her magazine, and that I 
thought it was a bad image of SCRATCH. It was bad 
publicity fOf us. With WHO GIVES A SHIT? you know, 
the guys didn't realty care if they were in it, as a matter 
of fact most of them liked to be in it They thought it 
was really cool But the girts were scared The girts 
Cldn't want to open up a magazine and find their face 
pasted onto a porno picture. That would ruin their im
ag~ ~ound Hollywood forever. This girl was actualty 
doing it and she was threatening to do it People were 
afraid to have me take a photo of them to have them be 
in SCRATCH because they were afraid of what was 
going to happen to them. Publicity was coming out 
about tt in 'LA DE DA' (LA WEEKLY), whereas of 
course, 'LA DE DA' feels threatened by SCRATCH too. 
They basically do-not side with SCRATCH on anything 
because they feel threatened by it So they didn't help 
with the situation any." 

NOMAG: "tf SCRATCH creates more interaction and 
communication in LA, which it seems to do, it's a good 
paper. Remember when FUPSIDE, WET and SLASH 
were all coming out of here at once?" 

SCRATCH: "I think it is something that was needed. 
. There was definitely alot of people out there that were 
creating the new scene but they weren't getting any 
credit for it I think that SCRATCH will give alot of those 
people-credit" 

NOMAG: 'Would you drop SCRATCH magazine and 
do a TV shown you _coold?" 

SCRATCH: "Yeah sure, n I got a good deal and a good 
contract to do it as a TV show rather than as a mag
azine, and I cooldnl do both, I would definttely drop the 
magazine and do the TV show. SCRATCH kind of 
started off as a satire where we would make everybody 
seem aJot more important than they really are. We 
would make 'Danny Shades' seem like the hipster of 
the world and we would keep saying that. and pretty 
soon it might happen We were gonna create stars 
out of people that actually never would have 
thought about being stars before . . . People that 
don't even deserve it, as Song as they hang out 
long enough (laugh~ Eveiybody likes to have their 
picture taken because it makes them feel like they're 
important (laugh}, you know, if the press comes and 
takes a picture of someone it makes them feel like 
they're important, and so they like to have that happen 
to them So everybody likes the magazjne because we 
take pictures.of 'em They can see themselves." 

NOMAG: 'Why donl you follow the gay scene?" 

SCRATCH: 'The gay scene. Weil I don't think the gay 
scene is really happening like it used to be. I remember 
back wh~ David Bowie was really popular and he was 
gay and it was a real hit, and everybody wanted to be 
bi-sexual because they thought it was the 1n' thing to 
do, but nowadays David Bowie is just another rock star. 

Nowadays being gay isn't as hip as it used to be, a~ 
though now we're coming into the time when it's more 
hip for girls to be gay, and that is entering in the new 
awareness rather than the guys." 

NOMAG: 'What's it mean to be hip?" 

SCRATCH: 'To be hip means to be aware of what the 
latest trends, current fashions, hottest bands, best night
spots, coolest places to hang out are." 

NOMAG: 'What would make gay men 'not hip'?" 

SCRATCH: 'Well first of all, they have moustaches and 
moustaches aren't hip." 

, NOMAG: 'Why do you think they wear moustaches?" 

SCRATCH: "(laugh) To hide their stretch marl<s. 
(cough). No, because the gay scene evolved into 
macho, and instead of wanting to be 'fairy queens' they 
wanted to be 'Macho men' .. . and moustaches are 
part of a macho man, I guess." 

NOMAG: 'What stze shoes do you wear?" 

SCRATCH: "Ten" 

NOMAG: "I've heard that girls always check out the 
size of a guys feet first They figure that men with big 
feet have big coCRs. They check out noses too." 

SCRATCH: "I've never heard that Do you want to 
know anything else about SCRATCH? You've got 
enough there for 3 interviews." 

NOMAG: "One more question Who's the better looking 
publisher, you or me." 

SCRATCH: "It depends on the light." 

Part 6. EPILOGUE . • • THE SUBCONSCIOUS. 
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MY WET DREAM ABOUT HEFFY HUGH: HEFF 
SWISHES casually towards his bedroom with a perlect 
blond on his right and an equally perlect redhead on his 
left Jerking her wrist back, Candy the blond screams at 
the door .. . "Ohh lckyJ Look at what some gross per
son put on your doorknob Hefty, it's a slimy condon\ 
probably already used 3 limes judging by the hired help 
around here." ... 'That's how you know it's one of 
Hett's if it's stretched out like a deflated Hindenberg or 
something, it's a gross out" ... chortles Collette 
..... "Yeh but he sticks 'em over his head the ol' 
pervert, that's cheating', he buys 'em for 50 bucks a 
used balloon from pimps in Detroit . . . Oh I'm sorry 
Hef-a-poo we're just joking daddy-<> . " . . . Candy 
giggles. It's too noisy, Heff's furious . . . "Gimme some 
skin, baby gimme some skin ouahhl Baby I don't mind If 
your mind is gone ... if you want my body you gotta 
gimme some skin all night long . . . " ... is reverberat
ing like shell-fire against t~e bedroom door . . . . . 
~'Who the fuck Is In there?" Hugh grunts. . . .. 
Candy honey run get my 45 real fast will you Snickers 

ba":" . · .. " . : . whip ;r out now, whip ff out here, baby / 
don t mind, gimme some skin . . . " . . . reverberates 
Iggy . . . "GoddammltsuckaasaUeygarbagesackof· 
shitscuml # !'°IL", . screams Heft . . . . . . . 'We gotta 
double the secunty, getta heliocopter patro~ snipers, 
more guns, more surveillance, more mines and electric 
fences, lotsa dogs, roore dogs, unfed K-9 attack mon
sters, we won't even have to feed 'em they can eat the 
psychoscum they catch bones and all and all without a 
trace, good riddance to 'em" ... With Collette taking 
up the rear, Candy holds the 45 awkwardly as she to~ 
lows Hugh into his sacred temple of Eros . . · . Just as 
the sky turns green when a tornado touches down it 
happened so fast that Candy fOfQol she held a deadly 
weapon in her hand, the door shut out Collette abruptly, 
as Hugh toppled against it like an unbalanced top. The 
floor creaking under stress of its weight, a rtllnocerous 
fully COl'pOfal no joke 2 ton sexcrazed hOfny Httlerian 
Jungle superbull paws the floor aggressively, a 727 hit
ting a mountaintop it stampedes, a one-animal Enola 
Gay bearing down on the Incredulous Hugh. Semi
dazed he wondered how did this impossible zoo attrac-

. tion find him and go unnoticed? . . . Like a hurling loccr 
motive in a dizzying Max Beckman perspective the pri
mal horn explodes into his guts, the rhino bears down 
then lifts up on splintering impact, Heft explodes and 
dies on the floor in a furious last moment of rage terror 
and skepticism ... he must still be outside dreaming. 
The primitive horn has created a huge cunt in the pas
sive lifeless body. The authorities find no evidence of 
the murder weapon. Heft is buried but now pregnant 
Under the earth the swollen purple cadaver prepares to 
give birth, a diamond bedecked 6 lb. s ounce midget 
Liberace is born. The subterranean sepulchre, crowded 
quarters., cause mother and daughter to claw for air in 
uncomfortabk! unison Liberace's mink-clad diminutive 
figure claws at the endless oppressive earth with deli
cate infant hands. It dies an awkwardly adorned new
born, a mere speck among its robe, gown and jewels. 
Sightless, Heff's bereavect hollow cadaver, another 
gouged out American tragedy suffers its unfulffillecl 
womanhood for eternity .... . "Gimme some skin if 
you want my body, baby gimme some skin all night 
long . " . . . . . . . . Candy got a job at the Unrtecf 
Nations as an interpreter of foreign languages. Col~tte 
died in a car accident when she mistakenly drove her 
Pinto up an unfinished freeway overpass . . . . . . END 





by BRUCE KALBERG 

FUCK 'EM IF TIIEY CAN'T TAKE A JOKE: Do you 
know those electronic devices that they have in the 
drug supennarts and second rate restaurants and so 
on, you poke your index finger in the hole and for 25C it 
measures your heart rate. For the last three years when 
I take the test the machine tells me that rm not alive. It 
registers nothing like I'm already among the dead. Well 
that just makes my day, I feel happy just to be alive. 
Maybe there is just something wrong with my finger. 

·Well ... now that you know a littJe bit about me, let's 
proceed to today's topic, the new TSOL band. It must 
be the influence of the freeway systems in Southern 
caJifomia, because no one stays in one band very long 
and typically, after leaving the band they never seem to 
travel very far. Those perpetually looping and interlock
ing ooncrete knots always turning back O:f1 themsetves, 
returning to the point of origin and all points within 
them, like a seff contained universe or a troubled infinite 
intestine, . . . have you hugged your freeway to
day? So maybe the freeways enforce this social deter· 
minism on us that is very dictatorial, creating a sense of 
movement where there really is none. When an indivicJ. 
uaJ travel.00 50 years ago. it meant going away from 
one location and arriving at soother place that was dif
ferent altogether. It's not the same now, we are perpetu
ally travelling but never arriving, it's a completely dif· 
lerenl phenomenon The whole world, tt we postpone 
the global barbeque, will eventually become a huge Los 
Angeles, one big round Los Angeles. Theo everyone is 
going to be nervous as hel~ and the work:l's a big raw 
nerve already, because there will be nowwhere to go if 
you travel, no escape, because ~ aJways remain in 
the same place. That's what lA is like now, it's the race 
(stupidcarpeople) of the Mure. I'm lool<ing forward to 
the day when they run a freeway interchange across 
Marlon Brando's island, drop an exit there with a rest 
stop for RV's and truckers. an Mf.PM Mini-Mart, a Shell 
station, an Art:iy's Roast Beef and a 24 hour Denny's 
and a scenic view cul de sac where tourists can stand 
with binoculars and seek out fat Mar1on frolicking in the 
waves with an erection and a pubescent ethnic Third 
Wor1d beauty like Miss El Satvador. I wish I was the dic
tator of the United States, I'd fuck over alot of people, 
don't you think Aspen, Colorado would make a perfect 
nuclear waste dump? 

RON EMORY, lead guitar/vocals. T.S.O.L 1984 

SOME DEPARTED SOME ARRIVED: The departure 
of band members and the arrival of new members in 
TSOL is nothing to get excited about, like maybe if they 
were your favorite band you feel that now with the 
changes, this isn't the real TSOL. They were just acting 
like normal freeway warped peopte from LA Nobody 
went very far. There were musical differences of opinion 
to be sure and you can believe in that or you can attri
bute it to the true cause of all human behavior here, the 
LA. freeways. Musically speaking, the original singer 
Jack wanted to pursue a more British pop sound, you 
know DURAN DURAN or something that makes you 
rich, and he's in a new band now called CATHEDRAL 
OF TEARS. I haven't heard them I think that the lacts 
are stra)ght that's what various people repeat to me, 
not having talked to Jack mysett and being a bad lis· 
tener, besides it's totally old news anyway. That's NO
MAG for you, old partially true, hatt forgotten overpriced 
LA music news, for connoisSeurs of impaired infor· 
mation and uncertain viewp6ints, it's ihe avant-garde in 
undirected partied-out techno-modem social regression. 
Anyway, TSOL isn't made up of it's original members 
now, Jack the singer and Todd, the drummer are out 
The original band added keyboards tater down the line 
which are now out, so it's a guitar band again and in a 

sense more like the early TSOL sound. It's a punk 
band but it's way beyond 1234,1234, Thump1hump 
Thump 1humpl . . . It's more sophisticated for 
sophisticates but still primitive enough for Neander
thals and other 'missing link' individuals. This is nothing 
smelling of strue fish aS with THE CLASH currently, 
TSOL's new set-up is great but there are no original 
members of THE CLASH left except Joe Strummer, now 
that's bullshit, tangible bullshff. That band should 
change its name . . . . h<)w is this name . . . Joe 
Strummer & The Handsome Bootllckers. Guitarist 
Ron Emory and bassist Mike Roche must have their 
reasons for pursuing TSOL as a concept but let's not 
get 'deep' (pleeeeeetel rm too confused lately). The 
new TSOL has a new album out as ol Spring '84 and I 
think it's the best recording done under the name to 
date. Probabfy the musicians in the original TSOL were 
working in too many conflicting directions because I 
came up on 'EMPTY' from some of the early stuff, al-
though I liked the band alot Weathered Statues', the 
EP they put out on the now defunct 'Faulty' label left 
me cold, like a flat Budweiser with a Marlboro butt in it 
when you want a beer. I'm sure I would have grown to 
like ·the last album by the original band, entitled 'Beneath 
The Shadows', if I had listened to it over and over 

continued on next page 
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TSOL: 
again, with its heavy keyboards and effects, but I've 
never wanted to listen to it since the first listening on 
the day I got it It's real good though. (How's that? A 
real non--oplnlon. A total limp-dick viewpoint.) That's 
how I felt about that record though. I pUt it on the shelf 
real fast because I didn't want to deal with it, it had well 
written songs and it was ambitious. it was just too 
good for me. Even now, may be two years later and a 
new TSOL on the scene, when I pull that record down 
from the shelf and confront that 'Clockwork Orange' 
style lettering on the cover, I want to put it back In
stantly. The cover art is too good for me as well Never 
gave that one a bloody chance . . . moving right along 
now . . . . We're nearly done, great huh? Drummer 
Nicki Beat started drumming in the new TSOL but he 
quit to drum for THE JONESES and JONESES drum
mer Mitch quit THE JONESES to drum for TSOL They 
switched bands, very tidy. Do ·you see what I mean 
about the freeways? They left their respective bands 
all righ~ but they didn't really go anywhere, they stayed 
here really. In fact if you have our last issue you can 
cross out two JONESES (anymore? get your pens 
ready) because bass player John James got bn the 
freeway (Twighlight Zone theme song plays now). 
TSOL's guitar player Aon. says that he started THE 
JONESES with Mitch. Whan is a JONES a JONES? 
How long Is the list of JONESES anyway? Who decides 
who is a JONES or not? Some JONESES moved in 
when soma JONESES moved out but I'm not keepln' a 
JONESES scorecard They know who they are (were). 
TSOL today, returning to being a guitar band, has mixed 
the old and the new to great advantage on the latest 
album 'Change Today' ..... That's a relief. THE 
CURRENT TSOL LINE-UP: New member Joe Wood, 
vocals and guitar; new member Mitch Dean, drums; and 
from the original band Mike Roche, bass and Ron Em
ory, guitar. 

A SHORT INTERVIEW WITH T.S.O.L JUST PER
FECT FOR READING ON THE TIOLET. 

TSOL: T-S-0-L now stands for totally smashed on li
quor because of Mike Roche. Kk:Js were referring to him 
as ihe Monster' • . . In Seattte, by the time he got on
stage It was unbelievable. He was smashed out of his 
mlnd grinning ear to ear . . . He was holding three 
beers in his hands, one to spit~ one to hold for a while 
and one to drop . . . When he was onstage kids were 
running because he started swinging his bass by the 
neck about eye high . . . he was gone. 

NOMAG: How is the band different now? 

TSOL: It's got two new members and a bunch of new 
songs. We're more like we were when we started We 
don't have any keyboards now and we rely alot on gui
tar sounds. We mix two guitars together. We like to play 
a more hard edge sound, alot more hard edge than 
'Beneath The Shadows' was. 

NOMAG: What happened with the previous line-up? 

TSOL: Jack (1st singer) started wanting to go into dif
ferent directions that -other people didn't want to go into 
... what CATHEDRAL OF TEARS is doing now is what 
he kind of wanted TSOL to be, keyboard oriented DU
RAN DURAN type shit So that's definitely what others 
weren't into . 

NOMAG: I wondered what you guys were on about 
. . . . you're not the same band that you were before. 

TSOL: We're just gonna move foiward as far as writing 
gOes, and just play what we feel and have fun doing it 
It started out as a jam We started jamming together for 
something to do and then Ron and Roche and every
body said it sounded like TSOL We tried to think up a 
name. We were going to call it something else for a 

while. We kept getting more songs and we wanted to 
get out there and it was right in the same course as 
when TSOL was groovin'. We're a punk rock band. 

NOMAG: How did you meet? 

JOE: We used to skateboard together years ago. I was 
in THE HATED. Todd, TSOL'S old drummer is playing in 
THE HA TED now. It's an Orange County band 

RON: Me and Mitch started THE JONESES, that fab
ulous Hollywood band 

Teufelsdreck ! 

AGITPROP ART: In a Berlin su way, an apparent y anonymous artwork protests the presence of U.S. nuclear warheads in 
Germany. This billboard tells the passerby .. /" We don't need this shit . .. It's the devlll " . 



SUPERHEROINES: PLAYING HARD 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

THE EVIL $HOWBIZ TALENT SCOUT: Over-confident and conspic
uously posed at the bar like a suave TV cowboy skinny hired gun, 
gazing emptily left then right then left then right, an unctuous grin 
like a crescent moon hangs over his mod plaid jacket uplifted by 
wedge-shaped shoulder pads, stuck to his lapel a PIL button, on 
his neck an impression of Jane Mansfield lips in lipstick, a powder 
blue slightly torn & neck cut low CLASH T-shirt underneath, reveal
ing his pop art overly made-up right nipple as the jacket opens, 
thinning trendy hair like the universal rock cut sorta Rod Stewart & 
John Lydon & Dolls & Kings Road overstyled casual hair, pierced 
ears & tasteful disco gay earrings, a vague odour of amyl nitrate 
and hair spray somewhere and white crusty snot stuck to his fro
zen smiling upper lip, a conspicuous wet spot decorating a semi· 
erect bulge, ultra-tight designer disco jeans tailored punk, & a Fer
rari-shaped pseudo tough Mod-like snake leather too expensive 
boot, crossed over another similar Ferrari-shaped design error, 
oozing of plastic and 3-digit green from every cuff and pocket sip
ping a Perrier, the low-profile don't call him Mr. Starbreaker, the 
man who can lift you to the top overnight simply for giving 12 
rounds of heavy-duty head or leave you to rot in the gutter outside 
of the limo backseat, just like the gutter outside the hospital you 
were born in, and now you' re a career slum rebel, laying in the gut
ter like a parked car. It's a real tragedy. Have you considered a ca
reer in computers? 

NERVE GAS: The really big talent scouts like that guy all act like 
assholes. They provide cheap drama in your struggle to the top. 
They have the right connections. The talent scouts have just com
pletely ignored THE SUPERHEROINES. They are virtually undiscov
ered, even in their hometown, Los Angeles. And the nightclub foot 
soldiers, marching into the smoke-filled Saturday night war zone, 
seem to have paraded by in formation without noticing a SUPER
HEROINES gig, and they hurry off en mass to their doom in the 
venomous nerve gas haze of Hollywood. (To experience the horror 
of th is gas in your home, just spray cheap hair spray purchased 
from a liquor store directly into your face). 

A REALLY GOOD CHEW: A female power trio is ei ther going to be 
a horrible mistake, or a fortissimo rock 'n roll turbine. THE SUPER
HEROINES are a heavy rock powerplant, they play hard as any 
boys, but they play songs not noise. They aren't trying to prove 
some macho rivalry between the sexes on stage. When I say they 
play as hard as any male rockers, I mean they play great . . they 
rock out. I'm gonna throw a rock if I have to say it once more. 
Rockl . . Outt . . know what I mean? How many slit-eyed 
confused boat people are reading this anyway? You're the people 
who ate my cat last year. THE SUPERHEROINES don't play punk 
rock. They play psychedelic heavy metal. Jimi Hendrix played that. 
Eva 0. plays gui tar, Jill Emery, bass . . in the last few years 
they've run through drummers like a bag of M & M's. So if you see 
them live and the drummer looks like a guy, it probably is one and 

continued on next page 



SUPERHEROINES continued 
not a macho girl who mainlines male hormones. Eva and Jill are 
looking for a girl to play permanently on drums, so that guy on 
drums should that be the case, is temporary because he's a boy, 
and maybe for other reasons too li ke they hate him. They don't act 
the sexgirl slut glitterbitch type of behaviour during their show, that 
cheap suggestive shallow crap which we love so much, but they 're 
sexy. Giving plugs is not looked upon charitably around this mag
azine. Once you start plugging things the whole fuckin' dam breaks 
and every cheap asshole who wouldn 't advertise for 2¢ is on your 
back demanding sh it. That makes us mad doesn't it? People ex
pect you to bleed to death for them because the world owes them a 

. favor because they were born a jerk. But I'm going to plug THE 
SUPERHEROINES latest album because they aren't exposed (lewd 
suggestive pause . . ) to the public to the extent that 
they should be (according to me .. what d'ya think? accord ing to 
a confused headhunting tourist from Borneo turned upside down by 
America and spearing prostitutes in tribal hunting parties because 
when they leave the hotel, they see jungle?) . They have a 
new album out enti tled 'Souls That Save' on Enigma records. If I'm 
lyin' about THE SUPERHEROINES new record or if I am totally 
wrong when I say that it's completely bitchin', may lightning strike 
me right now as I am writing this . . A-A-A-A-HHHHHHHHHHI Ka
BOOMI PAIKZ Z-Z-Z B-8-S-H-Z-HHHH ..... what the hell is 
going on?. . ZaplBLDB-0-0-M/Thi s is a sabotage by the corpo
rate media goons. . ZZH-H-HIBLAMI Don't Shoot/ Gimme a little 
$$$$ and I'll say anything ... 

R.l.P. DRUMMERS: Shawn Morrison, the drummer shown in our 
pholograph has been terminated. Shawn fell that Eva and Jill 
should be more happy, Jill informs us. Eva and Jill were not happy 
with her drumming. Drums on the 'Souls That Save' album by China 
on some tracks and Steve Darrow on some tracks. 
SUPERHEROINES INTE

0

RVIEW (with Eva & Jiii) 
NOMAG: l'VE BEEN ON AN INTERVIEW MARATHON THIS WEEK. 
l'M ALL FUCKED UP. l'M HERE BUT I DON'T HAVE A SPECIAL 
QUESTION JUST FOR YOU . . EVA: "He's going crazy." 

. JILL: "We should tell him what's happening, just tell him 
our future plans." NOMAG: I DON'T HAVE TO ASK A 
QUESTION IF I DON'T FEEL LIKE IT. IT'S MY MAGAZINE . 
JILL: "He's burned out. He's going to sleep." . . EVA: " He's 
not going to sleep. He's real wired." . . JILL: "OK, we'll tell 
you some things. Is that OK? We're happy but we're sad. We're 
happy and sad. We have ~wollen glands. Well we shoula tell a li ttle 
bit about THE SUPERHEROINES. We have shows, real shows that 
people should see. " . . EVA: "We have different things that 
we make and we use them in our show, li ke paper mache' things. 
The 'Hanged Man• from the Tarot cards, these heads here are tel
ling stories, that thing is a thing of people who die from drugs, here 
is the normal regular dude (she points), then it goes to the one with 
the wide eyes there and he's high. Let me show you . . (crash!) 

. Woaahl The guy with the hai r just fe ll down. This guy is high. 
This is him normal. Every time he gets high, he's like really high. I 
think maybe he shot up heroin or something. Doesn't he look like 
he's on heroin? This is him after he died. And here it says . 
'They run around laughing ·with needles in their arms, o so proud, 
o so dead.' " . . JILL: "The reason we say things is that we're 
not just angry, we also have alot of emotions because we feel that· 
people are too arrogant. You know, we like people and we want 
them to listen to what we're doing. We don't want them to watch us 
just because we're girls. We've got theatrical things going on and 
we're musicians that can really play. We're not just dumb gi rl s. We 
want people to realize that and through all our props we symbolize 
things. Because we're a 3-piece, we can 't stand up there and stop 
and say . . 'OK look, here's this thing that we want to tell you. 
You guys better start being better.' ". . EVA: "Why should 
you go to a show and see some people just playing? . . We make 
stage things and we use alot of incense and candles, alot of cloth, 
and all these things around here.'' (she points) NOMAG: 
WHAT'S THIS GUY? EVA: "Oh . that's just a dude 
hanging upside down.'' NOMAG: WHAT'S IT SAY BY HIM?. 
EVA: "Blind people who refuse strength as a sin tied down to 
thoughts of another human shell possession not me I refuse the 
insult.' That's refusing being human, I guess." . . JILL: "You'll 
also notice over here to the left, we decorate our amps in fine attire. 
We have them decorated because we have alot to say." . . 
NOMAG: WHAT'S IT SAY? . . . JILL: "It says, 'I lay dreaming 
near epic, image by image nobody died or withered on that stage.' 

. and let me read this one more over here . . 'And die the 
death , the long and painful death that lies between the old self and 
the new.' . . We believe in that alot. We have a new song called 
'The Living Dead '. There are people that are living that are really 
dead. Their selves are dead. They're just walking around. We want 
to express that." . . EVA: " People don't do anything with 
themselves. They just kind of walk around. They doni even care n 
they get run over.". . NOMAG: WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU 
PLAY?. . EVA: " Psychedelic heavymetal." 

NOMAQ 
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HEADHUNTER: This Idea failed a· few years ago but times ·have 
changed. The idea ... . An official NOMAG photographer dresses up 
like a cannibal from an old 'Tarzan' movie, then heads for a trendy 
nightclub seeking a totaUy sexy female. "Would you come to the 
NOMAG studios tonight for a photo session?" . .. Well a few years 
ago nobody was Interested. They pegged us for bedwetters im
mediately. Of course a few years ago we would have eaten our 
models as steak tartare lf we could catch'em. Today jungle suits are 
totally hip and our freezer is full of frozen human meat, so we don't 
have to eat our models. GAIL FOX, a wait ress at 'Club Lingerie' , 
modelled for us c;me night after the club closed. 



~~~~~w PIANO 
TO PLAY THE 

INSTANTLY! 
Learn by doing. 

GAIL FOX. 1984. jacket: NEO 80 

NOMAQ 

ZERO by BRUCE KALBERG 

lsn 't it funny how crowds and audiences change so radically from time 
to time. The fashions changed so radically at THE ZERO in recent 
months that the new party-goers were even too avant-garde for zany 
SCRATCH magazine kink-sters and kinkettes. What was bizarre yester
day is the norm in Tarzana for every housewife and portly hubby and 
available the next weekend in polyester in the SEARS fashion depart
ment It's hard to be kinky and trendy week after week but they went too 
far this time at THE ZERO in their desperate attempts to dress perpetu
ally avant-garde. Every person in the whole place was dressed up in po
lice uniforms. Can you imagine a party where everybody dresses like a 
cop and gets down.They were too cool to enter through the front door in 
the usual manner. They had to make a big trendy scene out of it to 
prove they were real hot shit They stormed in through the roof like a 
bunch of conceited VIUAGE PEOPLE ri~ffs. Well the guy that runs 
THE ZERO, John Pochna, made a cunning and discreet social maneu
ver, a coup de grace that totally caught those Saturday night phoney 
poseurs unawares. He moved THE ZERO club out from under those 
geeks while they were still partying. Suddenly they were there in their 
dumb police suits all alone, THE ZERO was gone, cleverly spirited 
away. After tha~ their party flopped. THE ZERO is going to r1TOpen at a 
new secret Hollywood location where those cretins with Saturday Night 
Fever will never discover it We have to keep any other details a secret 
because you might be one of them ... .. 'I'm 1 B with a bullet I've got 
my finger on the trigger. I'm gonna pull it.' .... 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 
ZERO. 

ZIQ-ZAQ WANTS L.A. BANDS 

The British rock magazine ZIG
ZAG Is Interested In L.A. 
bands. Send records, tapes 
and al1 your promotional stuff 
to the address that follows 
here. There's a good chance 
you'll get some press In Bri
tain's ZIG-ZAG. Write to: Mick 
Mercer, 129 Clare Road, 
Stanwell, Staines, Middlesex 
TW19 70T, England . 
P.S. Thanks, Mick! 

WORLO'S LARGEST CROSSWORD 
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Hollywood Pinked 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

EX NIHILO NIHIL FIT: ... which means, rest easy, 
the least inconspicuous of your late night Holly
wood chemical deliriums is not a product of tenu
ous psychology, although you have snapped some 
rubberbands in all likllhood. There is a limit to the 
number of bars closed, parties launched, and loud 
bands encountered for every human, beyond that is 
the frontier of abnormal psychology, Polanski's 
'Repulsion ' in your head and of course the ubiqui
tous Rod Serling, cerberus to the TV netherworld of 
commercial lunacy. As an act of charity, from our 
position of crystal clear sanity, here is a piece of 
nervous respite, a cheap little Latin phrase which 
should hold your crumbling brains, victims of the 
cosmic assembly line and stiff foreign competition, 
it ' ll hold you together for 8 or ten parties (one night) 

- ~ 
# 

\ 
art: BARRY FAHR 

photo: BRUCE KALBERG 

PINKIETESSA BRATHWAITE. 1984 

.. ex nihilo nihil lit, nothing is created from noth
ing. That vision misplaced from the 'Knights Of The 
Round Table', that damsel that you mistook for an 
early morning OT whose courtly manners must have 
terrified you, is a real person. That was Pinkietessa 
Braithwaite (familiarly known as Pinkie) not one of 
your hallucinations. Feel a little better? We've done 
a short interview here in which she explains herself 
somewhat and describes some of the clothes she 
creates. Please don't stampede the Hollywood 
mental health wards until you're certain that you're 
truly insane. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH PINKIE (her roommate 'Tex' 
of 'Tex & The Horseheads' notoriety Is in bed trying 
to watch TV) 

(click) . 

NOMAG: Where does it all begin for you? 

TEX:You could've left the picture on the dang TV! 
Such cruelty ... (click) ... Ahh! That's better, J 

can still just look at the pictures. 

PINKIE: Why is her top falling off? 

TEX: She's getting ready to do the dive with Clive. 
(laugh) 

PINKIE: OK. I was born quite recently on the Isle Of 
Wight, which is an island off England, and I was 
born is Carisbrooke Castle. My parents are titled 
and that's where I get my title from, Contessa De 
Tressa. 

NOMAG: How did you get titled? 

PINKIE: It's hereditary. In England you can be given 
a title also, like you get the QBE from the Queen, 
she gives them out every year. I lived on the Isle Of 
Wight until I was 5 and then we crossed the Chan
nel to Englar.id and we lived in Brighton. We lived in 
the pavilion there, Brighton Pavi lion. 

NOMAG: Is that the little round shack at the end of 
the pier? 

PINKIE: No. It was built in Regency times by the 
Regent. The Regent is next in line in succession to ----------------t 



HOLLYWOOD PINKED continued 
the throne. He built this wacko huge pavilion like a 
palace. The outside looks very Indian. It's very In
dian influenced, and the color of it is a very pale, 
pale blue. It has different rooms inside, there's a 
Chinese room, there's an Indian room, and it had a 
bamboo staircase and it's really like ultra-groovy. 
So then" we moved to London and lived there, and 
then I came here. All the time I was growing up l 
was very influenced by Hollywood, old Hollywood, 
the real Hollywood. That's where I get alot of my 
design influences from, no particular ones but just 
the extravagance. The clothes are not really com
fortable and you can't easily wear them, it 's like ri 
diculous. I wear skirts that are really so tight that 
I'm barely able to walk, or I have clothes that are so 
wide that I can't really walk ln small areas. When I 
get on a bus I knock everybody out. 

NOMAG: Are you the poor aristocracy? You can' t 
be rich and living with Tex here in Hollywood. 

TEX: Fuck you scumbag! 

PINKIE: Alot of parents that are rich that have chil
dren, alot of them think that their children should 
get on by their own means, so they don't go out of 
their way to help you. 

NOMAG: How long have you been in Hollywood? 

PINKIE: 3 years. 

NOMAG: What were you up to in London? 

PINKIE: Well my friends were those people like Boy 
George and Marilyn and Spandau Ballet. Do you 
know those people? 

NOMAG: Know 'em? Why do you dress up like you 
do? Are you pursuing some line of work or career? 
Do you do it only because you like it? 

PINKIE: Well I've been trying to get a band together 
for the last squillion million years. I'd like to do 
something. I just don 't know what the medium is. I 
want to be able to do something and use myself as 
I am. I've seen alot of people that are sort of in the 
business and they say . 'Great. Your whole 
image is together. You've just got to come up with 
some form of medium that you can use for that.' 

Until date, I have not come up with anything 
and I don't know what to do. Yeti 

NOMAG: Do you ever go out when you're not done 
up? 

PINKIE: Onty when I ru sh around to the liquor store 
or get do-nuts for Tex. 

PINKIETESSA BRATHWAITE. 1984 

TEX: Speaking of do-nuts. 

PINKIE: Do you want me to go now? Can l go in an 
hour? 

TEX: Yeh. 

PINKIE: We must live near the greatest do-nut shop 
in Hollywood. 

TEX: Yeh! I like it. It's better than Winchells. 

PINKIE: Magees Donuts. MAGEES!! M-A-G-E-E-S! 
Donuts. On Santa Monica Boulevard on the cross 
street of Las Palmas 

TEX: Make fine do-nuts there . . real fine do-nuts. 

PINKIE: Fresh every morning at 5 o'clock! 

TEX: You can smell 'em all over the neighborhood! 
... ha ha ha ha ha ha ... They get your nostril 
hafrs all raising up. 

PINKIE: We've not put on a pound . 
put on a pound. 

NOMAG: Do you ever make a mistake when you 
dress? So when you come home you think 'Oh shit! 
That one didn't work.' 

PINKIE: Sometimes . not very often. No ... I've 
only ever done that once. NO .. if l make a mistake, 
I just carry on wi th the mistake and accentuate it, 
so it looks like it should have been like that from the 
start . So in that case, I never make a mistake. 
All my designs are perfect. l only ever design for 
myself rea lly. I don't want to design for anybody 
else. 

THE NEWSPAPER DRESS (print on silk) : 

NOMAG: How did you get the newspaper printed 
onto the dress that Tex is modelling here? 

PINKIE: Oh I didn't do that. The material was made 
up for this mannequin exhibition which was de
signed by Simon Doonan and Mundo Meza. I think 
he had the print put on and he had all this silk 
bought really cheaply . • .. and he had the front ·and 
back of a newspaper put on. 

NOMAG: So the fabric was given to you or you 
bought it. 

PINKIE: I was one of the live mannequins in this 
mannequin exhibit. It was mannequins through lhe 
ages. They were all different. There were psyche
delic ones and really old ones . 

NO MAO 
NOMAG: Did you design the dress? 

PINKIE: I designed the dress. All the mannequins 
were draped in this material and Simon just gave 
me a whole bunch of yardage and said 'OK . 
make your own thing because all the mannequins 
are going to be wearing this just draped on them. 
You make yourself an outfit.' ... I was like a live 
mannequin. All these people that walked past me 
would go 'Oh it's real!' . . 'SHE'S GOT HAIRS 
ON HER ARMS!' . . so then I kept it and when 
Tex said 'Oh I really love that dress!' . I gave it 
~~ . 

continued on next page 
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NEWS EVENTS READ FROM THE DRESS: 
HOLLYWOOD PIN KED continued 

--SNORING CORPSE- -

A London undertaker was terrified when he heard 
snores coming from a coffin in which 85 year old 
Rose Hanover had been laid out for burial. The cof
fin had been brought to the undertaker' s parlour 
and relatives of Mrs. Hanover had gathered a'round 
to give her a tearful farewell. She had collapsed and 
apparently died in her home. Two hours after arriv
ing at the parlour, Mrs. Hanover began to snore, 
even though she had been pronounced dead by a 
doctor using the normal breathing and heart tests. 
Last night she was sitting up in a hospital bed and 
was reporte(:t to be much improved . 

. a photo of Marilyn Monroe is reproduced on 
the dress and the caption beneath it reads. 

--WIFE LANDS ON STRAYING HUSBAND--

Prague-Vera Czermak jumped out of her third story 
window when she learned that her husband had 
betrayed her. Mrs. Czermak is recovering in the 
hospital after landing on her husband who was 
killed, the newspaper Vicerny, Pravda reported 
yesterday. 

--KIDS MOB SANTA AND BEAT HIM UP- -

Ft. Lauderdale, FL-Santa Claus swooped down in a 
flellcopter at a local shopping center Saturday and 
was greeted immediately by a crowd of about 600 
youngsters who knocked him down and emptied his 
goodle bag. " I thought I was going to be killedl" 
said Lee Garen after he was rescued by police. 
" They broke down the barriers and rushed me. I got 
knocked to the ground and couldn't even move. I 
finally managed to get up and yell . . Get backl 
Get back! . . and kept most of them off me until 
the police could get through." While Santa was on 
the ground, the child ren took most of the candy 
from his bag and also most of the numbered ping 
pong balls that were advertised as being good for 
merchandise in the shopping center stores. After he 
was rescued, police protected Garen while he threw 
what was left to the mob of children. "One of the 
kids who got me down was about 14 years old." 
Garen said later. "He should have known better 

. but I did manage to kick him in the balls!" 

art: BARRY FAHR 

TEX.ACAL.A JONES, lead vocallst of TEX AND THE HORSEHEADS, models the 
ne~spape~ print dress d~~ ig ned by.MS. Pinkie. The fabric Is sllk not paper. The 



;-PINKIE READS YOUR HOROSCOPE (as printed ~n the newspaper dress}. ______________________________ I 

I ARIES (March 20-April 19) You are the pioneer LEO (July 23- August 22) You consider yourself a SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21) You I 
I type and hold most people in contempt. You are born leader. Others think you are pushy. Most Leo are optimistic and enthusiastic. You have a reckless I 
I quick tempered and impatient and scornful of ad.'. people are bullies. You are vain, dislike honest criti- tendency to rely on luck since you lack talent . The I 
1vice. You are riot very nice. cism, you are disgusting. Leo people are thieves. majority of Sagittarians are drunks or dope fiends. I 

' People laugh at you a great deal. I 
ITAURUS (April 20-May 20) If you are a Taurean, VIRGO (August 23-September 22) Virgos make I 
lyou are practical and persistent. You have a dog- good bus drivers. You are the logical type that hates CAPRICORN (December 22-January 20) You are 
lged determination and work like hell. Most people disorder. This nitpicking is sickening to your friends. conservative and afraid of taking risks. You do not I 
I think you are stubborn and bull-headed. They are You are cold and unemotional and sometimes fall do much of anything and you are lazy. There has I 
I right. Taurus people have B.O. and fart alot and asl.eep while making love. never been a Capricorn of any importance. Capri-I 

I 
burp alot. ' corns should avoid standing still too long as dogs 

might think you are a tree. 
IGEMINI (May 21-June 20) If you are a Gemini, you LIBRA (September 23-0ctober 22) You are the 
1are quick and an intelligent thinker. People like you artistic type and have a difficult time with reality. If 

I b~ca~se you ar~ bi-sex~a~. Htow~~tr \~~ are in- r~ru e~~l~y~~~?~~d a~o~~;:~i~e~rn~u:~· e~~:~~~~ 
· ·~~~ear!0c~:~~tG~~~iu~eo~re ~~e 

1

~n~wn 
1

f~~~i~~ Most Libra women are good prostitutes. All Libras 
I milting incest. have venereal disease. 

AQUARIUS (January 21-February 18) Sorry Aquar
ius, you're in the hem. 

I PISCES (February 19-March 19) Pisces people do 
I CANCER (June 21-July 22) You are sympathetic terrible things to small animals. You have a vivid 

<ind understanding of other people's problems. SCORPIO (October 23-November 21) You are imagination and often think you are being followed 
lrhey think you are a sucker. You are always putting shrewd in business and cannot be trusted. You wi ll by the CIA or FBI. You have minor influence over 
I things off. That's why you will never make anything achieve the pinnacle of success because of your your associates. People resent you for your flaunt-
1 of yourself. Most welfare recipients are off course total lack of ethics. Most Scorpio people are ing of your power. You lack confidence and are 
l~n.;:~:_p!; ______________ m~~:!·-----------------g.:1:_a::.;~~-----------



JOHN X. DOE: A REBEL 
WITH A CAUSE by GIGI BLAIR 

JOHN X. DOE, songwriter, singer, bass player, & 
founder of X. Strong sensitive and direct in his ap
proach to his music and his life. With a relentless spirit 
he ls well composed and humble about his goals and 
expectatioris. His mannerisms are quaint and confident 
I wondered if something could provoke this man to 
lose control? ... Well he does onstagel His music 
and style expresses the frenzied side. Needless to 
say, John and Exene have been separated for some 
time, that's old news to everybody now. However 
the band X is still together. John and I did not dis
cuss the topic as it is obviously no one's business 
and I choose not to exploit anyone's personal life. 

. GIGI: " How long have you guys been 
together?" . . JOHN: "Us guys & gals have been 
logelher some 6 years." ... GIGI: "Are you real con
lenl now with everybody in the band? Are all the 
energies together? Do you th ink everybody is doing 
their equal job? Are you all compatible?" . . 
JOHN: " Oh yeh .. t guess we would have to be af
ter being together 6 years and stuff." . . . GIGI 
"You hear so often about bands that are together a 
long time have so many inner politic problems, so is 
it just a more professional attitude?" .. . JOHN: 
"Yeh." , . GIGI: "You' re pretty lucky, looks like the 
odds are against you there." . . JOHN: " Yeh they 
are . . . the thing is in everything else we did 
before thi s, ii was always trying to fit in with people 
and being the odd man out, you know, always trying 
to but not really in your heart trying to fit in, all the 
time realizing you didn't belong there. Then when 
you find people that feel the same way, it's like 
WOW! I can actually have some people to talk to & 
know what I mean." . . GIGI " That's great, it 's 
like some people go through thei r whole lives and 
never fi nd friends like that or relationships like that, 
people on the same level . . to achieve that must 
be a real gratification. What about the kihd of music 
you guys have been through & the transitions. Have 
you been through the changes. You were pretty 
much prepunk originally." ... JOHN: " I think we 
started about the same time all that stuff was going 
on In L.A." ... GIGI: " Are you moving with the times 
or just hanging In there?" ... JOHN: " No I think 
ttiat the basic idea of music is archaic and ancient, 
and when it comes to rock & roll its certain ele
ments, that if they' re the elements being like soul 
and honesty and not trying to bullshit people with 
style or fashion or trends or things like that . . that 
stuff doesn't change. The music has changed, 
there's not as much violence and hate in it, but 
that 's normal." ... GIGI: "Bui there is persever
ence you're holding on to there, trying to do one 
thing?" ... JOHN: " Yeah were trying to do one 

thing a bunch of different ways. We don't have any 
boundaries with our music. We' ll play a fast song or 
a slow song or a song that's kind of funky, or coun
try/ western influenced or whatever." GIGI: 
" Yeah it's very diversi fied. I couldn't figure it out 
when I fi rst saw you guys. I couldn't label it . 
What is this!?" . JOHN: "What is this horrible 
messl l?? Anyway, shit I don 't know . . A good 
friend of mine in a band called THE REPLACE
MENTS from Minneapolis said . . 'It's harder to do 
something that's been done for 30 years than it is 
to do something like CHUCK BERRY with rock & 
roll , to do it in 1984 and have the same effect as 
somebody who did something in 1957-58, it's 30 
years old, it 's harder to make something old new 
agai n.' " ... GIGI: " What would you say has been 
your worst gig?" . . JOHN: " Ha ha ha .. uhhh. 
the worst gig recently was in Bokum, Germany. 
People were rea lly stinkers, they didn 't know how to 
have a good time, they stared at us and were real 
assholes." . GIGI: " Were they just not pre-
pared?" JOHN: " No, they were just real 
snobbish. They thought . . here are these rich 
Americans from Californ ia-. . they think everyone 
in California has a swimming pool and a million dol
lars. You know, as soon as you move to California -~lit\'~~~ 
everyone gives you a million dollars & they give you '-IKl~;.o..-. 
a swimming pool & a nice house .. . Isn't it fab- JOHN DOE of x fame. 1984 
ulousl . . ha ha ha." ... GIGI: " Yeah." ... JOHN: 
"That was a bad one. There was alot of bad gigs . 
ha ha .. but mostly good ones." ... GIGI: "What 
about the old days. You used to play in alot of bar 
bands back east?? You ' re originally from . " 
JOHN: "Baltimore, Maryland .. the hairdu capital 
of the world ." . . GIGI: "What's that like?" . 

JOHN: "Baltimore is exactly like all of John Waters' 
movies. Those are true life dramas." GIGI: 
" How long did you live there? When did you 
leave?" . . JOHN: " I left in Halloween of ' 76 and I 
lived there about 13 years. Talk about voodoo 
man." . GIGI: " What kind of bar bands were 
they? Did you do lounge acts?" . . JOHN: "Yeah I 
did that. I played in a top 40 band for about 3 
months. Gawd that was awful." . GIGI: "Was 
that kind of your first stuff you did as far as getting 
out there?" . . . JOHN: "No, the top 40 was when I 
quit, I said . . this is it, I've got to get out of here, 
there's no place to go, no one to play to & no one 
takes music seriously, you can 't get write-ups in 
newspapers, you can 't go anywhere." GIGI: 
" How did all you guys get together?" .. JOHN: 
"Exene and I met at a Venice writing workshop." 

GIGI: "Was that like performing art?" 
JOHN: " Some .. not much, mostly critiquing other 
people's work , reading your own, going home feel
ing depressed as they tore it to shreds. Poets can 
be vicious people. I met Billy through the Recycler. 
We saw O.J. over at the Masque playing with THE 
EYES. Charl otte from THE GO-GO'S was playing 

with them." ... GIGI: "What are some of your ex
pectations about your band? What would you like to 
see happen? Are you going to be Mr. X forever?" 

. JOHN: "Ha ha ha .. well I think I know what's 
going to happen." ... GIGI: "It's pretty computer
ized already?" . . JOHN: "No . . I have a feel

. ing it depends on how long we want to do it. We 
could go on like say a John Cale, Lov Reed or 
something like that .. forever .. But I think we'll 
.make a couple more records and say I want to do · 
. something else. There's nothing worse than driving 
something into the 9round or beating a dead horse 

. ... But I think before we do quit we'll have a hit 
record." . . . GIGI: "But I thought you have hits." 
.. JOHN:' "Well we do, but they're just not popu- · 

lar. Every band that's in L.A. that's any good has 
· had hits but they haven't been played on the radio 

.. It sounds like a weird concept but it's true. 
. THE BLASTERS have written hit songs, .THE GUN 
CLUB have written hit songs, BLACK FLAG has 
"Written hit songs, X have written hit songs and per
formed them. But I think before we do quit, we'll 
have a hit record." . . . GIGI: "But do You think 

. that's a problem with the media, what they're do-
• ing?" ... JOHN: "Well it's not our problem." . . . 
GIGI: " I mean it's not the quality that's important, 

. but it's when they're deciding what's going to be 
popular, what they want to sell. It's never what the 
people want . . It seems so organized." ... JOHN: 
"Yeh but it's some of each. I think it's hard for peo
ple to accept something like BLACK FLAG, 'cause 



it's so hard-edged. But if they were given it in a 
good way, in a proper light, they would understand 
it. I don't really give a fuck at this point . I think it 's 
too bad and I think that people have missed out on 
alot of th ings, but there were alot of good bands in 
the '60's that didn't make it like THE SEEDS and 
THE STANDELLS. They made it a little bit but not 
the way say THE DOORS, JEFFERSON AIRPLANE, 
JANICE JOPLIN, JIMI HENDRIX made it. That was 
the real thing. That and the 'SO's maybe where 
there was good music and they weren't afraid of it. 
They weren't afr8.id to do stuff. And now business is 
such a business, having people that don't have that 
love for music, like they did." ... GIGI: "Yeah, it 
seems that the aesthetics of music keeps moving 
farthe r and farther away." . . JOHN: "Well see . 
all those people that got into record companies for 
signing bands in the '60's that dld well , they all 
turned into middle-aged conservative jerks .. not 
that all of them are .. generalizations are pretty 
much bullshit anyway, but that's sort of the way I 
th ink it's gone ... Same with the radio." . . GIGI: 
" Up to now have you been pretty much sati sfied 
wi th the band's accompl ishments?" JOHN: 
" No, not really. . Well yes I'm happy we can play 
to people and mean so much to them, 'cause we 
get fans that say th ings like .. 'You saved my fife.· 

and that's pretty flattering if you could have 
that kind of an impact on somebody." ... GIGI: 
"Wow! Saved their lives! That's like Rev. Ike or 
Terry Cole Whittaker out there professing to have 
saved lives." . . JOHN: "Yeah like Billy Graham, 
Oral Roberts ha ha ha." ... (Cyndi Lauper's 'Girls 
Just Wanna Have Fun' comes on a nearby ghet
toblaster) ... CYNDI: " That 's afl they wanna do." 
. . . JOHN: " That's right! That's all_they wanna 
do, she's so right!" GIGI: "Yeah!" 
JOHN: "Anyway, I'm happy that we're able to get 
over to people. I'm unhappy that so many good 
bands have broken up & gotten sick of trying to 
deal with club owners & · all the crap you have to 
deal wi th in music. And it's all their fau1t1" ... 
GIGI: "What's your relationship with your record 
company?" . . . . JOHN: "Well actually the peo
ple at Elektra are really pretty good. They do have 
that love of music & they try real hard, they work on 
X much more than I th ink our record sales would 
warrant." . . GIGI: "Do you feet they do the most 
for you as possible?" .. JOHN: "yYe11 there's al
ways something more that can be done .. but yeh 
they do." . 

GIGI: "But are you pretty satisfied?" . JOHN: 
"Yeh I am." . . GIGI: "Content?" .... JOttN: 
"Ha ha ha .. 1 don' t think I'l l ever be content but 
I'm satisfied." ... GIGI: "Well that's another 
topic." . JOHN: " That's right, let's not ge_t philo
sophical here Gigi!" . . GIGI: "Well, you JUS! got 
back from a world tour .. how was that?" .... 
JOHN: "No .. just Europe, not Australia or Japan, it 
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exactly promoting lost weekends, fun-fi lled package 
excitement!" . . . JOHN: "Yeh exactly, I'm not a 
hustler kind." . . GIGI: "That's pretty much hard
core sales." ... JOHN: "Yeh I was a rotten tele
phone salesman. I think if we were more like .. 'I 'm 
the greatest thing' .... we would be a more pop
ular band." . . . GIGI: "Ummm . . it 's a different 
attitude." . . JOHN: "Yeh I think to get that popu
lar like a MICHAEL JACKSON or VAN HALEN or 
something like that, you have to think yoU're god 
.. . at sometime." .... GIGI: "Do you have any 
heroes?" ... JOHN: "Yes I do, TAMMY WYNETIE 
because she goes through al1 this shit and still 
keeps it together, MERLE HAGGARD, ROBERT 
MITCHUM . .. My goal in life is to be as cool as 
ROBERT MITCHUM in 'Thunder Road ' .. ha ha .. 
1'11 never get there but it's a goal." ... . GIGI: 
"What was some of the fi rst jobs you've had, get
ting out there in the real world?" . . . JOHN: " The 
first job I had was putting up chainlink fences and 
the second job I had was a lifeguard, I saved two 
people's lives. The chainlink fence job was a great 
job. I got to meet all these hung over black men at 7 
a.m. in the morning and stuff like that. II was terrific. 

was good. We had alot of fun. Italy is piece of I'm this white kid in the city of Baltimore, kind of 
heaven." .. . GIGI: "How many dates?" isolated but not really, and here are these guys all 
JOHN: "lt was 3 weeks and we had 2 days off . hung over asking me 'Did you get any pussy last 
ha ha .. it's how you say in America .. iamming.'' night?, you know, stuff like that . I'm this 16 year old 
... GIGI: "Was that your fi rst time over?" . . . going .... wowt This is weird ..... Then t put 
JOHN: "Yeh pretty much. We played in London in on aluminum siding for 2 years and then I sold pens 
1980 but it was just 3 gigs, 2 at Dingwalls and 1 at and penci ls over the telephone with BLACK RANDY. 
the Nashville." . . GIGI: "What was pretty much That was fun. They had great pitches about calling 
thei r response?" ... JOHN: "Basically very good up this lady and saying things like ... My wife ;ust 

I think we were kind of like THE GUN CLUB and had a baby .. . You would make up a whole story 
the people expected th is country flavored punk and about it just to get another sale. Then I worked in a 
they' re basically this hardcore acid punk band bookstore, then I got in a rock & roll band." . 
that's really wi ld and shit. So everybody expected ~GIGI: "Let's go back on contentment, you seemed a 
us to be this hardcore band & we just th rew all this bit evasive about dealing with that, do you feel you 
weird shit like 'True Love Part 2' and 'White Gir1', are content?" . .. JOHN: " No . . l think content-
you know, all these wei rd songs we've got. So we ment is something unattainable for some people. 
didn' t come up to thei r expectations, but it was dif- There's always going to be this hole inside me 
ferent." . . GIGI: "Any reflections yet on record where something is missing. I'm not saying that to 
sales from that •tour?" JOHN: "No, I don't be romantic or say t'm a tortured soul 'cause 1'.m 
care." . GIGI: " You don't care?!" ... JOHN: " I not ... in the way maybe JERRY LEE LEWIS IS. 
don't care . . It 's true. I don't care about record But maybe if I make it to 50, 1'11 be content." .. . 
sales." . GIGI: "Maybe you don't want to talk GIGI: "What about your fantasies do you 
about business anymore." ... JOHN: " No, I don't. dream about them or fulfill them when your eyes are 
But the thing is, all I care about is writing songs, open?" ... JOHN: " Ha ha ... when my eyes are 
singing, and playing to people .. having it mean open. I always try to look at my fantasies." 
something to them and making records. And all t~e GIGI: "Face to face?'. . JOHN: "Yeh .. I think 
other stuff is gravy that's just extra. If I make a mi l- a fantasy of mine would be to be a gangster or a 
lion dollars, that's swell but that's not my ·goal." criminal." ... GIGI: " Like Bonnie & Clyde style?" 

. . GIGI: "Yeh but then you can buy a nice house . . . JOHN: "No .. current day, sorta like that 
and a swimming pool." . . . . JOHN: " That's 1 movie 'Breathless' . l thought Richard Gere was one 
right!" .. GIGI: "Do you consider yourself shy?" of the best assholes l 'v8 seen on fi lm!" ... GIGI: 
.. . . JOHN:"lf depends on how many drinks I've "What about a bank bandit?" . .. JOHN: ,.,Yeh 
had" . .. GIGI: " Another beer please!"... that's OK ... I think I would have liked to go on a 
JOHN: " Uno mas senior, por favor ~ . No I guess date with Jayne Mansfield, that would have been 
I'm not. I don't think I have this big ego like DAVID fun." ... . GIGI: "Yeh there's a few people around 
LEE ROTH, even though he really is this cool guy that still look like her.". . JOHN: "Yeh Ange/ynel 
when you meet him." . . GIGI: "Well you're not ·~ha ha ha." . 

------........ ------------~~---. 
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ANIMAL DANCE: 
Nightcrawling With Mr. 
Fish by BRUCE KALBERG 

GOIN' ASHING: It's the LA. shuffle. Mistah Willie. 
drummer here, drummer also there with TUPELO 
CHAIN SEX announced he's taking off with JOHN 
MAY Al.L to somewhere (Ladies and gen-ta-ma, I'm 
goin' somewhere ... with ... ah .. . . ). Apparently 
unfavorably impressed by Willies O to 60 in 112 second 
acceleration (in a used Pinto), bass player Karl drifted, 
juSt sort of aimlessly drifted (play Twilight Zone theme 
song here), that's what some sphinx who is a high 
priestess of gossip told me, she said that when the 
breeze blew in from the fertilizer factory . 
away pfffffffffffttt!Karl. So Karl left the band on the 
tailwind from . . . . look! There's the bass guitarist 
shrinking into the horizon ... pfffftfffftl PeopJe are 
restless. Everyone ls moVing around from place to 
place, tagging along with just about any flimsey idea 
they can grasp, sometimes a good solid idea comes 
along, like death. ANIMAL DANCE wasn't a complete 
and polished musical package before these guys took a 
powder (pfffffffftl sound effect), they were just kind of 

: exploring the dance band idea, exotic rhythms, sorta 
fringe Brit pop in patches, synthesizer keyboards, sax. ft 
seemed to me that the band hadn't got to where it was 
going, and since things were like that, it was no disap
pointment to hear that members were shuffling in and 
out A dance band is kinda novel on the hip white rock 
scene in LA and the band ANIMAL DANCE remains a 
new unfinished experiment in that direction. It's esp&
cialty fresh because they've made their sound from 
original material not covers. They saw some room in 
the pond Members of FISHBONE the thunder under the 
big blue ska, the aquatic black Mure beat, funk-amphib
ians of boogaloo skateboard, were anxious to fill the 
empty positions, plus fill new positions that hadn't been 
positions before. The big fishy splash, nightcrawlin'. 
the rhythms of the night Maybe I'll go dig up some 
nightcrawlers, they're wriggling in the dark sod with a 
stupid life force, then l'U go fishing somewhere close 
like the bathtub or the toilet, pick up Some Kentucky 
ciUcken and have a nice quiet afternoon. I hear that if 
you grind those miserable worms up they make great 
hamburgers. Fast food, suck 'em straight out of the 
dirt, dirt to mouth saves time . . . . . They're two sepa
rate bands, they didn't cosmically unite. FISHBONE 
didn't waste anyone's time pondering pro's and cons. 
They're working with ANIMAL DANCE Those two 
groups are rolling the hoop with the stick, they're mov
ing and progressing, like human beings used to do, did 
life once have meaning? 

An Interview with Nancy And Duff of ANIMAL 
DANCE. 

NOMAG: WHAT'S HAPPENING? 

NANCY: 'Willie got this great gig which is totally cool I 
mean I'm really glad It's a great experience for him. 
When someone goes off to do something, things auto
matically change. We just took it as an opportunity to 
change what we want to do. We're kind of looking at it 
as a good experience, just to try something with a new 
drummer . . . and we'll see how that is. So far it seems 
to be OK, like we've rehearsed with Fish. So we're 
happy. It's like a new start." 

DUFF: "See ... what we're doing now is we're working 
with Fish and we're working with Jesus who plays Afro
Cuban percussiOI\ and so we're just trying to mould all 
the different scenes in LA, you know, just kind of a bril
liant idea of a melting-pot in Los Angeles and all the dif
ferent cultures kind of melting together, the Black cul
ture's 'R&B' music and the 'Salsa' and Afro-Cuban cul
ture. We listen to all that shit and it just comes out in 
the music we play. We're not really trying to get over a 
certain sound We're just playing the music we like." 

NANCY: "I think that just naturally happens when you 
have people from those different influences in a band 
together. They do their part and it just comes out that 
way, whether you try or not" 

DUFF: "It's gonna be a real spicy sound, ultra-urban." 

NOMAG:· AT TIMES IVE THOUGHT THAT 'ANIMAL 
OANCE' SOUNOEO LIKE 'BOW WOW WOW' IN A MI
NOR KEY. 

NANCY: 'That's funny. There's no problem with that, 
but it's OK also to have a serious edge. I mean I don't 
think we really try to have a serious edge either, but it's 
just because of the things we think about in our dai ry 
life, for instance Duff tends to think of things in a real 
political viewpoint, and that comes out in our band. It's 
cool. I like that It's not so happy-gcrlucky light It's a lit
tle bit more. There's something to it that's kind of on a 
political edge: It doesn't really come out very blatantly 
though." 

NOMAG: I NEVER THOUGHT YOU HAO IT ALL RE· 
SOlVEO IN THIS BAND. THAT'S WHAT APPEALED 
TOME. . 

DUFF: ''Yeah I know. Everybody had a different idea of 
what they wanted with the band Conceptually, we 
started with Robin who is an excellent poet writing the 
music, and Nancy writing the words strangely enough. 
We just went from there and got musicians and for 
some reason they were on the same psychic 
wavelength as we were in a weird way . " 

NANCY: "We never r8ally came to a conclusibn 
·about the way the band would be at alL We never 
talked about it We'd just come to rehearsal and do our 
thing. It was kind ofCool having it be that way, like you 
say, but at the same time Willie was thinking one thing, 
Karl was thinking another thing, I was thinking another 

and we were all just going off in other directions. So 
that was good in one way and bad in another way 
because alot of the time we were so confused with so 
many ideas that we never really found something that 
we-could concentrate on and get into. There was alot of 
confusion alot of the time." 

DUFF: "Now it's changed to the point where we kind of 
know what we want We're gonna have horns. We 
found some kids who are realty good on horns who are 
part of FISHBdNE They're gbnna do a whole horn sec
tion thing. And we have some authentic Afro-Cuban 
percussion." .... 

NOMAG: WILL YOU STILL BE DOING POP SONGS 
LIKE YOUR 45? (Sterile Mecca/Fake) 

NANCY: ''Yeah. We want to get played on the radio. I 
think that's important I mean, you can be an under
ground subculture band and that's great and fun and 
it's a good thing to do, but at the same time you've got 
IQ be realistic and think about the great big_ world out 
there. Why not go for as much as you can while you're 
doing it?" continued on next page 
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ANIMAL DANCE continued 

DUFF· 'We want to play and look out and have people 
dancl~ and then once they're dancing you can influ
ence them subliminally. (laugh)" 

NANCY: ~Realfy, ju_st. get them dBfK?ing that's all that 
matters! There are alot of young kids out there who 
don·y 8Ven know what to get into, and I would like to 
just play for a crowd of young kids that would be totally 
into our music, just dancing and having a good time. I 
think that would be fun. I think you can do that through 
airplay and a)Qt of other means besides just a local 
scene." 

DUFF: 'When I used to go see bands in LA about 5 . 
years ago, the crowd was the scene, it wasn't even the 
band. Everybody was watching what was going on in 
front of the stage and that's kind of cool We don't want 
to be some big spectacle, you know. We just want to 
help people hove a party." 

NANCY: ''Yeah . . give them the tool to have a party." 

NOMAG: IN A WAY I LIKE YOUR 45 (Sterile Mecca/ 
Fake) BETTER THAN I LIKE THE BAND LIVE. THE 
RECORD IS REAL SIMPLE AND ONE CAN HEAR THE 
OVERAU SOUND YOU ACHIEVED, NEATLY 
PACKAGED. 

DUFF: "It's a cleaner sound. When did you see us?" 

NOMAG: OH SHITI WHAT BAND IS THIS? 

NANCY: 'Which band is this? Oh yeah. Hoki on . 
Uh. You see we're so sick of the single now. At this 
point we're so ready to do something else." 

DUFF: "That was a student project. We recorded it for 
free, we got the engineering for free. we got it pressed 
real cheaply.'' 

NANCY: "It's not produced hatt as well as it could be 
produced. I know what you mean how you get a clearer 
picture of what ANIMAL DANCE is because when we 
did that we had something in mind and that was . . . 
dance music. We ·want to play dance music that peo-
ple can get into and dance to. It's that Afro-Cuban influ
ence because I feel that when you've got a beat like 
that. you can't help but to feel like moving. You want to 
dance to it, it's a natural thing." 

DUFF: 'We're into primal physical movement and ac
tion. We just want to feel part of it, part of somelhing 
that's going on as a whole with the audience and the 
band." 

NANCY: "tf you've got a standard rock beat. that's one 
thing. But it's kind of difficult too because alot of people 
aren't realty used to the beat that we play. They're used 
to either a standard disco beat or a standard rock beat. 
We find that when we have live shows people are kind 
of unsure how to dance to the stuff. Un~ you're 
brought up with that influence and you're really used to 
that kind of sound, you don't know how to move to fl 
We like that idea because we know peopkJ will catch on 
eventually." 
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DUFF: 'We're playing sort of naive music. We're not fol
lowing any particular mold, we're not a ska band, we're 
not a heavy metal band, we're not even really a rock 
band. We're just taking alt the things that we hear and 
like and sort of molding them together, it's constantly 
developing." · 

The current line-up of ANIMAL DANCE Is: Nancy, 
vocals; Duff, sax, timbales and vocals; Robin, key
boards; Fish, drums; John, bass; Jesus. Afro-Cuban per
cussion; Jet. guitar. Nancy only supplied us with first 
names, I guess the pencil was getting short By the way, 
Nancy and Robin are sisters. The previous lin&-up had 
Willie on drums and Karl played bass. The old lin&-up is 
pictured in the photo. Doesn't Willie on the far left look 
like he's about to take off running? On your mark ... 
get set . . got They made their 45 (Sterile Mecca/ 
Fake) and paid for it themselves. It's probably still for 
sale around local trendy record stores. ft's a cool 
record. The sisters Robin and Nancy do most of the 
songwriting for ANIMAL DANCE. Willie is going to con
tinue with TUPELO CHAIN SEX when he returns in 
early August but apparently the break with ANIMAL 
DANCE is more pennanent 
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THE D. l.s: Overdrive by BRUCE KALBERG 

ZOOM! ZOOM! ZOOM!: Are you a Hollywood dinosaur or aren't you a 
Hollywood dinosaur? Well do you remember THE GEARS? Remember 
Axxel G. Reese as their singer? They were like a fun punk band, instant 
party, just add beer. Well THE D.ls have two fonner GEARS playing with 
them. drummer Dave drive and Axxel who's still singing. They were pa
punk-popular la-loo.THE GEARS recorded their entire album 'Rocking 
At Ground Zero' in one day, and in the 10,000 and under world of punk 
rock record sales a few· years aQo, they had a smash hit punk album 
that was recorded the way those records should have been put down. 
Doni knock It You had to like that sort of production because it was 
the only kind available to bands in Los Angeles, having been spumed by 
the record industry like rabid skunks. THE GEARS are history. THE D.l.s, 
a hard edge rock 'n roll band are here and now . . . Axxel is a much 
better singer a few years down the line (in the voice of Ed Sullivan) a 
really big chew, from Hollywood (chew) Axxel Gene Buddy Cockring 
Elvis Bopper Dean Brando Johnny Bum ltGrease . . . . abilly. THE D.l.s 
haven't been playing the clubs around Hollywood this year, or tt they 
have It's been infrequen~ so consequently they're relatively unknown on 
the nlteclub orgy circuit This is a good one, there is another band in 
the area that stiares a nearly-identical name, the other band is in Pena~ 
ope Spheeris' new film 'Suburbia' just to totally confuse this thing, if you 
saw the movie that wasnY the band I'm talking about now. THE D.l.s, the 
ones that arenY in the movie, are currently recording a 5 song EP which 
is being produced by Billy Zoom, a living distillery of '50's guitar white 
lightnin'and tt he isn1 on a milk diet expect some real rock 'n roll pro
duction because Billy Zoom is the Hollywood redneck rock 'n roll bud
dha and Hudson Hornets belong somewhere in this sentence. Oh yeahl 
ZDoml ZDoml Axxel picked up the band's name from a Jack Webb 
movie called The D.l' ... It means drill instructor. You 're probably think
ing that there is some secret back patting, ol' buddy ol' pal behind-the
scenes chicanery friend crap taking place here which is largely responsi
ble for this classic modern prose (up yer hemorrhoids James Joyce). 
That's bullshit We're not friends at all To begin with, I don't have any 
friends. Ha ha ha Chances are, neither do you. Ha ha ha. See? 
There's no ol' buddy ol' pai stuff around here, just brutal backstabbing 
altOOlJIS for sett-advancement at the expense of other Jess fortunate 
cutthroats. ZOOMISCREEEEEEECHI CRASH! Clunk! clang clang creak 
. . . . . . SS8SS8SSI Ka-BOOM! 

AXXEL G. REESE. 1984 photo: BRUCE KALBERG 

The members of THE 0.1.a are: Axxel G. Reese, vocals; Dave Drive, 
drums; Jimmy Reed, rhythm guitar; Thad Baker, bass; Matt Lee, lead gui
tar. And Hector Sanchez, godfather of P/V Productions and THE D.l.'s 
secret agent to the world, supplied the facts on the band here, which we 
then distorted. 

END 

It was a great little band, we were too young I guess We did a few 
things, we opened for CREDENCE CLEARWATER and THE TURTLES 
and we toured Texas. I'm from San Antonio so I had all these connec
tions and I got us into some clubs there. So we did a few things that 
were impressive and we did a little recording. But the girls were flipped 
out The drummer smuggled heroin over the border and got busted and 
sent up. Then she turned dyke. The rhythm guiter _player got in a car 
accident and it made her want to quit music. She must have got banged 
on the head too hard or something. The bass player had a bike accident 
and went in a coma The band was called PENELOPE'S CHILDREN. It 
·Was real psychedelic. I had a Vox Teardrop' guitar. We wore real wild 
long flowing velvet clothes. We kind of dressed like when I see Stevie 
Nicks on MTV now. That was back in 1967, we were really ahead of our 
time. There was no al~irl band at that time. We were kids. 14 and 15 
you know. So then I started to play with guys." 

NOMAG: "(laugh)." 

ROSIE: "Now I've learned that everybody's equal but you know, when I 
first started playing, girls dldni play. I'd get laughed at and teased alot. 
It made me believe sometimes that It was weird that I played guitar, that 
I was just a weirdo or something. Now it's real normal." 

NOMAG: "Do you still play solo shows?" 

ROSIE: "Yeah. The last gig was with JERRY LEE LEWIS at the 'Beverly 
Theater'. I was real scared at first because I thought everybody was 
there to see The Killer' and he'd got all this bad press. I thought the 
audience was going to be all hostile for some reason. Also I had a pre
monition that somebody was going to try to shoot JERRY LEE LEWIS. I 
was laying there on my bed before the show and I thought . . . what H? 
. . . So right before I went on I was in the office and we were talking 
about how I was going to get paid and this cop comes in and he says 
... 'There's been an attempt on Jerry Lee's lffer ... and I went oh my 
god. I knew il I'm always knowing things and seeing them. I was just 
nervous getting up there, but It was good though. I did it solo with 
acoustic guitar. It took nerve. I was scared. When I was out there playing 
J was just thinking about how nervous I felt But I really rehearsed for this 
one, so that even though I was nervous I was able to pull It off. Even my 
friends said that I didn't look nervous at al~ and I was up there sweating 
a-pound of water. I do alot of 'Rockabilly' type stuff and ballads, a few 
originals and some funny songs. Jerry Lee was really neat We hit It off 
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ROSIE continued NOllAQ 
just like that He was rool comlatable to be ..a.net. He was just a ma, 
niac, you know, you can look into his eyes and he's got this real crazy 
look in his eyes, and he's just like anybody I know. He's like alot of m

0
y 

friends. He was a real Southam gentleman. Every Southern guy you II 
ever meet Is just like tha~ they're wild but they've always got this Soutt>
em hospitality. I wouldn't want to get him pissed off or anything. He has 
a good sense of humor. I doni believe that he killed his wife."· 

NOMAG: "Yow!" 
ROSIE: "About a month before the show this whole thing came out that 
was accusing him of killing his w~e. Seeing how nice he was I just don1 
believe it But I heard he has a temper." 
NOMAG: "How olten do you play solo?" 
ROSIE: 'That's how I made my living for about 3 years. I played probably 
about 5 or 6 shows a month. I travelled alot I went up to the Bay Area, 
over to New Yo~ in the South, Texas and Lousiana I'd go by mysett 
but I'd be travelling with the band I was opening for which was Alvin 
Bishop, Jerry Garcia's band David Lindley, Asleep At The Whee~ and 
whoever else I could get Those are the bands I toured with. I've been 
once with THE BLASTERS solo. I'm trying to think of any current bands 
that I opened as solo for. If I wasn't doing THE SCREAMIN' SIRENS I'd 
probably do it again alot But see, that's part ~f the thing that made me 
want to quit It was so lonesome being out there all by myself. You 
go to your dressing room and you're there all by yourseH. I'd go ... 
Wow. Thatwasagoodshowwasn 'tltRos/e. It got to where it was just 
not satisfying to do i~ but it was for about the first year. The first time I 
went out on the road with THE ELVIN BISHOP BAND, that was like the 
first time I'd ever been on the road except for when I was younger which 
was kind of small time, I got to trash a hotel room with the band. That 
was real fun. We broke lamps and threw things in the pool We were re
ally drunk and just breaking things. It was kind of fun for the first night on 
the road. Mostly being on the road, nothing too wild ever happened to 
me except for some wild sex now and then. The whole fun of it I think is 
just meeting new people and eating food I like to eat food as much as I 
can. New food, I mean, like trying out different restaurants. Through the 
South there's really good stuff, there's bayou food like crawfish and 
gumbo, and if you're going through Texas there's really good barbeque. 
That was my excitement for everyday, Where are we going to eat te>
day?' . . . Then play the show and hope the people like you, and then 
with the people you meet at nigh~ you hope that you're gonna meet 
some really cute guys . . . " by BRUCE KALBERG 
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ODD SQUAD singer, EDDIE AYALA. 1984 photo: BRUCE KALBERG 

·T_HE ODD SQUAD (I.to r.) Monica Flores, Richard Vogel, Angela Vogel, Eddie Ayala. 

THE ODD SQUAD: East LA. & 
Beyond by BRUCE KALBERG 

An Interview With Lead singer, Eddie Ayala. 

NOMAG: " Is THE ODD SQUAD considered an East LA. bsnd? " 
ED.DIE: "More or less, yes ... by the record companies. It seems that's 
their biggest concern. We're an LA band because we all grew up in LA 
but we were born in East LA .. .. NOMAG: "Would you call what 
you play Chicano music?" ... EDDIE: "Oh definitely, but by only 
emphasizing that fact and only looking at that side of us. it's only focus
ing on one aspect of us. We try to hit a twe>-sided area Within the few 
groups that are pretty much using that category, we're not considered 
fully in the movement of a Latino or Chicano music scene . " .. . NO~ 
MAG: "What groups are fully In the movement?" . . .. .. EDDIE: "I 
would say the groups that try to project that are THE BRAT and LOS 

>':] ILLEGALS. At the same time there are alot of new groups that are 
~ smaller and there is alot more going on than tha~ but these groups have 

.- been around longer." .... NOMAG: "Tito Larriva has been living on 
Highland Ave. in Hollywood for a really long time. That's a few 
miles from East LA." .... EDDIE: 'That's really funny because he 
keeps going back and forth. He used to do 'R&B' . .. and when he first 
started he was a punk rocker. He very much can identify with what that 
is all about and what a Chicano is because that's what he is. What is 
music? Music just opens doors to everything. It's not 'beaner' music. 
Look at what 'Black' music has done." ..... NOMAG: "Did you ever 
hear JOHNNY CHINGAS? What's he?" ... . EDDIE: "Oh yeh. He's 
probably not a native of LA He was probably born in Mexico. He plays 
like Latin ska . . . you see I enjoy that stuff because it has alot of the . 
'Reggae' roots in it and I like rhythmic stuff." . ... . NOMAG: "I bought 
an album of his in San Jose a few years ago, he dressed great and 
I was real surprised at the music because It wasni 'Rock 'N Roll' · 
. . . It was all ethnically chauvinistic. The album · was 'entitled 
'Pachuco' • • " ..... EDDIE: "Oh Pachuco man, that goes baGk for 
years. When I was younger and I realised that I was considered a minor
ity, considered a Mexican in the negative sense, I think I was very defiant 
about what I was . . . and my colleagues who were very educated and 
outgoing. I saw how they just used their ethnic background in a positive 
way. I was in LOS ILLEGALS and learning from activists. I know that 
whole picture but I think every human person just has to focus on what 
they can do best and do it and not concentrate on what his people, be it 
black, yellow or white, are considered in general. Sometimes ii you see 
TV or early '60's television which is what I grew up on. Mexicans were 
depicted as grape pickers. Very rarely would you see the romantic Latin, 
and that's an aspect that I probably had deep in the back of my mind 
that I'm using now. For quite a while, I was involved with the whole Chi
cano power movement . . it was with the people that I grew up around It 
was necessary. There is alot of politics involved. I think, alter LOS ILLE
GALS, I realised that I am not a politician, I don't want to be a politician, I 
would commit suicide if I continued to thrive on the whole political as
pect of being a Chicano or a Latin person." . . . NOMAG: "How old Is 
JOHNNY CHINGAS?" ... EDDIE: "I don't know very much about him. 
He did a song that I thought was funny. It was called 'Se me paro' .. 

continued on next page 



ODD SQUAD continued 

NGE 

Have you heard that one? It means . . . I've got a hard On . . . It was 
really funny because it was on the airwaves and rt said 'Se me paro' . 
over and over. In Spanish, rt's like a street slang to say that It's not the 
proper way of saying erection. As far as that question of that whole Chi
cano deal, in my mid to later teens I grew up with alot of people and 
ideas but once I got in LOS ILLEGALS I understood alot of what the guy 
who was more or less giving the idea of the group went through. He 
grew up 10 ye~s before me. It Was a rough time. Pigs were pigs in East 
LA and they are to this day but it's alot more discreet now, it's alot more 
covered up. It's a heavy issue. Music is a business to me now . . . and I 
don't think in the business sense, thriving on the negative aspects of 
being a Latin musician and- voicing those opinions is going to be good 

· forbuslness. In my family, I grewup pretty much on welfare, beans and 
099$ every -day, rt was hard · and it siill is a trip .... there's polrtics 
again . . . Ps-s-shhJ . . but you see so many groups now are emphasiz
ing their whole sound on how fucked up things are . . . as far as what 
the radio and the mass media depicts happening, it's not really what's 
happening, I don't think." ..... NOMAG: "How did your band arrive 
at it's musical Identity?" ... EDDIE: "Alot of what happened with 
ODD SQUAD was reai spontaneous. There was no plan hefe. Sure we're 
Latin, we're from East LA but we have an opinion about enjoying music •f-~. ' 
that we alt grew up with. We all grew up in LA and what was on the -· 
radio was not just Mexican music, there was 'Motown' and there was ~~ 
THE MONKEES and the whole '60's thing, 'Funk' and 'Reggae' and -":~' 
'Hard Rock' and 'Heavy Metal' and then 'Punk'.'' ..... It's difficult to 
say what we'll develop into because alot of what we've done so far has 

just happened. The way we write music has just happened. We all try to RIENDS 
just use every aspect of music around us and try to subtly touch it here. ' 
and there, but that happens wrthout planning. I know band people, and ' 

photo: BRUCE KALBERG 

they plan alot of shit Sometimes it fucks us up because we get caught . I · · . . . . i :· 
with out pants down." ... NOMAG: "Do you know how bands group (Top Photo:) FIENDS. (I. tor.) Dan Wlllls, Sean Gwin, Scott Morrow. 1984. We had an ex· 

themselves together and play alot of shows on the same bill to- ~~~~';;:~;a~.0;01~~:~~~ ~~~~:~r!~s~~~ ~hs~~~i~~ t~1~,~~~t~:~~~~e ;::r~~,~~::,~~ 
gether, have you worked like that?" · · · · EDDIE: "It's something There was a rumour that they had disbanded. "We're sti ll rockln'" ... they told NO MAG. 
we've avoided doing. It was pretty much a deliberate thing. At first we Guitarist Scotty had Just returned from Vernon. "We're looking for the smelliest places 
would play with sort of arty bands. We played wrth AFTERIMAGE alo~ In Los Angeles." says Scotty. 
RED WEDDING, in the downtown art scene. They really got into what 

we were doing. We were doing shows with THE PLUGZ and then we did ~~!~~~=:~~~ ;:re~~~=u~~~v=~~a~~~~~e~r~~~~~a~~.o;~:Yt~~~~~· l~kned· ~:~~~~~: 
a couple shows with THE PLIMSOULS and then with SALVATION S&M CARPENTERS .... don't get too close they'll tie you up and give you a 'Fleet' 
ARMY and THE BANGLES. People started saying we were 'Psychedelic enema on the dance floor .... This Is what photo captions are all about .... cheap 
'60's' which was OK with me, I mean it wasn't offensive, but one thing shots. 
about bands that band together, bands from Hollywood or bands from,..... ............ ----.... - ..... .-...:.------.... --------
Orange County .. . sometimes I really don't see groups exchanging 
anything. We did a show with BIG JOE TURNER and this band that was 
real heavy 'New Wave' and it was so different and so fun ... here we 
are doing this 'Psychedelic-pop-lafin-punk-whatever' and then you had 
this electronic space 'New Wave' band and then BIG JOE TURNER and 
after the show we were sitting around with each other and talking and 
everybody just had things in common. We all enjoyed music.'' . 

NOMAG: "How do you feel as a singer? What's your attitude?" 
. : EDDIE: "I think in the early stages of the group, personally as a 

singer, I was out to satisfy a more mature audience because I think in 
LOS ILLEGALS I was considered pretty much young and dumb. I sang 
lead with them" . . NOMAG: "How do you feel up there?" ... 
EDDIE: "Sometimes I feel like I've gotta prove to mysett and to the audi
ence that I know what I'm doing, I've been doing it long enough. I mean 
the 'Punk' scene to me ... I didn't like football when I was kid, I didn't 
like physical pain and I didn't like people hurting each other. I never did 
as a child. I was considered a faggot you know. I got the faggot shit 
since I was a kid. When I got into High School I said 'I've got to play 
football man.' . .. all my friends were playing football .. right? .. Fuck 
man . . I got so fucked oiter playing football . . I think the idea that 
these young boys get together and they thrash wherever they go . . I 
mean I don't know how heavy it is now and I've never been that in touch 
with it but I really can't see mysett relating to that much violence or re
lease of violence on another person. To the extent that I've seen it be 
fun, I've seen rt be ugly. I never really got too involved in that scene. I 
know alot of people that would consider themselves punks, but to me · 
they just seem miserable about being alive. The point is, if it is all fucked 
up, to make rt better for somebody, I would say, for me. The worst period 
that I went through was a BLACK SABBATH period when I was like 14 
or 15. It was like depressing shrt and I started smoking PCP. I just hated 
myself. It was all fucked up, but then you'd throw on a MARVIN GAYE 
album or some good STONES and rt just lifts you, rt just lifts your spirit 
You want to go out and tell people ... . "'Hey fuckin do something that 
is going to help some kid get through ft, man.' . .. That's what I'm trying 
to project onstage. As a Latin young man, deep in my heart, I do9't want 
to be considered as ... Poncho picking the lettuce. I don't want the 
kids to think that I'm going to go ~p there and throw tortillas at people 
and talk with a heavy accent for the money. That's just breaking the 
stereotype of what Lalin kids are, because they're not There are those 
Cholos, those guys that pull out the gqns man . . . " NOMAQ 
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THEY LOVE US. 
An Interview With Patrick Mata 

NOMAG: WHAT KINO OF REPUTATION OOES 'KFK' 
HAVE IN LA? . PATRICK: "According to me I 
guess, because I hear diHerent things from different 
people, I know one thing, at this point we have a good 
reputation. Now there is a sector of people who don't 

THEY HATE US. 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

come to see our show and I see them all the time, 
because I never see them at my shows, and I don't 
know what I've done to them to get them not to come 
to our shows, and what they think of me is probabJy 
because of what they've read or heard elsewhere. 
They've never come to drop their pants and experience 

what there is that we're offering. I always welcome peo
ple to our shows, then they can decide for themselves. 
That's the thing about Hollywood, is the stigmatism that 
if you're cool, if you get people pissed off and stuff in 
public, you're at The Cathay De Grande' or you're at 
the 'Lingerie' or somewhere and you get in a fight and 
all your friends see you, they consider you a scene 
person ... But if you're just serious and you don't 
hang out much, not because I'm into that mind trip of 
'I'm holier than thou' because I can see through that 
myself, I'm not trying to get into that but there is no right 
for them to Say things that I've heard, like that people 
rag on KFK for being British trendy, although I've never 
been ragged on personally to my face. I feel we've been 
pretty honest I don't feel like we've been posing at alt 
People say they hate us or love us mainly because we 
just don't fit into their little dream. Good or bad reputa
tion? Yeh .. we have a good one. They love us. They 
hate us.". . . NOMAG: WHY 00 THEY 00 THAT? 
.... PATRICK: 'Why? Why? I don1 know. I don't 
know why. I wish I knew why. It doesn't make me lose 
sleep or anything, but whenever we play and stuff it 
always goes to my head Whenever I walk up there, 
right before I go on I get really insane. I get really . . uh 
. . I tum into an asshole before I go on I think it's all 
because of the way I was raised Like most typical guys. 
even girls I suppose, are raised to be competitNe when 
you're a kid, to get somewhere, and I guess it sank in. 
I'm not that way all the time, just right before I go on I 
want to win alot of people over. I want to have alot of 
people follow what I and the band do. 1 want them to 
like us." .... NOMAG: IS THE BAND MOVING AWAY 
FROM WHERE IT STARTED? .... PATRICK: "Defi
nitely. We have a goal." . . NOMAG: DO YOU STILL 
PLAY THAT SONG 'FUCK THE COMMUNITY'? . 
PATRICK: "No we don't play it That was a statement it 
was a different thing. That all goes back to what we 
were talking about whether I'm rude or do we have a 
bad reputation or what . . . It all goes back to wanting 
to be heard, given a space. We wanted an audience 
and no one would go for it I don't know why. I mean, 
people don't realize that they're getting the real stuff. I 
make up the lyrics to all our songs 'live' on stage. I 
don't have anything written out You can ask any one of 
the band members. l don't sit down and write lyrics and 
try to be clever and try to be Baudelaire or Rimbaud I 
don't try to do that I don't try to be Johnny Lydon or 
write lyrics like him. Maybe that's why people either love 
us or hate us, because we don't look like something 
that they want, that they can't get but they wish. They 
don't realize that they're getting pure stuff man. I go up 
there and I make up the shit onstage." ... NOMAG: 
'FUCK THE COMMUNITY' WAS A PUNK SONG 
WASNT IT? . PATRICK: 'Yeh . It was total 
·punk'. On the album that song's on there. It closes side 
two, and that's because no one would give us a break, 
no one would give us gigs, so ... Fuck you! And we 

~:~:~}st~~g,r la0~: !~o~~·i~u~~~~g~1~9 .fe~7~~'1ti~ 
that form. You . might call it a ·theater .type of thing. 
There's Theater Of The Absurd', there's Shakespearean 
theater and you can convey messages in those ways in 
those certain specific theaters . . . and they· are done a 
certain way. To show that we were pissed off, we did it 
'Punk' ... we made it a 'Punk' song. We don't play it 
anymore though, that's not the direction we want to go. 
There are people that realty like KFK We see them at 
our shows, and there are people who are famous who 
like us, and we never contacted anybody, they just 
show up. It's a really strange thing. We look at each 
other in astonishment because none of it gets any 
press. We don't have a machine or a manager or a 
booking agent or any of that we're just a band. It's 
almost zen. We don't go and call every A&R guy in 
town to come down and see our show. We just go set 
up a show, and now clubs ask us to play, and we do it." 
. . . NOMAG: HOW HAS THE SANO CHANGED FROM 
THE EARLY DAYS? IT ORIGINALLY HAD ONLY 3 
MEMBERS RIGHT? ..... PATRICK: 'We've changed 
alot because we can actually play. Alot of these bands 
today will go to their fucking graves with the school of 
thought of . . We can't play, fuck you! We don't care. 
We're getting across a feeling. We don't give a shit This 
is what we mean This is what we stand for . . .. Well 
when we first started out we couldn't play a fucking 
note, we-couldn't play anything." ... NOMAG: HAD 
YOU EVER SUNG BEFORE? .... PATRICK: "I just 
opened up my mouth one day and there it was. I really 
liked DAVID BOWIE, I grew up with his music. He was 
to me like the Creator. So I think he's sort of in me 
somewhere. But I'm not a fuckin' imitator because I've 
always sang like this. So yeh . . yeh I could sing and 
that's all I used to do. I've done some interesting things. 

continued on next page 



KP K continued 
In the original 'Heavymetal' days. I sang lead in a 
'Heavymetal' band When I first moved here., I came in a 
s6rt of runaway situation and I just wanted to sing. The 
first thing I ever did was a cold lead singing trip in a 
recording studio, cold, and it was hot to them. So you 
see. I came through from the end of the original 'Heavy
metal' days to the beginning of 'Punk' rock and before 
all that DAVID BOWIE. So I atways admired amazing 
~ singers. One time I was in this band, and we used 
to open for VAN HALEN all the time at The Star
wood and The Whisky' about 76. Remember THE 
QUICK and all those stupid bands, whdeass bands? 
Well they were a major thing. One time we played this 
huge club and Rodney Bingenheimer was the DJ em
cee or something like that and he came backstage and 
said that there was a guy who wanted to meet me, and 
it was Phil Spector, he had just come out of retirement 
That's right before he was posing in .pictures with 
BLONDIE, when BLONDIE just played their first show at 
The Whisky' ... Then I wori<ed with Ken Scott BOW
IE'S producer who produced BOWIE'S first 5 records. I 
was signed to him for a year. I was so young and dumb 
I thought ... Oh wow this is really happening . . . And 
then I was gjgned to Wartoke Concern .. They man
aged PATTI SMITH and TELEVISION and JOHN CALE 
solo. So I signed to them here on the West coast It 
was a management company out of New York. So then 
I met this guy Rory Johnson and he represented Mal
colm McClaren and THE SEX PtsTOLS and he was 
coming here to try to get them a major label They were 
going for Warner Brothers at the time. He played me . _ 
I still have it in my possession and it's not for sale, EMI 
'Anarchy in The UK' ... the EMI label 'Anarchy In The 
UK' single, not for sale .. demonstration only. He gave 
me that and he gave me the 'Anarchy In The UK' fan
zine and I quit everything I was doing. I just S<lid . 
Fuck this! ... I just went mad, I broke up the group I 
was in and walked from all that shit I just hung out In 
the back like a wallflower, and I saw all sorts of things 
happen. All those 'Punk' acts at The Whisky' from THE 
SNOT PUPPIES to that short-lived poseur 'Punk' band 
THE Wll.OCATS .. all sorts of bands like that, just see

-ing them all happen, THE GERMS and all that stuff . 
When I work8d at 'FK>l1.JCci' for a while, Darby Crash 
walked up to me and said . . 'I want you to audWon for 
my band.' ... and at that time I had the same haircut 
as now, this was like 4 to 5 years ago, the same haircut, 
shaved on one side and long on the other, wore whit&
face in broad daylight, was wearing black suits and shit, 
and this motherfucker had just got back from England, 
he had a mohawk you know, and there weren't many 
punks around that had mohawks then, and he asked 
me to play. He said he was starting a new band. I went 
to his livingroom and auditioned for him with my 'Pi
gnose' ... I didn't have an amplifier. I had the same 
guitar I play now and it didn't have a case. I'm walking 
around with this goddam guitar like a goddam G.L . 
so I auditioned in his front room, my little stupid audi
tion. He goes . . . play this. I played 'Richie Dagger' I 
think it was. Then he wanted me to play 'Rebel Rebel' 
and I couldn't play it I couldn't figure it out But I ended 
up practicing for 2 weeks with the guy. I woU/dn 't fuck 
him." . .. NOMAG: BESIDES ' KFK' WHAT OTHER 
BANDS IN LA 00 YOU THINK ARE HAPPENING? . . . 
PATRICK: "I like DIE SCHLAFLOSEN alol i like them 
alot and I like PSICOM. Tl'lat's it I can't really think of 
anyone else. I don't go out anymore I don't go see 
shows. I'm too busy concentrating on my own to go out 
and hang out and party. That's probably why people 
hate me isn't it? I don't want to hang out I've got my 
own private life, my private world.'' .... NOMAG: I 
DONTKNOW. 

NOMAQ 
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TEX ANO THE HORSEHEADS guitarist Mike Martt .... "Playlng guitar With the 
Horseheads Is like cummlng hi somebody's face" says Mike. 
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THE PINKIETESSA 
BRAITHWAITE TAPES: 
DETOX ... an 
underground Hollywood 
ban~. 
~ ... ~~!"'T'!m''lll"":"I 

DETOX DETOX DETOX 
INTERVIEWED 
PINKIE: "Do you want me to Interview you?" 

. DETOX: "We want Pinkie to Interview us. 
We sure do Pinkie.". . PINKIE: "What kind of 
music do you do?" . . . DETOX: "Love ballads. 
Polka music. Appalachian Mountains folk songs." 

... PINKIE: "Are you commercial?" . · . DE· 
TOX: "Yes. We're mainstream.". . PINKIE: "Have 
you got a record contract?" ... DETOX: " No. We 
turned them all down. We refused most of them. We 
have some contracts out on other people." 
PINKIE: " Do you have records?" ... DETOX: " We 
have criminal records." . . PINKIE: "How long 
has DETOX been together?" ... DETOX: "It was a 
long time ago. We don't remember. We've been 
very underground." ... PINKIE: "Oh nevermind! 
Why do you want to be underground?" ... DE
TOX: "We're afraid of getting suntans." 
PINKIE: "But you live at the beach!" ... DETOX: 
"No. We're a Hollywood band. We don 't know about 
the beach." .. . PINKIE: "Why do you call your-
selves DETOX?" ... DETOX: "Because we're all 
drug addicts." ... PINKIE: "Have you always been 
the same or has your band progressed and 
changed?" . . . DETOX: " It's regressed. We've 
cross-hatched." . . PINKIE: "Have you been on 
tour?" ... DETOX: "Yes. We once played in North 
Hollywood." ... PINKIE: "I want some dirt. We 
have to have some dirt on here. You can all tell on 
each other and I won't tell the others.'' ... DETOX: 
'Tm actually a female. t had my part removed a 
while ago. Dan bit it off man. He was driving on 
Mulholland, fucked up. This was right before he got 
his 502 and he was blowing me and shit while he 
was drlvin . Then we hit the brick wall." 

DETOX: (I. tor.) Tony, Dan, Lantz, Human .. . . in Echo Park. 

PINKIE: "Oh hello! Why won't they let you in the 
clubs then? What's your problem?' . . TONY: 
"Hello! Well it's not me. OK. When I play ... Have 
you ever been in a band? Do you know how you get 
this adrenalin rush?" ... PINKIE: " .... No." 
... TONY: "Have you been in front of alot of peo
ple? Have you ever been in front of alot of people 
and done something? You know, you get this adren
alin rush. When I play onstage I can't very well leave 
the stage to go to the bathroom because it looks 
really bad. People think you' re unprofessional. 
Anyhow, I just bring this bucket along behind the 
drummer and I urinate in it when I play." . 
PINKIE: "You could take the guitar with you." . 
!g~.!' 'The cord isn't long enough." ... PINKIE: 

DETOX: " Burp!" ... PINKIE: "Thank you." . . 
DETOX: " Do you know that the L.A.P.D. keeps a file 
on your magazine." . 

PINKIE: "OK. Let's have some background history 
on you boys so that we know where you're coming 
from, so that we can understand why you're in this 
band and why you are as you are. Let's start with 
you. What's your name?' . . DETOX: "Dan." . 

photos: BRUCE KALBERG 

PINKIE: "Let 's have a quick resume of your back
ground history.'' .. DAN:''My life? . .. I was born 
in Compton and my ·mom wanted a girl named 
Susi~, so that didn't work out. She got 3 boys and 
no girls, so l became the girl of the family. She used 
Avon make-up and she used to dress me up in 
dresses and make me up and take me out. We'd 
even go to church functions as mother and 
daughter . . luncheons and stuff like that. I took 
off on my own and left when I was 14. I moved out 
~o L.A. and ~ust became a slut. I kind of grew out of 
1t after a while. l met Suzi Quatro then I got my head 
straight. Now I'm just going full on alcoholic." ... 
PINKIE: "That sounds like a real interesting life. 
Next!' .... HUMAN: "Steven. My father was an 
Arab proctologist in Simi Valley and my mother was 
a black lesbian militant in the '60's and they just 
kind of got down in the proctologists office one day, 
and then they dumped me off at military school. 
There I became the devout follower of the then 
dead Joe McGarthy. Then I joined the Moonies and 
now I'm into Scientology and EST. I'm a Taurus." 
. . . PINKIE: "OK. Now yours . . . " . . .. 
LANTZ: "My name originally was Mike Zero. I got 
adop!ed from the reservation in Arizona. It was an 
Indian reservation and I was a year old. I have to tell 
you the honest truth. I'm a Ha-cow-wee. Then I got 

continued on next pag'e 



AGITPROP ART: This poster was hung anonymously by the artist throughout the city of Los Angeles. It took Its place primarl ly beside the endless 'Rock 'N Roll' 
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adopted so that I could go to military school. After I 
graduated I became a drug addict. I became an 
Eagle Scout. I became a drug addict. I hung out in 
northeast L.A. and now I hang out in the eastern 
part or the western part of Hollywood." 
PINKIE: "Next!" . . TONY: "My name is Tony. I 
lived in Modesto." PINKIE: "Is that in the 
USA?" .. . HUMAN: " It's right by Carpeteria.". 
TONY: "That's in California, up north. My mother 
and my father decided to move to Nevada when I 
was about l O or 12. When I was about 14 my aunt 
came up and took me back to California, you know, 
back around here." PINKIE: " How did she 
transport you?" . . TONY: "We came back in a 
bus. So anyhow, she took me here to Hollywood." 
... HUMAN: "Tell her about the marathon where 
you finished last because you knocked over all the 
guys in the wheelchairs. " .. TONY: "That was 
different. That was a bad thing. I ran this race. It 
was in my high school. I wanted to do real good in 
track because I couldn't make football. I couldn't 
understand the game." . . . PINKIE: "Me neither!" 
... TONY: "Anyhow, I ran this race. It was one of 
those maralhons, the real long races. It was 26 
miles. There was alot of handicapped people in the 
race, wheelchair people." . .. PINKIE: "They were 
racing? Would that be constituted as running? 
That's not running!" ... TONY: "It's not running. 
They were in wheelchairs. They give them an hour 
headstart. I just left with them when they went. I ran 
wi th them." ... PINKIE: "Didn't they notice?". 
TONY: "Yeah but what were they going to say? 
... Anyhow, I was running and I knocked this lady 
out in a wheelchair. I tripped over a fuckin ' rock 
and she was right in front of me! It was bad. They 
disqualified me. I had lo pay for this lady's glasses. 
Now there's a big lawsuit. This lady wants to sue me 
for tripping and knocking her over. She's gonna win 
because the judge thinks I'm a real asshole." . 
DETOX: "Whal do you think of us? Will you go out 
with us?' PINKIE: "Do you got lots ot 
money?' DETOX: " We're independently 
wealthy. Our car has about an eighth of a tank of 
gas. Let's all go on a date . a car date. Let's go 
to Arby's. We'// order fries. I gotta dollar." 
PINKIE: "Is that all? A dollar? OK. Last words. 

. DETOX: "Go to Australia and fuck kan
garoos! . . Refrigerators are so nice for turning 
water into ice, and keeping food cold for a spell is 
what they do so very well, if you should find one 
wide open, close ii quick don't hide inside, little kids 
who so explore are never heard from anymore. 
Thank you, goodnight and goodbye." . . END 

SUBURBIA'S 

CHRIS PEDERSON 
by GIGI BLAIR 

A LATE NITE IN VENICE WITH CHRIS PEDERSON; 
WITIY, AN XIOUS, AND DETERMINED. NOW 
ACTOR RISES TO STARDOM WITH HIS DEBUT AS 
'JACK' IN PENELOPE SPHEERIS' 'SUBURBIA '. I 
SENSED A BIT OF TENSION DURING OUR 
INTERLUDE, HOWEVER, HE SEEMS TO BE 
DEALING WITH HIS FATE DRIVEN ROLE WITH 
THE RIGHT WEAPON ...... FORWARD . 
ACTION ...... SHOOT!! 

GIGI: "Are you happy with what you are doing now? 
Are you a formal actor now?" . . . CHRIS: "Oh 1 
love what I'm doing now! I'm a working actor right 
now, that's something." GIGI: "What was 
your experience working in 'Suburbia'?" 
CHRIS " I liked being in 'Suburbia '. I really liked 
Penelope Spheeris, she's a great person." 
GIGI: " What about the character you portrayed? 
Were you comfortable? How did you feel about 
Jack?" . . . CHRIS: "Jack . . oh yeh I was comfort
able. I'm not Jack and Jack is not me, but there's 
some th ings that overlap definitely." .... GIGI: 
"Since all the publicity and the acclaim the film 
achieved, has ii changed your life?" . . CHRIS: 
" Well I don't know. I've tried to gel other jobs, other 
acting jobs before the film came out and it was 
impossible. I was really trying hard." GIGI: 
"How long have you tried to get into acting?" . 
CHRIS: "Not before 'Suburbia ' .. You know you live 

in Hollywood and you don't try to be an actor, you 
figure there are enough people who want to be ac
tors out there. It 's funny, it just kind of fell on me 
one day. I was walking in the park, it just kind of hit 
me like a big bolt of lightning. Penelope just walked 
up to me in this park and asked me if I would try out 
for this part . I did and I got it . . but before that I 
wasn't even thinking about being an actor, but it's 
real easy for me." ... . GIGI: "How do you feel 
about the idea of Penelope just picking you out and 
sort of choosing your career? How do you react to 
that? Someone just picked you up & placed you & 
decided this is the life and roll that you're going to 
lead now." CHRIS: "Well it's really some
thing and quite a coincidence there you know. It 
came at a good time. I wasn't really doing anything. 
I didn't have a job and wasn't really doing anything. 
I didn't have much money and I needed a job and it 
just kind of came together. It happens that way you 
know. Sometimes things just c lick!" . GIGI: 
"Yeh, it all happens when it's supposed to, just be 
ready. I hear you'll be shooting rifles & riding 
horses next?" . . . CHRIS: ' 'I'm going to the big 
state of Texas. Actually I'm not shooting rifles, 
there's no guns in thi s movie, I wish there was. I 
want to do an old fashioned gunslinger movie . 
that would be great! This is like a modem day sorta 
cowboy movie. It's sorta like a horse movie." . 
GIGI: " What's the name of it? What's the character 
you're playing?" . . CHRIS: " 'Sylvester', a Co
lumbia pic ture . l play like this really nasty cow
boy, a shit kickin' cowboy." . . . GIGI: " Ride 'em 
cowboy! Heehaw! Some pretty diversified roles go
ing on !here. So how did this come along? Did you 
have an agent?" . . CHRIS: "No I didn't until after 
I got this job. Just some director saw 'Suburbia' in 
New York and called me up." .. .. GIGI: "Oh 
wow, that's great ... discovering a star!!" . 
CHRIS: "I really like acting though. It 's just like 
being in a band. Acting is just another communica
ti on medium. It's just another way of showing peo
ple your idea of reality. It's just the other hand of 
your perception of the world around them. It's really 
cool. It 's a responsibility you know." .... GIGI: 
"Yeah ii is, but what about the schizophrenic side 
of it? Not the business end of it . . I mean being 
normal self day to day, then you have to go and do 
this art form or expression when you have to act 
and perform & be somebody else, and make people 
believe that 's who you are right now!" 
CHRIS: "You don't have to act like someone else 
necessarily. You don't have to act like yourself but 
it's just like projecting something, it doesn't have to 
be a change in yourself at all. It's like projecting 
something through you. You don't have to be differ
ent. " GIGI: "Well OK, but there are plenty of people 
in that business that really get into it and start living 
like their character and really psyche themselves." 

. CHRIS: " I still get into my roles, but it's not like 
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I become them .. I really think that way, but I don't 
get into that . I think it's kind of neat to be a dif
ferent person you know and just like live out a dif
ferent life for 3 weeks or something, it's great! " . 
GIGI: " It's like going on vacation!" . . CHRIS: 
"No, I don't know, actually it's pretty long days but 
I'm not complaining, there's nothing to complain 
about." . . GIGI: "So are you going to any kind of 
acting school now?" . . CHRIS: " I did. I'll start 
again after J get back from Texas." GIGI: 
"What are some of your future plans?" ... CHRIS: 
"I just want to be a really good actor. I really want 
to work on it so I'm really good. It's real important 

. I'm a real perfectionist when I do things & when I 
start out doing something." . . GIGI: "So you re
ally feel dedicated and that's what you want to do 
now?" ... CHRIS: "Yeh if I'm going to do it, I'm 
not going to be a fucking shitty actor. That' s ridicu
lous!' ' . . GIGI: ''How do you feel? '' ... CHRIS: 
"I'm OK right now, I'm totally comfortable in front of 
cameras. I've never had a problem with it." . 
GIGI: "At first did you?" ... CHRIS: "No, uh . 
I've always been a ham! (ha ha) I just feel there's 
always room for improvement, you can never learn 
too much." . GIGI: "Was there anything you· 
wanted to talk about?" ... CHRIS: "Yeh I feel l've 
been sitting here talking and I haven't really said 
anything. Yeh I have lots of things to say!" 
GIGI: "Well spit it out!" . . CHR'5: " I just think 
that more peOple should make films .. more people 
like Penelope should make films because the soci
ety we live in today is a real visual society & people 
see what they see around them when they drive to 
& from work and stuff. That's what they see as their 
immediate world & the only thing they know about 
is what they see on TV & what they see in the mov
ies, and it's really true if you think about it, there's 
no other form other than the newspaper. They have 
no other connection, you know it's like they don't 
hear and visualize it in their mind, they actually see 
it and they're waiting, they don't imagine how things 
are they just wait until they see it in front of their 
faces .. You say 'Oh yeh that's what it's like' . 
So it's real important that movies aren't just made 
by a small group of people, because reality gets 
distorted ... What seems lik.e reality. _ . . ... 
what the whole thing thrives on is demographics & 
money, money money! So .really, taking responsibil
ity for reality and what people perceive as reality is 
a real powerful thing, alot can be done with it, so 

.much subliminal stuff, just changing peoples atti
tudes a little bit , slowly, a little bit at a time & over a 
period of time to make them think totally differently 

. and the influences are just there." .. 

0 



WAVZATA: by BAUCE KALBERG 

Mojo-men At Work 
WAVZATA: This new group is really good. Mr.W and 
his partner Scot have reformed a totally new group hav
ing dropped (splat!) THE BRAINIACS in 1982. THE 
BRAINIACS flunked funk. The new band, WAVZATA 
(clever name ... I wonder ~here they got it) is not an 
attempt to re-do the old band, it really is new. Wayzata 
the individual, surprised me, like a rattlesnake in Indian 
summer, he shed his skin. This new band is playing 
hard rock with Mr. Wayzata acting out the Ziggy, Iggy 
and Jagger role. I'm not being sarcastic, Wayzata is a 
powerful performer, and hard rock being what it is, it 
gets re-invented by this band just enough to sound 
new. It is an understatement to say ... they're good. 
So forget the funked out 'R&B' sound of THE BRAINl
ACS if the name Wayzata triggers an automatic mem
ory response within your pickled grey matter, this isn't 
remotely close to that WAVZATA does the 'Jack-Inna
Box' .... (bolngl) S-U-R-P-R-1-S-EI Besidas, that big 
pickle crammed between your ears shouldn't strain it
self by thinking. Walk like a sci-ti robot ... re-program 
memory chips . . . screw your nose into a light socket 
(flick the swffchf), wait until smoke blows out of your 
ears ... see WAVZATA ... 

THI& ALWAYS HAPPENS: I went over at the ap
pointed time to interview Wayzata and his partner ~t 
The phone rang before I could carefully place my ass 1n 
the chair. The drummer and bass player had quit before 
my little cheeks could warm the cushion Scot, who's 
quiet and not conspicuous like Wayzata. writes the 
music and Wayzata writes the lyrics . . . just like a 
songwriting team (LA Raiders?). Scot said it didn't mat
ter because they wrote the stuff, they could just replace 
them What the fuck sez I? Bany McBride is still inject
ing his piece of Texas into the sound. What is it about 

Texas that clings to people, people from Oregon don't 
have any musical identity like the irrepressible Texans 
who have to express Texas ... or Vennont, or Florida 
etc . . . Scot and Wayzata have been musical collab
orators for over 1 O years, going way back to when they 
lived in Little Rock, Arkansas. Did you know that? 

THE WA VZAT A INTERVIEW (with Scot and Mr.W) 

Part 1: IN THE WAR ROOM: NOMAG and WAVZATA 
and SCOT agree to launch the missles. The three strat
egists agreed to instigate a gfobal nuclear holocaust 
after the following brief conversation ..... NOMAG: 
YOU WERE PLAYING HEAVY 'SOUL' ANO 'R&B' FOR 
A LONG TIME WEAENT YOU?. . WAVZATA: "In 
THE BRAINlACS, we were funk pugilists, that's what we 
called ourselves." ... NOMAG: THIS BAND IS MUCH 
DIFFERENT .. 1 

••• WAVZATA: 'This band is different 
because we're experimenting a little more with melod
ics, with melody and harmony, and we're trying to actu
ally write music. THE BRA1NIACS wrote riffs. They had 
riffs that would go for like 8 minutes and then over the 
top of them I would just rap some shit, it was in a talk 
voice. I've been trying to stretch myself out and learn 
how to sing a little more. I'm trying to sing melodies in 
this band. It's just process of evolution where it slowly 
evolves over a period of time and as your chops get 
better and your own understanding of what you want to 
do gets better, then it changes. And now, since we have 
Bany McBride on stee~ it lends . a kind of Western 
sound to it That's very good for being from LA I guess, 
because it sounds like it might belong here. It could just 
as easily belong in Texas or Arkansas. You know Bany 
is from Texas. We, an three, have the same sensibility 
about alot of things. A heavy influence from the 'Blues' 
is in all of us When I was growing up in Arkansas we 
were listening to the Black radio called The King Bisqu
its Flour Hour'. It would have all these old 'Blues' guys 
that would set up and play live in the studio. 1 remember 
listening to that alot growing up. Bany has got the same 
influence. We aren't trying to do 'Funk' per se . . . But 
THE BRAINIACS was doing that, w~ were like white 
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NOMAG 

guys playing 'Funk'." NOMAG: IT'S NOT EASY TO P~ 
GEONHOLE YOUR STYLE YOU SEEM MUCH MORE 
INVENTIVE NOW ..... WAVZATA: 'Well Scot and I 
have been working together for 1 O or 12 years now. /(s 
our own style, it's an original style. I don't guess there's 
anyone else doing il" . . . SCOT: 'When Barry jo
ined it changed drestically. l think it's more musical 
now. THE BRAINlACS are a memory. This Is a roots 
'Rock' band. It's kind of basic raw 'Rock'. People call 
it 'Country' because of the slide, it's that twangy slide 
and some bottleneck stuff.". 

Part 2: THE PLANET IS DESTROYED: The three au
tocrat strategists discuss 'Rock 'n Roll' music in their 
comfy war suite deep beneath the earth, but far above, 
sharing the same moment in time, the entire human 
race is universally vaporized by a hurricane wind as hot 
as the surface of 20 suns. WA VZATA: "I have to say 
that the music that we're doing is part of an ongoing 
project that we've been trying to do which is kind of like 
a stage production that would tell a story with all 
these songs. That's why there's such a wide variety of 
styles within the set T~re wouldn't be that many parts, 
but I've thought about having one or two other people 
come on and sing parts I don't know. Actually we're 
rehearsing the bafid for that you know. Whenever we 
go out and play a gig, it's like rehearsals for this particu
lar production. We want to build sets for it and have the 
sets change during the songs. It's kind of a vaudeville 
approach. There's a story that goes with it and the lyr
ics of the songs would tell the story. I would be the 
main character, the protagonist who goes through all 
these changes during the course of a 45 minute set 
Their music would illustrate it and shift aCCOfding to the 
tempo, whether it comes to an intense section or a 
more introspective section, then it would shift back up. 
I'm trying to find the right place to create that actually. tf 
I could find the right location where I could go In 
and build some sets, we could make a stand there 
for a little while. I think it's a dead end approach to 

continued on next page 



WAYzCl-C 
continually bounce around the clubs. Everybody is out 
there playing clubs and they're trying to get signed. 
They either break up right before they get signed or 
else they get signed and then they break up after the 
first album comes out, because they can't stand what 
happened to them. Most people give away all their 
control over their product after a certain point. We'd like 
to do something beyond what it's normally accepted for 
a band to do. It's just like videos, everyone· is making 
videos, and of course we've got some ideas for videos. 
People are approaching us to do videos, but I'd like to 
do something 'live' where you could control the en
vironment. There's alot of people who used to work with 
us that have done set design, people in the film indus
try. Basically, if I could get a warehouse I could prob
ably do it from that point It would be more interesting if 
you had an ongoing show that would continually evolve 
and build its own kind of excitement By the time you 
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had been running it for 4 weeks, wOfking in that same 
environment, with the same sets, and the same 
movements, it would really have alot of power. So I 
guess that makes this particular band something other 
than just another 'RocR' band" NOMAG: YOU SEEM 
MORE RELAXED NOW THAN WHEN I SAW YOU 
LAST IN '83 ..... WAVZATA: ''Yeah. I'm alot more 
relaxed this year. I got a chance to go to Europe. I 0got 
out of the LA. microcosm for a while. You get a chance 
to see what else everything is about Then you come 
back with more power and realize that we've got to 
get something done." 

Part 3: POST WAR RECONSTRUCTION:Three figures 
in radiation PfOOf suits erect a sole landmark rising 
above the glassy black uniform orb of the radioactive 
planet The planet once named 'Earth' by its now ab
sent inhabitants resembles a lifeless bowling ball whir· 

KIO CONGO POWERS, 1984. 

KID CONGO POWERS: 
The Pharoah Of 
Feedback by eRu~e KALBERG 

THE STEP BY STIOP PLAN TO BREAK DOWN KID'S 
ALIBI USED IN THIS INTERVIEW: The plan was sim
p~ to catch Kid off guard, make him feel relaxed A 
slouching. easy-going NOMAG representative lays 
spread-eagled along the length of the couch. He asks a 
question directed to Kid. Kid. slouching with head titted 
sideways and a little back, comfortable, is ensconced in 
a nearby plush armchair with a beer. Kid answers the 
question. They are aJone in the room What alibi you 
ask? Any alibi. 

SOME TIME AGO (2YEARS)YOU LEFT 'THE GUN 
CLUB' TO PLAY IN 'THE CRAMPS'. BUT NOW 
YOU'VE RETURNED. WHY ARE YOU PLAYING 
WITH 'THE GUN CLUB' AGAIN? . . . . . KID: "Do you 
want the nice answer, the mean one, or the truth? It just 
wasn't happening with THE CRAMPS anymore and we 
all knew it It wasn't anything personal When it ends, it 
ends. Bastcalty, I was getting homesick because I was 
in THE GUN CLUB a few years ago." 

WHAT ARE 'THE CRAMPS' DOING? . KID: 
" You got me." 

WHArs HAPPENING WITH 'THE GUN CLUB'? 
..... KIO: 'We just finished recording a new album 
and it'll be out on 'Chrysalis·Anima/' records. It'll be out 

NOllAQ 
ling through .OOless space. Apparently humans are 
driven by an instinctive need to construct monuments, 
monoliths and landmarks. It is the onty vertical plane 
natural or man-made to mar the dark vitreous sphere's 
perfect abstract geometry. In the place most likely to 
have once been Los Angeles, now an erased dream, an 
obsolete jumble of letters cluttering the tongue at most, 
stands a brightly rendered erotic billboard and before it 
three men in radiation repellent clothing. A day-glo word 
stenciled beneath the post·Armageddon Venus of Wi._. 
lendorf insists ... A-N-&E·L-Y·N-E . . ... From 
the oddly clad figures before the monument an excla
mation reverberates in barbaric dissonance against the 
still poisonous crystalline atmosphere . . . "Do you 
believe those tits!?!!" . 
ONE MORE THING: The cut 'Fashion Duress' 
from THE BRAINIACS 12" EP entitled 'Drunk With 
Funk' Is really great. 
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this summer and it'll be called The Las Vegas Story' 
. . . . It's alot different than any of the other GUN CLUB 
albums. It's just another extension of the same influ-
ences. It has muCh better Jl(ciduction tt's alot louder and 
it's probably alot harsher than the other albums were, 
and it's not as tinny. It's a little more heavier. Now1:he 
line-up as it stands, with me and Jeffrey and Patricia 
and Teny has me and Jeffrey both playing guitars, so 
it's a Jl(etty guitar oriented album rm real happy with it." 

WHY DO YOU LIKE 'THE GUN CLUB'? ..... KIO: 
"Because n's my band! It was the brainchild of me and 
Jeffrey. In 1979 we started it, just out of boredom and a 

·general lack of good bands. We weren't going to let the 
fact that we had no kJea. how to play guitars or anything 
stop us. I'm still a very mediocre guitar player, but thars 
the way I like ff." continued on next page 



KID CONGO continued 
DID YOU PLAY ON TME ARST ALBUM 'ARE OF 
LOVE'? ..... KID: "No I didn't play on that album. 
That album was recorded a month or so after I joined 
THE CRAMPS. So I actually did 'Preaching Blues' and 
on half the songs on it, those were my parts." 

WHAT DID YOU RECORD WITH 'TME CRAMPS'? 
..... KID: 'The 'Psychedelic Jungle' album and an 
EP with 'The Crusher' and 'A New Kind Of Kick' ... and 
the latest one 'The Smell Of Female'.'' 

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LIKE FROM TME 
PAST? . KID: "I've been listening to alot of 
'Country' lately, and I've always liked lotsa 'Rockabilly' 
and '60s stuff. DAVIE ALLAN & THE ARROWS who did 
all of the Hell's angels soundtracks, those are really 
really great He was the king of the fuzz guitar. It's 
just amazing. He can make his guitar sound like a mo
torcycle. Those are one of my big influences, those 
Hell's Angels soundtracks . . . the Roger Corman mov
ies. I like really old 'Country' from the 'SO's. I like stuff 
that sounds really raw, that sounds human. I don't listen 
to alot of new 'Country' music." 

WHERE DID YOU GROW UP? . . . . . KID: "In the 
San Gabriel Valley . . . La Puente, California . . . with 
lots of Mexicans and white trash, hence my appearance 
now." 

WHAT KIND OF GIRLS DO YOU LIKE? ..... KID: 
"Garbage." 

WHAT'S ONE OF TME WEIRDEST PLACES '!MAT 
YOU'VE TRAVELLED TO FOR A GIG? . . . . . KID: 
'When we were in Australia we stopped in this place, it 
was called Hay. It was exactly like if you had stopped 
somewhere in Texas, like in Lubbock, Texas. We went 
out to this roadside diner to eat late at night We'd got
ten in a little late and we wanted something to eat It 
was realty really heavy with all these weird Australian 
musclemen, white trash bikers with like one eye miss
ing, people with like their arm cut off and stuff. It was 
exactly like 'Mad Max'. It was more redneck than any 
redneck place I'd ever been before. tt was like Austra
lian garbage." 

THE HOLLYWOOD 
HILLBILLIES: Forget The 
Cow By-Products 

by BRUCE KALBERG 
COW FLUNKS: Here's some trivia Gary Dickson, the -
HHB's guitarist, is brother to Ms. Boom Boom, drummer 
in the SCREAMIN' SIRENS. That explains the Western' 
sounds of the HOLLYWOOD HILLBILLIES much more 
than some 'cowpunk' label currently popular in local 
music columns . . . well somebody is using it too much. 
Would you want to be known as 'cowpunk'? tt sounds 
really bad man. as a word only, tt's got no romance, tt's 
not sexy, it has no twangy lilt to it ft almost subcon
sciously draws to mind before any other meaning spas
motic colic in a cow and the concomitant by-products 
of a cow who can't afford Kaopectate. We toss the label 
around in this interview because we're out of work, 

NOMAO 
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humourless clowns, bi.rt any professional music r1r c:::::=:;:::;-'.'""• 
viewer with that descriptive meadow muffin in his or her 

pop music dictionary should be crushed by an unregis- ~-~.:~ •• ;it~~~fi~t 
tered , '62 black, bloodthirsty Chrysler with /ong/;lorn ant- "' 
lers on the battered front grill Gary and Boom Boom 
are hayseeds. That's where the Western influence 
comes in, it's not part of the abov1rmentioned un
savoury trend. Phew/ We're downwind from something 
foul smellin' here so we're going to huny along after 
just one more word (moot). THE HOLLYWOOD HILL
BILLIES is a 'Country & Western' influenced hard rock 
band but like some of the similarly influenced groups 
playing in Hollywood t-y. they went through "Punk' 
rock to get there. The HOLL YWCXXJ HILLBILLIES are 
fairly neW to the club circuit, so get the shooting star 
LONE JUSTICE out of the way lhen go see this band. 
Who else is sort of 'Country' warped around LA . 
THE SCREAMIN" SIRENS, Bl.COD ON THE SADDLE, 
THE MODIFIERS (when they blow in), and surprisingly 
WAYZATA Anymorei One more, CAL WORTHINGTON. 
Th9se bands all sound very different from one another. 

The members of TME HOLLYWOOD HILLBIWES 
are: Gary Dickson, guitar and vocals; Jennifur Stores, 
bass and vocals; Michael Sehnert, tapes and computer; 
Jack Ruby, sax and back-up vocals; Hunter Crowley, 
drums. This was a drunk situation, so whoever speaks 
in the interview was talking because they were r1r 
eo<ded. Whoever doesn't speak out of lhe band mem
bers, pet1laps hadn~ arrived yet or else kept quiet 
because the interviewer was rolling around on the floor 
drunk. 

TME DEANmVE HOLLYWOOD HILLBIWES INTER
VIEW (They ain't had no book /eamin ' so this ain't fer 
college girls and city fellers). 

continued on nexl page 



~TOP 
AGITPROP ART: This poster Is com
monly found on telephone poles 
throughout L.A. 's Latino neighborhoods 
protesting the aerial spraying of the In
secticide malathion on an unwilling 
population by the State of Callfornla. 
The artist Is anonymous. 

HOLLYWOOD HILLBILLIES continued 

GOOD ANSWERS 

NOMAG: IVE GOT A QUESTION THAT'S SO SMART 
THAT YOU'RE GOING TO FEEL LIKE IDIOTS WHEN 
YOU HAVE TO ANSWER IT ...... GARY: "It's /lfOl>-
ably like the draft physical or something." . . . . . JEN
NIFUR: "We/I what the fuck is the question? We'll think 
up ~ good quesUon for you. Did you ever want to fuck 
Angie Dickenson when you were 1 O years old? AJI righ~ 
then did you want to luck Uberace?" NOMAG: YOU 
CANT MAKE ME LOOK LIKE A JERK IN MY OWN 
MAGAZINE. WHAT IF I HAVE A GOOD QUESTION 
AND YOU FEEL REAL STUPID? HOW ARE YOU GO
ING TO GET OUT OF IT? ..... JENNIFUR: 'We'd 
say that we're hillbillies. I'll ask 'Jack Daniels'." NO
MAG: THE BEST APPROACH TO A GOOD INTER-
VIEW IS GOOD ANSWEF/S ...... JENNIFUR: 'The 
answer is Egypt " 

UNDER DURESS 

NOMAG: IF YOU GUYS ARE HILLBILLIES, THEN HOW 
COME YOU WERE PLAYING 'R&B' SIX MONTHS AGO 
IN A BAND CALLED THE WHIRL YB/RDS'? .. 
GARY: · rne guy made us do it." ..... JENNIFUR: 
"He told us what to play note for note " ..... JACK: 
"It was done under duress" .... . JENNIFUR: "It was 
a pretty hairy scene:· ..... MICHAEL: "Under whose 
dress?" ..... JENNIFUR: "My dress/ It was fun. It 
was fun. We saw alot of neat places, like if we were 
in the army or something." ..... NOMAG: WHAT 
KIND OF POWER DID THIS GUY HOLD CV.ER 
YOU? . . . . HILLBILLIES: "Money! .... Money, 
food and lodging." .. ... NOMAG: HOW DID YOU 
INTRODUCE HIM WHEN HE CAME UP ONSTAGE TO 
SING? rr WAS COOL ..... JENNIFUR:"Ohl The 
King Of White Trash .•• . . (laugh) . . • 'Ladies 
and gentlemen, the king of white trash Mr. Dino 
Lee!'" GARY: "tt 's like when you·re in the mood to go 
on a binge all of a sudden ..... You 're in the mood 
to go on a binge! Well that's how we got in that band. 
We were on a binge and before we knew it we were 
playing with hirn He was a great guy to hang out with 
and party with, then all ol a s- it became ... pley 
this & play that. We didn't know what we were playing 

because he wouldn 't tell us. So we said .... OK that 
sounds like fun, let's try that . . . . . . . Before we knew 
it we were travelling all around having a great time meet· 
ing people, but we were playing all kinds of music and 
we never knew where it came 
lrom" ..... JENNIFUR: "ff was good. We had alot of 
fun parties." 

COWPUNKS 

NOMAG: SO WHAT KIND OF BAND ARE YOU? ARE 
YOU 'COWPUNKS'? ..... JENNIFUR: "No. Uh uh. 
We're not cowpunks. Nope." NOMAG: YOU 
ARE SO 'COWPUNKS' ... -.. JENNIFUR: 'We punch 
cows." ..... MICHAEL: ''You see, the word 'punk' 
has a different connotation in the South than it does 
here in LA You see some girl walking down the street 
and if you're a real redneck and you're real offensive 
you go ... Boy I'd like to punk her! ... So if you cat1 
yourself a cowpunk that means that you punk cows." 
. ... . JENNIFUR: "I don't like to punk cows. I like to 
punk horses, so you can can if horsepunk.'' . 
GARY: "I think we're real Hollywood because all of the 
songs I like to do remind me of old movies out of Holly
wood, like surf movies and violent movies, biker movies. 
All those American-International movies are great and 
whenever I play a song I think of that, because I want to 
be in that movie, the music or the spirit or the feeling of 
it I like hillbilly stuff because alot of that was in those 
movies, and alot of surf stuff, and it's an Hollywood. I 
alWays wanted to be here and now rm trying to play 
like that·• ... . . JENNIFUR: "You are a hillbilly." 

THE BIG COUNTRY QUESTION 

NOMAG: WHAT IS THAT MAKES YOUR BAND A 
CONTEMPORARY BAND COMPARED TO 'BLACK 
FLAG' FOR EXAMPLE? JENN/FUR: 'We're 
maybe doing songs from the middle or late '50's or the 
'60's or somethin' but it comes out in an '80's way. You 
react to what's going on around you, you know. You 
can't play those damn songs the same way.'' . 

NOllAG 

NOMAG: HOW CAN LINK WRAY'S 'RUMBLE' (1957) 
PLAYED TODAY, COMPARE WITH WHITE RIOT BY 
THE CLASH' SIMPLY IN TERMS OF BEING CONTEM-
PORARY? ...... GARY: 'When I go ou1 to Holly-
wood ·s1vd. at night sometimes, I feel like 'Rumble" is 
coming alive. I see these Iranians fighting each other 
and hitting each others heads open They don't bother 
me, but it's like rumbles all over the place. That's how 
that song could relate to now." . . MICHAEL: . "I 
don't think anybody in this band takes himself as seri
ously as Joe Strummer takes himself."· . . . . . JEN
NIFUR: ''You've gotta be able to take a joke and any
body that can't take a joke, we say that it brings us all 
down and we don't need that at all" ..... GARY: "It's 
Hollywood." ..... JENNIFUR:" lt's like what it came 
from but in an 'BO's way. It comes off in the way we 
play.' ' ..... GARY: 'We use sound effects and 
computers and shit That's 'cause we like 
television.'' . 
MICHAEL: 'The big concern of the band is writing ihe 
songs, working out ideas, getting messages across. All 
that stuff about what little niche or what little p igeonhole 
we might fall into will fall into place as it progresses.'' 
..... JENNIFUR: 'That's why we do our 'Hollywood 
Hillbillies' song and a couple of other hillbilly songs and 
then we move into other areas. We want to have it like 
The Beverly Hillbillies' show. It had a 1V fonnat As you 
followed i~ each character was brought out and they 
had their own personality. Everybody had their own 
thing brought out That's what we're doing through our 
show, each person is getting to say what he is and we 
have the 'Hollywood Hillbillies Theme' in there. So we 
want to make it more like a show than just like a group 
getting together doing a bunch of songs not ·having any 
particular direction. We're trying to think alot about our 
show. We all have been in bands with lead singers who 
have their thing that they want to do. We figured . . . it's 
not us that's holding us back, it's them, so what the 
fuck, we'd start our own band and the only one that 
would stop us is us. We do everything that we want to 
do, you know, and everybody sings. We want to have a 
tuck.in' group." ..... GARY: 'We're boycotting }ead 

singers.' ' .. . . . NOMAG: W~Jnt~u~ T~~-Je= 



NOMAQ 
HOLL YWOOO HILLBILLIES continued ~~~~~~R~.i;;~yli~=v~E ~~A;ll S:Ut!"~ ·~1~ 
YOUR BAND A MODERN BAND DIFFERENT FROM from Europe, the English, they copied us originally. They 
BUCK OWENS? ..... GARY: 'We play noisier." copied CHUCK BERRY and CARL PERKINS.'' ..... 
..... JENNIFUR: 'We went to see alot of people ihai NOMAG: BUT WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
are really famous. The one exception to them is BOB PLAYING 'RUMBLE' 25 YEARS AGO AND PlAYING IT 
DYLAN. BOB DYLAN has all these young guys playing NOW? HOW DO YOU MAKE rT CONTEMPORARY? 
with him and they play realty thrashing loud sounding ..... GARY: "I'm really playing it the way I feel and 
music. Today people have forgot what real 'Country' we have the saxophone. It just sounds good. LINK 
was like when JOHNNY CASH was young and all those WRAY and me got together one time and played to-
people were young. They all got fat and they can't even gather for 3 hours. I'll ne~er forget it He taught me 
move or anything. We can play new-<lld 'Country' music, 'Rumble', so I play it still It was like him telling me 'Go 
but it's got energy to it And we went to see JERRY ahead and do it now with me.' ... and I thought . 
LEE LEWIS. And they're all like the Nashville pros and Wow . . it's now and I'm doing 'Rumble' and he's 
they're all so fuckin ' fat and so slow. That's not the way showing me, he's having me do it with hirn' ... and I 
it's supposed to be, like whars on the radio now, that's thought that it was great and it sounded really cool" 
like 'Disco Country'." ..... GARY: ·we play 'Country' JENNIFUR: "It applies to Hollywood, you see, 
for kids. Why should kids have to listen to 'Countiy' · because there's alt these fuckin ' sex shops and every-
peop1e that are right out of a soap opera somewhere? thing on Vermont and Hollywood Blvd.". . . GARY: 
How could they relate to that? It's like, hillbilly music is "It's a sexy song. I think that song was ahead of its time 

~'"'~~~!W9~~ ..... ~ 
OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD: Lemme just finish the 
last bite of my liverwurst sandwich.Um . . OK I'm 
ready. Who else eats in print? The first tragic interview, 
it had more in common with an airline disaster than 
music, of THE PLUGZ in this magazine took place back 
in '78 (don't get bored disaster fans because this thing 
nosedives from total engine failure all too soon). 
Whew! . . . that was way back there before my innocent 
liver had degenerated into a kind of soggy, clinging to 
life by a fingernai~ living pate, courtesy of Mr. Gordon, 
Mr. Smironoff, Mr. Daniels, Mr. Bud, Old English, Mr. 
Schlitz, Mr. Cuervo, Mr. Andre Pink (he's gay) . 
what a terrible thought. a living pate. Yech! . . . . A 
short time into the interview the tool of the trade got 
dropped (not someones pants if your thinking that) 
. . . . . The tape recorder broke against the sidewalk 
because the staggering unprofessional interviewer 
(ahem!) drank too much and dropped ff, the interview 
until the recorder was smashed was conducted on the 
sidewalk at Cherokee & Hollywood Blvd Equally drunk, 
a friend and I videotaped THE PLUGZ that year as well, 
similarly that was destroyed just a few minutes after it 
was recorded because we spilled a can of beer into 
the videotape recorder. It was no big deal. It was bor
rowed. So what? What can you do once the damage is 
done except try to hide it and attempt the pertect crime 
by getting an innocent person caught in your place? 
CRUZADOS . . what's in a name huh? Maybe alot 
maybe it's just moving letters. Just in general I guess, 
It's most certainly past due for 'real ' people in Holly
wood to be born again. Get born again you slea
zeballsl Lower your expectations just a little bit and it's 

photo: BRUCE KALBERG not painful or weird at all lf you're a hopeless sleazeball 
drunk, change bars. You have to do something every 

A SKI REPORT: And now here is a message for 
you weekend party goers who want to get out of 
town for your fun. ti summer means snow around 
your house you're going to find perfect mountain skiing 
conditions at your favorite ski resorts. Summer is a 
great time of year for ski enthusiasts. You can't fal1 over 
and break your neck this time of year because there is 
no snow left to slip on. It's riot so unbearably cold this 
time of year as it gets in the winter. Who wants to 
freeze their ass off and probably get sick from standing 
around in the bitter wind and frozen ground You'll 
catch pneumonia on the same day that you break your 
leg at best. Besides it's just an awful sport for boring 
bourgeois persons who like to overdress in dippy 
clothes and pose on chilly hillsides like human popsi
cles. You must always dress for the slopes before you 
get behind the wheel of a gaudy over-powered porsche 
anyway, even if you're only going to a 7-11 store. The 
only persons who can genuinely wear ski attire with any 
real bravado, porsche or no porsche, snow or no snow, 
are armed bankrobbers. They look cool whatever the 
condition of the slopes. They'll blow you away way 
farther than the icy winter wind and they are available 
at your local bfanch. You can even be like them if you 
want ft's easy. THE BAND MEMBERS : The new 
band which is no longer the band called THE PLUGZ 
has the following members today: Tito Larriva, vocals 
and guitar; Chalo (Charlie) Quintana, drums; Steve Huff
steder, lead guitar; Tony Marsico, bass. This 
band seems determined to avoid the stylistic wandering 
(Eclectic is not a nice word to use on Mexicans 
from Texas) and over-instrumentation which got THE 
PLUGZ somewhat snowed under in later years. Re
member that big snowstorm in Hollywood about 2 
summers ago? . Well THE PLUGZ caused ff. 

now and then, just change a tittle something . 
you slimy slug. Being born again is a good way to deal 
with the passage of time, but it's not for me, I attempt to 
go upstream. head backwards against time (it's heroic). 
I've spent my whole life lying to myself about my direc
tion, I keep happy that way, ff works too. By living a lie, 
everything· seems basically the same as it was back 
then, and when you lie about your past everything looks 
rosy. There is one condition that would ruin my life 
completely, going bald. It would be my undoing, total 
psychological destruction would consume me in di
rect proportion to my unhappy hair loss. It's my achilles 
heel. Although it's thick and abundant and it seems to 
have a rather strong attachment to my skullbone, all my 
life I've suffered from a gnawing anxiety about the per
manence of its grip. The top of my ~ad is mysterious 
and exotic to me, a place like Tahffi, it would be a terri
ble loss to see it become a lifeless lonely atol~ like a 
target in the pacific, an Eniwetok, ground zero for a nu
clear bomb test A recurring irrational fear: one day I 
sneeze too hard, the internal air pressure blows my hair 
straight out off my head and into the air. Total baldness 
by pneumatics, I guess that fear is based upon a com
plete misunderstanding of science in Junior High which 
was due to the fact that I always had a hard on, science 
or no science. A second recurring irrational fear: I 
wake up one morning and my haircut is stuck to my pil
low instead of my head My hair forgot who it belonged 
to while I was asleep and when I awake it holds on to 
the wrong goddam thing. I sit up totally bald before 
breakfast That fear is just totally irrational raw terror. 
Famous bald people from TV: Mr. Clean, Trapper 
John, Yul Brynner {few people know that Lucille Ball is 
actually Yul in drag, no that's incorrect, it's backwards 
. . . Lucy is totally bald in real life and she iS in fact Yul 
Brynner and is sexually into women, no that's not right 

because tt was one of the true songs that was real." 
. . . . . JENNIFUR: ft • • • and you see the hookers 
walking up and down the street and the song, you can 
get right into ff, everybody can, you know, because it's 
like this trashy Hollywood sound. It's like The Girl Can't 
Help It' that LITTLE RICHARD did It's the same kind of 
thing about them walking down the streets, and on 
Santa Monica Boulevard you have all the transvestites 
and the male prostitutes, and all this stuff around you 
affects the way you play. It's contemporary if it's done 
like the real thing. not like a bunch of bullshit" . . . . . 
GARY: 'We do evBfYl:hing that we want to do. The 
trouble with music is that there's too much regimenta
tion telling you what to do and what to sound like." ... 
NOMAG: WHAT IS YOUR INTENTION OR DIRECTION 
WHEN YOU PLAY? ..... GARY: "We like having a 
good time." ..... JENNIFUR: ''Yeah ... a really fun 
goofy time like hillbillies would have. It's not one strict 
kind of band." ..... MICHAEL: "It's not a locked in 
and manufactured image, like DEVO.". 

either, there is no Lucy .. there is Yul and his twin 
brother the family black sheep ... maybe there is no 
Yu~ only a butch Lucy look-alike bald imposter), Joe 
Garagiola (basebaff head), Archie Bunker, Don Rickles, 
Lumpy Authertord's dad and {cringe) 
rhymes with 'smelly' . . . Savalas. Kojak is the worst but 
he doesn't make my skin crawl, Scatman Crothers gives 
me hives. Imagine this, you wake up one morning and 
you go to the bathroom as usua~ at some point the fig
ure in the mirror catches your eye, you look at yoursetf 
in the mirror's image, in the reflection is Tim Conway 
that banal bald not funny comedian. Life can become 
no more cruel than this, like King Lear pfuck out your 
eyes! That reflection of Tim COnway would annihilate 
any lie I could dream up to maintain my false happt
ness, no mattBf how big the big baloney. There's Dick 
Van Patten (Eight Is Enough) from TV, doesn't he make 
you sick? Only something really weird, like elephantiasis 
of the gentials (not just huge Hollywood pervert goalies, 
this is Goodyear blimp of the crotch), a malady com
mon only to distant tropics, could possibly be more psy
chologically devastating to a hip fella with Saturday 
Night Fever like me. You don't like John Travolta? Gee. 
I thought every one liked hirn The Goodyear blimp 

· between your legs notwithstanding, excepting them
selves most people believe that the minds of others 
feed in the gutter, so logically the lusty swollen sex or
gans should follow suit and drag on the sidewalk. It 
makes terribly good sense and my acquaintenances 
would be very pleased if my toes scarcely touched the 
ground from King Kong balls or the like and I'm sure 
your friends would be equally harsh were you the un
lucky victim with the giant crotch. Ironically because of 
that unanimous peer group approval, around Hollywood 
at least. the physical exaggeration would go as unno
ticed as pink hair at a SCRATCH magazine party. Gan 
you imagine being mistaken for Kojak by an autograph 
seeking Hollywood tourist? 1-et's Make A Deal' .... 
Monty Hall ways . . . 'Which do you choose, the tropical 
monster sex organs or Kojak, the defoliated skull? Take 
the swollen goolies, man. Was it Sartre who said 'Die 
young and have a beautiful corpse.'? . . One must 
adapt to change, Trto's adaptability is demonstrated by 
the endurance of his band after six years, through a 
name and necessarily an implied identity change. 
PLUGZ becoming CAUZADOS in present time. I lie to 
myself(/ think I'm John Travofta) · which is fruitless (I 
never get fayed) but it works (I've got disco fever). The 
reflection of Trapper John in the bathroom mirror would 
send both of us directly to the shotgun · we 
couldn't blow ourselves over the brink fast enough. How 
can I presume to speak for Tito? Y.ou're right There are 
alot of sexy bald lead singers in rock groups, maybe the 
ones your grandmother got down with. I guess now 
we're gonna get alot of death threats in the mail from 
indignant bald people, with bald pride. Oh well . 
someone's gotta call a spade a spade. VOODOO 
SPELL: I hope a sudden autumn falls on Billy Idol's 
head Voodoo on Billy's head . . . . . . P.S. Is Bea 
Watchamacallit the masculine gravel-throated woman 
who played 'Maude' on TV really totally bald? She was 
actually sorta humorous . 
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LIONS ANO GHOSTS (I. to r.) RICK PARKER, MICHEAL MURPHY, ANO TODD HOFFMAN .~ 

LIONS AND GHOSTS: 
IMPRESSIONISM IN 
SOUND 

by BAUCE KALBERG 

LIONS AND GHOSTS MEMBERS: Rick Parker, gurtar; 
Micheal Murphy, drums; Todd Hottman, bass 
. . . . . . . . and newly acquired Cris Song, keyboards. 

NOMAG: Tell me what to say in the article because I 
don't know how to describe you guys. 

LIONS: 'We don't want to be put in any category, we're 
just doing music we like. People say we're like THE 
CURE or ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN but we really have 
no desire to sound like those bands. Maybe we sound 
like that at times a little bit but I think we're alot more 
hard driving than both those bands. We like funk, but 
we're not a funk band you know. Micheal plays alot of 
funk style drumming but most funk nowadays is done 
with drum machines." 

NOMAG: Your sound, it's not played fast and it's kind 
of moody. What is it? 

& GHOSTS: " H's kind of moody .and it's kind of 
obscure lyrically. It's not all spelled out It's kind of 
meant to draw people in. We want to create a kind of 
aura with the music. There's a texture. Our music's not 
for evetyone and it doesn't sound like hardcore punk. 
We sort of already went through really fast grinding 
hardcore punk, if you're into that you might not like us." 

NOMAG: Your music is great just to listen to I think. 

LIONS: "In England people, well I guess you would call 
them punks because they dress like punks, have such 
wider musical tastes than most of th& people that dress 
like punks that I meet in Los Angeles. Over there THE 
CURE and SIOUXIE are respected, whereas if that was 
a band from LA that no one had ever heard of, they 
would say SIOUXIE & THE BANSHEES are too slow 
and boring, or THE CURE is too slow. Whatever you're 
into is OK If all you want to hear is 1234 bash bash, 
then that's what you should tisten to." 

NOMAG: Was the band once named BANNER? 

& GHOSTS (RICK): 'We first started out with a couple 
of different members in the band Actually there was a 
band called BANNER that was just me and another 
drummer and bass player. We kept changing and those 
two guys couldn't handle what I wanted to do. Then I 
found Todd and a different drummer. We kind of went 
through a stage that was 60's psychedelia I like alot of 
that stuff but we never really wanted to be a 60's band 
at all We knew once we did a few gigs with all these 
mod bands and stuff like that, it was a dead end. We 
instantly got pegged as a revival psychedelic band We 
were never into a revival, I just had a Rickenbacker 12-
string and it kind of sounded like THE BYRDS maybe. 
We started getting away from the '60's by intentionally 
trying to break out with more of our own type of thing 
that wasn't so 60's.Our old drummer couldn't handle it 
so then we got Micheal Shortly after that we changed 
the name of the band because the music was sounding 
so different than the original band So we decided to 
wipe the slate clean and start with a new name. We had 
gone through so many progressions as far as what we 
sounded like and then we finally got the line-up where 
we liked the way it sounded, so we changed the name.·· 

TODD: "Since LIONS AND GHOSTS have been play
ing together the music hasn't stayed the same, it's been 
rolling. When we travelled to England and played, we 
did afot of rehearsing, and doing that in another place 
opened us up to alot of different things. We just got back 
from New York and we did alot of rehearsing there. We 
like being in a new place with all kinds of different peo
ple & the different attitudes. We have some new songs 
now that are similar but a bit harder edged. tf we would 
have made a record when we first got together and 
then one now, the difference would be so much that 
you wouldn't recognize the same band. We're just 
searching, each song we write gets better." 

NOMAG: Do you think Los Angeles audiences are nar
row·minded? 

continued on next page 



LIONS & GHOSTS continued 

LIONS (TODD): "Definitely. I donl want to put down 
LA because there is alot of cool people in LA but l"ve 
been other places where people's minds are way more 
open. In LA they want to copy whatever they hear is 
the trend in England or New York or whatever. LA 
should have trends of ;rs own. Here you have to find 
people that are into your little niche. It's hard to get a 
following here."" 

NOMAG: What does LIONS ~D GHOSTS mean? 

& GHOSTS: "lt"s the difference between what"s logical 
and ilk;>g~L Picture a lion that is real strong 
and in control of his destiny, the strongest ani
mal of the jungle, that old stupid story of the lion being 
the king of the jungle and controlling everything, one 
day he meets up with his ghost and he can't do any
thing because it's not a physical thing that you can con
trol It's like the difference between what you can touch 
and what you can only feel .... what makes sense 
and doesn't make sense or only makes sense on a spir-

. ituaJ level" 

NOMAG: We're going to make what you just said all 
wrong. We'll transcribe it wrong and fill it full of errors. 

LIONS: "That"s ok. We like people to Interpret 
things In their own way. It's whatever you want it to 
be. We just don't want to have a name that sounds like 
everyone elses name. We really want to do something 
that's our own. We try not to be like the bands we 
Ilka We really like KOMMUNITY F K, PSICOM and 
TUPELO CHAIN SEX. They are at least making an effort 
to do something original. There are so many bands in 
this town that are just trying to cop something ... try
ing to cop a sound that already exists. We want people 
to hear our music and think that it sounds kind of new." 

NOMAG: Why do you consider your sound to be-'at
mospheric' in_ quality? 

& GHOSTS: "Its ephemeral . . . ethereal . . it's like 
you're in a canyon. It sort of makes an environment It 
surrounds you • • • • it's echoing, creating an at
mosphere Instead of just poking at you. We paint a 
full picture. Sometimes I think of our music as sounding 
like what I would imagine Impressionist paintings to 
'sound' like. It's kind of pretty with lots of colors 
muddk!d and kind of hard to make out up close, 
but then eve.rythlng just fells Into place." 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

PSICOM: WE READ 
ALOT AND WE ENJOY 
OUTER,,SPACE 

' :.· .,.:. . 
STICKING TO THl'sUBJECT: Who is the sticky one, 
the interviewer or the subject? It's you, you're ail sticky! 
If you're under the impression that there is nothing new 
under the dirty brown LA soleil, try PSICOM. (It'll take 
that sticky stuff right off you). In the past few years 
have you begun to fear your perverted friends, isolated 
yourseff, taken a 9 to 5 job as self-punishment, OD'd 
more than once and then become a vegetarian, visited 
your obnoxious relatives out of familial klVe not duty, 
and have you started admiring anonymous drooling 
infants in the arms of strangers inside Zody's depart
ment store, entirely stopped cheating on your lover in 
every shadow, bar and bathroom in town? (You get 1 
minute to think about it I've gotta masturbate the dog, 
it's 9 o'clock. If I don't he fucks humans. Maybe a con
fused boat person out hunting housepets will eat him 
for ma) You may have punched your ticket prematurely, 
the show isn't over and it's not your bedtime yet It's a 
concrete spider web, difficult to see the entrapment sus
pended in your midst, and the human fly flits by in fear 
{buzz . . buzz . . . stick . . . chomp!) . . . . whoops! 
We km our fly. We can hire another one right here on 
the spot The human fly flits (buzz • • • buzz . . . 
buzz) ~om metaphoric garbage to metaphoric dogshlt 
on and on, scared as hell and eventually becomes a 
prisoner of his home and repetitive patterns, ultimately 
dying in dull safety. /Ve you clinging to a stale and safe 
piece of familiar dogshit out of insecurity. Has it stopped 
communicating {communicating with dogshit?) 
STOPI STOPI What kind of /fterature is this? Thia Is the 
end. It's gotta stop .. . . ... PS. PSICOM is no wirll> 
art band. The end. Did I tell you that they fJf9 one of the 
best bands in LA.? They are one of the best bands in 
LA or anywhere else. 

PSICOM has the following members: Peny Farrell, 
vocals and percussion; Mariska. keyboards; Rich Evac, 
bass; Bones, guitar; and Aaron Sherer, drums. 

PSICOM INTERVIEW: I don"! know who lhe "Rude 
Slob' speaking in this interview was, he came in with 
the band's group of friends. They seemed to know 
him. Maybe they thought I knew him 1 0 minutes after 
everyone had left (2 am) I walked by the bathroom and 
the door was ck>sed like somebody was in there. I 
knocked on the door and that guy 'Rude Slob' says 
"Just a minute!" He was gonna hang out in there. I gave 
him a NOMAG when he left He didn't make a mess. 

NOMAG: I HAVENT BEEN ABLE TO DESCRIBE THE 
PSICOM SOUND TO ANYBODY. 

PSICOM: 'That's good tt means we're not following 
anybody." , 

RUDE SLOB: ""All I heard when they played wes 
MOTORHEAD." 

PSICOM: 'We don't play anything like the bands that 
we listen to. I was thinking about it today. We all have a 
weird past of some kind as far as being hurt a little by 
things, and we're basically intelligent people." 

RUDE SLOB: "'Oh come on! I know two of these 
people ... 

PSICOM: 'Wait a minute. The music has reflected how 
we feel about the world It's tender, bittersweet, angry. 
So we're just reflecting the world right now. That is what 
I think true art is, a reflection of the time. When you look 
back, like at German Expressionism, when the people 
were really impoverished looking, the af1; was really 
strong. So we are the result of now. That's why you 
can't pin it, but it is like the world It's almost crazy, but 
the work:I is almost crazy. It definitely goes borderline 
. . . it's a fine line between sanity and insanity." 

NOMAG: THE MUSIC GIVES THE IMPRESSION OF 
BEING LAYERED, LIKE LA YER OF SOUND OVER 
LA YER OF SOU NO, BUT DRIVING AND 
COMPLICATED. 

PSICOM: 'That's a nice way to describe it That's one 
of the things I like about PUBLIC IMAGE. They have 
that bass and then they layer the guitar and keyboards 
over It." continued on next page 



NOMAG: WHERE DID YOUR NAME COME FROM? 

PSICOM: 'We went through 3 or 4 months of trying to 
find a name. We were looking through books on mov
ies, science fiction . . . we wrote a bunch of stuff down 
at one point We realised that we weren't going to get a 
name out of that We started with F-COm or something. 
Kommunity F Com First we were called THE SHER
PAS. But you know what's cool about our name now, 
it's that it's not anything . . . . . Psi is a Greek letter, the 
23rd letter, which is a r'nystlcal number, and it means 
'mind' also in Greek. tt 's the letter in Greek of the sylla
bles that make up 'psyche' and 'psychology' . . . . and 
Com - communication. MUltary jargon. Com = combat 
We were big 'Combat' freaks when we were kids. Vic 

. Morrow yeh. You're gonna get yours soon and you're 
gonna wish It was a helicopter." 

NOMAG: DID YOU EVER SING BEFORE PERRY? 

PERRY: 'When I started out I moved to LA . . . I lived 
in my car and I wanted to be a singer, but nobody fik.ed 
me. They thought I was too flipped out In fact this band 
almost dktn't pick me up because at the first rehearsal I 
just started jumping around. They would look at one 
another like . . . 'This guy is fucking nutsr . . . This is 
my first band and Marisca's first band. The thing is, I 
looked for 4 years. It's not like I'd never sung before and 
I just got up there. I'd been practicing in my room with 
headphones for 4 years while looking for a band that I 
could relate to, with people that I thought were great 
people." 

NOMAG: GRIT PEOPLE? 

CARTOON 

RUDE SLOB: "I like that better. Grit people. Yeah." 

PSICOM: 'We had another singer befora She's playing 
keyboards in Kommunity FK now. Margaret, she used to 
be the singer. We had a different drummer then . . . tt's 
lucky that those people dropped out It's really hard to 
find a combination of people who can do something like 
this. It's rare, it's really fuckin' rare. I don't know what 
happened but we did it. We went through many drum
mers. We were like in the pits of depression, we were 
despondent We were ready to drown our drum ma~ 
chine. The people in the band are different enough so 
that when we came together, we didn't get in each ot~ 
ers way. I've been in bands before and it's never haJr 
pened like that The combination of people has never 
been so good . . . . . Everybody has their own little 
space, and nobody ever tells the other person how to 
play anything. There is no master of it We all read alot 
and we all enjoy outer space. We're really into space 
technology." 

RUDE SLOB: "They're frustrated astronauts. They're 
too old to be astronauts otherwise they'd be 
astronauts." 

PSICOM: 'We really want to play places that are not 
clubs. We're working alot on that now. That's really 
where our intent lies. We all agreed when we started 
that we really want to play for the people." 

RUDE SLOB: "I'm going to get Mark Pauline to destroy 
your band." (Do I really have to repeat this, this far 
aJong, this late in the goddam game, even after he 
nearly blows himself to the moon with explosives. some 

of you still can't remember who Mark Pauline is right at 
this moment He's your long lost father the sailor who 
went to sea and got captured by the natives and eaten 
and made into candles, seat covers. rope. dog food, cat
food and perfume behind the moustached princesses 
waxy elephant ear. You can't 'forget your own Dad on 
his birthday now can you? Ed) 

NOMAG: WHAT ARE THE SONGS ABOUIT? WHAT 
ARE THE LYRICS ABOUIT? 

PERRY: 'Well there are alot of different things. It's re
ally hard even for me. I hate alot of people. I have to 
admit it I hate like crazy, but I love too. Maybe it's a 
personal thing but I want to try to correct the hate. I'm 
writing about all that all that fucked up lhi~ I'm bying 
to change it and maybe that will help me change my
self. Sometimes I get real confused." 

RICH: "It's a weird thing when you love humanity and 
you hate human beings." 

PERRY: "I get so fucking pissec off at peopla There's 
another one, mind communication This is kind of a fun 
fantasy for me. I think that at no set time In the future, 
10,000 years maybe through evolutiOI\ there will be no 
money and people will communicate through mind, 
strictly mind" 

RUDE SLOB: "You've got to be kidding! You've got to 
be kidding. That's the most absurd thing I've ever heard. 
You're just nuts. There's no way we'll evolve! I hate 
DEYO but they're right" 

by BRUCE KALBERG 
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(OR 10,000 
MADISONS) 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

SO YOl!'RE NOT CALLED 'THE SWINGING MADI· 
SONS' ANYMORE? DID YOU STOP SWINGING? . 
MADISON #1: "We dropped the 'Swinging ' because 
people thought we were goofy." ... MADISON #2: 'We 
want to be taken serious ly. We 're secret ly swinging 
now." .. . YOU SEEM MORE CONTRIVED THAN 
MOST LOS ANGELES BANDS .. ....... MAD MADI· 
SON: " More contrived? What does that mean?'.'. 
WELL, YOU WEAR THOSE PATENT LEATHER SUITS, 
YOU BRING THEM ON HANGERS TO THE CLUB 
AND THEN YOU CHANGE INTO THEM RIGHT 
BEFORE THE SHOW ... MADMAD MADISON: "Are 
you trying to tell us that all of those LA. bands are 
not 3tticted? If you're going tO be onst~ge you mlQ-ht 

THE MADISONS ... are these 'Madlsons' the g'enuine 'M8dlsons°?. 

as well try to look good. You don't necessarily wear think we have a slick image but actually we're alot 
the same clothes to the office which you could say shoddier than most bands. Our clothes are falling 
that the soundcheck is .. the dirty work . . as you apart. " .... MR. T MADISON: "The clothing itself 
would to the evening party where you want people doesn't really smell that bad because the sweat you 
to think you look great." .. I SEE ... MADISON #2A: have onstage is completely pure, as opposed to other 
"Even bands that you might think look natural, they'll sweat Let's stop talking about dothes." ... . .. UH·H 
all put on an extra bandana around their heads or WHAT ELSE? WHY DID YOU LEAVE NEW YORK? .. 
around their knees because they're going to be POLKADOT MADISON: "We wanted to be success· 
onstage and that's their stage outfits, just like we ful and we were popular there to a degree that wasn't 
have." ... MAD #7724: "You also know that when you acceptable to us." ... PINK MADISON: "At the time 
put on something that you are going to wear onstage, we moved here, there were more clubs here than 
it's going to get really sweaty and gross by the end there was in New York .. and winter was coming. It 
of the set, so you don't necessarily want to wear that was a professional move." . . . TAD MAD: "Do you like 
all of the time. I know bands that are thought to be ii here?" ... OF COURSE NOT! .... FLINTSTONE 
rockin ' wild shamanistic hoodoo devils, take 'The MADISON: "OK .. but you see, you're allowed to say 
Cramps' for Instance, they change their clothes that because you've lived here a long time, but if you 
before they go onstage." .. .. .. SO ARE YOUR SUITS come from New York and you say that you don't 
SMELLY? . . . . MADMAX MADISON: "Sure." .. . . HOW particularly like it here, you are considered to be 
DO YOU CLEAN THEM? .. . . MADS TOGETHER: "We some kind of weird out-of-towner snob." .. . WHO 
don't. " .... MADISON WISCONSIN: 'We don't wear WRITES THE SONGS? ... .. J.R. MADISON: " I write 
those anymore. Now we're just wearing regular thesongs." ... HOWWOULDYOU DESCRIBE YOUR 
cotton wool suit~ and th?se really smell. You_m_ig_h_1 _____ .....,, ______ co_n_un_u_ed_ on_ ne_x_1 ~page 



MYSTERY MAOISONS continued from previous page 
MUSIC? IS IT POP? ... NOTMAD MADISON: 
"Yes .. it's your basic 'poprockfusion'. You would file 
it Linder 'Rock' in the record store. You would find 
Frank Sinatra in the 'Pop' section now." .... DIS
POSABLE MADISON: "I guess we're a 'Rock' band, 
certainly." .... IT SORT OF REMINDS ME OF EARLY 
MANFRED MANN ..... UNDERCOVER MADISON: 
"That's good! The songs are very structured .. they 
have verses and choruses. I try to have melodies 
because I like melodies. r try to make the lyrics inte·m-· 
gent and say something. I'm a craftsman. It's not a 
frightening thing to me to say that part of art is craft. 
Some people really recoi l from that ldea. They think 
it has to be this complete moment of inspiration that 
comes out and it's really meandering and you can't 
really grasp It, but I think that you can go ahead and 
put a lot of work into something that you do and that 
makes it better. It's better to take a good idea and 
perfect it than It is to just throw it out in a sort of 
religious moment that you are not allowed to ques
tion. It's a sort ·of old fashioned notion of songwriting. 
It's definitely structured ... and we think It's imper· 
tan! to be really good." ... . . 007 MADISON: ''But we 
have a real noise side to us that we like to play 
also .. We make alot of noise." .... MOTLEY MADI· 
SON #3: "You can have those two things in the same 
place .. You can have this kind' of completely out of 
control emotional wailing of instruments and have 
it play around a structure and then it works. We like 
the psychedelia that's noisy and painful and about 
the inability to deal with reality. So we are always 
having those two things fight each other.': ... MADI
SON #9987299372: "Sometimes when we are Inter
viewed or talk to people, the people have never seen 
us, so they don't have any basis for what their ques
tions are." .... HEY! I DO THAT. I INTERVIEW BANDS 
l'VE NEVER SEEN ....... MASKED MADISON: "We 
have a different approach from people who just get 
together and all play at once . .. mostly, our songs are 
arranged around the bass. We try to make it so that 
the drums and bass work really well together as the 
song, and then the guitar is like an old swing record 
where you put horns on top of that We want to make 
the bass midway between the bass and a second 
guitar so that it has this clean sound. Sometimes 
when people play bass you can't tell what notes 
they're playing because there's no treble on It at all. 
Very often the songs are composed on piano and the 
bass part is worl<ed out there." .. . . WHAT IS YOUR 
FAVORITE NOISE? DON'T TELL ME WHAT IT IS, 
YOU HAVE TO MAKE THE ACTUAL NOISE ..... MAD 
#69: "Can we make it? I'm trying to think if you meant 
industrial or environmental or the sound I make when 
I rub my lips together." .... GIDGET MADISON: 
"We're too contrived to make n61ses on the spur of 
the moment. Come back next week!" .... MADISON 
#9999 + 1: "I can't make any noises myself.". 
PEPBOY MADISON: "Oh·h sure you can . . just try to 
sing. He sort of sounds like a tea kettle." ... WHAT 
IS THE LEAST FUN SHOW YOU'VE PLAYED? ..... . 
INVISIBLE MADISON: "I know the most not fun show 
that 1 've played ... it was 'that one at 'The Roxy' when 
we first came out here. We had this big date at 'The 
Roxy' and I hadn't learned to sing at all yet. We were 
just a brand new band and I completely lost my voice. 

HANDICAPPED. 

I couldn't make any noise at all. I almost started cry
ing onstage. I said In a whisper .. I'm sorry I have to 
leave. We had to go oH the stage and then everybody 
came into the back and started yelling at us because 
we weren't going to get paid unless we finished the 
set. I was sitting there and I couldn't make any noise 
at all, and the managers were back there and the 
people running the club and the little waitresses were 
going ... We need lemon! ... No! No! Whiskey will do 
it! .... But then actually it turned out to be really great 
because the rest of the band played really great and 
I just went like this ... 'Huhhh! Huhhhhth!' ... and all 
of the people with mohawks said that we were a 
really important new advent in the history of 'Rock' 
... They said we should move out to Huntington 
Beach. Then when they saw us again and I could 
.sing, they didn't like us anymore. We could have had 
a whole new following if I had just continued to sing 
like that" .... BAT MADISON: "Audiences are usually 
kind of extreme in their judgement toward us. They 
really like us, or with a 'Hardcore' audience like we 
had with 'The Cramps' when we played with them a 
few times, they really hated us. It was fun, we en
joyed that. I kpow a great show we played .. it was 
at 'The Ritz' for 'The Dead Boys' reunion ... it was for 
the movie 'D.O.A.' you know, the punk movie with Sid 
Vicious, and the audience was all of these New 
Jersey quote punks with leather jackets and chains. 
They just hated us really passionately and it was fun. 
We did a swing version of 'Holidays In The Sun'. We 
had a thousand people giving us the finger all at 
once. It was really great. Some girl had toothpaste 
and she put it in her mouth and she spit it out 
onstage." ... MINUS 1 MADISON: "I got hit with a 
tampax once. It was an unused one .. . fresh. C'mon 
.. you've had a long time to think up another ques· 
lion." .. .... I DON'T ALWAYS HAVE QUESTIONS. 
SOMETIMES I DON'T HAVE A QUESTION . ... . 
MAD GANG: "We've heard that abcut you!" .... DO 
YOU HAVE ANY MESSAGES IN YOUR LYRICS? .... . 
TV MADISON #98: 'We have all of the messages. You 
have to get the de-coder ring. Each song has a 

message. There are too many messages.'' ..... DO 
YOU GUYS THINK THAT YOU'LL EVER BE SAVED .. I 
MEAN BORN AGAIN? ... . . MICROCHIP MADISON: 
''We don't need that. We're already saved. We've been 
saved too long .. We want to be spent." ..... DO YOU 
HAVE ANY BAD HABITS? . .... CHOCOLATECHIP 
MADISON: "No .. nonf! of us ever drink or smoke or 
take drugs. We try to pretend we h"ave bad habits to 
seem more interesting than we really are.". 
END MADISON. 



by BRUCE KALBERG 

DAY 1: A Bortng Existence. 

How are you today? OK huh? As for me I just re
peated a mistake I repeated ly make. I put my pack 
of crush-proof cigarettes In my back pocket, sat on 
It for a good Ya hour, looked for It and couldn't find 
It, then discovered it back there by accldeOt, very 
crushed. I hate smoking flat cigarettes, yet I have a 
habit of sitting on them Typically, my addictions have 
me entrapped within their web of pleasure and pain. 
I had my usual Irresistible craving for.1Mickey Cakes' 
which taste like cheap .. Twlnkles' but when you're 
riding the sugar roller coaster they kick In like an 
uncut upper. My nerves were jangled so I ate them 
as I was driving, they cheated me on the banana 
cream filling, there was just a little bit on the bottom 
but none Inside, plus I forgot that I had battery 
ocld on my fingers so they tasted like chi/I banana 
'Twlnldes' and my tongue Is still burning an hour later 
and I've been spitting alot as II that wlll help. My car 
has developed a new mystery noise. It's celebrating 
Its 32nd blrt~day this year .. . so all the wiring Is 
decaying, losing Its Insulation, everything Is shorting 
out In crazy ways. I'm being evicted from my place. 
I've slept In my clothes for two days because I've 
been real busy (a busy slob) .. . Would you dress up 
to go to The Department Of Motor Vehicles? . . . Hell 
no! . .. Finally, I got caught In the machinery of Its 
bureaucratic bumbling and consequently I've been 
queuing up for weeks In that rabbit's warren under 
threat of arrest, which at times recently has appeared 
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the most desirable option open to me, but I can't what one eats-when the money runs low .. . the less 
stand not knowing when it will happen, my anest. I money, the more eggs . .. I guess I'm thinking about 
just went to meet somebody for an appointment The food alot because I can't afford drugs. In fact, I've 
party didn 't show up. The 'Mickey Cakes' have put always envied drog addicts. I've always wanted to be 
me In a good mood . .. even without that wad of one but I've never been able to afford it. I just end 
banana. cream that I so anxio~sly anticipated. The up frying eggs for a week or a month after I spend 
l andlady's German shepherd didn't try to bite me all my money on powder. My mother raised me to be 
today. It just stared. It's trying to play psychological carnivorous, so by the time I was 12, it was too tate 
chess, It's using stress to break me mentally before for me to be a vegetarian. Today, as I stirred the eggs 
the kill. That animal Is diabolical. On any day, I find In the frying pan, I fantasized dancing steaks, then 
myself unable to talk to people except for a few I went to watch the black & white TV ..• the local drug 
bro~e.n mono~yllables . . . but monosyllables tlttilate addicts carried Ott the color TV a few weeks ago. One 
me .. . the breakdown of the English language. Jn me, sunny afternoon they climbed in the kitchen window 
this condition developed 4 or 5 months ago. It was then exited through the bedroom window with the 
then that I decided to become Iconic rather than color TV wrapped in the sheet from the bed. I went 
personable In my dealings with others. It became a to traffic court today. E>c,cuse me, I've gotta blow my 
little project of mine. To be iconic, meant that as an nose. I've had worse days, but I've gotta give traffic 
individual I would be recognizable and famlllar lfke court a very low rating .. . I went in there looking Hke 
a figure on a postage stamp to those around me, but a total sleazeball .. . that's what they want .to see 
I would have no depth of personality. I don't want to when they look at the public ... so I didn't change my 
be an Interesting, entertaining personality. I'm sick clothes for 3 days, In fact I slept in them, and my hair 
of opinionated people and I don't want to have an was all greasy and stringy. I was a mess. I'm all 
opinion, I just Want to be a thing. Each opinion seems cleaned up now. Isn't that refreshing? Do you Ilka TV 
to cancel out another opinion and they all end up In dinners? I do. I didn't vote for the President last year, 
a heap of meaninglessness. So, £!Ven though my did you? , 
behaviour may appear ridiculous in certain social If 'o)JA,S _,..\~ p ~ ·~ Gtlli ht\.... 
setting~ I continue to maintain a somewhat inhuman ':"" '~''I' -h.. \\f.~ 
osture. I want to be a plastic Col. Sanders, a Big Fo~ e ... r~\ { Tl> O't '. lt~ 

Boy statue, or a 7-11 sign. Uh oh! I can't write any·v1 1~ "f\i-t y e>,,y ~ 

~i~e P=~t~~='.~ .~~~~ !':: ;~~:rn~r;:~"c:.,~~uad: ~_..,rt~ , 1\\~ o tr 
"I'm typing." .. . .. "Did you find your phone book?" ~sre.1<10.\Li~ ···· ~.,,,. 
. . . . "Leave me alone or I' ll rip your head off!".. . . -th.t 5aJ-.c. \M-€.11\ 
I'm an angry little postage stamp aren~ I? ... Remem- ~,,-t \ 0 1 

e 
ber, it's a mistake to be too friendly to others In Los t> - •,.._lih~ 
Angeles. People think you are a fool. They won't Qha"\1 t\,.l °tlll<I · 
respect you. Occasionally, do something nasty to d.t.LtJ.eJ t"h~~·J ~ 
your friends, a random malicious act . . . that'll do the ~< v~• l·eJ 1'.tl" ~ 
trick. You're one of them now, you belong. Now, I'm :t Sh ,..., r: 
gonnamakellkeavegetableuntiltomorrow . . . Look! O~'- \... "- ~c:t~ ~r' 
I'm a couch potato! ·~ .,,,·"-\'"~ ~v- · { 

Fty ov~~~t'i" ~ 

DAY 2: A New Low. . 1\..-t "-"'"°ii"\\, ~~ 
Hello again! How are you today? I try not to worry \I-

1 
1 ti . 

about myself unnecessarily, but on the other hand Or."' ""'?',. ~ II."(' ' 

~or:t~~j.~ =~o~~~ :=!ds:~ ~~~~~~~::~ ytu<i b 
or the human situation or vivisection, just me. This 
is a ~it curious, It's the little finger on my right hand , ,, 
that has captured my attention today. I've lost control 1 

of It . : .It's been running around at night . . . no serious· 
ly . . I can't wlggle It. That's how cancer starts, some 

~r~!fn~~c:~::~~~l~!nm:~~u;!~t.i~~o~~l~~~r~k~~: 
up like a 'Cheeto' and then in a painful paroxysm, 
you're gone. I plunged my fist througff a pf ate glass 
door a few years ago trying to get Into a late night 
party, Instead I made It to the operating table, a very 
sloppy Saturday night. That old wound could be the 
cause of today's digital malfunction, but my pinky 
Is my nose-picking finger. That's its sole ralsqn d'etre, 
and today It's llmp and unfunctlonal. I've been eating 
alot of eggs lately and.they are vauseatlng. Eggs are 

DAY 3: Dining Out. 

"Take me baby for your little boy, you get 300 pounds 
of heavenly joy, this is it, this is it, look what you get!" 
... . 7he Wolf' has been an inspiration ta me for 20 
years, why stop now? . .... We)come to Pig City. My 
stomach is moving with the tide (oh gawd!) . . . . did 
I chow down today with a vengeance! . . . First, two 
Phillipe's trench dipped sandwiches for breakfast, an 
hour off to play miniature golf in the valley, then make 
the break with Western civilization and cruise into 
.Chinatown. My girlfriend says .. "These people are 
the most ancient civilization on earth. They are as 
old and timeless as cockroaches and rats." . . . We 
picked up a few cheap battery operated fantasy 
massacre toys in a crowded shabby mall then headed 
for a greasy chopstick down a sidestreet. .... "Look 
at the geometrics in this smashed up Marlboro crush
proof box. Do you realize that you've been dining with 
a connoisseur of ordinary garbage?" .. I quipped, 
reaching into the gutter ..... "I wish you'd bathe 
sometimes. You look like a bum." . .. she retorted sar· 
donically. After our slimy noodles we conjured up 
another adventure .. . "Let's go to Koreatown and see 
how they congregate." . ... So off we go to Korea town 
but we get lost and then seriously sidetracked by an 
Ice cream parlour rising out of the Chinese~ mono· 
sodium glutamate mind fog and then I had to go 
straight home, code 10, for a nap and inevitably, a 
post-prandial nightmare. Needless to say, I woke up 
a few hours later in a foul mood ..... "I 'm in a bad 
mood from that dream. Let's go get some ribs at 
Greece's. " . ... . .. . Greece's is a potentially sinister 
dream fragment on its own merit, it's a hole-in-the· 
wall Black (we were culture hopping a digestive 

contir1ued on riext page 
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tango) rib joint down La Brea Ave., niar the Santa -;;:::--........._,,...._ 
Monica Freeway. Inside It's as cozy as a prison ce ll Ct.i\// G · 
at county jail, decorated with all the warmth and · ..:.Jj\ ... . 
charm that you might conjure up from that compari-~-. 
son, except inside Greece's there's an enormous, ''\\ . 
sinister, Dachau style, red brick oven from which JI'". 
these very black American restaurateurs shovel out 1 
~~~~i!:~~i~i~~;1~~n~1 1:~;?h~;; ;~~~~~u;:h~ ~ "'-.~ 
mention of brains makes me think of uni, although -

~~~~~·~r~~ii~.s .. ~~!1h~~~if~~c~'7~ ~~! ~~:;.i~·:s~ ~~~ I "l;i!il"'"-,- )..,-,1 
an object of horror to most non.Japanese. Whoo-o! i 

... Just, thinking about a quivering uni gives me a 
lump in my throat. It resembles an animated, quiver
ing, s limy ball of cool mucous. Do you remember the 
theme song to the movie 'The Bk>b'? .... "It slips and 
slides and creeps and crawls across the floor . . " 
..... once you swallow it, uni deceives your esoph· 

agus ... it certainly defies swallowing. I approach it 
as an athletic challenge, not a food. Once I have it 
flrmly clenched between my chopsticks, like a base.: 
ball pitcher throwing a strike, I throw it directly at my 
uvula, then swallow 3 times in rapid succession very 
hard. An unsuccessful pitch finds the uni flying back 
out of my mouth and it lands right back on the plate. 
Once it's in your stomach, it really comes to life. It 
does not feel dead, only captive, seeing distant light 
at the end of the tunnel, it begins to climb out ... now, 
who is In control, you or the uni? .... What else? The 
day after I got out of traffic court, I got another ticket. 
It's always good to keep a hand in, it lets you know 
you're wanted by somebody. I got evicted from my 
second place of residence, so I'm being thrown out 
of two places stmultaneously. I've already found a 
new place. I plan to move tomorrow. How are you 
today? What's for dinner? 

DAY 4: My New Bra. 

EARLY MORNING: . . . . .... well .. .forget that . 
early afternoon .. . professionalism falls out of bed 
and sprains an ankle. Today I initiate my plan to 
become an Elvis Zombie, having jusrcompleted Gary 
Panier's new book 'Invasion Of The Elvis Zombies' . . 
It has become my bible. Once my physical trans· 
formation Is complete, I will seek an audience with 
him and ask him many probing questions, we will be 
sitting face to face In intellectual confrontation. I 
want to be an evil·SOn<Jf·satan-Etvis-Zomble not some 
banal ordinary c lone Elvis-Zombie. I've chosen to be 
an obese transvestite Elvis shooting Tuenols, my shirt 
pockets packed with amyl nitrates, with s~dlstlc. 
strap-on genetalia .:iccessories tucked in my handbag. 

After all, Elvls was a sex symbol for every man and 
woman In America, and in that light he was a huge 
mas!=> media homosexual phenomenon. In those 
times of sexual repression ne servea as a sate outle.t 
in the media for American male homosexuality. He 
was not on ly the 'King of 'Rock 'N Roll ' he was also 
the 'Queen', although that title was only tacit ly con· 
ferred upon him. In 1957 with 'Love Me Tender' the 
gorgeous, sensual, volatile vocalist with the acrobatic 
crotch admonished clumsy American males to be 
more gentle. 

A PREMAlURE EPILOGUE: A dishevelled overweight 
dusted sodomized AIDS victim bisexual toupeed 
middle-aged Elvis look·allke weekend zombie stag· 
gers down a long deserted alley leaning Into the brick 
wall every few broken steps for support . .... stopping 
suddenly, the Elvis copy plunges a gangrened hand 
into its pocket retrieving a Bic Hghter shoplifted from 
a Thrifty drug store while eating an A'rab sales clerk. 
The amateurishly made up father of flve bends for· 
ward at the waist thrusting his head between his 
sweaty crotch, leaving the nylon toupee on the pav&
ment 6 Inches below . .. . . the zombie thrusts the 
flaming Blc Into his buttocks, farts loudly shooting 
a fire jet 18 Inches Into space ..... then continues 
staggering and singing out of tune . .... "Love me 
tender . . . . " . 

RETURNING TO TODAY: And today, a new genera· 
tion of adoring male eyes are going to be on this 
Elvis, me. They are all going to go out of their mind 
with desire, with primitive carnal hunger, except that 
I'm fat, and being a zombie I'm dead, moldy, and my 
vicious flesh houses an enormous population of 
.maggots. lf any unwary person comes within my 

continued on next page 
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GARY PANTER continued from previous page 
grasp, I'll bite off a giant living chunk of their flesh . 
come here! ... I'll jab my filthy fingers Into your eye 
sockets and pull your eyeballs 12 inches out from your 
head . . . I' ll rip your arms free from their sockets and 
then tear Into your abdomen until I'm swimming in 
your hot living guts .... A·A·A·A·hhhhhhOOOOOHHH
GR·R·R·R·R! I'm a zombie! ... but a singing zombie 
notwithstanding. I love my new 'Fredericks Of Holly· 
woocf bra, I even like It, I really don't mind wearing 
It out in public at all. 

THORAZINE CALMS AGITATED WRITER: . .. (pause) 
.... (pause) ........ . (pause) ...... (pause) . 
. . . . . . . . . . (pause) .......... ! 

PANTER PATTER 4 PANTERHEADS: All of the comic· 
book fanatics and fiends wi ll head straight for their 
handguns in a few moments. Alot of people have an 
intense passion for comicbooks and many comic· 
book literati find inspiration In Gary Panter, some 
have replaced their Judeo-Christian deity with Gary 
Panter, and you should not be surprised to find that 
Gary Panter himself likes comicbooks a great deal 
(he's a comicbook fiend), he .must llke them if he 
draws for them. By the way, have you read your 1985 
telephone directory yet? How about those yellow 
pages this year? Comicbooks don't interest me very 
much at all (go for your guns!h so if I perceived Panter 
solely as a comicbook creator I wouldn't stumble 
dizzily through an article of this sort, which happens 
to be the situation here ... But Gary Panier's work 
communicates to a variety of people on many differ· 
ent planes, people witll many varied interests fi nd 
va lue in it, and in light of this, my interest in his art 
has little in common with the comicbook genre and 
more In common with fine art painting and drawing 
(and I'm excessively fond of Elvis Zombies) ..... In 
Gary Panier's world, the complex lexicon of modern· 
istic space meets with the immediacy of youth trash 
street culture In the Big Ci ty. If George Grosz had 
drawn Lux Interior or Billy Idol, he probably would 
have manifested a character similar to 'Jimbo', and 
although Panier's art wlll probably never attain the 
intensity of scathing political reproach which charac· 
terized th is far from gratu itous brand of 'Dada' be
yond Zurich, which Grosz and collage wizard John 
Heartf le ld propagated, Panter has an ease, an irony 
and a sense of fun In his manipulation of modernistic 
spatial sequences lending to the now-fetish of the· 
streets an urgency and qu ickened immediacy of the 
moment, In keeping with our contemporaneity as the 
20th century draws to a c lose. He creates a kind of 
urban voodoo unlquely his own in his mixing and 
mingling of modern ist idioms In the ultra-now elec· 
tronii:: present. Do I ge t my Pulitzer prize yet? 

DAY 27: Chez Geiy Panter . 

. . . . the cab showed up after a long wait. The driver 
was fat and rude, he took the long route. I had a $20 
bill in my petite bag, so I figured I was OK. "Say .. " 
huffs the sinis ter cabby . . "how come you wear your 
brassiere on the outside of your dress sweetheart? 
.. . You must be headln1 for some wild group queeroff 
huh? Are you portraying a character from real life 
maybe? .. or are you being yourself?" ..... "Gan't you 
tell who I am? I'm Elvis Presley, the obese Elvis from 
the Hawaiian concert ... Elvis had a very strong 
feminine persona you know. He was as much a 
woman as he was a man. Can I sing you my favorite 
Elvis song?" ..... "Don't slobber on the back of my 
neck and you ca_n.: ,.·. ___ __ 

Guess who? . . from 'Invasion Of The Elvis Zombies' 
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(above) from Gary Panier's sketchbook 

(below) self·portait from Gary Panier's sketchbook 

Baby let me be ... your lovin ' teddy bear 
Put a chain around my neck and lead me 

anywhere 
Oh let me be your teddy bear 

I don't want to be your tiger 'cause tigers play too 
rough 

I don't want to be your lion 'cause lions ain't the 
kind you love enough 

I just want to be your teddy bear ... 

The cab stopped ... . . . "That's $18.50 Elvis, you can 
afford it. '' .. . The front porch of the house was demi· 
nated by a darkly clad figure posturi rig with a guitar. 
The number on the porch was correct , this was 
definitely Gary Panier's house. The sinewy guitarist 
was dressed entirely in black leather, it was the 
leather Elvis from the 1968 TV special , the erotic, 
youthfu l, untamed persona as it last appeared to the 
public, before the transformation and the nightmare 
. . . only the hair was incongruous. This Elvis was 
platinum blond, done in the manner of the '50's sex 

starlets, reminiscent of Jayne Mansfield even to the 
exaggerated red outl ine of the deep red lipstick. It 
made for a c loying c~mbination of personalit ies in 
one individual .. The neck was ringed in artific ial 
blood, in fact it had been given the appearance of 
having been severed and then whimsically stuck back 
in place by a hick coroner or some other hack county 
employee. In the driveway was parked a 25 year 
old wrecked white Cadillac and a blood splattered 
stuffed poodle lay in my path as I approached the 
house .... "Some weird hybrid American archetype 
personality fetish . . " ... I thought to myself, I stopped. 
"Are you Gary Panter?" I asked. "No, I'm Jane, Gary 
is inside." . .... I crossed the porch and opened the 
screen door wi thout knocking and then entered the 
house. Inside in the gloomy light a man's figure 
separated itself from the stacks of books and periodi· 
cals. . .. Gawsh! This is Gary Panter! ... my voice 
seemed to scream inside my brain ... He looks so 
completely normal, at least on the surface. I distinctJy 
felt that I had over-dressed for this interview . 

continued on nex t page 
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SECOND EPILOGUE: A carload of go/den-suited 
rotten gangrened zombies crui ses into a McDonalds 
Drive-Thru lane .... "Welcome to McDonald 's. May I 
take your order please?". . . "A·AAAAAAAR·R· 
RFFFGGGGGGGGHHHHH-H!" ..... "That's six 'File!· 
a-fish' and six small cokes?" ....... "G-GRRRRL·l· 
DDDAAAZH!" ....... "Drive forward please." .. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH GARY PANTER. 

NOMAG: "What are you doing nowadays?". 
PANTER: " I just went to New York and had a party 
at 'Danceteria' for the 'Elvis Zombies' book ... It's a 
whole book published by 'Raw Magazine', printed and 
bound in Spain and it's got a record in it. I've been 
working on it since Elvis died. So now I'm back and 
I'm really spaced out. I had psychedelic experiences 
in New York ... I took mushrooms at Coney Island. 
I never came back down again. I just feel real different 
than before. Maybe it 'll wear off in a couple of days, 
I don't know. Right now, I'm trying to not eat sugar 
and cookies and crap like that. .. That's a project." 
.. . NOMAG: '' Next you're gonna grow a beard.". 
PANTER: " No .. I can't grow a beard. I don't have 
enough hair. I have this hole in my beard down here. 
It 's kind of getting bigger .. it's like a nervous bald 
spot. My hair falls out in bald spots then it grows 
back in. When I went to New York last year, all my 
hair fell out almost ... about half of the hair on my 
head came out and everyone thought that I'd got a 
realty wild hairdo, which I kind of always wanted to 
do but never did. It was real mortifying but I just 
ignored it and it grew back in. What else? I'm trying 
to paint and all that shit. I've got to do the next 
'Jimbo' .... And I'm trying to figure out how to get 
more money sol can go back to New York. I end up 
going there once a year instead of 4 times a year or 
5 times a year." ... NOMAG: "Why? Can you make 
alot of mon.ey there?" ... PANTER: "I've just got lots 
of friends there ... and I can make money ... and 
I can get publicity by going there and ta lking to 
people. I've got paintings in 'Semaphore' ... it 's a 
pretty good looking gallery. Alot of the galleries look 
re"tll bad." ... NOMAG: " How famous of an artist are 
you?" .... PANTER: "1 don't know. I will get famous 
eventually, but right now it's just like I've been operat
ing on the pee-dog end of things." ... NOMAG: "Your 

work has affected alot of people. I can't quite figure 
out how it affected them though." ... PANTER: "I feel 
like I've taken alot of Vicks from the last generation 
of guys, like 'Pop' artists, David Hockney, and comic 
artists ... and I've tried to find what was the common 
link between it ... and I found that primitive stuff and 
prehistoric stuff was the link between all the most 
newest work." .... NOMAG: " I know what I like about 
your work, but I'm always trying to figure out why 
other people really like it. I wonder what their point 
of view is." .... PANTER: "You don't hear about that 
very much ... t hear .. 'Oh I like your work.' . .. or. 
'You're famous.I' .. . That's what I hear ... I don't really 
hear much analysis. That's what is good about read
ing criticism ... if someone likes or hates the show, 
at least they're saying something more specific about 
the art ... it's something which I should probably not 
think about but wh ich I would end up trying to learn 
from it somehow." ... NOMAG: "Tell me about your 
life in Texas." ... PANTER: " I was in this dairy town, 
a dairy farm community which was a county seat. 
It had a big red granite courthouse and there was lots 
of tractors and pick-ups and real nice Christian peo
ple forcing their ways on each other. I was just one 
of the town nuts. J had a couple of other friends and 
I was in a band, a tota l nerd , and I still am a nerd 
but uh ... Oh! ... we moved around a lot when I was 
a little kid and we lived in Brownsville, Texas for a 
while ... and that for some reason, and driving across 
the midwest in a house trailer got me real jazzed up 
about something .... just visually. Then we settled in 
this kind of boring nice farm community and my 
imagination was still really wi ld. I just looked at 
magazines and I thought hippies were rear great 
because in a 'Look' magazine or a 'McCalls' or 
something like that, I saw 'Yellow Submarine' .... You 
use whatever you can see from where you are when 
you're stuck way out in the sticks. I thought it was 
horrible and boring but It ends up being a better story 
now that I'm out of it." .... NOMAG: " Did you move 
to L.A. with a mature artistic style?". . . PANTER: 
"Yeah. In 71 I had a breakthrough and would do stuff 
that's kind of like what I do now. And we had a band 
in oa11as called 'Ape Week' ..... It was an art band. 
lt was all 'Devo'-d out. We 'd make flyers like it was a 
'Rock' band and then we'd do puppets, shadow pup
pets and Japanese Texan-ized 'Bunraku' puppets 
..... By tlie time I was here in L.A. a·nd ;Punk' hap
pened, I-was kind of like an older punk. I was already 
26 or so. I wasn't 18 anymore." .... NOMAG: "Did you 
get real well known through 'Slash' magazine?". 
PANTER: "Yeah. Both 'Slash' and 'Wet' ... 'Wet' even 
more because 'Wet' was like an intellectual party 
magazine and so it was really seen alot in Europe. 
What happened is really weird. People see stuff in 
magazines and then they think that I'm rich ... but 
all the people I know aren 't rich. So yeah .. I got that 
kind of fame. .and from Frank Zappa album covers 
which reached all of the Zappa fans all over the world. 
They kind of liked them because my stuff was also 
influenced by Cal Schenkel ..... the guy that did 
Zappa's covers. Now people think I'm more of it all 
at the same time because there is thi s interest in 'Tie 
in Japan, and I don't know if it's big or little. t think 
it's kind of lower medium. I don't know. I was just 
thinking ... in a way, what I was doing in '71·'72 was 
stron~er than alot of the stuff I've done since because 
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I've been really experimental. That was a really strong 
clear cut style that was really fastened down. And 
then after about 6 months of it, l just unhinged it and 
let it go ... and I've been keeping going." .... NOMAG: 
" I didn 't read your 'Rozz-Tox' manifesto. I said to 
myself .. 'I refuse to read this!' ... People, in general, 
who gain a little success often begin acting like the 
Pope ... I thought .. '0h no! Here he goes!' .... What 
was it about?" .... PANTER: "Right .. I don't blame 
you. I am a real egotist. I'm a real out-of-control ego
tist, that's true ... but it was just something I had 
been thinking about for a Jong time. I wrote it as a 
series of pseudo-reactionary things. It was just some
thing I had been thinking about for a long time .. like 
when I first got thi s style change in '71·'72, I got alot 
of theories along with it. One of the main ones was 
that 'Rock 'N Roll' as a form would change into some
thing else and it would probably broaden into other 
forms. Then you would have this channel in society 
for kids to grow up through. They have 'Rock 'N Roll ' 

to grow up through, but it would be In every medium 
more, and every medium would find more importance 
in relation to music. I don't know if that's true or not, 
but that was the theory ... And then by the time that 
thing came out, IJke 1980 or so, all these people were 
doing it. 'Punk' had happened, there was all of these 
bands ... people were making furniture and flyers and 
comics. I was becoming aware of all these people 
of my generation all over the world who were doing 
stuff, and l was getting in contact with them, like Sue 
Coe, and Savage Pencil, and Bruno Richard in Paris. 
It just seemed like it was already happening and so 
I figured I could go ahead and write this really florid 
stupid thing." ... NOMAG: " I always try not to say 
what I mean so t won 't feel responsible for it. " ... 
PANTER: "Yeah .. that was a real convoluted thing. 
That whole manifesto is really convoluted. It says alot 
of what I think but it's really twisted up and there's 
things in there that I don't think at all ... they ju~t go 
with the structure of it better or something. One thing 
the 'Rozz-Tox' manifesto was about was just bad 
cartoons ... It came from being really pissed off for 
years about bad animation, !ike 'Scooby-Doo'.". 

continued on next page 
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GARY PANTER continued from orevlous page 
NOMAG: "Have you thought about doing animation?" 
.. PANT~R: " I used to wor1< as an animator In Dallas 

but I never really did n1y own stuff. Some guys with 
computers have wanted to animate 'Jimbo' but I 
hesi tate to do it. I'd rather It be either me playing 
around with the computer doing it, or a deal where 
I'm going to get money out of It. People really use 
you up, They Just Invite you Into meetings, like movie 
guys, and they pump you for Ideas llke they' re going 
to offer you a Job or something ... but they're just 
pumping you for ideas." . .. NOMAG: " I've never been 
a fan of Robert Crumb." . . .. PANTER: " / am. I'm a 
real big fan of Rohert Crumb. I can understand how 
someone wou ldn't be. It 's real controlled and it's real 
cartoony. It's real traditional on purpose, so It's kind 
of uptight In a way." . . . . . NOMAG: "Also it has an 
amateurish quality." ... PANTER: "Yeah .. . I like that 
though. That 's what I like . . something that's real 
populist, or something picked up off the ground, the 
kind of picture you'd find that someone like a guy 
at a gas station drew, although most of those people 
have injunctions against even doing it ... llke 'I'm not 
supposed to be drawing because I can't draw.'. 
That's the stuff that I really like the best most of the 
time, goofy heads and gooney bodies and goofy 
houses .. it 's so refreshing." ... NOMAG: " I've noticed 
as I look through different magazines that there are 

alot of Gary Panter rip-offs. There are alot of Gary 
Panter took-alike cartoonists around today. How do 
you feel about that?" ... PANTER: " I feel really great 
about it actually. l used to feel like I had really dis· 
covered something special and I was a real genius 
living out in the sticks. Then when I started seeing 
alt of this stuff, I had the experience of having that 
kind of ego go away and turn into something else .. 
so now I'm just trying to have some sense of com
munity. I like a whole lot of that work. Also I feet that 
whether I existed or not, that kind of wor1< would protr 
ably have come into being. I don't know if it would 
be precisely the same but it would be almost the 
same. You see, I've got lots of contemporaries in 
other countries, people that are about my age or a 
little younger. These people w.ere coming up with that 
kind of artwork, different but the same kind of art, 
at the same time ... and then there was all the peo
ple that were influenced by those people. It's really 
kind of predictable. You're just born into the place 
and the particular time that you're born into by some 
quirk. You enter into existence and It has a character 
to it, and the character is built up of all the partic· 
ulars of the time that you are born in ... like fads and 
merchandising and every kind of activity that there 
is, biological and natural, and so to copyright is a real 
strange thing because it's something you are impos· 

ing on people and you say that they can 't use it freely 
.. Although there are images that I will try to defend 
and try to keep under copyright. " ... NOMAG: "After 
Picasso and Braque invented 'Cubism' almost every 
artist everywhere all over the world seems to have 
become a 'Cubist' at least for a while. It's sort of 
funny to look back and see 'Cubist' art being created 
universally." ... PANTER: '"Cubism' was just such a 
great discovery for Western man and even though it 
looked kind of cold and technical, it was a pretty 
warm activity, I think." ... NOMAG: " I guess the best 
way to learn about something is to do it yourself, first· 
hand." .... PANTER: "Well I copied everyone ... I 
used to make these lists of people that I liked. I don't 
do that so much anymore .. my wor1< is kind of turn· 
ing into something else .. but there is more copying 
in general. J keep a couple of classes of sketchbooks 
and drawings, I do drawings on loose sheets of paper, 
I do drawings in a sketchbook where I don't care what 
I put in it, then I do a sketchbook of painting ideas 
that are copied either from life or pictures of things 
or out of my head." .... NOMAG: "J like to copy 
people and then hide it ... change it just enough so 
it can't be recognized. I was an obsessive cheater 
when I was in school.". 

photo by BAUCE KALBERG 

RASZEBRAE: All-girl punky heavymetal fusion sounds, have preserved their oeuvre 
for future generations of electric guitar freaks by laying ii in wax, guided by (guess 
who? .. Woody VYoodpecker was a good try .. but no.) (a second guess . .. Satan, The 

Prince Of Darkness assisted by Sid Vicious' sm~l/y green zombie . . no devil!) ... It's 
SPOT who produced it .. . yeh, the guy who worked on a lot of BL.ACK FLAG's recOfds 
, , . You want devils? .. there's a busload of devils In that record ... (AC/DC rules!) 
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by BRUCE KALBERG 

A PERSONALIZED INTRODUCTION: What stereo
lyped formula and pre·packaged description can I 
hand you that wilt have the illusion of inspired origi· 
nality in describing this union of individuals who are 
pioneers of the contemporary, these musicians who 
are for the first time in history explorers who can rock 
out. This wild·haired, crazy-eyed group of cause· 
indifferent James Dean copy, disoriented, direction
less bards need no cause except R&B music, but they 
do need an introduction to their unique interview U 
only to prepare the unsuspecting reader for the 
cultural demolition ahead. Everybody ... and that 
means every goddam plmply square inch of human 
skin found here in ' lnterviewland' .. . gets an extrav
agant, confetti splashed, fanfare hooting, ridiculous 
introduction for as long as the budget holds out, so 
put on your tattered paper party hats for this medium
low budget once around the block parade. Just 
because THE BORN LOSERS are an outstanding 
'Rock 'N Roll' band, it certainly doesn't follow that 
they are gonna receive a lavish, high budget, top-of· 
the-line introduct!on. life jus_t Isn't that simple. THE 
BORN LOSERS play a style of raw, bluesy hard rock, 
It's sort of a low-budget 'R&B' sound leaning toward 
Muddy Waters, then add a metaphoric hypodermic 
injection of Hell's Angels methamphetamine from the 
good ol' days, a one-way, non-stop ticket through 
'Punkrock' music, a female vocalist who stole Brenda 
Lee's vocal chords but not her personality ... THE 
BORN LOSERS' vocalist Lyn, styles herself with an 
air of necrophilia more genuine than THE MISFITS (a 
comparison to Patricia Morrison is beyond our budget 
here) albeit less ostentatious, and certainly none of 
the now defunct 'Misfits' could boast of an abundant, 
classically propartioned (suggestive of Robert Crumb 
obsessions) set of breasts, and with those the lady 
dominates as the messiah Russ Meyer predicted. 
cuivaceouspneumatlc predatory supeivixens, stars. 
stars . . all stars ... but getting back to our story, I may 
have exaggerated singer Lyn 's proportions a little, 
just poetic license . . a tool of the trade'. .. {you people 
who read this are causing me a lot of anxiety) ... This 
is how I see it. If everybody is thinking about Lyn's 
tits now, we have definitely made some tangible 
literary progress here. 

NOMAG: " Did you prepare for this interview?". 
LYN: "We went to the library today and then drank 
2 bottles of tequila . . Did you prepare?" ... NOMAG: 
"No .. I don't have any questions and I'm in a bad 
mood. OK .. I have a question .. Do you have any 
drugs?" .... LYN: " I wish we did. I have speed .. just 
little stupid pills .. do you want some?" . .. NO MAG: 
"Yes." .... LYN: " I stopped taking them because I 
would wake up in the morning crying and screaming. 
Do you take speed? I kind of graduated from 2 pills 

.NOMAG SPECIAL ANNUAL 

BORN LOSERS . .. There have been several versions !his year ... In this picture but out of order (give us a break 
. . eh?) .. . Lee Howell, drums; Paul Mediano, guitar; Kllf Arens, guitar; Bobby Blood, sax; Lyn Todd, vocals. 

which made me shake to death until 10 didn't wake 
me up .. so you have to experiment." ..... NO MAG: 
(snags 7 pills) "That'll do it. . Do you have .. some 
water?" .... LYN: " Maybe you'll get really high 
and start cleaning the house." .... NOMAG: "Are 
THE BORN LOSERS a sex symbol band?". 
JOHN: "We used to be but we kicked Ktif out.". 
NOMAG: "Whose band is this? Who started it?". 
JOHN: "We started it together about a year ago. I 
originally met Lyn in New York at CBGB's although 
she doesn't remember, and then we met here again 
at 'The Cathay' ... I said that we should start a band 
and we began looking around for people. I had been 
playing with a guy named Paul , so me, Lyn and Paul 
started writing songs together. Then Paul brought 
down a drummer and from there we've been through 
about 20 drummers, 5 guitar players, and 62 saxo
phone players. We've narrowed it down to the last 4 
musicians left in Los Angeles. I think we finally found 
the right combination." ... NOMAG: "So .. you don't 
like other people very easily. You've got to test them." 
.... LYN: " It took us a while to like you!" ... JOHN: 
" It 's not just liking other people. Our first drummer 
was in the band for about a month, then he got com· 
milted to a mental institution. He didn't show up for 
rehearsal one day. We said .. 'Where's Bernie?' .. 
When we tried to track him down we found out that 
his parents had committed him. We had to find a new 
drummer." .. , .. LYN: "It was because he spent $1000 
on cocaine In two days. He got out. He should still 
be there. I never knew that he was nuts on 'coke'. 
He kept it all to himself. That's a sure sign of a dope 
fiend! I like our new band .. Martin plays really good." 

.... NOMAG: " Is Martin a new sex symbol?" ... LYN: 
"Yes .. Martin is a sex symbol. Let's talk sex .. You 
know about Black men. They have big cocks I've 
heard. So Martin can be the sex symbol. . OK?". 
NOMAG: "What if he doesn't have a big one?" .. 
LYN: "Should we call him? We could ask him. Let's 
call him and ask him." ... JOHN: " He might still be 
at the 'Tupperware' party." ... LYN: "Martin went to 
a 'Tupperware' party tonight. What's his number? Are 
you going to ask him Bruce?" .... NOMAG: "You'd 
better ask him. You can tell him that I'm interested." 
. .... LYN: " His service is on .. Should I leave him a 
message? Hello Martin, it's Lyn. We're being inter
viewed by NOMAG, and Bruce was asking who the 
sex symbol is in the band. We said it was you ... And 
he said .. 'Why?' .. And we said .. 'Well you know 
about Black men! " ... We're calling to ask you if it's 
true or not, because Bruce wants to know.". 
NOMAG: "You yawned! Oh no! I have to ask some 
really good questions or the Interview is ruined!. 
(pause) .... I just don't have any questions. It really 
bothers me when this happens." ..... . JOHN: "We 
could watch David Letterman and see if he's inteiview· 
ing anybody. We'll let him ask a question, then we'll 
shut the TV off, and we'l l answer it.' ' .... NOMAG: "I'll 
be off the hook!". 

NOMAG: " Have you two lost alot of stuff?" ... LYN: 
"What stuff? Drugs?". . .. JOHN: " Oh .. because 
we're 'Losers' . . get it?" ..... LYN: "Take a look at my 

continued on next page 



BORN LOSERS continued from previous page 
house. Do you think that you wouldn't lose shit in 
here? What do you mean? Lose what?" ... NOMAG: 
"Who is your favorite singer, Lyn?" .... LYN: "I have 
a few . . I like LITTLE RICHARD, TINA TURNER, 
BRENDA LEE, and TERESA BREWER ... She was the 
one BRENDA LEE copied. Well . . now what do you 
want to talk about?" ... NOMAG: "Tum on the TV .. " 
. . . . DAVID LETTERMAN: " Explain to the people why 
he is on the show!?"_ .. NOMAG: "Ask a good ques
tion asshole! Does he wear a toupee?" .... DAVID 
LETIERMAN: " I don't like the sound of that! No! No! 
Wait a minute. Now Ruth .. what's the deal here?" 
... NOMAG: "This isn't working, is it?" .... LYN: "It's 

not working. Think up a question. Are you for "The 
Yankees'?" .... NOMAG: "Well. . . Are you excited 
about being interviewed?" . ... LYN: "We haven' t 
been able to sleep. I've been up day and night for 4 
months waiting for you to interview us. Should I get 
out a copy of your magazine so you can get some 
questions out of it?" .... NOMAG: "What's your 
favorite noise?" ..... LYN: "E-H-H-H-UUUUUUUUU-H
HHHHHH t A blender making margaritas. How are 
you going to write that?" ..... JOHN: " My favorite 
noise? .. Do I have to make the noise? . . OK! ... (he 
walks to the front door, opens it wide, then slams it 
real hard) .. CCRRA-A-ASH!" ..... LYN: "What does 
that mean?" ..... JOHN: " I'm leaving!" .. 

NOMAG: "Do either of you have any bad personality 
defects?" .... JOHN: "We have real bad tempers." . ... . 
NOMAG: " Maybe I should throw the tape recorder 
around the room and kick it a couple of times. Hey! . 
Do you like to go to the beach?" .... LYN: " Naw-w! 

I don't like the sun. It makes me have wrinkles. " ... 
NOMAG: " Does either one of you use deodorilnt?" 
.... LYN: "I use 'Ban' . . do you?" .... . JOHN: "I use 
'Mennen'." ..... NOMAG: "'Mennen Speed Slick'? ... 
Look here·, There's_a holid~y sat~ at 'K-Mart' .. it's 
sale priced at $1.58." ...... JOHN: "Since it blew up 
.. I don't go to 'K-Mart' anymore. I went shopping there 
an hour before it blew up . . I took that as an omen." 

.. NOMAG: "Do you use mouthwash before you 
go out? Do you use bath powder after you take a 
bath? Do you use hairspray?" . ... LYN: "No .. No 
.. Yeh . .'Aquanet'." .... NOMAG: "Scented or un
scented?" .... LYN: "I like the one in the white can . 
it's the super-hold." .. NOMAG: "Do you get upset 
stomachs and use an antacid?". . . LYN: "Uh-h 
huh." ... NOMAG: "What kind?" ... LYN: '"Tums' !" .. 

.... JOHN: '"Valiunl!"' ..... LYN: "I use 'Tums' 
and heroin actually." ... LYN & JOHN: "(whisper . 
whisper} .. " .... . NOMAG: "Absolutely no whisper
ing is ever allowed during an interview ... Never do 
that again!" ... LYN: "We could take an interview 
from one of these 'Scratch' magazines." ... NOMAG: 
"Gocx:l idea! .. Get a copy. Um-m .. What did you have 
for dinner tonight?" . . LYN: "We had cheese and 
wheat thins and tequila and lemon and we shared 
a potato. Would you like an hors d'oeuvre?". 
NOMAG: " Oh please!". 

LYN: "OK .... (chewing crackers) ... we've got some 
questions happening here!" .. . NOMAG: "(Chewing 
crackers) .. C'mon . . ask a question! .... . OK ... So 
what do you do for fun?" .... JOHN: "We have lots 
of barbeques. We used to have them in Pan Pacific 
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Park at midnight. What else do we do?" . . . .. LYN: 
"We go out and we drink." ... JOHN: "We're just 
dumb blonds." ... NOMAG: " Did you sing when you 
were a little baby?" .... LYN: "Yeh! . . I was bom sing
ing. I shot out of the womb singing 'Great Balls Of 
Fire!'!" .... NOMAG: (holding a 'Scratch' magazine) 
"OK .. Here's a good interview with THE DAMNED .. 
it's Captain Sensible .... Ready? . . Why did the band 
call themselves 'The Damned'?" .... LYN: "Why do 
we call ourselves 'The Damned'? .. Well. . we just 

_ figured we yt~re ~al]lned ... Why do we call ours~lves 
'The Losers'?" . . . NOMAG: " Wait! . .. We don't -
answers! .. Next question .. Tell us about yourselves 
a bit." .. .. LYN: " I just painted my apartment pink. 
I'd realty like it if someone takes me out to eat or pays 
my rent. We're playing on Thursday. I need to lose 
weight. . Next!" ...... NOMAG: " How long have 
you been playing the guitar?" ... LYN: "Since I was 
fifteen." ... JOHN: "Since I was thirteen." ... NOMAG: 
"You're not answering the question! You're answer
ing a different question! " . . . LYN: " Neither one of us 
plays the g"uitar." . . . NOMAG: " How did you first gel 
together with the 'Rat Scabies' to form 'The Damned'?" 
.... LYN: 'Well. .One Sunday afternoon I met 'Rat' 
in the 'Angry Squire' for brunch. Rat .. he was sitting 
at another table. He ordered the caviar and cream 
cheese omelet, and so did I. .. And he said .. 'Let me 
have another glass of champagne.' .. and then I said 
.. 'Me too!' ' .. well . . then Rat and I, we formed 'The 
Damned'.".. .. · 

NOMAG: "What about the controversy here In the 
c-or'itlnUed On next page 
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BORN LOSERS continued from previous page 
USA about 'Jet Boy Jet Girl' ... banned from Ameri
can airwaves because of its sexual lyrics such as 'He 
gave me head.'?" ... LYN: ''They're always getting 
down on us for our lyrics. What else is there to write 
about except sex?" . ... NOMAG: " How about tour
ing with 'The Sex Pistols'?" .. . LYN: "Johnny was 
awful in bed! Sid was awful In bed! I heard Nancy 
was OK . . The guys in the band tell l"fl& that Nancy 
was all right." .. . . NOMAG: ' 'Who is Nancy?" . ... 
LYN: "Oh .. you know ... the one that Sid killed .. 
sorry .. the wife .. the girlfriend of Sid." .. . JOHN: "I 
know Mlchelle Robinson. She's the one Sid woke up 
dead with." . ... LYN: ''Was she on the same tour with 
us and 'The Sex Pistols'?" .. . . NOMAG: "Onstage, 
you play lying down a lot. Is that your gimmick?". 
LYN: "No!. .That's because I'm too drunk to stand 
up." .... NOMAG: 'Well. .you should bring a pillow 
with you." .... LYN: "A pillow? I'll be doing that for 
the next show .. with a blanket. " ... NOMAG: "Cap
tain, what advice would you give anyone seriously 
considering a career in the record industry?" ..... 
LYN: "I'd give them the beautiful blow-up doll over 
there!'' .... NOMAG: "Hey! Hey! .. Wait a minute!. 
What advice would you give anyone?" . . ... LYN: "Am 
I The Gaptalo? .. Are you The Captain? ... Hang it up t 
.. Go to college .. Don't be a fool. . Go get a job you 
can fall back on." ... . NOMAG: "Let's try another 
Interview from 'Scratch' magazine. Here's one with 
Rat Scabies of 'The Damned' ! ..... So uh . . tell us 
Rat, how long have you been with 'The Damned'?" 
...... LYN: "About 25 years . . we've been together 

since the early 'SO's." .... NOMAG: "Explain in your 
opinion the controversy over 'The Sex Pistols' tour. " 
... . .. LYN: 'Well it must have been Michelle and 
Nancy. Those glrls were ripping their clothes off 
every chance they'd get." .... NO MAG: 'What do you 
think you'd be talking about If I wasn't here right 
now?" .... JOHN: " Let's make believe Bruce isn't 
here .... That fucking Bruce, he's an hour and a half 
late. We should have boUght a bigger bottle. For 
christ's sake!. .by the time he gets here I'm going 
to be hung over. I should have jusf stayed home In 
bed. C'mon .. we'll close the door and tum the lights 
out and don't answer the poor." . . . . . 

DISMEMBERMENT. 
by MONICA REX 

Video image because of the lines. Ever dream in video? Deep rich reds, mahog
any, blue. A horror tale fouls up my picture tube. Cricket club in England. Un
natural color. Unearthly sounds. Sister Sloan woulri. call it "Green Surreal". She 
is at peace. I am dangerously violet. Harsh color spins, squeals, spurts hem 
viddy bars. Prison bars. Cool blue omnipresence. The blue that oozes out under 
rowhouse window sills after dark. The blue that consigns old faces to morbid 
shadow. The sick blue that grows on living room walls like a wild fungus. This is 
a difficult dream to explain. The Cricket club is the color of death. The color, 
smell, and sense of death . Tube snaps in and out of worlds. Green. Well. Living. 
A wide flat stretch of land. A bending of the mind. A vice on the brain. A 
Cricket club in England. Sweet wet smell of clover. Then coagulated blotches of 
purple. Blatant intrusion. The grass should be green but it's not. Over the small 
rise, the hill at the back of the ha.me, comes a rider horseback. He carries a war 
weapon plaything, an oscillating instrument that is altemately and all at once as 
follows: a golf club, five iron growing in size, a machete, a large kitchen fork, a 
polo stick, a wooden spoon. The television shifts rocks forward spits out images 
at rapid speed changes distorts and changes again. The rider shrieks and wails 
like a gun-ho cowboy high on a bloody west . The man is a polo player. He pulls 
up to the camera. Fisheye close-up. The horse bolts . Rears back. Refuses to 
jump. I'm relieved. He won't jump the camera. I am the camera. 

The man has a contort~d expression. Foul confusion on him. His eyes snap 
funny and his head jerks back. My set goes wild. The knobs"are missing, Broken. 
I fumble to fix the picture. Tube bad. Static. Inteference. Noise. Coagulated 
color. Haunting dark dead color. Faint image emerging hem the black. The 
polo cowboy lifts his club high in the air. The horse is terrified. Won't stand still. 
The club comes 'round slowly dragging in every still frame detail. I feel ill. It 
makes half an arc, turns to a machete. Action speeds again. Blade cuts off the 
forelegs of the animal. Lovely, the cheap horror. Absurd. Animal falls over in 
the grass like a plastic kiddie horse. Faithfully, the lathe comes 'round again. 
Polo man shears off his own legs. Rider and horse as one. One half. Player chok
ing out haughty British laughter. Apparently he finds this whole thing amusing. 
Horrible. Funny. Where the knife cut the wounds are as·clean as meat hanging 
in a butcher's window. No gush of blood. No string ligament. No dangling mus
cle. Just red. Bright joyous red. Man laughing a riot and clutching a cramped 
up side. His horse wasn't bothered one way or the other. He gets up off the 

\ 
ground and rocks forward back like his dead hobby horse cousins. Merry-go
round cliche right out of a B-movie soundtrack. Machete turns into a kewpie 
doll with a feather headband. Horse and rider give form.al British salute. They 
seem unaware of events gone by. Polo king and hall a pony ride off legless a.;.d 
happy over the hill. They sing and squeal all the way. Off to a party for legless 
horsemen and hacked up nags, no doubt. Set jumps, fades down to a central 
blue dot . Scene returns green and tranquil. Sister Sloan surreal. Definitely the 
England I remember. I had called the repair man about the previous imbalanc8. 
He arrives. Can't explain it. No matter. After the dismember)D.ent, everything 
seems fine. 

NIGHTMARE 
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by BRUCE KALBERG 

This was an easy one to do, it was mostly fashk>n 
and fun from beginning to end, but all the bullshit 
I had to go through leading up to this interview -was 
nothing less than torture, my life has been a snakepit. 
As if by unanimous decision, a group concensus of 
the landlords in my life, I was evicted from every
where I had been hanging my figurative hat for the 
last few years. One and all, the single-minded land
lords of this spinning ball tossed me out with zealous 
unanimity from any marginally human domicile I had 
frequented. My mask had fallen off in a manner of 
speaking. Even my low-rent underpants evicted me, 
complaining of excessive irreparable skidmarks. 
Suddenly the certainties had become uncertain, my 
security had traded allegiances in every quarter, I 
found myself virtually naked in the middle of Holly
wood, directionless, homeless, my thin skin was my 
business suit. .only my faithful penis remained point
ing the way. I wandered .. searching for another 
humble set of four thin over-priced walls to call 
home, on month to month terms, no pets. Well 
eventually, in the tradition of timeless storytelling, I 
arrived at Grandma's house . . . maybe she was the 
wrong Grandma because sh.e didn't recognize me 
and she was alot uglier than I remembered, she had 
bad breath ... so I went outside. Since the grey old 
woman's house was surrounded by junked auto
mobiles, I went next door and planted my last bean 
in the neighbor's flowerbed and it grew swiftly up. 
ward Into a towering beanstalk until it's trunK was 

. of enormous circumference anchoring it firmly in the 
earth as it towered almost to infinity, finally anchor
ing itself at the ·other end in-a muscular cumulus 
cloud, a very grey ominous one as it appeared to one 

continued-on next page 



MICHAEL MORRISON continued from previous page 
underneath it. From a shrewd businessman's point 
of view, those beans which had been produced by 
this vine were so high in the air that they weren't 
worth the effort it would take to pick them and so 
far it had only cost one bean (albeit the last bean). 
Well, I certainly wasn't going to climb vertically into 
the pathway of a commercial airliner unless it was 
in the lead role of 'Airport '86' ... and tor beans, I do 
nothing. So I borrowed the old lady's car, a 1968 
Lincoln Continental, but she had to be bound and 
gagged before she would give me permission, she 
treated me like a stranger, even my own flesh and 
blood had become recalcitrant and stingy. l drove a 
long time but I don't know where I went. Eventually 
I fell as leep and drove the car into the livingroom 
of a middle-aged suburban couple Who were not 
pleased to find an uninvited uest in front of the TV. 

------;::,- ···- __ 1annel .. Johnny Carson is boring!" I 
yelled. Their Dachshund lay crushed and silent before 
the television but the husband and wife were lucky, 
so what's the gripe? They were soon distracted by 
the explosion and fi re and I only stayed long enough 
to use the toilet and freshen up a bit. Three days later. 
I knew I was lost, there wasn 't anybody around to 
be seen in any direction. I liked it there and so in order 
to remain in that location, I wandered around in one 
spot for a long time. around and around in a circular 
direct ion instead of the usual straight line. It was by 
proceeding in a straight line that J had become lost. 
Somet imes my location felt eerie, it felt like the 
'Twilight Zone' . . that was the soundest hypothesis 

. . but later the 'Twilight Zone' explanation was 
tossed out because Rod Serling wasn't anywhere to 
be found alter a thorough search. Something good 
was certain to occur sooner or later, a happy ending 
perhaps. Time passed ... a little confused I remained 
in a supine position in the wet grass and waited with 
infinite patience for a handsome prince to come 
along and kiss me (no tongues, a formal stately kiss) 

.. The wait was long and cold and it grew dark, as 
I lay there in semi-conscious exhausted hypothermia 
it came, a large agile possibly magic frog of single 
purpose sexually assaulted me. Of all the inhuman 
unattractive slimy off-color lovers who 1 have become 
sexually coupled with in my life this was the worst 
most character damaging coupling, this story most 
of alt should never have been told, but it would be 
much worse to manipulate the truth in a fairytale. 

continued on next page 
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Sfrings-Oflakepearts, ·muffij)fe be1tS, m1nestone·ObSeSSions, W11d'West kltiCh, 1eaffier scarves and leathe"r 
sashes studded with fetishistic little charms .. . punky studs arid Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds . .. more 
upbeat and decorative than G.B.H. or mainstream cllche punkrock fashion (cion't remove the safety pin 
from your nipple yet .. . when you find a really good thing, hold on to II) ... Model: KIM PISTONE. 

art: DONNA BATE~ 
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MICHAEL MORRISON continued from previous page 
Falrytales are pure, good and true tales, not propa
ganda like the news media Suddenly, boys and girls, 
after several loud, bestial, spraddle-legged, x-rated 
epic sex acts there was a thunderous, seemingly 
magical white flash that enveloped me In a shimmer
ing whirlpool of smoke that seemed to carry me 
through space and time, and when the smoke dis
sipated I found myself In my new studio, neatly 
dressed. Everything looked perfect. And that's how 
I recently ended up In my new studio next door to 
MICHAEL MORRISON MX. 

One of the worst movies I've ever seen was 'Frogs' 
starring Ray Milland. In the end, he got hopped to 
death In his den by a dozen homeboy amphibians. 
For me, the price of freedom was dear .. amphibians 
can be very tough. As exhilarated by the prospects 
of my future, as I was stung by the past, I stopped 
walking like a chimpanzee, adopted some fey cosmo
politan airs, grabbed the tape recorder, and walked 
over to the adjacent suite. One small step for . . .. 
nevermlnd. That's the true story how I became ac
quainted with MICHAEL MORRISON'S resplendent 
creations, those funky chic elegant trashy flashy fun 
neckties, belts, pins, necklaces, hats, scarves, bands, 
Jewelry . .. that makes whatever else you're wearing 
look as cool as Keith Richards. When you go out 
nlghtcrawling through your city, on those occasions 
when you want to feel a little extra dazzling, sparkly, 
gaudy, sexy, conspicuous . . .. wear this stuff. It's 
made for everybody and anybody whatever gender, 
gender A people, gender B people, and gender C peo
ple, all can wear It, all look superbly flashy trashy 
glamourously dressed to party until the sun comes 
up. Michael Morrison's designs have achieved an 
unusual and unique fusion of bold Western virility and 
cultivated femininity of a sometimes Pre-Raphaelite 
delicacy. As an artist, Michael Morrison Identifies 
with the city of Los Angeles. He's quite insistent 
about that and often loud too . . . sometimes he can 
be found expressing himself loudly (yelling) to the 
individual closest at hand, the casual listeners find 
physical movement difficult with Michael sitting on 
their chest resolutely (traditional neatly executed 
wrestling) making his point. The work has become 
popular In New York and consequently Michael 
travels there alot. He goes there when he's invited, 
of course, but he returns to LA. to live (another 
reason he returns to Los Angeles Is that he forgets 
to buy American Express Travellers Checks and ol' 
turnip nose warns us on TV . : 'Don't leave home with· 
out them!') ...... Los Angeles needs creative people 
who identify their artwork with the impulses and In· 
spiratlon generated by this city . . . : . "I 'm a Los Angeles 
designer!" deolares Mr. Morrison vociferously. 

WHAT DOES THE MX STAND FOR?: It stands for 
whatever anybody makes up whenever somebody 
asks what the MX stands for. 
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MELVIS 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

An lntervie.w With Melvis . 

There's two kinds of people in Los Angeles, stupid 
people and real dumb mini-mindfuckheadscumbags, 
both of these intelligence groups knew Melvis as the 
iron-willed doorperson at a Los Angeles nightclub 
known for conviviality and more conviviality with 
whipped cream and even more conviviality. Hint: Very 
con,vivial. Not too many people in the stupid people 
category mentioned above, but some, have also seen 
Melvis perform in 'Melvis & The Megatones' a rhythm 
and blues band, a really hot R&B band that plays in
teresting material, not the usual cl iched R&B riffs 
with totally predictable changes and alot of tedious 
gettin' down. Now if you have encountered Melvis 
guarding conviviality while you were outside seeking 
conviviality within, but you are unaware of her R&B 
group, that puts you in our second category .. uh·h 
huh .. you are a real dumb mini-mindfuckheadscum
bag. When there's room for improvement, life isn't 
a totally hopeless airtight can of sardines, take sev
eral self-improvement courses. In time, with a lot of 
hard work, you too can be stupid. 

MELVIS: "It's not my goal in life to be known for work
ing there, and now especially that I'm not working 
there I'd rather be known for me as me, or for the 
involvement in my band. I went and saw 'Pumping 
Iron 2' and I was sitting there thinking about you .. " 
.... NOMAG: "?" .... MELVIS: "Have you seen it yet? 
I think you'd really get a kick out of it. It 's hilarious. 
There is this one woman that is just like a huge man 
.. HUGE." .... NOMAG: "I saw a woman who looked 
like that yesterday ... ENORMOUS." ... MELVIS: 
"No! .. You've never seen anything like this .. i~ was 
probably a drag queen. I see those all the time. I 
couldn't believe it ... I thought it was great in a way. 
She is extremely controversial right now because 
she's so huge the judges don't know how to judge 
her. They're saying that it isn't feminine and other 
people are saying ... well what is feminine? ... Where 
do you draw the line?" ... NOMAG: "?" .... MELVIS: 
"People say that she looks like a man. It's all a bunch 
of bullshit. I just think it's great she has the self
discipline to be so huge." ... NOMAG: "Do you think 
she was feminine?" .... MELVIS: "No . . that's the 
whole issue .. What is feminine? ... Your definition of 
feminine and my definition of feminine and the next 
person 's definition of feminine, and by your average 
definition of feminine the answer is no. . as far as 
bodybuilding is concerned, no one has ever seen 
someone like this. She's huge. She was leaps and 
bounds beyond anybody else who was there compet-
ing. The thing js to be open-minded enough to 
question the definition of feminity . . and who cares 
anyway? The important thing is that she is doing 
what she wants to do and that's what I think is cool 
about it. She's saying .. fuck it I'm going to blow these 
people's minds. I'm doing what l want to do and if 
people can't handle it then fuck 'em. That's what I 
like about her so much." ... NOMAG: "About 10 years 
ago I saw a movie which was called 'Miss Drag USA'. 
It was a great movie. Have you seen it? It docu-
mented a national transvestite beauty contest.". 
MELVIS: "No .. I didn't see it. I've always been inter-
ested in people whether they are males looking like 
females or females looking like males who could pull 

they begin studying for the parts when they are little 
boys. It's beautiful to watch." .... MELVIS: " I just like 
things in general that don't appear to be what they 
really are. Anything at all, visual or otherwise that can 
fool me has always been intriguing to me. I don't 
think that I'm easily fooled, so when I'm fooled it's 
Interesting.". . .NOMAG: "What are some occa
sions where you have been fooled?" ... . MELVIS: 
"Day-to-day-life! . . . I like things that are contradictory 
because I am extremely contradictory to myself. I'm 
serious and I'm goofy. I don't like things if they are 
one-sided because life is not one-sided. I enjoy try
ing to find the humour in day-to-day things that 
happen to us in life, things that are contradictory. If 
you can't laugh about it you might as well commit 
suicide." ... NOMAG: "Maybe if we were to print the 
right photo, pOOple reading this interview would have 
to guess what sex you are." . . . MELVIS: "Alot of 
times when people are idiotic enough to come up to 
me and ask me what sex I am to my face, I tell them 
that it's none of their fucking business. It really isn't 
any of their business. If they are that fucking dumb, 
then what difference is it? l want people to treat me 
as a P!3rson, not as a boy or as a girl. I just want to 
be treated as a person. What difference is it to Joe 
Blow out in the street? Why does he need to know? 
I'm not going to go to bed with .him. I wouldn't go 
to bed with anyone stupid enough to ask that ques
tion. Would you ever walk up to someone and say 
that?" ... NOMAG: "No .. I like to grab them in the 
crotch ... then say What's your name?'" .... MELVIS: 
"Now that would be enough for me to want to go out 

it off so well that you really have a hard time telling. 

~e~~i~~s/~~sq~~~tii~nyb~u~r~w; ~~~~a~~~ ay~u t:~~ ~ e 
extremely heterosexual and you see someone that's ~ t · 
a drag queen but you don't know it's a drag queen, · . • : :.:· 
and you are turned on by th is person ... it 's just _,_ .. · 
the fact that they are. convincing enoug_h to m~ke ~.:.... 
you wonder ... that's JUSt always been mterestmg ~ • 

~o d~:g"q~!~~~~~;~~~~~ ~e:~:i~~slee~~~.~~~~~ ~ ~-
where in that activity 'Lotus Lame & The Lame 
Flames' were supposed to pertOrm. This agitated 
throng of drag queens was populated by beer bell ies 
& beards stuffed into little lace dresses. These girls 
were not a pretty sight." ..... MELVIS: "Well 99% of 
the drag queens that you see in Hollywood are 
yech! . . but I've known some people and I've seen 
some people who are so good .... When I ccin't tell 
the difference they're good, because I can tell them 
a mile away. I like things that appear to be something 
that they are not." ... NOMAG: " In Japanese Kabuki 
theatre all the women's roles are played by men and 

) 

with somebody ..... but it really pisses me off 
because it's so easy to tell. Some people would prob
ably view the way I dress and the way I act as doing 
it for other people, and therefore it follows that I 
should play the game with them, but I don't do It for 
other people. I do It for myself and I don't want to 
play a game. I just want to be me." ... NOMAG: 
"About your concern with contradictions, .... if you 
are in a band which plays exclusively music that 
stems from Black musicians, how do you feel about 
being a Caucasian?" .... . MELVIS: "When I first 
started the band there were two things that bothered 
me ..... being a white person doing black music and 
being a female doing almost entirely male songs. 
Nearly all of my favorite singers are males and 
all of the songs that I do were done by men. ln 
some of the songs I've changed the lyrics so that 
they're sung from a female point of view and with 
some of them I have not. I've had a great debate with 
myself whether or not I should do that. .. because 
in alot of the songs I'm singing from a male point 
of view about women. I came to two conclusions .. 
Fuck it if they can't take a joke and since these are 
classic songs, sometimes you just should not change 
a classic song ... sometimes you just can't fuck with 
it. I'm white but that's OK because J was black in my 
past life. I haven't heard that much white music that 
I really like. I've always liked Black music." . 
NOMAG: "I'm going to ask you a stupid question 
OK?" ... MELVIS: "That's OK, I'm sure I' ll have a 
stupid answer." ... NOMAG: "What should I say 
now?" ...... MELVIS: "?" .. . . 



·THELONIOUS MONSTER 
Something to Offend Practically Everyone 
by Shelly da Cunha 

U you wanna annoy oh-so trendy types around Hell-A, just mention Thelonious 
Monster, winner of the "Band I Most Hate" poll in L.A. Dee Da (and sure to snag 
the title this year). Someone once said, "Well, man, I think Bob Forrest (the 
group's thrasher-singer) is synonomous with bad quality." After hearing a tape 
of the group (guitars so trebelly it was like ice picks in your ears and Forrest's 
vocals raw as a steer still on the hoof, bluesy and sounding like a combination of 
Mavis Staples and Mrs. Miller) that same person asked to hear it again about ten 
more times. 

For such a hated group, the Monster has a surprisingly large pack of fans, in
cluding many of the local mini-pop-stars who probably find relief in the group's 
disdain of "precious precious" illusions about musicianship and band status. 
And who could take themselves seriously when their lead singer is screaming 
his head off, systematically trashing everything on stage and writhing around 
like a bag lady on a combination of bad acid and methedrine? 

The band was the brain-damaged child of Pete Weiss (drummer who modesU, 
or otherwise insists he can't play drums) and John Huck (bass and VW van). 
They "stole" Chris Hanson (guitar) from Stay Home and Pete recruited (to the 
initial dismay of the other two) Bob Forrest as the singer. Their 1'main deal" was 
that everyone wore glasses and was a "good guy." The fifth member and rhythm 
quitar player - one of the most oddly out of tune persons to play out of the con
fines of his own home - was Bill Stobaugh. Stobaugh (tall, lanky, prematurely 
graying and sporting a pacemaker - and he's under thirty!) played through an 
old amp the size of a peanut and added even more crackpot allure to the 
Monster with bis peculiar stage presence, reminiscent of a praying mantis or a 
demented preacher. 

Since their first show1 a benefit at the Cathay in 1984 for Rattler Magazine, 
where Flea replaced Chris1 brother Mitch as manager, they've had a slew of 
people involved in the ba.nd1 either playing live or recording. John Dentino 
(synth-lring of the Fi.bonaccis), Scott Morrow (guitar and vocals hom the 
Fiends), James Chance and various members Of Fishbone (homs) 1 Zander (bass 
Circle Jerks and nerdy quy in Repo Man), Don Bolles (drums 45 Grave) and 
even the Replacements and Keith Levene (PiL) are among those who've added 
girth to the Monster. At this writing the band seems to have subsided to Weiss, 
Huck, Hanson (after a year's absence while he hung out in Paris doing God 
knows what}, Forrest, KK (on guitar, though his claim to fame was as drummer 
of tlie Screamers and proprietor. of Radio Club), and the Weird-0 guitar-man, 
Dix Denney. And, after a year and a half, they've just signed a record deal with 
Epitaph Records . 
One of the main reasons Thelonious Monster irritates so many "serious" locals is 
Bob Forrest's high profile penchant for late night antics and his unabashed 

BOB FORREST ... lead singer for THELONIOUS MONSTER. 
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groupie act. What gets lost in the meow mix is that he's a romantic, charismatic 
(although occasionally annoying, i;,ranted) character:' on the scene ... a sort of 
Hank Williams persona. Self defeating, vain, compulsive and charming. 
Dudes, love him or hate him, he's all tricycle-riding-ice-cream-eating power, 
(sort of) grown up and gone to Hollywood. 

The following dialogue is between NOMAG, John Huck, Bob Forrest and KK. 
Scott Morrow (who was then in the band) and Pete Weiss had gone off to the 
movies and later said they were furious not to have even been told about the 
interview. Nomag called Pete on the phone for the comments hom him; Scott 
Morrow was "unavailable for coniment" and you'fi see why in the course of the 
melodrama below. 

NM = Nomag; B = Bob; J = John; and KK is KK: P = Pete 

. he used to be such a nice boy! 

. continued on next page 
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THELONIOUS MONSTER contlnu4i1d from previous page 

B: First, let's worry about where I'm gonna live for the next two or three years. 
NM: No. B: Okay. So John, is it true that you're personal friends with Pete Weiss, 
the mastermind of the whole Thelonious Monster band? NM: It was Pete's idea? 
B: NOi No. He thought of the band but /become the star soon afterward. Very 
soon. J: No, me and Pete started the band with Chris Hanson, that's the deal right 
there. And Bob was such a bad singer. B: They wanted to fire me after the first 
rehearsal! J: I didn't !mow Bob. He came to sing with us and he sang SO BAD! 
We kept talking after every rehearsal: "Bob is so terrible, we gotta get rid of 
him." we said "One more rehearsal, we11 give him one more try." and then he 
was terrible so we said we can't have him in the band ... B: DUDE! J: So then I 
was at a party at your house - Shelly da Cunha's house -it was the first time I 
ever met you - more historical implications. Bob was there and I took him to get 
a burrito and he was such a nice guy I said, "We can't kick him outta the band, 
he's a tbrrible singer but a great quy." It was our policy, if they were good guys 
they could be in the band, that's why we kicked Bill out of the band. Because he 
was such an asshole to deal with. That's Bill S-t-o-b-a-u-g-h. NM: He made a 
great martini, though. B: I'm sure you said the same thing about me. J: NOi 
HONEY! We never said that .about you! Never. B: He did that with you, KK. He 
said, 11He can't play." and I said, 11I don't care if he can't play, he'sagoodquy." 
and Jahn agreed, he said, "He's a good quy and he can't play." 

IX: I was very impressed when I first saw these guys. I said, "I have to be in this 
band!" NM: A lot of people said that. What made John Dentino want to be in the 
band? B: He didn't like the Fibonaccis. He wanted to be in a rockin' band like 
this one. The Fibonaccis rock out in a dilierent way ... more of a cerebral rock 
out, a non-movement rock out. Reading a book kind of rock out. J: That's why 
we're every rock star's favorite hand, cause these guys come to see us and we · 
aren't all serious like professional musicians and don't play all the right notes. 
And they love us because we're everything that they can't do anymore. We were 
still great even though we were just terrible. NM: When you sing in a studio your 
voice could make young girl's pants wet . Bob, why d9n't you ever sing like that 
live? B: I did at the Lingerie. I'm now taking over this hand and I cussed out our 
guitar player (Scott Morrow) for no reason and he quit. I'm such an insecure guy 
I have to get real drunk before I can even he in public, hardly. NM: But when 
you get drunk you can't sing for shit. B: But then I don't care about being in
secure. It's a never winning battle. KK: The deal is that Bob can't drink: less than 
a half a pint but no more than a pint before a show. Perlect balance. B: See? And 
that's good. Speed and cocaine help tremendously. NM: Do you guys ever worry 
about Bob getting hurt? Like after he just slid through a floor of broken glass on 
his face and lands in a nest of chairs in a comer? J: Not after the Lhasa show 
when he fell on his face as hard as he could three times in a row and then got up 
just like that. NM: That was the night Fishbone played with you. B: I wanna say 
one thing: There're three good bands in the world. The Replacements. 
Fishbone. And Thelonious Monster. But then there's the Red Hot Chili Peppers 
that are almost the same thing as all three. Very intellectual statement. NM: KK, 
were you in the band when Bill was? KX: Yeah. B: The two of them as a guitar 
section were interesting. J: Awesome is the word, I thinlc. KK: We were groovin' 

galactically, but other people didn't see it that way. J: Why don't you ask why 
Scott Morrow doesn't want to be in the band anymore? B: HE WANTS TO BE IN 
THE BAND. HE DOES. Don't say that . KK: He said he couldn't be in a band with 
Bob anymore because Bob threatened. to kill him. NM: How does Pete Weiss put 
up with it when you kick the shit out of his drums on stage? B: They're NOT HIS! 
They're John's . Our drummer doesn't even own a fuckin' drum set! [He does 
now. ed. note] J: He kicks the shit out of MY drums. KK: Everybody's worried 
about their own equipment. B: That was good. The time I broke both guitar 
amps, the kick drum pedal- first song I Right off! At the Loft. NM: That was the 
night that girl was spread eagled on the hood of Pete's Valiant during the load
out. B: Yeaaahl What happened to that girl? We got pictures of feeling that girl's 
tits . NM: Nothing ever happened again at that club. B: That happens a lot at 
clubs we play. J: We blasted 'em at Baba's, they threw us outta there. B: And we 
played next door at the laundromat. J: We played a great twenty minute set in 
that laundromat. NM: Bob, what about your qreat sense of clothing style? B: I 
wear all Flea's clothes lately. Whoever's house I'm housesitting that's whose 
clothes I wear. That's the kind of style I am. NM: Who is your ideal woman? B: 
Well, Kim Jones was for a long time til she rejected me. But I still like her. KK 
lives with his ideal woman. They have a baby, she doesn't complain when he 
stays out all night and does cocaine. But my ideal woman js Flea with tits. J: 
Wanna know my favorite TV shows? Love Connection and also Lifestyles of the 
Rich aod Famous. B: I can't wait Iii John Doe's on Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous. NM: What about the lyrics in your songs? B: I take 'em ALL from other 
bands. Queen, mostly. Our song "Yes, Yes, No?" It's ezactly the same 
words ... here's the thing, in the ha.ck of your mind when you'.re writing a song 
and you don't know anything about music, you just ... words just come to you. 
And later you hear the song of another band and then realize you stole it from 
them. J: George Harrison and Led 1.eppelin had this problem. NM: That's why 
people who are basically .. . B: Non-talented. NM: Regurgitation. J: They just 
love their records. B: That's me. Cause just today on this Queen album I was lis
tening to there were two lines in a song I wrote. J: Queen stole them from Bob. B: 
Yeah, seven or eight years before I wrote it . It's incredible! NM: What about X? J: 
Love'em, they're great. B:LoveJohnDoe.He'sseen us about ten times and every 
time I ask him "Whaddya think?" He always avoids answering . . . ALWAYS. KK: 
John Doe said we were terrible at the Lingerie. J: Did he say that? I hate X. I hate 
'em, I've never bought one of their records . KX: Xis definitely a legend in their 
own minds. They believe everything ever printed about them and .. . B: But not 
too famous to hang arowid with us. J: I saw this guy at a party, he didn't know I 
was in Thelonious Monstev he.Only knew I was in Fat and Fucked Up, and I 
aslc.ed. him what he thought aboul-Thelonious Monster. And he'd never seen us 
.. the best comments come from people who've never seen us . .. and he said, 

"I think they're a bunch of trendy jerks who just know a bunch of people and 
always get their names in the paper." B: That's true! That's totally true! KK: I 
have a great Bill Stobaugh quote I heard from Bob that the Monster didn't need 
anymore 'Hollywood. scumbag assholes' in the hand who just want to get their 
name in L.A . Dee Da. B: Bill was never listed in L.A. Dee Da, he said that about 

cOntlnued on next page 
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THELONIOUS MONSTER continued from previous page 
KK and Scott Morrow. Aquy at the Continental Club said to me, "I don't mean to 
be rude or anything but I never heard of you, I mean whaddya do that your 
always in the paper and you're always hanging around the right places?'' ! said, 
"Nothin' much. I just sorta suck off people's fame ... if you hang around the 
right people, you're bound to get into some kind of columns. Just befriend John 
Doe or Keith Morris and you'll get in the columns, too." KK: Keith is our current 
manager. B: We're always hanging around him. He always qives us drugs like 
all good managers do. Flea's our producer and Spit Stix is our engineer, Fish
bone is our horn section, John Doe is our guitar supplier. How many more 
famous people do we get on ... ? KK: I thinlc we'd.better mention Pete Weiss' 
name at least one more time. NM: Why isn't he here? J: Cause he got stuck in his 
apartment . His head wouldn't fit through the door. B: He's such a competent 
drummer. KK and I saw James Blood Ulmer and the drummer has nothin' on 
Pete. [At this point, I telephoned Pete for a few comments -he's home, painting 
his new drums. Pete: Bob wanted to call the band Fuck The World Ezperience. 
That's why I got Stobaugh in the band - to outvote Bob and name the band 
Thelonious Monster. From the very first time we played the first song we wrote 
- The Monster Song - WHICH I WROTE, after that it was downhill. Now they 
don't pay any attention lo me. Since then they all treat me like a stupid fuokin' 
drummer ... and I can't even drum. But Bob is the greatest living poet of our 
day, but I'm not quite sure if it's for real or if he just wants to be Graham 
Parsons.] Back to dinner at Adelita with John, KK and Bob ... B: Let's talk about 
me. now. Drink enough coffee, get enough tatoos and I'll be the next singer of 
Black Flaq. And let's talk about celebrity quests. See, I want to qet through all 
things so we can reach the true root of our fame which is having famous people 
play with us. NM: Famous within about a two-mile radius? J: Not even that . B: 
Famous people lilce: Jack Lemmon's pants [Scott Morrow has appeared in a Las
Veqas-In-Hell print pants that are allegedly cast off hom Jack Lemmon and were 
found at a garage sale near Torrance] . I: And we goteome rockin'shoes ... Tom 
Jones' shoes. Tom Jones' full shoe line. B: The Hudson Brothers' shoes, John 
Doe's guitar, Flea, Spit, FiBhbone, Merril - fuckin' superstar in Rolling Stone 
magazine was singin' in OUR BAND! - James White, Alan and Hillel from 
What Is This helped engineer, Mark Anthony Thompson ... kinq of the 29e bin 
at Arons', who else, brother, come on! J: Jam sessions, lots of people in on those. 
D: Bob and Jack Nicholson have the same mother. B: No, no, he's a distant 
relative, somewhere in the sperm bank of America. KK: Mark Wheaton says 
mean thinqs about our band. B: I like that. I like Mark Wheaton, the fuckin' faq
got artheadl I: No, I like him. B: I wasn't being mean, I love you baby. I love any
body in this business from the managers to the people behind the stage to the 
audience. J: Anybody he can put the bite on. B: My ambition is to be a really 
huge rock star. KK: Like Meatloaf? B: No, like Leslie West, or Billy Zoom -that's 
big enouqh. B: So how would you describe our music? We're not a joke band. 
Let's face it, what do you thinlc when you think of Bob Forrest? SOULFULNESS! 
A modem day Dylan Thomas. ): Dead is good. Darby Crash is a superstar. H he 
wasn't dead he'd be selling insurance. B: I tried to impress the manager of the 
Germs. I thought "Wow! I'll blow this girl away with my Darby Crash-ism." and I 
asked her what she thought and she said, "not much." That lowlife scumbag 
bitch. The only thinq worse than a musician is a gossip columnist. And the only 
thing worse than that is a gossip columnist who's a musician. 

CRUSHED (fla ttened by automobilet 
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HOLLYWOOD NIGHT continued from previous page 

Anyway, Rick rings the doorbell at the A.FRAME and shows a lami· 
nated card to a PEEP HOLE. A BLACK MAN opens the door-weird 
looking quy with oddly-pigmented skin. It was all SPOTIED and he had 
RED HAIR. Strange for a black quy. But interesting. 

So we step into a sunken living room and sit on these cushy brown 
velvet sofas. I kept thinking they must have crabs crawling around on 
them. To help the situation a TALL WOMAN wearing only a green· 
sequined G·string walks up with a cocktail tray. My jaw dropped. 
"Something to drink?" This poor girl's topless and pubic hairs are pop· 
ping out of her G·string. I'm not sure, but I think this is supposed to turn 
people on. Gross me out, why?oncha? 

Rick says, "111 have the USUAL and my friend here will have" .. ; "A 
gin and tonic, thanks". I tried to act normal but I'm sure my voice was 
TOO HIGH. Then T thought, "Watch out who you're callin' your 
hiends, buster. " 

Rick reached into his imported cotton shirt and extracted a VIAL OF 
COCAINE. The thing was about the size of a tube of lipstick .... and it 
was FULL. He shook a HUGE pile onto the glass coffee table and 
offered me a silver straw. I DECLINED. He asked why. "It makes me 
clam up." He shrugged and s~orted the entire pile all by himself. I 
thought, "Good Lord." 

The waitress quote unquote brought the drinks. 

lgottoknowalotabout Rick after that snort. He had a family, a wife and 
two kids. Used to be three, but one daughter killed hersell in '79. She 
nose-dived off that big building on Hollywood and Vine. His wile lived 
in Bel Air with his remaining daughter and his son was ln the "looney 
bin" as he put it. I asked why and he shook his head and just said 
"drugs". I thought to myself, "Wonder where he got that?" 

I also learned the budget for Rick's last movie was 22 million dollars. I 
could make 22 movies for that amount . See, I make movies too, but I 
decided not to tell Rick. In the first place, he probably wouldn't care 
and in the secOnd place I wanted him to be very open with me. I was 
itchin' to know what makes these men TICK. I told him I was a waitress . 
He said that's what he would have guessed. I thought, "Thanks." 

We have two more drinks and watch the "waitress" swim around in the 
pool which was right outside the sliding glass doors, then Rick snorted 
two more big piles of coke. I asked him why his daughter killed hersell 
and he said, "That's the biggest FUCK YOU a kid can give their parents, 
isn't it?" I asked what his wife was like and he said, "Jewish American 
Princess Cunt." I was getting depressed. 

"You think we might be able to get some gas for my car now?" I asked. 
"Later", he said. "Let's go over to my apartment. You1l love it." "I'm not 
really up for any sexual activities ..... "He interrupted me: "Yeah, me 
either. There's only one thing that turns me on, baby and you ain't got 
it." For the rest of the night I kept wondering what it was. 

We pulled up into the circular driveway of a Doheny lilGHRISE. A 
doorman drove away the car as me and Rick took the glass elevator to 
the PENTHOUSE. 

What a PAD! Spectacular. All mirrors and windows with a view of THE 
ENTIRE WORLD. There was every video gadget imaginable. This quy 
had his own Ms. Pacman coffee table. I started up a game while Rick 
made some drinks, but I was already a little TIPSEY so I got EATEN 
LEFr AND RIGHT. 

The phone rang as he put the drinks down. He.pointed. to a big glass 
cabinet full of video cassettes. "There's movies if you want." He picked 
up the phone, "Hello. Hey, Frank. Whaddya mean he doesn't like the 
idea? He HAS to like the idea. Nobody's gonna get sued. Oh, hold on, 
Frank, somebody's at the door." FU.nny. I didn't hear anyone KNOCK. 
Nobody knocked. Rick unscrewed his coke vial and took an enormous 
hit. "What a sneaky quy." I thought. 

I SCANNED the cassettes. ALL PORNO TAPES, oh, and STAR WARS. 
I picked out one called BAD GIRLS and popped it in and caught snip
nets of the phone conversation. Things like: 

"Yeah, that woman over in the Valley that had the litter. Seven babies. 
God, are they ugly." And "No; no, no, what I'm after here is a cross be· 
tween Mask, E.T. and Police Academy." I thought, "You ain't gettin' MY 
five bucks, dude." 

As I watched the porno film, I EAVESDROPPED heavily on Rick. I saw 
a girl was taking off her clothes for a still photographer who had a 
goatee. Rick broke into a SNEEZE ATIACK then said, "Oh, he can 
stick Ma Maison up his ass." "Pretty good trick." I thought. So by the 
time the photographer is fucking the model, Rick is off the phone. He 
walks toward me with a piece of tin foil, "Ever try any of this?" There 
was a BROWN POWDERED SUBSTANCE on it. I knew ii was HEROIN. 
I shook my head "no". He held a lighter under it and offered me the 
straw. I faked it since there wasn't time to refuse. I'm not putting no 
heroin in my lungs. Thazik you very much. 

He TOKED UP three monstro hits and melted into his white suede 
couch. I snuck a coupla more looks at the fuck film. "Hey, Rick, how 
'bout the gas for my car?" "Sure, baby, I told ya, ya have my word on it . 
Just lemme go to the bathroom and then we1l motivate." "Thank God", 
I whispered. 

I FAST FORWARDED the movie. I found a qirl-and-a-qirl, a qirl-and
a-doq, three-qirls-and-a-quy, and a black-guy-and-a-chicken. I was 
getting bored and Rick had been in the bathroom for what seemed like 
a DOUBLE FEATURE. 

I decided to check it out. I wandered down a white shag hallway which 
was lined withsparlding little white lights. I pushed open adoorwhichl 
thought was the bathroom, but it was a closet. I did a DOUBLE TAKE 
and a half . It was full of COSTUMES! Gently, I eased the light on. 
Christ. There was a poStman ~rm, Marine fatigues, various cocktail 
dresses and even a Nazi outfit. ''This quy's even sicker than I thought", I 
thought. continued on next page 
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HOLLYWOOD NIGHT continued from previous page 
Finally I found the bathroom. The door was open. Rick was sitting on 
the toilet doing his Lenny Bruce impersonation. A gigantic hypodennic 
needle was hanginq out of his leq. I let out o LOUD GASP. "What ore 
you doing?" I screeched. "Doncha thinJc you've had enough?" He took 
a STAB at a smile and SLURRED, "Don't worry, Pricilla, it's not dope." 
(Well, first of all, my name's not Pricilla.) I took a few steps closer. 
"What is it, then?" He mumbled "Snake venom". 

There he was. All nude, exceptforhissox. On theiloor, wadded up in a 
little boll between the toilet and the bathtub. Foetol position. Was he 
dead? I touched hia back and he GROANED. "What ore you doinq 
here?" "Sleeping" was the brilliant reply. "Well, doncha thinJc a bed 
would be more comfortable?" "This is the only place I can sleep. I feel 
safe here." I shook my head and thought, "Pathetic". Or I might even 
hove said it OUT LOUD. 

My eyes rolled to the ceiling. That's a new one on me. He explained, 
"I've had herpes for years and this is the only thing that helps." It flares 
up if I get upset and that phone call upset me. He YANKED the needle 
out of his leq as I walked back to the living room,, tallting over my 
shoulder, "Well, I'm ready whenever you are ." 

I got a cashmere blanket from the bed and laid it across him. Then I 
stood there for a moment looking down at him. "So this is the big Holly
wood producer, huh? Poor lost soul." 

I heard him RATI'LING around in the bedroom singing some old 
EAGLES SONG so I picked up the Z box and Dipped it around. He 
STUMBLED in with a joint and handed it to me. "Just lemme change my 
sox and we'll go." I laid the joint in the ashtray and thought, "Your sox 
are fine, asshole ." 

The DAWN was qlowiJ!q blue as I walked out of the Doheny buildinq. 
The doorman looked at me like I was a piece of scummy trash. If only he 
knew who the scummy trash really was. Fuck him. I don't care what he 
thinlcs about me. A quythat opens doors for a living bas to look down on 
SOMEBODY. Miqht as well be me. 

As I made it up that biq hill to Sunaet I thouqht, "01 Rick's word sure 
means a lot. " The walk· down toward Tower wasn't too bad. I had a sec
ond wind. Half way there I saw my car strung up on the back of a tow 
truck. I smiled and shock my head. I thouqht, "Perfect." I must have fallen asleep right after that because when I woke up it was 

gettinq light outside and Connie Chung was on the TV screen welcom
ing me to EARLY TODAY. I threw the Z box off my lap, "Where was this 
quy?I" I went from room to room. Not in the kitchen, not in the bed
room, not the dining room. No where. I'll try the bathroom . 

• I • 

DAVID and JUDY GURIAN ... the 'Attack Galle ry '. 

THE ZERO GALLERY: Sleazeballs And Superstars 

NOMAG: " Did 'The Zero' begin as an art gallery or 
as a party place?" . . . JOHN: "Well, the parties came 
first. . but that 's just because it took a long time to 
get the first show together. The fi rst art show kept 
taking longer and longer to get together and I figured 
.. why not postpone it and wait until It was totally 
together. It was a mai l art show. We had stuff malled 
in from around the world and so by the time we got 
that going it was a couple of months after the thing 
opened ... but it was great." ... NOMAG: "What 
exactly is 'The Zero' . . a private club?" ... JOHN: "Yeh 
.. the pr'ivate club meets at the art gallery and the 
private club has to do with art and it' supports the 
gallery, but lt is itself, its own idea, and it's composed 
of alot of different artists from different fields getting 
together at a time when it's convenient tor them, so 
that tends to be late at night and they do It period· 
lcally, and we have other 'Zero Club' events . . like 
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we're having a golf tournament coming up. We've got 
other stuff that we do but basically the parties are 
the main th ing and the parties are sort of like club 
meetings. we just get together in a very informal way 
and whatever comes out of it, comes out of it.". 
NOMAG: " On Friday and Saturday nights there can 
be alot of sleazeballs in there." ... JOHN: "That's true. 
It could happen .. it probably has. Are you saying that 
it would be better to do it on Tuesday and Wednes· 
day nights?" . .. NOMAG: "We ll, you had to put 
transparent 'splash screens' over Raymond Pettibon's 
artwork ... it 's a kind of populist idea of an art 
gallery.'' ... JOHN: " Absolutely . . we don't want to 
have anything happen to it . . Raymond's things are 
sort of small relatively fragi le drawings and I don't 
want somebody to lean against one or something .. 
and rip It, so I put that stuff on." . . . NOMAG: "That 
represents the good aspect of 'The Zero' and maybe 
the bad aspect as well. If you separated ttie two 
groups of people it would probably lose a great deal 
of its energy." ... JOHN: " I don't know. The art shows 

go on very well. I cou ld have the parties somewhere 
else but then that means that alot of people don't 
have time to see the art, they find It difficult to go 
to galleries, either they're working then, they're busy 
doing a play or a performance .. so this is a good time 
for them to see stuff that' they want to see ... They 
might be interested in meeting whoever they intend 
to meet that .n.ight but they're also interested in 
seeing the pictures, so if t have the party somewhere 
else they won't be able to see the pictures. l figure 
I might as well have more events happening there 
than not, so that more people see the stuff. Alot of 
people just don't do much with their galleries . . I don't 
understand that. When you have a space and you 
have an art ist that people are interested in, you might 
as well jost use it more than most galleries do, I think. 
People are afraid to do that because they are afraid 
that the art costs so much or something. I wonder 
if they are afraid that people will wreck it or if they 
think it is just too much time and they don't want to 

continued on next page 



ART HOLLYWOOD STYLE continued from previous page 

waste time on people who aren't going to buy for 
sure." ... NOMAG: "You have a broader concept of 
an art gallery than traditional art galleries." ... JOHN: 
"Sure, I do everything a traditional art gallery does 
plus more." . . . NOMAG: "Do you have any kind of 
ultimate notion about 'The Zero'?" ... JOHN: "I think 
it will always be moving. There is lots of stuff going 
on there .. a magazine is the next step. I don't have 
any ultimate direction to take it into, there's not some 
art movement that I think should prevail." ... NOMAG: 
"What is David Lee Roth 's role?" ... JOHN: "Uh-h . 
he's my partner. He helps the place out. . he's inter
ested in everything and he enjoys the place.''. 
NOMAG: "Why are you located in Hollywood and not 
downtown LA.?" ... JOHN: "I like Hollywood. I think 
it's great. It's a comfortable place to livE! and work . 
and very amusing. It 's a unique tittle town for here. 
It's something that everybody in the world knows 
about. D6wntown LA. is too similar to downtown 
New York. You don't feel like you're doing something 
that's different, it's something that you could just be 
doing anywhere, you know. What I'm doing here feels 
different than what I could be doing back home in 
Vermont, it feel s different than what I could be doing 
in some major urban area like New York, London or 
some other place where I could also do something 
if I wanted to .. but Hollywood just seems like the 

JOHN POCH NA . .... the 'Zero Galiery'. 

most fun. It's easy to live here. The hassles here are 
so absurd that it's almost a laugh to have to deal with 
them." ... NOMAG: "Do you draw some kind of equa
tion between 'Rock 'N Roll' and art?" . . . JOHN: " I 
don't think that things should be separated. When 
I came out here, you could go to a party and there 
would be a bunch of actors, or a bunch of stuntmen, 
or a bunch of rockers like 'Eagl_es' types or 'X' types 
and there wasn 't much of a mixture. It was the same 
with actors, dancers, writers .. they didn't get together 
that much. Well, in other cities more people get 
together, so I thought it would be a good idea if the 
people who are different talk to each other . .. so that 
includes 'Rock' musicians and artists, although not 
exclusively. It 's great that 'Rock' musicians and 
artists who may not have met, can get ltlgether as 
peers and equals and talk to each other and alot of 
them are interested in what the others are doing but 
they don't know enough about it, they don't read 
about it, they don't hear enough about it, but there 
they can meet the people. After a while they know 
each other very well, and now you find these 'Rock' 
musicians who are almost like art critics .. they come 
in every month, they look at stuff and they say . . Hey 
you shouldn't have this guy again, you should have 
that guy that painted on metal that you had two 
months ago .. " . . . NOMAG: "What is the requirement 

art: CRAIG SHANNON 
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ART HOLLYWOOD STYLE continued from previous page 

to be a member1" ... JOHN: "It's just a group of 
friends or people who know each other. I figure that 
between all the people like musicians or actors etc . 
. . anybody that anybody is interested in ... they'll 
bring it up to somebody else and they'll join. There's 
enough of a variety of people that no matter who you 
are or what you do, if you do anything slightly inter· 
esting, somebody there will pick up on it, and any
body that brings in anybody is no problem." . 
NOMAG: "Is there any particular kind of art or notion 
of art that you're trying to promote?" ... JOHN: " I was 
wondering about that ... you know, no matter what 
you think or what you like, I'm sure after you have 
alot of shows that some trend starts. When you look 
at what you've shown, there must be some thread 
that ties everything together .. or there's something 
that you like more than other things. I think that 
maybe that I like art that has some kind of an idea 
behind it or more Ideas behind it, where it's not just 
a picture of something that's really well drawn. I like 
things that tend to be loaded with allusions to things, 
or the guy ts saying something but it's not necessarily 
like a message picture. I don't like direct messages 
that much. Like the artist Greg Jezewski, when you 
see his 'Safe' picture with the baseball player sliding 
into home plate, with Jesus Christ as the umpire. 
and sure It deals with religion and baseball and all 
that .. there's lots of stuff going on in the picture and 
the guy Is saying something. t like that better than 
if it's just a picture of a bam interestingly painted with 
a great color scheme. I like art in all different styles, 
I like anything from a drawing that's very realistic, 
to a painting that looks like a photograph, to some
thing that's just a blob.". 
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TV ANNIHILATION WITH THE FIBONACCIS 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

TV ANNIHILATION: You may find this a little confus
ing as an interview or just simply confusing. Nobody 
ever said that disintegration was a party. If you want 
a party go somewhere else, but if you want g lobal 
disintegration and media schizophrenia perpetrated 
on THE FIBONACCIS, you can get that right here, but 
don't expect it to be a pfffftzhzhzhzhzhT! ... "What 
the hell was . . !" . . zh! (blip!) . 

(unlabelled used cassette tape) 

TV ANNOUNCER: " Two tough competitors! . . Definite
ly Jimmy Hart and Johnny Valiant have got to be two 
of the greatest. Next week, more exciting action on 
the world (blip!)" . .. (tape goes silent) ... That's exact
ly how the world is going to end, in a fuckin' blip like 
the random termination of a cassette tape ... one 
minute we're all here and the next . . . (blip!) . .. annihl· 
lation disintegration, obliteration, pffffffffzht! . . . so 
much for history (blip!) . .. before you can say .. "What 
the hell's going on?" ... there's nothing of you left to 
ask the question. 

(changing channels) 

TV: "That sneaky little beaver! All right . . . the hell 
with you trash!" (click) 



FIBONACCIS continued .from previous page 
TV: (woman) " I'm not going to let you run away from 
me now. We started something this weekend. I don't 
know where it will lead us, but I'm damn well gonna 
find out." ... (voice of twirp) "The plane is leaving!" 
..... (man departing) "Mr. Dork, thank you for a very 
interesting experience!" .. (discipline & humiliation) 
..... (man in paisley suit) ''Thank you'' ... (women 
make him sick, he will be alone with sadistic dwarf) 
...... (voice of twlrp) "Squeek squeek squeek 
squeek!" .... . (man speaks romantically as he unzips 
the fly on his shimmering paisley suit, then urinates 
on the dwarf's grinning head as they stand, statu
esque, Jn the late tropical afternoon shade, waving 
at the departing submlsslves) ... " lt happens all the 
time Fat-too, a man and a woman, different and the 
same, equal and unequal, doomed to go on loving 
and fighting each other as long as they llve. They're 
fighting for equality. I wonder if they'll recognize it 
it they ever find it. " ..... (voice of twirp) ''You 'd better 
put that llttle thing away boss .. How do you find it?'' 
... (paisley man) "Shutup you little wetback!" ... . 
(voice of twlrp) "Can I have my fantasy now boss?" 
.... (paisley man) "Yes Cheetah .. or whatever your 
degrading name Is .. You may have your fantasy 
now." . . .. (voice of twirp) "I have a fantasy right now 
boss!" .... (palsley man) 'Whatever you desire, mini-
Kong, Rat-too or whatever the hell you are!?" .... 
(twlrp screams fiercely) "The wor1d Is a gaseous 
radioactive fireball raging through space .. there Is no 
god .. annihilation Is fore9er!" . . (blip!) . . 

(getting down to some serious dialogue) 

NOMAG: "Uh .. uh ... huh .. uh. . uh?" 

GEORGE JETSON: "Boy, this is tough! " 

NOMAG: "I read an article on THE FIBONACCIS 
In the L.A. Weekly but I didn't find any questions 
that I could copy from It. My style Is to copy other 
articles." 

BEAVER CLEAVER: "Don't you want to even try to 
ask us a question?" 

NOMAG: " I' ll try. OK." 

WARD CLEAVER: " I was going to make up some 
questions. I' ll tell you what, you ask some questions 
and I'll m~ke up some too. Do you have a pen?" 

THE BEAVER: "How about if we start off the inter
view by saying that I'm the only white person in THE 
FIBONACCIS?" 

(click!. . . wrong channel. . we should have been 
watching The Jeffersons) 

GEORGE: "We worked briefly with Ray Manzarek and 
it was Ill-fated. He wasn't patient enough." 

FLORENCE (the maid): "He's a dork. He screwed us, 
let's screw him! Why not?" 

THE FIBONACCIS ... (I. to r.) Joe Berard i, drums, percussion; John Dentino, keyboards, vocals; 
Tom Corey, bass, guitar; Magie Song, lead vocals. 

GEORGE: "Magie ... at the end of this today, I don't 
want to have to ask if we can have the embarrassing 
things deleted." 

NOMAG (Louise Jefferson): "Do you want some 
coffee? While you're here, why don't you talk about 
your music a little anr;i your current projects." (Excuse 
me, this is only a half hour show nigger! ... oops!. 
I'm livin' uptown but my mind is in the ghetto. 
Replace that racial slur with 'shit for brains'. Honey .. 

. when my girdle Is too tight like this it makes me 
cranky!" 

(click! ... We're better off with Ozzie & Harriet . 
whitebread. This is safe turf. The setting ... Ozzie is 
sitting in his favorite chair reading the newspaper .. 
upside down. Wow ... Turn that goddam newspaper 
over! Now bring In the Ozzie stuntman look alike. He 
gets a hard on as he reads the sports section and 
tries to hide it under the newspaper (dangerous 
stunt). 

RICK: "We're in the studio right now and we're work
ing with Chas Ramirez. We're at a studio down in 
Fullerton where we recorded our first EP, but now 
we're on our own. We're not associated with any 
label. Basically, we're looking for an avenue of dis
tribution and pressing for it. So we're recording an 
album and it should be out in 1985, hopefully. We're 
kind of on our own." 

DAVID (garlic breath): " Hey! I've got a question for 
the interview. Does the listener have to have any 
specialized musical knowledge to appreciate THE 
FIBONACCIS?" 

MYSTERY GUEST: "That actually happens to be a 
problem with people when they listen to us or see 
us, they sometimes dismiss the band as a musical 
joke. They will say gruffly ... 'I don 't get their musical 
references.'. . " 

DAVID (who's he?): "Well there's my question again 
... Are you the kind of band that requires an audi
ence to have a complex set of references to under
stand what you are doing?". 

YOSEMITE SAM: 'Would you like to tackle that Joe?" 

JOE (crash!): "He'll never walk again." 

YOSEMITE SAM: "Would you like to tackle that Joe?" 

JOE: "Well basically you just need an open mind so 
you can take whatever we throw at you." 

GREEN GIANT: "What If we are doing our number 
'Action Yogi' that is based on East Indian movie 
soundtracks, which are in turn based on Western 
motion picture soundtracks? They are easternized 
versions of western sundtracks." 

NO MAG (Ozzie): (?). 

HARRIET: " It 's supposed to be fun music. You're 
supposed to feel happy." 

SNAGGLEPUS: "Totally happy? No ambivalence ai 
all?" 

HARRIET: "Oh-h .. maybe a little." 

NOMAG (still Ozzie): " I've never had a problem with 
references: .. maybe there were some that I didn't 
know, but I just shine them on." 

continued on next page 



FIBONACCI$ continued from previous page 

TIDY BOWL MAN: "You can still enjoy the music if 
you don't know them. A song like he's referring to, 
'Action Yogis' is fun, but if you knoW the references 
it's even more fun." 

MR T: "Maybe we should di~tr ibute tOOtnotes at the 
gigs." (how did that intelligent and handsome black 
man, that crazed shitkicker-goes-to-Hollywood get on 
this show, there goes the neighborhood) 

HARRIET: " Ne>o." 

(Ozzie is casually thumbing through a JUgs Magazine) 

NOMAG (Ozzie): "So are you a popular song band? 
You do Jlmi Hendrix' 'Purple Haze'_ .. that's a very 
popular song." · 

MR T: "We take popular songs and make them 
unpopular." 

MUDDY H20 (water on the brain): "We do some pop 
songs. We do 'Guantanamera'. We actually tried to 
do 'Guantanamera' straight ... but people thought we 
were trying to do a satirical version of it. . since we 
had done a satirical version of 'Purple Haze' .. " 

JULIA CHILDS: (throwing food) "We kind of re-pop 
songs don't we? .. We re-pop them." 

ORVILLE REDENBACHER: "Yeh . . it's like re-popped 
popcorn, s lightly stale. " · 

NOMAG (still Ozzie, still perusing 'Jugs'): "What 
about thi s international image that you were talking 
about?" 

GENE AUTREY: "We abandoned that, it was a bad 
idea, now we're coming out with a whole album of 
cowpunk." 

DISGUISED FIBONACCI: "No . . we're actually more 
so now than before, worldly and international in our 
music. It's nothing new really, certainly Malcolm 
McClaren is one of the masters of that." 

OROINARY FIBONACCI: "We don't exploit inter
nationalism to the extent that he does. We use it as 
an influence but he just takes it and steals it and 
makes lots of money." 

UNBIASED EXPERT: "He uses the raw talent Malcolm 
McClaren is a producer who will take some singer 
from the ghetto and combine it with a steel drum 
band with a Cajun accordian player and have some 

- guys breakdance all over the whole thing." 

TALKING FIBONACCI: "What we do is the same 
except that we do it all ourselves." 

VENTRILOQUIST FIBONACCI: "That's right. .. it 
always is filtered through us and alot of people think 
that we're real accomplished musicians but in fact 
we're not particularly that accomplished .. . well, 
rhaybe more than your average 'Punk' band but we're 
not 'fusion' session pros. But because we're not ... 
well OK ... We do a song called 'Dancing With The 
Bears' Where Tom plays mandolin in kin.d of a Middle 

HANDICAPPED. 

Eastern style, Mediterranean, you've heard Mediter
ranean· mandolin, it's real fast with lots of runs and 
stuff ... well he's not reahy that kind of mandolin 
player. Joe is playing kind of a Mediterranean thing 
... well it's a more Afro kind of drums ... let's say 
Afro-Med and I'm playing On the synthesizer a part 
that would be played by a folkloric fl autist" . 

ROD SEALING TYPE: "The bass part sounds like it 
would be played by the 'Thompson Twins'." 

VENTRILOQUIST QUIP: "Basically, we are stealing 
all of these influences but they are being homoge
nized by our incompetence." 

NOT BOY GEORGE: "Well, he's not a native Mediter
ranean musician. You can't say that we are not good 
musicians. It's not naive." 

ECH! SNOT: " No, ifs not. " 

NOMAG (persp icaciously perceptive): " Do you think 
that not being a guitar band has something to do w ith 
many people's unwillingness to accept your sound?" 

GIRL SPEAKS: (response unintelligible because 
macho boy talks louder at the same time). 

MACHO BOY: " Definitely." (spoken loudly) 

ANOTHER MACHO BOY: " Probably .. " (stentorian 
style) 

3RD MACHO BOY: " Yeah." (to New York without 
telephone) . 

ECHO FROM NY: "Yeah. He plays alot of guitar but 

it's still not a guitar band at all. Then when he plays 
guitar we don't have a bass guitar. The guitar parts 
are usually very dinky." 

SUBMISSIVE MALE: " I dreamed about female body 
builders last night. We were looking for a black 
female body-builder to be a saxophone player in.the 
band." 

MR T: "Watch it sucker!" 

TV: (sounds of cheering crowd .. roaring ebullient 
cheering of thousands) .. 

TV BREAK: (VVhew! I'm Jonesin' for some TV, it's time 
to stare at the hypnotic electrons, time to passively 
choke down a dose of brainwashir:m, wash down a 
couple of Twinkles with a Dr Pepper then chase 'em 
with a couple 16 oz Buds. If you don't like TV, get 
out of here ~nd don't come back, there Is no possi· 
bi1ity for discussion so just put a cork in it. Go take 
a Fleet enema coffee break . . . Everybody knows what 
you do instead of watch TV. : ... end of conV8fS8tion). 

THE ALMIGHTY TV SPEAKETH: (sounds of cheering 
crowd ... the roaring ebullient cheering of thousands) 
... " Boy! This Is the life. Oh·hh!. .. uh·hh .. eh .. Oh 
no!. .. Uh.IJ.IJ.IJ.IJ.IJ ! ... Oh .. (hard and loud) .. slap 
slap slap slap slap slew s lap .. Oh no!. .(loud slug· 
ging) ... Whap! .. oh! . . Whap! .. uh! . . Thud! .. Uh-h ! 
. . Thud!. . Uh! . .. BONK!. .. cuckoo!. .cuckoo!. 
cuckoo!" (click) 

"Can this Japanese chef prove Dixie Living Ware Is 
a cut above plain foam?" (Foam? We're talking shave 
cream obviously) "They're equally rigid but only one 
is cut resistant. " ... (That's incredible! Look at the 
size of the razor that crazy Samurai shaves with. 
That's no Gillette!) ... " This Is Dixie." The Samurai 
screams, the steel blade flashes across the Dixie face 
and the air reverberates with a soft whistl ing susurra
tion . . A perfect shave. That takes discipline. Dixie 
foam doesn't cut when the sword flashes across the 
flesh. "This Is plain foam." Hey! That was just like 
the first scene in 'Un Chien Andalou' but speeded 
up like a martial arts film, that was a fierce couple 
of nicks, the first blow slashes across the eye sockets 
and the 2nd and 3rd decapitate and peel the guy's 
head just like a ripe pineapple. Good commercial! 
I want Dixie foam. Excellent violence . . . bloody, 
obsessive, sadist ic overki/I of a helpless victim, but 
it could've used some really rabid sex near the end 
... but it was a total visceral hard sell. OK .. next 
channel (click) 
" I'll stand on my head to beat ciny deal. I'll take my 
c lothes off and stand naked in front of you. Looky 
here, here's my scar from when I had my appendix 
removed, and here's where they cut me for my vasec
tomy. Hell I'll fuck the daylights out of my dog Spot 
if that' ll getchoo down here .. Whoa! Spot looks like 
an elephant today. We're gonna have to Krazy Glue 
me up there onto Spot's ass 'cause 1 caii't hang on 
up there when she starts squeelin' .. . Ahhhhhhhh-
1111111 see ya here! No Spot! No Spot! Don't sit down! 
AH·H!" (crunch) .... I swear to you on a stack of 
Bibles that I saw that commercial on Los Angeles 
TV after I ate 4 Twinkles, 2 Dr Peppers and 4 mush
rooms . . . . You a ll think you're so sophisticated that 
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you're too good tor that last one ... just sutter through 
this then . . indulge me .. . oh thank you very much! . 

MALE FIBONACCI (we check 'em thoroughly): "Take 
lots of drugs before our shows." 

FEMALE FIBONACCI (we got photos to prove it): 
"Give me some. Stay away from designer drugs." 

MR FIB: " Do we have advice for listeners? No." 

ASIAN SPY·GIRL: " Listen you dumb shits! Listen! Put 
your thinking caps on!" (pause) I can 't believe the 
stupidity of this NOMAG interviewer, which to my 
embarassment happens to be me, the next question 
is so stupid that the editor (me) has deleted it. I'm 
stupid, it 's so hard for me to admit that to myself, 
of course that means that my friends are stupid too, 
and if I think about it that way, it doesn't hurt so bad. 
My family and my ancestors were stupid , so here I 
am, it's been great, let me tell you, being stupid. The 
deleted question was an inquiry about the meaning 
of the word 'Fibonacci'( .. Oh no .. not again!) A 
stupid question . 

NOMAG: (question deleted due to its controversial 
nature .. . mislead the reader, very clever). 

MR FIBONACCI: " People think we're deep. 
actually we're shallow as a petri dish." 

... next channel. .(click!) . .. "The citizens of Los 
Angeles wltl be hosting the 15th World Games For 
The Deaf on July 10th through 20th . . . for more infer· 
mation please call us." . ... (I can't fuckin' wait. What 
a bitchln' summer this is gonna be!) .... next channel 
(click) ... " Up until last October. this young girl was 
in a Christian home in Southern Cal ifornia." ... (Why 
specify the family's religion so prominently in a child 
abduction bulletin? Does her family's rellgious creed 
belong in the first sentence? If the child was a Jew 
there would be no bulletin. They'd make soap ou t of 
a Jew child if they could get away with It They're neo
Nazl's.) ... " But now we have to ask this question. 
Have you seen this ch ild? Three year old Laura 
Bradbury is missing. Stay tuned for 'The Hour Of 
Power' as Robert .. bla bla" (poor Jesus gets used 
and abused by these toupee bedecked evangelist con 
art ists constantly .. I have a soft spot for Reverend 
Angeley myself. . 'HE·E·E·AH·EEEEEL! ' . . . then he 
thumps them a solid blow to the chest and knocks 
them over .... It all kinda makes you ask yourself . 
Am I ready for a 2nd 6-pack of 12 oz. Buds this ear1y 
on a Sunday morning? . .. You bet! . .. and I' ll keep 
an eye out for llttle Laura wfli le I'm snaggln' the 
brewskies .. ) .. NOMAG: " Do you want some coffee?" 111!11.!~~!!'! 

ANDY PRIEBOY has found. his niche as lead vocalist in WALL OF VOODOO alter STAN RIDGWAY's departure. 

NOMAG SPECIAL ANNUAL 

MR. VOODOO! ARE YOU SCARED? 

this Is an interview with Andy, WALL OF VOODOO'S 
new singer ... see ... look down there in the garden, 
on the steps, there are two fellows engaged in an 
intense conversation of great intellect, judging by the 
deep expressions on their faces ... Look!. .. One of 
them has pulled something out of a nearby bush, 
something hidden perhaps, it looks like a slip of 
paper ... let's move in a little closer so we can find 
out what they are saying. 

PART 1: TV Dev II 

NOMAG: (plunging an arm into a nearby bush) "Well 
I see the first question right now . . it 's here in this 
bush" (pulls out crumpled piece of paper) . ... (reading 
from crumpled bit of paper) .. "Would you go to the 
dentist if it was free?" ... ANDY: " I certainly wou ld . 
(grabs crumpled paper and begins reading) . . because 
you know with the smilesaver I've heard that most 
of my check-ups, cleanings, and X-rays are free. 
Gee . . I should keep this. Thank you for find ing it. 
What's this?" (points at a second crumpled piece of 
paper) . .... NOMAG: " It's a TV repair special. You get 
a free housecall with that card." . . (hands it over) . . . 
ANDY: "A regular $18 value .. Specialist in color and 
black & white TV and hi fi. Do you have a hi fi?" . . 
NOMAG: " I think they stopped making those. So 
what were you telling me a minute ago?" . . ·.ANDY: 
"Oh no ... that was a joke between you and me. There 
is no such thing.'' ... NOMAG:. "Oh! .. hahaha .. 
ha . . ha . . so how's it goin'?" ... At-IDY: " It's going real 
good. We'll probably have a single around August." .. 

PART 2: Shrunken Heads 

NOMAG: "Is the band called Wall O' Voodoo' or Wall 
Of Voodoo'?" .. . ANDY: "Like 'Mugs O' Chill ' ... 'Cup 
O' Noodles' .. ? ... We decided to go against that kind 
of 'BO's 'O' stuff. .. that kind of Irish style ... we're 
gonna keep that 'F' in there." ... NOMAG: "How does 
it feel to be the second singer in 'Wall Of Voodoo'?" 
.. . ANDY: " I feel real good about it. Stan's phrasing 
is inherent in alot of the songs and I would never try 
to copy him, but it still comes out when you sing 
some of the old ones. His voice, his approach is very 
accented on the syllables. If Sinatra sang 'Mexican 
Radio' he would still sound like Stan . . . So I have my 
own style and it blends in with the original 'Wall Of 
Voodoo' sound which wasn 't just dependent on Stan, 
but it was dependent on all of the musicians in the 
group .. so there is that sound. When they write they 
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tend to write in ·more of a Stan type of a sty.le and 
I have to translate that Into my own. I come from 
much more of a melodic standpoint. It 's alot more 
melodic and alot harder .. We've moved away from 
that dry tinkllng synthesizer .. (burp!) .. You're putting 
me on the spot here. Actually it's gone over real 
good." . . . NOMAG: "How long have you been in LA.? 
and where did you come from?" ... ANDY: " I've been 
in LA. for 3 years and before that I was a musician 
in San Francisco. I was bought by a production 
company. These guys wanted to invest money in me 
and make me the next Scott Baio. They proceeded 
to do just that except that they inhaled an enormous 
amount of money up their noses an_d tried to write 
it off to me. I didn't want to be the next Scott Baio 
but you can't argue with fat people on cocaine." .. 
NOMAG: "Will 'Wall Of Voodoo' stay with the same 
record label ... IRS? .. Hey, didn't IRS split with A&M 
Records recently?" . .. ANDY: "We're on IRS now. We 
re-negotiated with IRS, it's a multi-record deal. IRS 
is with MCA now .. . A&M didn't renew their option. 
Miles Copeland came to A&M Records an{I toasted 
Herb Alpert good-bye and then led all of the people 
from IRS Records down Hollywood Blvd., down to the 
Hollywood Bowl wearing a bathrobe, much like 
Moses. So they are now with MCA Records and it 
seems like it's going to work real good." 

PART 3: Diet Voodoo 

NOMAG: "Where is your hometown?" .... ANDY: 
"Well, the press bio says I'm from Gary, Indiana but 
that's because nobody would know where I was talk· 
ing about. .. it's the town next to it. It's between 
Chicago, Illinois and Gary, Indiana. It's a steel milt 
oil town called East Chicago, Indiana .. . eesha-cago 
is the way you say it or 'greasy shithole' as we call 
it. U was the first city built outside of Chicago on the 
Indiana side when they built the steel mill there. It 
has the world's largest single plant that stretches 6 
niiles out into the lake, all built on its own slag. This 
thing is basically like a self-supporting organism 
that shits, and then it builds on top of its shit. When 
it producies some more, they dump more shit out onto 
the lake and build more factories on top of it.". 
NOMAG: "How did you get away from there?". . . . 
AN DY: "When I was 16 I just left. I headed out to 
St. Louis. At the time it had one of the last pro
gressive art schools. It was really nothing. It was just 
a bunch of people being the same egotistic assholes 
as they are outside of college, when they are in 
college. And always in pursuit of a band, I went from 
St. Louis to Minneapolis, New Jersey, Monterey, San 
Francisco in various bands. It's really good n~w .. I 

really enjoy being in Walt Of Voodoo' . . The guys are 
very creative and they've been kicked around enough 
not to let their reputation get in the way. That's what 
impressed me when I first started talking to them. 
that they weren't very impressed at all by their suc· 
cesses. Their attitude was that they started out as 
a soundtrack company slash art band and they never 
thought they'd get a hit. I hear alot of good stories 
about 'Wall Of Voodoo' in the beginning from Joe 
Nanlni (ex-Voodoo drummer) ... He's in a great band 
now called 'The Lonesome Strangers' playing drums 
.. It's a country band that doesn't give in to 'Country' 
mythology, like dressing up as cowboys. It's straight 
out Hank Williams type country." .. ... NOMAG: " Did 
Joe have any particular reason for leaving 'Wall Of 
Voodoo'?". . .ANDY: " I think that those guys had 
been through so much after pu lling it through for 5 
years, and with general business hassles and prob
lems, I think Joe was just needing a break from 
that. ". 

PART 4: Black Snakes 

NOMAG: " How big did 'Wall Of Voodoo' get?" ... 
ANDY: "I think that 'Call Of The West' sales were at 
300,CXXl if not more .. It did very well for a local band. 
It was enough that they could demand to have a quart 
of 'Jack Daniels' and a quart of 'Tanquerey' back· 
stage. We don't have that now though.": . .. NOMAG: 
" I've noticed that you're a night person." ... ANDY: 
" Uh·h huh .. very astute of you .. goddam you're just 
so perceptive. I am a night person. I don't usually go 
to bed before 5 or 6 In the morning. I really hate sun· 
light. It's really strange. You see the sun rise and then 
you sleep and then you wake up and the sun is 
setting. So all you see Is these brilliant reds in the 
east or the west side of the sky." ... NOMAG: "Do you 
have any hobbies Andy?" .... ANDY: " I don't know. 
What is a hobby like? I'll tell you what I do ... I draw 
.. . I cartoon .. . I keep a diary of my dreams ... I 
always write. As far as birdhouses and horseshit like 
that, no. 1 couect pornography. I'm trying to collect 
pornography. I send away for all these things . . . like 
it you send them a dollar ttley'll send you all of this 
stuff, but so far they've just burned me. They said 
they would send me this love doll in the mail for a 
dollar." ... NOMAG: "Sometimes I get money in the 
mail with a form that says 'Send me 20 fuck films." ' 

.. ANDY: "ReaHy? .. Maybe you got my $10. I was 
supposed to get 10 fuck films for 11 bucks. I sent 
away3 weeks ago and they still haven't sent them . 
all these great titles like 'Rub Yo~r Dicky' .. and 
'Mama Loves Peter'." .......... NOMAG: " Do you 
think about your media image or do 'you think that 
will just come naturally?" ... ANDY: (silence). 
.NOMAG: "Are you an intellectual type of guy?" .. 

ANDY: "Fuck you." ... NOMAG: "Well, what do you 
think of Voodoo?" .... ANDY: "Do you mean voodoo 
Voodoo?" ... NOMAG: ''I mean voodoo Voodoo ... It 
scares me. I don't want anybody putting Voodoo 
spells on me. You know, 1 had a real bad year a few 
years ago, I had my own personal dark cloud hang· 
ing over my head nigh·t and day." .... ANDY: "So did 
I, I had 2 bad years. I don't know about Voodoo like 
the Voodoo down in the islands. I don't know enough 

· about that to make a comment ... but I don't think 
that's the only type of Voodoo that there is. I think 
alot of people Inflict a supernatural Voodoo onto 
themselves. For me there was a stretch of a few years 
where everything fell apart. t could feel it falling apart. 
Two people entered my life at the beginning of this 
phase, and then when one by one the two left, every· 
thing turned fine again. I don 't know quite what to 
make of it, whether it was just some kind of natural 
order or some kind of past debt, or just the combina· 
tion of these two people and me produced a very bad 
influence on all parties concerned. When I try to look 
at it logically, it always works out logically, but some
times I get this strange feeling. There Is a thing with 
Voodoo and with magic that If you know about It you · 
don't talk about lt, and collectively we, the band, 
know quite a lot about It. I don't study that much 
Voodoo from the islands, but different theories on 
more western types of pre-Christian mythology." ... 
NOMAG: "What's your favorite movie?" ... ANDY: "I 
think Bunuel's 'Exterminating Angel' is great.". 
NOMAG: "Where do you go at night In LA. when you 
want to go out?" ... ANDY: "Oh I don't know ... I don't 
go out much here. I do go out to clubs whenever 
something Is playing that I like. For the past five 
months I've been doing nothing but writing every 
night, that's all I'm really interested in. This past 
weekend I went and saw 'Nervous Gender' at the 
AntiClub and I got drunk, but that's a big night out. 
I've got more Important things to do and I've had so 
many good years of going out ... LA.'s a funny place 
. . . You can go out and go out and six months down 
the line all you have is a string of hangovers and a 
bunch of people that you know, but you're still not 
doing anything." ... NOMAG: " If you have a Voodoo 
spell over you what do you think that you should do 
to get rid of It?" .... ANDY: "Seriously? : . Keeping a 
close record of your dreams can help. There Is a very 
strong, really scary willingness of the unconscious 
to communicate to you if you leave yourself open to 
it. Through dream interpretation you can know the 
language in which your subconscious is speaking to 
you .. You can generally tell if that quote Voodoo is 
something you are personally bringing onto yourself 
or if it is something that is just within the winds of 
ci rcumstance." ... (tape ends) .. 
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THE DEATH OF EDIE THE EGG LADY 

It was the middle of winter, ear1y 1985. The time was 
around mldnlte, Sharl and I were sitting outside over· 
looking Venice Beach, freezlng and laughing, holding 
our mixed drinks from the bar. In her lap lay a 
miniature tape recorder which was the butt of her 
numerous spontaneous tape recorder Jokes. We had 
an excellent view of Venice Beach which stretched 
out before us In the chll/y blackness. I was com
pletely satisfied with the cold murky view, because 
the less I see of Venice Beach the more I don't miss 
It. I dislike It. If you like It, you probably belong there, 
although you may not have been as pleased with the 
v~w as I was that night, the darkness hung so thickly. 
We were a little drunk because we had kicked back 
a couple of mixed drinks with the group of miserable 
Idiots Inside who were putting on an awful display 
of conviviality as they clawed their way through the 
evening, which from the looks of things would culml· 
nate in yet another drunken bad fuck for all con
cerned, a lousy fuck In a lifelong string of lousy fucks. 
Temporarily free from their dally grind the men were 
pompously modelling their latest sportscoats as the 
1adles engaged them coquettishly. Fiequently the men 
could be seen standing with their balls eye-level to 
the seated secretarial coquettes, and speaking glibly. 
Every selection In the jukebox was a dumbfuck oldie 
selected especially for the banal middle of the road 
maniac engaged in the shedding of inhibitions In the 
proper manner, and fortunately for the proprietors, 
the bar was swarming with that soclal caste. Sharl 
looked Incongruous sitting on the couch. She always 
looks like she is visiting earth from another planet, 
it's her natural appearance preempting the artful con
trivances of fashion. And me, well ... 'none of the 
above' ls adequatety descriptive. So Shari and I went 
outside after a short time. Shari had seen a s ide of 
Edie- Massey or Edie The Egg Lady, star of John 
Waters' films, that no one else had seen. Shari had 
seen her solitary death. Prior to Edie's passing on, 
Shari and her had scarcely met, but the night that 
Edie died, the two women came very close.to one 
another .. . As we sat outside in the cold, the story 
raced from Shari's lips. The strangeness of her own 
words seemed to make her a lftUe nervous as she 
talked. 
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THE LAST PART FIRST: "If you didn't know she was 
on the machine you'd think she was just really breath
ing deeply, and that's real good for you to breathe 
deeply .... You cou ldn't see her head past her nose, 
they had a thing down her throat She was really sick. 
Since she moved here from Baltimore she had been 
sick. When I met her, the day I met her she was tell
ing me that she needed to go into the hospital and 
she was really Ill. She knew that she was going to 
die but she was going to get her teeth this week. John 
had bought her teeth this week so she couldn't go 
Into the hospital because she was having new teeth. 
Her kidneys had falled and that would account for the 
jaundice . . . She had cancer, and she was a diabetic. 
She was fat, real fat, and all the complications were 
just too much ... and the strain on her heart was just 
too much. She had recently had trouble with her legs 
which had been swelling, phlebitis I think." 

"I was upset I was pissed at the whole situation. Her 
roommate, her manager, her closest friends, her fans, 
the ones that loved her the most, the ones that were 
benefiting from her connections were not there. They 
left at 9 o'clock and when it's 48 hours, you camp 
out. If the person means anything to you, you camp 
out. No one was there. Jeny was talking to her and 
she was unconscious. He was telling her stuff like 
she was going to still be alive. I interrupted him and 
tried to break him away. 'Here's a plnata for ya 
Edie!' ... I mean she was dying. The only reason they 

COLA CAP CRUSHED 

were reviving her was because no one had said 
'Don't revive her anymore.' ... I took the attending 
nurse out in the hall and Jet Jeny talk to Edie. I asked 
her if they had painted her with something because 
she was so yellow .... And she said . . 'No, it's her 
kidneys' .... She said that they kept having diffi· 
culties with her ... and I said when is it going to stop 
... When are you going to stop reviving her? She said 
that she'd go have a conference with the doctor now, 
and she went to talk to the Chinese doctor who had 
just said to her .. 'I hope this is over with quickly so 
that I can get some sleep.' . .. OK .. then she comes 
back and she says next time her heart stops we're 
not going to revive her. We sakf .. OK. They said we 
should leave the room. I asked when her heart had 
stopped the last time and they said at 2:30 and it had 
stopped before that at 1 :30 and they expected it to 
stop again in about an hour. They would call us 
before the hour was up and they would let us see 
her before it happened. There's not so much you can 
say .. They say the ears are the last thing to go but 
she was deaf anyway. So we went out to the waiting 
room in the lobby to wait and we were going to be 
sad but it was evident that she was going ... Nobody 
was there. The funeral arrangements had already 
been made. They had been made earlier in the day. 
She was going to be flown back to Baltimore. Still, 
nobody was there, they made the arrangements over 
the phone. They had all been there from 9 to 9 and 
left. Where were they?" 

"She moved here to make it in Hoilywood, to make 
some legit profit in between John Water's films and 
commercial success ... a Paul Bartel film .. . and she 
didn't get the part that he had promised and the 
whole reason that she had moved out here was be
cause she was promised a part. Paul Bartel had said 
that he didn't want it to be a John Waters movie . . it's 
a spaghetti western and Divine plays an ugly fat 
thing, as always. She was taking coaching lessons 
and was just really trying fo make it and when she 
didn't get the part it broke her heart, and there weren't 
too many other parts offered to her, you· know, she's 

· not exactly what you could use in a Where's the 
beef?' advertisement for VVendy's Hamburgers Drive
Thru restaurant chain. She didn't have any will to go 
on. She had got off her diet for her diabetes and that 
was real important. She just had no Incentive to 
live : . . And nobody helped her. With all the people 
that benefited from her ... no one tried to help . . . 
They said 'Oh you've got the store. That'll keep you 
going.' . .. That store, it didn't make any money at all." 

"Anyway, back to the hospital. We're waiting in the 
lobby by the elevators and all the lights are off in the 
hospital and I don't want to be sad or anything, so 
I start turning on all the lights in the whole hospital 
and I start writing a song called 'All My Girlfriends 
Want To Fuck My Boyfriend' .. . They think they can 
fool me. And we were laughing and having a really 
good time and I was singing the song and being loud 
and you're not supposed to do that in Intensive Gare 
. .. and then that doctor, the real cute one, not the 
Chinese one, there was like this rear cute medic, you 
know, in residence, he had a beard and Levi's jeans, 
he comes runnihg out and he goes ... 'Come .on in!' 
... So we think we're going to see her before the hour 
is almost up and we go running in ... and I didn't 
know what to do. VVe just walked in and Jerry grabbed 
onto her foot and I just felt like I should too. So 1 
grabbed her foot ... and I said 'She's really cold.' ... 
and Jerry is talking to her. He said .. 'You're still a star 
Edie. You always were a showstopper.' ... I'm think· 
ing ... Wow, this isn't happening. She's a show· 
stopper ..... She's definitely stopped at this show!' 
... 'You always did stop the show. Your fans love you. 
They'll always love you.' ...... I'm thinking, 'Right! 
Where are your fans?' . .... This isn't right. She's in 
this hospital. What are you talking atx>ut? This Is a 
show! This should be filmed. This right here, her 
room, her death should be filmed. Everything that she 
believed in since moving from Baltimore to Venice 
less than a year ago, Jess than a year ago, was that 
all ol these little boys, all of these little gay men loved 
her and were her fans and Galifomia adored her and 
she was dying like this . . . 'I Only Wanted To Be 
Loved' was ringing inside of my head and I was think· 
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ing that they don't play this in the hospital and J was 
really pissed and disgusted that Jerry was making 
light of it although I'm sure he was in shock. But he 
shouldn 't have been talking to her like that. He was 
saying .. 'You're still a star.' and 1 was thinking ... 
Look at her, there's catheters on the table, she's 
yellow with scabs all over her, her head was back on 
the table almost going off the table and the only thing 
I could see was the tubes up her nostrils, that's as 
far back as I could see and there was like lots of 
machinery. So then the nurse came in and we're still 
holding onto her foot. She said ... 'Why don't you 
step out of the room for a minute? Since she's gone 
I want to turn all of this equipment off.' . ... That's 
when we dropped her foot. And the nurse says. 
'Didn 't anyone tell you? They should have told you. 
It just happened. Her heart stopped and we didn 't 
revive her.' ... : We're both standing there and our 
mouths are like on the floor. As I was walking out 
of the room, that little Chinese doctor that wanted 
to go to sleep is coming in and there was two feet 
extra for both of us to pass by each other but I 
stepped on his foot and I started yelling ... 'Fuck you! 
Fuck you! Fuck everybody!' ... . Everybody didn 't 
care, they were wanting it to be over in a hurry. She 
was dying, they didn't care, there wasn't anything 
that they could do, just get the equipment off of her 
and let me go to sleep .. . and nobody was there. No 
one was there to stop it or to say . . 'Hey, where's your 
bedside manners?' .. . I started screaming 'Fuck you!' 
to everybody and I was thinking about my pinata. I 
just walked out Jerry started freaking out. He wanted 
to leave. They said that they needed somebody to be 
there after they got the equipment off. Jerry tlad to 
leave, he couldn't handle it. We kept saying . . 'You're 
in shock Jerry . . shut up!' .... 'I'm taking off!'. .. He 
had to go take drugs, you know. I'm thinking .. is there 
a bathroom that locks? I can 't even tell you what I 
was thinking." 

THE INTRODUCTION LAST: "This Is no fun. It doesn't 
have something I can hold and pretend like I'm 
Michael Jackson, I've even got a white glove. You got 
a haircut, did you know? OK .. let's see If It works ... 
Test!" ... Shari and I are sitting, drinking In a yuppie 
pick up bar in Venice .. it's cold outside but we are 
sitting on the open veranda to escape the noise of 
the juke box and the boisterous groups of drunks in 
sexual frenzy, talking too loud, too exuberantly, you 
know, baloney coming out of their mouths and stale 
salami between their thlghs in those atrocious sport 
suits and sport clothes. This is the perfect location 
we have decided for this particular interview. " He 
briefed me on how I should act while I'm there," says 
Shari of her boyfriend. "You see," she begins, "I 
wasn't a fan of Edie's" ... "Kooky and crazy" the juke 

box shouts, "talkin' about my baby, and I love hi·iim, 
he's a walkin' miracle." ..... "In fact, she grossed me 
out when I met her. She made me nervous. She made 
me a whole tot more nervous than you do. I was afraid 
that I would be like her when I got to be her age. It 
would be like my worst nightmare come true to look 
like her, no teeth, she'd be eating peanut butter and 
her finger would be stuck to the roof of her mouth 
so she could pry her tongue off of It. So she always 
made me really nervous." ..... "Young lo-o-ove first 
lo-o-ove" spurts the suggestive jukebox .. "Just one 
kiss from your sweet lips will tell me that your love 
is real" ....... "Jerry called up and he was really cry· 
ing and upset. He said that Edie had 48 hours to live. 
He wanted to come over and get high. I was going 
to go shopping that afternoon but I decided to wait 
there and take Jerry to the hospital. So I waited in 
the house for hours and Jeny never showed up. Ten 
hours later he showed up, at 9 o'c lock at night. It was 
nine in the morning when Edie was taken to the 
hospital and they told her that she had 48 hours to 
live. When Jeny got to my house, he wasn't golng 
to go to the hospital. .. Everybody else had left the 
hospital, they were tired and wanted to go to sleep 
and now nobody was there. I called up the hospital, 
I had to get through all of this red tape, wrong num· 
bers, transfers, transfers, and then you know some-

thing is wrong when you ask for a patient and they 
give you the rigamarole ... I flnally got through to the 
RCU Unit V (RTU ?) at UCLA, because they kept 
putting me t~roug~ to the lnter,i sive ~re, but we're 
not in the Intensive Care, we're In the Respiratory 
Intensive Care. When I get through I tell them that 
I am the personal secretary, we want to know If Edie's 
condition ha_s changed. They didn't want to tell me 
anything, but I pressed and pressed, you know my 
nature. Eventually the nurse confessed that she 
would feel really bad if something happened to her 
during the night and nobody was there. She said that 
she would feel bad personally. Edie wasn't doing very 
well. They were having a difficult time with her." ..... 
"Since I met you baby, my whole life has changed .. 
Since I met you baby .. " .... ... "So I said ... 'Jerry, 
let's go to the hospital.' .. . ... I brought a plnata 
along for Edie, because I had 3 plnatas at the house. 
I was giving plnatas to au my friends that week, and 
I thought. .. Well fuck . . this Is the only plnata left'. .. 
and I really liked It. . I was going to keep It for myself 
but I thought .. 'No, I' ll take It to Edie.' So I got the 
plnata, It was E.T., It had an orange head with blue 
ears but the rest of It was white, and It had legs that 
were sitting, you could sit It down and I could carry 
It like It was a little baby, so Its legs went around my 
waist. Then we proceeded to drive to the hospital. 
I drive wonderfully and I decided to take a shortcut 
and we got lost. We finally get there, we flnally find 
the emergency room. They told us to follow the brown 
line up to the Intensive Care unit. I'm carrying this 

. plnata for Edie and everybody at UCLA Is looking at 

' 

me all weird. We get to Intensive Care and I asked 
~ for Edith Massey, and they said that she was not in 

~- Intensive Care, she was down the hall at Respi ratory 
.... . .. I was real detached from it all. I was totally In 

·;~~ charge, and Jerry isn't saying anything. I was de-
~ · tached because I wasn't as close to her as everybody ~ else and I dldn 't think it was going to be like it was. 

' It wasn't like It was my son who was In the hospital. 
They said that they would get the doctor and then 
we waited for about 30 minutes for the doctor to 
come. Eventually this little Chinese doctor comes out, 
he looks like he's younger than I am and I'm only 22, 
tie comes out and he's really solemn faced, short, 
you know how Chinese people are, I didn 't like him, 
immediately I didn't like him, he didn 't like me either. 
He said that they were having a really hard time with 
Edie, that her heart had stopped three times tonight 
and they were having a really hard time keeping her 
going. We asked If we could see her and he says ... 
'No . . . ' . . . . It was 2:30 a.m. when we arrived." 

"We go walking into the Respiratory Intensive Care 
and it was really bizarre because it was dark, there 
were no lights, and there was like a little round con· 
cierge desk where all the nurses and the doctors 
were, and there were like four rooms with curtains 
drawn and only one light was on behind the curtain 
and that was Edie's ... We go walking In and it was 
really bizarre, the room was like a jungle with all the 
tubes and wires and l.V.'s and catheters, there was 
piss all over the table and she was yellow." .. 
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The D.l.s and Chris D.'s Divine ,Horseman . 
..-: •;>/ 

C"' '"• 'llU •t i(a •n 11Sa (Q .'54 .~ \ ~. ~ 
by BAUCE KALBERG 

I used to assume that people in 'Rock' bands were 
trying to take them all the way, from garageland 
obscurity to the top of the charts, you know, Grace
land, bodyguards, grapefruit-sized diamonds, multiple 
drug addictions, the National Enquirer, private jets, 
media OD, weird zoo attractions for housepets, 
plastic surgery, another dozen bodyguards, satanic 
sex cults, ostentatious fashions, 16 mansions in 12 
different countries, sex with ballet stars, and then 
either a tragic death or obscurity, the latter leading 
to an embarrassing comeback after a lapse of 10 or 
more years during middle age and it makes every
body sick, very ill, nauseous and frightened to see 
what atrocities the simple passage o f time, not a long 
t ime really, can perpetrate upon we human beings,· 
so that af ter their comeback they then go away 
forever (hopefully). My assumption of some kind of 
'Hollywood Babylon' success ethic carried over to 
even nihili stic performers like say 'The Germs' for 
instance, what other reason would anybody have for 
playing in a 'Rock' band? It always seemed to me that 
excessive success, ridiculous success was part of 
the essence o f the activity. Why would anyone seek 
to remain In obscurity playing In crummy dives to the 
same audiences · on a loca l c ircuit? Fuck art isti c 
integri ty, that 's a red herring (as the Brits 
say) . .. smart people can maintain their precious 
integrity and scam the monopoly game to quadruple 
slooper more-popular-than-Jesus deification,' if they 
have the moxy ... Jiml Hendrix did It. Jlmi d id it his 
way, of course he knew he was a star way before he 
was a star. .. and they work at it and they aren't 
chickenshit. Some people want to be arti sts so they 
tentatively tiptoe out onto the ice to see if it's safe 
and then they sit on their ass and think about it all 
indec isive ly, unsure whether to proceed forward or 
return. They want it to be safe, they talk about 
integrity ... they know if they fail thei r lives w ill be 
ruined and they hesitate and hesitate some more. 
They disregard one obvious truth, and that is .. the 
people who are genuine arti sts pursue what they 
must, and they disregard the thinness of the ice 
beneath them because there is not t ime in this life 
to hesitate . .. if you want it you have to go for it (most 
people don't know what the fuck they want anyway) 
... it 's dangerous as hell, it 's never safe. For more 
than any other reason, that's what has totally blown 
my mind about the local L.A. group, who are now as 
world famous as 'Tommy's' double chili cheese
burgers and that's famous, 'Black Flag' .. .. from their 
Inception (when was that? . . seven years ago?) Greg 
Ginn, who is the fearless leader (who 's the leader of 
the band that's made for U and me, M· l-CK-E-Y 
M·O.LJ.S-E) has moved that group forward (those 
dishevelled foulmouthed unshaven sons of guns). 
That's it. .. forward, no whining atx>ut the odds 
against them, when some insignificant obstacle like 
total rejection by the record ing industry got in their 
way, they made their own record company, SST 
Records, it makes perfect sense .. You know that 
Greg Ginn doesn't sit around and fret about his 
artistic integrity and some shitawful job and that 
whole band has been jumping up and down on the 
thinnest of ice for years, unable to break it in places 
where others would fall right in, probably. 'Black Flag' 
can tour Europe when other bands can't get their shit 
together enough to play the East coast o f the good 
a l' USA. Do you want to read about wimps? .. . I don't 
know how to approach that topic.exactly, wimps . 
and I certainly don't want to write about them ... I 
could give you my list of wimps in LA. 'Rock' bands, 
people caught between their 9 to 5 jobs and thei r 
'Rock' bands, people who can never overcome their 
insecurity about life ... (uh .. joke bands) ... This 
occasionally prophetic {we're just playin' the num
bers, some of you 3 chord ear pulverizers are gonna 
be stars even though you suck) 'zine (oops!. . mag) 
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CHRIS D. . . .. has matured into a sculptor of majestic ballads, sharing. the spotlight 
with vocalist Julie Christensen. 

primarily negotiates the seamy underworld (pee . . 
yooo!) of unsigned or non-industry LA. 'Rock' bands 
but that doesn't mean we're interested in stupid 
losers exclusively . .. that would be a mistaken as
sumption on your part {stupid losers can be fun at 
parties), but the bands herein vary from one to the 
next in the degree o f thei r profess ional intent, some 
are very tentative, some are less tentative, and others 
are as lacking in that quality as King Kong {but 
usually better mannered than the hairy nude Mr. 
Kong). 'Chris D's Divine Horseman' and 'The D.l.s' are 
two of the less tentat ive bands in this issue and 
they've both been {graced?) sandwiched with lotsa 
mayonnaise and lotsa mustard by the happy NOMAG 
sandwich maker previously (they didn't taste so good 
the f irst time, we made them take a bath for this one). 
If you haven't seen 'Chris D's Divine Horseman' in 
live performance (lotsa mustard}, especially if you 
have a fear o f 'The Flesheaters', his previous band, 
you should go see this new group, it 's very different, 
less dissonant, Chris D. took a hop skip and a jump 
toward mainstream 'Rock' and added Julie Christen
sen on vocals and they pretty much share the stage 
equally, she's got a lovely voice and they compliment 
each other (like Nancy Sinatra & Lee Hazelwood. 
say . . have you seen Nancy Sinatra's erotic dummy 
in the 'Movieland' Wax Museum?) ... This band marks 
a real art istic leap forward for Chris D {hey .. they 
passed me no $$$ to say that but I was hoping they 
would attempt a bribe because I have no moral back
bone when confronted with $$$ ... go ahead offer me 
some, you' ll see). They don 't sound like Lee Hazel· 
wood and Nancy Sinatra, they compliment one 
another like Lee Sinatra and ·Nancy Hazelwood, I'm 
not going to straighten that one out, you' ll just have 
to live with it. They have one album out already and 
another on the way (Chris knocked up the record 
machine again). You can find them at your Chief Auto 
Parts store disguised as shock absorbers {where d'ya 
think!). Chief Auto Parts say . .. " How! . . This record 
sound 'um good, like buffalo herd t iptoeing on clover. 
Tell Great White Chief in Washington, eat shit!" 

How friendly these bands are, helping each other out 
a ll the time ... I thought. Alot of bands share musi· 
c ians, you know. Jonny Ray, pictured in 'The D.l.s' 
photo is also a member of 'The Knitters' for example. 
Well 'Chris D.'s Divine Horseman' recently lost their 
guitar player Matt Lee who was also playing in two 
bands. Mr. Lee (1 ,2,3 look at Mr. Lee) quit so that he 
could concentrate on his other band 'The 0.1.s' in
stead of splitting his time. There were bad feelings 
occasioned by his quitting (close your eyes . . . now 
imagine a snit, any shit, hitting your typical house 
fan turned up on high-speed, not a pretty picture) ... 
if you have read this far, you now have a pretty clear 
picture of the kinds of feelings we're talking about. 
\Nell . . I promised the party who launched ttie liquid 
projectile that struck Matt Lee on the night he quit 
that I wouldn't mention this incident but I had my 
fingers crossed behind my back and everyone knows 
that if you cross your fingers when You promise 
something, it doesn 't count. At 'Club Lingerie' on a 
Saturday night, the doors swung open and Matt Lee 
walked through 'em all duded ·up carrying his guitar 
'cause he was ptayin' with 'The Divine Horseman' that 
night, well sir, he had somethin' on his mind that was 
a heavy burden, he was quittin' that band after the 
Saturday night show and somehow he was going to 
have to unburden himself of that information, just spit 
it out, and he knew they wuz gonna be mighty upset. 
V\lell, the night wore on and eventually the tall slender 
slicked up Matt Lee found his voice and he spat out 
the truth, that he was quittin' the band and he was 
unburdened. Well sir, no sooner had Matt Lee spat 
out the truth about himself and he was stand in' there 
all duded up, than one of the band members from 
the band which he had just resigned, spit back some
th ing that wasn't just words, in fact it wasn't words 
at all, it was real spit a imed straight and true. It flew 
in a gob through the tense smoky air and struck Matt 
Lee in the heart. There he stood smitten by spit, and 
since a lady like Julie doesn't engage in spitting, you 
can bet that Matt was smitten by one of the fellows 
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TWO LA. BANDS continued from previous page 
who was good at spittin', maybe even practiced at 
home sometimes. Well later that night I ran Into a 
crestfallen (he was frowning) Matt Lee and he told 
me about 'The Saliva Bullet' incident which had 
occurred earlier. .. and I have to say in his defense, 
that he was so unhappy that I don't think it occurred 
to him that I would repeat his story in print. He really 
didn't consider the low echelon of, subject matter 
which is our bread and butter around here when he 
related his story ... Hell he damn near ended up on 
boot hill. News is news. It's hangin' season, get a 
rope somebody, we used to hang cowboys just fer 
blinkin' if it was hangin' season. Now which one of 
those fellers with the 'Divine Horseman' brand on his 
ass did the spittin'? We can't hang 'em all can we? 
They've got Matt Lee runnin' yellow now and he won't 
talk anymore, it's no use pestering him to name 
nar:nes ... if he keeps quiet they'll leave him tall , 
slender, dark ... and dry. If he talks anymore, he's 
gonna get bushwacked for sure. Why are they all so 
upset about a little saliva anyway ... it's no big deal 

. they could've peed on Matt Lee or even worse. 
My friends slobber all over me all the time, but that's 
more like uncontrolled drooling than a gob of saliva 
aimed by a sharpshooter ... there's a big difference. 
One is impolite, the other is good society, but I'm not 
sure which because I've been out West too long. In 
spite of their quarrelsome ways ... you've got to give 
them a little slack ... these two groups are definite 
non-wimp 'Rock' bands playing it the way they like 
it, which happens to be the way I like it (they did it 
their way, Karen Carpenter did it her way, Tiny Tim 
did it his way, King Kong had a zipper up his back) ... 
and it's probably the way you'll like it if you get off 
yer bum and go see 'em 'live' ... and they both have 
records out, go get 'em or I'll spit on your chest ... (I 
practice at home ... spittin' at cockroaches). 
Uhhhh .. : I think I better shut up while I'm ahead. 

THE RECORD INDUSTRY: I know why these two 
bands haven't been signed by a major label yet .. the 
execs are waiting for them to grow "U TOP' beards 
... and one more thing as I'm backing out the door 
here . .. Dave Drive, 'The D.l.s' drummer, was telling 
me that an out-of-town newspaper had compared 
'The D.l.s' to 'Bruce' (hold it. . I'm gonna sneeze .. 
achoo-o!) 'Springsteen', the writer obviously was 
intending to give them a compliment, but Dave 
laughed at the comparison ... 'The 0.1.s' play 'R&B' 
music but in their case it stands for 'Rock & Boogie' 
not 'Rhythm & Blues' and in that light a comparison 
to 'U' (hold it .. I gotta sneeze again ... achoo-a!) 
'Top' would have been more accurate, although I hear 
a bit of a 'Rockabilly' influence In it ... and of course 
if you want to scratch the surface just a little more 
we're going to be talking 'John Lee Hooker' and 
'Bo Diddley' because that drivin' percussive repetitive 
guitar style that makes people shake and jump 
around in strange ways usually in large groups is part 
of the history of 'Rock 'N Roll' music .. . but you know 
that already . .. That's where 'The 0.1.s' are comin9 
from and from a guitarist's point of view, I can under· 
stand why Matt Lee would have chosen to play with 
a more guitar oriented group. 'The 0.1.s' and 'Chris 
O.'s Divine Horseman' are both great bands 
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EUROPA goes abstract camouflage. 
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EUROPA'S FASHIONS 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

NOMAG: "Do you have psychological problems? We could talk about them 
or whatever you like. Your designs?" ... EUROPA: "Psychological problems 
. . . Do what I like .. well .. I was a belly dancer, I still am. I'm going to dance 
at the Renaissance Fair, it's going to be my big coming out of retirement 
dance. In bellydancing I made all of my costumes and that's how I started 
making clothes, I suppose .. Actually also, I have short arms, so I started 
making my own clothes. I like to make things that move good because 
from dancing, I like things that move around and stuff, that feel good on 
my body ... and I like lots of color. I started making gloves about 3 years 
ago. Tex ... from 'Tex & The Horseheads' had a pair from 'Trashy Lingerie' 
and I thought they were too expensive and real shitty, so I made some. 
I made a pair for her and then I just started selling them, and then the 
stores said .. 'Why don't you make some clothes to go with the gloves?'. 
and I did that last year. I started selling a bunch at 'Melons' and 'Fred 
Segals' .. to different stores, and that 's how I started doing it for money 
instead of for free. That fuzzy coat is made from shocking pink fake fur 
like Spanish people put on their car dashboards .. And the dots, I always 
think that dots and stripes are real classic, and.that's a real nice cotton. 
It's really soft like handkerchiefs. The lace skirt is my idea of layerin·g dif
ferent colors of materials over each other. The bottom layer is shocking 
pink and the top is black, so it really looks pretty together, and my hair 
is sky blue. Now I'm doing leggings with big paisleys on them, I think 
paisleys are going to be my new dots and stripes ... paisley is a neat 
design. Do you think they are weird clothes? That's probably why I still 
have the stuff made myself instead of trying to work for a big manufac
turer, that way I can do little groups of clothes that I personally like instead 
of worrying about thousands of pieces, like when you bring out a record. 
You don't know whether things are going to sell or not and this way if 
they don't sell, who cares? I usually just make stuff that I like and then 
other people seem to like it too." .... NOMAG: "How many items do you 
make?" EUROPA: "I make sometimes as few as half a dozen; but usually 
in the dozens ... but to manufacturers and most designers that's nothing. 
So from me, you get pretty much a designer thing, a limited run for a very 
cheap price, always cheap. My mother says I should raise my prices. It's 
hard to do these things when you just start off on your own. I never really 
thought about going into the clothing business. I just wanted to do some
thing that I liked so I could stop waitressing. Last year I was able to quit 
a few nights and now I only work on weekends .. so I just DJ and bartend. 
It just started kind of happening. I read all of these fashion articles about 
people who say that they had one good idea and they just started doing 
it, and it does work that way. I'm from the stupid school of marketing, 
you know. I walked into a store and I said . . 'Hey, do you want to buy these 
gloves?' .. and they did. I don't have a 'Rep' or anything ... no big business 
machine, although I'd love it if I can somehow get it together." 
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DWIGHT YOAKAM'S 
HARD COUNTRY 

by Bill Bentley 

Los Angeles almost single-handedly destroyed counlzy music during the 
Seventies. First, there were lame-brain bands who stuck a steel quitar on top of 
rock & roll, and got weepy in the name of Nashville-like sentiments. Then, big 
shots like Kenny Roqers-who was always a pop star with eyes toward television 
stardom-sought refuge on the countiy charts, and even suckered former stal
warts like Dolly Parton into selling out their sound. 

Dwight Yoakam, a Kentucky-ham backwoods boy, wants no part of any sick 
slickness. His dead-ahead take on country & western music owes everything to 
people like Hanle Williama and Stonewall Jackson, and nothing to the Eagles or 
Alabama. After several years of dodqing requests and, sometimes, even catcalls 
in Valley bars, Yoakam started making waves this side of Mulholland Drive. 
While he might have started out somewhat slow, with early shows at the Palo
mino and Club Lingerie lightly attended, now everyone and their snap-shirts 
are jerking oli in public for his lean and hard country sonqs. Bigger names like 
John Anderson and George Strait may be tying up country radio with their well
known names, but Yoa.kam has them both beat, because not only does he sinq 
'em riqht, he also writes 'em, as well. His EP, "Guitars Cadillacs Etc . Etc.," is 
simply a bitch, and even thouqh he hasn't made any major dents on commercial 
radio yet, it's really only a matter of time before it happens. Apparently Nash
ville has now Come around to Yoakam's way of thinkinq, because Warner Bros.' 
Music City office is said to have just signed the man. Don't look for any major 
changes in Yoakam's attack, because as he's said before, this is one singer who 
really would rather fight thap switch. 

NO: Where'd you come from? 

Yoakam: I was bom in Pikeville, Kentucky, which is where they actually filmed 
"Coal Miner's Daughter.'' Those were my images hom childhood-steel grey 
skies. It's that Appalachian strip. Ricky Skaggs is b:om fifty miles north of there, 
~ I'm hopinq it's a trend for country singers to be hom there. 

NO: What about your !Int Binging experiences? 

Yoakam: J was r<used in the Church of Christ, which is fundamentalist and has 
strictly acapella music. Needless to say, my reliqious backqround lent itself to 
singing. I started when I was old enough to stand and sing. Plus, I always had a 
guitar. My dad brought one home with him from the Korean war. The iniluences 
in that part of the country are heavy bluegrass, even though that wasn't that 
JnUch of an iniluence personally. Sometimes people e:z:pecl me to be more aware 
of it than I am. For me, pure mountain music was what I was exposed to. 

c·antlnued on next 
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DWIGHT YOAKAM continued from prevlous page 

NO: Who were your first favorites? 

Yoakam: Really, whoever my parents were listening to, which was Stonewall 
Jackson, Everly Brothers, Johnny Cash's Sun stuff. That was what my dad liked. 
My mom was prone to listening to Patsy Cline and those kind of singers. This was 
all prior to my purchasing records. 

NO: When did you Brat get In a band? 

Yoakam: !had bands in high school, which were mainly rockahilly, in '72. I was 
out there feeling around; I was 15, 16 years old, trying to express myself. Plus I 
was writing, even when I was real young. The first song I wrote was when I was 
eight years old. But, of course, I didn't have the courage to keep at it. I didn't 
really start at it seriously until late high school. I always stuck to pretty much a 
straight ahead country song structure, because that v.;as what I was exposed to 
secularly. That and hillbilly hymns, which are completely different than gospel. 
These thing~ came from Scottish tunes, mountain music . This was where 
Tennessee, Virginia and Kentucky all kind of collide. This music got mil:ed in 
with the Everlys, Roy Orbison, early Fl~; anybody that really sang. And 
Johnny Horton, almost unknowingly, because I heard his "Greatest Hits" album 
so much, songs like "Comanche" and "Whispering Pines". Then, when I was 
living in Ohio during high school, I started playing joints. Finally, I went to 
Nashville to try to get on the Grand Ole Opry. This was after I graduated, in '76 
or so. I tried out at the Opry and got picked as an alternate at Opryland. I ended 
up not sticking around, because I was kind of discouraged by the closed society 
of Nashville. There was very little sympathy for anybody who's trying to do any
thing original, or unlike what they had in their minds as a country sound. Nash
ville is slow to recoqni.ze something outside their mainstream. Ricky Skaggs had 
his third solo album go gold, and just now they're starting to sign traditional , 
country music in the last year. Even the outlaw thing in the '70s, they wrote it off 
as a fluke for a long time. I talked with the head of the live entertainment depart
ment at the Grand Ole Opry, and he suggested that because of my being such a 
stylist he knew I'd hit some doors that were closed there. He suggested strongly 
that I don't quit, and maybe try the West Coast. Atthetimetherewasahotbedof 
recorded country-rock out here, ledby Emmylou Harris and others. The irony is 
that recently, at the Palace when I opened for Nick Lowe, the Nashville record 
person remarked that I was too revved up and a little too rock & roll, when in fact 
it's nothing but hard core country. So you can't win for losing. But even so, I was 
thinking about moving back to Nashville about a year ago. I'd actually made 
arrangements and came back to California to get my personal things together, 
and notice? the country-punk thing had started to go full swini;J, and a few doors 
were opening for people like me to get to play. 

NO: How would you describe what you're doing? 

Yoakam.: It's strictly traditional. It's so traditional M.d pure, that people in Nash· 
ville hear it and think it's rock and roll. U Bill Monroe, right now, not being Bill 
Monroe, put a drummer in his band and had an electric lead player, Nashville 
wouldn't know what the hell they were listening to . It'd be rocking, because 
that's what it is. Even Flatt & Scruggs, qive those two cats a revved up bass and 
drum.mer, and you got rockabilly. In its truest sense, not in its sensationalized 
sense. ' , 

NO: Getting back to California. what was your Impression when you got 
here? 

Yoakam: It was '77, and I didn't know anything about ii or anybody here. At that 
time, there was very little going on at the street level, but you could still get 
signed as a recording act if you had the right country-rock feel. The thing is that 
now there's more going on at the street level, but little record label action. My 
first year, I lived in Long Beach, got a day qig and got my car thing together, got 
mobile . Then I moved to Hollywood and actively started looking for players. I 
was trying to put something together, but it was a futile effort for the first year or 
so. I was trying to meet guys who were compatible with what I was trying to do. I 
was hoping to make them understand it was going to be something traditional 
and at the same time jumping. So my first hands were just to get qigs, and I 
played with some real fine guys, but it was still mainly to go play the dives and 
start working. We were playing those places in the Valley, honky tonk qigs. Pure 
five sets a night, from 9 o'clock to 1 :45 in the morning, doing mostly cover tunes. 
Again, I'd run into problems because at that point the urban cowboy thing 
kicked off, and what appeared to be a boom for country bands turned into a 
nightmare in disguise. I'd get hired as a country band, and qo in and play old 
Stonewall Jackson hits, and there was only one or two songs in the night this new 
country crowd would recognize. But we always did good with the hard core 
crowd; we had no problem with them. We were doing hillbilly drinking music . 
But when we hooked up with any pseudo-country listeners, there was a constant 
battle at the apron of the bandstand all night. They'd be yelling, "You do any 
Kenny Rogers; you do any Eddie Rabbit." That whole "we all grew up to be 
idiots" syndrome that luckily didn't yet too popular. Not that what those singers 
are doing isn't valid; it is . They should make all the money in the world, you 
know? At that point, thouqh, I started qetling a little offended by it, because I 
became acutely aware of where I'd come from. It came into very sharp perspec
tive what was happening in regards to country music, and what they were doing 
with it; their !attitude with the term. So I became more adamant about what I was 
doing. I remember playing one joint called The Corral in Lakeview Terrace for 
about 11 months, which is about the closest thing to a Teu.s roadhouse as I've 
found in L.A. At the time, the popularity of so-called country music was more a 
detriment. 

NO: When was that? 

Yoakam.: Around '80-'81. We never didn't work, because we were real good. 
They couldn't fault us by saying we were bad. Then we did some off-nights for 
awhile, for the real drinkers, the Sunday through Thursday crowd. When we 
did the on nights, it was almost like qiving a junkie a straight dose of smack, 
'cause we were too pure. I kept telling the clubs we were hard core country 
music, almost to the point of being redundant. Then we'd get the gig and the 
people were completely underexposed to the real thing. It was cool for a couple 
of sets, but by the third or fourth sets their radio-conditioned palettes were tak
ing over. That's when it became Kenny Rogers request time. 

NO: Did the country-punk attention help? 

Yoakam: Very helpful, though it's been sensatlonal.ized in a kind of campish 
way. It's removed some barriers, and I think it's healthy in that it threw things 
into the extreme. It combined the rawness of punk with country subject matter. I 
don't really hear too much country musical influence. I don't hear that as strong
ly as some people, but my view is with more coal dust-tinted.glasses, inat'ead of 
rose-colored ones. See, I'd already done Nashville, and didn't want to get of
fered the "apprenticeship" thing. Hang out with the guys, be a writer, trying to 
get on staff somewhere, pitching my tunes, letting somebody else cut them. 
Then being touted as a happening young writer in town, after a two-year tenure 
of just hanginq out. It was somethinq I'd fought against doing but I felt like that I 
had no other recourse . continued on next page 
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DWIGHT YOAKAM continued from previous page 

NO: So It was country-punk to the ret1CUe? 

Yoakam: In a way. There was almost actually a scene. Rank & File had been out 
more than a year, Lone Jwrtice goj signed to Geffen Records, and what had been 
bubbling came out in the open. I'd kept beating down the doors of the honky 
tonk madness out in the Valley, and I was exposed to the rockabilly.side in Holly
wood, and then there became a legit thing with country on the rock and roll side 
of the hill. We began to get more gigs, at the Blue Laqune, the Palomino with 
Lone Jwrtice, and Billy Joe Shaver at the Lingerie. We were approached. on the 
local level by people willing to help get a record out. I was convinced. there was 
a market out there for some sort of vinyl. Then, the Nashville production thing 
was out. I ran up against that mentality of not wanting to siqn anything unless it 
sounded like T.G. Sheppard, Kenny Rogers or Alabama. It was Tony Orlando 
and Dawn wanned-over at that point. But Skaggs came out in '81, had his first 
real success in '82, and it's taken Nashville another couple of years to warm up to 
it, catch up to the reality of that lci.nd of music . 

NO: So you clld "Guitars Cadillacs Etc. Etc." on your own? 

Yoakam: Right, so I could control it. Pete Anderson and I produced. it. We'd 
worked together the last two years as a band, and had a concept at this point of 
what we wanted. The battle was getting the money to do it. We didn't want to 
make a demo, we wanted a master quality product. I coUJ.d go two ways, the 
independent thing where I controlled everything, or go down to Nashville, and 
maybe hook up with somebody, but even that was speculative. This way, we 
came out with what we wanted. We've got pure traditional country music, using 
'80s recording techniques, and still not compromising the aesthetics. We had 
touchstones to listen to, like old Stonewall Jackson records, to hear those effects. 
See, the golden period in Nashville to me was the '50s and early '60s; th.at was 

· when the Nashville sound was at its best. Some of the Everly Brothers things, the 
best ones were out of Nashville. From late Hanle Williams, around '52, to '63. 
Then it slowly started to deteriorate and become a popesque kind of sound, very 
crossover oriented. In fact, that was the buzzword they used in the early '80s 
when rejecting me, saying, "Well, it's just not crossover oriented." Hell with 
them, you lcnow? The thing is, if they'd just let it be hillbilly, that's the biggest 
crossover thing around. Listen to John Anderson's "Swinging," that was just 
tongue-in-cheek hillbilly craziness, that song. 
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NO: So you've got a shot right? 

Yoakam: I'm trying to be realistic. I'm not deluding myself into thinking Just be
cause we've had some critical response out here, or fan response, I don't know 
for sure that it1l translate into someone picking up the record. I might still have 
to go through the traditional Nashville thing. But either way, this EP is a very 
good calling card; it's an investment, an ad, but that's not all I'm loolci.ng at it 
like. I want it to get some airplay. We'll take it as far as we can take it. It's radio 
worthy. It can compete with anything on the country charts. I have every expec
tation that it will do that . I also see the hurdles ii has to get over. A lot of those 
hurdles have been taken down a notch by John Anderson's success, by Ricky 
Skagg's success, and George Strait's success, and also by the Hollywood 
country-punk thing, too. They've helped penetrate some doors. The thing that 
differentiates us hem those bands is that we lend to transcend their limitations. 
Realistically, the country-punks will have trouble selling that idiom to a west 
Texas rodeo crowd, or a Tulsa scene. We can go in there, though. Because of 
the purity of what we do, we can present it to a rock and roll crowd and tum 
around and play a rodeo, a roadhouse, state fair or whatever, and still come 
back and open for Nick Lowe. We get over those boundaries, not unlike Johnny 
Cash in 1958, or Hank Williams in 1951, or Jimmie Rodgers in 1930-whatever. 
And that's not to bolster my ego, but rather it's to keep a realistic perpective on 
what I do and where it fits within the parameters of American music. We're hop
ing to get the EP out in En.gland, where I think the English and Europeans will 
respond to it, maybe even quicker than Americans. I tell you who does go for it 
right away, and that's people in Floyd County, Kentucky, the traditional country 
people. If I can take this to the people in Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsyl· 
vania, we won't have any problem. The only problem is the big business of 
mUsic has made it very hard to do that. I try not to let that get to me. Basically, 
I'm just real proud of the record. Since Buck Owens and Merle Haggard, there 
hasn't been anything as pure country cut on the West Coast that is viable com
mercially. Buck Owens did it in the '60s, and rockers were all listening to him. 
It's got the roots. 



!THE EXPLOSION: RIK L. RIK ALERT! 
AN INTERVIEW WITH RIK & MR. THUMB 

THUMB: "We're making heavy<luty 'Rock 'N Roll' 
music. It's a good hard rock trip .. the closest thing 
we've ever been able to say about it is that it's 
somewhat like 'Arrowsmith' .. This band has alot of 
tight parts and good hooks." ..... WHO IS WRITING 
THE SONGS? ..... RIK: "I write most of them but I 
just started writing with Gore." ..... I SAW 'THE RIK 
L. RIK BAND' A COUPLE OF TIMES BUT YOU KIND 
OF SEEMED TO DROP OUT OF THE SCENE FOR 
QUITE A LONG TIME. WHAT HAPPENED AFTER 
'F-WORD' DISBANDED? f78) .......... RIK: "It was 
nothing I consciously had any control over. My past 
is rather painful. I don't really like to dwell on it." . . . I 
GOT A RIK L. RIK SINGLE IN THE MAIL A LONG 
TIME AGO .. 'SOUL POWER'fDOMINIQUE' ... I STltL 
LISTEN TO IT. IT SOUNDED KIND OF LIKE IGGY POP 
BUT THATS NOT A BAD THING WHEN YOU CON· 
SIDER THE WAY MOST SINGERS SOUND ...... RIK: 
"I really didn't want that record to come out. I didn't 
think it was a good representation of what I can do. 
but nothing I've had thus far on record is ... but that 
even to a lesser extent than my older stuff. To tell 
you the truth, the way that song came about was. 
the guitar player wrote this song and I said ... 'Do you 
expect me to put words to that? That's just"like a 
complete 'Stooges' song.' ... So as a joke I just made 
up these complete Iggy Pop lyrics never expecting 
to play it live or anything, and then it started to sound 
so good, we had to play it even though I was really 
self-conscious. It really did sound atot like Iggy.". 
WHATS YOUR FAVORITE NOISE?. . . . THUMB: 

.... ARE YOU GOING TO BE A 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

THE EXPLOSION ... (I. tor.) Rik L. Rik, Richard Blair, A.J ., David Thumb, Gore v. 

TRAVELLIN' BAND AND PLAY AROUND ALOT? 
... . .. THUMB: "Absolutely, but we're not going to 
travel until we do it right. I don't care to do a shoe
string tour. We're out for success man." ... RIK: " It's 
a very new band and no one has really seen It yet, 
so It's kind of hard to sit here and talk about It. We 
can brag about it and say how great we are but 
there's really no point in that untll people actually see 
for themselves how good the band Is." ... THUMB: 
"We're not 'Punkrock' at all .. we're just laying down 
good 'Rock 'N Roll' music" .... RIK . . YOU GOT OUT 
OF 'PUNK' EARLY, EVEN BEFORE THE TERM 'HARD 
CORE' BECAME POPULAR. WHEN THE TERM 
'HARDCORE' BECAME SYNONYMOUS WITH 'PUNK' 
IT HAD ALREADY BECOME A KIND OF MASS 
STYLE WITH PREDETERMINED CHARACTERISTICS 
. . MAKING THE MUSIC HAD BECOME A VERY 
FORMALIZED KIND OF ACTIVITY .. ... RIK: "Yeh. 
well any kind of movement is going to become that 
if it sticks around long enough. I got out of the 
'PunkroCk' field years ago. 'F·Word' ended In the 
summer of '78 .. Then I got Into 'Negative Trend' and 
moved up to San Francisco . . that was late 78. When 
we first started off and we had only been together 
a month we did the tapes which became my stuff on 
'Beach Blvd.' . . but that wasn't representative of what 
'Negative Trend' was after we started really playing 
together, we got into this really heavy kind of music 
and it's a shame that it wasn't documented at all. 
It certainly wasn't 'Punkrock' ... after 1Negattve Trend' 
Wiii (bass) went and started 'Flipper.' .... THUMB: 
"We've got some really good players In this band and 
It's musically tight. we· have two guitar players.which 
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EXPLOSION continued from previous page 
is a sound In Itself. We're very much a two guitar 
band. Pretty much, Richard Blair is our virtuoso gonzo 
man of guitar and Gore Is the man with the feel or 
rhythm, although he does play lead. There's no wars 
going on." .... I SAW 'CREDENCE CLEARWATER' 
A FEW TIMES AND I THOUGHT . .. HOW CAN THAT 
GUY STAND TO PLAY THAT RHYTHM GUITAR, HE 
MUST BE SO BORED ... BUT THE RHYTHM GUITAR 
REALLY MADE THAT BAND SOUND GREAT. I SEE 
A LOT OF BANDS TODAY THAT DON'T HAVE ANY 
IDEA HOW TO USE THE RHYTHM GUITAR . ..... RIK: 
·"It's Interesting that you mentioned 'Credence Clear
water" because they are In my opinion the ultimate 
'Rock 'N Roll ' band. What they did basically was ta~e 
the atti tude of all the classic '50s 'Rock 'N Roll' and 
put It in a contemporary setting .. . and that's when 
'Rock 'N Roll' was really at Its purest, In the '50's 
when It first started out. With alot of our songs now, 
I'm trying to take that whole spirit. .. but I hate all 
of those 'Rockabilly' bands. Thank god that whole 
thing Is pretty much gone now. I'd sti ll like to take 
that whole spirit and put it In a contemporary fonnat, 
which Is what sets us apart from a hard on 'Heavy
metal ' band. I came out of that 'Punkrock' thing so 
I still have that Integrity, whereas all of these 
'Heavymetal' bands If you m0ntlon Eck:Ue Cochran to 
them they just go •.. What? They have no historical 
knowledge of what the real 'Rock 'N Roll' ls about .. 
and why It was so heavy when It first came out . . and 
why It changed the world. That whole 'Heavymetal' 
thing Is just a pose to make money." .... WHAT DID 
YOU TAKE WITH YOU FROM 'PUNKROCK' RIK? 
..... RIK: "When the whole 'Punkrock' movement 
started, which Is what I was a part of from the very 
beginning In this town, the muslcal establishment 
had taken 'Rock 'N Roll' away ... they had killed It. .. 
'Punk ' was about bringing it back to life again. It was 
llke a war. We'd come to take 'Rock 'N Roll back and 
make It 'Rock 'N Roll' again." ...... WELL, I HATE 
BEING BORED BY A 'ROCK' GROUP ... A PERSON 
CAN GET PRETTY BORED THESE DAYS ... I GO SIT 
DOWN IN THE BACK AND STICK BEER CANS IN MY 
EARS ........ RIK: "Yeh I know what you mean. I 
was oversaturated with music years ago. I'm not even 
really interested In music anymore .. except my own. 
That's the only thing I know how to do." . . .. THUMB: 
''Yeh .. when I think about becoming a carpet cleaner, 
I get alot more dedicated to my drums." . . . RIK: 
"That's what Is so beautiful about this band . . the 
sound is so completely together. I make no apologies 
for how polished we sound. I write the songs In th is 
band and for my songs to sound as good as they can, 
they have to sound really pro." .. . .. WOULD THAT 
ENTAIL COMPLICATED RECORDING TECHNIQUES 
WHEN YOU LAY DOWN THE ALBUM? . . . .. RIK: 
"Not complicated recording but big money produc· 
lion." ..... HOW WAS THE 'F.WORD' ALBUM RE· 
CORDED? .... RIK: "As far as 1 know It was recorded 
on a cassette recorder." . . .. 
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THE LOPEZ BEATLES:~· tor,) Doug Freeman, bass, law schoo; ruce await, guitar, vocals; 
Robert Lloyd, guitar, some vocals, Journalist; Jim Goodall, drums, drinks. 

THE LOPEZ sEATLESt c;: J 

My Dinner 
With Bruce 
& Robert. 

This is an interview with two members of THE LOPEZ 
BEATLES who might be more familiar to denizens of 
Los Angeles not as musicians but as music critics 
writing for our local newspapers. Their names. Robert 
Lloyd and Bruce Rhodewalt may be familiar to you 
in one context or the other. These are well-rounded, 
versatile individuals not bedroom catatonics like 
some under·achievers and late bloomers who don't 
achieve anything and get pimples when t ey re • 
THE LOPEZ BEATLES' did a video recent! entlllec 
'Bitchin Party' which is one of the better 'Rock' videos 
that I've seen produced by a local group. It's very L.A. 
1n its sensibility and that's one very nice thing about 
1t. I take back my sentence that claims these two 
guys are well·rounded (can I do that? . . sure I can do 
that .. who's writing this you or me) . Do you under· 
stand? That sentence doesn't count now. That alters 
the character of the whole paragraph. Wow! . Can 
you believe it man .. rve got two big time writers in 
this interview. the situation calls for a totally profes· 
s1onal. insightful introduction and I'm messing 1t 
up. Hey .. I'm not so dumb .. Here's what rm gonna 
do .. take ii all back. I take back the paragraph .. none 
of it counts. Erase it from your mind and then go on 
to the next part because this part doesn't count 

(a possible screenplay in the making here, with 
greasy food _. ) 

NOMAG: " I figured that you two guys would be the 
easiest interview in town." ... MR LLOYD: "Should we 
be insulted?" ... NOMAG: "Well I figured, since you 
two interview people yourselves, if I run out of ques
tions, you can help me out. " ... MR LLOYD: " Inter· 
view each other? ... We did that once .. it didn't get 
publishec." ... MR RHODEWALT: "We want you to do 
all of the work." ... NOMAG: ·(chomp . . chew .. chew) 
"well, are you going to write great reviews about your 
own band, THE LOPEZ BEATLES?" ..... MR LLOYD: 
"No. It 's against the journalists code that we swore 
to when we went into the newspaper business." 
(chew .. chew) ... MR RHODEWALT: "We have to 
renew it every year. We say it at journalism school 
graduations. We get together at the school auditorium 
and everybody in the audience who's a journalist 
stands up, and then along with the recent graduates, 
they all say . . 'On my honor, t swear to uphold the 
code of the journalists .. I will not write about myself. 
I won't take small bribes .. ' .. : that's further down 
though, there's a few more sentences in there." 
(chomp . . chew . . slurp) ... NOMAG: "It's such a great 
scam!" (chew) ... MR RHODEWALT: "I'm not writing 
right now, but when we were playing music and both 
writing, people always assumed that we were getting 
things because of that anyway .. so we always bent 
over backwards not to get things that way .. although 
we took any job we were offered." ... MR LLOYD: 
"THE LOPEZ BEATLES play fair." (gulp) .... NOMAG: 
"What newspapers do you .write for Robert?" .. 
MR LLOYD: " I write for the 'The Herald Examiner' 
and 'The LA. Weekly' and I trf!elance a tiny bit. " 
.... NOMl\G: "Are THE LOPEZ BEATLES trying 
to be cute?" ... MR LLOYD: " I'm Into being like a 
hard.<friving 'Rock 'N Roll' guy." ... MR RHODEWALT: 
"We like to play music and we like to have a good 
time doing it. We don't like to play the boring music 
that everybody else plays." ... MR LLOYD: "We like 
to play the exciting music that everybody else plays. 
I don't think we try to be cute. We actually try not 
to be cute. We just can't help it. We're just so natural· 
ly winsome that it comes out that way. " 
(chomp} . .. NOMAG: (gulp} " Robert, I was told that 
your dad was the manager of THE BEACH BOYS .. 
Is that true?" ... MR LLOYD: (chew . . slup . . ) "No .. he 
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LOPEZ BEATLES continued from prevtous page 
wasn't the manager of THE BEACH BOYS . . he was 
the night manager of THE BEACH BOYS. No . . he just 
worked for them for a few years. He was the in-house 
concert and tour promoter." ... MR RHODEWALT: 
"He picked the red M&M's out." .. . MR LLOYD: 
"Brown. That's in VAN HALEN's contract, they want 
M&M's in their dressing rooms but no brown ones. 
I thjnk they're just being difficult. No .. he didn't 
manage THE BEACH BOYS but he did wort< for them 
and I did meet most of them on one occasion or 
another." ... NOMAG: (gulp} "Do you feel that BRUCE 
SPRINGSTEEN has legitimized tho name 'Bruce'?" 
.. . MR RHODEWALT: (crunchcronchcronch) "I do. 
Actually, I do feel better about the name. I have a hat 
at home that's one of those black worker's caps and 
it has the K-LOS stupid rainbow Insignia on It It says 
'Bruce' on it I would have thrown it out and burned 
it a couple of years ago but now that you can get 
17,000 people in one room going 'BRUCE .. BRUCE . . 
BRUCE' .. it kind of makes It a little better for me. It 
was a real fag name." .. . NOMAG: " It was tough 
having that name in the 70's." (slurp} . . . Ml! RHODE· 
WALT: "Not that THE LOPEZ BEATLES have anything 
against homosexuals . . We just don't let any of them 
in the band. It was a real stupid name. How would 
you like it if you were named Bruce?" . . . MR LLOYD: 
" It would be tOO confusing if we were both named 
Bruce." ... NOMAG: "Are you guys a party band? Are 
you following in the footsteps of GRAND FUNK?" 
... . .. MR LLOYD: (chompcrunchcrunch . . gulp) "We 
are a party band. We're Los Angeles' foremost party 
band. That's what it says on our caret We're going 
to do a GRANO FUNK Memorial Tour and play only 
halls that GRAND FUNK has played. We do a GRAND 
FUNK song .. 'Heartbreake( .. We do the exact live 
version of it. They :were bigger than THE LOPEZ 
BEATLES in their day and there were only 3 of them, 
which Is even more amazing." . .. NOMAG: "Why do 
you have such a funny name?" ... MR RHODEWALT: 
"My parents gave it to me!" ... NOMAG: "Not your 
name, the band's name." ... MR RHODEWALT: 
'When we first got together we thought it would be 
a really good gimmick to have the name THE 
BEATLES because, you know, alot of groups name 
themselves after insects and then this would have 
the pun in there .. IHHJ·t .. but we realized that It 
would probably be unoriginal because there was 
another band with the same name even though they 
had already broken up .. so we changed it to THE 
LOPEZ BEATLES." ... NOMAG: (burp) '"!fJIY 'Lopez'? 
.. Why ·not Tue Silverstein Beatles'? . . or something 
Czechoslovakian perhaps?" . . . MR RHODEWALT: 
"Silverstein . . after my fifth grade teacher' Mrs. Silver· 
stein?" . . . NOMAG: "Yeh . . I've been doing some 
research on you." . . . MR LLOYD: "And she's right 
back here! (points at curtain) . .. (voice of octogenar
ian) .. Bruce! He was always such a nasty boy!". 
NOMAG: "This is your life . . Bruce Ahodewalt!", . . 
MR RHODEWALT: "She used to ·always wear these 
black bras and we'd show her something on the table 
and get her to bend over so we could look at ... 
(heavy breathing) ... We'd say . . 'Mrs. Silverstein, 
come here, what is this?' ... and we'd have a little 
thing written down like 3 X 3 = .... and she'd come 
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over . .. " ... MR LLOYD: "You mean she never figured 
It out?" .. . MR RHODEWALT: "We were pretty smart 
in the 5th grade. 'Lopez' ... because I live In Echo 
Park and that's sort of the home base of the home
boys. There's a 'Lopez Tires' in Echo Park that we 
say prayers to as we drive by. There's alot of Mexi
cans in Echo Park and 'Lopez' is a Mexican name. 
There are a lot of people named Lopez." ... . 
NOMAG: (chompchomi>slurp . . gulp) "Bruce, I remem
ber you wearing a dress not too long ago at a show." 
. . . MR RHODEWALT: ''Yeh .. but never in THE LOPEZ 
BEATLES . . did I?" .. . MR LLOYD: "Not that I know 
of." ... MR RHODEWALT: "I wore one In THE 
DEBBIES. That was sort of another aspect of my per· 
sonality . , to dress like a woman and play like a man. 
I don't do that In THE LOPEZ BEATLES. I wear regular 
clothes now." .. . MR LLOYD: (sip . . slurp) "He dresses 
like a man and plays like a man." .. . MR RHODE· 
WALT: " But I breal! just like a little gl~ .. " (chomp 
crunch) .. .. NOMAG: 'With your great upcoming suc· 
cess so undeniably Imminent, how will you deal with 
the large number of teenaged airls attracted to 
you?" ... MR RHODEWALT: (gulp) " I'll be scared of 
them! I'll be scared that I'll try to degrade them." ... 
NOMAG: ''You guys aren't teenagers anymore. Are 
you goi.ng to be dirty ol' men? . . heh . . heh .. " ... . . 
MR RHODEWALT: ''Yeh . . in my heart I will be." .. . 
MR LLOYD: "He's married." . .. NOMAG: "Have you 
guys had the mumps?" ... MR LLOYD: " I haven't had 
the mumps but I have had the chicken pox. I've seen 
THE MUMPS though. They were pretty good." . . . 
MR RHODEWALT: "I had the mumps but only In my 

... 
. :. . . . 
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cheeks." .. . NOMAG: (to Mr. Lloyd) "Wow .. II you get 

!~~u:~~·~0:ri1Y~~e~~dt~~;·i1 -~=r~l~~~::~L~: 
MR LLOYD: "That's the same thing as being dead 
because If you can't continue your name throughout 
eternity, then you 're dead." .. . NOMAG: (crunch . . 
chew) "Do you want to talk about toilet humour or 
genitals? It's a tradition at this magazine." ... MR 
LLOYD: "OK .. we'll talk about toilet humour .. What 
do you think of toilet humour? Do you think that 
there's a place for It In modem society? Do you think 
there's a place for It In polite company? I don't know. 
How many jokes can you make about a toilet? How 
many toilets does it take to scmw in a llghtbulb?" . . , 
MR RHODEWALT: "Do you ever get stuff around the 
water level of your toll et? It's the sort of scaly stuff." 
... NOMAG: " Do you mean stuff from not cleaning 
it?" . .. MR RHODEWALT: "Maybe from not cleaning 
it. .they're like lime deposits." ... MR LLOYD: " This 
is in the NOMAG spirit . . talking about toilet deposits, 
isnY it?" . . . NOMAG: "Maybe we should have a sllent 
question. Ant you ready? ... (sllence) . . . .. (silence) 
. . ..... . (sl/ence) ..... . (sllence) . .. ?" ... MR RHODE-
WALT: "4 years." .. . MR LLOYD: "Absolutely not! I 
wouldn't be caught dead in one!" ... MR RHODE· 
WALT: " I'd like to talk about teenaged girls. That was 
fun. " . .. MR LLOYD: 'What more do you have to say 
about them?" ... MR RHODEWALT: "Did you ever 
have an affair with a teenaged girl who was alot 
younger than you were?"., . NOMAG: " /can't remem
ber. Great chilidogs huh? .. Uh .. oh-h! I must have left 
my wallet at home .. can you guys cover It?" . . , . 
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THE LIVES OF 
THE NOT-SO-RICH AND 

NOT-SO-FAMOUS. 
by EWA WOJCIAK 

" There are two nevers in Hollywood. Never answer 
the phone on the first ring ... and . . never let them 
know you're nervous." -a TV commercial 

Part One: David Markey 
& Jordan Schwartz ... 
Last year David Markey (director, filmmaker) and 
Jordan Schwartz (producer, actor) brought their film 
'Desperate Teenage Lovedolls' in under budget. In 
fact, they brought It in with no budget whatsoever. 
Somewhere between a home movie and a B-movie, 
the super-8 'DTL' is vital, humorous, totally entertain· 
Ing, and has a great soundtrack. They did all this by 
recruiting their friends, utilizing some of their favorite 
Hollywood landmarks, and working hard at some
thing they obviously have fun at. We caught up with 
David and Jordan white they were working on their 
new film 'Lovedoll Superstars', the sequel to their 
successful first film. They were gracious enough to 
share some of their secrets, hopes, and frustrations. 
They were never nervous and never asked to use 
our phone. 

IS 'DESPERATE TEENAGE LOVEDOLLS' YOUR 
FIRST FEATURE FILM? ... DAVID: " I've been making 
films since I was about 11 years old. This is our 2nd 
feature film. The others are in a box In the closet. We 
show them at parties. They are just too artistic for 
their own good, without even trying to be. We made 
them in our own neighborhood. We're pretty good at 
convincing people to do bizarre things, that's where 
we learned our thing way before 'Desperate Teenage 
Lovedolls ' ... We're working on the sequel right now 
which is 'Lovedolls Superstars' ... we've done the big 
suicide scene and we're nearing completion on the 
shooting. We're talking about a 3rd film ... 'Lovedolls 
In Outer Space', but the only way I would do it is if 
we shot it in 3·0. There 's so many things I want to 
do. We're talking to Chuck Dukowski (from the band 
SWA). he's writing a screenplay and 1 have several 
screenplays that I've written in addition to that." . . 
ARE YOU GUYS PRO-VIOLENCE? ... DAVID: ''We're 
pro..nurder, we're not pro-violence. It 's like all of it 
or none of it, good theater when it's appropriate. I 
think from watching 'Charlie's Angels' we've been 

· CC'lntlnued on next ·page 
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bombarded with violence .. it's something we can't 
resist . . . plus the whole Manson thing was thrown in 
our faces." ... DOES YOUR FILM HAVE A STORY 
LINE AND A MORAL? ... JORDAN: 'We definitely 
have· a moral . . 'Rock 'N Roll' destroys, maims, and 
rapes. We prove that guitars are serious weapons. 
You can definitely do more damage with guitars. You 
can hit someone over the head with them ... use the 
strings to strangle ... play disgusting songs and have 
alot of people sing them all day (that's brainwash· 
ing} and eventually they can commit suicide or 
better yet kill people for you." ... WHO DO YOU 
MAKE THE FILMS FOR ... ARE THEY FOR A SPE
CIFIC AUDIENCE? ... DAVID: "I like to look at it as 
personal artistic gratification. A lot of what we do just 
happens, it's off the cuff. If it's funny we do it." . .. 
JORDAN: "Most serious people couldn't afford to 
shoot it that way . . I mean without a script .. it's fuck
ing insane. We build a foundation and we do know 
where it's going .. we layer concepts. 'Spinal Tap' was 
done like that .. we follow a rough story .. We invested 

. our meager funds and we produce our own films. We 
charge for screenings. we are at a point where we 
are breaking even, and we scam a lot. All the money 
goes back into the company." .. . HOW ARE YOU 
DISTRIBUTING THE FILM? ... JORDAN: "Up until 
now we've done it ourselves, basicaliy through record 
distributors, but we've just made a deal with Budget 
Video. They distribute to video Stores. We're also 
working on some other pay TV sequels. our-sequet 
will be way slick. Technically we've graduated from 
Jr. High to High ... no .. make that City College with 
definite plans to transfer to a university after 2 years." 
... DAVID: "It's kind of tough showing super-II all 
over, that's why we made the video. In fact, we only 
have one print of the film. The way I edited it, no 
duplication could be made. We still show it once in 
a while like at The Lhasa Club or EZTV. When we go 
to New York, we'll show it in super-8 'cause it's way 
cool, a lot cooler than video." ... HOW ARE YOU 
PUBLICIZING THE FILM? ... JORDAN: 'Word of 
mouth ... we also plan to bring back streaking, 
maybe through The Bever1y Center, in the name of 
art. There's a lot of people in this town waiting to die 
for art." ... ARE YOUR STARS ANXIOUS TO GO ON 
TO OTHER FILMS AND TO DEVELOP THBR ACTING 
CAREERS? ... JORDAN: "Everyone is standing by 
waiting to sell out. We're doing our best to exploit 
their images. If Steve McDonald (Redd Kross) can go 
on to make it on 'The New Brady Bunch' ... well we're 
all for it. Tracy Lea has done acting prior to this." ... 
DO YOU THINK YOUR FILM IS INSPIRATIONAL? .. 
DAVID: "It shows a lot more of a realistic side of 
Hollywood that TV has left oul" .. . JORDAN: "I think 
people dig the realism. We show a lot of cool places 
in LA., I mean, we show the Bronson caves where 
'Batman' was filmed." . .. DAVID: "And we show a lot 
of the Hollywood sign in the sequel." ... WHAT 
ABOUT A CREW? ... JORDAN: "Everyone applies 
their own make-up and wardrobe.".. . .IS YOUR 
FILM ART OR DOCUMENTARY? .... DAVID: "It's art 
that documents the people we hang out with." .. 
WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INSPIRATION? . . . 
DAVID: "From anti-drug films we saw in Jr. High, and 
from Jordan's uncle (Sherwood Schwartz) who pro
duced and concefved 'Gilligan's Island', and we can't 
ignofe 'The Brady Bunch', John Waters, Russ Meyers, 
and 'Dawn Of The Oead'." ..... JORDAN: "Our thing 
is so econo. We cut out all the fluff. Our first film cost 

$250 and the 'Slip It In' video (Black Flag) cost $69.95 
including car fare." . .. DAVID: "Right here in Holly· 
wood these guys are spending more money on 
catered lunch than I could on a professional film." ... 
JORDAN: "We are cost efficient. We don't waste 
money. We don't feed them ... no money to talent .. 
we use public locations and we put lots of people 
on guest lists." ... DAVID: 'We make them so cheap, 
we don't have to compromise . . we don't worry about 
selling out, not yet We're concerned with keeping our 
artistic integrity .. we don't want to do it like 'Porkys'. " 
... JORDAN: "We can do whatever we want. The 
problem is the quality thing. We would get better 
quality 16 mm or 35 mm but ... this way we use 
house lights and pretend to be high school students 
doing student films. " 

Part Two: Hollywood 
Filmmakers On 
The Go & Get ... 
Meanwhile, deep In Iha heart of Hollywood, some 
desperate nervous filmmakers were working on a 
movie of their own. 

THE PRODUCER: We are in my car. Westwood was 
not good enough. However, it allowed time for us to 
get to know one another. He used worcts such as 
'investment', 'mtJ;rketing', 'rights', 'distribution', and 
'product' .. "This is just a film." .. he said .... "One 
must not get too attached to any particular film.". 
We were on a mission in search of a prop, a prop 
which would be on the screen for 30 seconds at best. 
He said .. "The erotic poster we get must be hot! It's 
got to be a come-on, a baiting sexy thing .. maybe 
bondage, you know, and the gir1, she has to look like 
she likes it. The audience must understand that the 
rape and murder that follows are because this poster 
taunted him and seduced him into the crime. " .. . I 
drove quickly and wondered how I had gotten myself 
into this situation. So far, we had only seen the 
standard stuff. 

1. Nude girls with cars: (2 choices here) 
a. Arty lighting 

· b. Cheesecake 

2. Girl's mouth with: (3 choices here) 
a. Cherry 
b. Flower 
c. Banana (unfortunately this was an airbrushed 

'New Wave' kind of thing, and consequently 
·much too hip for the villain of our film) 

3. Vaseline on the lens nudes: 
a. With small fluffy bunnies (too ugly to describe) 
b. Or large floppy hats (too blurry to see) 

Nothing had that 'come-on I dare you' look. 'We 
checked our watches at all red lights as the car 
dodged noon traffic and entered Hollywood. We 
talked advertising and the makings of a successful 
ad campaign. "I know where we should go, 'The 
Pleasure Chest', it's a store on Santa Monica Blvd., 

a strange little place, they'll surely have It." he said. 
The two fags behind the counter looked us over while 
carefully putting price-tags on studded cock-rings. 
"Excuse me gentlemen!" . . interrupts the producer .. 
"We are looklng for posters of erotic glrls, could you 
direct us?" ... 'We have no posters." was the reply. 
"But how can that be? It's imposslble . . you must!" 
... " No, we only have these." A hand pointed to a 
rack of greeting cards for all occasions. 1 ne producer 
examined the cards. There were 3 choices available: 

1. Girl in bikini {with a funny saying) 
2 . . Two men in G-strings (with two funny sayings) 
3. A funny saying and a funny saying 

The producer shook his head with disappointment. 
"Americans do not know what eroticism Is. They do 
not understand sex!" .. The fags exchanged a look 
as their hands returned to work. Our conversation 
was obviously over. Next stop, the adult novelties and 
book store across the street. A Mexican sits. on top 
of a platfonn. He counts each issue In the latest ship
ment of magazines. The producer interrupts the 
process. He points at a centerfold tacked on the wall, 
11~ says .. "Like this, but bigger, poster-size .. do you 
have them here?" ... The man on the platfonn moves 
his eyes down all 6Vz feet of the producer. He sees: 

1. The silver hair (neatly shaped) 
2. The tan 
3. The yellow sweater (V-neck with label of manufac-

turer still intact) 
4. The white trousers (all cotton) 
5. No socks 
6. White loafers 

Then the Mexican man's eyes travel along the floor 
until they stop at my feet. He sees: 

1. My blackshoes 
2. My black socks 
3. My black pants 
4. My black T-shirt (with a large MR.T head decal) 

Having seen enough, the Mexican man suggests we 
do our shopping somewhere else. Our quest Is now 
more meaningful in its desperation as we return to 
the car (my car). The producer examines the passen· 
ger seat for grime with his hand as he has done every 
time he's entered my car, thus insuring safety for his 
white pants and avoiding embarrassing explanations 
later. This time he seems to be particularly worried 
by what appears to be a skidmarf< left behind by an 
old 'M&M'. He checks it twice, deciding It's safe he 
gets in. As the key enters and turns the car's ignition, 
he says .. 'When I came to Hollywood, I was already 
rich and successful. I wanted to be as successful 
here as I was in Europe. I came here, got a house 
on the beach in Malibu, a 'Rolls' .. . Yes, I had it all. " 
. . . We proceed to the 'Heavymetal ' Si.ores of Holly
wood Blvd. and then check the contents of each shop 
thoroughly as we work our way from the west to the 
east and then back down the other side. Patiently and 

continued on next page 
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NOT-SO-RICH continued from previous page 
systematically we search for the pertect erotic poster. 
Even though the fishnets are torn and the cleavage 
is good, 'Madonna' and 'Tina Turner' won't do, nor 
will any of the members of 'Duran Duran ' . . too recog
nizable . . 'Marilyn Monroe' and 'Betty Grable' . . too 
dated .. My hands have grown tired from fllpplng the 
display panels of posters and my mind has grown 
tired from the Images. The producer does not show 
the same signs of wear and he tackles each display 
with renewed enthusiasm and hope. With one store 
left between the comforts of the car and us, the 
producer says .. "We must find It, I know it's here!". 
We enter, and placed between 'Motley Crue' and 
'Prince' we find it .. the pertect erotic poster . . . a girl 
wrapped in a garden hose, her tongue anxiously 
awaiting a drop of liquid dangling off the end of the 
nozzle. As the car left Hollywood, we talked less and 
less. He said, " I had it all ... and then I lost the house, 
the car, everything .. because I wanted to do It all 
myself. I was ambitious and stubborn. This time it 
will be different. I already have the 'Mercedes'. This 
film will be a financial success." . . 

The Director: The stars were all female. They had large 
breasts with erecf nipples that.pointed up. They wore 
tight dresses that displayed their figures. The support· 
Ing actresses had smaller breasts, wore slightly 
shorter dresses, and displayed openly what they had 
to sell. The extras were all female as well. The ones 
that were well-endowed, had longer legs or a little 

UNPOPULAR WAR: From the city dump between my 
ears . . . truth and facts are non-existent concepts 
washed from synapses forgotten or left behind like 
youthful llmbs blown off by. landmlnes In Vietnam 
battlefields long ago ... TRUTH inside me, lies with 
those fragments of mer:i ... would they go back now 
for their legs? Welcome to Southeast Asia ... 1966. 
SHREW DEATH #1: Lost somewhere in the neighbor
hoods of Saigon, THE SHREWS get shanghled by 
westernized, capitalist merchants selling gourmet 
petfood to American military personnel and foreign 
diplomats . . . one by one, as the old woman turns the 
handle, THE SHREWS are fed Into the meatgrinder, 
at the end of a long series of conveyor belts remini
scent of Rube Goldberg contraptions, a small catfood 
tin appears, followed by another several minutes· 
later, and another, and another . . . . . .... American 
free enterprise liberates Southeast Asia from the yoke 
of Communism. They died heroes (heroines). 

SHREW FIRE HAZARD: Fire Safety Test For Rock 
Bands . . . We threw lighted matches at THE SHREWS 
and they got pissed off. It was difficult to extinguish 
one guitar wlelding girl 's apartment building, but the 
L.A. Fire Dept. took care of It. It was ars<?n. GRADE 
F. HAZARDOUS, FLAMMABLE, CAN'TTAKE A JOKE. 

FAMOUS SHREW QUOTATIONS: "We need SHREW 
slave boys who have big schlongos and lots of 
drugs." 

THE SHREWS DIE IN PLANE CRASH! .. . " It was 
awful! " . .. screamed Dodger fan Buddy Glopstzth in 
broken English. ' 'The center fielder caught a piece 
of a pretty glrl .. it was almost a home run. She 
deseived to get a home run after such a terribJe 
explosion ... he caught one piece of her in centerfield 
but her ass is probably in Boyle Heights, and the rest 
of 'em will probably end up in the tacos downtown. 
The mayor called the unexplalned explosion of the 
aircraft containing THE SHREWS rock group over Los 
Angeles . . "noisy" . . ... .. . . "It was too loud and 
ostentatious. " quipped the mayor at a news confer
ence. FCC investigators suspect a large bomb was 
responslble for the explosion and crash of the air
craft containing THE SHREWS rock group. The high 
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style were moved to the front, closer to the camera. 
Some were given a line or two to say, or a small task 
to pertorm. All tried desperately to be noticed, to 
separate themselves from the crowd. The actresses 
took their clothes off for the shower scenes, the rape 
scenes, and the seduction scenes, and the extras 
looked for opportunities to do the same. To catch the 
director's attention, they embellished their costumes, 
make-up, and hair. They undressed without waiting 
to be asked. The director inspected the group daily. 
He said 'Hello' to some, flirted with others, with a 
select few he traded back messages, hugs, and pats 
on the behind. The rest were Ignored. They were, 
after all, the background atmosphere. TheY. had no 
names, no identities, they were for the rri'ost part 
filler. At the end of each week 'the dailies' were 
screened. The director sat in the large comfortable 
chair and watched the footage that had been shot. 
A skinny tatooed extra with a chest that could pass 
for a man's held everyone's eye. Someone suggested 
giving her some lines to speak, and maybe using her 
again later in the film. The director replied firmly. 
"I want only beauty in my film. She is background 
atmosphere.' ' . 

THE 0.P. (Cameraman~ He was not expecting their 
call. They offered him a cast, a crew, and the down 
payment on a hous.e. He could not refuse the offer. 
They said .. ''We want it sexy, fast-moving, better than 
any picture of this kind." He accepted, knowing that 
his job was not the content of the film, but its look. 

THE SHREWS TRAMPLE SPRINGSTEEN! COLISEUM 
SOLD OUT!: ... with nipples erect, THE SHREWS 
race from their 9 to 5 jobs at the LA. Weekly to play 
the Coliseum, running In S-shaped formation they 
anxiously anticipate the waiting throng of pimples 
and penises. This Is their much publicized "For Boys 
WHh Erections Only' concert . .. they're gain' on now 
. . . below In the audience, the thrashing pimpled 
cosmos of zits illuminates a vast continent of waving 
erections ... the audience is going berserk . .. 30 sec
onds of the toughest Rock 'N Roll ever to hit the 
streets of America, and the concert's over, the audi
ence can 't take It .. . It 's too intense .. . with nipples 
erect, THE SHREWS race in high heels on tippie-toes 
to New York City (watch out Ramones!) . . . . It 's 
David Letterman! . . (no show) ... David! ... ''I can 't 
come out. . THE SHREWS have given me a perma
nent erection. Millions of Americans will see a big 
bulge in my crotch . . . and a wet spot! " . ... mean
while, Bruce Springsteen, dejected, kllis himself. 
''Those dirty bitches stole my fans. They musta 
fucked every boy out there in Jungleland. I couldn't 
do that. The 'B0ss' isn't no fuckin' queer. And the girls 

From the start they used him as their mirror, their 
father, and their 'John'. They asked "How do I look?" 
... "Was I all right?" ... "Please don't show my right 
side, I have a pimple." ... He did what he could with 
what he had. He liked what he did. Being a camera
man put him in an integral central position. He had 
control. He controlled the horizontal and he con
trolled the vertical. He got his hands behind the wheel 
of the big rig. He said .. "Next we'll do the P.O.V.". 
or ... ''We'll do an over-the-shoulder." ... or he called 
for more smoke ambiance (he gave this his best 
French accent). They liked him for being opinionated. 
They hated his opinions. He had travelled some and 
pictured himself as a citizen of the world. He talked 
of moving to a tropical island and getting out of Holly; 
wood. Meanl/ihile he settled for eating a papaya daily. 
They, the women that is, entertained the idea of 
sleeping with him. After all, he had power, most of 
his hair (75%), and a twinkle in his eyes that he put 
to good use. He said .. "I like to look." ... He also 
liked to taste, that is, the exotic sauces on the 
ordinary food that the caterer prepared for lunch daily. 
He made a point of introducing himself to everyone. 
He shook their hands and after that always remem
bered their names. The project that he had the rights 
to and was trying to put into action, was mentioned 
at all conversations. He thanked everyone at the end 
of each day for their hard work. He cleaned the 
accumulated dust residue off'--the front and back 
windshield of his BMW with a paper towel and then 
drove to his canyon home. He played by their rules 
and waited. 

too, I couldn't fuc"k them either 'cause I'm a married 
man ... they musta fucked all the Jungleland girls 
too! Those lesbian, dyke, ball-bustln fan thievin' she
devils fucked their way to the top with my stupid fans. 
The 'Boss' bites the dirt In Jungieiand USA.". 
suicide note. 

SHREW .PRODUCTS: New! SHREW Canned Dogshlt 
For Your Hair. 

ANOTHER SHREW PRODUCT: SHREW Panty Liners 
With Football Cards. 

ANOTHER POPULAR SHREW SPECIAL: SHREW 
CRUSHED ARTIFICIAL SMURF PENISES (peeledt 

FAMOUS SHREW QUOTE: "I think that fish are real 
important in this band." 

FAMOUS SHREW QUOTE: "It's your area over there 
that smells like fish all of the time, not mine." 

COCKROACH TEST: Place a SHREW member and 
a 'Pinks Hot Dog' with X-tra Chili equadist3nt from 
a lively cockroach {approx. 10 feet) .. . Does the cock
roach run at the SHREW member? PASS_ FAIL_. 
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HARD AS NAILS, CHEAP AS DIRT: 
Interview bv MIKE MARTT & Introduction By BRUCE KALBERG 

Hot Dog Party;, 
At . 

Disgraceland ! 
So you think you've seen some trash? But eh ... are 
you experienced? Oh .. you are an experienced person 
. ... humph! All the way around the block ... and 
back again ... you've done that? ... whew! ... . OK 
then, we'll proceed with the bacchanal ... In a radical 
(that's a euphemism) attempt to create the worst 
possible journal ism-in the world, we turned this inter
view over to Mike Martt the guitarist and reprobate 
who has distinguished himself in 'Tex & The Horse
heads' and currently reigns as the 'Hulk Hogan-in
residence' at that house which prides itself on the 
kind of primeval barbarism fashionable in Paleolithic 
high society. Upon reading any further, you will not 
be able to avoid swallowing some low echelon smut 
and unsavoury party recreation (and you'll force down 
all the filth you can get away with because you love 
It) ... Well, this interview drops off the bottom of our 
bad taste index, and continues plummeting, down 
down down. Our guest interviewer, who could possi
bly be the greatest genital artist of the 20th century, 
an lndivldual with total cerebral command of his 
aesthetic, has molded untamed creativity deftly, like 
a true master of his skill. Only once every 100 years 
does a human being's DNA braid so perfectly to 
weave such a visionary persona ... another Gilles de 
Rais perhaps ... Yet, there is a reason for initiating 
Smitty, the lead singer In 'Hard As Nails, Cheap As 
Dirt' into the secret rites of 'Rock 'N Roll' .. , there is 
a reason to invoke that Impatient noisy muse, one 
musician communicating to another, opening the 
temple, enacting the prescribed rituals, the ordinary, 
common Smitty, a garbageman in the city of Long 
Beach is raised Into the 'Rock 'N Roll' priesthood, 
the deity smiles and Smitty attains grace .. he's a 
wailin' 'n gyratin' 'Rock' phenomenon, a fuckin' star, 
albeit a very tiny star at first. Smitty and the band 
known as 'Hard As Nails, Cheap As Dirt ' deserve 
some accolades because they play inspired, essen
tial, real 'Rock 'N Roll' music. They are definitely 
wailin' and gyratin' the genuine item, which so often 
in this 'BO's decade seems to endure only as a myth 
... but I swear, these rigorous initiation rites must 
have tested ol' Smitty to the limit. They appear to be 
some kind of pre-Christian pagan rite that has been 
pilssed secretly from witchdoctor to witchdoctor 
beyond the pale of day to day codes of ethics and 
common social practices, dating back into the gloom 
and darkness of pre-history, into that formative, 
pagan, orgiastic, alchemical, drum-thumping, hop
around-the-fire, grunt and howl, spear-chucking period 
in man's evolution up from the slime (and into the 
shit . . which is what 20th century human beings have 
thrived upon). That night, Smitty and Mike Martt, our 
guest intervi~wer, left their two skidmarks on the 
party-worn floor of Disgraceland, Hollywood USA. 
That particular spot on the bare wood living room 
floor is so worn out from continual all night weird 
behavior by intense groups of nocturnal quasi· 
humans intoxicated on volatile mixtures of conflict
ing chemicals, many of them probably brewed in 
unwashed bathtubs by jaundiced ex-bikers with un
focused eyes, asymmetrical battered heads, and 
unbearably slow slurred speech, who one after 
another hit their heads against various freeway 
pylons after becoming airborne at speeds in excess 
of 70 mph, couldn't remember as a result ot their 
thwarted flight what their jellied, short-circuited jum
bled brains had forgot and spilled and splattered, who 
then banded together as huddled, monosyllabic peer 
groups with common interests, and perflaps shattered 
fragments of idyllic childhood moments were recalled 
by stirring in the bathtub haphazard admixtures of 
bulk industrial (any industry) substances with long 
scary names, then tater as was the custom, selling 
whatever came out, as long as it came out white 
when it dried, as speed or whatever other drug was 
trendy, in Hollywood ... creating many groups of 
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MIKE MARTI ... our guest Interviewer. It was just a harmless little experiment . .. (like 
Frankenstein, the atomic bomb, or the electric chair) ... anything someone from TEX 
& THE HORSEHEADS does is OK with us, even ax murdering newborn infants, no 
problem, It's OK .. ! . 

berserk nocturnal intoxicated quasi-humans up to the 
present, many of whom have worn their share of that 
spot in the center of the living room floor at Disgrace
land. . One night they're all going to spill through 
a newly formed hole about ten feet in diameter, suck
ing in all of the occupants of the living room, down 
into the black malevolent abyss beneath Disgrace
land and that's the last that will ever be seen of one 
group of determined party enthusiasts. That sort of 
hole isn't a recreational type of hole, it doesn't as 
a rule return entrapped mortals to the sunlight on 
the surface, it has too many B horror movies under 
its belt, they're swallowed up in some manner for 
eternity, and their heads are squashed, you know 
what I'm talking about. . except maybe Disgrace
land's hostess Pleasant Gehman crawls out as a 
zombie to roam the noctural alleyways between 
Selma and Yucca streets in the wee hours eating the 
living of the future .. . Anyway, Jeff, 'The Joneses' 
singer was unconscious on the floor (the term asleep 
would also apply, take your pick). Well ... he fell 
asleep before everybody else but somehow he'd 
managed to stuff his head into this box that was on 
the floor, it looked kind of funny and I think our guest 
interviewer perpetuated some sexual foul play on him 
in his enthusiasm. You have to understand that Mike 
was conducting a very erotic interview and anything 
near him was subject to interrogation. 

.... and they had an audience, Mike and Smitty, tt 
was like the Olympic Audftorium, they were scream. 
ing, jeering, laughing at them as though they were 
two hooded wrestlers going apeshit. As for me, it was 
great to have someone else do the job tor me, so I 
just sat back at a distance and let Mike go to work 
with the interrogation in his own unique style ... he 
was much more professional than I had anticipated 
and very thorough . .. For me, the most brilliant and 
exciting point in the interview came when Smitty held 
open the MOTOR HEAD album jacket and Mike fucked 
it. .. that was the best piece of journalism I've seen 
in a long goddam time ... they were both naked in 
the middle of the room .. well since they didn't bother 
to take their boots off, they were sort of both totter· 
Ing there with their pants around their ankles, they 
could only take baby steps when walking . .. MOTOR
HEAD ... if they only knew how much their fans In 
Hollywood adored them . .. Finally, I'm thinking, I'm 
learning to delegate authority, no more one man 
show running this magazine . 

So we have something like an inebriated little play 
here for you . . for your perusal. Our interviewer, Mike 
Martt, is in the center of the floor with Smitty, our 
guest celebrity of the night and lead vocalist in the 
band 'Hard As Nails, Cheap As Dirt ' .. . and then 
surrounding them and responding as a Greek chorus. 
an undisciplined peanut gallery, or a drunken crowd, 
about 15 people, 7 or 8 of which are girls, there are 
a couple of fellow band members of Smitty's and of 
course our hostess for the night, pulchritudinous 
Pleasant Gehman. 

MIKE: All right, what do you want to talk about? 
Smitty I love you, do you know that? ... SMITTY: 
L-L-0-0-V·E! ..... NOMAG: Did you forget your clip
board Mike? How are you going to ask any ques
tions? ... MIKE: Oh right! Uh huh. Dude from hell has 
a clipboard! .. . (slurping noises) . . OK blowjob . . . 
... SMITTY: Let's have a little wine, what do you say? 
... MIKE: Now tell me about that retarded chick that 
you fucked in the puddle . .... SMITTY: She was not 
retarded ... she was severely handicapped, retarded 
had nothing to do with it!. ,And it was her fur jacket 
not mine that I fucked her on .. . I'm in love, I have 
an erection and I have nothing on it except skin . . . 
there's nothing crawling on it except my fingers . . I'm 
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HARO AS NAILS continued from previous page 

the happiest dude in the whoie wide world ... MIKE: 
So Smitty, you used to be in a band called THE 
CREWD .. SMITTY: I hated them. We were the worst 
band ... MIKE: Do you think that polyester levis are 
going to be the new craze? ... SMITTY: Mike, I am all 
about polyester. I am that kind of guy. I am wacky. 
l am nuts. I am bonkers. I have a white polyester suit 
at home. Have you ever had a thing on the end of 
it that's pink? .. Hey .. I'm so lazy, I marri ed a preg
nant girl. Ha. Ha. AUDIENCE: Hey that 's my joke 
man! .. . SMITTY: Oh fuck off! Barney, why do you 
fuck with your cock? . . .. instead of say mine? . . _ 
MIKE: Mine? .... BARNEY: So my balls don't blow up. 
·: ... SMIITY: 0-0-0-H-Hhhh! . . an intellectual!. .. 
MIKE: So where did you get the name of the band 
man? ... SMITTY: Out of 'Hustler' magazine .. 13 hard 
as nails cheaP as dirt magazines for 19.95 ... roses 
are red violets are blue suck my cock ... ( .. Tony 
Alva walks in, skateboard under his arm, it's about 
3:30 a.m., someone turns the stereo on loud). 
SMITTY: Hey turn that off, you're blowin' my inter
view! Mike, ask me another question .... MIKE: How 
come you're such a great garbageman? ... SMIITY: 
Oh yes! It's understood, I am the king of garbage. 
I am a garbage man for the city of Long Beach. Me 
and my buddy Slim ... Slim got no teeth !. .brother 
Slim I love you like my daddy. We go find pussy 
books. I'm calling in sick tomorrow because I'm too 
drunk to pick up garbage. Let it be understood that 
I could be John F. Kennedy reborn. t used to be John 
F. Kennedy's dick, l swear. BARNEY: If Irishmen 
didn't love to drink, we'd ru le the world. You're some
body's dick now ... . SMITTY: OK .. I am having deep 
thoughts ... Mike .. why do you have the biggest cock 
of any man that I know? He's got a big ol' dick. Hey 
Mike let's see your dick! ... GIRL: Is it expandable? 

HANDICAPPED. 

SMlnY: I' ll suck It. .. . . GIRL: Oh no!. ... MIKE: OK 
suck it .... SMIITY: Hey Suzi wants to see your 
dick .... MIKE: Suzi's seen my dick. Hold on man, I'm 
going to pee on the tape recorder .... SMIITY: My 
Kung Fu is much stronger than your Karate!. 
AUDIENCE: That's ridiculous, erase that tape, I'll go 
home ..... MIKE: Oh ... I' ll go home? Go home. 
AUDIENCE: Hey dude, go down! . ... go down, go 
down ... SMITTY: Let's have an orgy ... let's all take 
our clothes off and fuck for the interview. C'mon let's 
alt get naked ... We're going to all get naked for the 
interview ... everybody clothes off! ... we're going to 
do the interview naked ... I'm embarrassed, Mike's 
got a bigger dick than I have ..... (Smitty and Mike 
take their shirts off, shove their pants around thei r 
ankles leaving their boots on) ...... MIKE: It's a 
naked interview! ... SMITTY: It's a naked interview 
from hell .... GIRL IN AUDIENCE: No way' No way! 
No way! .. . SMITTY: Hey Mike .. you don't fuck with 
that thing do you? .... Do you fuck with that? .. 
MIKE: You suck this whi le I suck yours OK?. 
SMlnY: All right, let's do it. ... GIRL IN AUDIENCE: 
NO! N0-0-0! ... MIKE: Homo! ... SMITTY: I want to 
have sex with her not with you .... ! ... MIKE: Shed 
all of your inhibitions, it's the California li festy!e you 
know. Hot tubs .. yogurt .. . (kiss .. kiss) . . you lovely 
dude you .. SMrnY: I want to say in my interview that 
Bill fucks fat women .... GIRL IN AUDIENCE: How 
fat are they? . ... SMITTY: That broad was so fat her 
pussy had its own area code. We had to roll her in 
ff our to find the wet spot! .... MIKE: Oh .. a low blow 
.. do you remember when you used to be in THE 
CREWD and you fucked that retarded chick in the 
gutter? ... SMlnY: She was blind and deaf. . we 
fucked by braille . . (pause) .. How do you Ilka me 
sucking your dick? ... MIKE: It 's cool ..... TONY 

· ALVA:. He still hasn't got a boner though .... I want 

to see a blow job and a boner .. get it? ... MIKE: I love 
that do it again ..... NOMAG: Mike, you'd better ask 
him a question or it isn't an interview." . .. MIKE: It's 
an Interview from hell ... SMIITY: I've just injected 
wine onto Mike Marti's prick ... MIKE: C'mon Smit, 
put it in your mouth .... SMITTY: It's a dirty job but 
somebody has got to do it. ... (Smitty holds up a 
'Motorhead' album jacket as Mike sexually assaults 
it?) ... SOMEONE IN THE AUDIENCE: Now you're 
getting funny! ... SOMEONE ELSE: I can't watch. I 
can't watch .... . (Smitty starts beating Mike's geni-
tals with the album) ... SMlnY: Ahhh! Die pig! 
Di-i-i-i-e ! Pig ! . . ! ... Goddam, did you ever get a prick 
that you can't kill !? (swat!) ..... PERSON IN AUDI· 
ENCE: Would you leave a sleeping dog lie!?. 
(Smitty sits on Mike's crotch then jumps up quickly) 
... MIKE: He farted on my dick! ..... I'm pullin' up 
my pants, I quit. . ... (15 minutes of screaming and 
yelling) ..... MIKE: Smitty, what's happening man? 
I love you, you sweety little guy you ... and by the way, 
your band's name is 'Hard As Nails, Cheap As Dirt', 
is that right? ... SMITTY: Uh yeh. I'm in a band anyway. 
I have to fart . . hang on. MIKE: Blaaaaaaaaahh!. 
Here's a couple of pubic hairs for you, you nut. 

HARD AS NAILS, CHEAP AS DIRT current personnel 
( .. eh .. probably): Smitty, lead vocals; Ricardo 'Cham
pagne' Selga, drums; Barney Rebble, bass; Frank 
Torres, guitar. 

photo: BAUCE KALBERG 

What's for dinner? 
HARD As NAILS, CHEAP AS DIRT ... The guy wearinQ1he lampshade- is Smitty, the lead vocalist. .. Laura (yeh . . the girl in the dress) left 
the band to join the 'The Screamin' Sirens' .. the other two guys are Andy Perrin (he quit) and Ricardo 'Champagne' Selga . . eh .. probably. 
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GREG BURK. 1985. 

GREG BURK, DRED SCOTT, 
& THE FUDGE FAMILY 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

Greg Burk of OREO SCOTT . , . Greg Burk is a sort 
of introverted man, ergo OREO SCOTT shows lack 
not only the sartorial flair of a FRANKIE GOES TO 
HOLLYWOOD (and gets the hell out the next day 
hopefully) show, they also lack the bravado. DRED 
SCOTT performances lack the over-confident angst 
and abrupt churlishness of a stereotypical 'punk' 
band onstage, and DRED SCOTT's singer, Greg Burk, 
lacks the fulsome vanity and boring narcissicism 
characteristic of 'heavymeta l' vocalists striving to 
conjure up that spec ious glamour which is the meat 
and potatoes of any cheap Ho llywood w izardry and 
bogus razzle.<Jazzle churned out daily here in tinsel 
town. He lacks the primal animus of BLACK FLAG's 
Nijinsky-Godzilla genetic masterpiece, Henry Rollins 
(OK .. Henry deserves a few more genes but that's 
all that this magazine will concede to him .. add a few 
terrible Rimbaudian genes .. ahh . . c'est magnifique .~ 
... before I dig too deep a hole here for Greg Burk 
and have to consult with Exxon geologists about dri ll· 
ing techniques, 1et me attempt to do what only death 
could make Marcel Proust do in the end, sum it up. 
It is definitely a sign of my keen literary aptitude that 
my tim ing shou ld be so absolutely linguistically 
apropos, providing this ostentatious example, good 
writing being a product of only the most quixotic 
good taste, of several litera ry don'ts that wou ld have 
flunked any young James Joyce out of any English 
c lass anywhere, even an overcrowded nightschool for 
illegal immigrants ... So did you learn something 
finall)'? .. If the answer is no, you may have a learn· 
ing disorder .. . That means you are what is called a 
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'special student' ... If for once in your goddam life 
you can go see a 'Rock' band and curb your insatia
ble obsession for tinsel, flash, brawling orgies, crass 
sex and narcotics, you' ll begin to appreciate OREO 
SCOTT for the great band that it is ... like myself and 
others of the more refined, totally hip, elitist intelli
gensia who are my very closest and trend setting 
friends. It feels so great to be in the 'in·crowd' and 
despise every other member of the human race .. but 
of course, you probably have no idea whatsoever how 
that would feel ... so fuck it!. . t give up on you 
altogether .. you're probably too stupid to understand 
a group like DRED SCOTT with a sensitive singer like 
Greg Burk .. You're animals! Leave me alone! 

OK ... I've calmed down, and I'm starting a new para· 
graph. Jt's a fresh start with no malevolence or ill will. 
The simple point that J was trying to make before you 
(I almost wrote 'tailwaggers' ) people upset me was 
that Greg Burk is a really good songwriter, that's what 
makes DRED SCOTT a noteworthy band. You have 
to listen to them, and maybe pay attention just an 
eensy weensy little bit for a few minutes or you wol]'t 
hear the music. Say 'Woof!' .. Can you say 'Woof!'? 
... I've gotta go .. I can't take anymore of this ... ,I'm 
in with the ' in-crowd' .. I go where the 'in-crowd' goes 

.Woof! 

THE FUDGE FAMILY ENDORSEMENT: Tighten your 
obscene little sphincters, I'm coining back for a th ird 
paragraph ... but ... wait ... someone is missing here 
... OK who is it? Nobody was supposed to leave! . 
Where is the Fudge Family? The entire Fudge Family 
is missing .. this is serious, if the entire family has 

occupied the bathroom as a group, you can't imagine 
the mess. This piece of writing will be unfit for even 
the most calloused reader. You can't imagine the 
unsavoury, eye-stinging atmosphere they can create, 
a deadly fog leaving even the most robust reader 
sightless, grasping for fresh air. If the entire Fudge 
Family eliminates at once, all five of them in synchro-

~~~~~·s i~~~zt~eu:~~ .. t~:~:~e ~~~Yi~·~ L~~sy:: ~j~ 
mortician, and his fifth wife Fanny Fudge, a guard 
in the California Department Of Corrections for the 
last 20 years, their eldest daughter Etta Fudge, a 
lesbian tunafisherwoman who decided to become a 
sailor whilst still a nymph in puberty after being 
cajoled into reading 'Moby Dick' in Junior High School 
by her lesbian English teacher, who was soon after 
forced to resign after certain adult activities w hich 
she had never actually done to anybody else, but 
were being done to her frequently, came to the atten
tion of the public, totally disrupting the IOcal PTA (can 
you imagine?) .. . and their mentally retarded son Rolf 
Fudge who is well known around the neighborhood 
at the age of 17 although sti ll regularly fai ling kinder
garten, Rolf is known to the tolerant neighbors for 
his conspicuous, constant, rather enormous erec· 
tions, they ha,d all hoped that some day with the 
grace of god and the miracles of modern education, 
linked with spectacu lar advances in science, that he 
might one day enter an ivy league college as an honor 
student in pursuit of a law degree, or perhaps one 

'day he could become a great brain surgeon. So Rolf 
can be observed daily parading his. ample erection 
around the neighborhood, as almost with an air of 
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GREG BURK continued from previous page 
patriotism it stands alert, mimicking Uncle Sam's 
gesture 'I Want You' like an index finger, but Rolf 
doesn't understand a goddam thing about the value 
or application of an ample whatchamacallit, he is still 
so very stupid. And we must not forget obese Grandma 
Fudge, the ex-prostitute, Grandma still works occa
sionally as a vicioUs dominatrix if she can find a dis
turbed person willing to pay a sadistic septuagenarian 
cash in exchange for a good drubbing. There you 
have them, the Fudge family, a typical American 
family with a terrible anal fixation, good frien.ds of 
mine, locked in the bathroom only one dpor down the 
hall. For us, there is on ly one way out of thi s Hitch
cockian concatenation of portentiouS events. I'm 
going to a movie for a few hours and let this blow 
over. Remember though, the entire Fudge family are 
Greg Burk groupies and thei r favorite 'Rock' group 
in the whole world is DRED SCOTI. 

MUSIC CRITICISM FOR PETS: We know you love 
your housepets and pet owners often have difficulty 
keeping their fleabags up to date on the fast chang
ing music scene ... so go get them and stick their 
noses six inches away from this paragraph, hold 
them tight no matter how much they kick and squirm, 
long enough for them to read the following ... It takes 
them about 3 ta 5 minutes to read several lines. 
they're not as smart as us and they read kind of 
s low ......... PETS BEGIN READING HERE. 
Woof! Grr-r! Arf! ... Meow .. Meow .... Woof! Grr-r! 
Arf ! . .. Chirp! Chirp! Grr·r! Meow .. Arf! Ahhgti! 
Skreech! WoofWoof ! Chompchompchomp! Chirp. 

Chirp . . Khrash! Kwop! Sha-Krewtch-h! ArfArlArf! . 
Meow . . Thok! Skreech! Grr-r! Grr-rr! Grr'frrr-r! Sritch! 
Sruntch! Skree-etch! Chomp! Woof! Woof! Meow! 

GREG BU RK'S 'JOKE BOOK' .. A FUDGE FAMILY 
FAVORITE: Greg Burk recently recorded an LP length 
cassette, singing solo and accompanying himself on 
acoustic guitar. The cassette, entitled 'Joke Book', 
is a package of depressing folk ballads, they're really 
good songs, clever, deep and witty ... You know; there 
was a time when all Americans loved depressing folk 
singers singing depressing folk songs somewhat 
heroically . .. Pete Seeger and Bob Dylan, Joan Baez 
and Woodie Guthrie o f course, it grew into a huQe 
fad over the years until 'Peter, Paul & Mary' happened 
along, just when misery and social abrasiveness were 
penetrating the American home and teplacing 'Gidget' 
and baseball in popularity, when an itchy folky Bob 
Dylan sang to an agitated nation's parents 'your sons 
and your daughters are beyond your command', when 
everybody was pissed off at everybody else, the 
storm was suddenly lifted away by a carefree butter
fly spangled breeze and the entire nation soon began 
humming nonsensically 'Puff the magic dragon lived 
by the sea and frolicked in the autumn mist' (excuse 
me . . choke .. gag .. ) 'Little Jacky Paper loved that 
rascal Puff' .. (gasp!) ..... That 'did it ... Antacid sa les 
slumped dangerously low in the sudden new climate 
of joyous escapism and of course laxatives were hit 
hard as well: gun sales dropped ... it was a national 
tragedy. Well, in the spirit of depression, poetic intro
spection, social unrest and national gloom, myself 

and the Fudge family (who are all heavily armed with 
concealed handguns) recommend and endorse Greg 
Burk's 'J0ke Book' cassette. It's an heroiC attempt 
to destroy the escapist majority. In fact, the 'Joke 
Book' cassette held firmly in the palm of your hand 
can make an excellent weapon when smashed across 
the bridge of an opponent's nose during an argument. 
'Joke Book' is a heroic attempt to recreate a vast 
spit itual malaise and an uncomfortable existential 
gloom across the North American continent. 'Joke 
Book' wants to erase millions of smiles from happy 
faces everywhere (Celine!) ... have a lousy depress
ing day .. and another one, and another one, and 
another one . 

RETURN OF 'JOKE BOOK': Unlortunately, the 45 rpm 
single released this year by DRED SCOTI (Wouldn't 
You Be Amazed/Death Is For Stiffs) and the cassette 
'Joke Book' (produced by Mark Wheaton) the solo 
project by Greg Burk are difficult to find even in local 
record shops ... so you're going to have a little diffi
culty listening to them (You were expecting good 
news ? .. We just deal in news around here, good and 
bad is irrelevant, when you 're in the news biz you 
develop an immunity to disaster .. ). 
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PLASTIC COFFEE CUP LID (crushed by automobile) 

BASIC BLACK ... The 3 pesons in the front of the pic tu re are (L to r.) Dean 'Mad Dog ' 
Davidson, Andrew Maben, and Andy Jones ... th ey forgot the name of the guy in the 
back ... anyway, he's not in the band anymore, somebody else Is .. . no deposit, no retum. 

BASIC BLACK: Basic Interview, Read It 

Or Eat It. 
NOMAG: "A good interviewer seeks the vital facts 
and importan t de tai ls. We know you're Engl ish, but 
"'le don't know how long you've been in Los Angeles 
or your reason for coming here ... uhh·h .. the ba ll is 
in your court now." ... ANDREW: ''I've been here 11 
years. 1 came for the sunshine and I was going to 
be a grea t movie di rector.". . NO MAG: "Could you 
give us a litt le background on your band .. some 
intense facts?'" ... ANDREW: " lt started 3 years ago 
sort o f as a joke and then Dean started playing guitar 
with us and he could play so well it started to get 
a little more serious. So we were writ ing our songs 
and rehearsing and then th is album project came up 
with " New All iance'." ... NOMAG: "The upcoming 
album wil l be your 2nd record then, the first be ing 
'Fame & Fortune' a 12 inch EP with a basically black 
cover design, am I right?" ... ANDREW: "We did the 
first record ourselves at 'Mystic' and we made no 
money at all on it. Dean threw away all of the re· 
ceipts. It was an acc ident .. that 's what he says." .. 
NOMAG: " I've noti ced that alot of your songs carry a 
poli tical message. What is that about?" ... ANDREW: 
" It's about what they say they are abou t. Well, I went 
back to England 6 years ago and up unti l that time 
I had been disgusted wi th 'Punkrock' as it manifested 
itself here in L.A. It was just a bunch of directionless 
thugs as far as I cou ld tell. They were just looking 
for an excuse to destroy their own environment. Then 
I went back to England where I found it was a bunch 
o f people who were dealing with an environment that 
had been destroyed by forces that were totally out
side of theifcontrol. They were just trying to live wi th 
it and there was a positivism that joined with the neg
ative in English 'Punk' which was totally absent here. 
Those thoughts gestated for a while, and listening 
all the time to all of those bands here with their stupid 
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outlook and their ridiculous perverted idea of what 
anarchy was supposed to mean, I figured that l had 
better do it myself. You don't need any talent any
more." ... NOMAG: " Do you th ink that local groups 
are simplistic?'' .. AN DREW: " I've got noth ing 
against simplicity. I'm all for it. It 's just the prevail
ing attitude o f. . Let 's go smash the toilet at 'The 
Cathay De Grande' ... instead o f .. Let's go throw a 
brick th rough a bank window .... If you smash the 
toilet at 'The Cathay' nothing is going to happen to 
you and it doesn't mean anything. If you smash a 
bank window it makes a statement against soc iety 
which soc iety isn't going to approve of and you're 
liable to get into trouble for it ." ... NO MAG: "So 
you're going to use the band 'Basic Black' to make 
polit ical statements ... do you like 'The Crass'? Have 
they influenced you?" ... ANDREW: "Yes .. in thei r 
intent they are an influence, but not musically. I don't 
fo llow a party line. t regard them more as social than 
political in the sense that politics is usually .under
stood in terms of parties these days, whereas I'm 
against parties. I'm against a political system which 
pits blocks of people against blocks of people w ith· 
out any consideration of the individual. The political 
message is that it 's your responsibility, yours alone, 
to make the kind of world that you want. Don't palm 
it off on Reagan or Hitler or anybody else .. if you 
want the world to be a better place, make yourse lf 
better and make your part of it better." 
NOMAG: " One quality that I like about the band is 

that although the songs seem to have some political 
content to them, they are fun songs. They are enter· 
taining and they don 't try to preach." ... ANDREW: 
" I hope so . . I just try to express my own feelings in 
the lyrics, what I feel about various situations that 
I find myself in, like . . 'Can 't Pay The Rent '. The sit· 
uation is fucked when everybody is paying rent to 
somebody who just sits in a big house and enjoys 
themself on other people's hard earned money and 
the only way you 're going to change that is to remove 
him from the scene. Kill the rich. And as for our 
music, what can I say? . . Dean has got a 'Rock 'N 
Ro ll ' heart . He's the musical di rector and I'm the 
ideologist. " . . NOMAG: "A few months ago, when I 
first listened to the tape you gave me the band re
minded me a litt le of '999' . . . but now when l li sten 
to it, it doesn't. It 's hard to pin down a ready refer
ence point. It sounds familiar but it isn't . . know what 
I mean?" .. . ANDREW: " Maybe I'm speaking pre
maturely but that's the essentia l o f popular music, 
I think. It sounds familiar the first time that you hear 
it. It 's unlike avant-garde stuff where you have to 
make an effort to accommodate the music.". 
NOMAG: " Did you see 'Blurt' when they played here 
recently? I liked some of their music very much, and 
some of it which sounded calculatedly arty, I disliked 
very much." . .. ANDREW: "I hate art. Art as it seems 
to exist now, I've got no t ime for it. Art is supposed 
to be a part of life. In pre-history, the artist, the scien· 
ti st, and the priest were the.same person and as the 
three disciplines separated, they removed themselves 
more and more from everyday life. People talk about 
popular art with a curl on their lips, but if art isn't 
popular, what's the point of it? Then it 's counter
productive. It isn't supposed to be for an elite group 
who can afford to pay for it, whatever it is, it 's sup· 
posed to be something to e levate the human spirit. 
Art is not for the elite, art is tor everybody, or should 
be." . .. NOMAG: "Well, everybody has an opinion 
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emphatic to say about it. " .. . ANDREW: "Yeh . . they 
do, but in the same way that they go to church and 
they have some thoughts about God. If they go 
'The Museum Of Science & Technology' they have 
thoughts about that, but it doesn't engage them. They 
have to go to a special environment which puts them 
in a position where they are feeling awed by what· 
ever it is that they are dealing with." ... NOMAG: "Do 
you think that the world w ill be destroyed by a nuc lear 
war?" ... ANDREW: "There is going to be an atomic 
war, whether the world is destroyed or not is pretty 
much a toss up. I hope it won't be, but I expect 
it will. ". 



THE FELINES: Debbie, Lisa, Casey, Bambi. 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

NOMAG: "What happened to Gwen? Did she get 
thrown out of her own band?" ... BAMBI: "She didn't 
really get thrown out. There was just a big fight in 
the parking lot outside Wongs' one night .. she was 
beating up this drum anO it was going . . boom! 
boom!" ... DEBBIE: "Then she got in a headlock.". 
BAMBI: "But there was no hard feelings because she 
said that she got to hit Lisa and get all of her aggres
sions out .. so she's not mad at us and she has her 
own band now. Basically, we wanted to be more 
'Rock' than she wanted to be." ... NOMAG: "What did 
she want to do?" ... BAMBI: "Bubblegum. She has 
a band now called 'Boo' . . We were just really chang
ing the band. We were going to be a new band. It 
wasn 't like we were kicking her out of the band. We 
just wanted to be in a new band." ... DEBBIE: "She 
cou ld have been in our band but she wasn't into it." 
.. . LISA: "She punched me." . .. DEBBIE: "We were 
going to play and she punched Lisa. She freaked 
out." ... BAMBI: " It 's funny .. she admits to punching 
Lisa but she won't admit to punching the drum.". 
NOMAG: "What's the combined weight of your 
band?" ... DEBBIE: "I weight 121." ... BAMBI: "I'm on 
a diet." ... NOMAG: "So answer the question. " .. 
DEBBIE: "About 470 pounds." ... BAMBI: "How much 
is a ton? ... 20CX> pounds? . . So that's almost a 
quarter of a ton." . .. NO MAG: "So what is your big 
plan?" ... DEBBIE: ''The big plan is that we're going 
to be the 'Rock 'N Roll ' hot bitches of 1985 and we're 
going to go on a world tour and we're going to be 
rich by 1987. I kicked Ozzie Osborne in the butt, and 
then I kicked David Lee Roth in the butt the next 

night." ... NOMAG: "What's the youngest guy you 
would go out with? Where do you draw the line?" . 
BAMBI: "Maybe 16 .. it depends on whether he has 
pubic hair yet or not. This guy called up at my work 
today and he said he was from MGM and he worked 
on 'Beverly Hills Cop' and he said that he wanted a 
girl with lots of pObic hair. When I heard that he was 
from MGM I said . . Send me! Send me!. .and then 
when I heard that he wanted lots of pubic hair I said 
. . Nevermind! .. So what kind of bands do you like 
Debbie?" ... DEBBIE: "Ones w ith long hair and alot 
of money and umm-m .. " ..... BAMBI: " Herpes? 
There's a new disease called Lerpes .. It's a cross 
between leprosy and herpes and it makes your dick 
fall off." ... DEBBIE: "I just like good looking men. 
good looking cute guys with long hair and .. ". 
BAMBI: "Hairy butts!" ... DEBBIE: " No hairy butts. 
They have to be at least 6 feet tall. .OK .. they have 
to be tall. .either have money or long hair . . ". 
BAMBI: "They have to have dyed hair. " ... DEBBIE: 
"And they have to be quiet and do whatever we say. 
They've got to be cool. They've got to be 'Rock' stars 
already. They have to buy the drinks." ... NOMAG: 
"Who is going to die first in your band?" ... DEBBIE: 
"Aren 't we dead already?" ... BAMBI: "I had a pre
monition that I was going to die." ... DEBBIE: "I had 
a dream last night that I was being dragged along 
in this weird thing. It's hard to explain .. I hit a coffin 
that fell out of the back of a truck. Then I ended up 
in this house and a man was dressed up in an 
armoured suit and he was chasing us all around. 
then I ended up in this weird place that was like out 
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of our realm. This cop was beating a girl who was 
handcuffed against a door with a stick. It was crazy. 
So who is going to die first in our band?" ... LISA: 
"Probably me. I have punchouts with bouncers.". 
DEBBIE: "I'm the paranoiac .. Bambi Is the manic 
depressive .. Lisa is the psycho-alcohollc and Casey 
is the shy introvert pervert." ... BAMBI: " Does any
body want to reveal their Innermost sexual fantasy?" 
... DEBBIE: "I don't think I have one. Start a new 
topic because I'm not lnto this sexual fantasy thing . 
I only like the real thing or nothing." ... BAMBI: 'What 
is the real thing?" ... DEBBIE: " In the garage." . 
LISA: "Wet sheets." ... BAMBI: "One time I boned 
down in my garage and I left my belt there. The next 
day my mom came In and she had my belt and she 
goes .. 'What were you doing in the garage? I found 
your belt there. What were you doing? Typing?'" .... 
DEBBIE: " I heard that you ask really crazy questions." 
... NOMAG: " / changed my style. You girls sit here 
and interview yourselves .. I'l l be right back. I'm going 
to the store. Make it gooo." .. (exits) ..... DEBBIE: " I 
hope he goes and puts some clothes on." ... BAMBI: 
" It looks like he has a bad case of Lerpes. I think tele
vision is one of our main interests." .... DEBBIE: 
"That's right .. television and . . " ... BAMBI: "What 
about sex? .. Not enough sex. Let 's talk about that 
video of Lyd ia Lunch giving that guy a blowjob. I 
thought it was really shocking because this guy was 
pushing her head and I thought he was really olfen
sive." ... DEBBIE: ''He had a big one. All I remember 
was a big weenie, sunglasses, and Lydia Lunch de
pressed on the ~tai rs afterwards. He didn't cum.". 
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THE FELINES continued from previous page 

BAMBI: "That's why she was depressed. I thought 
that It was really rude that he was pushing her, push· 
Ing her head. He was really pushing her head and 
forcing her. " . . . DEBBIE: "Well it's TV." ... BAMBI: " I 
think it 's really rude when guys push your head when 
you're going to give them a blowjob." . . . DEBBIE: " I 
like blowjobs. I peed In Rik L Rik 's shampoo at his 
house and then a month later I told him about it and 
he freaked out man! That 's why he had to cut his hair 
off." . .. BAMBI: " Let's talk about how these stupid 
guys th ink that they're so great. We won 't say any 
names .. but a lot of guys we know think that they're 
so-o-o fucking great .. and they're just losers .. but we 
like them anyway just beciluse they're sleazy and we 
like sleazy guys." ... DEBBIE: "What else can we talk 
about?" ... BAMBI: ''We only learned to play our 
Instruments last week. We had a drawing to decide 
who was going to play what." . .. DEBBIE: "All right . 
everyone be quiet. .casey Is going to say something. 
Say anything, the first th ing that comes Into your 
head. What do you think about Casey? What do you 
do afte r practice? What exactly do you fucking do?" 
. ... CASEY: "Well I go home . . and when I get In my 
car I !hlnk . . What am I doing In this band?" ... 
NOMAG: (enters) " Hey .. I've got a question I want 
to ask you." . .. BAMBI: " I'm beginning to come on 
to the acid now. One of those beers Is mine! " ... 
NOMAG: "What's your favorite drug and what 's the 
most fucked up you ever got on It?" ... BAMBI: ''The 
most fucked up I ever got was on alcohol." . . . LISA: 
" Hard liquor blows away any drugs." .. . . BAMBI: 
"One time, me and Lisa got really drunk and we went 
to The Troubadour and she ended up In Jall and they 
were going to take me In too, and then I went home 
and barled on the lawn." ... USA: "The bouncer hand· 
cuffed me on the floor." ... DEBBIE: " I got arrested 
and the only reason my parents came to pick me up 
was because I told them I was going to throw my con· 
tact lenses against the wall because they were hurt· 

Ing my eyes. They paid for them so they cal)lB and 
piCked me up. Do you know what my friend did? She 
was on acid and she took a poop on someone's front 

· lawn. She got arrested. It was during high school. She 
was the worst influence on my life. It was right on 

· the main boulevard. She's such a sick thing .. but now 
she's really normal." . .. BAMBI: " How.embarrassing! 
Hey . . there's not even a tape in there ! " .. . NOMAG: 
"Oh no! .. Did I forget? People mistrust me . . there's 
one in there. " . . .. DEBBIE: "Hey dude! If we've been 
talking this long . . " . . (picks up tape recorder and 
holds It up to her face) . . " .. It looks like there's some
thing in there. We're so hot .. wea~ .. bellev~ it or not. 
We 're hot! I've been feellng really scared lately and 
I asked my mom if I could see a therapist and she 
said .. no . . that I just need a job." ... BAMBI: " I wort< 
at a telephone sex company. I can get everybody a 
job there." .. . DEBBIE: " I wanted to get a job there 
and you said I cou ldn 't do it because I couldn't 
handle the crank phone calls. ". . • 
BAMBI: " Crank calls? You wouldn't even be able to 
talk dirty to guys on the phone would you? Can you 

. even say 'penis '?" . . . DEBBIE: "Pee-ness : .on your 
face. You have a dick that 's iniquitous." ... BAM~I: 
"Can you say . . 'Stroke me with your dick honey.'· . 
say it! " . . . DEBBIE: "No . . my parents give me money. 
If you're smart enough to get money off of your 
parents, you know ... . all you do is say . '. I swear I 
won't have another party this weekend . . and they 
give you thirty bucks, and then you have people come 
over and spend the night. There's- this one room in 
my house that everybody has sex in and my mom 
sleeps in there during the week. I better not say this. 
If my mom reads this interview she'll get pissed off. 
I'd better not show it to her. She'll find out that every· 
body has sex in this room. Bambi s leeps in there too, 
when she spends the night. You sleep In the 'fuck' 
bed." ... BAMBI: " I don't care. I haven't had a chance 

___ .J / to use. it for that purpose yet and I doubt I ever will. 
~(l;JX71.. Debbie .. why are you farting like that? Did you eat 

beans?". 
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THE KNITIERS: 
Live To Ride, ~ 
~ Knit To Live. 

by BRUCE KALBERG 

KNITTERS move fast and we found them hard to 
catch. We almost caught Dave Alvin knitting back· 
stage at a BLASTERS concert but he got away. They 
all got away ... 'knit & run ' musicians are very quick 

. on the getaway .... but .... we finally caught one, a 
Mr. John Doe, as he sat knitting a pair of biker boots 
on a bus bench wearing a flimsy disguise ... he was 
wearing a tattered Godzilla suit, waiting for a #3 line ~· 
bus on Sunset Blvd. on a Sunday morning about 
9 a.m., which isn't at all unusual for a Sunday morn· 
Ing in Hollywood ... you see alot of guys walking 
around the streets of Hollywocid who are dead ringers 
for Godzilla . . they're everywhere ... a lot of heavymetal 
punks with bad acne fit that description. Godzilla was 
having a little difficulty with his purt that morning so 
he lifted the head off of his rubber suit and placed 
It on the bench next to him so he could get a c loser 
look. That's when we spotted him as John Doe and 
were able to sneak up behind him with the butter· 

THE~KNITI-ERS ... well, here's o 'em .. (I. t or~) John Doe, Exene Cerveiika, & Dave A.Win ... 
Jonny Ray and O.J. were mi lking cows, so they couldn't be there (In case you were wondering). 
Jonny Ray does appear ln the D.l.s photo elsewhere in this issue. 

fly net ... Once we caught him he was anxious to 
talk. 

TH E KNITTERS are: John Doe, vocals & acoustic 
guitar, Dave Alvin, acoustic & electric guitars; Exene 
Cervenka, vocals; D.J. Bonebrake, percussion; Jonny 
Ray' Bartel, upright bass. THE KNITIERS album 'Poor 
Little Critter On The Road' is avallable on Slash 
records. 

NOMAG: "So far so good huh? Is there anything that 
you don't want to talk about?" . . . JOHN: " I'll let you 
kn0w .. if you get around to a sensitive area I' ll just 
say ... Well?" ... NOMAG: "How are THE KNITIERS 
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... y-aah-11?" ... JOHN: "Swinging! They're swingin' 
an' swayin' to the country beat." ... NOMAG: "What 
kind of trees have you been barkin ' up? Tell us an 
eensy weensy bit more now!" ... JOHN: " Fuck .. i 
don't know. We're doing it for laughs and fun and 
some pocket change. We didn't think we were even 
going to make a record, then we just went and did 
It and It sounded good. When we had finished It all 
we went and dumped it on Bob Biggs' (Slash Records 
gringocityslicker tinhom-B.K.) desk, and said .. 'Here 
Bob! Wanna put this oUt?'" ... . NOMAG: " How is 
playing Jn THE KNITTERS different than playing in 
THE DICKIES?" .... JOHN: "THE DICKIES!? .. You 
fuckhead! . . Uh·h .. I personally have to deal with all 

of the bullshit and Dave does too. In X and THE 
BLASTERS, we have other people to deal with the 
bullshit , like gett ing paid by c lub owners and having 
club owners 'say that there was a hundred too few 
people that came .. you know, like in the old days. 
It's kind of fun because you actually get money when 
you play whereas with X and THE BLASTERS it goes 
into a bank account." .... NOMAG: "So it's small· 
time . . huh?" ... JOHN: "Oh .. it's real small-time but 
it's fun. Onstage, in interviews, and in shit like that 
we just basically fuck around and say anything we 
please, whereas in our other bands it's a little bit 
more serious and you figure that the people really 

continued on next page 
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do want to find out more about you .. so you just 
don't fuck around as much ... you figure that It's your 
livelihood. If THE KNITTERS was our livelihood we'd 
be in serious trouble." . . . NO MAG: "Do you feel llke 
you're a different person when you're in THE KNIT· 
TERS?" .. . JOHN: "Yeh .. It's a different stage per· 
sona. I'm not as prone to being as pissed off or 
aggressive in THE KNITTERS. It 's quieter. I can see 
that we're developing a title for this now .. huh! There 
is more good feelings at KNITTERS concerts. The 
music is happier and the audience is happy ~ . kind 
of bllssed out. It's happy. The album is like a kid's 
record, that's what it 's like. I would like to oEssity 
it as music to jump up and down on the bed by .. and 
it's more 'Country & Western' than it is 'Folk'. We're 
goofing around. It 's loose and we make mistakes 
because we don't rehearse Very much. We don't have 
time. This way we don't have to try to force thq_se 
kind of songs Into a 'Rock' band format. We tried to 
do that on our last X record when we di(j 'Painting 
The Town Blue' and 'I Must Not Think Bad Thoughts' 
which was really a kind of folk song in the style of 
Phil Ochs, but It works a little better I think in THE 
KNITTERS because that's what it's made for .. it's an 
acoustic kind of song." .. . NOMAG: "What about all 
those animals In that barn?" ... JOHN: ''"Um-m .. 
we're experimenting on them right now. To kind of 
classify It, It's serious on one hand because there's 
some really sad songs on it, but on the other hand 
there's songs like 'Poor Little Critter On The Road' 
which Is about gettln' drunk and waking up with a 
bad head .... . It's kind of like X and THE BLASTERS 
go to Dogpatch USA and hang around with Lii Abner 
and Daisy Mae." ... NO MAG: "Sounds like we're 
talkln' about roots here .. Is this roots music?'' . . . . 
JOHN: "Yeh . . I guess It Is but I don't think of It as 
that. We take alot of liberties. Dave plays alot of 
dischord stuff. It's a real naive record." . .. NOMAG: 
"Who milks the cows? Who picks up the eggs?" ... 
JOHN: "Dave used to milk the cows but then he got 
to squeezln' too hard and he got his butt kicked 
across the barnyard. Jonny picks up the eggs and 
Exene feeds the chickens and I shovel manure. That's 
how come there's a gap In my teeth. You know .. 

·sometimes you shovel It up and you catch one of 
those rocks and o-oh boy! . . Yesterday, Jonny Ray 
was plckln' up those eggs and he got one of those 
rotten ones . . you know .. he dropped it right on the 
front porch. It stunk up the house .. the wind was 
blowln' a sou' wester I think . . blew It right Into the 
house .. Whew! . . Them kids were asquallin' .. makln' 
quite a racket. Well he's young that Jonny Ray .. he's 
smart but he's a young pup . . that's what he Is .. he's 
not quite a toad yet." ... NOMAG: "Let's talk a little 
about the two fellers who aren't In our photograph, 
Jonny Ray and D.J." ...... JOHN: "Well D:J. Is steal-
ing the show half of the time. He drives the train, he 
juggles, he's got little squeeky toys that he makes 
noises with. He looks Ilka . . uh .. born on a mountain, 
raised In a cave, flghtln' and a fuckln' Is all I 
crave . . Let's see .. D.J .... curly auburn hair, a nice 
smile, a Iii' gap-toothed but fun-loving, one of those 
North Hollywood boys, you know those boys . . they 
can be dangerous . . An' he's got a temper .. Whew! . . 
Of course, Jonny Ray, on the other hand, he is quite · 
the ladyk llier . . handsome . . Whew! . . blond hair, 
skinny, pluckln' that upright bass. They say that the 
size of yer Instrument tells you something." . .. 
NOMAG: "Oo KNITIERS songs have any secret 
messages?" . .. JOHN: "Yeh .. Oh .. Exene had a great 
concept for the video . . there's a big gully In the back 
of our house and we're going to have Dave and me 
feudln' like 'The Hatflelds & McCoys' and we'd be 
wearln' those possum hats and shootin' at each other 
from across the gully and then after a days worth of 
shootln' 'n fussln' I'd come home . . and we'd get 
every kid that we could find from anybody that we 
knew and have them all in the house, just all dirty 
and squallin' and D.J. would be comin' in from the 
barn and Exene would be chasing me around with 
a roll Ing pin . . and I'd end up in the doghouse." . . 
NOMAG: "John, It looks to me like you're disillusioned 
with modem society and you're looking back to a 
mythological better tlm~ when life was simpler and 
people were happier." ... JOHN: "Probably so . . " ... 
NOMAG: " Shtt! . . I choked out a cohenmt sentence 
and I only get a slurred .. 'Probably so' .. back! When 
I only grunt for an lntennew people get desperate end 
they say alotl" . ... JOHN: "To give you a serious 
answer on that ... that sounds like nostalgla to me .. 
which It ain't. It's just getting yourself to the point 
of being slmpkJr about the way you express yourself 
and the way you do things. \tlflth this band, we have 

an opportunity to do that and take advantage of It. 
Then the easygoing kind of quality of this band 
passes over Into X and THE BLASTERS and makes 
us more comfortable onstage. You see that you can 

be as corny and foolish and simple as you please. 
It's hard not to concentrate on the bad times but 
sometimes you let yourself forget them and just have 
fun . . . be corny, comy and dopy." . . .. . • 
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SWA: RIDIN' THE SWA·WAY TO HEAVEN 
. PLUS ADDED ATTRACTION! 

THETALKINGSHARK TOURS LAS VEGAS 
by BRUCE KALBERG 

WHAT ts SWA?: Never.I I' ll never ask another band 
how they got their name .. No! .. In fact, I'm sick of 
questions period and question merits disgust me .. I 
loathe them . . understand .. Like I always say, hire the 
wrong person for the important jobs and pay 'em a 
little extra, then get the job done right! They have an 
album out which was recently released on the SST 
label. It's a very hot record flame-forged in the now 
classic 'Rock' tradlti9n of raw power . . more raw 
power Is necessary to complete the war and finish 
off the enemy, more raw power from Los Angeles. 
Los Angeles Is a raw power city ruled by raw power 
soldiers .. there is no place for wimps in this war. It's 
great to see Chuck Dukowski back in a guerilla outfit 
fully armed after his departure from 'Black Flag' a· 
while ago. He's not one for looklng back, and wi th 
their slogan 'SWA Is Your Future!', it appears that 
Chuck and his swashbuckling pirate band are plannin ' 
on a big crushing tak&-over .. SWA will soon be broad
cast to all .Americans from the Whitehouse. We're 
going to to have a SWA Christmas every year, a SWA 
Superbowl. . a SWA Mother's Day .. the works. And 
it's no wonder ... they 're stars . ... they're animals. 
they're prehistoric .. they're ahead of the future . 
they 're fake . .. they're real. .. they're geniuses . 
they're Idiots ... they're Ken dolls ... they're Barb/es 
... they're atomic ... they're inside-out, upside down, 
over the east, out on .a limb, the_ Chipmunks, the Miiis 
Brothers, the Fantastic Four, 2 plus 2, they're every
where, everything and they're nothing! ... See .. So 
SWA Is your future, whatever the fuck it is .. What 
does It meah anyway? Well, my guess is that it 
means Spatlotemporal Wonton African . . . After that 
Introduction, you must want to see them perform live. 
Go see them ... buy their record ... throw it away. 
crash your car. .. cannibalize your parents ... go to 
Jail . .. get the electric chair ... cannibalize the warden 
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.. . electrocute the electric chair. . . escape ... find 
Jesus .. . lose Jesus .. . rob a bank ... get hit by a 
truck, and another truck . .. die ... find SWA. . ex-
change it for Scientology .. . stop everything .. . go to 
a fat farm . . . farm fat ... get fat . .. eat dirt ... rock out 
. .. go to a market ... buy yourself ... take yourself 
ho~ ... eat yourself for dinner with a friend ... good
bye. (You've gone too tar.) 

SWA CHANT FOR GROUPS OF 4 OR MORE: SWA! 
SWA!SWA!SWA!SWA!SWA!SWA!SWA!SWA! 
SWA! SWi\! SWA! .SWA! SWA! SWA! ....... (next 
time try it nude) . .. You can do this chant at work with 
four or more fellow employees, 'on the sidewalk or 
in the privacy of your own home. It'll liven up any 
gathering. And finally, a safety reminder . .. Remember 
that you must have fast teeth if you are going to eat 
fast food. FAST FOOD FOR FAST TEETH! Eat fast, 
smile faster . .. You can have that wicked razor sharp 
and deadly smile ... GetTALKINGSHARK Toothpaste 
. . It makes your teeth beco.me fangs! 

WHO IS SWA?: Greg Cameron is drums .. Richard 
Ford is guitar. .Chuck Dukowski is bass .. Merril 
Ward is vocals. In this interview, SWA is SWA, 
NOMAG is NOMAG, Modi is Modi, MerFil is Merril, 
Greg is Greg, Jordan is Jordan, Richard is Richard, 
Chuck is Chuck, words Is words. The album was pro
duced by Greg Ginn. In the interest of accuracy (let 
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SWA continued from previous page 
no one besmirch this magazine's reputation for com
plete accuracy .. ) The album by SWA is entitled 'SWA 
Your Future If You Have One' and was released in 
the summer of '85 by SST Records. 

A 'What's Wrong With The Interview Interview' Star
ring Those Famous SWA Superhumans. 

MODI: " Merril had his pants ripped off on the beach. 
We crashed down there." ... MERRIL: " I swear to 
gawd ... I took off my pants to go suding in the mom· 
ing, and 'Tupelo' Joe was sleeping with them literally 
under his head. So I come back and I'm looking every
where. Some Mexican stole my pants. I liked it over 
in Tijuana last time. They had all of these Michael 
Jackson stores around. You go into these stores and 
all of the walls are covered with tin foil, and there's 
a DJ inside the store who plays only Michael Jackson 
all day long .. All they sell in there is Michael Jackson 
clothes and glitter gloves and glitter socks." ... (enter 
Jordan Schwartz, a gaunt wiry agitated .. add a dozen 
more adjectives .. figure). 

MR. CHUCK: "Are we doing our interview now? You're 
into ·a kind of non-talking thing huh?" ..... NOMAG: 
"Who me?" ... MR. HAl~Y SWA:. "You don't ask ques
tions or anything?" ... NOMAG: " Do you really want 
me to ask you a question?" ... MR. 99% SWA:. "No! . 
On second thought it doesn't sound too cool." ... 
MODI: "Hey! .. I'll ask you guys questions. I' ll inter· 
view the band." ... NOMAG: "Go ahead. Ask them a 
question." ... MODI: "OK Would you guys like to play 
to the 'Duran Duran ' crowd instead of the crowd you 
now play to?". . . MR. MERRIL: "Yes we wou ld like 
to play to that crowd because the females are like 
way more happening. We're tired of dating girls with 
mohawks. We're into anarchy." .... McBIG SWA:. 
"And we're tired of the crabs." .... McCHUCKSWA: 
"I'm into freedom in all respects and I cannot say that 
I am not attracted by a stylish 'mohawk' .. When I see' 
it at times I'm intimidated, but I would say that most 
definitely I'm attracted to It ... especially with a girl 
who does it and looks nice and does it sharp." ... 
TWISTED MISTER: " I don't like it when they poke me 
in the eye." ... NOMAG: " How did·you guys meet?" 
... MERRIL: "Chuck picked me up hitchhiking one 
day .. He said 'Hi! .. Where do you work out?' ... I was 
at Jack Lalannes then." ... CH·CH·UCK: " I've known 
Merril for a long time. I have a great deal of respect 
for him. He's sharpened up his act" ... MERRIL: 
"Chuck has always considered me a pseudt>intellec· 
tual .. not to mention r can roll good joints now.". 

McCHUCK: "I met Richi~The-Frantic·Technoid through 
his brother who has been a 'Black Flag' fan for many 
years .. and Nazi was around here when I came back 
from Germany .. that was right after I left 'Black Flag'. 
When I came back I decided to go to work for SST 
because I had built some stuff and I had good busi· 
ness relations there. There he was. I wasn't going to 
jam but the man was downstairs jamming so good 
that I couldn't say .. 'No!' ... So I went down everyday 
to jam with him. The two of us started jamming every· 
day and after 6 months of just jamming everyday, 
with just bass and drums, we began to jam with alot 
of people, anybody that would come down. Finally 
we settled down into what is the band. Merril was 
living in Hollywood .... and I went to a party in Holly: 
wood and I said ... 'Merril, check it out, I think you're 
great, you should jam with us."' . ... MERRIL·X: "And 
of course, me knowing that I am: I decided to check 
it out." . . ... CHUCK·X: " I just had to decide to dig 
him. He told me he had to get a pair of new boots 
to do it. " ... NOMAG-X: "Were you born a star Merril?" 
..... MERRILSTREAK: " Every man and woman is a 
star." ... CHUCKSNORES: "Are you saying that we're 
all born stars and some people just step down off 
the throne to abdicate to you?" ... MERRll: "Every 
man and woman is a star. There is no middle ground. 
Every man and woman is a star." .... MODl-X: "The 
sky is always blue with Merrit." ... NOMAGNOS: 
"What is your favorite noise?" ... GREG= 8: " Flagella
tion." . . . MERRIL: " Flagellation is Nazi's favorite 
noise. My favorite noise is a cough . ... no it isn't. 
strike that. My favorite noise is the sound of the sun 
exploding ... heard at a distance, because if you get 
close you get fucked up. I like the sound of brain cells 
crackling over a distant chemical fire. I like the sound 
of the wind blowing in the desert. I like the sound 
a tree makes when it falls in the forest and there's 
no one around." 

11 W'e fo"nJ yo11r boy~ Mr.I-Mrs. Ffelpr ... 1-I:..,, s"rry .. , 
htZ$ , .. rJ~~rJ.,,.h"t Jvif kidtlinJ!! !IUV£!! tloJP~AP!/ /lo-" 

GREG: " I like the sound of Maria McKee's voice." ... 
MODl(CHOO!): " Nazi's in love with Maria McKee. 

·That's what happens when you get your picture on · 
album covers, peQpte put splooey on your face!" .... 
CHILICHUCK: "What smells do pecple like? Kalberg! 
What smells are you into?" ... . NOMAGNOBANANA: 
"Oh man! People are always trying to interview me 
lately. It's definitely not OK. I'm not being interviewed 
in this interview." ... CHUCKROBOT: "If you took 
control .. if you were an assertive interviewer like 
everybody expects you to be, then you would have 
control and we would passively s it and wait for a 
question . . but since yo~ don't do anything .. you 
invite other people to usurp the power and take 
control of everything. You go for anarchy and then 
anarchy creates fascism .. So you like kick back and 
you go .. We're going to have anarchy .. and then we 
go .. Wow! Check it out! We can take over.". 
MODICRUNCH: " Here's a 'Rock 'N Roll ' question. 
How would you describe your music?" ... UNDER· 
MERRIL WOOD: " Indescribably delicious! Succulent, 
in other words." ... OOPS!MODI: "Oh·h you fucker! 
I hate that word. You said that on purpose. I hate that 
word. I hate it when it's describing food. I don't mind 
it when it's all alone but when they say .. succulent 
lobster .. it's the worst! It's always used with lobster 
or steak." ... MICROMERRIL: "We're playing 'Fudge-
ickle Rock'." .... NOMAGNO?: "So uh .. what do you 
do for fun?" ... HEAVYMERRILMETAL: " I go to the 
ballet. I like the ballet and good opera." ... MODl·T: 
" He's a cultural homo." ... MRSLOSHSLOSH: " He's 
an on weekends art fag." BIGMERRILSALAMIHERO: 
" After I get out of my office job, I hang out at The 
Spike." .. . NOMAG&FRIES: "I figure that every
body is going to try to evade answering whatever 
questions they are asked." ... INSTANTCHUCK· 
MASHEDPOTATOES: "I'm going to answer you 
straight up. What I do for fun is everything I do." . 
l)IERRILFROMMARS: " Everything I do is fun. If it 
wasn't fun I'd kill myself. Life is fun. What do I do 
for fun! I live." ... SPACECHUCK: "Why else would 
I do it? It 's an attitude. I've watched people be de-

pressed and happy, bum or have fun , doing exactly 
ttie sarl'.le things a couple oJ months apart. It's a non· 
causal relation. It haS a non.causal relationship with 
your day-to-day existence. Fun Is a subjective reality." 
... DlETNOMAG: "Do you th ink that fun Is sorriething 
that you want to do?" ... POPMERRILCORN: "Oh 
yeh! .. Fun is like something that's happening. It's 
uncontained the fun that goes on around here. Do 
you know that expression? ... Are we having fun 
yet? .. W~ll, that 's not even in our vocabular)' be
cause.it 's always a fun time around here. It's so funny 
that you could cry! Do you want to see fun? This is 
fun .. I'm going to light my fart!. . Ohh·h!. . it's too 
late. OK .. anyway .. that was fun, so now what?" . . . 
NOMAGYESMAG: " Oo you guys ever get together 
and think?" ... MRWETWEENIE: ''We're SWA scientists 
actually.". 

CHUCKWEENIE: "Because we're SWA, everything we 
do comes out pertect." ... MEARILWEENIE: "We 
don't need to think about it.. we just do it.". 
WEENIEPOLICE: "It's spontaneous. We think about 
it after it happens maybe .. but why bother?". 
PRISONWEENIE: "That's what we do, we party, and 
we do it because it's fun, and we think about it". 
NOMAGWEENIE: "Why do you smoke Marlboros 
Merril?" ... MARLBOMERRIL: " Because l feel that 
Marlboros are a man's cigarette. I've always smoked 
Marlboros. I'm into things like Marlboros and riding 
across the range. It's very American, you know. I'm 
into cowboys. They were aw-w-1-1-right .. except that 
they killed the Indians, the fuckers." ... NOMAG· 
SUCKS: "What about the new taste of Coke?". 
JOHNPAULGEORGE&RINGO&MERRIL: " I'm totally 
not into it .. I'm buying Pepsi. They changed it .. they 
fucked themselves. If they were really into it they 
wbuld put the coke back in Coke." .... NOMAG 
(SQUEEK)LAB(SQUEEK)RAT: "What about the .new 
Marlboro 25 pack? What's your opinion on those?" 
... MERRIL(SQUEEK): "I'm way iota it, you know. 
anything bigger. Bigger is better. I think in terms of 

contlnuea ori next page 
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SWA continued from p~vlous page 
Inches. Bigger and better, right Modi?" . .. BIGMODI: 
"Yep!'.'. .. BOOMCHUCKALAKA: "What about the 
cigarette More?" ... MIGRAINEMERRIL: " I don't go 
for 100's . .-1 figure, I want to control my cancer." .. ... 

Steely~yed Jordan Schwartz is in the process of 
writing the 'SWA Press Kit' .. his overstressed metallic 
nerves crackle with a psychotic messianic intensity. 
of purpose lend ing his falcon's vision the physical 
impact of strafing deadly lasers emanating from over· 
head out of terrible futuristic streetfighters synthe· 
tech eye sockets, cutting through flesh or thick 
securi ty steel with equal ease. No disbelievers w ill 
be left to cry their empty slogans or chants, none will 
be left alive or In memoriam ... VZ·ZHTI ... v.v. 
VWVVZZZZZ·Z·ZHT! ! . . another yuppie asshole vapc)r· 
lzed .. "Where do you.want to go for lunch?" ... " I 
don't have alot of time." ... " I don't want to spend 
alot of money." .. ; (Snlzzler .. . Snake & Lobster). 

iVVWVVZH·Z·ZZZZ·Z.SHHTI! ... Three Aramis stink· 
·1ng evolutionary mistakes turn to weightless ash 
having been instantly overcooked, their heads explod
ing as their Idiot brains boi l, expand to hot gas, and 
then with a muffled little pop! pop! pop! vaporize In 
the corporate afternoon haze . . . 

JORDAN: (holding up his unfinished press kit) . . . "OK 
.. this Is my perception of SWA as I see them. This 
is what the press Is going to see .. th is is the seed 
that Is going to be planted in all of the newspapers 
across America ... #1 MERRILL WARD .. vocalist, 
soothsayer .. Merrll Ward 's intensity entrances an 

~~~:~s~eH1~·~~~fl1~t~~1·~~1:i~~h~~~~~9·~:g~~~ l~n~ 
pale Imitation of the true Merril Ward. The album 
'SWA Is Your Future' contains, entraps peak moments 
of Merril. On first listen his vocals wi ll attack .. cloud 
your brain, massage your sou l, pry you out of the 
earth and send y·ou spinning into the universe, leaving 
your heart and balls to decide the orbit. .... #2 
RICHARD FORD: . . his best and on ly friend is his 
guitar .. He treats his Gibson like a vet treats his M-16. 
He lives, eats, drinks, eats, sleeps with it and can 
dismantle, clearf and maintain his guitar blindfolded 
In a matter of seconds. A properly placed Richard 
Ford power chord will blow your head c lean off from 
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a distance Of 50 yards. He plants his leads in the 
album like booby-traps. When listening to the a lbum 
'SWA Is Your Future' proceed with caution around the 
next bend to the high-pitched tasty lick that wi ll 
shatter your eardrums before you can say 'Twisted 
Sister' ...... #3 CHUCK DUKOWSKI. .. bass player 
Chuck Dukowski leapt from the frying pan of 'Black 
Flag' into the fire of SWA ... Dukowski is on the run 
trying to allude and outwit the insanity which is con· 
stantly chasing him. The strings on his bass turn into 
one thick rope which scratches for dear life in a tug· 
of-war with insanity. With every song on 'SWA Is Your 
Future' he is drawn c loser to that line. The insanity 
seeps through his skin, eroding his skull.. " .. (Jordan 
pauses) .. " Uh·h .. I don't know .. I don 't have the end 
. . it's something like .. the fuse is burning ..... #4 
GREG CAMERON: .. The Nazi Sex Doctor .. they say 

there's a part of John Bonham sti ll within the walls 
of 'Mystic Studio' where he recorded 'A Whole Lotta 
Love' ... Greg Gameron aka 'The Nazi Sex C>Octor' ate 
that piece for breakfast while laying down drum 
tracks for the album "SWA Is Your Future' .. (Jordan 
pauses) .. "Uh-h .. and I don't have the rest of that . · 
that's my perception of SWA .. ". 

MERRILAMONKEYS: "Oh! .. I saw a new kind of 
dance at the 'GBH' show. This is how you do the 
dance ... everyon'e's packed in there, people are 
slamming and everyone's crushed, you put your. 
hands up on this guy's shoulder and you pull your
self up onto tbe top of the crowd .. then you do th is" 
... (Merril imit3tes the c rawl stroke) ... "and then you 
turn on your back" ... (Merri li imitates back stroke). 
" I saw these guys doin' it. They were doin' it real 
c lean, you know. Some of them were swimming right 
up to the front of the stage. It's a perfect thing to 
compliment stage-diving. _.croi.yd ~wimming. It's_ 
great. .. surfers are best at it~'. .. CHUCKYERTIRES: 
" I think that sex is the seed behind all of my wisdom. 
It's definitely all that I think about.". . MERRILX
MAS: "Me too' . . all of our songs are dir'ected towards 
girls.'' . . . DRSEX; "Sex is music, music Is sex.'! ... 
PEEPEEMAN: ''That's why he Is the 'Nazi Sex Doctor." 
... BOOGALOOCHUCK: "Right on .. the Nazi's got It. 
he's layln' it down." ... NOTHERMONUCLEA.F\MAG: 
" Plato was against primitive rhythms In music. He 
tho119ht that exotic beats caused chaos In society." 
... AEEHAWMERRIL: "I really want to have a Rolls
Royce and a house in the Hollywood hills .. and I'd 
like to have enough money to fly to Paris so I can 
.rUn heroin deals on weekends and sit on mountains 
'in Nepal, eat brown rice and get yogis, and fucking 
get everything. It's a spi ritual thing man. I'm into it. 
It's llke 'The Beatles' thing. I want to party down with 
Ravi Shankar. I'm willing to die so I can live.". 
CHUCKCHOWMEIN: "You're wrong. Live to party, 
party to live. That is the fucking idea you stand for 
·Merril! How can you forget that?" ... MRZIPPER: 
"SWA is your future. It sounds kind of like a threat 
and it's not at all implied either." .. . . CHUCKAMOEBA: 
"Yeh .. It's just there. You're either SWA or non-SWA. 
There is no middle ground." ... NOMAGNINJA: "OK 
.. you're done now" .. (stop button activated) . 
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TEXAS 'TATTOO' TERRI: A Different Kind Of 
Hairdresser 

TERRI: " The most popular feature about these apart· 
rnents is the bathroom. They have Spanish style bath· 
rooms .. the ultimate in shitting pleasure." ... NOMAG: 
"You're a different kind of hai rdresser, aren't you?" 
... TERRI: " I reckon. Yeh .. I reckon I am, I guess 
because t choose to do it the hard way and I won't 
conform and work in Beverly Hills and be somebody 
I ain't all day long. If I worked in Beverly Hills I'd make 
alot more money but I'd be living in Camarillo and 
spend all that hard-earned money on drugs and a 
psychiatrist. The reason I became a hairdresser is 
because my mother talked me into going to get this 
hairdo and she paid for it and everything .. Oh boy! .. 
So the hairdresSer answered this phone ca ll and 
when they asked .. 'What are you doing?' . . she goes 
.. 'Oh .. just another head.' . . and then she didn't do 
anything that I asked her to do. When she finished 
she said .. 'Well, how do you like it?' . . and the fuckin ' 
lump in my throat was so big that I couldn't say any
thing, except..'/ hate it!'. .and I thought that you. 
ought to talk to the person and then do the hairdo 
the way they want. It depends on what everybody has 
got to do in life and thei r image and what they can 
handle ... and not another head. So that's why I 
became a hairdresser .. to try to see the person 's 
hairdo as they can handle it to their lifestyie. When 
people say .. 'Am I going to look like you?' . . I say. 
'Fuck no, man! f look like me. I want you to fuckin ' 
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look like you, not me. So don 't insult my intelligence. 
I 'd be real bored if I only did one kind of haircut. ' .. If 
I did my haircut on everybody, I'd be bored to death. 
I like doing straight people that get the straight 'dos 
that I do. Usually, they're more wigged out than the 
average person with the wigged out hairdo. I like 
doing all the ones inbetween because then you get 
to meet alot of different people. I hate to get hung 
up in on_e little circle. I like doing a complete variety 
so that you can see how different people live. The 
ones who have the nerve to come and get their hairdo 
done by me at least have one thing In common .. they 
respect my work and I try to make their hairdo fit their 
lifestyle, and I learn alot about different things because 
1 don't want to be limited. Aloi of people are fucking 
close-minded and scared to get thei r hairdo done by 
me just because I'm a little bit different type of hair
dresser (laugh), I reckon. Sometimes it's just my hyper 
mood and sometimes it's the tattoos and someone 
once told me that my eyes just give me away, even 
if I'm totally straight .. my eyes give me away. Fuck 
it man .. I'm 'The Girl Who Fell To Earth' I reckon .. but 
ifs worth it because then t meet some really sincere 
people and not people that are scared of everything 
anyway .. and who go salon-hopping with their twelve 
dollar coupons every week. They don't know what 
they want anyway. Most of those people are native . . 
uh .. well maybe I shouldn't say this .. native L.A.
eans, whatever, Los Angeleans, whatever the fuck 
they're called. They don't ever know what they want 
anyw~y. " continued on next page 



TERRI continued from previous page 

NOMAG: "Did you ever have a customer run away?" 
... TERRI: "Well-I .. yeh. There's alot of people that 
have chickened out. They decided that they really 
didn't need a haircut that bad that day ... And then 
there's the people who say. 'Are you sure that you 
are Terri? lsn 't there another Terri?' ... 'I'm afraid so 
honey!' . .. but that's thei r problem not mine. In 
Austin, Texas, when they'd ask people where to get 
their hair done, they'd get the same answer time after 
time, and that was the proof. I had one good reputa
tion in Austin, and that was for hairdos. So then we 
had one th ing in common, that the}' had chickened 
out once they saw me, and then eventually they 
wou ld come around, but there is alot of people that 
just can't deal with it because they're scared (laugh). 
I can do a businessman's 'do, a preppy 'do, your 
I caq fit in to anything 'do, but that's the easiest do 
on earth. People who think that I can't do those kinds 
of 'dos are fuckin' out of thei r mind anyway .. It 's so 
fuckin' simple! I mean they th ink I'm fucked up on 
this, that, or the other anyway. Even if I was I could 
stil l do the same kind of 'do. Maybe they should get 
fucked up and get their hair cut ! . . Because you 
know, I'm not fucked up. t don't have time, even if 
I drink beer all day long. In Austin, Texas, I had a great 
rapport with my customers. They would bring 6-packs 

. and none of those fuck in' beers or 'Mad Dog 20' 
would kick in until after I put my scissors down, after 
the last hairdo, and then everything would kick in and 
I'd be fucked up, but it never kicked in while I was 
doing the 'dos. I reckon that I just have good con
centration. I guess I'm serious about it and so I 
guess I am a different kind of hairdresser. Fuck these 
Teena Maries and douche-bag brains of the 'BO's or 
Michael Jack Offs .. Oh gawd ! .. I don't give a damn 
if I work anymore of those salons." ... NOMAG: " How 
did growing up in Texas affect you?" ... TERRI: "I was 
like 'The Girt Who Fell To Earth'. Growing up in Fort 
Worth from kindergarten to 5th grade, that's some
thing that really affected me mentally, my thoughts. 
It warped me because you have to be your own home 
entertainment center there. It 's got a high suicide rate 
for people who grow up there and stay there, because 
it's a dead end .. So you learn to entertain yourself 
alot. By the time I went to Austin and then went into 
hairdressing, r just refused to conform. I'd tried and 
I'd tried and I couldn't do it. So it took me 3 years 
to develop a clientele, although it should take some
body with my abil ity one year. If I was a little hyper 
some days, or if I was pissed one day, or really happy 
the next day, I didn't try to be a monotone person .. I 
just let it show, so I had a hard time fitting in to 
places there. Oh well . . society . .. tuck it man. As my 
dad said .. 'You can't cOmplain about it because 
that's th~e lifestyle you chose. You have to deal 
with the consequences.' . .. and I said ... 'But Keith 

Richards doesn't get yelled at and fucked with and 
threatened on the streets! ' .. . and he said ... 'We/f 
he's famou~!' . .. and then I thought for a second. 
'Well I reckon you're right Pop, you bastard!' ... I told 
him that the only way I could fit in would be to 
get a lobotomy, because then I wouldn't have to 
think as much and it would be real easy just to fit 
right in.". 

NOMAG: "Why did you move to Los Angeles?" . 
TERRI: "l wanted to get out of Austin. It's the greatest 
fuckin' city in the fuckin' world and now I appreciate 
it alot more, but I lived there 18 years. It's so easy 
and so comfortable and so secure. I al ready did that 
and I reached all of my levels there. I was a success 
and everything. l was working real hard and with all 
that money, I wouldn't go out that much. I'd just do 
alot of drugs and that was like a vacation then. So 
instead of those short vacations, I decided to move 
some place just to test myself. I had this peer group 
that would protect me there, and I always had this 
security. That's why I didn't move to San Francisco, 
because I knew half of the city ... and half of the city 
there is from Aust in, Texas ... and I didn't want to 
have any peer group. I wanted to be completely 
naked, just to see what I was really like and if I really 
did believe what I thought I believed in. It was great 
because it was real scary and I wanted that anxiety, 
excitement, and fear of the unknown just to see if 
I could deal with it. That's why I moved here, at least 
I'd find out. What have I got to lose? What have I got 
to fuckin' lose? .. Nothing.'' ... NOMAG: "Why do you 
like tattoos?" ... TERRI: "Because I know where that 
fuckin' money was spent. I can account for those 
dollars. I like pirates alot but I've got to lay off the 
skulls. My first one was a skull with a gold tooth and 
blood dripping. Each one makes me remember parts 
o_f my life .. it's like a little marker so you can remem· 
ber things that happened each time. I haven't gotten 
too many out here because they don't seem as 
relevant. Alot of things don't seem as relevant. I don't 
get as upset as I used to in Austin. I don't know if 
that's bad or good. I used to be able to get it out 
by getting tattoos, or I used to write songs atot. 
Now that I've moved here, there ain't been one night 
when I can sit down and write anything creative any
more. I don't know if it 's good or bad. The tattoos 
aren't that relevant, I get them because I like some
thing, because I get in the mood to sort of break 
up the monotony. t guess I've sort of gotten a partial 
lobotomy by moving out here because I don't get as 
upset. I don't come home mad after being out and 
write anything down. I just come home and go. 
'Fuck it man .. why did f go outZ"" ... NOMAG: "Who 
is your favorite client?" ... TERRI: "To do their hair?. 
Let's see .. who is my favorite client? Me! .. . You know, 
I've lived with the bitch for 30 years and it's been hell, 

TERRI (left and righ t photos). String tie, above, is by Michael Morrison. 

TERRI. 

but I'm still here. I may have to wait a long time for 
her to squeeze me in but, you know, whenever she 
gets in the mood I'm glad that I'm right there. She 
does just what she wants. I can't think of anyone else 
because no one is that exciting. I'll tell you . .. there's 
this girl named 'Dirty Donna'. We both have tattoos 
and that glow in our eyes. I met her when I was work· 
ing at this place calted 'Genocide'. When she came 
in she didn't have an appointment or anything, and 
I told the receptionist .. 'I 'm doing her hairand f don 't 
care what you guys say. If I have to quit, we 're going 
down on the corner and I'm going to do her hair. ' . . 
She's alot of fun. She moved to San Diego but I met 
her here. f miss you 'Dirty Donna'! It would be alot 
easier to do people's hair if they weren 't so scared. 
They're so fucking scared that they don't even know 
what kind of hairdo that they want ... It depends on 
what thei r friends like. All of this peer group accept
ance rules their lives. If only people could be in
dependent. People that grew up here really have a 
bad problem accepting themselves because they 
have to have their peer group's acceptance and 
approval. I'm real glad that I didn't grow up out 
here . . . But I'm not ready to kil l myself." . 
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PAUL ROESSLER 
by BAUCE KALBERG 

An Interview With The Hairy Mr. Roessler. 

SMALL CHILD: "Cookie! .. Cookie! .. Cookie! .. Cookie! 
. . Cookie! .. Cookie!" ... PAUL: " This Is never going 
to work. Do you want to ask him some questions?" 
... NOMAG: " How's that cookie?'' . . . PAUL: "Now he 
shuts up . . Anyway, we do have an album coming out 
on CO Records. I sing on it . . . it's going to be ca lled 
'Twisted Roots' ... It's like the T. Roots that you saw 
tive recently only when we went in the studio we did 
it all with drum machines instead of a drummer, 
because the drummer quit the week before we went 
up to San Francisco. I'm really glad he did because 
it came out really cool with the drum machines .. lt 
has a really good feel. So there will be a new album 
out, t guess that's the only really important thing I 
want to get across. I've been talking to Dave Ferguson 
for about a year up at CD and I feel that we've devel· 
oped a relat ionship over a long period of time. The 
first thing I sent him was a cassette of myself playing 
the plano and that sold him. To me that meant that 
we had an'Understanding that !·couldn't develop with 
other people. Generally if you just hear someone sing 
and play the piano, it takes a great leap of the imagi· 
nation to be able to envision the final product, but 
he got it and he knew that it was there from that. Also 
CD has their own recording studio which means that 
I can just go in and record for unlimited amounts of 
time which Is what I need for the type of music I'm 
doing. ll's a pretty lush kind of music." . .. NOMAG: 
"What kind of music is it Paul? What are you doing 
to Pop music?" ... PAUL: " I thought of it the other 
day. I thought o f what It was, but I forgot." . .. SMALL 
CHILD: "Ha! Ha!" .... PAUL: " It's an ongoing chal· 
lenge to try to describe my kind of music in two 
words, because that's what you're asked to do. I 
thought of one descript ion but I forgot." .... NOMAG: 
"Our readers are way too stupid to understand your 
explanation, so don't worry about it. " ... SMALL 
CHILD: "He wants the TV up. Do you want a peanut?" 
... PAUL: "We're making a talk on the tape recorder 
so that 's why we can 't turn the TV up. I'm supposed 
to say what It is in two words and I can't do ii. I do 
great interviews when I'm doing the dishes some
times, then I think of great th ings to say. It 's music 
written on piano as opposed to written on guitar, 
which only says something to musicians. For a guitar 
player to learn my stuff, the easiest thing for me Is 
incredibly difficult for them, and the easiest thing for 
them is incredibly difficult for me." . .. SMALL CHILD: 
" Daddy do you want a peanut?" .. . PAUL: "No thank 
you . .. That's why guitar players like to play with me 
.. it's sort of educational, they have to do rea lly weird 
stuff. It's not Pop music, do you know why?" .. 
NOMAG: " It sounds like Pop music at first listening . 
and you do that 'Beatles' song .. " ... PAUL: "Yeh .. we 
did 'Happiness Is A Warm Gun' .. . on the record we 
d id a version of 'She 's A Rainbow' by the 'Rolling 
Stones' because it has all that neat piano in it. It's 
not Pop music because Pop music is popular. That 's 

Zanehood Fun Colossus 
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what Pop music stands for." ... SMALL CHILD: "Look 
Mom! " . . . PAUL: "Although it is melodic and it's 
produced and it sounds kind of Pop, Pop music 
nowadays is like Dance music. Now, it's not like what 
Pop music used to be. Pop music has to be different 
every year you know. The kind of music I do could 
probably have been done in 1967 or1 974or1985. The 
technology changes but the songs could probably 
have been written in any time. Oh! .. I remember what 
I called it . . 'Tin Pan Acid' .. " ... SMALL CHILD: "No 
more cookies, not for me." ... PAUL: " Did you ever 
hear of Tin Pan Alley? Well my music is like Carol 
King if she was really having severe hallucinations. 
That 's the Pop music connection .. Carol King, Nei l 
Diamond, Paul McCartney, Paul Simon, only severely 
diSturbed. Although sometimes the disturbances 
aren't so obvious. Alex is ready to go to the party! 
Alex is a party animal!" . .. SMALL CHILD: " Yeh! . . I'm 

a party animal! " ... PAU · "It was really hard to allow 
myself to write that kind of music too, because that 
is the natural kind of music that came out of me. 
There are all kinds of things to keep you from doing 
the thing that's natural to you, like outside forces say· 
ing it's not right, it's not trendy, it's not contemporary. 
It was a st ruggle for me to say .. . I don't n_eed a girl 
to sing my songs or they don't have to be fast ... and 
then allow the music to be what I wanted it to be. 
That's what 'Twisted Roots' has been about for the 
past 5 years. It's me overcoming my insecurities and 
doing what I really want to do .. showing what I've 
learned from these million bands that I've played with 
and expressing myse lf. That was the original idea of 
'Twisted Roots'. It was for me to have my band and 
do things my way, but the original idea got lost. I 
immediately went and got people I could hide behind. 
They were great but always they took over and always 

continued on next page 
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it became their band. Finally, with this record I have 
made the record that l want to listen to ... it's the 
music that I have been hearing in my head. At the 
time when the band first got together, it was the 
'Starwood' days and everyone was giving their bands 
names like 'The Circle Jerks' ... and alot of 'Twisted 
Roots' was a reaction against violent aggressive 
music at the time, and we wrote songs like 'Love Your 
Friends' .. just completely to alienate. Also I knew 
peopte were going to think that I was attempting to 
redo the 'The Screamers' .. but 'The Screamers' was 
not my concept, it was the greatest band maybe that 
I've ever played with, but I wasn't going to go out and 
do some kind of technological anxiety Rock. I really 
wanted to find my own style .. What Alex?" . .. SMALL 
CHILD: "Look . . I'm getting skinny." . .. PAUL: "Alex, 
I don 't care. It's not as mellow as it might sound, after 
all, Dez Cadena is in the band and he won't stand 
for it if things get too mellow. I always like having 
a good aggressive guitar player in the band, so that 
I don't succumb to my stoned mello~ wanderings. 

When 1977 came along, I was affected. The Punk 
aesthetics are there now, they are just deeply buried. 
When Punk started you know, the notion was to 
alienate the Heavymetal people as bad as you can, 
and alienate the music establishment as hard as 
possible, but after a while for Dez and myself and 
Pat and Maggie and I think for mOst of the people 
in 'Twisted Roots' it was to alienate the Punk rockers 
as much as possible. They just seemed to be into 
the most stupid limited type of music, and it was 
being demanded that I obey those rules, whereas I 
thought that the whole point of it was that those rules 
were falling, it's anarchy and you can do what you 
like now. We were being forced to suddenly obey 
some mongoloid Nazi 's rules and 'Twisted Roots' 
was a reaction against that. It's not stupid music, 
that's the main thing that I'm shooting for, that there 
be alot of emotion and feeling and truth and intelli
gence ... and not fashion and style, ignorance and 
lying. It doesn't do much good to talk about it, you 
have to listen to it.". 

. .. and TONY ALVA with MIKE DUNNIGAN . .. both guys being in THE SKOUNDRELZ, 
a band which put on some hot shows around L.A. this year. 
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JOHN CURRY 
NOT JOHN: 'What are you wor1<1ng on now?" ... JOHN: 
"I've got a brand new band called 'Festival ' ... it 
includes Greg Williams and Art Fox, formerly of alot 
of other groups ... Greg and Art played together in 
"The Weirdos', so I guess that's how they met. We 
just finished a 5-song EP and we're going to start 
playing around. I play guitar and sing and Greg plays 
bass, Art is on drums .. We're looking for a keyboard 
player. I did the keyboards on the demo but we need 
somebody to play live." .. NOT JOHN: "How is this 
band different from your previous two bands 'Choir 
Invisible' and before that 'The Flyboys'?" .... . JOHN: 
" It's not as subtle. 'Choir Invisible' was subtle with 
the music. It takes more chances .. more 'schlocky' 
chances. We don't have any qualms about doing 
what comes natural to see if it 's good . . . it's less pre
tentious and more fun. We financed the recording 
ourselves and we're just going to try to shop it around 
... then if we don't get anything we'll give it to one 
of the independents." .. . NOT JOHN: " I hear you 've 
started a solo career also." . . . JOHN: " I was just 
doing that to keep busy. It was fun. I showed up at 
one of those folk nights where everyone has got their 
drum machines and electric guitars, and I just showed 
up with a guitar and played it and I played their piano. 
There is a kind of fake folk scene going on. People 
like to see one person get up there and climb out on 
a limb and hang. You hang yourself occasionally. I 
was thinking about recording the set that I play at 
these solo shows at an 8-track place later this month 

. . but I like being in a band better. . It has more 

power. Recording solo is. fun but playing live is an 
entirely different medium .. you should just get out 
there and rock .. half of the dumb audience out there 
can only hear the snare drum anyway. What's the 
sense of doing a bunch of harmonies and subtle stuff 
when half of the people are tone deaf." .. . NOT JOHN: 
"Have your ideas about music changed since you 
were in the 'Ftyboys'?" .... JOHN: "They reverted 
back to what they were in 'The Flyboys' .. what hap
pened was that we fell into the traps that everybody 
else did. As soon as you consider yourself a part of 
the music scene you follow what's going on .. you 
read all of the magazines and you follow all of the 
bands, then instead of doing what comes out of you 
naturally when you get into a band like 'Choir lnvis· 
ible' and you write a 'Motown ' sounding song, you 
say ... Where am I going to put this song? This isn't 
a postpunknewromanticquoteallthelabels type of song! 
.. And you couldn't use it. Now I just write anything 
that comes and if it hits the folky vein, I use it in a 
solo show. If it fits the band vein we play it whether 
it sounds like 'Motown' or 'Rock' bands or whatever .. 
and that's what 'The Flyboys' was. This new band 
is much looser in that way, it's just more fun. All the 
songs are upbeat and all -of the lyrics are about 
upbeat themes ... they aren't necessarilY introspec· 
tive. I found 'Choir Invisible' to be very pretentious 
and it was realty a hard band to be in because every· 
body was bending over backwards trying to allow 
everybody to have space, so all of your ideas got 

·diluted .. Nothing came out the way you wanted it. 
l don't dilute anything anymore and I work more 
alone, and I co-write songs with Greg. It's easier if 
you just write a song from start to finish then just 
go in and jam and call it a song afterwards." . 
NOT JOHN: "? + ? = ?" ....... l>'t BRUCE KALBERG 
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